
BBC MASTER ELECTRON ARCHIMEDES

FEBRUARY 1988 BIGGEST AND BEST-SELLING BBC/ACORN MAGAZINE

WAGON TRAINS:

WAGONS WEST
Schools take to the
California trail

MAKING CONTACT:
Move your software
from BBC to Arc

ARTISAN:
Setting standards in
Archimedes graphics

SHIFT-BREAK:
Hints and tips for
auto-boot discs

TV SCHEDULES:
Plan yourviewing
with our timetabler
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Leg of Toad, and Golden Fruit,
Mix with Ashes and Nightshade Root.

At the end of the thirteenth century, there lived in the
land of Lorraine ten wise and powerful Magelords.
Each of them had studied sorcery and enchantment
from childhood days, and each knew how to evoke
potent spells capable of causing metamorphosis
and devastation.

You play the role of one such Magelord named
Eldon The Spellbinder. Your task is to find the evil Zorn,
who has deserted the Magelord brotherhood and
fled to the Castle of Lorraine.

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro 5VV'Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron 5'A" Disc £11.95
BBC Master Compact 2'h" Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).
Ihe screen pictures show the BBC Micro version ot the game.
The graphics ol other versions may vary.

supcnioR
ACORNStFT

Dept. SPR2,Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX.Telephone: 0532459453

Then, by collecting the correct ingredients, you must
mix the Ultimate Spell, cast it at Zorn and banish him
for good.

A captivating 3D arcade-adventure full of problems
to be solved by magical means. Only the
appropriate ingredients mixed in the correct order
will produce all the powerful spells which you need
to complete your mission of destiny.

PRIZE COMPETITION
Ifyou complete the Spellbinder mission (by killing the evil Zorn),
you can enter our competition. Prizes include a superb engraved
trophy, with Spellbinder T-shirtsand signed certificates for
runners-up.

Closing Date: 30th June, 1988.

Please make

all cheques
payable to
"Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUI GUARANTEE
All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by tlrst-class post.
Postage and packing Istree
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
(This does not altecl your statutory rights)
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5'/4

3'/2

HEAD
CLEANERS

£3.95

£5.00

3 +

£3.50

£4.55

6+

£3.15

£4.10Computer Supplies Ltd, 0707 52698(5 lines)
5'/4 niCRO HEDIR Brand Discs

10- 30 '•''' 50 100 250
SS/DD 6.55 18.55- 29.05- 53.10 118.00
DS/40T 7.90 .22.30 34.90- 64.60 .144.50
DS/80T . 9.40 26.50 40.20 75.15 165.90
DS/HDfofPCAl 20.10 .57.20 90.10. 168.60 385.55

SVa Reversible discs (Flippy's) -
Hcve two write protect notches & index holes. '• ; ;..-:'
Suitable for 40 or 80 track drives. ',; ;-,• •; •

10.55 30.00 47.40 88.10 ,204.55

All discs

supplied are
with labels,

5Va" write

protects,
envelopes &
hub rings.

Discs purchased direct from
one major manufacturer.
100% certified error free -

lifetime guarantee.

5'/4 RainbOW'DiSCS come in five colours

25 50 100 250 500

SS/DD .16.50 30.75 57.10 134.50 252.45
DS/40T 17.95 33.10 60.70 141.45 262.20
DS/80T 19.00 35.20 64.85 148.75 276.00

;••.:••.....:....,.. . „„•...

5>/4 Unbranded Discs
SS/DD 9.80. • 19.35 36:40° 86.55 163.85
DS/40T 10.95' 20.65 38.20 89.70 172.50
DS/80T . 13.55 25.65 47.85 113.55 216.20

3V& (lICROriEOIR Brand
SS/DD .17.55 50.45 80.25 147.70 347.80
DS/DD 18.75 53,90 85.95 159.20 376.55

PRICES
INCLUDE
V.A.T.

VA Unbranded Discs
"1, 100 250

SS/DD - 15.10 42.60 65.95 117.70.264.75
DS/DD 16.20 ' 45.70 -72.95 128.50 290.00

AUTUMN CATALOGUE OUT NOW CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY

Amstrad 8512/8256

P.G.BR.Bl.Y

DMP 2000/3000

Brother HI?15 MS

R.8R.BL

Centronics GLP

R.G.BR.BL.Y

Canon 1080/1156

R.G.BR.BLY

Crhzenl20D

Diablo Hylype IIMS

R.BR.BL

Epson

FX/MX/RX80FX800
R.BR.BLG.Y

MX100/FXI000/FX105
R.BR.BL

LX80/86 GX 80

R.G.BR.BLY

Juki 6100 MS

6100SS

R. BR. BL

KagaKP810/910
R.G.BR.BL.Y

MAaltyMT80MS
PanasonlcKXPllO
R.G.BR. BUY

QumelVMS

Fabric

StarNL 10

ShlnwaCP80MS

3.55

4.95

4.65

5.85

2.1

4.70

3.30

2.05

2.75

3.30

4.95

4.10

550

7.20

3.30

3.30

5.50

4.10

3.35

4.65

4.35

5.55

2.65

4.45

3.10

1.90

2.60

3.10

4.65

3.85

520

6.80

3.10

3 10

5.20

3.85

3.10

4.25

4.20

5.10

2.40

4.05

2!

1.75

235

280

4.25

3.55

4.75

6.25

2.80

2.80

4.75

3.55

One off if ordered with other product
Please mix colours and types tor best prices

R - Red, BR = Brown. BL = Blue. G = Green.
Y - Yellow

Itthe ribbon you require is not listed please
let us quote

The above Is a small selection of the 250
different ribbons we stock. We shall be

pleased to find your ribbon, however old
or obscure.

Computer Labels
Continuous lanlold. sprocket led

Price pe' 1,000 3.000

70x36 3.85 11.55
89x36 5.65 14.25
89x49 5.65 14.25

102x36 7.95 20.40

('loose slate no ol labels across
the sheet (I. ? or 3)

Computer paper
Plom lanlold, micro perl edges

1650 43.80
2040 53.55

2760 58.50
'740 45.50

CO ~ac'o< occ«' a/G'coe

ALLPRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE
& PACKING AND VAT.

i iiLi\u i ill!m
Computer Supplies

Freepost. Dept. AU, Rydal Mount,
Baker Street, Potters Bar. Herts. EN63BR

E3 Access & Visa i vka <
Iranwani

Out ot OfficeHours (Answermachine)

0707 52698 (5 lines)
Orders despatched 24 hrs

Please allow 5 days for Oelivery
For next day delivery, please ring for

details Postage covers UK only.

ACatalogue isavailable with a more
comprehensive range of products

including - 3M & Verbatim discs - a
wider choice of paper labels, ribbons

and accessories

Ring or write to obtain your copy now!

Educational and HMG orders
accepted. For official orders/invoice/
credit orders there is a minimum order
value of £15.00 excluding V.A.T. Any
order under £15.00 will be subject to

£3.00 handling charge.

Personal callers welcome
Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 9.30am - 1 00pm

ACORN USER FFBRUARY
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HINTS & TIPS:

Booting up: load your programs with Shift-Break, plus printer compatibility
FIRST BYTE:

Tessie Revivis' guide to choosing peripherals

REVIEWS

GAMES:

Gossip and rumour in the games world with David Lawrence
GAMES:

The low-down on Impact, Elixir and Life ofRepton
SOFTWARE:

Dave Futcher looks at Artisan on the Archimedes

SOFTWARE:

Dave Futcher tidies his Filofax with the Fax File Organiser
BOOKS:

In Data Theft, hacker king Hugo Cornwall turns queen's evidence
HARDWARE:

Bruce Smith finds the Panasonic KX-P1081 very competitive
HARDWARE:

Epson's GQ3500 laser printer comes under the spotlight

EDUCATION

NEWS:

Special education centres search for cash
HOW THE WEST WAS WON:

A group ofLondon kids go to California without leaving their classroom
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PRINTER SPECIAL
MAKING AN IMPRESSION/Page 103

Technology has changed the face ofprinting. David
Atherton on dot-matrix, laser and daisy-wheels

PRINTERS REVIEWED//Vs 149 & 152

Latest offerings from Panasonic and Epson under scrutiny
from Bruce Smith and David Atherton

FEATURES
STYLE COUNSEL/Page 81

Clearer programs make life easier and can get into print,
finds Graham Bell

TV'S BIG FIGHT'/'Page

Joe Telford's micro settles his family's arguments over
which channel to watch

BBCTO ARC DATA LINK/Page 96

Transfer programs and data files to your new machine with
Alan Watkins' simple listing and a couple of wires

ARTISAN AT WORK/Page 140

Artisan, the first art program to take advantage of
Archimedes' graphics, meets with Dave Futcher's approval

2t»°ft
-7150 *

COVER

•j:UvISsS

Photograph by
Martin Barraud

NEXT MONTH
DIY WIMPs:

Design your own windows
environment on the Arc
Is your micro a budding
Bach? The ins and outs

of automatic composition
Plus news, reviews,
games and more. . .

data user whose entries in the Data Protection Register contain descriptions of the sources and disclosures of the information held. ISSN 0263 7456.
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The products in this price list are available in our
showroom in St.Albans and by mail order.
Telephone your order on 0727 40303 or send the
order form to:

5% DISCOUNT TO BEEBUG AND RISC USE

MEMBERS ON HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Only if you quote your membershi
number.

BEEBUG Membership £14.50
RISC USER Membership £12.50

BEEBUG MAIL ORDER,
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St.Albans, Herts., AL11EX.
Tel: 0727 40303 Multi-lines

Showroom open: Mon-Sat 9-5.30
and Thursday 9-8.00pm

ORDERS CAN NOW BE PLACED VIA MICRONET.
SEE US ON PAGE 800909 OR SIMPLY TYPE '*BEEBUG#'

PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
THERE ARE TWO PRICES LISTED BELOW FOR EACH ITEM. THE FIRST

IS OUR NORMAL PRICE, THE SECOND OUR MEMBERS PRICE.

COMPACT COMPUTERS

0199GCompact Entry System
0198GCompact TV System
0197GCompact Mono System

375.00 356.25

390.00 370.50

440.00 4i8.oo COMPUTER SPARE PARTS
10196GCompact ColourSystem 575.00 546.25

0809DMaster Keyboard
0810DBBCKeyboard
0815A65C02 CPU

108.00 102.60 0820ABBC Key Switches
29.90 28.41 0821ASpacebar Support
29^90 28^41 0822DBBC Power Supply
12.32 11.70

9.77 9.29

COMPACT ACCESSORIES

0227F Second 3.5" Disc Drive

0201B Compact RS232 Interface
0211CPAL TV Adaptor
0250CCompact 5.25" Disc Lead
0298BCompact Printer Lead

See separate advert for
ARCHIMEDES

0823DMaster Power Supply
0807BMaster Battery Kit

64.00 60.80

52.90 50.25

13.80 13.11

1.73 1.64

2.30 2.18

67.85 64.46

69.49 66.02

3.68 3.50

Free Inter-word

when buying a new Master
Series Computer.

MASTER COMPUTER

0200GMasterl28

0234B Ml28 Econet Module

0781B Care Elec. Cartridge
0782BCare4WayCart.
0230C65C102 6502 'Turbo"

0231D80186 Co-Processor

0233F Universal 2nd Proc.

0207ABasicIIROM

0208A1.2Operating System
0209B 1.2 DNFS ROM

0212B Acorn Speech Upgrade
0217B 1770 Disc Interface

0218AADFS Upgrade 1770
0225B Econet Upgrade BBC
0226B 64KUpgrade Kit B+

ACORNSOFT LANGUAGES

59.69 56.70

48.00 45.60

67.85 64.46

62.00 58.90

53.00 5035

43.57 4139

48.00 45.60

62.00 58.90

32.78 31.14

74.75 71.01

55.20 52.44

240.01 228.00

45.00 42.75

19.00 18.05

1013B View Print Driver Cassette 8.62

1014B View Print Driver Disc 9.77

1002B Hi-View

1021AViewIndex Disc

1043BViewSpell ROM
lOOlBViewSheet

1030B ViewPlot

1019B ViewStore ROM 44.28

1023C View Professional 99.95

1020D Overview 98.90

1008B Basic Editor 28.00

1017BGXRB 28.00 26.60

1018BGXRB+ 28.00 26.60

1031BTermulatorROM 31.05 29.50

8.19

9.29

44.28 42.06

13.80 13.11

34.02 3232

32.63 31.00

25.30 24.04

42.06

94.95

93.96
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Master Modem

435.91 414.11

48.88 46.43

8.95 8.50

14.95 14.20

119.00 113.05

228.85 217.41

83.00 78.85

21.85 20.76

10.06 9.56

19.78 18.79

46.00 43.70

50.24 47.73

29.33 27.86

48.00 45.60

39.00 37.05

0243BMaster Lisp Cart.ROM
1003BLisp ROM
0245BMaster Logo Cart.ROM
1006B Logo
1004B BCPL

1026BBCPL Generator

1005B Comal

1007C ISO Pascal

1028B Pascal Generator

1027C Micro PROLOG
1033BMicrotextDisc

1034CMicrotext Plus ROM

1041B Forth ROM

1042B Forth Disc

ACORNSOFT

APPLICATIONS

1000B View 2.1

1022C View 3.0 ROM

44.28

66.70

42.06

63.36

A new internal modem for the Master

128 that requires no soldering and may
be fitted in a matter of minutes. The

modem features V21/V23 baud rates
which are ideal for Prestel, Micronet
etc, auto-baud rate selection, tone and
pulse dialing, auto-dial and auto
answer. An interesting feature is that it
uses the internal Master speaker for
call progress monitoring. The modem
is supplied with the highly acclaimed
BeebugCommand ROM.

Stock Code 0759E Price £119.00

Members Price £113.05
BT Approval Applied For

3EEBUGBEEBUGBEEBUGBEEBUGBEEBU
3BEEBUG8EEBUGBEEBUGBEEBUGBEC-'
JGBEEBUGBEEBUG3EEBUGBEEBUGE; I
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Beebug C Is a full Implementation of the language
C conforming to, and extending beyond the
Kernlghan and Ritchie standard. Beebug C
produces fast compact code and supports

floating point maths. A comprehensive set of
library functions and macros is supplied on disc.

Features

• Runs on a standard 32K BBCmodel B,B+,
Master128or MasterCompact

• 40/80TrackDFS, ADFS and Tubecompatible
• Support for Acornoperating system
• Powerfulcommand line interpreter with over

20commands & qualifiers
• Expandable run-time library on disc

containing nearly 100 functions & macros
• Full macro-handling facilities
• Debugging facilities and helpful error messages
• C programs may be written using almost any

text editor or word-processor such as View,
Wordwise, InterWord etc.

BeebugC is supplied on 2 ROMsand a 40or 80 track
disc. A 3.5"Compact version is also available

price Stock code 0074B 40 track

£59

inc VAT

Stock code 0075B 80 track
Stock code 0076B 3.5" disc

Postage £1

iBUGBEEBUMEEBlJGB^^
3EE8UG311035B 6502 Development 45.00 42.75
3BEEB

"Beebug C is about five times faster at compilation
than the Acornsoft version and produces code at a
fraction of the length." MICROUSER

Beebug C
Stand Alone Generator

An add-on to Beebug C which produces stand-alone
code which will run on any BBC or Master
computer (memory permitting). Supplied on a
dual-format disc which also contains a number of

trig functions.

£19price

inc. VAT

stock code 0077B 5.25" disc

stock code 0078B 3.5" disc

postage £1

I ne c Programming Language book
By Kernighan and Ritchie

Beebug C conforms to the standard set by this excellent
and highly recommended book.

Price: £22.75 Postage £1
Stock code 1289B

Beebug C site licences available for educational
establishments.

Please phone for details

Beebug Ltd. Dolphin Place,
Holywell Hill, St. Albans, Herts., AL11EX.

Tel: (0727) 40303

1039B Creative Sound Disc 19.00 18.05

PRINTERS & RIBBONS

ACORN COLOUR

MONITOR

0602F Cumana CSX400 40/80 142.60 135.47

0603F Cumana CS400 40/80 162.15 154.04
0615F Cumana CS400E 155.00 147.25

0604GCumana CD800S 40/80 286.35 272.03

0611ACumana Disc Guide 1.90 1.81

0650B 10 x Memorex Discs SS 40 15.50 14.73

0651B 10 x Meinorex Discs DS 80 25.50 24.22

0669B 10 x Memorex 3.5" Discs 25.00 23.75

0652B Disc Head Cleaner (5.25") 9.65 9.17

0648B Disc Head Cleaner (3.5") 9.65 9.17

0653B Disc Case (10 x 5.25" discs) 2.25 2.14
0654CDisc Box molds up to 50) 10.00 9.50
0655CLockableDiscBox(50) 13.80 13.11

0656C Lockable 3.5" Disc Box (40) 11.05 10.50

WATFORD HARDWARE

0299G Panasonic KX-P1081 180.00 171.00

0304G Panasonic KX-P3131 290.53 276.00

0311GTaxanKP815 342.11 325.00

0316GTaxan KP915 15" 440.00 418.00

0322E Epson LX800 275.00 261.25

0327GStarNL-10 285.00 270.75

0328G Epson FX800 405.00 384.75

0402AEpson FX/RX80 Ribbon 4.00 3.80

0403AEpson FX/RX100 Ribbon 5.00 4.75

0408A Canon /Taxan Ribbon 5.64 5.35

0409A Black Cart PJ1080A 8.75 8.31

0410A Colour Cart PJ1080A 13.50 12.83

0411A HR-15 Correctable Ribbon 430 4.09

0412AHR-15 Nylon Ribbon 4.30 4.09

0413ALX 80 Ribbon 4.60 4.37

0415AEpson JX80Ribbon 16.22 15.40

0418AJuki 6100 S/S Ribbon 1.55 1.47

0423A Panasonic Ribbon 5.75 5.46

MONITORS & PLINTHS

0503G Zenith 123 12" Green

0504G Zenith 122 12" Amber

p530GMicrovitec 1431 Mon.
0531GMicrovitec 1451 Mon.

0535GSupervision 625 RGB
10536GSupervision 620 RGB

0551ESingle Master Plinth
W559F Double Master Plinth

0552ESingle BBCB Plinth
0553F Double BBC B Plinth

83.00 78.85

87.00 82.65

239.00 227.05

289.00 274.55

379.50 360.53

318.55 302.62

16.10 15.30

28.75 27.31

12.65 12.02

23.00 21.85

• Asused withCompact &Archimedes
• 14" Hi-res (0.43mm dot pitch)
• RGB (Scart, audio/phono connectors)
• Normal R.R.P. £360

• Suppliedwithfreeleads

Beebug Members Price
£235

Non-Members £247.37

Stock code 0540G

DISC DRIVES

0224G Master Disc Drive Unit

0600F Cumana CSX100 40

0610FCumanaCS10040

0614F Cumana CS100E

0601G Cumana CDX200 40

316.00 300.20

106.95 101.60

126.50 120.18

118.45 112.53

215.00 204.25

lUGBEEBUGBEgBUGBEEBUGBErii :

0214B Watford DDFS Kit

0216B Watford DFS Manual

0219B Watford 1.43 DFS Kit

0702B 32K RAM Card

0709DWatford Eprom Eraser
0717BWatford Sideways ZIF
0736B Solderless ROM Board

0737B Watford Battery
0752B Watford Diagnostic Disc
0755B Write Protect Mkl2

0739C Watford Video Digitiser
0429B Watford NLQ Epson
0748F Co-Pro Adaptor
0785C Quest Mouse & Paint

56.35 53.53

6.95 6.60

62.10 59.00

67.28 63.91

33.35 31.68

17.83 16.93

36.80 34.96

4.37 4.15

23.00 21.85

2.76 2.62

113.00 107.35

28.75 27.31

55.00 52.25

67.85 64.46

Please telephone for free
information pack.
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27.55

45.60

50.35

15.00

56.00

|OTHER HARDWARE

0704B ATPL ROM Board BBC

0746B ATPL ROM Board BBC B+ 33.35

0735B ATPL Battery Backup
0705A2764 8K EPROM

0706A2712816K EPROM

0707A6264 8K RAM

0708AEprom Extractor Tool
0714ABBkeystrip
0715ADust Cover BBC B/B+
0734ADust Cover Master

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS

39.67 37.69

33.35 31.68

1737 16.50

2.64 2.51

6.75 6.41

3.68 330

3.45 3.28

2.09 1.99

3.45 3.28

4.60 437

9.99 9.49

17.00 16.15

12.50 11.88

13.00 1235

9.99 9.49

0718B Delta 3B Single Joystick
0719BDelta 3BTwin Joysticks
0720BDelta 14BJoystick
0721B Delta 14B/1 Interface
0773B Delta 3S Compact Joystick

COMPUTER CONCEPTS

1117B Interword

lllOBIntersheet

1114B Interchart

1116BInterbase

1118BSpellmaster
1100C Wordwise Plus

OTHER SOFTWARE

1123B SPEECH! Disc 40/80T

1135CInstant Mini Office ROM

1174B Mini Office II80T

1176B Mini Office II (Master)

1177B Mini Office II (Compact)
jll70DFleet Street 40T
1171DFleet Street 80T

1175BClares Replica III

50.03 47.52

44.85 42.61

29.90 28.41

67.85 64.46

55.00 52.25

46.00 43.70

11.95 1135

59.95 56.95

16.50 15.68

19.95 18.95

21.95 20.85

37.95 36.05

37.95 36.05

15.00 14.25

The products listed here are only a
selection from our extensive

range. Please telephone and ask
for an information pack which

of BEEBUG.

GAMES 5.25" Discs
All games are also available on 3.5" discfor
the Compact,please telephone for prices.

1036B Elite Disc

1016B Acomsoft Aviator Disc

1125BWhite Knight Disc
1131BRepton3
1133B Trivial Pursuit Disc

1138B Revs ind 4 Tracks

1143B Acornsoft Hits Vol.1

1145B Acornsoft Hits Vol.2

1186B Grand Prix Disc

1180BSuperior Collection 1
1182B Superior Collection 2
1188B Imogen Disc
1194BRepton Around the World
1196B CODENAME:Droid

1198B Crazee Rider Disc

1168BPalace of Magic
1166BPlay it again SAM
1090BSpellbinder
1070BLifeof Repton
1074B Elixir

1076B Bone Cruncher

14.95 14.20

17.08 16.22

18.63 17.70

11.95 1135

19.95 18.95

14.95 14.20

11.95 1135

11.95 11.35

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

11.95 11.35

9.95 9.45

7.95 7.55

11.95 11.35

11.95 11.35

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

7.95 7.55

11.95 11.35

11.95 11.35

Join BEEBUG NOW for only
£14.50 or RISC USER for £12.50

and claim your members 5%
discount straight away.

AMX MOUSE

1165CAMXDesign 69.95
1164B AMX Extra Extra 19.00

0703C AMX Mouse 74.75

0757CAMX Mouse (Master) 74.75

1153BAMXXAM 19.00

1154CAMX Stop Press 40.00
1162CAMX Stop Press M128 40.00
1155BAMX Superart ROM 40.00
1163BAMXSup'artROMM128 40.00
1161B AMX MAX ROM 19.00

0786B New AMX Mouse 36.80

BEEBUG BLANK DISCS

62.96

18.05

71.01

71.01

18.05

38.00

38.00

38.00

38.00

18.05

34.96

0664E 25x 80T DS Discs 29.00

0665E50x40TSS Discs 48.00

0668E 50x 80T DS Discs 53.00

0675B lOx 3.5" DS Discs 15.79

0676E 40 x B'Bug 3.5" with box 58.95

BEEBUGSOFT ROMS

0075BBeebug C 80 Track 59.00
0074B Beebug C 40 Track 59.00

44.25

44.25

Seediscsectionsfor Stand Alone Generators
0084B Command 39.00

0073B Command Hayes 39.00
0087B Master ROM 39.00

0001B Sleuth 32.00

0004B Exmon II 32.00

0007B Help II ROM 31.00
0012B Spellcheck III 40T 36.00
0013BSpellcheck III 80T 36.00
0028B Murom 32.00

0052B Wordease 29.00

1135 0053B Dumpmaster II 31.00
0056B Icon Master 34.00

0057B Romit 34.00

0059B Toolkit Plus 39.00

BEEBUGSOFT DISCS

0077B C Stand Alone Gen. 19.00

0085B Printwise 40T 30.00

0086B Printwise 80T 30.00

0009BStudio Eight 22.00
0014B Discmaster 21.00

0015B Dumpmaster 15.00
0017B Teletext 40 Track 15.00
0018B Teletext 80 Track 15.00

0020BSprites 40 Track 15.00
0021BSprites 80 Track 15.00
0024B Masterfile II40T 22.00

0025B Masterfile II80T 22.00

0088B Masterfile ADFS 40T 22.00

0089B Masterfile ADFS 80T 22.00

0029B Quickcalc 18.00
0031B Starter Pack 18.00

0034BHershey Font 40T 21.00
0035B Hershey Font 80T 21.00
0038B Billboard 21.00

29.25

29.95

2925

24.00

24.00

2325

27.00

27.00

24.00

21.75

2325

25.50

25.50

2925

1425

22.50

22.50

16.50

15.75

1125

1125

1125

1125

1125

16.50

1630

16.50

16.50

13.50

13.50

15.75

15.75

15.75

0657B1 Ox 40TSS Discs

0660B lOx 80T DS Discs

0661E25x40TSS Discs

9.90

10.90

23.00

9.41

10.36

21.85

PRICES

INCLUDE VAT

Jt.
IT" To cTaTm'memberTpTices'it'is essential to quote your membership number. ~

Carriageis denotedby the lettercontainedin the stockcode.
A-50p, B-£l, C-£2, D-£3, E-O.75, F-E5.50, G-£7. When ordering
several items,use the highest price code and halfof each
subsequentcode. For courierdeliveryuse codeG.

Official Orders
Orders for £25 and over are welcome from education and
governmentbodies. Alternatively pro-formainvoices are
available on request.

Credit Cards E3 , «-
Access and Visa orders are welcome, and may be
placed by letter or telephone.

BEEBUG LTD,

Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
StAlbans, Herts., AL1 1EX.

Address:

Postcode:
Access/Visa

Description

Sub Total £

Postage £

Membership No:
./ / Expiry

Inaccordance with ourcompetitive pricing structure, prices aresubject toalteration atanytime. •BT (0727)40303
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Drive for
don't knows
People whocan't make up their
minds which disc format to use
can now put off their decision
for good.

Watford is the latest in a line
ofcompanies to produce a dou-

Twin-format double disc drive

ble disc drive which incorpo
rates both 5.25-inch and 3.5-

inch formats.

The 5.25-inch drive is switch-

able between 40 and 80 tracks.

The system, called the DP35-
800S, comes in a large, sturdy
plinth unit which doubles as a
monitor platform.

Having two formats on line is
useful for anyone who needs to
transfer files between BBC mic

ros and Compacts or Arcs.
The drives have their own

power supply, and come with
theusual utilities disc. Theprice
oftheDP35-800Sis£202.

Olivetti man
for Acorn
Acorn has finally announced a
replacement for Brian Long.
The new managing director is
leading Olivetti marketing
strategist, Harvey Coleman. He
takes up the job immediately.

Coleman has been in the
computer business for 25 years
working most recently for
Olivetti in both Italy and Bri
tain. Formerly he provided
commercial support to custom
ers for British Olivetti and
Computer Technology.

He'll use his marketing ex
pertise to ensure Acorn's pro
ducts 'enjoy the success they
surelydeserve.'

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

Arc PC nodule
put on hold
By Steve Mansfield
Acorn hasstopped work on the
MS-DOS hardware add-on for

the Archimedes while it decides

whether the product is worth
its while making.

The podule would have
offered a high degree of com
patibility with IBM PCs and
similar machines and would

have got around the argument
that schools should drop Acorn
machines in favour of the MS-

DOS industry standard.
Research Machines' Nimbus

is the Arc's main competitor
for the education market, and
stands to gain if the MS-DOS
podule is cancelled. The Nim
bus is compatible with MS-
DOS programs and can also
run BBC Basic.

Acorn's Dave Bell confirmed

that: 'We have certainly placed
any current work on hold
while we decide what we do for

next year.'
Bell went on to refute sug

gestions that Olivetti was in
volved. 'That's a silly rumour,'
he said. 'It has no foundation

whatsoever. It was purely an
Acorn decision, taken as partof
our regular product meetings.'

Behind schedule
Although originally planned for
late 1987, work on the podule
had slipped behind schedule,
and it looked as though the
second quarter of 1988 would
have been the earliest possible
launch date.

Bell expressed concern over
the relevance of an MS-DOS
product which would be based
on an old chip, have compara-

RMNimbus: The Arc's main MS-DOS competitor in schools

tively low resolution CGA
graphics andwould be relatively
expensive at around £300. The
PC-compatible world ismoving
generally towards the higher
resolution EGA graphics, and
IBM itself has announced that it

will use the even better VGA

standard.

Complete PC-compatible
computers can be bought for
around £500, so the podulc
might look expensive. Howev
er, there may be a demand from
schools who want the Arc for

its BBC compatibility but
would like to run MS-DOS

software too. For that reason,
Bell explained, the project is
only on hold, rather than can
celled forever.

'If we felt there was a large
enough demand, it would be
worth doing,'hesaid.

Acorn is still selling the
software-based MS-DOS emu
lator, although this is less com
patible than the hardware pro
duct. This is because the podule

was to have included the PC

floppy disc controller chip,
which is directly accessed by
some software packages as part
of their copy protection.

Leading light leaves
Acorn has lost the leading light
behind Arthur, the Archimedes'
operating system. Paul Fellows,
who as microsystems software
manager led the Arthur de
velopment team, has left to join
Cambridge Computer - Clive
Sinclair's company which
makes theZ88 laptop.

Fellows has been described

by an industry source as 'the
only person in Acorn who real
ly knows anything about
Arthur.' However, having spent
a year working on the system
with his team, Fellows said his
work is 'now about done'. The

new job is a career move, he
said, and not connected with
any dissatisfaction with Acorn.
Fellows' job has been filled by
an internalappointment.



NEVER SLEEPS

#
24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK

TELEPHONE: 0276-22677 FAX:

01-441 2922 (Office Hours) 0276-684716

MAIL ORDER PRICES MAY VARY IN RETAIL SHOPS

PHONE YOUR ORDER NOW WITH CONFIDENCE

WE GUARANTEE TO MATCH PRICES OFFERED

THROUGH ANY OTHER SUPPLIER

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

9

CARRIAGE ON
ANY ITEM

POST £3.00
COURIER £10.00

BBC MASTER SERIES

Master 128

Master Turbo Upgrade
Master 512 upgrade
Eprom Cartridge
Relerence Manual Part 1

Relerence Manual Part 2

Advanced Relerence Manual

View Manual

ViewSheet Manual

Disk Filing System User Guide
Plynth tor Master
Joystick (switched)

ACORNSOFT

View ROM

ViewSheet ROM

ViewStore ROM

ViewSpell ROM
GXR Grades ROM
ISO Pascal ROM

Basic 2 ROM

OS 1.2 ROM

Viewlndex

ViewPlot
Hiview

Printer Driver Generator

Speech Upgrade
ADFS Rom

1770 DFS upgrade

£369.00

£99.00

£199.00

£11.00

£14.95

£14.95

£19.95

£10.00

£10.00

£5.00

£12.00

£15.00

£37.00

£37.00

£37.00

£29.00

£26.00

£60.00

£15.00

£10.00

£12.00

£22.00

£36.00

£10.00

£39.00

£25.00

£49.00

• Vil.1!! .IVlnV^
Wordwise +

Intersheet

Interword

Interchart

Interbase

Disc Doctor

PrintMaster

Communicator

Termi II

Accelerator

SpellMaster
Edword 2 ROM

ATPL Sidewise Board

AMX Mouse

AMX Pagemaker

•j-'.i.'i^.iiiij.'.im
Upgrade tor
BBC B

Module tor 100m Cable

Master/Archie £43.00 Installation

Clock + Term.Set £86.00 (per day)
Outlet Socket Kit £26.00 Filestore E01

Level 1 Software £80.00 (server)
Level 2 Software £216.00 Filestore E20

Printer Server £42.00 (20Mbyte)

£40.00

£37.00

£39.00

£26.00

£55.00

£28.00

£24.00

£49.00

£25.00

£48.00

£47.00

£46.00

£39.00

£59.00

£37.00

£60.00 10 Station Lead Set £25.00

DISK SYSTEMS

Acorn Winchester

30 Mbyte with L3 S/W

Cumana Disk Systems tor
Single without PSU
CSX100 40T/SS

CSX400 80T/DS

Single with PSU
CS100 40/TSS

CS400 80T/DS
CS354 3.5"

Dual with PSU

CD200 40T/SS

CD800S 80T/DS

CD358 3.5"

100K

400K

100K

400K

400K

200K

800K

800K

UFD/Akhter Disk Systems lor BBC
40 Track

40/80

200K

400K

MD200B

CS400B

Dual with PSU

MD802E

HD2000

40/80

Winchester

800K

20Mb

£721.00

£89.00

£119.00

£109.00

£139.00

£119.00

£199.00

£239.00

£199.00

• * £99.00

••£119.00

'• £219.00

£695.00

'SPECIAL OFFER

riVi'.iUTilittilli.H'.frl
Base

Mono

Colour

Base

Mono

Colour

Base PC Emulator

Mono PC Emulator

Colour PC Emulator

Base

Mono

Colour

A440 Base

Mono

Colour

0.5 Mbyte Ram
Floppy Disk
20 Mbyte + Controller
Podule Backplane
I/O Podule

RML PERIPHERALS
Cumana Winchester Systems
CRM20 20Mbyte
CRM30 30Mbyte
CRM60 60Mbyte

£699.00

£749.00

£899.00

£775.009

£825.00

£975.00

£835.00

£885.00

£1035.00

£1399.00

£1449.00

£1599.00

£2299.00

£2349.00

£2499.00

£89.00

£125.00

£499.00

£35.00

£79.00

£590.00

£649.00

£1199.00

IfJHMHfrMMl'lili'iHWHiH
1456DL2

1456ML2

AMSTRAD COMPUTERS
PC 1512DD Colour Wordstar + Supercalc

PC 1512SD Mono

PC 1512DD Mono

PC 1512SD

PC 1512DD

PC 1640SD
PC 1640DD

PC 1640HD20

PC 1640SD

PC 1640DD

PC 1640HD20

Colour

Colour

Mono

Mono

Mono

Colour

Colour

Colour

PC 1640SD Enhanced Colour

PC 1640DD Enhanced Colour

PC 1640HD20 Enhanced Colour

DMP3160 Printer

Wordstar 1512/1640

Supercalc
Reflex

Sidekick

PCW 8256

PCW 8512

PCW 9512

APPLE He ACCESSORIES

£225.00

£225.00

• £699.00

£399.00

£499.00

£549.00

£649.00

£449.00

£549.00

£799.00

£599.00

£699.00

£949.00

£749.00

£799.00

£1099.00

£199.00

£69.95

£69.95

£69.95

£29.00

£299.00

£399.00

£499.00

£59.00

£99.00

£59.00

£29.00

£79.00

Cidech 80 Column Text Card

Cirtech 80 Column 64K Card
Cirtech Printer Card

Sound + Vision Modulator

RGB colour card

Sottware

Appleworks
Workbench

£175.00

£149.00

'SPECIAL OFFER

BBC 'B' (2nd User)

PRICES FROM £175

3 Months Warranty

PLEASE CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

BARGAIN BASEMENT

Ex Demo 800K Disk Drives

Acorn £150.00

Akther £150.00

Ex-Demo Juki 6100 printer £200.00

Ex-Demo TEC F10-40 £699.00

Acorn Electron £50.00

Apricot Xen xi 10 £600.00

Acorn 280 Second Processor £200.00

Kaga/Taxan Printer £150.00

MISCELLANEOUS
5.25" Datatech Diskettes per 10 80T Double Sided £15.00

3.5" Datatech Diskettes per 10 80T Double Sided £20.00

3" Diskettes per 10 Single Sided
Double Sided

5.25" Storage Box 10
30

80

3.5" Storage Box 10
30

60

C12 Cassettes 12 min x 10

Ribbons

Epson MX/FX/RX80/LX800
MX/FX/RX100

LX/80
JX80 (Colour)
LQ800

LQ1000

Canon/Taxan

Colour Cartridge
Juki MS

Juki SS

Hermes (Remstar)
Imagewriter/Apple DMP
Microline

Anadex 9500/1

TEC/Cltoh/Diablo

Brother HR15/DX100

Amstrad PCW 8256/512

PCW 9512

Amstrad DMP3000

Printer lead tor

BBC 1m

BBC 2m

BBC 3m

RS423

Compact
Apricot, Sanyo
IBM/Amstrad PC/Archie
IBM RS232

Custom made leads

Printer Data Switch

2-way
3-way
4-way
2-Way Crossover

Selmour Desks

4X2 (with shelf)
3X2 (with shell)
Shinecrest Desk (3x2)

Monitor/Disk/Printer Stand

Cassette Lead

C12 Cassettes (per 10)
4-way mains adapter

£30.00

£50.00

£2.50

£12.00

£18.00

£3.50

£9.00

£15.00

£2.00

£4.00

£8.00

£4.00

£10.00

£6.00

£8.00

£6.00

£10.00

£3.00

£2.00

£3.00

£6.00

£2.50

£12.50

£5.00

£4.00

£6.00

CALL

£4.00

£6.00

£8.00

£10.00

£8.00

£15.00

£12.00

£12.00

£15.00

£25.00

£69.00

£89.00

£99.00

£99.00

£119.00

£99.00

£69.00

£12.00

£4.00

£4.00

£8.69



PART EXCHANGE YOUR BBC FOR
ANYTHING WE CARRY IN STOCK

Allowances from £75 (non-working)
to £200 (late model - DFS Machine).

PRINTERS
EPSON LX 800

SS Feeder

FX800
SS Feeder

FX1000
SS Feeder

EX 800
SS Feeder
EX 1000
SS Feeder

Colour Ribbon EX 800/1000
Colour Option EX 800/1000
LQ800
SS Feeder
Tractor

LO 1000
SS Feeder

Tractor

LQ2500
SQ 2500

CANON PW 1080A
A55 132 Col.
Serial Interface

PJ 1080 Colour

JUKI 6100

RS232 Interface
Sheet Feeder
Tractor Unit

6200
6300

NATIONAL PANASONIC KXP 1081
KXP 3131

TAXAN KP815
KP915

STAR NL 10 Parallel
NL 10 Serial

£189.00

£75.00

£299.00

£139.00

£439.00

£139.00

£399.00

£148.00

£545.00

£198.00

£18.00

£55.00

£399.00

£135.00

£39.00

£585.00

£149.00

£50.00

£790.00

£899.00

£249.00

£449.00

£79.00

£399.00

£279.00

£59.00

£209.00

£159.00

£449.00
£699.00

£149.00

£245.00

£265.00

£350.00

£190.00

£219.00

£275.00

£349.00

£49.00

£89.00

£17.00

£4.00

£5.00

£4.90

£7.50
£6.25

£7.00

£12.00

£9.00

£15.00

£10.00
£20.00

BROTHER HR 15 RS232 Daisywheel
HR20

RS 232 INTERFACE + 2K Bufler
+ 16K Bulfer

Paper Roll Holder
Teleprinter Roll
Printer Labels

IK. 90 x36mm

IK. 90 x 36mm Twin Row
IK. 90 x 49mm Twin Row
1K. 102 x 36mm Twin Row

Listing Paper
1000 Sheets 9.5 x 11
2000 Sheets 9.5 x 11
1000 Sheets 15 x 10

2000 Sheets 15 x 10
1000 Sheets True A4

2000 Sheets True A4

SPECIAL OFFER

Acorn/Philips medium resolution colour monitor suit
able for BBC B, BBC Master, Acorn Archimedes, Atari
and many other micors.

TTL RGB input, analogue RGB input, audio input,
button to select green text, 12 months warranty.
Limited number only £199.00

Ideal for 80 column word processing, and for colour
graphics.

PLOTTERS

Linear Graphics Plotmate A45
A45M

A3

A3M
Houston Instruments
EDMP 56MP A4/A5/A2/A1/A0 Paper
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 55MP A4/A3/A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 52MP A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 56B A4/A3 etc.
High Speed Intelligent Drum

£282.00

£342.00

£399.00

£431.00

£5275.00 6 pens

£4158.00 6 pens

£3726.00 14 pens

£4545.00 1 pen

PLOTTERS
EDMP 55B A4/A3/A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 52 A2/A1

High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 42 A2/A1
Intelligent Drum
EDMP 29 A3/A4
High Speed Intelligent Flatbed
EDMP 40/2 A3/A4
Intelligent Drum
EDMP 40 A3/A4
Intelligent Drum
E795 A4/A3
Intelligent Drum
E 595 DN A4
Intelligent Drum
MP-6 Multi Pen Kit DMP55/56
Scan Cad Scanner Model 128
(All Houston Instruments Plotters supplied with sample pens
and paper. DMPL Firmware and Serial Interface).

£3476.00 1 pen

£2978.00 1 pen

£2358.00 1 pen

£1716.00 8 pens

£972.00 2 pens

£972.00 1 pen

£677.00 4 pens

£426.00 4 pens

£686.00
£2949.00

l!M.'IW.U^I^MB
MICROVITEC 1431 MS Std Res. £168.00

1431DS Std Res. £168.0(
1431MS/AP £199.00
1431DS/AP £199.00

1451 MS Med Res. £219.OC

1451DS Med Res. E219.0C
1451MS/AP £249.00

1451DS/AP £249.00
1441 High Res. £359.00
2030CS Std Res. £380.OC

2040CS High Res. £685.00

ACORN 12" Green £69.00

KAGA/TAXAN KX 17 Med. Res. Green £75.00
KX 12 High Res. Green £99.00

PHILIPS BM 7502 12" High Res. Green £69.00
BM 7522 12" High Res. Amber £75.0(
BM 7524 12" High Res White £79.00
14" Multi Sync. £599.00

ZENITH High Res. Green £69.00
High Res. Amber £74.00

ACCESSORIES

12" Swivel £10.00
14" Swivel £14.00

PHILIPS Swivel Base £10.00
Monitor Stand B + B £10.00
Monitor Stand B + B £13.00
Kaga RGB Lead £3.00
Microvitec Lead £3.50
Mono. BNC to Phono Lead £1.50
Phono to Phono Lead £1.50
Skart Monitor Lead £5.00

TOUCHTEC Touch Screen Operation On £239.00
Metal Case above Monitor inc Starter/
Development Prog.

Anti-Glare V.D.U. Screen £12.00

nrarcrrai^^M
Miracle WS 2000 V21/23 £92.00

WS 2000 Auto Dial Card £27.00
WS 2000 Auto Answer Card £27.00
WS 2000 Ski Kit £5.00
WS 2000 User Port Lead £5.00
WS4000V21/23 £135.00
WS 3000 V21/23 £244.00
WS 3000 V22 £409.00
WS 300 V22 BIS £537.00
(Comes complete with BBC Corns package and
Data Lead)

Pace/Nightingale Modem £115.00
BBC/Commstar Software £29.00

•Professional PCB Layout using Racal RedCAD
— no ]Ob too small
•EPLD Chips designed.
(Erasable Programmable Logic Devices)
•24 Hours turn round —

contact- Russell Clarke 0276-684715

H.»JH^=mdl'illl*W^.'.kH
•Complete Systems from £499
•Satellite Decoder Boxes for Filmnet + Sky + BBC

from £299

ATARI ST

520 ST-M
520ST-FM
1f14f) ^T.F

BOOK SHELF

BBC Basic for Beginners
BBC Micro Revealed
Adventure Games for BBC

Assembly Language Programming for BBC
BBC Master 128 High Flyers
ISO Pascal for BBC
Assembly Language Programming on Electron
The Electron Book
Electron User guide
Start Programming with the Electron
Amstrad PC1512 Basic 2
6502 Reference Guide
6502 Games

6502 Practical Programming
Programming the Z8000
MSDOS User Guide

Make CompShop an otter on the following books:
8085 Software Design
Home Computers can make you Rich
Silicon Chips and You
Using Microcomputers in Business
TV Typewriter Cookbook
Business Systems Buyers Guide
Star Ship Simulation
More TRS80 Basic
32 Basic Programs for TRS80 (Level 11)
Introduction to Microcomputers
Toshiba MOS Memory
Business Applications
Peanut Butter &Jelly Guide to Computers
Introduction to Word Processing
Computer Graphics Primer

£259

£399

Introduction to Apple 11C

IBM COMPATIBLES

Tandon PCX 10 System £795
Tandon PCX 20 System £995
Tandon PCA 20 System £149
Tandon PCA 30 System £1795
Tandon PCA 40 System £1895

Tandon PCA 70 System £2295
Kaypro 286i 20Mb £1650

SOFTWARE

Pegasus Single user per module £160
Pegasus Multi user per module £355
Pegasus Senior per module £300
Delta Professional £345
DBase 3 + £355
WordStar Professional £225
WordStar 2000 £279
Sage Bookkeeping £95
Sage Accountant £135
Sage Accountant + £165
.otus 1-2-3 £299
Lotus Symphony £415
Psion X Change £325 I
Smart Series £450

PC ACCESSORIES

'Interlink' The Intelligent Link EP.O.A.
HASP-11' Hardware for Software Protection £P.O.A.
Printer Upgrade Kit for Epson FX/JX/RX/MX Printers

£79.95

No Moving parts P.C. Mouse EP.O.A.
Universal Prom. Pal Microprogrammed £999.00
The Brooklyn Bridge' 5.25/3.5 Disk Transfer £129.00

'3.5 connection' £159.00

Safeskin Keyboard Protector' Apple/Epson/PC £29.00
IEEE-488 Interface' EP.O.A.

'Microway Accelerator' 9 Mhz £399.00
'Microway Turbo Plus' 12 Mhz £599.00

Compshop was established in 1978, and in the nine
years of trading numbers among its customers BBC,
BOCC, BP, British Aerospace, British Home Stores,
British Leyland, BT, CBS, DECX, Ferodo, GEC, Hirst,
ITT, ITN, Kodak, Logica, Marconi, Metal Box, MK
Electric, Pilkington Glass, Radio Rentals, RollsRoyce,
Saatchi and Saatchi, STC, STL, Texal, Instruments,
Thorn EMI, UDT and Zales.

PRICES EX-VAT AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE RING FOR STOCK SITUATION BEFORE MAKING LONG JOURNEYS.

rasHE
•ESTABLISHED EDUCATION SUPPLIERS•

WITH APPROVED ACORN*AMSTRAD»CUMANA
MlCROVITEC*EPSON»SERVICE CENTRES

*V

RETAIL SHOPS
COMPSHOP LTD

14 STATION ROAD,

OPEN
10-7 • Mon-Fri
10-4 • Sat

NEW BARNET,
HERTS EN5 1QW
(NEAR BRITISH RAIL STATION)

SALES: 01-441-2922

TECHNICAL: 01-449 6596
TELEX: 298755 TELECOM G

INNOVATION HOUSE

ALBANY PARK

CAMBERLEY,
SURREY GU15 2PL
(BEHIND "PAYLESS")

SALES: 0276-29219

TECHNICAL: 0276-684715

&
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TheBEEBUG
WELCOME
PACK
contains:

• Latest issue ofBEEBUG
magazine.

A Personal membership card (to
^^ claim discounts etc).

^k Handy reference guide toyour
^^ computer, a68 page booklet

packed with useful information,
programming techniques, hints &
tips from experts, advice, contact
points and much more.

^k Handy function key strips and
^^ screen planning sheets.

• Indexes to the first 5 volumes of
BEEBUG.

^fe Details of local user groups and
relevant computer books.

For a Free BEEBUG
Information Pack Phone

072740303

Treat yourself to a BEEBUG subscription. If you have aBBC
Micro, Master or Compact you will find it invaluable.
Subscribe now and as well as receiving a highly informative
magazine throughoutthe year, we willsend you aBEEBUG
Welcome Pack.

As aBEEBUG member you will also benefit from:
• BEEBUG magazine maileddirectlyto yourhome. This iscurrently 72

pagesand packedwith InformativeArticles forBeginnersand
Experts, Workshops, Reviews, News,Hints &Tips, and Useful
Programs (alsoavailableon disc/tape).

• Unlimited accessto our technical support team to assist with any
computing problems thatyoumayhave,and provide impartial advice.

•A swiftmailorder servicefor allyour hardware and softwareneeds at
competitiveprices, with 5%members discount.

• A showroom with knowledgeable staff on hand, where you can try out
the latest hardware, peripherals and software.

• Free members adverts in the magazineto sellyour unwanted kit.
• A trade-in service to upgrade your BBC/Master to a new

Master/Archimedes.
• 25% members discount on the entire Beebugsoft range of software.

I would like to enrol as a
member of BEEBUG for 1year and

receivethe next 10issuesof BEEBUGmagazine.

♦SUBSCRIPTION RATES Your Machine
UK,BFPO,C.l.
Rest of Europe
Middle East
America & Africa
Elsewhere
All payments MUST be in
pounds sterling. Cheques
MUST be drawn on a
UK bank.

Model B/B+

Master 128

Master Compact

£14.50

£20.00

£25.00

£27.00

£29.00

FOR A FREE BEEBUG
INFORMATION PACK

PHONE 0727 40303

I enclose £_
Please lick

(enter correct amount*) OR

Please debit my Access/Visa Account £

Card Number OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

Card Expiry Date_

Surname

Signature.

EITHER Post today to:
BEEBUG, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,

St. Albans, Herts AL1 1EX.
OR Phone St. Albans (0727) 40303.

<1

I
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Join Now And Your Welcome Pack
Will Be Sent Out Straight Away.



Seminars on
multi-tasking
Cambridge Microprocessor
Systems is now offering free
half-day seminars and technical
support to potential customers
for its Microbeeb computer.

The Microbeeb card: free talks

The Microbeeb is a computer
card running a multi-tasking
version of BBC Basic. Its main
uses are in control applications.
And it's these applications
which have prompted CMS
into setting up the seminars.

Low cost Arc
video card
Low cost interactive video on

the Archimedes may soon be
possible thanks to a new
podule from Wild Vision. The
device, known as the Chroma-
lock, provides genlock and
video overlay facilities, allow
ing you to combine video im
ages with the Arc's text and
graphics.

The two image sources can
be combined while editing, or
mixed during the original re
cording. This could make the
system popular in scientific ap
plications, as technical data can
be superimposed in real time
over images from a camera.

Versions for the Master and

BBC B micros are also being
produced. In fact, there are no
less than six versions available,
ranging from a basic genlock
card at £160, to a professional
package for the Arc at £408.

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

NEWS

Acorn sacks 49 staff
Acorn has got rid of a fifth of
its workforce. A total of 49
people were told to clear their
desks immediately in a move
which affected almost every
section of the company. Two
were later taken back.

The sackings are seen as a
way of concentrating Acorn's
efforts on its more profitable
and promising ventures - espe
cially RISC-based products and
successful lines such as the
Master. Acorn has made several
unsuccessful forays into custo
mised products, and is also
thought to be disappointed ab

out sales of the Domesday in
teractive video system.

'The bespoke products were
simply not providing the kind
of return we were looking for,'
said Michael Page, Acorn's
corporate communications
manager. 'It's not that the cus
tomers were unhappy with the
products - we just couldn't get
enough customers.'

Informed sources say that
the person behind the dismis
sals was Bruno Soggiu, the
Olivetti man put in as Acorn's
chairman, and until December
Acorn's managing director.

Arc ROM add-on
Computer Concepts has just
released details of its ROM/
RAM podule for the Arc. It
takes up to seven chips, which
can be ROM software or
RAM, and vary in size up to
128k each. The total capacity is
896k, but more than one
podule can be fitted to a
machine.

The podule slots directly into
400-series machines, but the
305 and 310 models will need
the backplane add-on.

The RAM can be used as a
RAM-disc filing system, and

comes with a full set of Acorn

compatible commands. Battery
backup is available as an
optional extra, so that the con
tents of the RAM can be pre
served when the machine is

switched off.

The Inter series is being
made available on ROM chip
to fit the podule.

The podule costs £57, or £68
with the battery fitted. Compu
ter Concepts will also supply
RAM chips at prices from
£5.75 for an 8k chip to £9.90
for 128k.

Gold replies on prices
Telecom Gold has refuted
claims that its change in pricing
structure will significantly in
crease bills for users.

The company dropped its
time charges, but added a
charge for the amount of data
transmitted. According to Tele
com Gold, this has resulted in
an average price increase of
seven per cent. This is 'not
unreasonable' according to
Gold, as it's the first increase in
two years.

Users who tend to transmit a

large amount of text, which
includes we humble journalists,
may have noticed a larger in
crease in bills. The price struc
ture changes really benefit
those people who log on,
quickly check their mail and
log off again, particularly if
they are using high speed mod
ems. This is particularly true
since Gold make the first 512
characters free.

Customers who are making
the most of Gold's services
will tend to suffer more.

• This move comes at a time

when the air is thick with un

confirmed rumours about

Olivetti interfering with Acorn.
This is felt my many to be the
reason for former MD Brian

Long's sudden departure.
However, Page denied

rumours that Acorn's Palo Alto

research centre in California,
which has been involved in de

velopment work based on
RISC technology, has now
been taken over by Olivetti.

'Acorn and Olivetti have

been working together there
for some time.'

First DTP for
MS-DOS Arc

The MS-DOS emulator for the
Archimedes has already got its
first software package. News-
Master is a desktop publishing
program originally written for
IBM PC compatibles.

The software is designed to
work with a wide range of
printers, including ink jet and
laser models, and is capable of
using text created in word-
processing packages like View.

To run the software on
ordinary Arcs you need to buy
the MS-DOS software emula-

Text and graphics can be mixed
on the page and text can be made
to flow round graphics (which can
b« croppod/vnlarged etc). Text from a
word processor can be imported
for use in NewsMaster. Up to 10
columns per page are allowed.
Graphics can be cropped, enlarged
or reduced and moved, in fact,
NewsMaster provides the full page
editing you would expect from a
professional package but at an
amazingly low cost.

An example of News Master's
output on a dot-matrix printer

tor - this comes supplied free
with the 310M. The machine
must have at least 1Mb of
memory, which means it won't
work on the half-megabyte
Archimedes 305.

NewsMaster is produced by
LTS and costs £69.
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NEWS

Learning logic circuits with a BBC micro

Teaching electronics
with electronics
Electronics engineers can now
learn their trade with less dan

ger of getting fried in the pro
cess. Epic Industrial Com
munications has produced an
interactive video package called
An Introduction to Digital
Electronics, which works with a
BBC micro connected to a laser

disc player.
The package is designed for

everyone from managers and
supervisors to the people who
actually get their hands dirty -
or burnt.

The basic material for the
system has come from training
centres run by the electricians'
union, the EETPU. The union
also worked closely with Epic
during the production of the

package. The system can be
used either as part of conven
tional classroom sessions, or by
the student alone.

The system comes with a
special plug-in circuit board
known as the Logic Tutor,
which means electronic circuits
can be attached to the micro (as
shown in the picture) and so
students can relate directly to
what is on the screen.

The course is modular, and
so can be bought piece by
piece, or just up to the level
you need. Units vary in price
from £250 to £950 depending
on which level you want,
though you probably won't get
away with spending less than
around £1200.

Prize for 'excellent'
Domesday Project
The Domesday Project has
won an award. The British

Computer Society selected the
project for a special mention.

The society was clearly im
pressed by the project. Words
like 'seminal' and 'the way for
ward' were mentioned.

According to society spokes-
ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

person, the special award for
excellence was made 'for the

breadth of its achievement as
much as its excellence in any
one area.' This is believed to

relate to the resulting interac
tive video system's broad range
of applications, from school
room to business use.

THE COMMS COLUMN
After the demise of Music-

net, Amplinet and Musiclink,
Micronet has opened a new
music database called Music
City. This covers all aspects
of computer music, including
reviews, features on hard
ware and software, and a
correspondence column.

However, the most excit
ing feature for BBC users is
that the database will contain
downloadable files for the
Hybrid Music 5000 system.
Micronet has reached agree
ment with the Mechanical

Copyright Protection Society
(MCPS) to provide for royal
ty payments to be made
where appropriate.

Micronet is hoping that
many Music 5000 system
owners who are not present
ly subscribers will be
attracted to the system by
Music City. It's good to see
that the BBC micro is the
first machine to be served on

the database. It will be in

teresting to see how BBC
computer music fares against
the systems on other compu
ters. Micronet can be con

tacted on 01-278 3143.

• Following our story last
month about Deputy, the
new Archimedes com

munications package,
Michael Spalter of Syn-
chrotech has told us of a new
version. He was at the

November Micro User Ex
hibition offering a cut-down
version, Deputy Junior, for
£10, the price being redeem
able against the full version
when it is ready.

Junior offers auto-dialling
viewdata and scrolling ter
minals, but without the full
features. It will work with
the Magic, Demon and De
signer modems, and any
manual modem. Contact
them on (0733) 230240.
• An interesting snippet of
information reached me re
cently concerning the Tanda-

ta TM512P modem offer in
the 'Modems in Schools'
scheme. The protocols used
by the modem are Tandata's
own, or the 'Communitel
standard', which is effective
ly an emulation of the
Dacom 2123AD, the other
modem offered under the

scheme. This makes the
modem difficult to use with
general purpose software.

However, the TM512 (no
'P') is a Hayes-compatible
modem and is more or less
identical except for the ROM
containing the command
protocol. If a TM512 ROM
is placed in a 'P' model, you
have a Hayes-compatible
modem. Tandata doesn't
officially sell the ROM as a
product, but it might be
worth asking what the com
pany would charge for one.
Tandata is on 0684-892421.
• Life has got busy in Mir-
rorworld since we mentioned

this multi-user game in De
cember's Comms Column. If
you've had no success getting
through on (0883) 844164,
then you might like to try
(0883) 844044. Apparently,
Tuesdays and Thursdays are
the quietest nights.
• Further news on the
Beebug Master 128 internal
modem. This is still in the
process of BABT approval,
and Becbug isn't selling them
until this is granted. The
modem is not a re-badging of
the long-planned Pace mod
el, but is designed by Anglo,
designers of much of the
Dataphone range. Dataphone
also reports that BABT
approval is imminent on its
almost identically priced De
signer modem. Both modems
are V21/V23 auto-dial auto
answer devices. Beebug is on
0727 40303.

• If you have any comms
news items, please send them
to David Atherton here at
Acorn User.
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Experience
the thrills of
real-life adventuri

...at the Renold Building, UMIST,
Sackville Street, Manchester

10am-6pm Friday March 18
10am-6pm Saturday March 19
10am-4pm Sunday March 20

Of course you'll find the very latest software
and peripherals for the complete Acorn range
at the Electron & BBC Micro User Show. But
there'll also be an exciting bonus:

Yourpersonal passport to the

fascinating world of adventuring!

• Take part in real-life adventures and
sequences under the expert guic"
Britain's top role-playing special

• Join in a tantalising treasure hunt
for the young and young at heart.

• Find solutions to all thn«P
vexing puzzles at 01
Adventure Advice C

• Take home priz—
most popular ai
games for the E
Micro and Elect

|^9 «fij^^2^B^|

/////

.

^^,._:_\ •' :'

IT'S SO
EASY
TO GET
THERE!

BY CAR... AA signposting and ample
car parking space nearby

BY COACH... Chorlton Street Station
only a short walk away

BY RAIL... 300 yards from Piccadilly
railway station

...and every advance ticket comes
complete with a detailed map.It all add {«•*_ antastic

It the family!.

Avoid the
queues!
Get your
ticket in

advance

- and

SAVE £1
A HEAD!

Admission at door:

£3 (adults),
£2 (under 16s)

Please supply:

Adult tickets at £2 (save £1)
(Order four adult tickets,
get the fifth FREE!)
Under 16s tickets at £1 (save £1
(Order four under-16s tickets,
get the fifth FREE!)

D I enclose a cheque made
payable to Database Exhibitions

D Please debit my AccessA/isa
card no:

Signed:.

Advance ticket orders must
be received by Wednesday,
March 9, 1988.

Renold Building
Sackville Street

Manchester

March 18-20. 1988

Total £

Expiry date: /

Post to: Electron & BBC Micro User Show Tickets,
Europa House, Adlington Park, Adlington,
Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 5NP.

Name.

Address.

, Postcode.

PHONE ORDERS: Ring Show Hotline; 0625 879920
PRESTEL ORDERS: Key *89 then 614568383
MICROLINK ORDERS: Mailbox 72:MAG001
Please quote credit card
number and full address MU2.B8 —. •.

i\



NEWS

Fears for computer studies
By BillPenfold
Fears that computer studies
may be 'squeezed out' of the
school timetable by the core
curriculum have been firmly
denied by the Government.

Assurances have been given
to Parliament that the subject
'will continue to be treated as a
cross-curricular theme'.

Government guarantees for
the future of computer studies
came after concern was voiced
in the Lords by Labour peer
Lord Molloy.

He feared that both business
studies and computer studies

Delicate discs
Hard discs are getting smaller,
or at least Amcom's are. The
company has introduced a
range of half-height Winches
ters, which are now about the
same size as a single floppy disc

New ballet shoes from Amcom

drive. The price has been re
duced too. A 20Mb model sells
for £430. And there is also a
new tape streamer to match, at
a cost of £599.

were in danger of being axed as
separate subjects. In particular,
Lord Molloy suspected the
proposed re-organisation of
education would result in both

subjects being dropped by
schools and the new city tech
nology colleges.

But Junior Education Minis
ter Baroness Hooper insisted
there was no intention of ex

cluding either subject.
She claimed that once the

new national curriculum was in

operation both computer and
business studies could be

taught partly through relevant

'foundation'subjects or as non-
foundation subjects.

Lord Molloy, however, was
still not convinced. He said he

suspected computer studies
might end up split and frag
mented amongst other subjects.
The result, said the Labour
peer, could be maths depart
ments teaching programming
while the English department
taught wordprocessing.

Lord Molloy believed Britain
should follow the example of
the United States, which he
considered was now the world

leader in school computer stu

dies. 'In the USA, computer
studies constitute a subject
taught by specialist computer
teachers,' he said.

Lady Hooper believed the
Government's new plans would
provide 'sufficient flexibility' to
allow both approaches.

The Minister went on to
point out that two of the spe
cialist groups - set up last sum
mer by Education Secretary
Kenneth Baker to help design
the new curriculum - had been
asked specifically to consider
the role of classroom compu
ters in the curriculum.

Telecom teaches telephones
The next time you get a wrong
number or line noise, take heart
from the fact that British Tele
com really does know some
thing about electronics and
phone lines.

The company has just laun
ched three software titles for
schools. Pieman is concerned
with digital video signals and
their manipulation, Sigtran is
about sending signals, including
the design of a telephone link,
and Pulsmod is about coverting
them to different forms.

BT claims to be subsidising
the software, which sells for
£15, including manuals. Learning technology from British Telecom

Epson revamps 24-pin printers Acorn sponsors
Raleigh talks
Acorn is doing its bit in sup
porting Operation Raleigh -
the worldwide expedition for
young people.

The company is sponsoring a
series of lectures based on the
findings of the expedition, and
is supplying computer equip
ment to help with presentations
and laboratory-based work.

The series of 14 lectures will
continue travelling around the
country until April.
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Epson has updated its letter
quality dot-matrix printers.
The LQ850 and LQ1050 are
upgrades of the 24-pin 800 and
1000 models. Both new printers
feature advanced paper hand
ing, which allows single sheets
to be fed in without removing
continuous stationery.

Other improvements include
lower noise levels and enhanced
front panel controls. Recom
mended prices for the two are

ACORN USKR Fl-BRUARY 1988

£720 for the LQ850, and £960
for the wide carriage LQ1050.

Epson has also introduced a
lower priced letter quality prin
ter, the LQ500, for below £500.

Epson's updated LQ-1050

• A new printer buffer by
Tyepro of Cambridge can cater
for serial and parallel printers
without the need to buy two
units. The device has both pa
rallel and serial connections,
and can convert between the
two if you want to run a para
llel printer from a serial.

You can also add extra sock
ets. The cost of a 32k buffer is
£100. An extra 32k costs £20,
with extra ports at £25 each.
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We have launched a magazine and support group specifically
for users of Archimedes. The magazine provides news,

reviews, hints and programs, while the support group gives
Technical Advice and 5% discount on-our range of

Archimedes products. UK subscription is £12.50 per annum.

Reserve your ZLrcftimecCes 400Series computer
<XpcW.

Archimedes 440s are available Ex-stock and

410s will be available in the first quarter of '88

ARCHIMEDES 300 SERIES
(Always in stock)

0190GBBC 305 Entry System 803.85
0191GBBC305 Mono System 861.35
0192GBBC305 Colour System 1033.85
0193GBBC 310 Entry System 891.25
0194GBBC 310 Mono System 948.75
0195G BBC310 Colour System 1121.25
0257G BBC310M Entry System 960.25
0258G BBC310MMono System 1017.75
0259G BBC310M Colour System 1190.25

Trade-In your BBC
or Master Series

Computer for an
Archimedes.

Sample Discounts available:
BBCB issue 7 with DFS £225

Master 128 £250

Master Compact Entry £215
Computers mustobviously bein good

working condition to qualify for this offer.
Please telephone for further details

PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Where two prices are shown, the first is our
full price and the second our members price.

ARCHIMEDES LEADS

0558B SKART Lead 10.47 9.95

0425B Archimedes Printer Lead 10.47 9.95

0795C 5.25" Archie Disc Lead 25.26 24.00

0796C Serial Link Kit & Disc 18.16 17.25

Seenextcolumn fordetails

MINERVA

0920B Deltabase

0921B System Delta Plus
1233BSys. Delta Plus Ref. Man.
0922B Order Processing
0923B Sales Ledger
0924BStock Manager
0925B Purchase Ledger
0926B Nominal Ledger
0927B School Administrator

0928B Video Rental
0929B Reporter
0930B Minotaur Game

29.95 28.45

69.95 66.45

29.95 28.45

64.95 61.70

64.95 61.70

64.95 61.70

64.95 61.70

64.95 61.70

79.95 75.95

69.85 66.36

24.95 23.70

14.95 14.20

MEMBERS SPECIAL OFFER
When buying a new Archimedes we will r

give you absolutely free:
"Zarch" the complete Lander game, Printer

lead and Lockable 3.5" disc box with 10

discs all worth over £60.

ARCHIMEDES 400 SERIES

0260GArchimedes 410Entry 1608.85
0261G Archimedes 410 Mono 1666.35

0262GArchimedes 410 Colour 1838.85

0263GArchimedes 440Entry 2643.85
0264GArchimedes 440 Mono 2701.35

0265G Archimedes 440 Colour 2873.85

Beebug are a specialist Acorn
appointed Archimedes Repair

Centre. If you have any problems
with your Archimedes we will be
only too happy to put them right.

ARCHIMEDES UPGRADES

0266C0.5Mb RAM (305only)
0267FFloppy Disc Drive
0268G20Mb Hard Disc (300's)
0269C Podule Backplane
0270DROM Podule

0271D I/O Podule
0272DMIDI add-on to I/O

102.35 97.23

143.75 136.56

573.85 545.16

44.85 42.61

67.85 64.46

90.85 86.31

33.35 31.68

5.25" DISC DRIVE INTERFACE

FOR THE ARCHIMEDES
(Available Endof December)

Connect up to four external disc drives to
your Archimedes with our fullybuffered

disc drive interface. It fits neatly at the back
of your machine and requires

NO SOLDERING.

Stock code 0795CMembers price £24.00

SERIAL LINK KIT & DISC
(Available End ofDecember)

This kit enables files to be transferred

between BBC and Archimedes, in either
direction, with the minimum of fuss. The

software is menu driven and is fully
compatible with DFS and ADFS. Thethree

metre leadsimply connects between the
serial portsand thesoftware is loadedvia

the Archimedes.

Stock code 0796CMembers price £17.25

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

1080B Ansi C

1081B ISO Pascal

1082B Fortran 77

1083B Twin

1084BLogistix
0900B PC Emulator

1095B Artisan

1096B Image Writer
1097B Archimedes Toolkit

1098BAlpha Base
0640B Wordwise Plus Disc

1050B Viewsheet (Emulation)
1051B Viewspell (Emulation)
1052B Viewstore (Emulation)
1053B Viewindex (Emulation)
1057B View (Emulation)

113.85 108.16

113.85 108.16

113.85 108.16

3335 31.68

113.85 108.16 |
97.23102.35

39.95

29.95

39.95

49.95

23.00

59.80

39.85

59.80

14.95

59.80

37.95

28.45

37.95

47.45

20.70

56.81

37.86

56.81

14.20

56.81

ARCHIMEDES BOOKS

1242B Archimedes Ref. Man. 29.95

1271BARM Assembly Prog. 12.95
28.45

12.30

The CC ROM Podule from

Computer Concepts, features seven
128K ROM sockets which can have

Battery-Backed RAM fitted tothem.
Available End-December.

0675B 10 x Beebug 3.5" DS Discs 15.79 15.00

OTHER HARDWARE

0805DCC ROM Podule (End-Dec)5635 53.53

Carriage
CarriageIsdenotedby the lettercontainedin thestockcode.
A-SOp, B-£1, C-£2,D-£3, E-E3.75, F-£5.S0, G-£7. When
orderingseveralitems,use the highestpricecodeand halfof
eachsubsequentcode. Forcourierdeliveryuse codeG.

Credit Cards E3 ~
Access and Visa orders are welcome, and may be
placedby letter or telephone(24hours).

BEEBUG LTD,
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St.Albans, Herts., AL1 1EX.

^ (0727)40303
Please telephone for a Free Infurmatk

pack and Archimedes brochure.
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NEWS

Acorn User discs
for Archimedes
Due to popular demand, Acorn
User is now making the month
ly listing disc available in the
3.5-inch format.

Compact and Archimedes
owners no longer have to sit in
sullen silence, missing out on
all those wonderful programs
and graphics.

The price is £7.95. Cheques
should be made out to Red

wood Publishing and orders
sent to Acorn User Monthly
Disc Offer, 20-26 Brunswick
Place, London Nl 6DJ.

We can transfer the contents

of unprotected DFS or ADFS
5.25-inch discs on to 3.5-inch

ADFS discs. The cost is £5, or
just £3 if you send us a blank
ADFS formatted 3.5-inch disc.

It is the readers' responsibil
ity to ensure that they do not
breach copyright.

Please include sturdy return
packaging for both discs, plus
postage, and ensure that all
discs are clearly labelled with
your name and address and the
disc format you use.

Send your orders to the
address above. Acorn User can

not accept responsibility for
loss or damage.

Cambridge buys Arcs
for university network
by CarolAtack
Cambridge University has
signed a deal to buy up to a
thousand Archimedes in the
next five years.

The university has
announced its future comput
ing strategy. 'Project Granta'
will put a computer worksta
tion on many more desks, and
link everyone to a fibre-optic
network crossing Cambridge.

Although detailed planning
has only just begun it seems
likely that many of the
machines bought will be
Archimedes.

The project is being financed
partly by the University Grants
Committee's computer board,
by industrial sponsors and by
the Cambridge colleges them
selves. The total cost is esti
mated at £7 million.

'The decision on buying
computers will rest with each
college and department. So
there are unlikely to be vast
purchases of any one machine'

Arcsto be linkedacross the city

said Dr David Hartley, director
of the computing centre.

However Brent Robinson

from the education department
was convinced that power of
the Archimedes would make it
a popular choice.

A 21 st century Cambridge
with the traditional lecture sys
tem replaced by electronic mail
and on-line conferences is en
visaged. Soon the network will
seem no stranger than using a
telephone.

POST A PROBLEM
Acorn User has a guaranteed fast reply service for enquiries. Your
answer will be returned within 10 working days for just £3
(includes VAT), or your money back.

Just write out your problem, fill in the coupon (right), and send
both off to Acorn User with a stamped addressed envelope and
cheque or postal order for £3. If you want recorded delivery add
the cost of this on. Include as much detail as possible, and a disc
or cassette if a program is involved, with enough space to record
any corrected listing.

•Please note: debugging readers' programs or those from other
magazines is a complex task and we cannot guarantee to give a full
solution. Unless the problem can be spotted quickly, the service
will only be able to make general comments or suggest a strategy
for the reader.

We will answer the problem and return all material
received - within a guaranteed 10 working days from receipt. If
we fail to match this promise then your cheque or postal order
will be returned with the answered question - you can't lose!

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

NAME

ACORN USER READER SERVICE

20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

ADDRESS

POSTCODI-

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £3 and an sae with my
problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by:
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GEORGE HOUSE, 50SPRING GROVE, LOUGHTON ESSEX IG10 4QD

NO! It is NOT a PHOTOGRAPH nor 1s it the

Datathorn cat, Jingle. It is one of the early
experimental Laser prints from Mike Harrison's
Archimedes image grabber, soon to be marketed
by Watford Electronics. Rick is still doing
work on optimising grey codes (as printed in
bit matrices) on the GQ-3500. The full size

of the picture is 4.25"x3.25". We shall be
selling the dump routines in due course.

Congratulations to Jonathan Marsh's production
team for last month's advertisement. Although
no reproduction is as crisp as the original,
they showed that the Epson CAN be used most

effectively to do your own typesetting! This
advert has again been produced directly on an
Epson GQ-3500, BBC B and InterWord. We are
not neglecting the Archimedes (see below), but

ours is now heavily into development work so
is seldom free for advertisement writing!

GRAPHICS:

Several enquirers have asked how the graphics
in the January ad. were produced. An early
version of our QSTDMP program was responsible.
This program takes MODE1 'PAINT' screens from
WE QUEST or AMX and puts them into the GQ for
printing in text (B/Masters) £12.50

ARMDMP:

Still on the subject of graphics, we are
designing a program to download pictures drawn

using the free 'PAINT' program supplied by
Acorn with the Archimedes. Should become

available during February at a price...fit.b.a.

FONTS:
We can supply the full range of Epson Font
cards (rrp £125 each) which contain various
combinations of around 4 to 6 fonts at the

reduced price (each) of £119.00

Our own first catalogue of software fonts is
available. Send (18p) SAE marked FONTS if you
want one. Up to 8 fonts can be loaded at a
time (for very large fonts a 2 Meg upgrade
card, available from us, may prove useful) and
are called by embedded commands. We put your
selection on disc with a special downloader
program at reasonable prices starting at under
£10.00 per font.

PRESENTTHE INCREDIBLE

EPSON GQ-3500
LASER PRINTER

The SPECIAL OFFER this month INCLUDES a free

typewriter style 12cpi font in response to
requests from customers who found that they
had written or configured a lot of software
for FX compatible dot - matrix printers at 12
cpi (elite) size, which is not available on a
standard GQ-3500.

If required separately, this disc is....£15.00

LABELS1 :
Near to release, our LABELS1 program will
print up to 144 labels a minute using data
from your keyboard, or assembled by a word -
processor, database or your own program. Very
friendly to users. (B/Masters/Archimedes)
Only £15.90

FORMS1 :

Already in use up and down the country, this
easy to use program suite allows you to
define, edit, save, load and download to the
GQ-3500, forms of various types. Text can be
inserted initially and/or from most word -
processor, database, accounts programs or your
own program - with the WHOLE form (including
contents) printed in one pass.
(B/Masters/Archimedes) £17.00

HELP SERVICE:

We are the establishe

Epson Laser Page Pr1n
depth of help to our
to this powerful yet
Despite requests, we

service to others, s1
it and reduce its eff

Our package and news
Laser printer use as

d authority on using the
ter and offer a unique
customers when adjusting

friendly machine,

cannot yet extend this
nee this might overload
ectiveness to customers,

sheets make transition to

painless as possible.

DISC TRANSFER SERVICE:

3.5", 5.25", DFS, ADFS, DOS+, MS-DOS etc..
Complete disc transferred from as little as
£5.00. Send (18p) SAE marked "TRANSFERS" for
details. Especially useful for Archimedes
users. Optional emergency 24hr service!

EPSON GQ-3500PRINTER PACKAGE includes :
♦GQ-3500 Laser Page Printer
*LaserJet+ Emulation card

♦Parallel Cable (state computer)
♦FORMS1 form design software
♦Command Summary Sheet (correct codes!)
♦Support Service
*12 cpi Typewriter Download Font Disc
♦Delivery

♦12 months warranty
All for £1498.80
(NB: RRP of printer ALONE is £1795.00)

♦24hr on-site maintenance contract

First year for only £95.00
♦All Epson accessories at discount prices

**FREE FACT PACK** including sample output and
forms if you send large SAE (26p stamp)

PLEASE NOTE: Archimedes is a trade mark of Acorn Computers Ltd.
All prices exclude VAT. Pleaseadd £2.50 p&p to sub £50 orders before VAT.

Our telephone: 01-508 4904
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JHHL

A NEW WORLD FROM RUSSIA

"... one ofthe all time computer classics... unbelievably
addictive... it's perfectly simple and simplyperfect. "94% Zzap 64

Available on Commodore 64/128 Tape and Disk • Spectrum Tape and Disc •
Amstrad CPC Tape and Disk • Amstrad PCW Tape and Disk • BBC/Electron Tape
and Disc • MSXTape • Atari ST Disk • Amiga Disk • IBM PC and Compatables.

Published byMirrorsoftLtd. • Athene House • 66-73Shoe Lane • London • EC4P4AB



NOTICEBOARD

Wizalon won't work

BLUNDERBOX

when we informed reader Mary
Kelso about a couple of dealers
in Aberdeen. Both the dealers

we mentioned have gone out of
business, although the latter
was taken over and now oper
ates under the name of M & M

Computers. The company is at
Bon Accord House, 41 Albert
Street, Aberdeen.

There is a mistake in this

month's yellow pages. In line
70of Acorn Forum listing 2 the
word 'or' should read 'of.

Competition
winner
The winner of the Archimedes

in October 1987's competition
was G Emery, who lives barely
half a mile from Acorn User's

central London offices. Con

gratulations, and can we come
round for a game of Zarch}

The correct answers were:

1) Blaise Pascal, Pascal
2) Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
3) Charles Babbage, Ada
4) Hermann Hollerith, IBM,
FORTRAN

5) Grace Hopper, COBOL

Contacts

There was a serious error with

the Wizalon game listing in the
January issue. The following
three lines were left off the first

listing:

10550 .randplay

10560 TAX

10570 LDA rndplaytbl'/.,X

Add these and the game should
run perfectly.

We also made a mistake in

the January letters section

Acorn User software sale

Acorn, Cambridge Technpark, 645
Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5
8PD. Tel: (0223) 214411.
Amcom, 35 Carters Lane, Kiln Farm,
Milton Keynes MK11 3HL. Tel:
(0908) 569212.
British Telecom Education Service,
PO Box 10, Wetherby, Yorkshire.
Cambridge Microprocessor Systems,
Brookfield Business Centre, Twenty-
pence Road, Cottenham, Cambridge
CB4 4PS. Tel: (0954) 51122.
Computer Concepts, Gaddesden
Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2
6EX. Tel: (0442) 63933.
Epic Industrial Communications, 7
Leicester Place, London WC2H 7BP.
Tel: 01-439 1178.

Epson, 388 High Road, Wembley,
Middlesex. Tel: 01-902 8892.

LTS, Havdon House, Alcester Road,
Studley, Warks. Tel: (0368) 792617.
Tyepro, Frecpost, 30 Campkin Road,
Cambridge CB4 1BR. Tel: (0223)
322394.

Watford Electronics, 250 High
Street, Watford WD1 2AN. Tel:
(0923) 37774.
Wild Vision, 6 Jesmond Road, New
castle Upon Tyne NE2 4PQ. Tel:
091-281 8481.

Windmill Software, Smock House,
Hull Lane, Terling, Chelmsford,
Essex CM3 2QD. Tel: (024533) 371.

Many Acorn User discs and
cassettes are available at slashed
prices in our great winter sale
on page 142. Here's the chance
to complete your collection of
Acorn User products at a frac

ACORN USER ADVERTISEMENT PAGES
FEBRUARY 1988

4Matlon 94 Mewsoft 34

A&G Electronics 38 Micro-Media 1

ACP 54,55 Mlcroaid 168

AkhterGroupPLC 12 Microman Computers 148

Alpha Mlcrotec 150 Micropower 138

AMS 112 Mlcrostudio 150

ApricoteStudios 136 Mijas Software 168

Auloservlces Ltd 20 MinervaSystems 63

B&SComputing 100 Mirror-Soft 19

BBDComputer Dust Covers 44 Mitsubishi 40

Beebug 4,5,6,10,80 Morley Electronics 52,53

Blue Chip 34 Nebulae 46

C&FAssoclates 38 NiddValleyMicroProducts 21

Care Electronics 36 Oak Computers 31,154

CJEMicrocomputers 172 Paean Systems 160

Clares MicroSupplies 82 Panasonic 156-157

Communllel 160 Peartree 27,28,29
Comp-Shop 8,9 Pineapple Software 84

Computech 86 PMS 128

Computeck 86 Portobello Trading 44

ComputerConcepts 22,102 Project Expansions 127

ComputerRepairs UK 94 Puma 63

ContexComputing 38 SMB 146-147

CroydonComputerCentre 162 Qudos 50

Database Publications 14 Raycomp 44

Datastore 36 Robico IBC

DataThomSystems 18 RotherhamComputerCentre 150

DigitalServices Ltd 36 Silicon Vision Ltd 135

Discount Computers 163 Slogger 64-65

EBBS 63 Software Services 46

Edusoft 162 Solidisk 170

Electronequip 135 Summitt 144

Galaset 48 Superior Software FCOBC.95.166

HCCS 144 Swindon itec 34

HSVComputers 174 System Software 94

Impact 111 Tech-Soft 127

Integrex 98 Technomatic 56-62

Intelligent Machines 44 Terrel Electronics 46

Intelligent Interfaces 44 Tubelink 31

J&JMIcrochips 135 Twillstar Computers 104-105

JMLSoftware 162 ViglenComputerSuplies 23,24,25

LCL 160 Vine Micros 136

Leewood Developments 46 Watford Electronics 66-79

LighthouseProducts 108 We-Serve 32

Manor Court Supplies 162 Whittle Systems 127

Martelec 163 WightScientific 44

Matmos/Comp.Appreciation 46 WLComputer Services 34

Meadow Computers 94

20

tion of their normal price.
Monthly discs and cassettes are
down, all the special cassettes
are reduced and special discs
are at giveaway prices. A spe
cial order form is on page 142.

/\ rchimedes
NEW ACORN APPROVED LONDON DEALER

Basic Mono Colour
Archimedes 305 699.00 749.00 899.00

Archimedes 310 777.00 825.00 975.00
Archimedes 310m 835.00 885.00 1035.00

FREE with Archimedes Sa es the excellent new De ta Base
from Minerva.

Compact 309.00 349.95 479.95
Master 349.00

Master Turbo 99.00

Master 512K 189.00

Master ET 303.95
Master Econet Module 40.00

Master Eprom Cartridge 13.00

3.5 Disc Dr 400K 86.95

5.25 Drive 400K single 99.00
5.25 Drive 400K 99.00

5.25 Duel 400K P/S 119.00

5.25 Drive 800K Duel 185.00

5.25 Drive 800K Duel P/S 205.00

On demonstration for Archimedes the following:
From Clares:
Artisan, Alpha base, Image, writer and tool kit
From Minerva:
Deltabase, system Delta Plus
From Pineapple software:
Program II
Stock a range of Printer cables and Disc drive leads.

VAT at 15% Access/Visa accepted
Postage &. Packing charge extra

AUTOMATIC SERVICES, 217 WOOD STREET,
WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 3NT 01-521 1784
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NOTICEBOARD

Next month in Acorn User
Christopher Adie shows you
how to control the Archimedes

operating system, via the
Arthur WIMP manager, and
how to use windows, icons,
menus and pointers in your
own programs.

Joe Telford concerns himself
with controlling robots and
reading sensors, using a new
Micro Control Language ROM
for the BBC micro.

Chris Drage and Nick Evans
round up the latest software for
the Microvitec touch screen,
and conclude that some is ideal

for special learning needs.
Your BBC micro can com

pose tunes that sound like
those by modern composers
like Steve Reich and Philip

Glass. Modern 'systems' music
is often based around mathe

matical or random patterns,
and our program emulates
these.

In Hints and Tips, Martin
Phillips gives a beginners guide
to the ADFS, the Advanced
Disc Filing System standard
with the Master series and

Archimedes.

And for sideways RAM us
ers, David Lawrence presents a
utility to allow you to make up
your own custom ROM images
- put your own machine code
programs into sideways RAM
so they can selected with a
simple star command.

Plus, there are all the regulars
- on sale February 12. The Arc's WIMPs environment — learn to use it in March

WINTER SAVERS FROM NIDD VALLEY
DIGIMOUSE

.1/,

With unique
inear lock tor

drawing straight
lines freehand.

Highquality,
precision mouse,

available on its own or
with a choice of software.

AMXcompatible.

Digimouse for BBC BfB + I
Master or Compact (please
stale for which computer)

£29.90

THE NIDD VALLEY GUARANTEE

* AllpricesincludeVAT post &packing.
* All peripherals covered by12month warranty.
*7day delivery (Post Office permitting).
* Wedonotbankyourpayment until thegoodsare

despatched.

HOW TO ORDER

BytelephonegivingACCESS or VISAnumber.
Bychequeor PO, payable toNidd \blleyMicro Products Ltd
By official educational order(add £2 handling charge).
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE REMEMBER TO STATE FOR
WHICH MODEL COMPUTER.

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988
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ILLUSTRATOR graphics software
This versatile graphics development program includes an extensive

ibrary ofdesigns, plus the facility todesign andsave your own icons,
patterns, fonts andbrush styles. Produces high resolution printouts in a

choice of 4 sizes and 2 densities with no loss of detail and no distortion.
Mouse driven pull-down menus andwindows. Every possible drawing

function provided. Superbvalue formoney. For BBC 40 or 80 track disc.
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IMlDD VALLEY IVIICRO PRODUCTSLTD
Dept. AU188, Freepost, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7YP. Telephone: 0937 844661.



MEGA-3 ROM

A single 128K ROM containing INTER
WORD, INTER-SHEET and INTER-
CHART. The package contains all
manuals, keystrips and quick
reference cards supplied with the
individual packages, but the software
is all on one chip, occupying just one
ROM socket.

MEGA-3 ROM is compatible with the
entire range of BBC Micros: Model-B,
B+, B+128, Master and Compact.

Upgrades: Existing owners may
optionally trade-in their INTER-WORD,
INTER-SHEET or INTER-CHART for a

discount of 25% each. This means that

existing owners of all three may obtain
a trade-in discount of 75%—a cost of

just £21.25 + VAT (£24.44 incl.).

Price: full package £85.00 + VAT
(£97.75 incl.).

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX. Tel 0442 63933



SPECIAL OFFERS FROM VICLEN

r~

The Panasonic KX-P1081 come complete with £45.00 worth of
accessories FREE including tractor feed and roll feed units with
paper, printer cable, and a specially designed metal printer stand.
Features include:
* 120 cps draft printing 24 cps NLQ
* IBM and Epson compatibility through dip switch settings
* Prints 80 coloumns on A4 cut sheets, continuous stationery

or roll paper 9x9 draft and 18 x 23 NLQ

Stock Code Description
SP079 Panasonic KX-P1081

plus accessories

Please add £8 for insured courier delivery.

MEGA BYTES

FOR MINI BUCKS

Price inc. VAT

£185.95

Plug in 20 to 112 Megabytes of extra storage with the Viglen
Winchester system.
The Viglen Winchester is ready to plug in and use on a BBC
Master micro; for a BBC B or B plus you will merely need to fit
the Acorn ADFS Rom. The Winchesters are 100% compatible
with the Acorn Winchester and Acorn ADFS and will also work
with the Acorn Master 512 board with DOS plus.
Drive 1 Winchesters are also available for backup or just more
storage and simply plug into the back of the Drive 0 unit.
The Winchester package consists of: Winchester unit (cased
with controller boards, power supply and fan), Master
reference Manual part 1, Winchester user guide and
Winchester utilities on disk (such as formatter, verifier, ADFS
menu and sophisticated backup program allowing you to make
fast backups on DFS disks, ADFS disks or Drive 1 Winchester).

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
Drive 0 Single
SP0150 VB20 20Meg Viglen Winchester £499.00
SP0152 VB28 28Meg Viglen Winchester £519.00
V155 VB40 40Meg Viglen Winchester £799.00
V156 VB56 56Meg Viglen Winchester £899.00
Drive 1 Second Drive

SP0160 VB120 20Meg Drive 1 Winchester £479.00
SP0162 VB128 28Meg Drive 1 Winchester £499.00
V165 VB140 40Meg Drive 1 Winchester £739.00
V167 VB156 56Meg Drive 1 Winchester £769.00
V157 20MB Tape Streamer Backup £689.00
V503 Acorn ADFS Rom and Manual £29.95

(Only necessary for BBC B or B Plus)

Please add £8 for insured courier delivery.

Available for use with SJ research file
server at no extra cost, please specify when
ordering.

LCf̂

fl$
#.

The finest Japanese disk drives
(not Taiwanese immitations)

available at the lowest prices.

All disc drives are supplied with a manual, packed utilities disc
and a full 12 Months warranty (2 Year Warranty available) and
are ready to plug in and use on a BBc B (fitted with a DFS) B + or
Master micro. 40/48 Track drives have a switch which enables
operation in either 40 or 80 track mode.
The capacity quoted are given in single density mode; for
double density mode (1770 DFS + ADFS as in the Master) the
capacities should be approximately doubled.
An integral power supply is not necessary as the disc drives run
from the micro's power source however should you require
drives with their own power supply, these are also available.
Ifyour BBC B micro does not have a DFS fitted then you will also
require the Acorn dfs kit. These are available from Viglen.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
SP014 400K Single Drive 40/80T £99.95
SP030 400K Single Drive 40/80T + PSU £109.95
SP019 800K Dual Drive 40/80T £189.95
SP020 800K Dual Drive 40/80T + PSU £209.95

VPD0240 100K Single Drive £105.95
VPD0241 400K Single Drive 40/80T £113.00
VPD0242 200K Dual Drive £195.95
VPD0243 800K Dual Drive 40/80T £219.00
VPD0245 100K Single Drive + PSU £119.95
VPD0246 400K Single Drive + PSU £135.00
VPD0247 200K Dual Drive + PSU £209.95

VPD0248 800K Dual Drive 40/80T + PSU £235.00
VPD0249 800K Dual Drive 40/80T + PSU £265.00

in Metal Bridge Unit
V0060 3.5" 400K Single Drive £95.95
V0061 3.5" 800K Dual Drive £199.95

V0062 3.5" 400K Single Drive + PSU £135.00
V0063 3.5" 800K Dual Drive + PSU £199.00

V0064 3.5" and 5.25" 800K Dual Drive £219.00
V0065 3.5" and 5.25" 800K Dual Drive £249.00

with PSU

Please add £8.00 for insured courier delivery.

CLEAR PERSPEX
PRINTER STAND

The Viglen printer stands are beautifully finished in clear
perspex and raise the printer high enough to put continuous
stationary underneath.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
V490 80 Column Printer Stand £19.95

(15" x 13" x 3.5")
V491 136 Column Printer Stand £29.95

(23.5" x 13" x 3.5")

Please add £3 P & P

ORDER FORM ON LAST PAGE OF VIGLEN SECTION



SPECIAL OFFERS FROM VICLEN

I

DUAL DRIVES

FOR LESS THAN £17!

The Viglen Data DUCK (Dualling Up Connector Kit) converts
any two single drives to a dual drive instantly. Simply plug the
duck into the micro's disk drive socket and plug two single
drives (any type and any make) into the duck to obtain a dual
drive system accessed as drive 0 (and 2 if double sided) and
drive 1 (and 3 if double sided). If neither single drive has its own
power supply then you will require a Viglen power DUCK in
order to obtain two disk drive power sockets from the micro.

* No soldering simply plugs in.
* No need to take disk drives apart to change links.

Stock Code Description
V084 Viglen data duck
V085 Viglen power duck

Please add £2.50 for P&P.

Price inc. VAT

£16.95
£7.95

MASTER

TRANSFORMATION

Give your BBC Master micro the professional PC look by
replacing your existing lid with this smartly styled package. The
system is strong and constructed in high impact ABS colour
matched to the BBCMaster and it gives your Master a very neat
and impressive look.
* Will support monitors including up to 16" TV.
* Can house two 5W disk or Winchester drives.

* Capable of housing ZV2" drives.
* Will accept Acorn cartridges and the Viglen Master Cartridge

system.

* Full internal metal screening.
* Also available with fitted drives (5W# 3'/2" or Winchester) or

as a complete system including the Master.
The Master console unit system packages includes:
* Remote Keyboard case with cable.
* Metal screened main unit casing (including internal fittings

for 5'/4" drives).
* Two switches which can be used for 40/80 track switching

and can be either fitted on the front or rear of unit.
* Two blanking plates to blank out any drive aperture that is

not used.
* Full labelling kit.
* Fully illustrated fitting instructions.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
V861 Viglen Master Console unit £59.95
Accessories for the Master Console unit

V853

V854

V855

V866

V858

V851

Dual Drive data cable for console
unit

Dual Drive power cable for console
unit

Power supply for the console unit
Fan Kit for console unit

Fitting bracket for 3W drive
Viglen Professional Console Unit
for the BBC micro

Fitting service available from

Please add £8 for insured courier delivery.

£9.95

£7.95

£34.95

£34.95

£8.95

£49.95

£15.00

2

VIGLEN ROM CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Cx1
<^B^'?jt BPI

Having fitted the Viglen Rom cartridge system to your BBC,
Master or Master COMPACT, you can plug in your Roms/
Eproms simply by inserting each one in a Viglen cartridge and
plugging in whichever cartridge you want to use. The same
Viglen cartridge can be used on all the micros mentioned and
there is no need to switch the micro on and off between
cartridge changes.
The Viglen cartridge system for the BBC micro consists of the
cartridge cable assembly and socket, blanking off plates, 1
cartridge and cartridge storage rack. The cartridge socket when
fitted protrudes from the rectangular slot on the left of the
keyboard where the cartridges are subsequently inserted. It is
simple to fit and requires no soldering.
The Viglen cartridge system for the Master and Master
COMPACT simply plugs into your Master cartridge slot (or
COMPACT expansion port) and accepts two Viglen cartridges.
On the Master you can plug in up to two Viglen cartridge
systems thus giving you access to 4 Viglen Cartridges
simultaneously. The system comes complete with 2 cartridges
and cartridge storage rack. On the Master you can also use
Viglen cartridges which have 32 and 64K paged Roms inserted.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
V560 Viglen Rom cartridge system for BBC
V559 Viglen Rom cartridge system for BBC

(low profile)
V550 Viglen Rom cartridge system

for Master

V551 Viglen Rom cartridge system
for COMPACT

V561 Single Viglen cartridge

£12.95

£12.95

£14.95

£14.95

£3.45

Please add £2.50 P&P (£00.50 for single cartridge).

We cannot possibly fit
all the products in our
range in this advertise
ment. For further details

about our products
please call the Sales
Hotline - 01 843 9903

ORDER FORM ON LAST PAGE OF VIGLEN SECTION



SPECIAL OFFERS FROM VICLEN

• FRONT PANEL SWITCHING
* 800K DUAL DRIVES 40/80T WITH

PSU

Direct disk drives are manufactured to the
highest standard using high quality Japanese
mechanisms. All drives are supplied complete
with user manual and utility diskette.

Stock Code Description R.R.P.
SP0249 800K Drive in Bridge Unit £229.95

with PSU

DIRECT MASTER BRIDGE UNIT

_ _ _ Viglen Ltd.,
% #♦ Unit?
^k Mm Ajm U^/m\Wm\. I" lumpersWay
\M I TmwJW\. Hanwell, London W7 2QA
W 1/r^^l^LwH m Telephone: 01-843 9903
mr M ^mmm m Telex: 919304 VIGLEN G

mr Fax: 01-574 5126

HOW TO ORDER

Simplyfill inthe coupon or writeto us withyour requirementsenclosinga cheque/postalorder or your creditcard no.for
the total amount. Don't forget to add the cost of delivery.Allow7 to 10days for delivery.
Credit card holders may order by telephone on our sales hotline 01-843 9903 (8 lines).
Orders from overseas should be exclusive of VAT(please deduct 15% from the total cost).

OFFICIAL ORDERS

Official orders from education establishments, Government departments and Piccompanies accepted
Viglen has a special education department to process orders and queries from schools, colleges,
universitiesand Local authorities so please ask for our education department when you call. Beingone of
the major suppliers to the Education market, the experienced Viglen team will be able to understand and
help you with your requirements.

SALES HOTLINE
01 843 9903

Prices correct at time of going to press
and offers are subject to availability

VIGLEN

Dealer and Trade

Enquiries Welcome:

Showroom opening hours
Monday to Friday 9.30 to 5.30
Saturday by appointment

Fill in and post to ViglenLtd.,Unit7, Trumpers Way,Hanwell, LondonW72QA. Tel. No.01-8439903.Please make cheques and postal orders payable
to Viglen Ltd.

STOCK CODE DESCRIPTION

Please find enclosed a cheque/postal order D"
I prefer to pay by VISALI • ACCESS D*
* Tick one please.

Card No..

Name

Address.

Signature.

Postcode.

QUANTITY TOTAL PRICE

Carriage

Total

Expiry dato.

Tel. No..



Software for the
Archimedes

&
CHART

A comprehensive chart andgraph
plotting package. Data can be entered
directly at the keyboard or transferred
from INTER-SHEET, INTER-WORD or
INTER-BASE via file. This data may then
be displayed in a variety of graphical
forms, edited, printed, saved, etc.

Features include:

• Up to 16 graphs available
simultaneously

• Bar and Line graphs can be
overlaid on each other

O Pie chart plotting: One segment
can be highlighted by pulling it
out from the rest of the pie chart

• Bar graph plotting: Individual
bars can be different colours

• Line graph plotting: Points can be
marked by a cross or unmarked;
joined by a line or marked
individually; shown in any colour

• Adjustable scales.

• Labelling: text may be placed at
any position on the graph,
allowing very flexible labelling

• Printing: an in-built screen dump
is provided for Epson and
compatible printers.

Price: £25.00+VAT (£28.75 incl.)

WORDWISE
PLUS

The most popular word processor on the
BBC Micro is now available to work
under the 6502 emulator on the

Archimedes.

Wordwise Plus retains its ease of use and
its flexibility, the full set of programming
language commands, segments, 80-
column preview, etc.

Wordwise Plus is supplied on disc for the
Archimedes, so no ROM podule is
required.

Price: Full package: £29.00+VAT
(£33.35 incl.)
Upgrades: Existing owners of BBC
Version, just quote serial No. Price:
U0.00+VAT (£11.50 incl.)

26

Versions of the popular packages
WORDWISE PLUS, INTER-WORD,
INTER-SHEET and INTER-CHART are

now available for the Archimedes,
running under the 6502 emulator.

INTER-WORD, INTER-SHEET and INTER-
CHART, like future packages already
under development, are supplied in ROM
form. Because the Archimedes has no

standard sockets for additional ROMs. Jin
additional 'ROM Podule' is required
before they can be used.

Upgrades or exchanges available to existing owners.
Please contact us for details.

The

Computer
Concepts

ROM
Podule

This ROM Podule will accept up to 8
ROMs, each of which may be up to 128K
in size (and larger when used in
conjunction with a PALrControlled.
carrier). On-board software (also in
ROM) provides a complete ROM filing
system, offering high-speed
downloading of software.

In future, the ROM board will be used by
the Computer Concepts Archimedes
Word Processor, Spelling Checker,
Thesaurus, Drawing Package, etc.

The ROM podule is easy to fit and
occupies one podule slot, allowing more
than one to be fitted to any Archimedes.

Price: TBA. Anticipated availability:
November 198?.

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX. Tel 0442 63933

Access & Visa welcome
Orders despatched within 24 hours

INTER-

WORD
A full-feature

'What You See Is What You Get'

word processor. This is menu
driven, simple to use and offers a whole
host of advanced features including:

• On-screen highlights—bold,
underline and italics

Ruler-controlled margins and
tabulation

• On-screen Page breaks, headers

and footers shown

• 40, 80 and 120 column screen
modes

• Ability to handle documents
longer than BBC memory

• Multi-column printing

Price: £39.00+VAT (£44.85 incl.)

An easy-to-use
spreadsheet, suitable for
home or business use—anything from'
calculating the home budget to financial"
forecasting.

Some of INTER-SHEET's main features

include:

• Column widths individually
adjustable

0 Text or formula/number in any
box

• Full range of mathematical
formulae

• 40, 80 and 132 column screen
modes supported

O Files can be transferred to

INTER-CHART for display as a
graph, or to INTER-WORD for
inclusion within documents. Data

can also be read from ASCII files

O Any row, column or box can be
locked to prevent accidental
erasure

Price: £39.00+VAT (£44.85 incl.)

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988
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Acorn*
Thechoice ofexperience.

THE FUTURE INTO YOUR HANDS

Approved
Acorn dealer

Peartree House, No 1 Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF. Telephone (0480) 50595

OVER

Studio Desk menu with mouse driven
record, play, rewind options

Sound Shaper allowing youto create your
own waveforms, envelopes, mouse, lightpen
or keyboarddriven

PUTTING

Music Editor menu, light pen &mouse
driven with complete menu options at top

Instrument definerallowsyou to define your
own instrument pitch,amplitudeand wave
forms

T H E FUTURE

visitors attended the 87 Acorn User Show.
Most were amazed at the performance of the
MUSIC 87. As a result we have been receiving
hundreds of telephone calls from people
wanting to know the differences and merits of
the MUSIC 87 synthesiser when compared to
more expensive music synthesisers. Below is a
table showing how the MUSIC 87 compares to
the Music 5000.*

9 good reasons to buy the MUSIC 87 rather
than the Music 5000.*

FUNCTION
Music
5000

MUSIC
87

Mouse driven

2nd processor compatible
Light pen driven
Full 32k EPROM
Waveform designer as standard
Ability to bypass AMPLE
Graphic representation of
waveforms, envelopes and score
Music printout as standard
Expensive

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Price Music 5000.*

£161.00
Inc Vat

MUSIC 87

£79.95
Exc Vat

MUSIC 87 software to upgrade your Music
500 or 5000 only £39.95

'Music 5000 is supplied by Hybrid Technology Limited

INTO YOUR HANDS
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M
BROADCAST INC.

CORPORATION

MASThR SHUfcS

MICROCOMPUTER

THE FUTURE INTO YOUR HANDS

Approved
service centre

for all Acorn
products.

Peartree House, No 1Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF. Telephone (0480) 50595

l!M:HV/iVJ
ACH001 BBC MASTER 128

128K completewithView, Viewsheet, bosii
AOtS I770DFS

*** special offer includes
FREEMUSIC 500

ACH002 BBC MASTER COMPACT
I28Kcomputer640Kdiit drivebuillin RG
jO/lttcl ond printer port

ACH003 BBC MASTER COMPACT TV
Ai abo.o wrlhPAl IV modulator

BBC MASTER COMPACT
COLOUR
Al obove with RGBmedium icl colour n
vidto compoIris

ACH01I TURBO UPGRADE for
MASTER 128
65CI07 eo-pnxetsoc 4MHi • 64K
hitjntiflo.
512KMSDOS for MASTER

£385.00

£375.00
comp video,

£395.00

ACHOOrBBCMASTER COMPACT MONO £445.00

Ai above-rth hiqK rctolulon greenmonitor
£545.00

ACH012

ACH04Y UNIVERSAL 2nd PROCESSOR £75.00
Allowl boththe lurboupgrodeondIhe 5I2Kupgrodelo
b«rvnonth«6BCModelBorB*

1770 DFS KIT for BBC B
Allowi BBClo o«en d.K dnv.i
Allows/oulouse ADFS os well

ACH015

ACH016 ADFS ROM for 1770 or BBC B+ £24.00
Gives 720Kperdiic

ACH020 32016 CO-PROCESSOR £999.00
3? bitprocessor *Complete with Fortran. Poscol,
Combridge liip, C Bancond37016onembler

ACORN CAMBRIDGE
WORK STATION
4MB workMotion with32016co'procei

£3400.00

ACP003 MEGAMOUSE £49.00
High quality UK manufactured •Slip free rubber coaled
boll •hill, AMX compatible

ACH034 ACORN MUSIC 500 £49.00

ECONET I

ACH008

ACH009

ACH010'

ACH006 ECONET BBC MASTER ET 128 £300.00
No DFS EconelMotion wrtb128K memory

ACH007"ECONlT kit
Upgrades lorBBC Bor I

£55.00

£79.00

£29.00

£43.00

ECONET STARTER KIT

ECONET SOCKET KIT

ECONET MODULE
Upgrade ccitniaetorMos'er "

ACH022 ECONET 10 STATION LEAD SET £25.00
ACP006 PRINTER SERVER EPROM £39.00

AllowiBBC mocW lo b- a printer lervcr Motion

ACH031 WINCHESTER 30MB (ACORN) £1449.00
with LEVEL 3 FILE SERVER

ACH039 FILESTORE E01 £819.00
Slondolonctwinfloppyfileserverunit
Contains clock bo*, terminator, etc

ACH040 FILESTOREE20 £709.00
20MBbard disk(or uic withFiloMorc (01

HM'MMfc
All Peartroo Disc Drives
havea twoyearwarrantyby
AlhlorComputers

SINGLE 40/80 DRIVE,NO
PSU 400K MITSUBISHI

ACH027 SINGLE 40/80 DRIVE
Inc. PSU 400K MITSUBISHI

ACH028 DUAL 40/80 DRIVE,
NO PSU 800K MITSUBISHI

ACH029 DUAL 40/80 DRIVE,
Inc. PSU 800K MITSUBISHI

ACH030 DUAL40/80 DRIVEIN £289.00
MASTER BRIDGE MITSUBISHI

ACH032 WINCHESTER 20MB & £766.00
400K DRIVE
Inmonitor bridge lorMaMcr •Built inIon end power
Supply •Other suet lor hard disci ore o.olable, pleose
col

£119.00

£135.00

£229.00

£269.00

PLEASE USE OUR CODES

WHEN ORDERING

Kemumm
ACS075 COMMSTARII

Nowcompatible withMaster128

ACP0I4 PACE NIGHTINGALE
1200/75 75/1200 300/300 boud roles
complelewilhcobles• Includes Comslor I

£99.00
I approved

£129.00

£285.00

£159.00

ACP0I5 PACENIGHTINGALE COMBO
As obove with Comslor soltwore

ACP050 WS3000V21/V23 MODEM
Hoyescompatible

• .1 WS4000 SCHOOLS MODEM
Autodial, autoanswer•Schoolsapproved

£59.00

£49.00

AC?0:-9 VOYAGER MODEM

•>:;•! BBC MICRO VIEWDATA

MtMIMJHJIW
ACP007

ACP008

EPROM 27256 32K
32K eprom

£4.95

EPROM 27128 16K
'-• eprcrr

£3.95

ACP010

ACTOlf"
ACP0I3

ACP023

AC'027

8K RAM CHIP
Lowpowerromchipsused inside-ors rcms

£3.50

EPROM ERASER WITH TIMER £29.95

EPROM BLOWER £69.00
Will program 2764. 27128, 27256 ond275)3
ACORN BBC B KEYBOARD £49.00
ACORN 8271 AND TTL
CompleteDFSkit

£49.00

ACP028 BBC B+ AND BBC B IBM
LOOKALIKE CASE

£99,00

ACP033

ACP034

BBC MASTER DUST COVER

BBC B DUST COVER

£4.50

£4.50

•MM

The Acorn

eluding VAT

SYNTHESISER

Now available from Peartree the Acorn
Music 500 for Ihe BBC,BBCB+, Master 128

£49.00
only from PEARTREE • ACH034

VAiiim
fe Computer Concepts

AC;C03

ACS004

WORDWISE PLUS £45.00
Mode 7 editing, preview inmode0 •Mullt document
editing

INTER SHEET £42.00
40, 80 ond 105column modemultiple spreadsheet

INTER CHART £30.00
Built iiiIpioi screendump•Supports pic.Imc &bar
charts

..,V:05 INTERWORD £42.00
80 or 105 column word processor • Continuous
documents

ACS006

AC5033 SPELLMASTER

INTERBASE £50.00
Compatible with alltiling systems' Cord inde" mode,
contoins powerful Basklikeprogramming language

£50.95

ACORNSOFT

ACS012 VIEW3.0 £53.00
Industry's flondocd wordprocessor •(or Iht BBC B,B<.
6507 convpolible - Including printer drivergenerator

ACS013 VIEWSHEET £36.00
Accnsofl itcfidotd ipfQOaAwl

ACS014 VIEWSTORE £37.00
Completewithreport generate*
Dolaconbe imported from olKcr »«cw product*

ACS015 VJEWSPELL £32.00
Spelling cheeicrlor V** -.th /0.000 -otdi

AC5016 VIEWPLOT £24.00
Enablesyoulo drowlines,piegrophs
Compatible withVicwiheel

AC5017 VIEWINDEX £13.00
Automatically crcoteiindoes, notes,pogonumben

ACS018 VIEWPRINTER DRIVER £9.00
GENERATOR
Used lbpersonalise View documents with special

miiV/iM
ACS181 OVERVIEW

:lud«SoilViewlomil/soltw
£86.00

ACS 181 OVERVIEW £86.00
ForIheMASIER seriesonly• IncludesViewplol,
Viewslore, Viewspell, Viewlndci ondtheView Prinlcr
Driver Generator

ACS020 ISO PASCAL £52.00
lullimplementation of theISOstandard
ISO PASCAL S.A.G. DISC
Generote stand alone code
LOGO £52.00
Goodintro. forchildren wilK totalgroph'tasupport

£29.00

TERMULATOR £29.00
terminalemulolor enables the host computer to be sent
directl/toIheBBC's oulpuldriver
COMAL £39.00
Programming longuoge slondord mmon/ European

ACS024 BASIC EDITOR
Powerfulscreen bosk editor

ACS025 MICRO PROLOG

AC5026 BCPL ROM

ACS027 BCPL CALCULATION

ACS028 BCPL STAND ALONE
GENERATOR

ACS054 FORTH ROM
ACS055 FORTH DISC
ACS056 MASTER LISP C-ROM

ACS05_8_ MASTER LOGO C-ROM
AC5059 6502 DEVELOPMENT

PACK DISC

ACS060 GXR for MODEL B

ACS061 GXR for MODEL B+

£25.00

£60.00

£29.00

£39.00

£14.95

£49.00

£52.00

£39.00

£23.00

£23.00

ACS031 DOS COPYBBC/MS-DOS £14.95
BBC MSDOS copiesloor (rommon/IBM MSDOS disc
lormoll •Requires 1770bosedDFS

£14.95ACS032 CPMBEEB BBC/CPM

AC5038

ACS039

ACS040 AMX UTILITIES

ACS041 AMX SUPERART

ACS042 AMX PAGEMAKER
ACs043 AMX3DZICON

ACS044

ACS045

ACS046

ACS047 THE ARTIST SOFTWARE
AC5048 ARTIST AND MEGAMOUSE £79.00

ACS050

AMX MOUSE AND SUPERART

AMX DESK

£65.00
£19.00

£11.50

AMX DATABASE

AMXXAM

AMX MAX

ACS075

AC051

ADVANCED DISC
INVESTIGATOR
Powerlul discutility •Bod up raoM protected
discs •Check ondreparrlourt/IrocVs •CompoliUe with
IheBBC B.B- ondIheMailer
ADVANCED 1770 DFS £27.50
turnourRAM cartridges intoRAM due• 62 He
coiologue • 640K disccopocrly ^_
ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT £27.50
Compatible withoilAcornproducts
35 e«trocommands ADFS formctlcrend bad up plus
manymorepowerfululiitie

ACS052 MUSIC 500 SOFTWARE
Ample soitware withlullmanual

MMaiiMft
COLOUR
MON002MICROVITEC 1451 COLOUR

MON MED
Medium res monitor • Melcl or plastic cos
when ordering •RGB interlace

MON003MICROVITEC1451 A/P COL
MON MED
Asobovewithaudioondcompositevidec

MON004MICROVITEC 1441 MON
COL HIGH
Very highresolution monitor • 895 pinels

MON005TAXAN SUPER VISION
625 COL HIGH
XVswptfhighresolutioncolourmonitor•
modes•frorJmonotJfDrrc tc«3swicji• 640 X

£43.00

£43.00

£21.00

£21.00

£21.00

£17.00

£39.00

£22.50

£9.95

£249.00

i,ploosestale

£279.00

mpul

£449.00

RGB interface

£349.00

MON006PHILIPS CM8833 COLOUR
MONITOR
14 inch mednjrrt resolution monrlo* ' RGfil

MON007PHILIPS CM8852 COLOUR
MONITOR

RGB III

£299.00

vch medium/high resolution •RGB! RGB

MONOCHROME
MON009KAGA KX 117 GREEN £89.00

MONITOR P3J
MON010KAGA KX 118 GREEN £99.00

MONITOR
Clorit/ oncephonol onBBC lenl

MON011 KAGAKX 119AMBER £99.00
MONITOR (PUl)

MON0I2 PHILIPS GREEN MONITOR £79.00

Many other monilors ore inslock. We con supply, pltOM
callforpricesand deliveries.

i±mn:k
PHI 001

rH002

PRT003

•-l\04

PRT005

PRI008

EPSON LX86 PRINTER £199.00
170CPS •NIO mode •Centronics Inlerloce
EPSON FX800 £399.00
19pindolmotri« • 180CPS droitmode, 35 CPS NIQ
mode • OKbulla • Parallel mlcilaco slondord • 80 column

EPSON FX1000 £499.00
19pindolmolrix • 200CPS drollmode, 35CPS NIO
mode • 8K buller • Parallel inlerloce standard 136 column

EPSON LQ800 PRINTER £499.00
24 pindol mini• 180CPS drollmode. 60 CPS NIQ
mode • If.buller •Porollel inlerloce slondord •80jojumn
EPSON LQ1000 PRINTER " £699.00
24 pindolmolrii• 180CPS drollmode. 60 CPS NIO
mode • 7K boiler •Parallel inlerfaco Mondord • 136 column

MP 165 PRINTER £199.00
165CPS drofl mode, 40 CPS NIQ mode • 2K
buffi Centronics interface ' Bud!usIroetoi leed •Epson

polrble
PR101I JUKI 6100 PRINTER

18CPSdais/ wheelprinter•Slondord
ribbons • Centronicsmterfoee

PANASONIC KX-P1081
DOT MATRIX PRINTER
Fastdrollprinting ot 120CPS
EiceOtnlNeor LetterOuolit/ lonl al 24 CPS

EPSON LX TRACTOR FEEDPRI0I4

PRT016

PRI023

PRI024

EPSON LX CUT SHEET FEEDER

£22.00

£59.95

EPSON LQ1000 TRACTOR FEED £50.00
EPSON LQ1000 CUT SHEET £130.00
FEEDER

PR1025 EPSON FX80+ CUT SHEET
FEEDER

Note
mony othermokes of printers instock such os

£129.95

"Pleosel
We hove r

brother
Always callforavailability.

IDS002

ID5003

IDS004

IDS005

IDS006

IDS007

LDS008

LDS009

LDS010

LDS011

LDS012

LDS014

BBC TO GREEN MONITOR LEAD £2.95

BBC TO SONY/KAGA £5.95
COLOUR MONITOR
BBCTOMICROVITECLEAD £2.20

PHONO TO PHONO LEAD £1.25

BNCTOBNC £2.95

BBC TO ACORN CASSETTE

LEAD

£2.25

BBC TO CENTRONICS

BBC TO SERIAL PRINTER

£9.95

£9.95

4 WAY MAINS TRAILING
SOCKET

£9.50

CABLE FOR MODEM £4.95

MASTER COMPACT £15.95

PRINTER LEAD

•

BBC MASTER REFERENCE

GUIDE PT1

£14.95

MIS013 BBC MASTER REFERENCE
GUIDE PT2

VIEW MANUAL (BBC)
VIEWSHEET MANUAL

VIEWSTORE MANUAL

£14.95

MIS0I4

MIS015

MIS019

MIS016

MIS017

MIS024

MIS0I8

DFS OPERATING SYSTEM
MANUAL

BBC USER GUIDE

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£6.95

£14.95

BBC ADVANCED USER GUIDE £16.95
ADVANCED SIDEWAYS RAM £9.95
USER GUIDE

fJ:li:iM:I:ll:|:I. \iV\
MIS005 RIBBON FOR MX FX80 &

JUKI 5510

C4.50

MIS006 RIBBON FOR LX80 LX86 £4.50

MIS007 RIBBON FOR MP16S £5.00

MIS008 RIBBON KAGA KP810/
CANON PW1

£5.95

MIS009 RIBBON FOR EPSON FX
RX/100

MIS034 RIBBON FOR EPSON LQ800

MIS023 RIBBON FOR CPA80

£7.95

£11.95

£3.50

All prices are exclusive of VAT.

PUTT NGTEFUTUREINT OUR- HANDS
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MICROCOMPUTER

Peartree House, No 1 Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF

PEARTREE
PRODUCTS

PEP001 PEAR 1 ROM CARTRIDGE
Add 32Krom to your Master

£8.95

PEP002 MR6000 MASTER CARTRIDGE
Add 64K rom toyour Master

£11.95

PEP003 MR7200 MASTER RAM
CARTRIDGE
Add 32K ramtoyourMaster

£29.95

PEP019 MR8000 MASTER RAM
CARTRIDGE
Add64K rom to your Master
Battery backed up
Battery life five years

£39.95

PEP023 MR4800 RAM BOARD £59.95
RAMboard for the BBC Model B
128KRAM

Battery backed up
Small, easy to(it, complete with utility software
Includes write protect switch, battery included

PEP004 MR3000 ROM BOARD £15.95
Still going strong. This has proved tobea very
popularmini rom boord for the BBC ModelB
Add 4 extra rom sockets

PEP005 MR4200 RAM BOARD £29.95
Add 32K of sideways ramand 3 extrarom
sockets. Includes write protectswitch

IS rchimedes

The ARCHIMEDES High Performance Computer
Systems represent a considerable lead in
performance, but how has this performance been put
touse in therange ofproducts?
The ARCHIMEDES range includes the 300Series and
themore sophisticated 400 Series.
All machineshave features in common:
• 32 bit RISC technology;
• economically styled in a 3 box

presentation;
• 'IBM enhanced' style keyboard with

3 button mouse;
• British Broadcasting Corporation Micro

style operating system (ARTHUR);
• BB BASIC V;
• interfaces; printer,serial, monitor,

stereo sound;
• ECONET plug-in option;
• a variety of podules can be fitted.
THE 300 SERIES

The 300 Series, identified by its red function keys,

PUTTING THE

PEP010 DISCS DS/DD 5.25 96 TPI
Life time guarantee
Reinforced hub

£13.50

Now available: 0% Finance*
on all Archimedes models
from Peartree-call for
details.

consists of two models, ARCHIMEDES 305 with
0.5 Mbyte of RAM andARCHIMEDES 310with
1 Mbyte of RAM. These machines are the latest
generation ofBritish Broadcasting Corporation
Micros. They offer, at low cost, all thebasic features
with expansion capabilities. Both machines have a 512
Kbyte ROM and a 1Mbyte (unformatted) 37?" disc
drive.

THE 400 SERIES

The more powerful 400Series offers considerably
increased expansion capabilities. These machines are
the new range ofAcorn Computers.
The ARCHIMEDES 410 has 1Mbyte ofRAM; 1Mbyte
(unformatted) 37/disc drive; a hardware floating
point unit option; a co-processor bus; a harddisc
controller; a four socket back plane; 512 Kbytes of
ROM.

At thetopoftherange is ARCHIMEDES 440.This
machine possesses all thefeatures of the410 as
standard, with the adoption of4 Mbytes ofRAM and
a 20 Mbyte hard disc.

ARCHIMEDES is anopen system and its flexibility is
achieved by fitting any ofthe following podules
(peripheral modules) via a back plane:
• hard disc controller (300 Seriesonly);
• ROM extension board;
• MIDI music interface;
• MS-DOS co-processor;
• SCSI;
• hardware floating point unit;
• Ethernet podule.
Third party suppliers will bemeeting other user
requirements.

FUTURE INTO

PEP011 DISCS DS/DD 3.5
Double sided
Suitable for the Master Compact

£26.00

300 SERIES
OLD

PRICE

NEW

PRICE

A305 SYSTEM BASIC SJ9T £699

MONO £&¥T £749

COLOUR £99T £899

A310 SYSTEM BASIC sjm- £775

MONO S&& £825

COLOUR

400 SERIES

SETTS' £975

A410 SYSTEM BASIC £1399

MONO £1449

COLOUR £1599

A440 SYSTEM BASIC £2299

MONO £2349

COLOUR £2499

We accept Barclaycard/Visa/Access/Master-
card/postalorders or cheques.We accept
government and educational orders. Leasing
available, please apply for written details.

You may purchase anyof the items listed, by
cheque made payable to
PEARTREE COMPUTERS LTD.

All you hove to do is to list yourrequirements
on a sheet of paper, post ittousquoting ref,
and we will despatchyourgoods within 24
hours, whenever possible.

Please add thefollowing amounts forpostage
and packing:
Items below £10.00 add £1.50
Itemsbelow £50.00 add £2.50
Items below £100.00 add £3.50
Itemsover £100.00 add £10.00
Independent courier for items over £100.00

All prices exclude VAT.

Access/Barclaycard holders—call us on our
new special line: (0480) 50595
Prices ore correcf at time ofgoingto press.
Peartree Compufers reserves the right tochonge prices
without prior notice.

'subject to status.

YOUR HANDS
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Advanced BASIC for BBC B/B+/Master
Tubelink is proud to offe. the most powerful version of BASIC
ever written for a 6502-based BBC micro. Advanced BASIC
(formerly Archie BASIC) is a new version of BASIC, for the BBC
micro models B/B+/Master with 6502 second processor or
Turbo, and is compatible with Acorn's new Archimedes BASIC .

Just look at some of the features it has to offer...
• Over 35 new keywords
• New program loop structures (CASE, WHILE, etc)
• Multi-line 'IF' statements

• New graphics commands (CIRCLE, ELLIPSE, etc)
• New error handling and TRACE debugging modes
• Instant on-screen help on keywords and status
• New statements and functions
• Mousesupport (new MOUSE keyword)
• New string handling features
• INSTALL and LIBRARY commands for procedures
• Extended assembler

• IncludesAcorn's very latest 1987 Hi-BASIC

Advanced BASIC can even be used to run Archimedes
programs on your model B/B+/Master, or alternatively forwriting
programs which could be run on an Archimedes micro.

Advanced BASIC is supplied ondisc for loading into a sideways
RAM system, or on 16kEPROM, together with comprehensive
user guide and 1987 Hi-BASIC on disc under license from
Acorn. (To use extended graphics commands on B/B+ requires
Acorn's GXR ROM. Mouse commands require suitable driver
ROM, eg. Chauffeur or AMX Super ROM). State make and
model of second processor in use. Full leaflet on request.
£29.95 on 40/80 track disc • £34.95 on 16k EPROM

Unique offer: Advanced BASIC and PMS B2P 65C02 second
processor for just £115 - saving £15 on the normal RRR
Includes Advanced BASIC, second processor, instruction
guides,and TubeToolkit ROM. Add£5 ifAdvanced BASIC ROM
version required. (B2P isonly suitable for model Buse.)
EXROM: The Extension ROM for B/B+/Master
Tubelink's EXROM effectively doubles the BBC micro's
operating system adding many useful utilities, andfeaturing
unique facilities if used with a second processor...
• Extended Osbyte/Osword calls • Filing system utilities
• Sideways ROM save/load • UNPLUG/'INSERT ROMs
• Full 65C02 disassembler • Memory management tools
• Tube on/off commands • Extended Hi-BASIC system
• Memorytransfer functions • Suitable for DFS/ADFS/Net

£14.95 on disc for sideways RAM • £18.95 on 16k EPROM
When ordering, please saywhich version of Hi-BASIC you have
UTILRAM: The Utility RAM for BBC B/B+/B+128
At lasta full emulation of the Master's configuration and Real-
Time clock system is available for model Band B+ owners using
Tubelink's Utility RAM. Supplied on 40/80 track disc for instant
loading into a sideways RAM system. Excellent value at just
£14.95(includes comprehensiveuser-guide)
• Choose start-up mode, drive speed, default language etc
• Set-up screen interlaceand DFS/ADFS preferences
• Extended Printer Buffer (upto 63k) andEpson screen dump
• Constantly updated Real-Time clock and calendar

Acorn's 1987 Hi-BASIC for B/B+/Master
Available under license from Acorn, Tubelink areable to supply
the very latest version of Hi-BASIC which offers considerable
speed and accuracy improvements over the previous versions.
Compatible with 6502 second processor and Turbo co-
processor, and suppliedon 40/80 trackdisc forjust £9.95.
UK Postage FREE onall items (Overseas please add£3).
FREE catalogue on request. Dealer enquiries welcome.
AccessA/isa accepted. Phone 01-205 9393 (24hrs) for more info

Tubelink, PO Box 641 LONDON NW9 8TF

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

CHART
CHALLENGE

6 more ways to test your knowledgeofthe Pop
Charts from 1952 to 1986

£9.95

Availableforalldisk versions of BBCMicroand Electron.
Please state 40 track, 80 track or ADFS and 3V2" or 5 W disc.

©mmm

86 Glenmore, Clayton-le-woods,
Chorley, Lancashire PR6 7TB

y/\rchive
The Original Subscription Magazine for Archimedes

Articles in the October issue:
• File transfer on RS423
• Attaching a 5.25" drive
• C.C.'s ROM-Linkpackages
• Clares' Toolkit module
• Graphics demo programs
• Archie the Music Computer
• Structuring with BASIC V
• Technical notes on BASIC V

November issue includes:
• Using the WIMP manager
• Zarch is here!
• The RS423 saga continues!
• Using Wordwise Plus
• The *CONFIGURE command
• UsingBBC ROM images
• Lots more Hints and Tips
• Free User Guide Index

December and following issues include:
BBC micro as an I/O podule, speed tests, using windows, using the
operating system, using the debugger, sounds, ADFS for beginners,
ARM assembly language, improved string handling, etcetc.

Technical Help Service: £8/year
A telephone hot-line service for
immediate help with your
technical problems. Any member
can send written enquiries, but
for a fast response use the THS!

Members' Discount:
7.5% off Computer Concepts,
Minerva and Clares software
purchased through Archive.
H\j isiiK si|iilw [•;,)!•'.•(•.

Europe £16, Middle East £20,
America/Africa £23, Others £25

Archive UK annual subscription: £10(12 issues)
Send cheques to: Norwich Computer Services,

FREEPOST, 18, Mile End Road, Norwich, NR4 7BR.
For more details ring Paul Beverley on 0603-507057.



UlcSerUE of Hampshire
Panasonic KXP1081

rmm..-B**•-*•*.,a ^

with BBC cable & paper
£165.00 (£143.48 + VAT)
above with Screen Dump & 2m cable

£171.00 (£148.70 + VAT)

KXP1080 Fabric Ink Ribbon
KXP1080 View Printer Driver
KXP1080 Control Dump Rom

Exc VAT Inc VAT

4.26 4.90
7.83 9.00

13.00 14.95

Exceptional NLQ quality,
comprehensive front panel
controls. Programmable NLQ.

With BBC cable & paper
£195.00 (£169.57 I VAT)

Star NL10

Epson LX800
Fast (150cps), good front panel
controls, two NLQ type
styles.

With BBC cable & paper
£205.00 (£178.26 + VAT)

Screen Dump Rom & 2m cable £6.00
£6.00 (£5.22 + VAT) extra. Available with any printer

Printer Stand (2 wedge type) £14.00

£14.00 (£12.17 + VAT) extra. Available with any printer

V0LTMACE JOYSTICKS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Delta 14Bsin(|le 11.26 12.95
Dolia3Bsingle 9.52 10.95
Delta 3B twin 15.61 17.95

PRINTER ADD ONS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Universal Printer Stand 13 00 14.95
LX800 Shoot Feedor 62 61 72.00
LX/FX 800 Print R bbon 3 00 3.45
Nl-10 Print Ribbor 4 80 5.52
120D Shoot Feodor 8G 09 99.00
120D Print Ribbon 4 00 4.60
KP/PW Print Ribbon 3 39 3.90
View Printer Driver 7 83 9.00
2 way Printer Sharer 43 43 49.95
Juki 6100 Dust Cover 5 60 6.44
Printer Dust Covers other 4.00 4.60

EPROMS, 8271
Ex VAT Inc VAT

19 27128250nS21V. 3 56 4.10
10-27128 250-.S2W 3 26 3.75
19 27128 250.-S 12.5V 3 04 3.50
10-> 27128 25CnS1?W 275 3.16
1-92764250nS 2 60 2.99
10-2764 250..S 2 39 2.75
1-9 27256 250.-5 «" \*&
10+ 27256 250nS 3 83 4.40
1-9TTl/Cmossct 3 91 4.50
1-9 8271 controller 35 65 41.00
1-96264LP150nS 2 56 2.95
Acorn8271DfS 4348 50.00

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)

Ex VAT Inc VAT
10 Banana Revorsiblo 8 65 9.95
10 3.5" D/S135tpi... 165 1.90
1096tpl D/S D/D + cose 1390 15.99
1096lpiD/SD/D . case 7 39 8.50
1096tpiD/SD/Din!;ox 6 52 7.50
50 96tpi D/S D/D in boxes .2170 24.95
100 96tpi D/S D/D in boxes 39.13 46.00
50 Disc Box hinged • lock 6.52 7.50
100 Disc Box hinged I lock 7.83 9.00
Black Library Case 1.21 1-39

MONITORS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

PhilipsCM8533 230.43 265.00
Philips CM8852 251.00 289.00
Philips BM7502Groon 68.70 79.00
Philips BM7522Amber 73.91 85.00
Philips BMTilt stand 7.78 8.95
Taxan KX P31 Groon 73.91 85.00
Taxan KX P39 Green 82.61 95.00
Taxan KXAmber 82.61 95.00
Taxan Supor Vision 625 313.04 350.00
Microvitec 1451 221.74 255.00
Microvitoc 1451 AP 260.00 299.00
14" Tilt/Swivol Stand 13.87 15.95

(Prices inc. BBC Cablo)
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ARCHIMEDES MICROS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

A305 0.5M No men :n' 699.00 803.85
A305 Colour monitor 899.00 1033.85
A305 Mono moniio- 749.00 861.35
A310IM No monitor 775.00 891.25
A310 Colour monitor 975.00 1121.25
A310 Mono monitor 825.00 948.75

PRINTERS/CABLES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

1.5m (4 foot) BBCcable 5.70 6.50
2.0m (6 foot) BBCcable 7.74 8.90
Compact printercable 7.74 8.90
IBM/Archimedes cable 7.74 8.90

ROMS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Inter-Word 37 39 43.00
liter-Sheet 36 52 42.00
Inter-Base 48 70 56.00
Wordwise Plus 37 39 43.00
Mega 3 7130 82.00
Spell Master 40 87 47.00
ACP Disc Investigator 22 61 26.00
ACP Disc Toolkit 26 96 31.00
View 2.1... 38 26 44.00
ViewStore 38 26 44.00
OverView I & II 63 70 79.00
View Professional 68 70 79.00

51/4 DISC DRIVES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Cumana CSX100 9130 105.00
Cumana CSX400 .124 35 143.00
Cumana CD800S .260.00 299.00
MD400A 400k No PSU. 88 70 102.00
MD400B 400k 8< PSU .... 103 48 119.00
MD802C 800k No PSI.' 173 91 200.00
MD802E 800k & PSU 19130 220.00
MD802D 800k & !• -il ?lf; i2 249.00

Phone for Viglen & torch Winchesters

MASTER/COMPACT
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Master 128k Micro 365 22 420.00
512Co-processor .185 00 212.75
Turbo Upgrade... 98 78 113.50
Acorn 280 2nd P. 317.39 365.00
Acorn Cartridge.. '0 87 12.50
Peartree Cartridge from 8 65 9.95
Care Cartridges fro-n 765 8.80
ARMAssembler Book 17 00 12.00
Understanding Irlerwcrd 6 50 6.50
Reference Manu3's '4 00 14.00
View 3/View Sheet Guides . 9 00 9 00
Master 8i B Dust Covers 3.00 3.45
Monochrome Compact 360.87 415.00
Second User BBC Bs available

Canon PW1080A

120cps, IBM & Epson modes,
extra graphics commands.

with BBC cable & paper
£165.00 (£143.48 + VAT)

Robust, very fast (160cps)
and very quiet.
Programmable NLQ.

With BBC cable & paper
£239.00 (£207.83 + VAT)

Citizen 120D

Juki 6100
13" carriage, robust, 18cps

t > Industry Standard daisy wheel
with printer.

With BBC cable & paper
£299.00 (£260.00 + VAT)

Panasonic KXP1082
(as 1081 but 160 cps)

with BBC cable & paper
£199.00 (£173.04 + VAT)

Kaga/taxan KP915
with BBC cable & paper

£402.50 (£350.00 + VAT)

Epson FX800
with BBC cable & paper

£360.00 (£313.04 + VAT)

MP 165
with BBC cable & paper

£195.00 (£169.57 + VAT)

Amstrad DMP3160
with BBC cable & paper

£169.00 (£146.96 + VAt)

Juki 5510
with BBC cable & paper

£299.00 (£260.00 + VAT)

Kaga/Taxan KP810
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.83 + VAT)

Kaga/Taxan KP815
with BBC cable & paper

£299.00 (£260.00 + VAT)

Epson FX1000
with BBC cable & paper

£460.00 (£400.00 + VAT)

MP 480
with BBC cable & paper

£339.00 (£294.78 + VAT)

Epson EX1000
with BBC cable & paper

£625.00 (£543.49 + VAT)

Juki 5520
with BBC cable & paper

£425.00 (£369.57 + VAT)

Daisy Wheel Printers

Panasonic KXP3131
with BBC cable & paper

£269.00 (£233.91 + VAT)

Juki 2200
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.83 + VAT)

24 pin Dot Matrix LQ Printers

Amstrad LQ3500
with BBC cable & paper

£345.00 (£300.00 + VAT)

StarNB2410
with BBC cable & paper

£515.00 (447.83 + VAT)

StarNB15
with BBC cable & paper

£729.00 (£633.91 + VAT)

StarNB2415
with BBC cable & paper

£649.00 (£564.35 + VAT)

Phone for our best price before placing your order
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENTORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed all day Wednesday and some Saturday afternoons
Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor£6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Acorn Dept.
128 West Street,
Portchester,
Hants,UleSerue

Larger items
delivered

by Securicor

P016 9XE.

Tel: 0705 325354
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LEARNING
TO PLAY

Sir, As a regular reader of
Acorn User, I have taken a
great interest in any program
which has the word 'music' in
its title and read reviews of
such programs.

I have a number of music
programs, including Island
Logic's The Music System, but
they are all designed to produce
sounds from the computer.

My son, however, plays 'real'
instruments (violin and trum
pet) but is having difficulty in
learning the theory of music,
while my own knowledge is
nil. What we both need is an
educational program which is
designed to teach musical
theory, and I am enquiring
whether you know of the exist
ence of such a program.

With music departments in
most of the secondary schools,
there must surely be a market
for something of this nature.

A L Southerden

Essex

Chris Drage and Nick Evans
covered computer aided music
teaching in the Education sec
tion of the August 1987 issue
of Acorn User. Back issues are
available, see page 135.

FINDING
FAOLT

Sir, An ADFS *FIND utility
was published in Acorn Forum
(Acorn User, September 1987).
I submitted an upgrade allow
ing a wildcard character to be
used within filenames too, and
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Write to Letters, Acom User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ

this was published in Decem
ber's issue.

But there is a problem with
both versions. This occurs with
directory names exactly 10
characters long - a string of
dots is displayed on the screen
after the long directory name.
To remedy this, add the
changes below to eitherversion
of the program.

1810 l.DY #o

1825 LDX #0

1845 TXA:PHA

1865 LDX #0
1935 INX

1940 CPX 4&0A

2025 PLA:TAX

Of course the checksum will be
wrong for the altered version.
You can make the program
ignore this by deleting the ori
ginal line 190.

C P Armstrong
Wolverhampton

LOOKING FOR
A RACE

Sir, Please could you tell me
how I could purchase a cassette
version of the racing simulation
game Revs for the BBC com-

Revs:Tough to get hold of

puter. Where I live there are
hardly any computer shops and
of the few that do exist, none
stock BBC micro software. If
you could do so 1 would be
very grateful.

O J Crouch
Hampshire.

You should be able to order
Revs on cassette directly from
Superior Software. The cost is
£12.95, and their address is
Regent House, Skinner Lane,
Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone:
(0532) 459453.

TAPE TO DISC
TRANSFER

Sir, I have recently purchased a
disc drive and want to upgrade
my software to the new format.

Upgrading to disc

The programs I purchased are
on tape.

I tried contacting the com
panies concerned but learnt
that they no longer produce the
software. I was hoping you
could direct me to an agency or
company who could upgrade
the programs from cassette to
5.25-inch disc.

S L Wilson

Cheshire

There is no company we know
of that will transfer your soft
ware from tape to disc, but
there area number of ways of
doing this yourself.

For unprotected programs,
Tessie Revivis' tapc-to-disc
programs published in Acorn
User May 1986 should suffice.
For protected programs, Vine
Micros makes a range of 'Re
play' units, small hardware
add-ons that allow almost any

program to be transferred.
Vine Micros' address is Mar-
shborough, Sandwich, Kent,
CT13 OPG. Telephone: (0304)
812276.

LOCKING OUT
SHIFT LOCK

Sir, I use a BBC B micro for
wordproccssing and keep hit
ting the useless and infuriating
Shift-Lock key by mistake.
Can anyone advise a way to
disable this key?

Nicholas Albery
London Wll

The command *FX202,255,32
has the effect of switching off
Shift Lock. What you need is
an interrupt or event-driven
routine that does the machine

code equivalent of this every
time a key is pressed while
you are wordprocessing.

GETTING THE
BACKOP

Sir, I own a Master 128 and
would like to transfer Basic
programs from DFS to ADFS.
There is a utility to copy files
to and from various filing sys
tems, but how can I '-BACK
UP from DFS to ADFS?

E Hollox

Norfolk

It isn't possible to backup
directly from DFS to ADFS.
However, there was a fast
DFS to ADFS copier pub
lished in July's Acorn User on
page 101 by John Knight
which will make life a lot
easier for you.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
A U OFFER

Free binder with
monthly discs

Subscribe today and receive one of our smart grey disc
binders free. The grey cloth binder is supplied with its own
protective slip case and is filled with six transparent inserts,
which will hold a year's supply of 5.25-inch monthly discs.

You have probably already discovered how useful and
enjoyable the Acorn User monthly discs are, and now you
have the opportunity to guarantee the delivery of 12 issues of
the best quality graphics, utilities and routines, as well as
receiving a free binder to store them in. Subscribing to the
monthly listings discs will save you hours of typing in the
listings and de-bugging, leaving you more time to use them.

This offer is only available to UK subscribers.

YES! I wish to subscribe to the Acorn User monthly listings
discs.

Please start my subscription with the

NAME _^____

ADDRESS

issue

POSTCODE

• I enclose my cheque/postal order for £69 made payable to
Redwood Publishing Ltd
• Please charge my Access/Barclaycard

ACCOUNT NO EXPIRY DATE

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to Gail I-airhall, Redwood Publishing Ltd,
Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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ROOM 7 SOFTWARE Special
Dfferj

INVESTMENT
ANALYSER

VERSION 1 £18.95

VERSION 2 £25.00

POOLS CHEQUE
£12.50
Also covered by our catalogue - Soccer Boss, Pools Cheque, Investment Analyser 2, Matrix,

Central Heating Calculator, Electrical Cable Selector, Structural Beam Calculator
Introduction toStatistics, Easy Banker.

Now mailable on both
3.5" and 5.25" Disc SOCCER BOSS

£11.95

Fully bound
software catalogue

50p P&P •
Refundable with

order

25% off all
pfogramms

February only

Letters Cheques to: W.L COMPUTER SERVICES, Dept. 2,
First Floor, H.S.L. Building, 437 Warrington Road, Rainhill,
Merseyside, L35 4LL. Tel: 051-426 9660.

CENTURION

Over 100utility , programming and diskfunctions
ina single ROM for yourMaster

As reviewed in A & B Computing Master SupplementNov'87

£36-95 including VAT and carriage from:-
Swindon ITEC Ltd, 6 Oppcnheimcr Centre,

Grecnbridgc Road, Swindon SN3 3JD

IFAXoFILE ORGANISER

CAUN0M5: u«« per poje
nonth per po»e

R0DRF.SS BOOt USER DiriNCO P0RI1S

Combine the power of your BBC with the flexibility and convenience of
a personal organiser (Filofax.Lefax etc) to create a personalised
database. Using filofax-size conpnter paper or single sheets to:

* Print calendars including personal data (on disc file)
• Print Rddress-boak pages, op to MB entries sorted by narc
» Print costnn designed fairs eg Class registers,accnonts etc

The
BBCsof

progran (by Hike Hilliara, author of The Expennenters Bon and of
am-aoFt's Electric Fields) is nenn driven and very easy to use. It
cones with full instructions and a pack of special size conpnter
paper. (Extra paper can be purchased as required).

£12.95 inc p&p
81) truck disc
sample pack ofc

MEWsoR
II Cray Rom)
I ..ml.hi NWJ 2ND

AlsofromMEWsott - THEEXPERIMENTS ROM£22 INC.P&P
• Very impressive. This Rom should provo invaluable loanyteacher performing inexperiments
mvnlvinnenmnuter control or monilonnq hardware. (School Science Review Sep 1986)involving computer controlor moniloring I

COMPUTER
REPAIR SERVICE

BBC AMSTRAD COMMODORE SPECTRUM
• Amstrad, Acorn and Brother authorised service centres
• All repairs fully guaranteed
• Fixed low prices or free estimates
• Repairs returned within 48 hrs
• Trade enquiries also welcome

CONTACT ELAINE EDGAR AT:
BLUE CHIP COMPUTERS LIMITED
-ee 2 GLASGOW RD, CORSTORPHINE pFV
•«i EDINBURGH EH128HL C^_3

031-334 6058
ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988



STRING
ALTERNATIVE

Sir, The problem of swapping
string variables, without the use
of a third 'dummy' variable was
referred to in December's

Acorn User. Tworeal or integer
variables can beswapped easily.

This prompted me to find an
alternative for strings. Here is
one such solution:

a*="XXX"

b$="YYY"

a*=a$+b*

b$=LEFT* <a$,LEN <a$)-L
EN(b*))

a*=RIGHT$(a*,LEN Ca*>-
LEN(b*)>

I would be very interested to
hear from readers who have
come up with any other
methods.

P F McDonald

South Humbersidc

300s DENIED
MULTITASKING

Sir, I chose the Arc early and
instantly, because as an electro
nics engineer I recognised its
uniqueness in a field full of
humdrum machinery. I was
disappointed reading the
'Multi-tasking for Archimedes'
news in your October issue.
ARX in 1988 was all butprom
ised in New Zealand. With
competing machines supporting
multi-tasking, and at lower
cost, I feel that to deny 300-
series owners a multi-tasking
operating system is a real
shame. Such operating systems
need not be so hungry as to be
impracticable on one megabyte
machines. Too many software
writers are treating the 300s as
little more than glorified BBC
Bs or Masters, and the ARX
decision will do nothing to re
move such misconceptions.

Finally, I intended con
tinuing my four-year collection
of your magazine, but could I
put in a plea for more critical
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LETTERS

reviews? Readers rely heavily
on these, yet some seem to
border on whitewash, or indi
cate a rather shallow investiga
tion by the reviewer.

Lloyd Blythen
New Zealand

With software producers
being so much more ambi
tious with the Archimedes
than with the Master, there is
still a problem with memory
on the A305. Sprites, high re
solution with lots of colours,
software in relocatable mod
ules - they all require extra
RAM. Because of this, there is
the feeling that the 305 may
become a latter-day model A.
However, it is simple and
reasonably priced to upgrade
to the 310 specification. The
extra RAM costs £102.35.

The recent InterBase review
by Bruce Smith could hardly
be considered a whitewash. If
you want to comment on spe
cific reviews, we're always
glad to receive your letters.
Readers views are often based
on very extensive use of a
package - and because of this
are very valuable.

PASCAL
USER

Sir, I have an Electron at home
and have progressed gradually
from the basic machine to hav
ing a Plus 1, Plus 4, 5.25-inch
disc drive and a printer.

The programs and techniques
that are described in the maga
zine are generally of great in
terest and I have typed many
in. However, when programs
don't run on the Electron, I
tend not to read the article at
all and miss out on the in
formation. Would it be possible
to include a note of why they
aren't suitable, ie, lack of mem
ory, mode 7 or whatever?

Having read so much about
the problem of Basic, I decided

to invest in a Pascal cartridge.
But if Pascal is so much better,
why are there no articles or
programs using it in the com
puter press? In AU there is a
comms page, business section,
and education section, but no
alternative language section.

Does Pascal take up RAM?

Some technical questions you
•'might like to ponder: does fit
ting the Pascal cartridge use up
RAM, and if so how could
more memory be added? And
are Acornsoft's extentions to
the language practical when
writing largish programes?
How much memory does
source code use once it has
been compiled?

David Jamison
Belfast

With BBC Basic available on a
growing range of machines,
we will try to include more
notes on compatibility for the
Electron and other machines.

The Pascal cartridge can be
added easily to the Electron,
as it plugs into the Plus 1. It
doesn't take upany memory -
there is just as much available
for Pascal programs as there is
for Basic programs. Further
more, a large Pascal program
is usually more compact than
an equivalent Basic program.
Acorn's extensions to the Pas
cal standard make it easier to
use graphics, sound and other
features of the Acorn
machines. The onlyproblem is
that your programs will be
come less portable - they can't
be converted to run on non-
Acorn machines as easily as if
you hadn't used them.

CROWDED
FILES

Sir, The ViewStore manual is
reasonably well written, but is
still inadequate for serious us
ers. My database of 360k is
about to exceed the space avail
able on a double density disc. I
would naturally think of divid
ing it into two, so that I can
continue to search the more

recent entries. However, there
is no hint in the manual on
how to divide a data file,
although the extra notes sup
plied at request gave details on
how to append another data
file. Does anyone know how
this is done?

Is there any way ofdeleting a
run of records, other than
pressing the Delete key for
each one? And is there no
quick way of determing how
many records are on file, other
than making a Select file, when
it is reported incidentally?
Finally, is there any way of
speeding up the inordinately
long search time on the BBC B
for files as long as mine?

R L Symonds
Kent

There are several things you
should think of doing with
your large database. First,
changing to ADFS allows the
file to grow up to 640k long.

You can divide a database
by using the Select utility to
choose which records to put
in a sub-file. Of course, you
can choose the most recent if
you have a date field. Then
use the Convert utility with
the selection file, to make up a
new database - using the *
wildcard when it asks which
fields to convert will duplicate
the record structure of the old
database in the new one.

A hard disc speeds up
searching, but at a price -
hard discs were reviewed in
Acorn User, September 1987.
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Inter-word The Word Processor

Spel-Master Ultimate Spoiling Checker
Inter-base Database

PHILIPS MONITORS & TV MONITORS inc. load-

Suitable tor BBC B. Master & Archimedes computers
Philips 8833 Medium Res Colour
Philips AV7300 TV/Tuner for 8833
Philips 1010 TV/Monitor
Phiips 1210 Remote TV/Monitor

•atanaaaiBSEB
Centronics to Centronics

Disc Drive Data (Single)
Disc Drive Data (Dual)
Arcbimedes-6 pin RGB
Archimedes-7 pin Hitachi RGB
Archimedes-7 pin Ferguson RGB
Archimedes-Scart (Euro)
Archimedes Serial to BBC RS423

Archimedes Printer Lead (fully screened)
Printer (BBC to Contronic)
RGB 6-7 pin DIN (Hitachi)
RGB 6-7 pin DIN (Ferguson!
RGB 6 pin to SCART
User Port Extension Skt to Plug
Printer Extension Skt to Plug
1MZ Bus Extension Skt to Plug

(Wider range available)

SWITCHING UNITS

Ex Val: Ino Val:
9 £47.80 £54 07c
9 £50.00 £57.50c
& £58 00 £66.70c

9 £252.20
9 £85.00
© £228.00
9 £250.00

1.5mt @ £11.00
1.2mt 9 £6.00
1.5mt @ £8.00
12mttf? £7.60
1.2mt 9 £8.00
1.2mt @ £8.00

1.5mt 9 £10.00
1.2mt 9 £8.00
1.2mt 9 £14.00
1.5mt 9 £7.00
1.2mt 9 £620
1.2mt 9 £620
1.2mt 9 £8.20

5ml @ £9.00

1mt 9 £10.20
.3mt 9 £10.40

£290.03a

£74.75b
£262.20a

£287.50a

£ 12.65c

£6.90c

£9.20c

£8.74c

£9.20c

£9.20c

£11.50c

£9.20c

£16 10c

£8.05c

£7.13c

£7.13c

£9.43c

E10.35C

£11.73c

£11.96c

1 MICRO INTO 2 PRINTERS tprinter into 2 micros

BBC Printer 6 to 1
Centronics 2 lo 1 (Inc Lead)
Centronics 4 lo 1 (Inc Lead)
Centronics 2 lo 2: x switches
Centronics 4 to 1 automatic switcher
Centronics 8 to 1 automatic switcher
User Port 2 Way & Off Posn (Inc Lead)
User Port 6 Way & Olf Posn (Inc Lead)
RGB Switcher 2 to 1
RS423 2 to 1

MORLEY ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS:

Teletext Adaptor ATS Software on ROM
Eprom Programmer Software on ROM

@E 71.00
<§ C 33.00
fa C 70.00
@£ 70.00

<8>E102.00
ft CI28.00
@£ 33.00
@E 72.00
@£ 20.20
@£ 20.20

9 £86.94
9 £30.00

£81.65d
C37.95d
C80.50d
£80.50d

CI 17.30d
£147.00d

£37.95d
£82.80d
C23.23d
£23.23d

£99.98d

£34.50d

CARE
Open
Mon - Thurs Sam - 5pm
Fri - Sat 9am - 4pm

«iii
800 ST ALBANS ROAD.
GARSTON. WATFORD.
HERTS. WD2 6NL Tel: 0923 672102

Price Each « Ex Vat: Inc Vat:
agamaasigi a •" jsm^mamt^m

Suitable tor»» ARCHIMEDES. BBC B, MASTER, COMPACT. IBM PS/2etc. Boot oil any
drive definable selection of drive number, i.e.0, 1. 2. 3.5/5.2S DISC DRIVE UNIT

9 £190.00 £218.50b

CARE MASTER ROM CARTRIDGES.
Designed by CARE Elector** to Acom Specifications. Capable oftaking up to 2or4 x
16K Eproms. Inducing Inter-word and Spelmaster. CARE Cartridges otter 4 options for
maximum useriexibiity. 1:Standard Cartridge. 2: Single 2Sf. 3: Dual 21. 4:Quad.

CAKE MAStER SMART CARTRIDGE
Freeze Prog at any point and dump Screen to Disc/Printer. Copies 99% of Protected
programs. Tape - Disc. Disc-Tape, ASCI Dump and much, much more.

Price Each = Ex VAT

LOW COST CITIZEN.

CARE Master ROM Extender «<• £ 900
CARE BBCModel B Cartridges @£ 3.00
CARE BBCModel B ZIF Cartridge @E 7.00
CARE LOW Profile System (TheOriginal) @£12.00
CARE Library Rack (Holds 6 Cartridges) <« £ 1 60

lfla!ZEEElJEEE5fl32l< x32k switchable ROM Carl ..-E1 I 00
CARE Master ROMCartridge <"'£ 8.00
CARE Master Quad Cartridge <S £13.00
CARE Master single Zif Cartridge (« £12.80
CARE Master dual ZifCartridge @£17.00
CARE Master Smart Cartridge

Citizen LSP-10 Primer 9 £162.50
iJUMl:]\\\U:Wm3imiFc* Master S Compac/Modol B4B+)
Uses S/RAM. Any Spare I/O. Completely User Definable.
Rom Version 9 £14.00 £16.10d
5.25' Disc Version 9 £1300 £14.95d

Comprehensive label printing program for Education or Business,
npact. Electron with DFS. Menu driven, Two modes Messageor

Addresslabels, different printstyles & underline, italicised etc. Please state disc format
required. •*"—• LABELMASTER 9 £15.00 £17.25
GOVERNMENT .1 EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME

HOW"TO OR DEM_ All prices inclusive of VAT. By Post.
Enctoee your cheque/P.O. made payable to CARE Electronics. Or
use your ACCESS/VISA. Pleaseallow 7 days tordelivery. Please
add carriage.
• -£10.35 b-£5.75 C-E1.15 d - £2.30

Inc VAT.
£10.35c

£3.45c
£8.05c

C13.80a
£1.84c
£12.65
£9.20c

£14.95c
£14.72c
£19.55c
£39.79c

£186.88a

y
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ECONET
TAPE STREAMER

..i,tllM MUrmMi

Back upyour entire Econet Level 3 Winchester in 2 minutes!

The Digistore 600 is the latest addition toour range ofEconet
enhancement products. Itprovides Acorn hard disc users with the first
professional tapestreamer for Econet and ADFS. and at5.2 megabytes per
minute, a security backup canbemade several times a daywith almost no
effort.

The Digistore uses industry standard data cartridges giving exceptional
reliability and data security.

159 HAVANT ROAD. DRAYTON. PORTSMOUTH. HANTS P06 2AA
TELEPHONE (0705) 324934

Uigitol-semcesJ

Snapper King
Harold retires
Harold has had enough! He canl get past 3500 at Snapper
and the strain is telling. You wouldnl know from the photo
that he's only 32 would you? If you call to look at our full
range of BBC software and hardware, disc drives, moni
tors, printers, cables etc. Harold will shuffle aboutdoing his
best to help. Just donl ask for a demonstration of Snapperl

Number One in Bromley

Data f lore
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent 01 460 8991

ACORN USKR IT.URUARY



CONCEPTS
SLAMMED

Sir, Since I started computing
with my good old BBC B, 1
have always purchased Compu
ter Concepts' products.

When the Inter family of
programs were announced,
they appeared to offer most of
the features 1 required, and so
as each program appeared, it
was purchased. Each one justi
fied my confidence in Compu
ter Concepts, the promised fea
tures were all there, and the
manuals were readable and easy
to follow.

Directly the adverts for In
terBase appeared, I placed my
order, expecting the same qual
ity associated with other Com
puter Concepts ROMs. 1 then
waited six or eight months until
the chip was actually available.
When it was, my faith in Com
puter Concepts' products was
shattered. The card index is
useless and as to the manual, it
was the first time 1 have taken
the trouble to write to a com
puter company about the quali
ty of their product.

1 am now left wondering
how much extra over and
above the advertised price
faithful supporters of Compu
ter Concepts like me are going
to be asked to pay for features
that we could reasonable expect
to have been supplied with the
original package ie, a useful
card index program and a
manual that does not require a
degree in computer science to
understand it.

R S Scott

Herts

Rob Pickering of Computer
Concepts replies: 'We are
aware of the criticisms levelled
at InterBase by some users,
and Computer Concepts is
doing its best to rectify the
problems. In particular, the
manual is being rewritten to
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include more step-by-step ex
amples and more information
on the built-in programming
language. There'll also be ex
tra material on the ROM-link

system. When this is ready, it
will be available to registered
InterBase users as a free up
grade. This will also apply to a
revised ROM, when the bugs
have been fixed.'

TOO LITTLE
MEMORY

Sir, I own a Master 128 and

using ViewSheet I find I'm run
ning out of memory. Yet 1still
have four fifths of the data left
to enter.

A teacher by trade, I am
using the spreadsheet to pro
cess and then combine five sets

of marks for 100 pupils. Each
set of marks has its mean and
standard deviation evaluated
and then each original mark is
adjusted using a formula, so as
to fit a new mean and standard
deviation range.

Entering just one-third of the
marks for the first test leaves
me with just 6000 bytes.

Why isn't more ol the
vaunted 128k of RAM avail
able? And is there a way I
could use more memory?

Do I have to extend my
Master with a second proces
sor, extra RAM, or whatever?

B L McDermott

Derbyshire

Using ViewSheet on a Master
128 gives you about 28k of
memory free in a shadow
mode. ViewSheet doesn't have
the ability to use any of the
other RAM in the machine.
Even on a turbo co-processor,
it can't use more than 30k for
storing data. The only way to
run spreadsheets larger than
ViewSheet can accommodate
is to upgrade to an MS-DOS
512 co-processor, and use a
spreadsheet such as Logistix.

WAYS WITH
WORDS

Sir, For people like me who
need the computer for word-
processing - nothing fancy - I
can't understand why Acorn
has been unable to find that
extra bit of memory for the
BBC B at a realistic price and
without the necessity of all
these fiddly boards.

I use my three-year-old BBC
micro to write novels in the
region of 60,000 words long
and need a reliable solution
which is, above all, simple.

I understand that the Master
gives little moreavailable mem
ory than the BBC B. Just 5000
words plus the necessary oper
ating space is all I ask, but
without complications and with
the capability of using my pre
sent files in Wordwise Plus.

One point I also want to
make which wasn't brought up
in the June 1987 issue on pub
lishing, is that you must use a
daisy-wheel. Dot-matrix out
put is fine for short pieces, but
the poor publisher's eyes
would be going dotty after a
60,000 word manuscript.

Gwen Holder

Hants

If you have Wordwise and a
model B and want more mem

ory, the only solution is to
add a 6502 second processor
(about £200) and use Hi-
Wordwise Plus, which comes
on disc. This will give you

about 44k of memory (about
7000 words) rather than 24k
(4000 words).

View users with a model B

who edit in 80-column mode 3
can go for the Aries B32 Sha
dow RAM board (about £90
from Watford) which im
proves memory space from
1500 to 4500 words.

PRINTER
DRIVER HELP

Sir, I was very impressed with
Martin Phillips' very useful
program for generating a prin
ter driver for View. At last the
Acornsoft driver can be dis
pensed with, and documents
can be easily produced without
having to fight the driver.

I have added a few extra lines
to the program to assist those
users who, like myself, do not
use the wordprocessor con
tinually and who could do with
an enhanced aide memoire. My
new lines are:

385 name*=STRING*<7,
.. ..,

965 PRINT "ASCII Po

und = "5?8<94C;" Filena
me is "|name*
1365 PROCshow

The modifications allow the

pound character and the driv
er's filename to be shown on
the screen, together with a re
minder of the highlight code to
use. The screen can be printed
out and a copy stuck to the side
ot your monitor as a reminder.

D R Piercy
Dorset

Uiew Printer Driver Generator
Use these codes with HT 2 = 141

GH
27,64
27,128,1
27,71
15
27,69
27,45,1
27,77
27,87,1
27,184
27,52
27,112,1
27,82,5
27,83,8
27,83,1

OFF
G/P
fl/Q
B/R
C/S
D/T
E/U
F/U
G/W
H/X
I/V
J/Z
K/C
L/\
M/3

8
27,128,8
27,72
18
27,78
27,45,8
27,88
27,87,8
27,117
27,53
27,112,8
27,82,8
27,84
27,84

RESET
NLQ
DBLE STRIKE
COMPRESSED
EMPHASISED
UNDERLINE
ELITE
DBLE WIDTH
DOUBLE HT
ITALICS
PROPORTIONL
UK>USH SET
SUPERSCRIPT
SUBSCRIPT

ASCII Pound = 35 Filename is DRIUER1

DRPiercy's modified printer driver program
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C & F ASSOCIATES Quality Service at
Competitive Prices

CASS DISC COMP

ADDICTIVE

Football Manager

ASL

Omega Orb
Graham Gooch

Impact
Thunderstruck 2

Sphere ol Destiny
Ransack

Despalch Rider
Ziggy

BEAU JOLLY

Computer Hits
5 Star Games 3

BUG-BYTE

Dunjunz
Bug-Byte Compendium

CDS

Colossus Chess 4

Brian Clough Football For
tune

DATABASE

Mini Office 2
MiniOffice2 (MASTER 80T)
French On The Run

DESIGN PEOPLE

Sink The Bismark

Tanks!

Battle ol Britain

DOMARK

Trivial Pursuit

Living Daylights
Slar Wars

DR. SOFT

Phantom Combat

2.99 -

6.75 10.95

7.75 10 95

7.95 11.95

6.75 10.95

6.75 10.95

7.75 10.95

7.20 9.95

7.20 9.95'

7.95 -

7.95

2.95 6.95

6.95

7.75 12.95

12.95 15.95

12.45 14.95 19.50

17.50 -

7.75 -

9.95 -

10.95 -

7.75 10.95 -

12.95 17.50 -

7.75 10.95 -

7.95 11.95 -

7.50 10.95 -

ELECTRIC DREAMS

Firelrack

ELITE

Paper Boy

FIREBIRD

Senlinal

Cholo

IMAGINE

Arkanoid

Konami's Coin-Op. Hits
Yie Ar Kung Fu 2

INCENTIVE

GraphicAdventure Creator
Ket Trilogy

LEISURE GENIUS

Scrabble

Monopoly

LOGOTRON

XOR

XOR Designer

LOTHLORIAN

Roundheads

MICRO-POWER

Micro-Power Magic
Micro-Power Magic 2

MIRRORSOFT

Strike Force Harrier

Spitfire 40

MOSIAC

Yes Prime Minister

ROBICO

The Hunt

Rick Hanson

Project Thesius
Myorem
Rick Hanson Trilogy

7.75 12.95 -

7.75 12.95 -

7.75 12.95 -

15.95 -

7.20 -

7.75 -

7.20 -

19.95 22.95 -

7.75 10.95 -

10.95 12.95 -

10.95 12.95 -

7,75 10.95 -

12.95 -

10.95 -

6.75 6.75 -

6.75 6.75 -

7.50 -

7,75 10.95 12.95

12.95 17.50 -

7.95 10.95 -

7.95 10.95 -

7.95 10.95 -

7.95 10.95 -

18.95 19.95 -

-^contex N
Archimedes is a trademark of Acorn Computers Ltd.

BANK MANAGER fordisc systems only
The most advanced and versatile personal bank account management program available forall
BBCcomputers. Consistently acclaimed!

"data entryis a delight... professional. . excellentproduct"
Micro UserApril86

Entercheques and receipts.Standingorders anyfrequency.Automatic date sequencing.
Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete. Unreconcile. Move forwards or backwards.
Analyse expenditure. Forward cash flow forecast. Upto36simultaneous 'bankaccounts'online
simltaneously, inter-account transfers. 9999standingorders.99analysiscategories. 12actual
and 12 budgets per category, over 4,000 postings on an 80tkdisc. Reports to screen or printer.
Graphics.Foreigncurrencysupport.Password.Filerecovery.Autoexec file. Fieldediting.
Itemised look ahead. Programmable report writer.

Standard Bank Manager for the BBC B, B+ £17.50

BANK MANAGER MASTER fordiscsystems only
Version 2 now available. Includes allof the facilities of the Standard Bank Manager plus ADFS
file systemsupport,shadowscreens, uses sideways RAM, 40or80columnscreen reports,
improved graphics, m/c windows, function keysupport andonscreen labels, additional
functionsadded to the already extensive report facilities.

Bank Manager Master for the MASTER and MASTER COMPACT £22.50
BankManagerforthe ARCHIMEDES (allmodels)£25.00.Phone forupgrade prices.

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES fordisc systems only
For the'professional' who alsousetheBANK MANAGER tocontrol thebusinessaccounts the
BUSINESS UTILITIES add doubleentrytrialbalance and programmablespreadsheet analysis
reports. Generated from cheque andcashtransactions keyed into BANK MANAGER. Justpass
thereports toyour accountant! Available for allBank Manager versions, statewhich.

Bank Manager Business UtilityPack 1 £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn totouchtypo.Over90smoothlygraded lessons graduate youfromthebasic home
keys to complet keyboard mastery. Uniquewordscan linechecking. Target WPMand
percentage correct. Youmay revise the targets or lessons as required. Audiokeyclickfor
positive key depression. Establish a typing rhythm using the automatic metronome. Free format
option. Discversion includes several enhancements eg. on screen keyboard, exact mode, on
screen parameters. Recommended.

Cassette £12.50, Disc for BBC B. B+, Master and Compact £12.50
Disc for Archimedes (allmodels) £15.00

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE. FREE POSTAGE WITHIN UK __
Enquiries and Access Credit card orders telephone 023 03 347 ^ ^

CONTEXCOMPUTING15 Woodlands Close, Cople,
Bedford MK443UE

Please rush me on cassette/disc

Q40tk D80tk 03.5" D5'/4
Ihave a BBC: [~B nB+DMasternCompact. •Archimedes
Enclosed £ ordebitmyAccesscardno

Name

.Address A2
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Island of Xaan

Village ol Lost Souls
Banjax
Beeline

Enthar 7

SUPERIOR

Spellbinder
Elixir

Bone Cruncher

Play It Again Sam
Lile of Replon
Palace of Magic
Crazy Rider
Codename Droid

Around the World

in FortyScreens
Superior Collection 1
Superior Collection 2
Grand Prix Construction

Speech
Repton 3
Acornsofl Hits 1

Acornsofl Hits 2

7.95 10.95 -

7.95 10.95 -

2.95 4.95 -

2.95 4.95 -

14.95 -

7.95 10.95 12.95

7.95 10.95 12.95

7.95 10.95 12.95

7.75 10.95 12.95

5.95 6.95 7 75

7,75 10.95 12.95

7.75 10.95 12,95

7.75 10.95 12.95

5,95 6.95 7.75

7,75 10.95 12.95

7.75 10.95 12.95

7,75 10.95 12.95

7.50 10.95 12.95

7.75 10.95 12.95

7.75 10.95 12,95

7,75 10.95 12.95

Elite

Revs

TYNESOFT

Winter Olympiad 88
Spy Vs. Spy
Phanlom

Winter Olympics
Oxbridge
Jel Set Willy
Jet Set Willy 2
The Big KO
Future Shock
Goal

US GOLD

Spy Hunter
Impossible Mission
Unbelievable Ultimate
Raid Over Moscow

10.95 12.95 17.50

10.95 12.95 17.50

7.75 12.95 -

7.75 12.95 -

6.75 10.95 -

6.50

6.75 -

6.50 -

6.50 -

6.75 -

6.75 -

6.75 -

7.75 -

7.20 12.95 -

7.75 -

7.75 -

10.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND
POSTAGE & PACKING

(Overseas Orders add C1.00 per order or Airmail £2.00 per Item)

Cheques/PO payable lo:

E3 C & F ASSOCIATES Q
and send to

C & F ASSOCIATES (AU) CRANFORD HOUSE,
WOOLSERY, BIDEFORD, N. DEVON EX39 5QW

Telephone: (023 73) 619

Orders normally despatched within 24 hours of receipt but allow maximum of 7 days
For our comprehensive range ol BBC and Electron Programmes please send for list

BBC BSideways RAM

32K Unit £16.00
16K Unit £13.00

Fool proof fitting - No soldering
16KUnit Rom Board Compatible
RW Protect switch as standard
Each unit reauires one rom socket
Compatible with tape, disc &econet
Low power slimline units

Sideways RAM &Utility Software Pack v3.0
SWRsoftware (requires lxl6KSWR)Includes:
- Intelligent menu-driven s/w for load/save/test/clearlng SWRam
- Wordwise mem extension -160prevlew -Toolkit -Printer Buffer
Utility software (no SWRreq'd) Includes 25+ useful programs:
- Damaged disc recovery -Flood-fill -DiscImager -Char deflner
- Graph plotter -Screen enlarger/fllp/compacter plus much more.

Please state 40/80 track, sold with SWR £3.00, separate £8.00

Switching Boxes
BOM

J
ESIPHDULS

lto2
lto3
1 to 4

lto5
lto6

User Port
£24.00
£28.00
£37.00
£43.00
£48.00

Printer

£24.00
£28.00
£39.00
£44.00
£49.00

RS423
£14.00
£17.00
£22.00
£27.00
£32.00

J,
BBC'S

Prices appty to changers and sharers. Lead length 1metre

Special prices: AMX compatfele mouse ONLY £25 ARCHIMEDES PQA

Please send for free catalogue

A&G ELECTRONICS (AU)
14HURSTWOODAVE.
BEXLEY.
KENT.DA53PH
(MAILORDER ONLY)

BTGOLD:72MAG90461
PRESTEL322522315

TRADE & SCHOOL
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE

Tel: 0322 521949
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HINTS &TIPS
GETTING THE BOOT

How do you go about using !BOOT files? We give you examples of menu programs
andstart-up discsplus a printer compatibility table

Almost all commercial disc programs load
automatically when you press the Shift and
Break keys together. This useful idea, cal
led 'booting' a disc, is built into the disc
filing system (DFS) of all current Acorn
computers. However, booting can only
happen if the disc has a .'BOOT file saved
on it, and the DFS is told it's there. When
a Shift-Break is performed, the DFS looks
for a file on the disc, which must be called
'IBOOT'. Because the DFS does not know
whether to *RUN, "LOAD or •EXECthe
file, it also looks at the 'option' set on the
disc by the *OPT command.

The :;'OPT command is used for a var
iety of tasks, and can be followed by two
parameters (numbers). The first parameter
selects which option and the second sets
the option's value. To control the auto-
boot option on a disc, *OPT 4 is used.
This needs to be followed by another
number to set the way the auto-boot
command works:

::"OPT 4,0 disable auto-boot
•OPT 4,1 *LOAD IBOOT files.
•OPT 4,2 *RUN !BOOT file
*OPT 4,3 *EXEC IBOOT file

These options are the same for DFS and
ADFS. The most used options are *OPT
4,2 and ♦OPT 4,3.

I have yet to find a sensible use for the
* OPT 4,1 (•LOAD option). The chosen
option can be seen on a disc by cataloguing
a disc (*CAT) and looking at the informa
tion printed at the top right of the cata-
'ogue text.

The IBOOT file needs to be either a
machine code program which can be run
directly, or needs to be an exec file. Exec
files are very useful as they allow a variety
of Basic and operating system calls to be
made to set up your micro. The ♦BUILD

command in the DFS allows exec files to
be created.

To see how a disc can be made to boot
up when Shift-Break is pressed, first take a
blank formatted disc - do not use a disc
Iwith important programs on it at this stage. I
ACORN USERFEBRUARY 1988

Martin Phillips

BOX 1: BOOTING A DISC
• Hold down the Shift key.
• Press the Break key once and release.
• Release Shift.

If this doesn't work, catalogue the disc-
to check there is a IBOOT file, and that
the option on the top right is set to 1, 2
or 3. If these aren't present, the disc
won't boot up. If they are present, cry
again. You should see the disc light go on
as the file is loaded.

BOX 2: IBOOT FILES

When you start work on your micro, jot
down on a piece of paper everything you
type before you actually do any work.
Do this asecond time, and compare your
notes. You'll often find that the two lists
are the same, because you always set up
the machine the same way.

All the commands you type in every
time can be put in the IBOOT file. Usea
wordprocessor to type the commands in,
on separate lines. Save the file of com
mands, calling it 'IBOOT', and set the
::'OPT 4,3 option. Now all the commands
will be executed automatically when you
'boot' the disc.

♦TV 0,1

*l turns screen jitte
r off

♦FX 202,48
*! turns caps lock of

f

♦FX 12,5
♦ I speeds up auto-rep

eat

♦KEYO Redwood Publish
ing Ltd

♦SHADOW

MODE 3

♦ 1 HELLO MARTIN
*!

♦CAT

♦ !

Above are some of the commands you
might want to use.

Keep this disc in the drive until the task is
finished. First, you must type in the fol
lowing simple program:

10 REM This is tha ma

nu program

20 CL8

30 PRINT TAB(14,1)'HE
NU PROGRAM"

40 PRINT TAB(5, 5)ul.

Load program 1"
50 PRINT TAB(5, 7) "2.

Load program 2"
60 PRINT TAB(5, 9) "3.

Load prograrr 3"

Save this dummy program (it actually does
nothing as it stands) as MENU. This will
give a program that can be chained by the
exec file.

Now type the following:

♦BUILD IBOOT

and the computer will print a line number.
Enter the following line after the line
number which has been printed:

CHAIN "MENU"

and now press Escape. The IBOOT file
will be saved to disc. Longer ones can be
made by simply entering more lines before
pressing Escape. Finally, all that needs to
be done is to set the disc option to exec the
IBOOT file. Type:

♦OPT 4,3

Now press Shift-Break and if all is well the
disc should boot up and run the dummy
menu program.

Using this technique, the IBOOT file
can be made to load a variety of programs
or menus. For further ideas on how
IBOOT files can be used, see the item on
preparing a View start-up disc on page 41.
See also listing 2 on the yellow pages which
is a simple but effective menu program to
enable a variety ofprograms to be chained,
loaded or run from disc.

An annoying feature of the "BUILD
command is that it is difficult to edit files.
To overcome this, Master owners can use
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Buy a Mitsubishi disk drive direct
and you save more than money.
You're looking at a more economical and convenient

way of buying a Mitsubishi disk drive. Because now you
can order a 5V4" floppy disk drive from one of the
world's leaders - direct from this page.

With prices that start from £99 (plus p&p) this will
save you money. With only a walk to the post box
involved it will save your soles too.

The four Mitsubishi disk drives offered here are all
BBC Micro compatible. Each comes with a 2-year
warranty from the manufacturer that's famed for
reliability. And all are boxed and ready to plug into your
system the moment they arrive.

So fill in the coupon here and return it with your
remittance.

It's the direct route to a better disk drive.

MITSUBISHI
DISK DRIVES
Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd.,

Disk Drives, Electronics Division,
Hertford Place, Maple Cross,

Rickmansworth,
Herts, WD3 2BJ

TO: Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd., Disk Drives, Electronics Division. Hertford Place.
Maple Cross, Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 2BJ
Please send me (tick box applicable):

MF 50 DC Single Drive No PSU
MF 55 DC Double Drive No PSU

MF 50 AC Single Drive with PSU
MF 55 AC Double Drive with PSU • £229.00 + £8 p&p
I enclose a cheque/P.O. made payable to 'Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd.'

Name:

Address: . —

Allow 28 days for delivery.

40

• £99.00 + £8 p&p
• £199.00 + £8 p&p
• £119.00 + £8 p&p

AU2
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the editor supplied with the computer;
Wordwise and View could be used too.
Using either Edit or a wordprocessor, no
line numbers should be inserted. Use f3
(save file) to save the file from the editor
but remember you should call it IBOOT.
Save as normal from Wordwise and View
with the filename IBOOT.

Once you've got a standard boot file, it
can be copied from disc to disc like any
other file, although the *OPT command
must be used on each new disc. You can
always check what's in a IBOOT file of
this sort by using the command

♦TYPE IBOOT

VIEW START-UP
DISC

An annoying feature of View is that each
time it is started up, several commands
have to be typed in to set it up the way
you want. The mode mustbe selected, then
the screen colours altered to those you
prefer, and a printer driver loaded.

Listing I in theyellow pages will quickly
and simply create working View discs that

Uiou Startup Diso Creator

This program will oreate a startup disc
for "XEM

Enter name of printer driver FX80

1. black

L. red S. Magenta
i.. green 6. cyan

1. yellow 7. white

Select background colour 4

Select text colour 7

Put a blank formatted disc in the disc
drive
Press the space bar when ready

The Wew start-up disc creator

can be booted to load and set up View the
way you want. The set-up program first
asks for the name of a printerdriver, which
must be on the same disc as the set-up
program. Next the screen colours are
selected, and a message asks for a blank
formatted disc to be put in the drive. A
IBOOT file is created on this blank disc

using ::'SPOOL and the exec option is set.
The screen mode is changed first to three
and then to 131. Although this seems a
mistake, it is a simple but effective way of
catering for shadow memory if it is pre
sent. When this IBOOT file is run, the
screen will be changed to mode 3, and
mode 131. If mode 131 does not exist a
'Mistake' message will be flashed on
screen, but the IBOOT file ignores this.

View will be loaded by the ::WORD
command in the IBOOT file, followed by
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the printer driver. Next comes a neat but
simple use for the spooled VDU com
mands. (See earlier Hints & Tips for de
tails.) This is by far the easiest way of
putting the colour changes into a IBOOT
file, but it will also make the changes as the
set-up program runs. Other instructions
can be included at this point in the pro
gram, before the boot file is closed. Finally,
the actual printer driver is saved onto the
new start-up disc. The program ends by
giving the option of creating morediscs, so
several can be set up at one go.

There are a couple of simple loops to
check for particular key presses. These are
frequently required, and are worth empha
sising here. The first checks for the space
bar being pressed:

REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

This loop will keep on repeating until the
value given by the GET statement (which
waits for a key to be pressed) is 32 - the
ASCII value for a space character. The
other loop checks for 'Y' or 'N':

REPEAT

g*=*CHR*(GET AND 95)
UNTIL INSTR<"YN",g*)<>0

This also checks for a lower case letter

input and converts it to upper case, so
typing 'n' makes g$ 'N'

To use the start-up disc which listing 1
creates, simply insert one in the disc drive
and press Shift-Break. If you've never got
the hang of this see box 1 on page 43. It
will then enter View. There will still be

room for up to 29 other files to be saved
on a normal disc, or many more on an
ADFS disc.

This program can easily be adapted to
produce start-up discs for ViewSheet and
ViewStore too, but you might want a more
general approach. This is described in box
2 on page 39.

A MENU
PROGRAM

A neat way of tidying up all those odd
programs on a disc is to have a menu
program which is booted in. Listing 2 on
the yellow pages will CHAIN, *LOAD,
'•RUN or ::SRLOAD a program or file. It
will work on both DFS and ADFS, and
space has been allowed in the filename for
directories. Up to 15 programs can be
described on the screen, with the option of
moving to a new screenful of descriptions.

The program has a series of DATA

statements which are inserted as the prog
rams are put on the disc. The first DATA
statement is the title of the disc which can

be up to 35 characters long. Longer titles

Hints & Tips Menu rrogram

ViouiSheet

Driver generator

Extended font

File transfer

Sideu--.il-- print

Enter letter:

Making selections with menu program

will be truncated. The next DATA state

ments, one for each program, give the
filename, how the program is to be loaded,
and the file description. The file type is a
single letter which indicates how the file is
to be loaded or run: C CHAINs a Basic

program, L :;'LOADs a program, R
::'RUNs a machine code program, and S
loads a ROM image into sideways RAM.

'S' will prompt the program to ask
which RAM bank is to be used. The

filename can include directories or drive

numbers. To CHAIN a Basic program
called 'PROGl' from directory D on drive
two, use the following statement.

DATA :2.D.PROGl,C,Mar
tin's super utility

The final DATA statement must be three
asterisks to mark the end of the data. As
the program stands, up to 64 files can be
included, which is sufficient for a double-
sided DFS disc. Changing X% in PROC-
unit, this can be increased for Advanced
Disc Filing System users.

The program works by first dimension
ing space for three arrays: file$(), the
filenames; type$(), the execution types, and
discs(), the file description to be displayed.
PROCdouble prints the title in double
height. For convenience, RS, G$, Y$ and
C$ are included here; they are the teletext
codes for the screen colours.

PROCread reads all the data into the
arrays. PROCselect displays the descrip
tions on the screen, and the prompts for a
program to be loaded. PROCoscli is in
cluded so the program runs with Basic 1.

Electron owners will need to make these
changes in PROCdouble:

DEF PROCdouble(A*)

R*=>""

G*=»»

Y*=""

C*=""

x'A=(38-LEN(A*) > /2

PRINT TAB(x/.,0)A*
ENDPROC
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RECURSIVE
SQUARES

The next few Hints & Tips will include a
short program for interest and for those
readers who enjoy playing with programs.
Listing 3 on the yellow pages draws pat
terns of coloured squares using recursion, a
technique by which a procedure can call
itself again and again. As parameters can be
passed during recursion, impressive effects
can be achieved by a simple program.

The program works in mode 1 with the
textand graphics cursors joined with VDU
5. The main procedure, PROCrun, con
tains a loop which changes one of the
logical colours to any one of the eight
possible actual colours. Then each time this

Create recursive graphics with simple programs

procedure is entered a different effect is
achieved. Next the drawing colour is ran
domly chosen, again to provide variation.
GCOL 3 is used so that when a line is

drawn which crosses another line, a diffe
rent colour is produced at the intersection.
It is this feature which makes the pattern
fascinating. Then PROCsquare is called
up, which draws a square on the screen
about the graphics origin. This is set using
the VDU 29 command. The three para
meters give the X and Y co-ordinates of
the centre of the square, and the 'offset',
S%. The offset shifts the position of the
new square, and also reduce its size. The
procedure calls itself up four times, once at
each corner of the square. Because recur
sion is used, this process is repeated until
S% becomes less than M%. Thus a series
of squares are drawn, each half the size of
the previous set.

On the Archimedes, the better colour
modes can provide a more varied display.
Try changing the following lines:

60 MODE 13

160 VDU 19,RND(63>,RND
(63),0,0,0

170 GCOL 3,RND(63)
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SOME

• Backing up several discs at one time?
Use a function key to program the com
mands as follows:

»KEYO #ENABLEIM #BACK

UP 0 OIM

• When typing in a listing which uses such
things as VDU 5 and *FX 4,1, it is
impossible to list the program after it has
run without reletting the commands or
pressing Break and then typing OLD. The
latter can be dangerous; it's better to
program a function key to reset the VDU
and FX commands and list the program:

*KEYO M0DE7IM *FX4iM

!N LISTiM

This is what the definition does:
*KEYO Use function key 0
M0DE71M Clear the VDU 5 and clear

the screen,
♦FX4IM Return the cursor keys to

normal editing.
IN Put page mode on.
LI8TIM List the program.

• It is often useful to save a program at
regular intervals as it is being created. A
simple way is to program a function key:

*KEYO SAVE"myprog"IM

• To print out a listing, you commonly
type LIST followed by CTRL-B. This
switches on the printer so that everything
displayed on the screen is also printed. At
the end of the listing, you press CTRL-C
to switch off the printer. But this gives an
extra V character at the bottom of the
listing. To get rid of this, you can type
LIST followed by CTRL-B, Return,
CTRL-A, then Delete, then CTRL-C.

CASSETTE LOADING
ERRORS

No doubt readers will have come across

the 'Header?', 'Data?' or 'Block?' messages
appearing on the screen when trying to
load a program from cassette. Unlike some
error messages, it is not clear what these
are trying to indicate. To understand what
they mean, it is necessary to know how the
computer stores programs on tape.

Imagine a book of short stories. This is
equivalent to a tape with several programs
stored on it. For convenience, the book is
split into small parts called pages. Each
page is numbered. A program is also split

up into small parts called blocks. Each
block is numbered. (The computer counts
in hexadecimal, base 16, rather than base
10.) Play a tape without the computer lead
plugged in and listen to the sound. There is
a single high-pitched tone called the leader
followed by a series of buzzing noises,
each of which lasts about three seconds.
Each separate buzzingnoise is a block. The
computer keeps a note of the number of
the block it has just read and will give a
'Block?' message if the next block it reads
from the tape is not the one it was expect
ing to see.

At the top of a page in a book you often
find the name of the story printed as well
as the page number. The computer always
saves the title and block number at the start

of each block together with a checksum.
This information is contained in what is
called the header. If the computeris unable
to read the header correctly then the
'Header?' message is printed.

Below the title and page number in a
book comes part of the story itself. It is
written in words and sentences. This is

equivalent to the commands, statements
and lines that make up a program and is
called data. Once the computer has read a
block of data it uses the checksum given in
the header to make sure it has read the data

correctly. If not then the 'Data?' message
appears followed by the message 'Rewind
tape'. You only need to rewind to the start
of that particular block and not to the start
of the program.

PRINTER
COMPATIBILITY

Epson printer compatibility is an impor
tant issue, as many software packages
assume you're using one particular printer
- usually the ubiquitous Epson FX80 is
considered the 'standard'.

Most common printers claim some com
patibility with the standard Epson 'ESC/P'
control codes. The first printer compatibil
ity tables appeared in Acorn User in Au
gust and September 1986, with data on 18
printers. A further eight printers are listed
here, many of them new models released
since the original tables were published.

Not all the codes are listed - most

printers have a wider selection, but those
given are generally the most useful. The
table shows the high degree of compatibil
ity of the Kaga and Panasonic models with
the Epson 'standard'.
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PRINTER COMPATIBILITYTABLE

Codes Effects Epson Epson Epson Epson Kaga815/ HP Intcgrex Panasonic
FX80/800 LX80 LQ800 GQ3500 Canon A50 Think-Jet Colourjet KX-P1083

/86/800

8 Backspace •••••• •
12 rorm feed(newpage) •••••• • •
13 Carriage Return •••••• • •

14 Double width (temp) •••••• • •

15 Condensed • • • • • 27,123 •
18 Cancel condensed • • • • • 27,124 •

20 Cancel double width •••••• • •

27,38 Define downloadable char • • • • •

27,45,1 Underline •••••• 27,45 •
27,45,0 Cancel underline •••••• 27,45 •

27.48 1/8-inch line spacing •••••• • •
27.49 7/72-inch linespacing • • • • •
27.50 1/6-inch linespacing • ••••• • •

27.52 Italics • • • • • 27,125 •
27.53 Cancel italics • • • • • 27,126 •

27,64 Reset printer • • • • • • 31 •

27.69 Emphasised (bold) •••••• •
27.70 Cancel emphasised •••••• •

27.71 Double-strike (bold) • • • • • 27,62 •
27.72 Cancel double-strike • • • • • 27,62 •

27,77 Elite font • • • • •
27,80 Pica font • • • • m

27,82,3 English characterset • • • • • 27 82 2 •
27,82,0 US character set • • • • • 27,82,1 •

27.83.0 Superscript • • • • • •
27,84 Cancel superscript • • • • • B
27.83.1 Subscript • • • • • •
27,84 Cancel subscript • • • • • •

27,87,1 Doublewidth(pera) • • • • B
27,87,0 Canceldouble width • • • • m

27,106,n Reverse feed n/216:;"inches • R

27,112,1 Proportionalspacing • • • • •
27,112,0 Cancel proportional spacing • • • • •

27,119,1 Double height • • 27,46
27,119,0 Cancel doubleheight •' • 2761

27,120,1 NLQ •' • • 2 • •
27,120,0 Cancel NLQ •' • • • a

27,65,n n/72-inch linespacing • • • • • •
27.75 Normal density graphics • • • • • • •
27.76 Dual density graphics • • • • • •
27.89 Doubledensity graphics • • • • •
27.90 Quad densitygraphics • • • • m
27,42,5 Proportional graphics • • • g H

'FX800 only 2A1I fonts letterquality
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SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING
or *~
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Developed at Edinburgh University, VUE-SCIENTIFIC
is the first scientific word processing package for the
BBC' micro.
A promotional pack including Demo Disc and example
print-outs of both Letter Quality and draft quality is
available at £4.75. We offer two versions of the
software.

LQ version including 2 Eproms and user manual.

£49.95
Draft Quality version including 1 EPROM and user
manual.

£37.50
We offer two versions of the Software - Letter Quality and Draft

Quality. When ordering please state which Acorn machine you have.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS DIVISION (AU1)
Intelligent Machines Ltd,

66 Browning Road,
Bushwood Estate,
London E11 3AR

Phone 01-989 5807

signwriterT
instant display lettering £29.95
from a dot-matrix printer <bbc version)
* Signs printed across or down the page
* Sharp characters any size - the bigger the better
* Design logos, symbols on screen
* Extra fonts £5.75 each:

Fj£ Also available:
Sfcjj^ LABELWR1TER
Sbfc

for multiple labels

PAPERBASE
for bibliographies

Available from the publisher

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
4+ Roan Street London SElO ?1T

(Ol) 858 2699
This advertisement printed A4-size with 16-bit SIGNWRITER

Minimum of £150.00 trade in forany working
BBC Model Bagainst any of the products listed

below. (With Acorn DFS add £40.00)
Archimedes 300 series from
Acorn Master 128

Amstrad PC 1512 full range from
Amstrad PC 1640 full range (inc software) from

Atari5kJSTFM
Atari 520 STFM + Mono Monitor

Atari 1040 STF
Atari 1040 STF + mm.

£699.00
£395.00

£349.00

£499.00

£260.00

£346.96

£433.91
£433.91

Fullrange of peripherals and software availablefor all the above micros.

All the above prices exclude VAT but include carriage.

Retail shop open 9.30am to 5.30pm Monday - Saurday.

Portobello Trading Company Phone 031657 2988
300-302 Portobello High Street, Edinburgh EH15 2ASO -ii-
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RAYCOMP DATABASE
Features "80 column display, upto64(32) fields perrecord and254characters perfield
•merge records with otherfields •alphebetical.numericalsortonanyfield
producefiles forwordproc. -field search patterns+ repetitive search

•updated file information inheader •full edit/search + editfacility
"file sizelimited only by disc •print selected fields + select print style
COMPATIBLE versions for ALL ACORN microcomputers. This isthecompletely upgradeable
database. Shadow RAM/6502 sec.proc. &sideways RAM versions-E8.50. ELK &BBC (Basic)
version-C8.00Additionalversions (not Atchimedes)-E4.50. Archimedes V.1-£14.50

RAYCOMP SPREADSHEET
Features: 'Variable cell size 'Numberofcells determined bycell sizesandmemory

"Expression evaluation 'Replication'Print displays "Windows
FilescompatiblewithRC-Databaseand Graph Utilities

Shadow RAM6502 sec. proc.-C8.50.Archimedes V.1-£14.50

RAYCOMP GRAPHICS UTILITY
Plot line orscatter graphs, pie orbarcharts with datafrom RC-Database. Spreadsheet files
or fromkeyboard. Withscreen dump printout.Price £7.50

Orders/Enquiries: Slate full details ofcomputer system, 40/80 track, DFS/ADFS to:

RAYCOMP, 46 FrenchsAvenue, Dunstable, Bed's LU61BH

IEEE488 INTERFACES FOR THE
ACORN ARCHIMEDES AND
SPRINGBOARD COMPUTER SYSTEMS
The combination of Acorn 32 bit RISC Technology and Intelligent
Interfaces hardware and software design results in a high
performance interface which fully implements the IEEE Std 488 for
communication with test and measurement instruments.
Intelligent Interfaces designed, develop, manufacture and support
the Acorn IEEE488 Interface for the BBC Model B, B+ and Master
128 Microcomputers.

Officially Appointed Acorn Scientific Dealer.
Officially Appointed Compaq Dealer Associate.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
43b Wood Street Tel: 0789 415875
Stratford-upon-Avon or 0703 261514
Warwickshire CV37 6JQ Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G

BBD
.DUST.
COVERS

PROFESSIONAL
COVERS FOR THE

BBC MICRO RANGE
DIRECT FROM THE LEADING MANUFACTURER

Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurathane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown piping
and have the model name hot foil printed over the keyboard. They
are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.

BBC MASTER £5.00
BBCB/B+ £5.00
BBC COMPACT SET £9.00

(Please state whether colour or monochrome monitor).

BBD
.DUST.

COVERS

ITraT] ARCHIMEDES £9.00

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitorsand disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTERS COVERS FROM £500
MONITOR COVERS FROM £6 00
DISC DRIVE COVERS FROM .......JZ.".£3.'00
If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to
contact us as we will be delighted to help.
Prices include VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheques out to:

BBD Computer Dustcovers
The Standish Centre

Cross Street
Standish, Wigan

Dealer inquiries welcome

TEL: 0257-422968 EX397

FAX: 0257 423909
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FIRST BYTE
PERIPHERAL INTERESTS

So you wantto add something to your newmicro, or perhaps you'd
like a little gift for a faithful friend? Readon

If you were lucky enough to receive a new
computer for Christmas, you might well be
wondering what to buy in the way of
peripherals or software. Or perhaps you
simply want to brush the dust off the case
of your Beeb after the festivities and relax
in front of a tranquil prompt!

Because of the popularity of the Acorn
micros, a healthy third-party product mar
ket has flourished. There's a wide range of
products and among them are some out
standing and well-priced ones. Of course,
what you should spend your money on
will depend on what you want to use your
computer for.

Choosing peripherals is fraught with
problems, so here I'll try to give you some
general hints and tips to guide you through
the jungle. Armed with this knowledge,
you should be able to read reviews - most
important - and sift through the advertise
ments in the magazine and sort out a final
selection. Then it's vitally important to go
and see what you are planning to purchase,
to ensure that it is exactly what you want.
Then, and only then, should you part with
your cash. If you can't get to an Acorn
dealer, then it will be more difficult. Keep
a look out for computer shows in your
area - you'll often get discounts on
peripherals at these shows, and as a last
resort, rely on the reviews which appear in
Acorn User.

Disc drives
Fast and easy access to your programs and
files is the key to efficient and trouble-free
computing. I can remember the days when I
was limited to storing wordprocessor files
created on an Acorn Atom, and later a
model A BBC micro, on a cassette tape.
This storage method can be unreliable, but
more importantly it is infuriatingly slow.
You may wonder whyI bring thesubject of
tapes up here - the answer isquite simple. I
was amazed to find out after talking to

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

Tessie Revivis

For general home use, a dual double-sided, 40/80-track disc drive is the best

various users at the last Acorn User Show
that lots ofpeople still use them.

Master Compact owners will already be
awareof the virtues of the discdrive, as one
is included with the micro. This is a 3.5-inch

drive, and the Compact uses the Advanced
Disc Filing System, ADFS for short. The
ADFS is also available on the Master 128,
along with Acorn's more traditional Disc
Filing System (DFS). I don't intend to go
into the pros and cons of each here, other
than to say that with ADFS the number of
files that you can store on a disc is limited
only by the amount of space available on it
- 640k per disc. DFS discs are limited to a
maximum ol 31 files per disc, subject to
available space.

The ideal disc drive that should be
considered for Master 128 users, and Beeb
users in general, is a twin, double-sided
drive which is 40/80-track switchable.

DFS discs can be either 40- or 80-track.
The difference between the two is that an
80-track disc can hold 200k of data on one

surface, exactly twice as much as a 40-track
disc. By having a 40/80-track switchable
drive, you can read both disc formats. Discs
can also be single and double-sided. A
single-sided, 80-track disc can hold 200k of
data, and a double-sided disc 400k. Double
sided 40-track discs hold half as much. AA

switchable drive allows you to select either
format at the flick of a switch.

In the past, discs for BBC micro users
have been of the 5.25-inch variety, but the
Compact uses the smaller and more robust
3.5-inch discs. Sochoosing between thetwo
can cause headaches. While agrowing range
of software is available on 3.5-inch, the
majority is still produced on 5.25-inch
discs. This fact should influence you. Some
manufacturers produce combined drives
with a 3.5- and 5.25-inch drive in a single
unit, and they are particularly useful for
transferring files. But for general home use,
a normal dual drive is better.

For Master Compact users, it isdefinitely
worth considering installing a second 3.5-
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FREE
mini ii iiihi i

FREE3yfi"EAigrAS0NIC DISK DRIVES • I**
'/3height Model JU-363 1 megabyte low component Double Sided
Double Density 80 track disk drives with Shugart compatible interface
using 34 way IDC connector.
Please note:
•Data cable for BBC available
at £7.50 plus VAT

•Carriage £3 + VAT
•Quantity discounts of

at least 20% for 10 + oft
*We still have a small'

quantity of HITACHI
Model 305SX DSDD
40 track 3" drives
available at £24.95 + VAT

+ VAT

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEND S.A.E. TO:
MATMOS Ltd.. Unil 11. Lindtield Enterprise Park.
Lewes Road, LINDFIELD, Wesl Sussex. RH16 2LX.
Tel. 0444-73830/0444-414484/0444-454377

Or Computer Appreciation, 111
Noclhgale. CANTERBURY. Kenl
CT1 1BH. Tel 0227-470512

LOW COST XYZ TABLES

N.C. Work Station for Drilling, Routing, Engraving etc.
200 mm x 300 mm x 100 mm XYZ table and controller from £2400.

Outputs from 'STARCAD', 'LINTRACK PCB' or any other
software using MOVE,DRAWor PLOT commands can be sent

to the machine via RS.232 link

LEEWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LTD
UPTON, CAMBS.

TEL (0480) 890860 (24 Hr)

RAM MODULES
TAPE, DISC & NETWORK systems
* Complete with software and write switch
* Easy-fit, 35x18x14mm fully encased, no soldering
* 32K dual socket version is ideal for ROM boards
* ATPL versions adds extra 16/32k. 3-position switch
* 32K single socket version for standard BBC 'B'
* Software includes full Load/Save/List ROMs. 16K £16 95

15K Printer buffer, Network easy-loader, View WPnIIQi Q--1.-1 001/ D9R0C
driver generator. Full Documentation. uu<" uuCKBl i3tF\ ixO.bD

Single Socket 32K £19.95

PRINTER SWITCH BOXES
* Complete with all cables & connectors
* Robust plastic case, 100 x50 x20mm
* Selection by colour indicator button
* Printed circuit board construction
* Ready to use just plug in

PS1 2 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £31.50
PS2 1 BBC TO 2 PRINTERS £31.50

* Qualitymodern style plastic case in beige/brown, size 205x 145x40mm
* Selection by push switches litted

with colour change indicator buttons
* Data buffers fitted to the 3.7m

cables for reliable data transfer.
The cables on the PS3 box are
1x3.7m+2x1.7m

* Complete and ready to use - just plug in

PS3 3 BBC's TO 1 PRINTER £59.50
PS4 4 BBC's TO 1 PRINTER £69.50
(Please add £2 foreach BBCCompact)

Please add 15% VAT Free P&P Send Cheques/PO/Official Orders to:
TERRELL ELECTRONICS, 7B Essex Gardens,
Hornchurch, Essex RM11 3EH. Tel: (04624) 71426

• EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
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Deluxe 120 disk capacity
lockable disk box

worth over £14. (Please
slate if you want Ihe 100

capacity box instead)

Whenyoubuy25disks
(OS/DDI

lot only £18.75
includlnoVAT i-pottage

SCHOOL ORDER

WELCOME .

Deluxe 120 disk capacity
lockable disk box

worth over £14. (Please
;tale if you want the 100

capacity box instead)

When you buy 50 disks
(DSDD)

lor only £28. 95
Including VAT • postage

Alternatively. LOO buy 5V* ds/dd disks for£49.95 andpet thebox
free!!!

11= -5 All dlaka auppllad arm

7APANESE HKRhbE
5.25 DS/DD Cortlflod lo BGtpl

Subtract 5% for SS/DD. Add 10% for reversible DS/DD y«-
Please state Japanese Higrade when ordering

with unlqua

5 i
Ouarantaa

IFREE
3.5" Disk Offer

(worth £9.95)

QTY
10
25
50

SS135TPI DS135TPI

£14.95 £16.95
£29.95 £35.95

£55.95 £62.95

90 Capacity Lockable
disk box for 3.5"

disks when you

SriUVm l'!SkS (°r T'CL AU disk, are supplied with full
K ,* T ?n25 uaertabeUor £4.5(1 when you buy 10

100

150

250

500

£105.95
£149.95

£239.95

£459.95

£119.95

£169.95
£269.95

£519.95

= FREE SOFTWARE
~ Ifyou already have a disk box, you may like to choose a FREE
— (or cheap) program with your disks Instead.
~ tfyou are buying 25 disks (£18.75) or 50 disks (£28.95) or 100
— disks (£49.95) then choose any one of the programs below,
••* paying onlythe price Inbrackets (manyfreell)

= (All latest games in stock please phone)
BBC DISC 5.25" GAMES

Our Sp«
Normal Prica

FVatadi .11.70
PlyeaaWa ..9.30
Sahara at Dattny t JO
Thixx»a*u* 2 9.50
Dufjum. „.t»
Coirpunr Ha Vci 2 _.. 11.65
Stvqualm 9JO
BuiWobon II. 7.7S

CoJuiui Cfm i 11.15

IwrrjOrjSghti ".65
Tmlil Pumit 1555
Phantom 10.10

*nw» 11.64

Commando. 11.65
Papofboy 11i5
Chdo MM
Santml 11AS

Yio* KunjFu 10.10
ThaKatTnlocjy.... 9.30
Apoctfrpaa. .11.65
Uonopoy 11*5
Soabcta. 11.65
»fl 10.10

Our leedal Our
Prica Priea Normal Prica

(3.00) Hapten III 11.16
(1.00) Rrra♦<_... 11.18
(6.00) SfrjfcartRui ....9JO
(8.00) ThroafJ ..9JO

(FREE) BoK.0. 10.10
(FREE) PhanBm 10.10
(FREE) 8pyV Spy 40 Track... 11.16
(FREE) rrpowtu Union 11.16

(1.00) BBC DISC 5.25-UTILITIES
I1-00) MM Omee 9 1320 (SOO)

(FREE) DFMDaatmra*
(FREE) Lafiafi 23.40

Home Account
(FREE) Manager. 1120
(FREE) Tranaact 2140
jrnEE) Mmn Xii40 11.(5
r-isei AdmrnXfaftO.. 11.65
™HI Peat Si Ecttoi40 ...... 31.15
"*g BaalSlEcHjfSO 31.15
lr*'ttl Fort1 Onurtne 11,(6.._ Font( Qiacrtice ....

(J.0O) vWtQinfy40
(3.00) (GVaprica Library)

(FREE) Walt Dane,80
(FREE) (OrapUce bbraiy)....11.(5
FREE) UuacSyiMm 1(2.... 1150

Prica
(100)
(100)

(FREE)
(FREE)

(1.00)
(1.00)
(100)
(100)

(18.0)

Price KMtaqnor 11.65
(3 CO) SFo.SlppPc** ...... 10.10

(FREE) HobM 14.00
(FREE) Lofdoltuftneja 1535
(FREE) hiooan 40 Tfac*. 7.75
(FREE) hwgan00 Ttacfc 7.75

(3.00) iaaopmar Mage C7.75
(FREE) Uoopoo* Uapc 2 .... 9.20
(FREE) 8»*a Force Hamar....10.10

(3 00) Wandol Xaan 10.10
(300) AcamaotHit 1 9JO
(8.00) 4comaoltrtta2 1JO
(1.00) Around9* World
(3.00) h 40 Soaant 120
(3.00) CotodonVoll 9.30
(3.00) Cokdon Vol2 9JO
(6.00) PalaceofUegc ...9.30
(3.00) Codananw Dnad _. 9JO
(1.03) Crane rktar 9.30

(FREE) Doenratfrnltrcapta . 11.65
(3.00) Bna 11*5
(3.00) O/andPu Cona.Sat... 9JO
(3.00) RewnelU 9JO
j1.00) Reper I 9JO

Ityou are not buying blank disks then youcan buy any of the programs above by
paying 'our normal price', (Much cheaper than retail).
ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OE POST & VAT

Catalogue now available. Send 50p (or 30p with Order). Refmulalile.

11.(5 (100) —

K
Nebulae. Dept. M.H. FREEPOST, Kilroot Park mamaaam ORDER BY ~
Industrial Estate. Carrickfcrgus, Co. Antrim, BT38 7BR o^X 1 PHONEPOR • ,
Telephone ((196(13) 51(120 (Monday to I'rida) 9 to ;) aaaaaaa SAME DAY _
7Day delivery Left*** DESPATCH —

&Û ^ ^ ^Wfcaceept order. (09603) 51020 5
from all government bodies, schools,universities, PLC'setc. —

We despatch on receiptof an official purchaseorder. aem

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii mi IB mi ill ii
FREEPOST YOUR ORDER TODAY - NO STAMP REQUIRED

NO MORE LOST FILES! WITH

DISK-KIT
DISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

This full featured automatic Disk Database holds details of 100 single or
double sided disks (on 80T system) incard indexform- not just a listas inother
systems - with roomforcomprehensive comments. Search on title,filename
or comment - or just browse. Fullaccess forediting- add or delete records at
any time- automatically update whendisks altered (without losing valuable
data).Print as required. Menu driven. For'B'orMaster (Auto DateStamping).

3 OFTWARE SERVICES
65 South Mossley Hill Road
Allerton

Q Liverpool L19 9BG
Tel: 051-427-7894

£14.95

+ 50p & p
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inch drive, particularly if you want to run
complex tasks like database applications.
With a second drive, backing up files
becomes much easier too.

Hard discs have become more popular
over thepast 12 months, and now they can
cost as 'little' as £500 or so. If you have a
Master 128 or an original BBC model B,
they arewell worth considering, as you can
virtually do away with normal floppy discs.
However, be wary of purchasing any hard
disc that has a capacity of less than 20
megabytes. Many five megabyte drives are
available, but they should be avoided be
cause they soon become full. If you are
using an ADFS drive then each disc has a
capacity of 640k, so you need justnine discs
to pass the five megabyte barrier.

Monitors
Choosing a monitor is difficult because the
choice isso subjective - what appears good
to me may not appear so to you. For
instance, some people swear bygreen screen
monitors (green text on a black back
ground) for wordprocessing, whereas I
simply won't use anything but a colour
monitor for anything! Others, including
several in the Acorn User office, prefer the
amber monitors which produce a more
restful, orange text, although theyare a few
pounds more expensive than their green
screen equivalents. When choosing a moni
tor, look ata wide and varied range. If you
use yourmicro as a wordprocessor, thentry
your program on each and make notes. If
you play games then test each with a game.
An acid test for any monitor is simply to
turn it off! Does the image persist on the
screen, ie, can you still see what was on the
screen straight after turning it off? If so then
forget it - this sort of 'persistence' will
become annoying, especially as you scroll
through aprogram or text.

Acorn User December 1987 carried a

review of the latest colour and monochrome
monitors. There was also a program on the
December monthly disc to help test moni
tors for annoying persistence, resolution
andgeometric distortion.

Printers
The choice of printers is really quite amaz
ing, but for the beginner there are only two
basic types of printer at affordable prices,
dot-matrix and daisy-wheel. The dot-
matrix type is the most popular, and for
every day use, it will serve you well. There
are two types, nine-pin and 24-pin. The
latter is a more recent innovation and
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because there arc more pins to push the
ribbon against the paper, the resulting
print-out is more refined. That said, they
are considerably more expensive than the
normal nine-pin dot-matrix printers.

Daisy-wheel printers use a disc with
letters on spokes - the head rotates to the
correct letter and a hammer hits the spoke
against the ribbon. They tend to be slow in
operation, but are of particular use in an
office environment where typewriter quali
ty is required. However, most dot-matrix
printers these days also have a near letter
quality (NLQ)or letter quality (LQ) mode,

The Citizen C120P,an excellent printer

where the type quality is approaching that
offered by a daisy-wheel. And daisywheel
printers cannot be used to print dumps
showing graphics.

For home use then, a dot-matrix printer
is usually the best choice. When selecting
one, try to ensure that it is really Epson-
compatible. The Epson FX-80 printer has
become the de facto standard among print
ersworldwide and virtually all programs are
written to accommodate this. Having an
Epson-compatible printer does not mean
that you have to purchase an Epson printer,
just one that is compatible. But there are
degrees of compatibility, as a glance at the
tables of printer control codes in August
and September 1986 and on page 42 of this
issue shows. The Citizen C120D and Pana

sonic PX1083 printers areexcellent budget-
priced printers for around £200. Both pro
duce good quality printing.

Application programs
Both the Master 128 and Compact come
with the View wordprocessor, and the
Master 128 is bundled with the ViewSheet

spreadsheet too. Asa wordproccssor for the
BBC micros, View is second to none. It
does have its idiosyncrasies though, and
unless you are willing to putsome time and
effort into learning it, there can be difficul
ties. Computer Concepts' Wordwise has
become one of thebiggest selling ROMs for

the BBC micro and is very simple to use. It
does suffer from the disadvantage of a
40-column mode 7 screen however. Word-

wise Plus has, to some extent, been super
ceded by InterWord which is also easy to
use - providing you don't want to vary the
line spacing within a document. Ifyoucan't
get the hang of View, take a look at both of
these products, but do remember that you
have already bought a wordprocessor bun
dled in withyour machine.

Thesecond most popular typeofapplica
tion program is probably a database and
there are several to choose from. ViewStore

is, in my opinion, the best piece of ROM
software written for the Acorn market. But

evenmore so than its View counterpart, it is
very difficult to learn unless you arewilling
to spend a week or two working through
theexamples and reference books.

Second to ViewStore as a database is

probably System Delta from Minerva Sys
tems, which is supplied with a built-in card
index application which mimics a standard
card index address system.

For cost analysis and money manag
ement, a spreadsheet is useful. As men
tioned before, ViewSheet is included in the
Master 128, and if you aare using View or
ViewStore it would make sense to buy this
product to complete the range. However,
InterSheet from Computer Concepts is
possibly the best spreadsheet on sale for the
BBCrange, and BBCSoft's Ultracalc isalso
worth considering for scientific tasks.

If you find that you have a minor need
for all three types of product - word-
processor, spreadsheet and database - then
View Professional integrates all three ap
plications into one and is highly recom
mended, but it is more expensive than any
oneof theotherpackages.

Other software
An absolute must for any disc-based BBC
micro is ADT from Advanced Computer
Products. This is a special ROM thatallows
you to recover data from damaged discs.
Happily, discs are much more reliable than
cassettes, and this doesn't happen very
often. When it does,you'll be thankful fora
gooddisctoolkit.

There's a round up of the first few
purchases thatanynew micro owner should
think about. A disc drive, printer, monitor,
and some good application software will
help you get the most out of your new
machine or morefrom youroldone.
Check out the Panasonic printer reviews on
page 145 ofthis issue
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AMSTRAD

BROTHER

CANON

CBM

AP80
API 00

DMP1
DMP2O00/30O0
PCW8256/8512

HR5
HR15Corr
HR15FAB
HR15MS

2+
£2.50
£2.50

£3.70
£4.20
£4.10

£3.00
£2.70
£3.10
£3.00

HR15alsoforHR25/HR35
EP44 £2.90
Ml 009 £3.20

PW1080A Block £2.90
PW1080ARedorBlue £4.30
PJ1080 Ink Jet Colour. One Off
PJ1080 Ink Jet Black. One Off

1515 £2.50
1525 £2.50
MPS801 £3.40
802/1526 £3.50
803 £3.20
MPS1000 £2.50
4022 £2.50
MCS801 Colour. One Off

CENTRONICS

CITIZEN

DAISYSTEP

EPSON

DPS1101 SS
DPS1101MS
DPS1101 Corr

GLP1/2

120D

2000 MS
2000 FAB

MX/FX/RX80 Block

£2.20
£2.70
£1.60

£3.20

£4.80

£2.90
£4.70

£2.50
MX/FX/RX80RedorBlue £3.70

JUKI

5+
£2.00
£2.00

£3.10
£3.90
£3.80

£2.80
£2.30
£2.70
£2.60

12+
£1.80
£1.80

£2.90
£3.80
£3.60

£2.60
£2.10
£2.40
£2.30

£2.50 £2.30
£2.70 £2.50

£2.40 £2.20
£3.90 £3.60

£10.70
£8.70

£2.00 £1.80
£2.00 £1.80
£2.80 £2.60
£2.70 £2.50
£2.70 £2.50
£2.10 £1.90
£2.10 £1.90

£18.50
£1.70 £1.55
£2.30 £2.10

£1.20

£2.50

£4.10

£2.20
£3.8

£1.9
£2.80
£2.80
£1.90

£18.30
£3.10 £2.90
£3.70 £3.40

£2.50 £2.30
£2.30 £2.10
£1.70 £1.55

QUENDATA

QUME

SEIKOSHA

SHINWA
SMITH
CORONA

STAR

DWP1120MS
DWP1120FAB
Sprint 7/9 MS
Sprint7/9 FAB
GP50
GP80
GP100/250
GP500/550
GP700 Colour. One Off
SP1000
CP80-
Fastext80 (Twinpock)
TPIM/S
TPI Fabric
TPI Corr
Dl00/200
D300
DP/GEMINI/SG
SR15
NL10

DISK STORAGE

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MODEL SIZE
DD40L 373.5"
GS100 3.5"
DD50 51"
DD100 51"
LIBRARYCASE 51"
NON-LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MD12/30 373.5"
MF50 51"

£2.90 £2.
£4.70 £4.1
£2.60 £2.
£3.80 £3.:
£5.80 £5.;
£2.50 £2.(
£2.40 £2.1
£3.70 £3.

£1.30

£2.70

£4.40

£2.40
£4.00

£2.10
£3.00
£3.10
£2.10

• COMPUTER STATIONERY

PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERF EDGES PRICE
SIZE
11 x9J
11 x9J
EXACT A4
115x91

GSM
60
70
70
90

QUANTITY
2000
2000
2000
1000

1BOX 2 BOXES
£13.50 £13.00
£16.50 £15.50
£21.90 £19.75
£14.20 £12.25

51"
JVC inc Plastic Case
MD-1D S/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2D D/sido D/dens 40TR
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB

DYSAN
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB

IBM
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR

VERBATIM-DATALIFE
MD525 S/side D/dens 40TR
MD550 D/side D/dens 40TR
MD577 S/side Q/dens 80TR
MD557 D/side Q/dens 80TR

FUJI

BOXES OF 10 DISKS
1-2 3-9 10+

£9.99 £9.50 £9.25
£11.99 £11.50 £11.25
£15.99 £15.50 £15.25
£26.99 £25.99 £25.49

£11.99 £11.50 £11.25
£20.95 £19.95 £17.95

£17.95 £16.95 £15.95

£11.60 £11.00 £10.60
£13.80 £13.00 £12.60
£14.99 £14.75 £14.49
£19.50 £19.00 £18.60

•S/side D/dens 40TR £10.99 £10.50 £10.25
•D/side D/dens 40TR £13.49 £12.99 £12.75

"Coloured Disks - red, green, blue, beige, grey £1.00 perbox extra.
D/side D/dens 80TR

Si-
JVC S/side D/dens
SONY/FUJI S/side D/dens
FUJI D/side D/dens
SONY/VERBATIM

D/side D/dens

3" DISKS CF2 5Disks £2.59 each d 2.95 pack
CF2 10 Disks £2.29 each £22.90 pack

£17.99 £17.50 £17.25
BOXES OF 10 DISKS
£17.99 £17.25 £16.99
£18.99 £18.25 £17.99
£26.99 £26.50 £25.99

£22.99 £20.99 £18.99

SPECIAL OFFERS ON DISKS
PRICES PER 10 DISKS

20 disks 50 disks 100 disks
TDK 5VVSS/DD £8.50 £8.00 £7.50
MAXELL 5V4"SS/DD £8.75 £8.25 £7.75
BASF 5'/4" SS/DD 40TR £8.75 £8.25 £7.75
3M5'/4" DS/DD £11.90 £11.50 £11.25
Bulk Disks
5'/4"SS/DD 40TR £6.40 £5.90 £4.80
5'/4"SS/DD 40TR £7.40 £6.90 £5.80
5'/4"DS/DD 80TR £8.40 £7.90 £6.80
Life time guarantee. Disks include envelopes,labels,hub-rings
and write protect.
3'/?"DS/DD £18.80 £17.80 £16.80
Life timeguarantee.

KAGA

M/TALLY

OKI

100 Series
LX80/LX86
JX80 Colour. One Off
LQ800
LQ1000

6000/2200 Corr
6100 MS
6100 SS
6100 Corr

KP810 Black
KP810RedorBlue

MT80

80/82
84
Mate 20 Colour
Mate 20 Black

Dot Matrix

£3.50
£2.50

£3.50
£4.30

£2.90
£2.70
£2.20
£1.60

£2.90
£4.30

£3.50

£1.20
£3.70
£7.00
£6.60

£4.80

£1.30

£2.40
£3.90

£2.70

£0.90

£1.20

£2.20
£3.60

£2.50

£0.80

lllti:lJ:ll!imi«:im «

PANASONIC

£3.20 £3.00
£6.50 £6.20
£6.20 £6.00

£4.40 £4.10

TONER CARTRIDGES
Epson GQ3500 £18.50 Canon A1/A2 £74.95
Oki Laserline 6 £18.50 Canon A8Mk II £84.95
HP Laserjets £74.95 QMS K8 £74.95
HPLaserjetMkll £84.95 CitizenOverture £22.95

Amstrad CPC
BBC
IBM/Amstrad PC/Atari ST

PRINTERS
Amstrad DMP4000
Amstrad LQ3500
Citizen 120D
Citizen LSP10
Juki 6100
NEC P2 200
NECP6
NECP7
NEC P5XL
OkiML182
OkiML192
OkiML292
Okimate 20
Olivetti DM100/4
Olivetti DM280/1
Olivetti DM600
Olivetti DM105/1 Colour
Panasonic KXP1081

£299.00
£299.00
£139.00
£159.00
£269.00
£299.00
£374.00
£436.00
£744.00
£183.00
£278.00
£449.00
£158.00

£197.00
£305.00
£899.00
£172.00
£138.00

Seikosho SP180
Seikosho SP1200
Seikosha SL80
Star LOO inc l/F
StarNDIO

StorNRlO
StarNX15
StarND15
StarNR15

StarNB24-10
StarNB24-15
StarNB15

£148.00
£188.00
£279.00
£189.00

£248.00
£318.00
£269.00
£334.00
£384.00
£404.00
£515.00
£597.00

HPLaserjet MkIILaser
Canon LBP8 Mk II Loser
Oki LaseHine 6 Laser
QMS K8 Laser
Citizen Overture Laser
Brother HL-8
KvoceraFlOOO
Qume Laser Ten

£1790.00
£1549.00
£1369.00
£1439.00
£1295.00
£1679.00
£1879.00
£2089.00

AMSTRAD 1640
£449.00
£534.00
£809.00
£139.00
£279.00
£259.00

EPSON PRINTERS
UK'S LOWEST PRICES

LASER
Epson GQ3500 Laser

SD Mono
DD Mono
20Mb Mono
CGA Colour Extra
EGA Colour Extra

£1190.00 30 Meg Hard Cord Extra

DELIVERY
All consumables and software
post free Hardware £5 + W4 Day.
£9 + VAT 24 Hour. Laser Printers £15 + VAT

24 Hour.

Epson LX800 £184.00

Epson FX800 £287.00
Epson FXIOOO £373.00

Epson EX800 £371.00

Epson EXT OOO £497.00
Epson LQ850 £419.00
Epson LQT 050 £569.00

Epson LQ2500+ £699.00

Epson SQ2500 £969.00
Epson GQ3500 Laser £1 190.00

COMPUTERS BY POST GUARANTEE If after buyina a of
the hardware or softwareinthisadvertisement, you findthe same item
at a lowerprice locally within one week,we will refundthe difference.

ng any i
fferea

All prices exclude VM
CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE

g 01-760 0014
Computers by Post(ACU), 14Emmabrook Court,

Sea Road, Rustington, WestSussex.

I
I
] My computer is.
\ Ienclose cheque/PO for £

I
I
I
I
ii _.._._ ___
I Postcode-

Export Enquiries Welcome
To: Computersby Post,14EmmabrookCourt,Sea Road,Rustington,West Sussex.
I wish to order

or charge myAccess/VisaNo:

Name

Signature.
Address—

.inc VAT

.Tel No:.



ACORN FORUM
ARC OF THE RAINBOW

A palette for the Archimedes starts off a selection
of readers' advice and programs

David Atherton

Any colour you like: Michael Porters colour selector utility

Welcome again to another selection of
readers tips, with no technical punches
pulled. Opening up this month is our first
Archimedes utility program, from Michael
Porter ofThames Ditton. Michael recently
borrowed an Archimedes, and used his
limited time profitably, writing a colour
selector utility.

Running the program displays a table of
256 small squares, one in each of the 256
preset logical colours. The colours are
grouped together in a way similar to that
used by the 'Sprite Editor'on the Welcome
disc. The user controls a pointer using the
mouse. The pointermoves around the table
of colours. To select a particular colour,
position the pointer over the appropriate
square. At the top of the screen the com
mands for generating the indicated colour
as foreground, background, text or
graphics are displayed.

When writing the program, Michael
came across two errors in the User Guide,
concerning the TINT command. This
allows you to vary the whiteness of a
particular colour in 256-colour modes.
There are 64 base colours, each with four
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different tints. The User Guide suggests
that the command TINT n should be used,
where n is a number from 0 to 3. But, this
is incorrect - the tint is calculated accord
ing to bits 6 and 7 of the given number.
This means that instead of using 0, 1, 2 or
3, you should use 0, 64, 128 and 192
instead. To allow V to be a number
between 0 and 3, use the command TINT
n::"64, or even simpler TINT n«6.

It also 5iar.es in the User Guide that the
tint of a point cannot be read. Michael
found this to be untrue; the function TINT
(x,y) returns the tint at the point (x,y),
again given as a multiple of 64. Of course,
x can vary between 0 and 1279, y between
0 and 1023. This is the tint equivalent of
the POINT command. Note that there
must be no space between the keyword
and the opening bracket.

This is like some of the other Basic
keywords - RND and INSTR for example,
where the opening bracket is effectively
part of the keyword itself. Without it Basic
cannot tokenise the line properly. Probably
the most common error of this sort is to
put a space after TAB.

IMPROVEMENTS TO
BROKEN DIRECTORY FIX

P J Dellar from Harpenden has found a
small bug inStephen Oxley's broken direc
tory cure, from December's Forum. When
repairing the root directory, the name
buffer and zero page locations &70 to &7A
are not initialised '$'. This leads to the
directory title and name being blank or
garbled. The problem is only cosmetic, as
the operation of a *DIR$ command is not
affected in any way. The source code can
easily be amended by the following addi
tions and alterations:

90 A*-"SAVE FIX"+STR»'V

code%+" +342 FFFF"+start

*+" FFFF"+start«

2210 BEQ skiperr
2211 JMP mrr

2212 .skiperr
2361 LDA #ASCU»"

2362 STA name

2363 LDA #1

2364 STA length
4470 IF sum*/.=79959 THEN

ENDPROC

Mr Dellar also points out that the FIXand
FIND utilities run much more easily if
they are assembled at location &700. Ifyou
do this, the current program will not be
corrupted. FIX doesn't suffer from the
Winchester problem mentioned above.

ONDOADFS
E LOCKING

The Advanced Disc Filing System (ADFS)
contains a special attribute to protect files;
the E attribute means a file can only be
::"RUN and not loaded or listed. Once set,
this attribute is not removable, and if you
accidentally set itonafile, you're in almost
as bad a position as ifyou corrupted or lost
the file.

David Spencer has come up with a small
Basic program (yellow pages listing 2)
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ARCHIMEDES

HAS REEN VOTED

1987 MICROCOMPUTER

OF THE YEAR. HERE'S WHY.

fllomc/Small Business Category oftin- Hrilish Microi'diiipiiliiip Wards.
Model shown hen- is tin- Archimedes .'51 (Iwith colour monitor and includes Mouse.

P^> In the recent British Microcomputing Awards the
Ilome/Small Business category waswon by Archimedes.
The judges voted Archimedes a clear winner against the
other two finalists, the Amstrad 1512* and the Amiga
500.*

P^> At an operating speed of 4million instructions per second
just about everything you do happens instantly. With this
kind of power at your fingertips theadvantages are
enormous.

P^> In addition to BBC Basic V. high level languages such as
'C and 'Pascal' can be used for specialistapplications fully
exploiting the computer's outstanding power, graphics and
speed.

P^> The huge potential of Archimedes doesn't stop there. The
310M with its built-in PC emulator can run Lotus 1,2,3,*
D BASE III.* MS-WORD,* and other popular business
programs available under MS-DOS.*

[^> With price starting at £749 exc. VAT lor the 305 with mono
^ monitor andrisin" to£1035 exc. VAT lorthe310M with

colour monitor, the
Archimedes 300 series

represents unparalleled value
fora computersystem ofsuch -L
capability.

Acoriiw
I"he choice ol experience?

ORDER NOW FROM ACORN'S

LEADING SCIENTIFIC DEALER
[> 400 SERIES HARD DISC MODELS

AVAILABLE NOW.

t> SPECIAL VOLUME DISCOUNTS FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION
ESTABLISHMENTS ON DELIVERIES
BEFORE END OF APRIL 1988.

[> FREE COPY OF EITHER
PC- EMULATOR, FORTRAN, C,
PASCAL OR LISP WITH ORDERS
OVER £1000 EX VAT.

> SPRINGBOARD RISC CO-PROCESSOR
FOR IBM PC NOW AVAILABLE.

* Products referred lo are trademarks of the companies oforigin

Qudos Ltd. Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4FD.Tel: (0223) 862333, Telex 818114, Fax 862946



which removes the E attributes from all

files in any specified directory, thus allow
ing you access to your files again. To use
the program you must know the sector
address of the directory containing the E
files. The directory's address can be
found using the *EX or ::"INFO command.
Go to the parent directory above the one
in question, and type ':'EX, or ::"INFO
followed by the directory name. The hex
address at the right-hand sideof the result
ing information is the sector address of the
directory. A typical response might by:

♦INFO Letters

LETTERS DLR (17)

1E2

OOO

This would mean that the directory LET
TERS had a sector address of &1E2. You
can then run the program and answer 1E2
(no ampersand) to the 'sector address'
query. (Note that the prompt should say
'of directory name' not 'or directory
name'.) The program will run, and set
every file in the LETTERS directory to
give the normal read and write (WR)
access. Although you need to be in the
right place to read the directory sector
number, the program itself doesn't care
which directory you're in. The program
will run on any BBC micro or Electron,
and on 640k discs on the Archimedes.

Some commercial programs, of course,
use the setting to stop unauthorised
copying, but every one we've seen which
uses this technique also has other protec
tion. This is because the E attribute doesn't

prevent the disc being copied with the
-BACKUP command.

Don't try this program on such discs, as
they may test for the attribute's presence.

The program works by reading in direc
tory sectors from disc, altering the entries
and then writing the sectors back. The E
attribute is indicated where the top bit is
set on the fifth byte of each filename. The
alteration merely involves ANDing each
fifth byte with &7F, effectively clearing the
top bit. The entire directory is altered in
this way, using a simple loop.

David has two other useful tips to im
part to ADFS users with Winchester discs.
The 11th byte of the Osword &72 com
mand parameter block (XY+10) is unused,
according to the Master Reference Manual.
The value is indeed irrelevant when using
floppy discs. However, this byte is passed
unaltered to the SCSI controller board (the
drive control electronics in a Winchester
disc) and most controller boards insists
Ithat the byte is set to zero. If you are using
ACORN USER PEBRUARY 1988
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David's FIND program from AU Septem
ber 1987, you should alter the program to
do this, by adding the following extra line:

3405 EQUB 0

You might also like to try the upgrades to
the *FIND by C P Armstrong, which were
published in December 1987 and on page
33 this month.

David's second tip is much more down
to earth. You may not know that ADFS
allows you to specify wildcard characters
in the file specification, say a LOAD
command. Say you wish to load a Basic
program or a View file or whatever called
'MONDAY', and it is the only file, on the
disc whose name ends with a 'Y', then
typing LOAD "::'Y" will find and load it.

Incidentally, a single star refers to the
first file on disc, so */* can be-used on
ADFS to ::EXEC the IBOOT file.

This works because */ is short for
*RUN and ADFS will ••EXEC text files
with execution address FFFFFFFF if you
try to ::"RUN them.

MODE 7
SIDEWAYS SCROLL

Stuart Oglesby from Warrington has sent a
routine to soft-scroll the mode 7 screen

horizontally. It works by calling the
machine code after filling location &74
with the number of characters by which
you wish the screen to scroll.

The routine will scroll screens to the
right. It can be changed to scroll to the left
by transposing the commands LDY #0
and LDY #27 after 'nextline', and chang
ing the code INY: CPY #&28 in 'loop' to
DEY:CPY #&FF.

Stuart's program doesn't work with the
CRTC chip, like most do. Working a line
at a time, he stores a byte from screen in
temporary work space, and then moves the
next byte of screen memory along into its
place. This is continued for the whole of
the line, and finally the last byte is replaced
by the first once originally taken. The
procedure is repeated 25 times for each line
on screen. Byte &74 is then decremented
and the whole procedure is repeated until
&74 is reduced to zero. Because the mode
7 screen only takes up Ik of memory, soft
scrolling like this is acceptably fast: with
other screen modes it take a long time to
do the equivalent byte movements. The
code could easily be incorporated into
your own program, such as a game, that
needs sideways scrolling.

ULTRACALC
SPREADSHEET TIP

Here's a quick tip to finish from Lawrence
Coxmore of Stanmore concerning BBC
Soft's Ultracalc 2 spreadsheet. This package
has recently been slashed in price from £80
to £30. In mode 7, the spreadsheet allows
colours to be used and reinstates a 'white'

character (ASCII 135) at the start of each
line. Also a 'cyan' character appears at the
start of each line. When Ultracalc is used
on the Master in modes 0-6, these charac
ters appear as strange symbols. Although
they don't affect anything, they are rather
disconcerting. These characters can easily
be made to disappear by redefining them as
spaces. To do this type:

♦BASIC

VDU 23,134,0j0;0j0j
VDU 23,135,0;0|OjO|
*CALC

You can do this even when you have a
spreadsheet in memory, because Ultracalc
allows you to leave the spreadsheet and
re-enter it later. Provided the spreadsheet
data has not been corrupted, by loading in
a Basic program, for example, the sheet will
be intact when you type ::CALC. Leaving
like this allows you to change the screen
colours, for example, by typing VDU
19,0,4;0; before "-CALC.

A lurther tip for Ultracalc users, which
also applies to many other packages, con
cerns the use of function keys. Most busi
ness packages on the BBC micro use the
function keys, and many use them in
combination with Shift or CTRL for speci
fic operations, thus preventing the inser
tion of user-defined strings, with ::'KEY.

However, the top level, Shift-CTRL plus
the function keys, is often unused and this
is the way in. If you define key strings in
the normal way, using *KEY, and then,
within the package, type ::'FX228, 1; you
will find that pressing Shift-CTRL func
tion key will generate the required string.
This works within the View family, Inter-
Word and Wordwise, for example.

Keep those submissions rolling in please;
quirks, hints, tips and ideas, and of course
shortish programs. Keep to the Acorn User
style - one statement per line, lower case
variables and good use of structures. Send
both program and documentation (30-200
words) on tape or disc as well as on paper.
Send your submissions to Acorn Forum,
Acorn User, Redwood Publishing, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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TELETEXT ADAPTER
Would you likeaccess to free high quality software
and over a thousand pages of information, but
Prestel access charges and phone bills too
expensive? Then read onI
The answer is Teletext. Yes the same system
everyone has seen incorporated into televisionsets,
but with a difference. When Teletext is read by a
computeryou can actually use the data.
The MORLEYTELETEXT ADAPTER introduces you
to the world of Teletext at a price that won't break the
bank. Inside it you willfind the latest in second
generationTeletext chip technology, which unlike our
rivals who are still using chips designed more than
ten years ago, will be fully compatiblewith any future
advances in the Teletext system.
Withthe Morleyadapter you will get a state of the art
unit that automatically tunes itself into the required
station (no more messing around with screwdrivers
or twiddling little knobs in the back of the case), a
user friendly menu driven program, easy to follow
instructions and a 12 month warranty. Add to this the
free downloadable telesoftware and we are sure that
you will agree that we are offering you one of the
best bargains on the market today.

FEATURES:

*Advanced design uses the latest technology,will
handle ANY future enhancements to the Teletext

system e.g.: full field; 8 bitdata transfer; 2k pages
etc.

* Simply plugs into the user port.
*Low power consumption, less than 200ma.
Optional power supply available.
* User friendly menu driven software including
extended OSCLI and OSWord commands for access
from BASIC programs.
*Supplied with 16k ATS (Advanced Teletext
Software)and 16k support ROM software inc. printer
dumps, page
spoolers etc.
* FREE Telesoftware, no access charges (updated
weekly).
* Save selected pages to disc/tape for later retrieval.
* Full access to all Teletext services and channels
e.g.: CEEFAX, ORACLE, 4-TEL.
*Gives you a real-timeclockat your disposal
(•TIME).
' Software upgrades to allow for any enhancements
to the Teletext service, e.g.: extra channels, full field
data on cable &satellite systems etc. (only the media
charge).
* Easy to follow comprehensive user guides.
* No hardware limitations, it can for example receive
virtually unlimited numbers of channels.
* Utils disc available including printer drivers allows
pages to be selected and dumped direct to a printer

(no more TV or Radio Times to buy).

WHATTHE REVIEWERS SAID:
".. .In terms of price, performance, future expansion
possibilities and those little touches that show
thought for the end user Iwould recommend the
Morley unit."-(7\corn User, January, 1986).
". . The Morley unit has been designed to ensure
that its operation is simple and smooth. It is the ideal
Teletext adapter for school use ."-(TUB Computing,
June, 1986).
".. .Using it over a number of months in different
schools, it has proved utterly reliable, and may
confidently be recommended."-f7he Times
Educational Supplement, September, 1986).
THISISTHE BIGGEST SELLINGTELETEXT
ADAPTERCURRENTLYIN PRODUCTION
WORLDWIDE, ANDCOMES WITH AFULL
MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.

Now available!

The first true
MEGA capacity
RAMdisc for the
BBC, BBC B+
and MASTER
computers.
This fully
compatible unit,
currently
available in

either 1 or 2
megabyte versions comes complete with operating software on ROM, power
supply, and a comprehensive user guide.

FEATURES:
One megabyteof RAM connected to the 1mHz bus. Usedwith the supplied ROM
software programs and files may be saved and loaded from the RAMdisc in the
same manner as from a floppydisc with a large increase of speed, for example, a
20k mode 0 screen takes about 3-4 seconds to load from disc and about 0.2-0.3
seconds to load from the RAMdisc. The RAMdisc ROM operates as a utility ROM

EPROM
PROGRAMMERV2

The MORLEY EPROM PROGRAM
MER V2 is a small self contained

unit that plugs into the BBC or
MASTER user port. It comes with a
high quality ZIF (zero insertion force
socket) and contrasting plastic case.
Also included in the package is its
own user friendly menu driven
software on ROM or disc.

This state of the art unit, allows
programming of 2764 (8k), 27128
(16k),and 27256 (32k) EPROMS.
Not only does the hardware allow

programming oftheusual NMOS devices, but will handle thenew generation
CMOS equally as well, and with the averagetime takento program a 16kat less
than 30 seconds we believe it to be one of the fastest programmers
available today.
THEHARDWARE
The Unit is completely under software control, there are no knobsor switches lo
baffle the novice, and the extended features providedshould excite the pro's.
THE SOFTWARE
Thecomprehensive user friendly software included inthe packagehas two main
parts, thefirst allows EPROMS tobe read, programmed, verified andedited, also
allowing a ROM image to be loaded orsavedtodisc. Thesecond is a full ROM
management system initsown right, which has a hostofuseful features and
routines, such as KILL and RESURRECT ROM to disableor enable a sideways
ROM, dump ROM imageto buffer ordisc,move ROM image inbuffer to sideways
RAM, and VIEW-SEARCH any sideways ROM.
Thewhole system isavailable now for less than the price of oneWORDWISE
chip. Soget yourself the all newMORLEY EPROM PROGRAMMER V2 today
and startusing thoseexpansion boardsfor what they weremade fori ROMS.
Immediate delivery noquibblo 12 month guarantor).

RAMDISC
working wilh the current filing system rather than as a separate Filing system.
Therefore ensures compatibility with any Acorn compatible DFS (not ADFS). The
RAMdisc can be selected by a *command to take the place of any drive number
from 0 to 9. If the RAMdisc replaces a floppy drive as 0 for example, all
commands addressed to drive 0 will be intercepted by the RAMdisc.The default
drive numberis 4. Any 'Dangerous' 'commands such as 'COMPACT, 'COPY,
'BACKUP etc can be intercepted and the BBC's RAM from page 2 to &7FFF
saved to RAMdiscworkspace, and may be recovered using a 'command. This
preventsaccidental corruption of any programs/datain RAM you may have been
usingat the time. The filing system wedge ROM suppliedsupports load/save,
byte file access, all relevantOSFSC commands, and contains a formatter verifier
and "sector" editor for use with Ihe RAMdisc. Catalogue structure allows up lo
2,688 files.
Well that's the spec, add to this our usual 12 month no quibble guarantee and
we're sure you'll agree the Morley RAMdisc is the sensible alternative if increased
storage capacity and speed is your requirement.

MASTERCARTRIDGE
Designed and manufactured by Care Electronics to Acorn specifications.
These high quality Master expansion cartridges will take two 16k sideways
ROM's, and will, unlike similar cartridges available from other manufacturers,
accept the new second generation programs, such as Computer Concepts
Interword and Spellmaster ROM's.
These Cartridges come in a highquality, robust, formed-plastic case, that fits
neatly intoeither one of the Master's cartridge slots.

MASTER SMART
CARTRIDGE
This device was designed and manufactured jointly by Moriey and Care
Electronics.
The Smart cartridge will at the press ofa button haltany program running in
memory and executeanyone ofa hostof useful built in,or user defined
procedures, andoncecompleted will return to theprogram andcontinue where it
left off. Theonly limiting factor with thisdevice is the programmers imagination.
The Smart cartridgewill prive usefulto the novice,allowing him to do the simple
things like dumpany screen to printer, and makebackups of protected tape or
disc based software, but has an open ended specification for the advanced
'HACKER' allowing advanced programming techniques to be incorporated into
almost any program at the touch of a button.
BUILT IN FEATURES(at the pressof a button)
Autosaves computer's entire memory.
Freeze program at any point.
Screen dump (any mode) to printer or disc.
Allows any OSCLIcommand withoutdisturbing memory.
Copies 90% of protected software.
Tape to disc, disc to tape.
User friendly menu.
Sound On/Off. ALL CARTRIDGES COME WITH A

•",, 12 MONTH NO QUIBBLE WARRANTY



MORLEY MASTER
BOARD'AA'

MQRLEy
ELECTRONICS

At long last the add-on all MASTER users have been
waiting for, an internal ROM board.

No more need to turn the computer off to insert the
cartridgecontaining the ROM you need to debug the
program in memory.

ThenewMORLEY MASTER BOARD "AA" allows
you to have up to 8x16k and 4x32k extra Roms
installed inside your MASTER and still leaves the
cartridgeslots free. This in effect allows your MASTER
to support as many as 24, 16k ROMs installed
permanently, whilst retaining the standard 4 x
sideways ram banks and four banks by using car
tridges

Astaggering 32 ROM images installed and
accessible at anytime
Included in the package is a utility ROM which has many useful features such as "FICOPY", a clever file transfer program that transfers files
between DFS and ADFS formats or vice versa.

So for less than the price offour external cartridges you get a MASTER BOARD "AA" which with twice the capacity hasqot to beTHE ROM
expansion for the serious MASTER user.

The unit comes with the usual Morley, full no-quibble twelve months warranty, andourusual after sales service
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THECOMPLETERANGEOFTELETEXT
SOFTWARE from M/B SOFTWARE

*NEW . . . DESIGN 7 PLUS-now 'the best' is even better. Held in high regard by reviewers and hundreds of satisfied owners DESIGN 7has
been further improved, with revised keystrip &even more features. Design/load/save and MODE 7 screen with ease, up to full CEEFAX/Oracle
standard. Will convert ANY MODE 7 screen toa BASIC procedure, for inclusion in your own programs. ROM version includes a file copier Drinter
dumps useable from BASIC etc. B/MASTER/COMPACT.

TELETEXT EMULATORS/SCREEN DISPLAYS/INFORMATION SYSTEMS-A^mpiPtPrpnnpnftPiPtpvrpmnr.mctn^orw.n
needs, with full teletext adapter interfacing.

*NEW . . . DESFAX-totally new version - streets ahead of the competition - run your own information/display system. Stores hundreds of
screens on dual 80 track drives (96 screens on single-sided 40 track), with access to any screen with a SINGLE KEYPRESS. Lots of special
effects - screens can scroll, slide, overwrite etc. Animation, loops, subroutines - send for details - not enough space here to even beqin to
describe the advanced features!! B/MASTER/COMPACT

'NEW . . . MASTERFAX - 84 MODE 7screens in memory atonce. 148 screens possible with cartridge RAM. An advanced teletext/carousel
program featuring SINGLE KEYPRESS or3-digit page selection. Runs entirely from memory - no disc accesses after paqes are loaded Superb
animation and other effects. MASTER/COMPACT only.

*NEW . , , VIJ-FAX- 1000 screens and no disc accesses! Screens stored on MORLEY 1MByte RAM DISC. SINGLE KEYPRESS gives instant
access to any screen (oremulate teletext). This is the ultimate MODE 7 screen management system- there is nothing else like it MODEL B/
MASTER 128.

'ALSO. . . MASTERcopy - DFS/DFS, DFS/ADFS, ADFS/DFS, ADFS/ADFS file copier. Uses the MASTER 128"s memory to the full to permit
fast disc copying. 31 DFS files to ADFS disc in less than 2 minutes. Creates directories automatically. You will wonder how you ever managed
withoutthis program. Described by reviewers as "unexcelled'. MASTER 128 and COMPACT'S fined with DFS ROMS.

ORDERFORM
Toordersimplycompleteandreturnbypostenclo9ingyour Morley Electronics, Unit 3 Maurice Road Industrial Estate, Wallsend, Tyne
cheque/P.O.madepayabletoMorley Electronics,orbyphone &Wear NE28 6BY Telephone Tyneside (091) 2627507
duringofficehours.quotingyourACCESSorVISAnumber. Telex: 265871 A/B MONREF G (Quoting Mag 70211)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT@ 15%

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

P&P Rate

.Morley Teletext Adapters 119.95

.Optional Power Supply 9.95
Teletext Utilities on disc 5.95

.1 Megabyte RAMdisc 199.95

.2 Megabyte RAMisc 349.95
Eprom programmer V2 34.50

.Master ROM boards "AA" 45.95

.Master RAMdisc/SWR cartridge P.O.A.

.Care Master ROM cartridges 8.95
Master Smart cartridge 39.95

(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)

(b)
(b)

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

P&P Rate
.M/B Software Design 7+ 9.95 (c)
.M/B Software Desfax 19.95 (c)
.M/B Software DesROM 12.95 (c)
.M/B Software Mastercopy Disc 12.95 (c)
.M/B Software Mastercopy ROM 14.95 (c)
.M/B Software Masterfax 29.95 (c)
.M/BSoftware VU-Fax System inc RAMdisc 249.95 (a)
.5.25" Floppydiscs x 10 7.95 (c)
.27128 16k CMOS EPROM 3.65 (d)
Info Pack + Demo Disc of all Software FREE (c)

Please delete: Adaptersoftwareon ROM/Sideways RAM form at/Softwareon 40/80 trackdisc
Name . Phone no.
Address ____. ES

Post Code

Cheque No. Access/Visa No. Amount £

Please add Postage and Packing @a=£3.00 b=£2.00 c=£1.00 d=£0.65 (when ordering more than one item, add P&P. on hiqhest rate item only)
GOVERNMENT, LOCAL AUTHORITY, ANDTRADE ORDERS WELCOME. Please allow 28davsfordeliverv //



ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT
(01J/M/B/E/C £34.60
Any Acorn user including Master, BBC B+.
Electron. DFS. 1770 OFS. ADFS. 2nd & co
processors A.C.P.'s BEST SELLING product
containing over30 commandsinc.- powerful
memory &disc editor, search memory/disc/
basic, catalogue/unplug ROMS, load/run
programs below page, automatic menu, file
transfer (inc lockedcassette files),ADFSutils
etc etc ("it's superb" Database Pubs -
"A top-class toolkit • I have no hesitation in
recommending it Acorn User Nov 86)
(16K EPROM & FULL MANUAL)

ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL
£34.50

•ACP is much better than any of the other front
end systems I'veseen.'-Acorn User, August
1987.
"I can recommend it to anyone who wants easy
access to the Electron's functions."-£/ectron
User, August 1987.
ACPs main features are:-
* Pulldown windowsoperate throughout
* Users can create their own windows
*Simple to change MOS-s configure options
*Easyentry tootherlanguages
* Floating point calculator
* File manager
*Sideways ROMs utilities

(20)/M/B/E/C
ACPisa frontend controlpanel language provid
inga sophisticated yetfriendly interface between
user and computer for access to Languages.
MOSfunctionsand the users own file utility etc.
Mainfeatures includepull downwindows, simple
tochange MOS configure, floating pointcalcula
tor, file manager,
SW ROMs facilities.
(16K EPROM & FULL MANUAL)

"Ifsveryeasy to createan entire customised
frontend foryourown use."->4corn User,
August 1987.

/_////! \ \ \ \ \ \ \
ADVANCED BATTERY BACKED RAM
(18) M/E/+1 £39.99
For Master and Electron users. A battery
backed 32k RAMcartridge A.B.R. is a self
contained cartridge containing two 16k pages
ofsideways RAM with a rechargeable battery
back up. Each 16k page can be individually
locked by software. Supplied with full
software support, to include loading software,
ROM save, advanced printbuffer and a disc
utility MAKEROM.
"Ifs a superb Addon and a must forall
serious Electron Users".-EU June

ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS
(05) /E/ £24.15
Electron 8. Plus 3 users gain BBC
compatibility bv adding the Advanced
Electron DFS (1770 DFS) this is the same disc •
filing system supplied with the BBC B* Now
youcan produce and access (compatible) BBC
disc based software ACP also supplies 5'.
disc drives to add to your Plus 3 (inc 2nd
drive adaptor) ACP has produced another
superb ROMfor the Electron Electron User
Feb 86

(suppliedon 16K EPROM • DFS MANUAL)

i / 1 r—
ADVANCED PLUS 4
(08)/E-1/ £79.98

DISC DRIVE COMPATIBILITY AT L0NG LAST
(Electron User June 86l this Sums up AP4 &ACP s
approach to producing products AP4 is a lully
ACORN compatible disc I lace & will accept any
Standard drive mc PSU runs 1770DFS(as Mted m
theB- &Master) keeps page &Eoo utilsmROM
& provides a spare rom socket ACP s PLUS 4
comes out on top I can recommend it to any
one iE U June 86)

AP4 should De considered the standard inter
lace lor the Electron lAUJuly 86)
AP4 100 £199.00(incVAT &Secuncor delivery)
AP4400 £229.00 (mcVAT &Securicordelivery)

ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS E»#
(14) /E*ASR/ £19.99
An alternative to our AEDI05) for Plus 3 and
ASR users This optional alternative DFS is
designed for use in Sideways RAM (ASR)and
allows the user to operate a disc filing system

&Eee when using the Plus 3 (in ADFS page
would normally be &1 Dee) The DFS is simply
loaded using the software supplied with the
ASR from disc (optional upgrade for existing
AED users £9 50 on return of original
EPROM) (3j" ADFS disc + manual)

ADVANCED DISC INVESTIGATOR
(06) /M/B/E/C £28.75
A very powerful Disc utility for standard &
nonstandard discs Backup most protected
discs, edit any type of nonstandard disc,
check & repair faulty tracks, create new disc
formats, copy 40track discs to 80track discs,
verify two non-standard discs
I ADI features an extremely comprehensive
sector editor and one of the finest I've seen

TuDelinnonPresteD

(supplied on 16K EPROM • manual)

4—^
ADVANCED PLUS 5
(09)/E + 1/ £66.70
A triple interface cartridge providing
Da TUBE i face allowing a second processor
to be connected, increasing BOTH speed &
memory (PAGE 8.8m HIMEM &8eee in all
modes)

2) a 1 MHz BUS for control applications &
prommers ,
3) the USER PORT for mouse and graphic
devices

Alsocontam? 2/3 ROM sockets andon board
operating software for 2nd processor

T T T

ADVANCED 1770 DFS
3 versions ADM/CUD - ADB(12)
ADE(13) £34.50
ACP have totally re-written the Acorn 1770
DFS. enhancing existing features & adding
new ones The result is probably the fastest &
most powerful disc filing system your
computer could have With the ability to
operate in double density occupying both
sides of a disc (640K) Automatic file
relocation, improved file handling. 62 file
catalogue and Sways RAM can be used as a
fast RAM DISC

(16K EPROM ♦ comprehensive manual)

ADVANCED PLUS 1
E £49.95
The Plus 1 is the main expansion for the
ilectron. It provides the Centronics parallel
printer printer port, joystick interface and 2
cartridge slots into which go ROM cartridges
including View, Viewsheet, Pascal, logo and
our own popular AP4 disc upgrade.

OTHER PRODUCTS AND
SPECIAL OFFERS ARE NOW

AVAILABLE THROUGH

P.R.E.S.
- SEE OUR SEPARATE ADVERT

III

•Equipment codes /M/= Master

ADVANCED QTR MEG RAM £79.95
19) (M(ADM)/E+1(ADE)

New Hi-tech cartridge (normal size) containing,
an incredible 256k of S.ways RAM although it
could beused tostore many pages ofs.ways
ROM images itsprimary and bestuse is as a
RAM Disc supported by our advanced
1770DFS (Master/ADM or Electron ADE are
now upgraded toaccessthe256k inAQR. Now
databases (i.e. Viewstore) can perform at
breathtakingspeed (overtwiceas fast as some
other 1 Meg Silicon Discs) and animation with
up to25 screens becomesa reality. Price must
reflect real value for money and package prices
for AQR and ADfWE are available at £99.95
(existing ROMS may be upgraded when pur
chasing AQR for £5

/B/ = BBC /E/=Electron /E+1/=
PROD

NO

=Electron+Plus 1 /C/=Compact •

PRODUCT QTY @ TOTAL
Please send order to

Advanced Computer ProOucts Ltd MAMF
6 Ava House. High Street r*«IVlG
CHOBHAfvV Surrey England
GU24 8LZ Tel 0276 76545
(mail order only)

All our prices include
UK delivery 8i VAT

fin event of any query
please include your tel. no.)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL. v I enclose payment for C.
CREDIT CARD No. Exp date .



The company responsible for marketing and distribution of Advanced Computer Products
VIEW CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft word processor for the Electron
and Plus 1. Inc. full documentation £14.95
VIEWSHEET CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft spreadsheet for the
Electron and Plus 1. Inc. full documentation £14.95
VIEW & VIEWSHEET . .. both products as above 'special
price* £22.00
LISP CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft language cartridge for the Electron
and Plus 1 £9.99

ELECTRON ADVANCED USER GUIDE . . . further reading and
information for the Electron user £3.95
ELECTRON ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE . . . book by Bruce Smith
containing many examples of how to program in
assembler £2.95
Software on disc for the above 3.5" ADFS £3.50 - 5.25" DFS £2.50

DISCS

3.5" 10 in plastic library box - ideal for Plus 3 users £19.95
5.25" 10 dble/sided dble/dens £12.99
5.25" 10 sing/sided sing/dens £8.99

ADVANCED PLUS 6 ... a fully buffered 6 ROM expansion module for
the Electron user. AP6 is fitted inside the advanced Plus 1 or a modified
Acorn Plus 1 (when used with the Acom Plus 3, 5 ROM sockets are
available). All sockets are designed to accept either ROM/EPROMS or
RAM chips. Afurther feature is the optional AP7 upgrade...£33.00+VAT
(£37.95)
UPGRADE SERVICE for the originalAcorn Plus 1 to Advanced
Plus 1 and AP6. This will provide all the benefits of AP6 and also includes
the printercircuitmodification forsome modem printers. (AP6can be fitted
to original Plus 1 by users with soldering experience) for upgrade service
add £7.00 + VAT to AP6 price ie E40.00+VAT (£46.00)
This price includes modification, fitting AP6, testing and return postage.
Address for returning yourplus one. P.R.E.S. Service Dept., PO Box 34
Bradford BD17 6DE.

DISC DRIVES

Cumana 5.25" dbl/sided 40/80 track, switchable, inc. psu £149.00
Cumana 5.25" sing/sided 40 track, inc. psu £129.00
Cumana 3.5" dbl/sided 80 track, inc. psu £129.00
PRES special 3.5" sing/sided 80 track, inc. psu.

'ONLY* £59+VAT. (£67.85)

ADVANCED PLUS 1 ... The plus 1 is the main expansion for the
Electron. It provides the Centronics parallel printer, printer port, joystick
interfaceand 2cartridgeslotsintowhichgo ROM cartridgesincluding View,
Viewsheet, Pascal, Logo and our own popularAP4 disc upgrade.£49.95

ACCESSORIES

Plus 3 2nd drive adaptor £7.95l
3.5" Library box (holds 40 discs) £9.95|
3.5" Library box (hold 10discs) £2.95|

jagaMMMMaaMmammmM^a^am^-^SSBmWmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^
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ADVANCED PLUS 7 . . . upgrade for AP6 allows for 2 banks of 161-
battery backed sideways ram which can be fully write protected.

HYBRID'S MUSIC 5000 ... as widelyused on the BBC computers has
been fully versioned for the Electron & Plus 5.

NEW PRODUCT

ADFS E00 ... at last regainedmemory used byADFS suitable for AP4|
or Plus 3 users with 32k of sideways ram supplied on disc with documen
tation 5.25" DFS £19.951

3.5" ADFS £22.95

PRINTER

Ideal for electron plus one. Panasonic KX-P1081 Graphics, Epso
Compatable, NLQ. Ready to connect including Cable, delivery and va!

.....*..;,/..•>.. £179.0(|

*PRICE BREAKTHROUGH*
THE ADVANCED PLUS 3

Now you can turnyourElectron (& +1)into a full discsystem- no more waiting for tape loading or tad blockVdata ?' messages.
A.P.3. gives you...

1. A 1770 interface '
2. 80 track 3.5" disc drive (320k capacity)
3. Separate PSU
4. Acorn ADFS

5. Welcome disc
6. Utilities

7. Full documentation

All the advantages of the original Plus 3 PLUS extra ROM socket and possible upgrade to A.P.4. from ACP.
All this withoutdramatically increasing the required desk spacel

•EXTRA BONUS*
3 games on disc - SNAPPER - DRAUGHTS - REVERSI
COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY E99+VAT (£113.85)

SPECIAL PACKAGE of Advanced Plus 1 & A.P.3. £149.95 inc.

NEW PRODUCT
ADFS VERSION 1.1 FOR THE ELECTRON

Suitable for existing Plus3 orA.P.4 users.This newversion has the software fixes for Zysyshelp, write protect disable &compaction
Also Winchestercode has been replaced with 'patches'forfuture enhancements! 16k ROM &full documentation. £19.95+VAT(£22.55j

Total !
Please send order to:-
P.R.E.S. LTD

I 6 Ava House, High Street,
I CHOBHAM, Surrey, England,
i GU24 8LZ. Tel: 0276 76545
I (Mail orderonly)
I All our prices include

I UK delivery &VAT

|E3 —
I (in event ofany query-
| please indude your tel. no.)

Name....

Address

Bi

Product Qty

Postcode

Tel: I enclose payment for £

CreditCard No.: Expdate

@

(AU 33)

I
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305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-7230233

Kl ARCHIMEDES
300 & 400 SERIES

Archimedes 305 Basic £699 (a)
Archimedes 310M Basic £835 (a)
Archimedes 410 Basic £1,399 (a)
Archimedes 440 £2,299 (a)
Monochrome Monitor (incl. lead) £50 (a)
Colour Monitor (incl. lead) £195 (a)
ADD-ONS

0.5Mb Ram upgrade kit for305 £79 (c)
2nd Floppy Drive £125 (b)
Podule Backplane £39 (c)
20 Mb Hard Disc + Podule £499 (a)
I/O Podule £79 (b)
ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

ANSIC £99 (c) Systemdelta
ISO Pascal £99 (c) Plus *59 (C)
Fortran 77 £99 (c) Deltabase £25 (c)
Logistix View £99 (c) Minotaur £11 (c)
Professional £99 (c) Archimedes Rcf
ZARCH £17 (C) Manual £29.95 (b)
Artisan £34 (c) ARM Ass Lang
Developers Prog £12.95 (d)
Toolkit £34 (c)

BBC MASTER COMPACT ,

AllCompact Systems include a FREE educational/
fun software bundle madeupfrom BBCPublications
software range.

SYSTEM 1

128K, Single 640K Drive & bundled
software.

SYSTEM 2
System 1 with a 12" Hi Res
Monochrome Monitor.

SYSTEM 3
System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB
Monitor.

Second Drive Kit.

Serial Kit.

T.V. Modulator

Extension cable for external 5.25" SOT

Drive

Mertec Adaptor (Upgrades to
almost master level)

FILE STORE

Acorn"s new file server system
Filestore E01

Filestore E20

Full details on request
Acorn 30Mb Winchester

(incl FS III Software)

£319 (a)

£375 (a)

£499 (a)

£95 (c)

£25 (c)

£26 (d)

£12.50 (d)

£35 (c)

£828 (a)

£710 (a)

£1530 (a)

ECONET ACCESSORIES

Econei Siatter Kit £85 (b)

Econet Socket Set £29 (c)

File Server Level M £75 (b)

MasterFSUiii,. vise £17.25 (tl)

Econei Bridge £174 (b)

Primer Server Rom £41 (d)

lOStaiion Lead Set £26 (d)

KCOLINK

Card for PC/XT/AT to allow connection to

an econet network. Manual, software,
installation and econet cable included.

£299 (b)

! :

MMMHM
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BBC MASTER SERIES
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UPGRADE KITS

I.20SR0M £15 (d) ADFS ROM £26 (d)
DNFSR0M £19(d) 1770 DFS Kit £43.50 (d)
BASIC II ROM £22.50 (d) Econei Kit £55 (d)

SECOND PROCESSORS

Universal 2nd Processor Adaptor £75 (b)
Acorn 65C02 Turbo £99 (b)
ACORN 512 PROCESSOR £189 (a)

MULTIFORM Z80
TECHNOMATICs multi format Z80
system includes a FREE Pocket „,.., ,. .
Wordstar + MS/DOS Read/Wrilc Utilitv **49 \")

oACW/CO-PROCESSOR

32016 Co-proeessor £949 (a)
Cambridge Workstation £3450 (a)
X25 Gateway £2175 (b)
10 MHz upgrade for Co-Proc £255 (a)

ACORN IEEE INTERFACE

Allows BBC computer to control any
scientific and technical equipment that
conforms to the IEEE488 standard.
The interface can link upto 14
compatible devices. Typical
applications are in experimental work
in academic and industrial labs. £265 (a)

EPROMS/RAMS

2764-25 £2.80 (d)

27128-25 (12.5 V Vpp) £3.40 (d)

27128-25 (21.0V Vpp) £4.80 (d)

6264LP-15 £2.40 (d)

27256 £5.00 (d)

27512 £9.90 (d)

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15 Roms + 2*8K RAMS £37 (c)
ATPL Battery backup kit £18 (d)

ATPL Board for BBC+ £31 (c)

AMB15 MASTER £380 (a
Master AMB1S includes a free educational/fun software

bundle made upfrom BBC Publications software range.

AMC06 Turbo 65C02 Module £99 (b)
ADC08 512 Processor £189 (b)
ADFI4 ROM Cartridge £13(d) ADJ22 Rcf Manual I £14(c)
ADF10 Econet Module £41(c) ADJ24Adv
ADJ23 Ref Manual II £14(c) Ref Manual £19.50(c

BBC Master View User Guide £8.50(d)

Dust Cover £4.75(d) Viewsheet User Guide £8.S0(d

MASTER ROM/RAM CARTRIDGES
TRCl Tworom cartridge £8.95 (d)
TRC4 Four rom cartridge £11.95 (d)
TRC 32KCartridge inc RAM £29.95 (d)

L£ARN ARABIC WITH
YOUR COMPUTER

Convert your BBC or Master computer to bilingu;
operation with the BABEL Arabic Package.
Beautiful Arabic text. Software developed an
tested in the classroom for 2 years to help the youn
read and understand Arabic.

The package comprises: an easy to insta
EPROM. a set of keycap labels, an instructio
booklet and a disc with absorbing program!
Mastering the Arabic alphabet, Arabic gramma
exercisess, English to Arabic and Arabic to Englis
translation exercises.

The BABEL Arabic Package £70 (d
Other Arabic educational software

for the converted micro; each disc £15 (d
(Please specify 40 or 80 tracks). Send for mot
details.

Master Operating System
(book by David Atherton)

£12.95(01

PRINTER STAND

A new style printer stand with easy paper feed ant
paper seperation. provides complete access U
paper. Can be used with both top and botton
paper feed. Very space efficient. £26 (b



TECHNOLINE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:01-450 9764

MAILORDER
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15 Burnley Road, London NWIO
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For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Access Card

Orders weleome from

government depts &
educational establishments

i l i M i M I i i JJ.

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) C8.00
(b) £2.50
(c) £1.50
(d) CI.00

(Courier)

TECHNOMATIC DISC DRIVES
A range of high quality high performance drives to meet the needs of all BBC Micro Users.

All drives fitted with high quality, slim line Japanese drive mechanism and necessary cables.
"All drives are fitted with high quality slim line ultra low power mechanisms capable of single and double
density operation and offering fast track access and head setting times. Our confidence in their quality enables
us to offer a two year warranty on these mechanisms without any extra charge.
*5.2.S" floppy drives are fitted with 40/80 track switches as standard at no extra cost. The switches are located
in the front and clearly marked to indicate the status at a glance.
'The mechanisms are set inside attractively styled, sturdy metal casings painted in BBC beige colour.
*All drives fitted with all necessary leads and are ready for operation on unpacking. The drives with the mains
power supply are supplied with a mains lead fitted with suitably fused 13A moulded plug.

TS 400

PI) 800P

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:
TS400 400K/640K

PS400 400K/640K with integral
mains power supply

5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:

TD800 800K/128OK

PD8Q0 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply

PD800P 800K/1280K with
integral mainspowcr supply and
monitor stand

3.5" SOT DS Drives:
TS351single40()K/640K

£99 (b)

£109 (b)

£179 (a)

£199 (a)

£209 (a)

£75 (b)

PS351 single 400K/640K with
integral mains power supply

TD352Dual800K/1280K

PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply

PD853 Combo Dual 5.25V3.5"
drive with psu.
DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER
(Suitable for DFS & ADFS)
TDM2
Dual Unit: 2 computers/one drive unit

TDM4

Quad Unit: 4 computers/one drive unit

£99 (b)

£129 (b)

£169 (b)

£209 (a)

£69 (b)

£119(b)

TECHNOMATIC WINCHESTERS

Technomatic offer the most popular
range of Winchester Drives for BBC
Micro Systems at competitive prices.

All Winchesters are supplied with:

1. ADFS Roms

2. Front End Utility for the Master.
This utility enables the total con
tents of the drive displayed in icon
format indicating the type of data in
each file. Any file can be loaded by
pointing the cursor at it.

Enquire for larger capacity Winchesters.

P20HD TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester Drive £429 (a)

P40HD TECHNOMATIC 40 Mbyte
Winchester Drive with Acorn ADFS
ROM £749 (a)

P204HP TFCHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester and a SOT DS floppy Drive
built in a monitor stand. Includes
ADFS Rom. £635 (a)

P2041HT As P204HP but also with a
10 Mbyte tape streamer backup unit\
and backup utilities. Includes ADFS '
Rom. £1179 (a)

TS10 10 Mbyte Tape Streamer Backup
unit with utilities. £599 (a)

Following the tremendous demand for our
P20 HD Unit we are pleased to announce the launch

of the P30 HD - a 30 MByte Hard Disc Unit including
our WIMP software and the ADFS Rom if specified.

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
74440TSSDD £8.50 (d)
74540TDSDD £10.50 (d)
74680TSSDD £11.50 (d)
747SOT DSDD £13.25 (d)

3.5" Discs in packs of 10

80TSSDD £15 (d)
SOT DSDD £19.50 (d)

(Add £1 for library case packing)

TFC10 10 Mbyte Prc-formattcd
Cartridge for use with P204IHT and
TS10. £19 (d)

Technomatic Winchesters can be adapted
to operate with the S.I Research FileServer
by internal modification. However this
must be specified at the time of ordering,
otherwise the drive has to be returned to us
for modification.

Adaptor for SJ FileServer £28

WINCHESTER Drive Multiplexer
These units let you share aWinchcs-
ter drive between a number of com
puters. Full details on request.
TWM2 for two computers.
TWM4 for four Computers.

BULK DISCS

£99 (b)
£149(b)

50 5.25" 40 T single sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £25 (b)

(b)

(b)

(d)

(d)

(0

(c)

(c)

(c)

50 5.25" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £36

50 3.5" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box.

FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD

CLEANING KIT

5.25" Kit with 20 disposable discs

3.5" Kit with 20disposablediscs

DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340 Lockablc 40 \ 3.5"

DB550 Lockable 50x5.25"

DB570 Lockablc 70x5.25"

DB5100 Lockable 100 x 5.25"

£60

£12.50

£14.00

£8.50

£6.50

£8.50

£10.50

2—
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I
PRINTERS

EPSON LX800 £195 (a)

EPSON FX800

An enhanced version of 1X85.
Calllor details. £299 (a)
EPSON FX 1000
An enhanced version of IX105.
Call fordetails. £405 (a)
EPSON EX800 £409 (a)

epson fxiooo £549 (a)

Colour oplion for EX800/EX 1000. £59 (b)

EPSON LQ850 £439 (a)
EPSON LQ1050
As LQ800 bin wider carriage lor 136
columns. £529 (a)

TAXAN KP815

Enhanced KTSlOwith I60epsand
full IBMcompatibility. £269 (a)

TAXAN KP915
Enhanced KP9I0with I80cpsand
lull IBMcompatibility. £369 (a)

National Panasonic KXP 1081

Now supplied with a BBC printer
lead and our WYSIWYG Rom. This

rom provides one of the most
powerful and versatile printer drivers
for WPand BASIC, (see description
elsewhere in the directory) £149 (a)

STAR NL 10(Parallel Interface) £179 (a)

STAR NL 10 (Serial Interface) £219 (a)

INTEGREX Multicolour Inkjet
printer.
Ideally suited for high res colour VDU
screen dumps. Quilcness & consistent
outputarcmajorcharacteristics. £54) (a)
BBC Screen dumpfor Integrcx. £15 (d)
BROTHER HR20
8K buffer standard expandable to
16K. Parallel & Serial ports as
standard. £349 (a)

NAT PANASONIC KX P3131

Daisy wheel printer with 38K buffer,
17 cps, bi-directional, parallel
interface £249 (a)

JUKI 6100 Daisy wheel printer
15 cps, 2K buffer, switchable 10/12/15
cpi proportional spacing, underlining.
Parallel interface. £295 (a)

Parallel Printer Lead (1.2m) £5 (d)

MODEMS

All modems listed below will be

BBC data lead.

MIRACLE WS4000 V21/23

MIRACLE WS3000 V21/23

MIRACLE WS3000V22

MIRACLE WS3000 V22 bis
(All modems are BABT approved)
BBC Data Cable for WS3000/4000

MIRACLE WS2000V21/23
BELLstds

WS2000 Auto Dial Card

WS2000 Auto Answer Card

WS2000SK1 Kit

WS2000 User Port Lead

supplied witha

£135 (b)
£244 (b)
£409 (b)

£537 (b)

£7(d)

£92 (c)
£27 (d)

£27 (d)
£5 (d)

£5(d)

TIME WARP

Real Time Clock. Plugs into the user
port, battery back up as standard,
includes manual, demo software
including a diary/planner application
program

PLOTTERS

£29 (d)

Hitachi 672XD A3 4 Colour 11PGL £465 (a)
(variety of pens available)
Plotmate A4S £282 (a)
Plotmate A3M £431 (a)
Larger Plotters available. Please enquire.

PRINTER SHARERS &
BUFFERS

TSB256 Printer Sharer Buffer

Provides a massive buffer size of

256K and connects three computers
to one printer. Autoswitching between
computers, facility to print copies. £189 (b)

BUFFALO PB Buffer

Parallel buffer for internal filling to
most Epson printers. Simple to instal.
PBI28(I28K) £89 (C)

PERIPHERAL & COMPUTER SHARERS
High quality switches lo allow the user lo switch
between computers, printers, modems etc. Fully
shielded metal cases, all lines lulls switched,

2Computers 101 Primer 36v36-2

3Computers toI Primer 36v36-3

4Computers loIPrinter 36v36-4
2Computers 2Primers X-over 36v36-x

BBC Cable set 3toI(lmea)

BBCCableset4tol(lmea)

BBC Computer Sharer: TCS26
1 computer to 2 printers fitted with

BBC cable

Paper & Labels
Plain Ian fold paper wilh microperforation

Parallel Serial

£25(C) 25v25-2 £25(c)
£39(C) 25v25-3 £39(c)
£45(C) 25v25-4 £45(c)
£49(c) 25v25-x £49(c)
£24(c)
£30(c)

£21 (c)

2000sheets9| -II"
2000sheets 141 > II"

1500sheets A4 90gsm

Labels/1000
Single Row 31x1 7/16"
Triple Row 2 7/16" x I 7/16"

£12
£18.50
£18.00

(£3.50)
(£4.50)
(£4.00)

£5
£5 IS

PROGRAMMING

ACCESSORIES/SOFTWARE

Compatible with B, B+ and Master

EpromRyter (Epromer II)
Eprom Rytcr is compatible with
BBC Master only. Sec page 7.

Upgrade of Epromer 11 to Eprom Rytci
(Please return your Epromer II)

EPROMER II

MPROMER

META ASSEMBLER

PORTAL EPROM

EMULATOR 512K

TEAM Disassembler

EPROM ERASERS

UVlB6cproms, safety cutout

UVTT 6 eproms, timer, safety cutout

£89 (b)

£49 (b)

£89 (b)

£49 (c)

£145 (b)

£245(b)

£145 (b)

£47 (b)

£59 (b)

MONITORS

BBC lead incl with all monitors

MICROVITEC 14" RGB Monitors
Please specify plastic or metal case.

Microvitec 1431

Standard Resolution 453 pixels

Microvitec 1431AP
As 1431 + composite video and sound
input

Microvitec 1451
Medium Resolution 653 pixels

Microvitec 1451AP
As 1451 + composite video and sound
input

Microvitec 1441
High Resolution 895 pixels

Philips 14" RGB
Med Res, high contrast screen. TTL/
Linear Input. Mono/Colour Switch
Sound Input. Seperatc controls for
brillance and contrast.

Microvitec 20" RGB/PAL/
Audio Monitors

Microvitec 2030CS
Standard Resolution RGB/Comp
Video

Microvitec 2040CS
High Resolution RGB/Comp Video

TOUCHTEC-501
Brings genuine touch screen operation
on metal cased-Microvitec monitors,
incl utilities disc with starter and
development programs

TAXAN SUPER VISION 620
12" Hi Res/Hi Contrast

Option to switch to green/amber
BBC/IBM Compatible

TAXAN SUPER VISION 625
12" Super Hi Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to mono
BBC/IBM compatible.

12" MONOCHROME MONITORS

TAXAN KX 117

Hi Res green etched screen

TAXAN KX 118

Hi Res Long Persistence (P39)

TAXAN KX 119

Hi Res amber etched screen

PHILIPS BM 7502
Hi Res green screen.

PHILIPS BM7522

Hi Res amber screen.

PHILIPS BM 7542

Hi Res White screen.

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base (14" plastic
monitors)

Philips Swivel Base
Monitor Stand Models B & B +
Monitor Stand Master ,
Double Tier stand Models B, B + or
Master

Taxan RGB Lead
Microvitec Lead
Monochrome BNC/Phono Lead

£179 (a)

£199 (a)

£225 (a)

£255 (a)

£359 (a)

£195 (a)

£380 (a)

£685 (a)

£239 (b)

£269 (a)

£319 (a)

£85 (a)

£90 (a)

£90 (a)

£69 (a)

75 (a)

£79 (a)

£17 (c)
£10 (c)
£10 (c)
£13 (c)

£24 (b)
£5 (d

£3.50 (d
£3.50 (d)
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All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
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Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Courier)
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Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments(near Edgware Road •©•)

CAD/DRAWING PACKAGES

NOVACAD
Cad Package for B, B & MASTER.
(See page 5 for specification)

Tracker Ball/Mouse Version (TM)

TM Version plus Tracker Ball

TM Version plus Mouse

Plotter Driver Generator

MOUSE

AMX MOUSE with SUPER ART

(psc specify B, B+ or Master)

STOP PRESS (Pagemaker)

EXTRA/EXTRA

(utility for the Pagemaker)

MAX

STAND ALONE MOUSE

(includes horizontal scroll lock)

RB2 TRACKER BALL
RB2 Tracker Ball with Icon Master

(for B, B+ & Master)

RB2 Tracker Ball with Cursor Control
Rom

(for Master only)

RB2 Tracker Ball "Stand Alone'
for use with NOVACAD & other

software)

£49 (d)

£94 (d)

£79 (d)

£15 (d)

£59 (d)

£32 (d)

£19 (d)

£17 (d)

£34 (c)

£59 (c)

£59 (c)

£47 (c)

Cursor Control Rom for Master £12.50 (d)

MIRRORSOET ELEET

STREET EDITOR £35 (d)

CP/M SOFTWARE

Send for details on our full range of
CP/M & PC DOS packages for
Business, Communications & High

Level Languages.

Please sendfor details on our range of CP/M
software for Acorn/Torch Z80 2nd Processors

BBC SOFT/FIRMWARE

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

VIEWSTORE £37 (d)
STARdataBASE £39 (d)
MASTERFILE II £17 (d)
ACORN OVERVIEW PACKAGE

Special Offer £69 (b)
(RRP £86)

WORD PROCESSORS

ACORN VIEW PROFESSIONAL (BBC) £85 (c)
VIEW 2.1 £35 (d)
VIEW 3.0 £48 (C)
VIEWINDEX £12 (d)
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER

GENERATOR £7 (d)
VIEWSPELL £29 (d)
DOT PRINT PLUS £28 (d)
WORDWISE £24 (d)

WORDWISE PLUS £38 (d)
WYSIWYG PLUS £21 (d)
SPELLMASTER £47 (d)

INTERWORD £39 (d)
WORDEASE £24 (d)
SPELLCHECK III £31 (d)
EDWORD II £43 (c)

SPREADSHEETS

VIEWSHEET £37 (d)
WINDOWMATIC £15 (d)
VIEWPLOT £22 (d)
INTERSHEET £37 (d)
INTERCHART £26 (d)
ULTRACALC £26 (d)

MINI OFFICE II DISC Version

For B& B+ 40T or 80T £14.75 (d)
For Master 80T £17.30 (d)
ForCompact £19 (d)

MINI OFFICE II ROM Version

ForMaster, Compact, B+ &B £48 (c)

LANGUAGES

META ASSEMBLER £145 (b)
TEAM DISASSEMBLER £145 (b)
MACROM £33 (d)
ACORN MICRO PROLOG £62 (d)
ISO-PASCAL £51 (C)
ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR £30 (d)
OXFORD PASCAL

(40or 80T)Specify Bor B+ £36 (d)
OXFORD PASCAL »0 /.••.
for Masier tC>Z t°'
ACORN LOGO £46 (c)
LOGOTRON LOGO £55 (c)
BBC PUBLICATIONS OPEN LOGO £59 (c)
ACORN LISP ROM £39 (d)
ACORN FORTH ROM £39 (d)
ACORN COMAL ROM £39 (d)
MICROTEXT £52 (c)
MICROTEXT PLUS £229 (b)

COMMUNICATIONS

TERMULATOR

COMMSTAR II

COMMUNICATOR

MODEM MASTER

COMMAND

MASTER TERMULATOR

UTILITIES

ACCELERATOR

ACORN BASIC EDITOR

MONITOR (BBC Pub)

BROM PLUS

SLEUTH

TOOLKIT PLUS

TOOLBOX 2 (BBC Pub) Manual
Cassette

ACORN GXR GRAPHICS ROM
specify B or B +

PRINTMASTER

PRINTWISE
DUMPMASTER

FONTWISE PLUS

HERSHEY FONT CHARACTER
GENERATOR

ICON MASTER
MOVIEMAKER

Two Roms 4 Cassette

ADV TELETEXT UTILITIES ROM

£25 (d)
£28 (d)
£49 (d)
£11 (d)
£34 (d)

£34.75 (d)

£49 (d)
£24 (d)
£19 (d)

£26.50 (d)
£23 (d)
£31 (d)

£9.50 (d)
£9(d)

£24(d)

£24 (d)
£24 (d)
£26 (d)
£17 (d)

£18 (d)
£29 (d)

£26 (d)
£7.95 (d)

COMPACT (all on 34" disc)
ARTROOM £27 (d)
FONTWISE+ £22 (d)
FONT EDITOR £22 (d)

RAMROD £37 (d)
BROM PLUS £32 (d)
MACROM £37 (d)
BETABASE £27 (d)

WHITE KNIGHT MKII £16 (d)
BBC PUBLICATIONS

BUNDLED SOFTWARE £18.50 (d)

BBC PUBLICATIONS
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

A series of programs developed in many cases along
side Radio & TV programmes by BBC's Education
Department which supplement the classroom studies
by moving and colourful displays helping in clear
understanding of a variety of subjects. Some packages
also include audio cassettes.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

ASTRONOMY £11 (d)
COMPUTERS AT WORK Aud/EC/disc£16 (c)
PICTURE CRAFT Disc£17 (d)
INTRODUCING GEOGRAPHY Disc£16 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 1 Cass£8 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 2 Cass£8 (d)
NUMBER GAMES Cass/EC£7.50 (d)
USING YOUR COMPUTER Cass£24 (c)

SECONDARY LEARNING

TECHNOLOGY &DESIGN Ptl £21.50 (c)
ELECTRIC FIELDS

ADVANCED LEVEL

STUDIES: STATISITICS

ADVANCED STUDIES:

GEOGRAPHY

INSIDE INFORMATION

Book£8(d)
SCIENCE TOPICS (ST)

S.T.:WAVES

S.T.:RELATIONSHIPS

S.T.:BONDING

S.T.:ELECTROMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM

S.T.:ELECTRONICS IN ACTION Disc£14 (d)
S.T..NEWTON &THE SHUTTLE Disc£19 (d)
S.T.-.ECOLOGY Disc/EC£19 (d)
S.T.:POLYMERS Disc/EC£19 (d)
S.T.:CLASSIFICATION &

PERIODIC TABLE

S.T.:FOOD & POPULATION

SEC.SCIENCE

MICROTECHNOLOGY

SEC.SCIENCE:THE

MOLE CONCEPT Disc/Aud/EC£16 (c)
GENERAL

VU-TYPE PROFESSIONAL Disc£19 (d)
WHITE KNIGHT MKII

(for compact)

BATTLEFIELDS

A VOUS LA FRANCE

£10.50 (d)

Disc£23 (d)

Cass£10 (d)
Prog Cass£10 (d)
AudioCass£5 (d)

Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)

Disc£14 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Disc£20 (d)

Cass£7 (d)

Disc£16 (d)
Cass£8.50 (d)

Cass/EC£17 (d)
Book£5.25 (d)

Audio Cassettes

(2)£7.50 (a)
Additional chargesfor discs £9.00 (d)
DEUTSCH DIREKT Disc/aud/EC£16 (c)

Book£5.95 (d)
MODEM MASTER £11 (d)
Cassette based programs listed above can be supplied
on disc at an extra charge of £1.50 per disc and please
specify the format required 40 or 80T.

m
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BBC COMPUTERS & ECONET CENTRE
17 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED Tel: 01-208 1177

305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

t

BOOKS

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES
6502 Assy Lang Prog £19.95
6502 Programming... £13.95
8086 Book £23.95
Acorn BCPI User Guide £15.00
Acorn FORTH £7.50

Acorn LISP £7.50
Acorn ISO Pascal Rcf Manual £10.00

Intro to COMAL £10.00
Intro to LOGO £7.50

Micro Prolog Ref Manual £10.00
Introduction to Turbo Pascal £14.95

Prog the Micro with Pascal £8.50
The Supervisor's BBC Micro £10.95

BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS
Inside Information £8.95
Maths Prog in BBC Basic £7.95
The Friendly Computer Book £4.50
Toolbox 2..'. £10.95

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY
Advanced Sideways Ram User Guide £9.95
Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
Applied Assembly Language on the BBC ...£9.95
BBC Micro Advance Programming £9.95
BBC Micro Ref Guide (B Smith) £10.95
BBC Micro Sideways ROM's RAM's £9.95
Guide to the BBC Rom £9.95
Beginners Guide to W.P £7.95
Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering Interpreters & Compilers £14.95
Master Operating System £12.95
Mastering View, Vicwsheet & Viewstore....£12.95
View by B. Smith £12.95
View 3.0 User Guide £9.00
Viewstore User Guide £9.00
Viewsheet User Guide £9.00
Wordwise Plus £9.95
SOUND & GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics & CAD Fundementals .£9.95
Mastering Music £6.95

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS
Advanced Disc User Guide £16.95
Disc Book £3.50

Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Disc Systems £6.95
File Handling on the BBC £6.95
Discovering Disc Drives £POA
Practical Disc File Techniques £5.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £12.95
Mastering DOS plus £12.95

APPLICATIONS
Interfacing Proj for BBC £6.95
BBC and Small Business £5.75
The Software Business £5.50

Mastering Operating System

(David Atherton) £12.95

WYSIWYG PLUS

WYSIWYG PLUS is a printer and screen
utility for Wordwise Plus, View, Interword,
and Basic users, supplied on a 16K Eprom. To
obtain a particular printer effect, such as
enlarged text, it used to be necessary to discover
the appropriate 'printer control code' from
your manual and incorporate it into your text.
Secondly, you had to print several trial copies
in order to position the effect correctly in
relation to the rest of your text.
WYSIWYG PLUS simplifies this trial and
error approach using easily remembered
""commands. For example, ""ENLARGED not
only selects enlarged text on your printer, but

uniquely shows you double width characters on
your screen, even from within Wordwise
Plus!

WYSIWYG PLUS incorporates a logo editor.
Just draw your design on screen using the
arrow keys, and save the results. Use the
""GRAPHICS command to incorporate your
design anywhere in your text; position and see
your design in your text before faithfully
reproducing a hard copy.
There is also special help for daisy wheel users.
The ""WHEEL command will prompt you to
change daisy wheels whenever a change in type
style is about to occur.

WYSIWYG PLUS is designed to work with the following systems:

BBC Model B 6502 Second processor, WYSIWYG PLUS workspace is relocatable.
BBC Model B+ Turbo coprocessor
BBC Master 128 All printers (Except lasers)
BBC Compact

WINDOWMATIC

All users of Acorn's VIEWSHEET speadsheet
program will be aware of its powerful
windowing facility which allows the screen
and/or printer to be configured in up to 10
seperate windows taken from anywhere in the
sheet. They will also be painfully aware of how
difficult and time consuming it is to set up a
required display. Although VIEWSHEET
allows configurations to be saved to the media,
it does not have provision for deciphering
them.

WINDOWMATIC has been produced with the
intention of rectifying these shortcomings and
to bring out the very best from
VIEWSHEET.

WINDOWMATIC provides a quick and easy

VU-TYPE
Do you have finger trouble when typing?
Do your letters look like this?

Dear Sor,
I wuold like to

then you need:
VU-type, a complete touch typing program produced by
BBC/Pitman.

It allows you to learn at your own pace and has a wide
range of exercises. Screen displays show the keys you
have pressed and it will report on your speed and
accuracy.

Supplied on a 40T Disc with a manual.
Available at a special price of £7.50(d)
instead ol" the usual £15. Offer valid while stocks last

way to configure screen and printer allowing
complicated documents and reports to be set up
much more easily. It displays complete text
information on all 20 windows and accurate

graphic representation of the screen and printer
output.

The package includes a screen dump routine
for Epson printers and allows use of other
printer dump packages.
WINDOWMATIC is compatible with BBC
Master and BBC B +. A 6502 2nd processor
must be fitted to a model B to run

Windowmatic. Windowmatic is fully
compatible with Turbo and 6502 2nd
processor.

The program is supplied on disc with a
comprehensive manual.

EDUCATIONAL/FUN

SOFTWARE BUNDLE

Wordmover

Wordplay
Pantrv Antics

Drawstick
Locomotion

These programs are supplied from the BBC Publications
Educational Software range and will be supplied on a
5.25" disc for BBC Master, B + and B and on a 3.5" disc
for the Compact.

5.25" Disc £17.50(d)

3.5" Disc £18.50(d)
(Normal RRP over £40>

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

EPSON ACCESSORIES:

Interfaces

8143 RS232 £30 (d)
8148 + RS232 + 8k £65 (d)
8I77P NLQ for FX80 +/FX100 + ..£99

(d)
Parallel & Serial Buffers of various

size also available.

LQ800 Tractor Feed £47 (b)
LQ1000 Tractor Feed £52 (b)
SHEET FEEDERS:
LQ800 £135 (b)
LQlOOfl £179 (b)
EX800 £135 (b)
EX 1000 £309 (b)
FX800 £135 (b)

FX1000 £179 (b)
Ribbons:

RX/FX100/100+. FX105 £7 (d)
RX/FX80/80 +. FX85 £4 (d)

LX80/LX800 £4.50 (d)
LQ800 £8.50 (d)
LQ1000 £10 (d)
EX800/1000 £7.50 (d)
HI80 Pen Set (Aqueous/Ball point)

£8.25 (d)
HITACHI 672 Plotter

Aqueous Pen Set six pens ....£18.50 (d)
Oil Based Pen Set six pens ...£25.00 (d)
TAXAN CANON Accessories:

Ribbon, KP810/815/910/915 £6 (d)
Star Printer

NL10 Sheet Feeder £52 (b)
NL10 Ribbon £4.50 (d)
National Panasonic KX PI080/81
Spare Ribbon £4.50 (d)
KXP3131 Tractor £90 (a)
KXP3131 Sheet Feeder £189 (a)

JUKI 6100
Tractor Feed £149 (a)
Ribbon (Carbon) £2.00 (d)
Sheet Feeder £219 (a)
BROTHER HR20

Tractor Feed £116 (a)
Spare Ribbon Nylon £3.00 (d)
Spare Ribbon Carbon £4.50(d)
INTEGREX INK JET COLOUR

PRINTER

Spare Ink Cartridge Black £9 (d)
Spare Ink Cartridge Colour £15 (d)
Paper Roll £7 (d)
Printer Leads:

BBC Parallel Lead (1.2m) £6 (d)
PAPER & LABELS

Plain Fanfold paper with micro
perforations:
20(H) sheets 9J" x 11"60 gsm/sq m ..£12
(£3.50)
2000 sheets 144" x II" 60 gsm/sq m

£18.50 (£4.50)
1500 sheets A4 90 gsm £18 (£3.50)
Labels/1000:

Single ROW3J x 1,74" £5.25 (d)
Triple Row 2tV x i ,76 £5 (d)



TECHNOLINE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:01-450 9764

RETAIL SHOPS

15 Burnley Road, London NWIO
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Doilis Hill O)
West End Branch PXt

XLX TTTTTTTT mini

ED

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Access Card

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a)£8.00(Datapost
(b)£2.50
(c)£1.50
(d) £1.00

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NWIO 1ED

Telex :922800

305 Edgware Road, London W2
Tel:01-723 0233 I 1 I I I

(near Edgware Road •&•)

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments

NOVACAD
Computer Aided Draughting for the BBC Micro

11 Novacadcandrivea plotterto providedrawings ofa liigliquality...
Novacad is excellent. It is flexible, genuinely ettsv to operate
without much practice, and a pleasurelo use. J5 Beebug December 1986

A sophisticated CAD package with unique facilities which are
generally confined to the professional CAD packages costing
thousands of pounds.

NOVACAD is being used in widely differing fields ranging from
leading British industries for producing engineering drawings to
Accountants' offices for producing flow charts. Architects,

ti Novacad is a professional package, well worth the £90 for the
ROM and disc and is expandable to suit your own particular
requirements. I would have no reservations if I heard Novacad
called, "the best on the market". " A&B Computing August 1986

engineers, plumbers, kitchen planners and many other
professions requiring easy to use facilities for producing
professional quality output are making extensive use of
NOVACAD's unique features. NOVACAD is proving to be a
invaluable teaching aid in technical schools and colleges simply
because of the ease with which it can be used.

NOVACAD'S MAJOR FEATURES

Simple and easy to use with logical command
sequence.

A large drawing area (approx 15 screens).

The ability to create complex icons (upto 500
lines instead of the usual 15 to 20 pixels),
store them in a library and recall them at
different scales and orientations.

A zoom facility allowing magnification of up
to 20 times to insert finer details.

Block copy of shapes on the screen for
repetitive use.

Text entry at any 90° orientation at any
position on the screen.

Create multi layer drawing with 8 levels
available.

Full compatibility with the BBC range with
minimal hardware requirements yet having
the capability of exploiting the potential of
the extra shadow memory or the second pro
cessor's memory and speed.

Printer routine for Epson 80 and 136 column
printers.

A unique optional facility to output to any
BBC compatible plotter.

Cursor control from keyboard, tracker ball or
mouse.

Plotter Driver

Generator £15(d)

NOVACAD is compatible with all BBC
models fitted with Acorn DFS. It has
minimum hardware requirements of a
single drive and a Epson compatible printer
to get started though NOVACAD will
utilise fully a dual drive system and 65022nd
processor or the shadow ram on the B-f
series. To obtain high quality drawings we
recommend a BBC compatible plotter and
our plotter driver generator.

With basic BBC B, NOVACAD operates in
mode 4 allowing use of any 2 colours. With
shadow memory of the BBC+ or the Master, it
can also operate in mode 0 for higher resolution
or mode 1 for allowing use of any 4 colours, and
it will provide additional user memory for more
complex drawings.

6502 second processor or the Turbo on the
Master will also increase ihe drawing speed con
siderably.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Plotter driver generator is available as an
optional extra to configure a plotter routine for
any BBC compatible plotter. Pre-configured
programs for the popular plotters like Epson HI
80, Hitachi 672, Plotmate, Penman and HP GL.
This program allows the drawing to be scaled to
the maximum plotter size thus enabling drawing
of A2 and A3 sizes to be produced with equal
ease. The zoom facility will enable inaccuracies of
drawing on the screen to be eliminated.

BBC SPARE PARTS

BBC B & General

Power'Supply £52.00 (b)
Keyboard Connector ..£5.00 (d)

Complete Keyboard..£52.00 (b)
Keyswitch (state type).£1.75 (d)
Modulator UM1233....£4.80 (d)
Video ULA £18.00 (d)

Serial ULA £14.00 (d)

1.2 OS £15.00 (d)

BASIC II ROM £22.00 (d)

DNFS ROM £17.50 (d)

ADFS ROM £26.00 (d)
6502A £5.50(d)

4816 RAM £2.50 (d)

17.734 MHz Xtal £2.50 (d)

16MHzXtal £12.50 (d)

8271 £40.00 (d)

6522A £5.50 (d)

6845SP £6.50 (d)
DS3691 £4.50 (d)

88LS120 £6.50 (d)
LM324 £0.45 (d)

SAA5050 £9.00 (d)

UPD7002 £7.00 (d)

NE555 £0.50 (d)

68B50 £2.50 (d)

74ALS245 £5.00 (d)
WD1770 £24.00(d)

68B54 £8.00 (d)

75159 £2.20 (d)

76489 £4.00(d)

BBC B +

Keyswitch (state type).£1.75 (d)
Modulator UM1233....£4.80 (d)
B+OS £18.00 (d)

4864-12 £3.00(d)

PAL16RH £18.00 (d)

1770 DFS ROM £17.50 (d)

BBC MASTER

Power Supply £65.00 (b)
Keyboard Connection .£3.75 (d)
Keyboard £65.00 (b)
Keyswitch (state type).£1.75 (d)
1 Mb OS ROM £39.00 (d)

CF30060 ULA £10.00 (d)
CF30047ULA £15.25 (d)
CF30048 ULA £15.25 (d)

CF30049 ULA £15.25 (d)

CF30050ULA £19.75 (d)

CF30058 ULA £15.00 (d)

6818 £4.00(d)
65SC12 £15.66 (d)

50464 £3.50 (d)
74F00 £1.00 (d)

74F74 £1.40 (d)

74HCT253 £3.50 (d)

9637 £2.00 (d)

32.768 MHz Xtal £2.00 (d)

2nd PROCESSORS

ULA (512) £34.00 (d)

ULA (6502 & Z80)...£28.00 (d)
Power Supply £42.00 (b)

4-4-W-
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EpromRyter
^Highly sophisticated & Advanced Programmer

;: Handles all current single rail Eproms

*State of the Art Programming Algorithms

EpromRyter is a powerful eprom programmer designed for use with the
BBC Master Computer. It takes full advantage of the latest
developments in the eprom technology and the extra facilities on the
Master to provide fast, simple and efficient programming and editing
facilities.

The software is totally menu driven and on screen help messages make the
programming simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the Master through 1 MHz bus. It is
mains powered with its own psu. 3M Textool zif socket has been fitted to
ensure consistent and reliable service over long periods.

NEW

low price

£89 . vat

The single rail eproms handled by the KpromRyler are:
• 2716 2732 2764 27128 27256 27512 27513 2701

2516 2532 2564 (NVIOS & CMOS)
• One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc.

• Also A suffix eproms such as 27XXXA

EPROMER II

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B and B + with thousands in use in
industry, educational and R&D establishments. It offers many of the powerful
features of the EpromRyter and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Full details on request.

META Version III
"All the good features you would expect to find in a good source code editor are
present . . . Mela assembler lives in a different world. It is structured to work
with any new processor. . . as new instruction sets can be added ... as needed
. . . has a well featured editor with colour highlighting, a sound modular
approach." Acorn User October 1986

• Assembles for over 30 popular processors, including Z80,
6800/01/02/04/05/09/11 etc — and 68000 — using native
mnemonics for each processor, eg. LD A, (HL) for Z80 and MOV
AO, $1000 for 68000 etc.

• Fully integrated Editor: four field, all search, search/replace,
block copy, delete, move, marked save, load etc.

• Compatible with Portal Eprom Emulators and Team
Disassemblers.

• Send object code in Intel Hex, S-Record, straight binary etc. down
to discs, RS232, parallel port, Eprom Emulators etc — a" during
Assembly.

• Over 50 directives included as standard: handling nestable macros,
conditional assembly and- twenty types of table definition
directives.

• 32 bit labels; 31 character names. Arithmetic and Boolean
arithmetic to 32 bits.

• Modular source code with numeric and string parameter passing.
• Serial communicator area with eight options lines: echo, control

code trap, LF supression/addition etc.
• Over 500 in use throughout the world in universities and many

different industries.
• Two 16K Roms, two 80 track discs, A4 ring-band manual,

function-key strip.

PORTAL EPROM EMULATORS

• Emulates 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512 eproms at 150ns
Access time.

• Load at 4Kbytes/second — No "erase" time.
• 28 pin header plugs into Eprom socket on target system — status

monitored on 13 Leds.
• Fully software controlled from Meta Assembler.
• 100 times faster than standard EPROM program/erase cycle.
• Fully CMOS compatible; draws no power from target system.
• Four portals may be independently programmed off same user-

post cable.
• Complete with all cables, manual and disc.
PORTAL512 (2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512).

The main features of the programming software are:

* Device, function and voltage selection from ihe computer keyboard.

* Continuous display of the options selected.

* All eproms uplo 27512 (64K) programmed in single pass.

* Automatic Intelligent identifier support for eproms able to respond.

* Selectable programming voltage 25/21/12.5V

* 3 programming methods: Normal, Intelligent & Pulse (30 see for a 27128).

* Serial port protocols supportedincl Intel Hex & Motorola S.

* DFS, NFS, ADFS and Rom Filing System Supported.

* BASIC/Machine Code programming using Kl S.

* Powerful editor with input in HEX or ASCII. * Full editable 64K file.

* Block move o( data within the address range.

* User can select any section of the eprom from single byie to the full address

range to blank ehcek/burn/verify. Facility to program single bytes makes

program development/amendment simpler.

* Multiple loading for ROM Filing System

Home of tilt abovefeatures apply l<> Muster Computers only

TEAM DISSASSEMBLER

The third part of the Universal Development System: a Meta
labelling dissassembler.

Supports 1802, 8080, 8085, HD64180, Z80, 65XX (includes
65 col, 6511 etc), 68XX (includes 00, 01, 02, 03, 08 etc):
• Up to 64K of object code translated back into META

compatible source code modules: labels automatically
inserted on all jump targets, memory references etc.

• Pre-editing stage allows marking of object code areas as
byte, string, word, long word etc, tables. These areas dis
assembled into appropriate directives instead of garbage
mnemonics.

• Reconstituted source code ready for immediate re-assembly
by META.

• Omniversal search/replace for re-naming arbitary label
names with meaningful ones.

THE TECHNOMATIC BBC CATALOGUE

REVISED AUTUMN CATALOGUE

This advertisement can only shown an example of the range of
products stocked by Technomatic. So send for our latest Autumn
BBC catalogue providing detailed information and prices on BBC
Computer Systems, Peripherals, Software and Books. Inside you'll
find a £20 voucher discount offer.
Technomatic is a BBC Computer and Econet Referral Centre
providing a professional and reliable service to the BBC user. To
obtain your free copy please complete and return the coupon below

NAME

ADDRESS.

.Post Code.

Return to Technomatic Ltd, 17 Burnley Road, London NW10 1ED



Puma Electronics
NEWLY APPOINTED ACORN DEALERS

CUMBRIA SOFTWARE Acorn*
SYSTEMS LTD., ^d^^^^M
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE APPOINTED

ACORN APPROVED DEALERS FOR CUMBRIA, SOUTH SCOTLAND
AND WEST NORTHUMBERLAND.

PLEASE PHONE US ON S? 06977 3779
FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTING REQUIRES.

CCS LTD.
10 WOODLEIGH WALTON

BRAMPTON

CUMBRIA CA8 2DS

'ARCHIMEDES

IN

STOCK & WIDE

RANGE OF PERIPHERALS

EBBS Bulletin Board Software

for the BBC 'B' & MASTER

WHY BUYTHE REST WHEN EBBS ISTHE BEST!!

' Full Colour.
' Four methods of filetransfer including X-Modem and

Prestel file transfer.

Works in both Viewdata and scrolling ascii modes.
Unlimited number of msg areas available including
private areas allowing for Closed User Groups.
Allows use of external programs whilst on line.
Supplied with a suite of editors

ONLY

£25

MrCEvenson
4DuchyCresent
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD9 5JN

Telephone: EBBS//1-0274 541156
1200/75 300/300 8N1

VOICE-0274 544409

THE NEW ACORN DEALERS OF BEDFORDSHIRE
COME IN AND SEE THE NEW ARCHIMEDES

• Master 128 and Master
Compact available

• We are also Atari dealers

• Computer sales and service

• BBC, Spectrum, Commadore,
Amstrad

• And most computer peripherals

• ACORN APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE

• We also have a selection of
refurbished computers in stock

2A KIMBOLTON RD
BEDFORD

TEL: (0234) 60673

Each Computer Complete With:
* 64KB +MOTHERBOARD * KEYBOARD
* POWER SUPPLY AUX POWER SOCKET
* ABM OPERATING SYSTEM
* ACORN 1770 DISC FILING SYSTEM
* BASIC LANGUAGE * MANUAL
* TV CABLE * 12 MONTH WARRANTY

NOTE:These are not imports from;
Germany.America or India.

EDUCATION AND VOLUME DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

PLUS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Ifvou are not completely satisfied (Goods are to be returned by
insured parcel post, postage paid, goods should be in as new condition
and returned within 10 working days)

Computers
Cross Park House, Lowgreen,
RawdonLeedsLS19 6HA
Tel:(0532) 502615. Telex:51311 RELAYS C.

ACORN USI-R FEBRUARY I988

r Please post to Oak Computers. Cross Park House. Low Green.
Rawdon, Leeds LS196HA ^**fflW!

Product Price
P&P

(UK Mainland Onlyi
VAT Total Price

Acorn B +Computer £275.00 £800 £42.45 £325.45

Please tick prefered method of payment
lprefer to pay by VISA fj ACCESS •

Card No

Please find enclosed a Cheque/Postal Order

1 I I I I I I ICard Expiry
J—I—I 1 1 1—I—I Date

Signature . Name-
OLOCKLEnEnS PLEASE

Card Address/Address

l_ . Postcode

E3
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STARWORD - THE ELECTRON WORD PROCESSOR -
NOW ONLY £19.95

130.00 + VAT inc. Carriage

To quote a well known phrase, "You only get what you pay for"
This we feel sums up SLOGGERS pricing policy. Our goods may not always be the cheapest, but the products are most certainly the best.

THE PEGASUS 400 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM

Unlike our competitors, only top of the range products are used resulting with a specification bettered by none. The system consists of
THE SLOGGER 40/80 Track double sided 5.25" Disk Drives which maintains

• 400k storage per disk
• Manufacturers (NEC/TEAC) 1 year guarantee
• Internal Power Supply unit (built to BS 415)
• Compatibility with the inexpensive (yet most reliable) 5.25" disks
• Reliability at 3 m/s step rate (fourtimes faster than some drives)

The SLOGGER PEGASUS Disk Interface which boasts
• Excellent Computer Aided Design (CAD) production
• Acorn approved design and standard WD1770 floppy disk controller
• NEW Type-Ahead facility when used with Master RAM Board
• 90 page'documentation usually provided as a separate purchase
• Compatibility with the ACP ADFS Version 1.1, which offers a total

640k when used with SLOGGERS 5.25" Disk drive.

The SLOGGER SEDFS ROM, about which the Electron User magazine enthused

"I can recommend SEDFS unreservedly" "Anyone considering upgrading to disk, SEDFS is the logical choice"
The quality of SEDFS speaks for itself, unlike other filing systems it offers
• No loss of Electron memory, PAGE=&EOO (not &1DOO)
• Full Acom DFS (BBC Model B and MASTER SERIES) compatibility
• All utilities built in, requires no additional menacing utility disk
PEGASUS 400 £149.50 (inc. VAT)
PEGASUS INTERFACE £74.95 (inc. VAT)

ACORN ELECTRON
COMPUTERS

These computers are fully tested and guaranteed and can
be purchased direct from SLOGGER or through certain
dealers. The demand for this computer has prompted
SLOGGER to offer both the TURBO ELECTRON and the
64k ELECTRON as well as the standard 32k ELECTRON.

32k Electron

TURBO Electron (switchable)
64k Electron (switchable)

ONLY

64.00

85.00

99.00

GREEN SCREEN MONITORS

SLOGGER has an offer a limited quantity of Green
Screen monitors. These monitors are ideal for Word
Processing in 80 column mode giving good clear
consistant text.

A MUST for VIEW or STARWORD users.

Complete with all cables suitable for the Acom
Electron computer (or BBC)

Fully tested £79.00 inc carriage.

MASTER RAM BOARD
Upgrade your Electron to a 64k Machine

using 32k of STATIC RAM

Installation service (see details below) for those not confident
of desoldering the 6502 Microprocessor.

• Fits inside the Acorn Electron, uses no cartridge ports
• Compatible with ALL reliable Electron hardware (except

TURBO DRIVER)
• Compatible with ALL Electron software, switching

between 64k mode, TURBO mode (yes ... the TURBO
DRIVER IS BUILT IN), and normal mode.

• For correctly written software, HIMEM is ALWAYS AT
8000 in 64k mode so leaving 28000 bytes for BASIC or
WORD PROCESSING in ALL screen modes

• Doubles the speed of Word Processing
• Up to 300% speed increase for games
• Additional 12k for use as Printer Buffer with Expansion

ROM 2.0

THE COMPLETE DISK SYSTEM UPGRADE

Imagino. .400Kol memory instantly available...
Games loaded in seconds..
Word Pioccsr.ir'ci files loaded or saved in seconds...
BASIC progii'n . loaded or saved In seconds!!!
This Is Burpowr ol tho disksystem.
Requiring either tho ROMBOX PLUS ortheACORN PLUS 1.SEDS iscomprised otIhe following:
.- High quality 40-80 switchablo doublesided5>/4 Inch, BBC compatible drive wilh built inpower supply unit
- Tho Sloggcr Electron DiskInterface (SEDI)
- ThoSloggerElectronDiskFiling System (SEDFS)

SEDS ONLY C199.95

SEDI
SLOGGER ELECTRON DISK INTERFACE

Theunit Illsinto theROMBOX PLUS orACORN PLUS 1andprovides thesignals tocontrol anystandard 5'/4oi
3V2inchdrive. Supplied complete with SEDFSinstalled with appropriate documentation

SEDI ONLY E74.95

SEDFS
SLOGGER ELECTRON DISK FILING SYSTEM

* FULLY ACORNDFS compatible
* OSWORD 7D, 7E and 7F implementation
* FORMAT and VERIFY and other utilities built in
* Page EOO NO LOSS OF ELECTRON MEMORY
* OPT commands for faster drives
* FULLY compatiblewithBASIC Filingsystem commands
* FULLY compatible with machine codeprograms
* TAPE to DISK available (T2SEDFS)
« Excetanlcomprehensive90 page documentation.
'SEDFS isso good that Icanteasily find fault mm il.Ihe manual isquite simply Ihe beslotthetype Ihave soon.

lo suit everyone hornthe beginner to the professional.'

*7?ie SEDFSperformed admirably throughout. .'
-Anyone considering upgrading disks,SEDFSis the logicalchoice."

-Ican recommendSEDFS unreservedly::. ElectronUser.June 1937

* Guaranteed lo upgradeyourElectronwitheitherthe MasterRAMBoardor ElkTurboDriverAND
RETURN IT WITHIN 7 DA YS OF RECEIPT.

* Includes Postage paid BOTHWAYS(using FREEPOST) and 1 YEARSGUARANTEE.
PLEASE NOTE. ..ItyouownaPLUS 1,pleasesendItwith your Electron tobetestedtoensure reliability at
high speed

OrderMR1 - Master RAM Board Installed- only£59.95

Pa/col Post
Amount of

postage to bo
paki',y
licensee

Date stamp

Postage Forward Parcel
Service

Licence no. GJC1

SLOGGER LTD
107 RICHMOND ROAD

GILLINGHAM
KENT

ME7 1BR

mi
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ROMBOX PLUS

SLOGGER's answer to PLUS 1

Q. Why not buy the ACORN PLUS?
A. Because, "excellent though the PLUS 1 is, I thinkthere is stillroom for

improvement"said the Electron User magazine.
The ROMBOX PLUS has this improved specicification:

1. Four ROM/RAM sockets to free the cartridgeslots for more important add-ons.
Each socket can take the usual 8K/16K ROMs but can also take 16K RAMs
offering a staggering 64K SIDEWAYS RAM.

2. The PLUS 1 cartridge slots.
3. The PLUS 1 Centronics printer port.
4. The Expansion ROM 2.0
5. Switched Joystick interface available.
6. Analogue Joystick interface still under development.

Still only £54.95

SLOGGER EPROM
CARTRIDGE

• Carrys TWO 8k/16k ROM/EPROM software
• Compatible with PLUS 1, ROMBOX PLUS

and BBC Master.
• Simplyplugs into cartidge slot.

£10.00 FOR LIMITED PERIOD

ELECTRON

TAPE TO DISK ROMS

Version 2

' Transfer the majority of protected Tape
software to disk (including ELITE)

T2P3 for the Acorn PLUS 3

T2CU for the CUMANA DFS

T2P4 for AP4 and E00 DFS

T2SD for the Solidisk DFS

T2SEDFS for the SEDFS

Only 24.95

* Upgrade Version 1-2
only 5.00 with original ROM

OPUS CHALLENGER ADFS
At last! ADFS power for the CHALLENGER 3
* TOTALLY compatible MASTER DFS software

* TOTALLY compatible MASTER ADFS software
Order

MASTER DFS & ADFS 34.95
(CHALLENGER 512k ONLY)

CHALLENGER 256k — 512k UPGRADE KITS
... Only 29.00

Also available 120 pages
covering DDOS and CHALLENGER

DDOS REVEALED - Only 7.95

COMING SOON

CHALLENGER 4
... expandable 1 Megabyte RAMdisc

SEND

FOR

THEM

TODAY

Cheques payable to
SLOGGER LTD

| | Access No

• Vba
Name„

Address

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
FOR ROMBOX PLUS or ACORN

PLUS1

• Uses inexpensive ATARI-type joysticks.
• Compatible with ALL Tape and Disk systems
• Emulation of keys by Expansion ROM 2.0
• Can be used with well written games either

WITH OR WITHOUT A JOYSTICK OPTION.
"T/ve ultimateJoystick Interface".. .A&B July
87
"Well worthsaving up for, I can recommend it
to all Arcade addicts".. .Electron User May 87

ONLY £14.95

• Requires Electron Expansion 2.0
... only £5 with this unit

JOYSTICKS

Switched Joysticks for the Slogger Joystick
Interface.

Quickshot I £4.00
Quickshot II £6.00

ROM SOFTWARE
STARSTORE 2
SEDFS upgrade ROM
for CUMANA owners

***BARGAIN CORNE
STARWORD Word Processor

STARSTORE Database

STARMON Machine code Monitor
STARGRAPH Graphic Utilities
PRINTER ROM SimplifiedPrinter control
STAR TREK Machine code disassembler
ELKMAN ROM/RAM Manager
PDG Printer Driver

£29.95

24.95

£19.95

C9.95

£9.95

£9.95

£9.95

£9.95

£9.95

£9.95

PRODUCTS
5.25" 40 80 Track D/s disk drive inc. PSU
3.5" 40/80 Track D/S disk drive
inc. PSU
Printer lead
(tor ROMBOX P.US/PLUS1)
Electron Advanced User Guide
Vine Micros ADDCOM
Vine Micros MATRIX ROM
USER PORT
Cassette Leads
Electron PSU
Plus 3 PSU
Acorn Data Recorders

£149.00

£140.00

£9.95
£3.95

£28.00
£36.00
£29.95

£2.95
£9.95

£14.95
£24.95

Allprices include VATP&PUK Mainland only

Expiry Date PLEASE SUPPLY

1

2

3

4

Cost

£

£

£

£

£.

Total £-

Ptecao send ordersto SLOGGER LTD. 107RICHMOND ROAD, GILUNGHAM, KENT

ORN I ISER I•I.HKb.MO 1988

32K SIDEWAYS RAM
CARTRIDGE

for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

• Ever popular on the BBC.
• Best used with EXP ROM 2.0

(1) Save ROM backups for loading into
Sideways RAM
(2) Set up a 16K Print Buffer

• Splits as 2 x 16K pages.
VIEW and VIEWSHEET in one slot!!!

• Write protect option .. . prevents corruption
of software.

"A verypowerfulpiece of hardware"
.. .Electron User July 87

ONLY £34.50
(£39.50 with EXP ROM 2.0)

EXPANSION ROM 2.0

for the ROMBOX PLUS and PLUS 1

• Support Printer Buffer with8K/16Ksideway
RAM or 12K with MASTER RAM BOARD.

• RSAVE command to save ROM images to
Tape or Disk.

• RLOAD command to load Sideways RAM
with a ROM image.

• ROMS command to displays ROM/RAM in
system.

• JOYSTICK command for the SLOGGER
Joystick Interface.

• Allows cassette loading in high resolution.
• Supports all standard functions (Printer,

ADC, RS423).
+ Simply fits into internal ROM socket.
"There is room for improvement in the
operating system. No doubt this was the idea
behind Expansion 2." Electron User, July 87.

ONLY £11.95

SLOGGER'S
AUTHORISED

DEALERS
ABERDEEN
Micro Logic
0569 66233
BIRMINGHAM
Allen James Computers
021 778 5737
BRISTOL
Avon Computer Exchange
0272 637981
BURNLEY
Atomic Computer Systems
0282 54299
BYFLEET
Calancraft
0932 342137
CARDIFF
Computer Exchange
0222 483069
CARDIGAN
Cardigan Electronics
0239 614483
CHESHAM
Reeds Photo a Computinq
0494 783373
CROYDON
Computer Centre
01 683 2646
FAREHAM
Project Expansions
0329 221109
FARNHAM
Farnham Computers
0252 723107
GLASGOW
Computer Depot
041 332 3944

LEICESTER
DA Computers
0533 S49407
LONDON
Compuface
01 580 0181

MARKET-HARBOROUGH
Harborough Computers
0858 63056
MERSEYSIDE
Compshop
051 639 3041
NEWBURY
M&S Associates
0635 45774
OLDHAM
Home & Business
061 633 1608
SHEERNESS
Swaletek Systems
0795 665530
STOCKPORT
Dram Electronics
061 429 0626
TELFORD
A1 Computer Supplies
0952 502737
TROWBRIDGE
West Wilts Micros
02214 62759
WARRINGTON
Cheshire
0925 414109
NETHERLANDS
Vclobyte Computers
Rotterdam 010 413 8197

MAIL ORDER ONLY
MILTON KEYNES Toworhill 0908 74246
mHEboPSL.?1!! Son»a"> °G2S S28885
NETHERLANDS Compumasters 31 10 436 18 00

SLUGGER
Tel: 0634 52303

65



Watford Electronics
Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England ,

a A Tel: Watford (0923) 37774 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: 01 950 8989 [•
rVCOffiS BY POPULAR DEMAND OUR SHOP IS NOW OPEN UNTIL 8PM EVERY THURSDAY [
Thp choice ^" Pr'ces exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request. The choice

>f Experience Credit Card Orders (ACCESS &VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours) ^e'eit^erlenceOf Experience Credit Card Orders (ACCESS & VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours)

rchimedes micro
The Acorn Archimedes range of microcomputer
comprises of four machines - the 305 and 310
with 0.5 and 1 MB of RAM, and the 410 and 440,
with 1 and 4 MB. All have 0.5 MB of ROM and one
3.5" floppy disc drive of 800K as standard. The
440 also has a Winchester drive of 20MB - ail
mounted internally.
They have separate keyboard and a three button
mouse as standard. The Keyboard is compatible
with the new IBM ATE layout, with 12 function
keys.
The standard display is a high resolution mono
colour monitor. A colour, multifrequency monitor
is optional.
The screen modes include:
• 80 x 25 or 32 characters, in 2, 4 or 16 colours
for wordprocessing, etc.
• 132 x 25 or 32 characters, for spreadsheets,
etc.

• Up to 640 x 256 dots X 256 colours (with
single frequency monitor) and up to 640 x 512
dots x 16 colours (with a multi frequency moni
tor), for graphics, etc.
The sound system can have upto eight channels
playing at once, from up to 32 instruments or
voices, using waveform synthesis and stereo
output.
The outlets for the monitor, printer, serial port
and audio are all at the rear, and have industry
standard connectors.
The 410 and 440 have a backplane for four expan
sion podules and the circuitry for a Winchester
disc drive as standard.
The complete operating system - including
Window Manager and Desktop - is in 0.5 MB of
ROM. It can access directly all the RAM that can
be fitted (upto 4 MB).
The Advanced Disc Filing System uses robust,
pocket-sized 3.5" discs with a new 800K format,
but also reads, writes and formats the 640K discs
used by the Master series. As well as 25% more
capacity, the new format allows almost four
times the data transfer rate.
A battery-backed clock-calender, and CMOS RAM
to hold configuration setting is standard.
Expansion is via internal plug-in boards
(podules). which connect with the backplane.

ARCHIMEDES PRICES
305 Series

• Entry System
• with Green Monitor
• with Colour Monitor

£699
£749
£899

310 Series

• Entry System
• with Green Monitor
• with Colour Monitor

£775

£825
£975

310M Series

• Entry System
• with Green Monitor
0 with Colour Monitor

410 Series

£835

£885
£1035

• Entry System
9 with Green Monitor
• with Colour Monitor

£1399
£1449
£1599

440 Series

• Entry System
• with Green Monitor
© with Colour Monitor

£2299
£2349
£2499

• 0.5 Mb RAM for 305
• Podule Backplane
• ROM Podule
• Archimedes Ref Manual

£85
£37
£37

£20
ARM Assem. Lang Prog Manual

(Securicor carr. £7 on Micros)

£12

Podules expected this year (from Acorn unless
stated) include:
• 2nd 800K floppy disc drive

(for 305, 310 & 410) £125
• Econet Network Board £43

A Computer for BUSINESS, RESEARCH,
EDUCATION & HOME USE

• Backplane for 2 podules, with fan
(305,310) £49

• I/O Podule (with User port, Analogue port
&1 MHz bus) £79

• MIDI add-on to I/O Podule £29
• ROM Podule (takes five 8 bit ROMs,

of 16,32,64or128K) TBA
• Modem Podule (Beebug) TBA
• Real time Video Digitiser (Watford) TBA.
• Sound Sampler (Armadillo) £78
• Speech Podule (Tubelink) TBA

Due in the 2nd quarter 1988

PC Podule, with 10 MHz 80186, 640K and floppy
disc interface, (for all models). This should run
about 3.5 times as fast as an IBM-PC. Fully IBM
compatible.

SPECIAL OFFER
With every Archimedes Micro purchased irom
us, we are giving away absolutely FREE a 5%",
double sided disc drive with PSU. (1 Megabyte
unformatted), plus the special Archimedes
interface cable, worth £125.
(P.S. This offer does not apply with 0% finance
scheme mentioned below).

0% (APR) FINANCE
For a limited period. Watford Electronics are
able to offer the Archimedes range of
microcomputers at 0% (APR) finance. Credit
facility available for up to 12 months, subject to
status. Please inquire for further details.
(Watford Electronics are Licenced Credit
Brokers/

f&*
CREDIT TERMS now available.
Please telephone or write in for
further information.

What Archimedes does
and can do

The software on the welcome disc includes four
applications.
"PAINT" is a simple mousedriven art package,
operating in the 640 x 250 x 16 colour screen
mode. Images can be produced without any
programming and saved to disc for use
elsewhere.

The sprite editor allows sprites to be created
pixel by pixel in the 640 x 256 X 16 and 256
colour screen modes. It can also be used to edit
pictures from "Paint". The results can be used
in Basic programs for animated graphics.
The Font Designer allows you to design
individual letters and symbols - and save them
together as a font". They may be "anti-aliased",
for even better appearance on screen.
The Music Editor allows you to enter music in
standard notations, with upto four "parts", and
save it to disc. It may be played via the internal
speaker (in mono) or via external headphones
or hi-fi (in stereo). The voices or instruments (or
which there are nine as standard), and their
volume, tempo and stereo position may all be
varied while playing.

BBC Basic 5
This is upwards compatible with earlier
versions, so most programs written in them will
run - though far faster. Even using a 305, upto
370K is available in Basic. It also affords access
to all the new graphics, windowing and sound
facilities - as shown by the applications on the

Welcome Disc. As well as being in the system
ROM, BBC Basic 5 is provided on disc for
loading into RAM because it then runs about
40% faster. This speed makes it the FASTEST
MICRO IN THE WORLD". BBC Basic 5 includes
an in-line Assembler.

WORDPROCESSORS

Wordwise + £20
Image-Writer £26
Interword ROM £39
View £50

DATABASES

System's Database
Alphabase
Viewstore

£26
£43

£52

SPREADSHEETS
Intersheet ROM £39
Viewsheet £50

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

Interchart ROM
System's GammaPlot

INTEGRATED PACKAGES
Logistix - Database, Spreadsheet time
management & Business Graphics

ACCOUNTS PACKAGES

Medow Computers' suite of 4 Modules
Minerva's suite of 5 Modules

ART & DESIGN

Artisan

GAMES

Zarch

£25

£30

£99

P.O.A.

£34

£17

EDUCATION

A great many packages are expected in early
1988. The topics include: Business Studies,
Maths, General Science, Biology, Physics,
Chemistry, Economics, Geography, History &
Music.

PC EMULATION

The Acorn PC Emulator (for 310, 410 & 440),
includes MS-DOS 3.21 and is available NOW at
f99. It runs most MSDOS and many PC-DOS
applications (which number over 10,000).
Compared with IBM PC, this all-software
emulator can calculate about half as fast, and
write to the screen about a quarter as fast. This
makes it more suitable for running
spreadsheets (such as Lotus 1-2-3) than
wordprocessors (such as Wordstar). However it
includes utilities for copying disc files between
DOS and ADFS formats, so t,hat data may be
transferred to and from Archimedes
applications. The 3.5" discs used by the new
IBM PS/2 models, and by many DOS portables,
may be read, written and formatted directly.
5.25" discs require an additional, external drive,
which is available as an option. The PC Podule
(due second quarter '88), will run very much
faster.

£99

LANGUAGES

Acornsoft ANSI "C", ISO-Pascal, Fortran 77.
Cambridge LISP and PROLOG X are all
available now at £95 each, as is the Twin Editor,
at £29. These require at least a 310. The ANSI
"C" affords access to all the graphics,
windowing and sound facilities of the
Archimedes and executes at exceptional speed
- 14 to 26 times that of a PC, 5 to 10 times that
of an AT. and as fast as most 386 machines.
(For demonstration, call in at our retail shop.

If you require technical literature, then simply
telephone us).



Archimedes to BBC SERIAL LINK
Using this simple data link, it is possible to
solve all your BBC to Archimedes data transfer
problems. The kit is supplied with two disks,
one 5.25" for the BBC, the other 3.5" format for
the Archimedes, and the necessary cable to
connect the two computers. Using this package
it is possible to transfer any data from the BBC
to Archimedes at upto 19200 baud.
By far the easiest way to transfer data to your
new computer.

Only £25

Archimedes 5V*"/3V2" Disc drive

Interface

With this interface it is possible to connect
almost any 5V*"I^Vt" disc drive with its own
power supply to the Archimedes. Upto FOUR
drives nan be connected and NO SOLDERING is
involved. Supplied complete with necessary
lead.

Only £25
Note: This is not simply a lead. Attempting to
connect an external disc drive by direct
connection may result in damage to your
Archimedes.

BBC MASTER

BBC MASTER 128K Micro incl.
Acorn's: View, Viewsheet, ADFS,
BASIC Editor & TERMINAL £379

SPECIAL OFFER
FREE ... £105 worth of Hardware

& Software

Gemini's OFFICE MATE & OFFICE MASTER
packages on Disc consisting

of: Database, Spreadsheet, Beebplot
graphics. Accounts packs:.Cashbook,
Final Accounts, M'ailist, Easyledger,
Invoice & Statements, Stock Control
and Watford's 3'//', double sided I

Megabyte (unformated) single disc drive
complete with cables, ready to connect to

the micro - with every BBC Master
purchased from us this month.

BBC MASTER with Turbo Board +
above SPECIAL OFFER £475

512K Processor Add on Board
"inc. Mouse and GEM package" £185
BBC AIV (Domesday) System £4479

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
Turbo 65C102 Add-on Module £95

Econet Module for the Master £40

Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £7.50
Quad ROM Cartridge for Master £12
Universal Processor Adaptor £75

Reference Manual I (No VAT) £14

Reference Manual II (No VAT) £14

Advance Ref. Manual (NoVAT)£19

64K Upgrade Kit for B* £32
Acorn 1770 DFS Kit complete £41
ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC £42
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available

Z80 Acorn 2nd Processor package £325
ARIES' Professional IEEE Interface £238

Acorn IEEE Interface Complete £265
Morley Teletext Adaptor with ATS Rom £99

BBC MASTER COMPACT
All Master Compact Microcomputers are
supplied complete with an integral 3V?" Disc
Drive and various educational and professional
bundled software.
System 1 Standard Package £310
SysiemlA System 1 - TV Modulator £322
System 2 System 1 + Green Hires Monitor

£364
System 3 System 1 - Medium Res Colour

Monitor £478
RS232 Kit for BBC Compact £25
Additional 3VV Drive for BBC Compact £90

(Securicor carriage C7)

CO-PRO Adaptor

Now for the first time you can add the Master
Co-processor boards, to your standard BBC
model B, or B Plus. With this brand new launch
from Watford Electronics you can attach any
BBC Master co-processor to the original BBC
Micro. Once again Watford strides ahead with a
new concept in BBC B Micro add-ons. This
unique external Co-Pro Adaptor, is protected by
patent applications.
Use the super fast Turbo Board with your BBC
B, it is much faster than the 6502 2nd processor
superseding it.
With the 512K addon your standard BBC
machine achieves IBM PC compatibility at a
realistic price running GEM, Lotus 123 and
many other programs. Included with the 512k
package is a high precision mouse and the
Digital Research GEM suite of software; GEM
Desktop, GEM Write GEM Paint. This requires
both the 1770 DFS and the ADFS to be fitted to
your computer.
To use other co-processors you require a BBC B
with DNFS 1.20 or higher, or BBC B I fitted with
1770 DFS 2.20 or greater. Co-processors work
exactly like a second processor.
Master owners may use Co-Pro to add a second
Co-processor externally.
Watford, brings power to your BBC at only:

£35 (carr £5)

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

The 80186 Co-Processor
This package consists of the Master 512 board.
Watford Co-Pro Adaptor, 1770 Disc Upgrade
and Acorn ADFS. The Master 512 board using
the 80186 16 bit Processor at 10MH7 and
running Digital Research DOS Plus, gives a high
degree of IBM compatibility at an extremely
reasonable price. Included in the 512k package
is a mouse and the amazing Digital Research
GEM suite of software; GEM Paint, GEM draw
and GEM desktop giving a complete Mouse
Icons environment (All other GEM packages will
work on the 512k). Famous packages that will
work with the 512k board include Wordstar,
Dbase II. Lotus 123 and many others. The only
requirement to upgrade any BBC Model B to
this system is you must have twin 80 track disc
drives. —.»_.».

£259

65C102 2nd PROCESSOR
This amazing package consists of the Acorn
65C102 'Turbo' Board, the Watford Co-Pro
Adaptor and Acorn 1.2 DNFS ROM The 'Turbo'
board, running at 4MH/ with 64k of additional
RAM will increase the speed by between 50 and
200% depending on the application running,
and allow a BASIC program of upto 44k in any
screen mode. Simply by plugging in the Co-Pro
and the DNFS ROM with its special Tube host
code and you massively increase the power of
any Model B.

£135

SPECIAL OFFER
EPROMs for BBC's Sideways ROMs

2764-250nS £3.00
27128-250ns£3.50

RAMs (Low power) for ATPL. WATFORD, etc.
Sideways ROM Boards

6264LP (8K) £2.50
2 x 6264LP (16K) £4.80

<^Z88 Sinclair's
^ Portable Micro

Watford Electronics announce a very special
new - and affordable portable microcomputer,
tailor-made for the BBC Micro user on the move
- the Cambridge Z88.

The Cambridge Z88 is a versatile portable
micro, bursting"at the seams with built-in
software ready and waiting for you to use at
the push of a button. There is BBC BASIC, a
word processor, a database, a terminal, a filer a
diary and a calculator, all integrated and all
inclusive!

The Cambridge Z88 uses just four AA
batteries, and from this it will store all of your
programs and files on a built-in RAM disc, so
there are no cassettes to worry about or discs
to lose.

The LCD display is particularly impressive,
using state of the art Supertwist technology, the
display is sharp at all times, and clear under
even the worst lighting conditions.

The word processor is based on Acorn's View
package; View is the most popular word
processor available for the BBC Micro, and files
and programs written on the Z88 can be
transferred to and from the BBC Micro with
consummate ease.

The Pipedream word processor is possible
the single most powerful package written for a
portable yet1 Being an integrated Spreadsheet
and word processor you can combine text,and
numbers to create stunning reports, timetables
or simply letters in a variety of column widths
(up to 80 column) and numeric data can be
freely sorted searched and calculated INSIDE a
text file - a feature only previously available on
much more expensive software packages
tunning on large machines.

Nearly all of the 32K memory is available as
the RAM Disk, although additional memory
packs of 128K are also available, just plug them
into the machine (no soldering - no screwing)
and you have four times the memory you had
before, all of which is available to the Word
Processor.

Connecting the Z88 to the BBC Micro is easy;
by plugging "in the RS232 cable from the Z88
into ihe RS423 socket in the back of the BBC
Micro, a data exchange as fast as 19200 baud is
achieved, making the Z88 a fast machine for
data transfer

Custom software is available for the BBC
Micro enabling automatic transfer of files to
and from the Z88 with automatic conversion
and full error checking. The connecting lead
plugs straight into the back of the BBC Micro
and into the side of the Z88 to form a reliable
data link faster than some disc drives1

The Z88 is rugged, reliable, lightweight and
compact. It is considerably lighter than all othei
portable computers currently available, and
because it doesn't need disc drives, it is more
reliable than any PC "laptop" portables making
it especially useful to the BBC Micro owner
away from work or home
home.

Here's what A&B Computing had to say
about the Z88:

"The Z88 is an especially worthy machine to
have on the move because the files it creates in
Pipedream are directly compatible with View
Professional... you can write a full report using
all of the facilities of Pipedream, port it across
using the BBC link software and load it into
View Professional".

"The Z88 is surprisingly easy to connect to
the outside world - it simply has oodles of
RAM disc (up to three megabytes) which can be
plugged into the machine".

Need we say more7 The Cambridge Z88 - a
very special computer. Our Managing Director
likes it so much that, he uses it!

Price:£250 (carr £4)

FREE

As an introductory offer, we are giving 4
Rechargeable Batteries absolutely FREE with
every Z88 Micro, purchased from us this month.

ACCESSORIES
Mains Adaptor
32K RAM Pack or EPROM Pack
128K RAM PaclCor EPROM Pack
Z88 BBC Link
Z88PCLink

Z88 EPROM ERASER
Serial Printer Cable
Parallel Printer Cable
Z88 Modem

£8.65
£17.35

£43.40
£21.70

£21.70
£34.75

£8.65
£24.00

£86.90



We stock a range of monitors to suit all needs.
Choice of a monitor is a matter of personal
taste so we recommend that whenever
possible, you ask for a demonstration at our
shop. All Monitors are supplied complete with
BBC connecting leads FREE.

MICROVITEC 14"

• 1431 - Medium resolution as used on the
BBCtelevision computer programme £175

• 1451 - High resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £225

• 1441 - High res, exceeds the capabilities of
the BBC micro £359

• 1431AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £199

• 1451 AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £255

• 2030 CS 20 Med Res £380

• 204 CS 20 Hi Res £675

• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

•# Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239

SPECIAL OFFER
This month, we are giving away absolutely
FREE, our 14" Swivel Base unit worth £16,
with every 14" Microvitec Monitor purchased
from us.

KAGA-TAXAN 12'
TAXAN Super Vision 2 Type 620 Hi-res RGB
Colour monitor. Ideal for Wordprocessing £269
TAXAN Super 3, Type 625 Ultra Hi-res, RGB
Colour) Text mode switch allows
monochrome text display in Green. Amber,
White reverse or White on Blue £319

Philips BM7542 12" Paper White Monitor £75

STAR BUY

PHILIPS 14 Hi-Res. dark glass, attractively
finished*Colour Monitor - supplied complete
with RGB. SKART and Audio/Phono
connectors. A push-button switch toggles
between Hi-Res monofchrome green text-
mode and full colour display.

ONLY £199

ZENITH

"Test Bureau Recommended for use
in Education"

12" high resolution monochrome monitor. Ideal
for word processing as its green or amber
screen is very restful to read. (These are the
same professional quality, stylishly finished
monitors as used in the larger Zenith PC
Systems.)
Green (New Design) Hi-res £69
Amber (New Design) Hi-res £74

LEADS

BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
Skart Monitor Lead £5
RGB lead for KAGA £3

N.B. carriage on Monitors £7 (securicor)

SWIVEL BASES
for Video Monitors

By placing your monitor on one of our
superb swivel bases, you gain the
freedom to adjust the monitor viewing
angle to suit your needs. By doing this,
you alleviate eye strain and reduce back
stress. Our professional type swivel bases
have front adjustable control. This
alleviates the need to lift the monitor
when adjusting the viewing angle.

for 12" Monitors £10 (carr. £2.50)
for 14" Monitors £14 (carr. £2.50)

Anti-Glare VDU Screen
These extremely effective, easy to install, 12" &
14" VDU screens eliminate harmful glare,
improves contrast on colour monitors.
Increases productivity in offices. A must for all
wordprocessor users. Hundreds of these
screens are in daily use in various branches of
one of the leading High Street banks. #•-«

Panasonic KX-P1081

Available NOW at a superbly realistic price, the
KX-P1081 perfectly balances features, quality of
construction and Value for Money to produce
the printer of tomorrow, here today, ready to
sweep the current generation of machines
away.

Ingenious innovation in terms of software
control codes permits great flexibility when it
comes to defining the print style. A nippy 120
cps of clear Draft text backs up the crisp 24 cps
Near Letter Quality text mode, with upto 40
superbly useful downloadable characters. A
delightful range of assorted character widths is
efficiently supported, with sizes ranging from a
broad 5 cpi to petite 17 cpi, EVEN in NLQ mode.
Some of the extensive support for serious use
includes specialised functions to perform
justification, centering and even left and right
ranging. Proportional spacing permit even
greater freedom when it comes to advanced
use. Not only is the full Epson RX compatible
control code set implemented, but extra codes
have also been added to cater for the NLQ
options, etc.

A full 96 ASCII character set is supported,
with an extended set of 32 international
characters and IBM special characters as well as
IBM block graphics characters. A 1K Print Buffer
alleviates much of the wait time normally
associated with printing, whilst the bi
directional logic seeking print head takes the
quickest route to print as required.

(Price inludes, FREE a 4ft Printer Lead, and a
Dump Out 3, Screen Dump ROM worth £35
with every printer purchased from us).

Special Price: £149 (carr. £6)

Panasonic KX-P1082
To complement the hugely popular Panasonic
KX-P1081, Watford Electronics are proud to
announce the launch of Panasonic KX-P1082.
This superb letter quality printer has all the
features of the KX-P1081, plus a draft speed of
160 cps, making it ideal for high through-put
users. This is a similar speed to the Epson
LX800, but has an adjustable tractor feed built
in and all the incredible facilities of the KX1081,
such as variable sized NLQ between 5 and 17
cpi. KX-P1082 represents truly outstanding
value at only £175, way below the price of its
nearest competition. The price includes a FREE
Cable & Dump Out 3 ROM.

Introductory Offer: £175 (carr. £7)

Panasonic KX-P3131
Daisy-Wheel Printer

This low-cost high-performance Daisy Wheel
printer is ideal for anyone wishing to produce
clear, immaculate letters or reports. It delivers,
flawless text at 10, 12 & 15 CPS. Supports
proportional spacing. Is Bi-directional, logic
seeking. Printing speed: 17CPS. Has 6k printer
Buffer. A printer of similar spec could cost a lot
more than our ridiculously low price of:

Only £239 (carr. £7)

FREE 32K extra Printer Buffer with every KX-
P3131 purchased from us this month.

VARIOUS PRINTERS
& ACCESSORIES

• Brother HR15RS232 Daisy Wheel £275
• Brother HR20 Daisy Wheel £349
• Epson EX800 Printer £399
• Epson EX1000 Printer £545
• Epson FX800 Printer £295
• Epson FX1000 Printer £405
• Epson LQ800 Printer £358
• Epson LQ1000 Printer £529
• Epson LQ2500 Printer £790
• Epson LX800 Printer . £180
• EpsonSQ2500 Printer ' £899
• Epson Paper Roll Holder £17.
• EX800/1000 Colour Option £55
• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £18
• EX800 Cut Sheet Feeder £130
• EX1000 Cut Sheet Feeder £195

• FX/LO7LX800 Single Sheet Feeder £135
• FX/LQ1000 Single Sheet Feeder £169
• Hi-80 Refills-Set of 4 Pens £7
• LX800 Cut Sheet Feeder £75

• LQ800 Tractor Feed £44
• LQ1000 Tractor Feed £50
• LQ2500 Cut Sheet Feeder £195
• LX1000 Cut Sheet Feeder £305
• Hitachi 672 Colour Plotter £495

(Securicor Carriage on Printers £7

EPSON PRINTER INTERFACES
All these interfaces fit inside the printer.

RS232 £27 RS232 + 2K Buffer £55
IEEE 488 £65 RS232 + 8K Buffer £75

KAGA/TAXAN PRINTERS
(IBM/Epson compatibles)

Kaga KP815 Printer £269 (carr C7)
Kaga KP915 Printer £350 (carr £7)
RS232 Interface £49
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer £69
RS232 Interface with 16K Buffer £89

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

PRINTER SHARERS
(Ideal for School environment)

Connects Serial Centronics
2 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £25 £27
3 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £36 £35
6 BBC Micros to 1 Printer - £99 •

PRINTER CHANGER
3 Printers to 1 Micro (Centronics) £65

(Cables extra, specify type required when
ordering)

Professional Printer Stand

This new
professional
printer stand
takes hardly
more space than
your printer. Due
to the positioning
of the paper feed

and re-fold compartments ie. one above the
other, the desk space required for your printer
functions is effectively halved. Additional
facilities include: Easy access to paper from
both sides, used with both top and bottom feed
paper and with its dial controlled paper feed
system with adjustable deflector plates it
ensures smooth paper flow and automatic
refolding. £2g (carr. £2.50J



THE EPSON RX-FX-KAGA
PRINTER COMMANDS

REVEALED
So you bought yourself a new printer, because
the salesman in the shop showed you how clever
it is and impressed you with all sorts of printouts
to show its capabilities - he may even have
offered you a special price.

However, now that you have got it home and
connected it to your BBC microcomputer, you are
wondering how to make it perform these magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no clues, and
when you type in the example programs, the
computer throws the LPRINT statements back in
your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400 piece of
high technology refuses even to move its head,
and you have stayed up until 2 in the morning
with copious supplies of coffee, desperately
trying to print something out. Once again,
Watford Electronics comes to your help with our
new book entitled 'THE EPSON FX-KAGA PRIN
TER COMMANDS REVEALED'.

This book describes in plain, easy to under
stand English, how to use and make the most of
your KP810, PW1080A or any other Epson FX80
compatible Printers like Panasonic KX-P1080/1,
etc., with the BBC Micro, both from BASIC and
Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the
maximum in graphics capability from your prin
ter and includes full indexes allowing you to
cross index the numerous commands. Every
command is explained in detail, with an accom
panying BBC Basic program and an example of
its use from Wordwise.

£5.95 (No VAT)

PRINTER LEADS
Centronics lead to connect BBC micro to
EPSON. KAGA, SEIKOSHA. NEC. STAR. JUKI,
BROTHER, SHINWA, Panasonic etc. printers.

Standard length (4 feet long) £6
Extra long (6 feet long) £8
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £9
RS232 Cable P.O.A.
IBM Parallel 1 metre Cable £9

PRINTER RIBBONS &
VARIOUS DUST COVERS

Type Ribbons Dust Covers
BBC Micro _ £3.50
BBC Master _ £4.00
Brother HR15/20 £3.00 £5.00
EX/LQ800 £7.50 £4.50
EX/LQ1000 £8.00 £5.00
FX80/85/800/MX80 £4.00 £4.95
FX100/1000 £7.00 _

Kaga/Texan KP810/815 £5.25 £4.00
LQ2500 . £9.00 £5.50
LX80/86/800 £4.00 £4.50
M1009/GLP £4.00 £3.75
Panasonic KX1080/81 £4.50 £4.75
SQ2500 £25.00 £5.50
Star NL10 £4.00 £4.50
Microvitec Metal - £5.50

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched
and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to
continuous use.

Listing Paper (Perforated)
1,000 Sheets 9'/?" x 11" Fanfold Paper £7

2,000 Sheets 9V/' x 11" Fanfold Paper £12
1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9

1000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £11

2000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £20

Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated leaving
a smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips
are detached).

Carriage 1K Sheets £2.50. 2K Sheets £3.00

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing s heet)

1,000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £5.00
1,000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4.90
1,000 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25

Carriage an 1.000 Labels £1.00

MEGABUFFER 256

This new Megabuffer 256 from Watford is a full
featured 256K Printer Buffer. It allows the com
puter to print 256,000 character in a short time
thus freeing the computer very quickly. In short it
makes light work of printing large documents,
screen dumps, etc. It is extremely simple to con
nect. The features are:

• Low Cost, High performance.
• Improves efficiency by making more efficient
use of computer and printer.
• Compatible with any computer and printer
that uses Centronics Parallel connections
including all BBCs, IBM PCs, etc.
• Total compatibility with all software.
0 Cheaper phone bills when using your
Modems.
• Ideal for those doing large graphics screen
dumps that are slow to print.
• Multi-Copy facility allows you to print several
copies via Megabuffer without going through
your computer.
• Data Dump facility is included.
• Built in test unit for both the buffer & your
printer.

In conclusion it can safely be said that
MEGABUFFER 256 is the ultimate printer Buffer
for both the amateur and professional user.

Only £125 (carr £2)

OFFICE
MASTER

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand Alone"
accounting software package for the cash based
sole trader/partnership business. It is designed
to replace your existing cashbook system and
will provide you with a computerised system
complete to trail balance.
FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data prepared by
the Cashbook module and produce a complete
set of accounts as following: Trial Balance with
inbuilt rounding routine; Notes to the accounts;
VAT Summary; Profit & Loss A/C: Balance
Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program. Enables
you to keep records of names and addresses
and then print, examine, sort and find them, all
with special selection techniques.

EASILEDGER - A management aid software
tool designed to run alongside an existing
accounting system. Essentially a Debit/Credit
ledger system which can handle sales, purchase
and nominal ledger routines to provide instant
management information.

INVOICES & STATEMENTS Greatly reduces
the time and cost of preparing Invoices and
Statements by storing essential information like
customer names, addresses and account
numbers. Has VAT routines and footer
messages facility.
STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to enter stock
received, stock out, summary of stock items
and current holdings together with details of
total cost, total stock to minimum levei. units in
stock ordering, quantity and supplier detail.

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

• DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS
DATABASE - Set up a computerised card index
system with powerful search facilities.
SPREADSHEET - Offers many calculation and
editing features.
BEEBPLOT - Provides visual representation
from Spreadsheet data.

OFFICE MATE Only £10 (Disc)
All prices in this advert are

exclusive of VAT.

NEW LAUNCH OFFERS

Type DP35-800S

A Double disc drive - with a difference! Times
are changing fast for the floppy disk, and whilst
the current standard for the BBC B and Master
Series is the 5.25 inch disk, the standard for the
future will most certainly be the smaller; faster
and more reliable 3.5 inch disks - now a
standard feature of both the Master Compact
and the Archimedes Series.

To support the present disc drive users, and
cope with the future, we have designed our
own plinth-mounted disk system - called the
DP35 800S. it contains both the 5.25 inch and
the 3.5 inch drive formats as well as offer a firm
and rigid support for a monitor on top. With the
BBC Micro underneath, the plinth makes a
surprisingly small footprint on the desk -
leaving you more space to work with.

The 5.25 inch disk drive is 40/80 track
switchable, and has its very own power supply
running independently of the BBC Micro.

Watford's new plinth enables users to read,
write and format disks both in DFS and ADFS
format - currently the accepted standard for the
Master Compact and the Archimedes, it also
enables the user to read disks written for the
Archimedes.

Launch Offer: £165 carr. £7)

CSPM 400/S DISC DRIVE
A single (1 Megabyte unformatted), double
sided, 40/80 track switchable 5'/." disc drive
mounted in a BBC Master Plinth (same as DP35-
800S) but with a blanking plate to add a second
disc drive at a later date. The in-built Power
Supply is capable of running two disc drives.
The unit is supplied complete with cables and a
utilities disc.

Launch Offer: £139 (carr. £7)

30 Megabyte
Winchester Drive

Undoubtedly the best value for money
Winchester Hard disc available anywhere for
the BBC Micro.

This 30 Megabyte hard disc is completely
compatible with the Acorn ADFS - that's why
we have bundled it with each Winchester drive,
along with a full user guide and full utilities
including file copy, 1000K save routines. Format
and Verify - m fact all you need and more.

Finished in rugged metal and fetching BBC
beige, the Winchester has an internal fan, so
quiet you won't even hear it! A switched mode
power supply and a neon-lit on/off switch are
there along wqith a light on the hard disc to tell
you when it is working - just compare the price
with our competitors' 20 or 28 Mbyte discsl

Compatible with the Master, and the BBC B
(with 17'X disc interface).

Launch Offer £449 (Carr. £12)

Phillips 12" PAPER WHITE
Monitor Type BM7542

D
This attractively finished high resolution
monitor, has an anti-glare screen and a tilt
stand for optimum viewing angle. Its 1000 x 850
pixels resolution coupled with high contrast
makes it ideal for both word processing and
graphics. The paper white display is especially
suitable for desktop publishing and CAD
packages. It also has a Video/Audio input.

Only: £75 (carr. £7)



DISC DRIVE SHARER

(Ideal for educational establishments)
At last, a low cost alternative to the Econet system. Watford's Intelligent
Disc Drive Sharer allows you to connect 3 BBC micros (model B, B+ and
Master series) to a single or double disc drive. Running under any DFSor
DDFS, this intelligent unit will automatically queue the computers. Each
computer has a status light dedicated to it. If it is green you will get
immediate access to the disk, and red means that you are next in line.
The unit plugs directly into the disc drive socket on each computer and is
powered by the mains. (N.B. Not compatible with ADFS.)

Launch Price: £59 Price includes 3 Cables

NOW WITH EXTRA FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST - Watford's latest DFS 1.44

• Incorporates Acorn's Official Tube Host Code so that those with 2nd
processors no longer need to waste a ROM socket on the DNFS.

• Option to DOUBLE the speed of BPUT and BGET.

If you already have the Watford Electronics DFS and wish to incorporate
these new facilities then simply return your existing DFS ROM to us
together with £5 remittance for an upgrade. Please pack the ROM securely
and address the package to our Upgrades Dept.

WATFORD'S & ACORN's
SINGLE DENSITY DFS

Watford's popular and widely acclaimed DFS has now been available for
five years and has gained a large following amongst serious and
educational users of the BBC Micro. Owners of Acorn or any other standard
DFS can upgrade to our "Ultimate" DFS merely by replacing their DFS ROM.
See below for this upgrade. (P.S. Watford's highly sophisticated DFS is fully
compatible with Acorn DFS). (not Acorn's 1770 DFS)

9 Complete Disc Interface Kit including DFS ROM and
fitting instructions £46

• Acorn's 0.90 DFS Kit complete £45
• DFS Manual (Comprehensive) (no VAT) £6.95'

(P.S. Our comprehensive DFS Manual covers both
Acorn & Watford DFSs).

9 Watford's sophisticated DFS ROM only £16
• We will exchange your existing DFS ROM for

Watford's Ultimate DFS ROM for only £12
• DNFS ROM only £17 • ADFS ROM only £25
• Watford's DFS is exclusively available from Watford

Electronics and their appointed dealers only. Every
ROM carries a special label with LOGO and serial
number.

V^ WATFORD'S Mk II Double Density
DFS INTERFACE

Many of our customers have wanted to use our superior DDFS and Acorn
ADFS together. Now our Mkll DDFS board has been adapted to allow the
use of Acorn ADFS.

Added features include:
• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our DDFS board.
• Tube host Code - No longer any need to have the DNFS in your machine

to use Co-Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.
• Auto 40-80 Track sensing - no need to fuss with 40/80 track switches

(even works with protected disks).
• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation - ensuring compatibility with

almost all software.
• New low profile - small footprint board.
• Fits with all third party ROM boards.
O Option to double the speed of file handling operations - BPUT and BGET
• Operates in both single and double density modes.
• OSGBPB has been recoded, increasing still further the speed of file

handling.

Please note that not all DDFS's are capable of providing either the full80%
storage increase or of allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows
both of these!
If you already have a DDFS (any manufacturer), and wish to upgrade to our
Mkllversion, then simply return your existing ROM and DDFS board and wt
will supply the new DDFS for only £30.00.

• Special introductory offei £39.001
• DDFS Manual (No VAT) £6.95
• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our [

sophisticated DDFS for only £25.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDFS is a hardware and software upgrade, it is not
possible for existing Watford DDFS users to simply exchange their ROM for
the new version.

SPECIAL DISC DRIVE/DDFS OFFER

Type CLS400 9 The popular Mitsubishi 400k Single Disc
Drive, Double Sided, cased with Cables.
Plugs directly to your Micro.
• Watford's popular DDFS Disc Interface
(allows 720k storage). Will run in both
Single and Double Density modes 40/80
track Software switchable.
• A comprehensive User Friendly Manual.

A Bargain at Only £130 (£6 carr)
(Offer valid while stocks last)

31/2" DISC DRIVE OFFER
These top quality 3'//' Double sided, 80 track, 1

>; Megabyte (unformatted each Disc Drives), are
attractively finished in BBC beige. They are
supplied complete with all cables and a Utilities
Disc. They run directly from the BBC B/Master's
own PSU.

• Single 400K Drive £69
• Twin 800K Drives £126

MYSTERIES OF DISC DRIVES
& DFS REVEALED (BOOK)

Are you tired of faulty cassettes, and lengthy loading times? Do you want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but you get tied up in the plethora of
jargon surrounding the choice and use of these systems.

Then The Mysteries of Disc Drives and DFS Revealed is the book for you. It
explains in detail the different types of systems available, how they are
installed and how to use them. Many examples are given including pre
written programs to call various functions of the DFS available only through
Operating System calls. Different types of disc, 40/80 tracks etc. are all
explained. This book is ideal for the beginner confused by the plethora of
choice available in the marketplace.

£5.95 (Book No VAT)

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in antique brown leather look vinyl. Stores upto 20
Discs. Each disc can be seen through the clear view pocket.

£4

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to dirt. The
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to
use. Available in 3'/?" & 5'/i", please specify.

£7

ANTISTATIC LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS

Gives double protection - Strong plastic case
that affords real protection to your discs.
Antistatic helps avoid data corruption whilst
in storage. The smoked top locks down.
Dividers and adhesive title strips are supplied
for efficient filing of discs.

• M35-holds upto 50 5%" discs £6.00
• M85- holds upto 95 5W discs £8.00
• M25" - holds upto 25 3 V?" Discs £5.50
• M50-holds 50 3'/? "Discs £7.50

" Not lockable

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES

Holds up to 10 5%" Discs. Only £2.00

DISC PLONKER RACK

When using ones micro, there is a tendency to have
more than one Disc on the desk. This exposes them to
the hazards of fingerprints, scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk.
Why not protect your valuable data from all these
hazards with the help of our extremely handy and low
cost DISC PLONKER RACK. It holds up to eight 5V»"
Discs.

Protection at Only: £2

DUST COVERS (For our Disc Drives)

Sinulc C'l.S (without I'SL') £3.20 Twin CLD (without PSU) £3.85
'Single CS (with PSU) £3.95 Twin CD (with PSU) £3.90



Quality Disc Drives from Watford

To help youdecide which drive is the most suitable for your needs (and
your pocket!), we have produced the table below.

The first capacity given in the first column indicates capacity in single
density mode. That within the brackets is the capacity in double density
mode. All disc drive type numbers start with the prefix "C".
Thetinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track (non-tinted) and which are 80 track (tinted). All our 80 track drives are
already fitted with a 40-80 select switch.

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided andwill operate inboth Single and
Double Density modes. Extensive experience of theusage of discdrives
suggests that the JAPANESE drives currentlyrepresent about the best in
terms of speed, reliability and overall "elegance" available for the BBC
Micro.

Various other "manufacturers" of disc drives forthe BBC micro (more
accurately, "packages" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). We buy thehigh quality JVC andMitsubishi drives in large
quantities directly from themanufacturers, package them and sell them at

dealer prices direct to the public.
Ifyou look around the popular BBC micro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the topquality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupledwith the backup
of one of the country's largest distributors of BBC peripherals providesa
superb deal.

Unless you anticipate using dual drives ina fully expanded BBC system for
long periods of time with little ventilation, then we suggest that our ranqe of
"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would bequite
adequate (extensive tests within ourworkshops haveconfirmed this) All
drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc. Cables and
Plugs. The Drives with power supply have a mains moulded plug for safety
purposes. Ideal for Schools &Colleges. We arenowable to supply allsinqle
disc drives with PowerSupply, in eithersingle or dual case. (Dual case has a
twin data cable anda powersupplycapable of driving two disc drives)
allows easy expansion to a dual drive unit, at a later date. Prices stated in
the pricing boxes below are for single drives in standard single cases. Sinqle
drives in a dual case cost an extra t?5. (At Watford we anticipate your needs
of tomorrow, not just today)!

When using a BBC Micro, most people find themselves short ofdesk space.
The Watford s BBC Micro plinths form an ideal wayof recovering some of
this precious space) your BBC, Disc Drive and Monitor can alloccupy the
same vertical footprintand still be comfortably situated. With the Watford
Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted vertically atoneside, leavinq a
very valuable area directly in front of you for suchuseful items as spare
discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc. Follow the trend with Watford
plinth. (Turn to the 6th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our Sy<" Disc Drives with PSU arecompatible with the Compact
Micro. All you require is the special Compact Disc Drive Cables designed by

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

200K

(360K)
CLS 200
£89

CS 200
£98

400K

(720K)
CLS400S
£89

CLD 400
£168

CS 400S

£99
CD400
£188

800K
(1.44M)

CLD aoos
£169

CD 800S
£188

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £43
Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £5 to £6

Prefix C = Cased Drive
L = Less PSU
S = Single
D = Double

Suffix S " 40-80 Switchable

e.g. CLS400S «• Cased Disc Drive, Less power supply unit, single 5'A" 400K,
(720K in double density); Double sided; 40/80 track switchable.

Cable to connect 5W Disc Drives to BBC Compact
Single £9 Twin £12

Special Cable to connect both 3V4" and 5W' Disc Drives
simultaneously to the BBC Compact £13

3M - DISKETTES
3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty from WatfordElectronics
your 3M Appointed Distributor.

9 10 x 5'A"S/SD/D40 Track Diskettes £8.25
9 10 x 5'A"D/S D/D40 Track Diskettes £10.20
9 10 x 5'A"S/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes £12.75
9 W x 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes £13
9 10 x 5'A" 1.6M D/SD/D High Density DiscsforIBM

XTand AT £28
9 10 x 3'// S/S D/D 40/80 track Discs
9 10 x 3'A"D/S D/D 40/80 track Discs

£15

£19.50

TOP QUALITY 3V2" & 5Va" DISKETTES
Tocomplement the range of quality discs and disc drives that WE already
sell, WE are now supplying some special offer packs of 10 high quality
discs. Each Disc has a reinforced hub ring and carries a lifetime guarantee.
These are supplied complete with selfstick labels and packaged in an
attractiveplastic librarydisc box to protect them from damage. We strongly
recommend these Discs.

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, BUY THE BEST

• 10 x M3 3'A"D/S D/D 80 TrackDiscs £18

10 x M4 5'A"S/S D/D 40 Track Discs
10 x M5 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Discs
10 x M7 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Discs
3" Double Sided Discs

£6.50
£8
£9

£3 each

Special BULK OFFER on 5V4" DISCS]
(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100
Type S-S 40T D-S 40T

• Without Sleeves £35 £39
• With Sleeves £38 £42

D-S 80T
£45

£48

ACORN WINCHESTER DRIVES
FILESTORE E01
FILESTORE E20
Acorn 30MB Unit incl. Level Software

£825
£705

£1520

WATFORD'S

WINCHESTER DRIVES

10 Megabyte Unit with ADFS £399

30 Megabyte Unit with ADFS £449'
40 Megabyte Unit with ADFS £749

CDP800S CDPM800S

Twin 800K Double sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted in an
attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the BBC Micro. Supplied
complete with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc. The switches
are mounted on the front panel for ease of use.

CDP 800S for BBC Micro £192
CDPM 800S for Master £196

(Securicor Carr. €7)

(The above drive units are 2 Megabytes unformatted)

ACORN'S Twin 800K
Disc Drives

Specially mounted side by side in a
Master Plinth. Supplied complete
with Cables. Plugs directly to
the Master Computer.

RRPX35TJ

Our Price: Only £182
(carr £7)
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QUEST MOUSE
The ultimate in Mouse technology, the Watfora
Electronics Quest Mouse must be the most
powerful Mouse package yet produced for the
BBC Micro. Featuring state of the art 32K ROM
software the Quest Mouse package is filled with
features essential to the budding artist. The
Quest Mouse is a high precision, low profile
and large footprint mouse. It has three large
comfortable buttons and is smooth and easy to
use on most work surfaces. The Quest Mouse is
FULLY HARDWARE COMPATIBLE with the AMX
MOUSE so that it will work with any of the
AMX range of software.
The two parts of the Quest package are
available separately so that existing Mouse
owners can upgrade to the Watford's
sophisticated Quest Paint software or replace
their existing worn out mice for a minimum
cost.

QUEST PAINT
The Quest Mouse software is supplied on a
PALPROMunit to allow the sophisticated 32K
program to be used from a single ROM socket.
It is compatible with the BBC B, BBC B Plus and
BBC Master Series machines.

The software is used to draw high resolution
Mode 1 pictures in full colour. All menu
selection and control of the drawing process is
performed with the mouse so that you will
hardly ever touch the keyboard.

SOFTWARE FEATURES
The software is far too powerful for us to
describe it fully in such a small space. Below is
a list of the various features. Please write to us
for a fully descriptive leaflet.
Disk interlace not required. Utilities disk has
facility to create and print big screens. Colours
applied can be solid, either pattern of user
defined pattern. Drawing can use brush or
airbrush. Brush shapes can be defined and
stored. Airbrush sprays colour/pattern randomly
with four jet sizes and even or center spread.
Colour cycles. Colour protection to stop
particular colours from being overwritten by
selected drawing actions. All standard drawing
facilities like: rubber, straight pencil lines,
triangles, circles, ellipses, rectangles,
parallelograms, polygons, etc are provided. All
shapes can be solid or just a boundary line.
Once a shape has been set up it can be
repeated anywhere on the screen. Global colour
replace in a rectangle. Powerful fill facility for
areas and vertical/horizontal lines. Full cut and
paste of rectangular areas with rotation and size

• with screens from Watford Beeb Video digitiser.
Load and Save screens with colour pallet
information, save brush and pattern definitions
etc.

Take The Guesswork Out of Selecting a Mouse
Package

With reviews like this how can you go wrong.

Popular Computing Weekly, 9-11 June '87
"What you actually get for your money is a well
built, three button mouse (far superior to the
AMX mouse)."
"Overall the combination of a quality mouse
and decent art package gives Watford
Electronics a real chance of supplanting AMX
as mouse supremos."

Micro User June '87
"Quest Mouse and Quest Paint can hold their
heads high in the market. . ."

|A&B Computing June '87
". . . Watford Electronics, a company famed for
excellent hardware add ons and versatile

software packages. Called Quest mouse, "this is
a very special mouse driven drawing package. .

". . . you will have one of the most comfortable
and professionally built mice I have used in a
long time. The buttons are responsive, the

• mouse movement is smooth and without
directional bias - a pleasure to use."

"What we have here is probably the best art
package there is for the BBC Micro ..."
"Quest Paint is a major leap forward in BBC
programming. . ."
"Quest Paint is an original piece of
programming, it is friendly and well endowed
with many useful facilities. I would comfortably
say it is easier to draw good pictures with
Quest Paint than it is with more expensive
'Professional' art packages for the Atari ST and
the Commodore Amiga. A recommended buy if
you are looking for the best in BBC micro based
art packages".

.Acorn User, September '87
"The mouse (Quest) performs well in the face
of competition from AMX, Wigmore and the
rest..."
". . . this package represents excellent value tor
money. If you are interested in art then this
program is for you to buy".
"Given time, I can see no reason why Quest
Paint shouldn't take on the title of the definitive
art package available for the BBC Micro to
date".

"All in all, Quest Paint is a very professional
package. It contains virtually every feature the
budding artist could require".
"What makes Quest Paint so versatile is the
addition of a sub-menu which allows you
extensive control over each function".
"Until recently, Superart from AMS had been
judged as the definitive mode 1 graphics
package for the BBC micro. But now it has a
serious rival in the form of Quest Paint, from
Watford".

"As a measure of what is contained within
Quest Paint, I would say it had all the features
of Superart plus ..."
"Inmost art packages, provision is given for
drawing triangles and rectangles. Quest Mouse
goes 14 better, allowing any regular polygon of
upto 16 sides".
"One facility, not found on any other Art
package to my knowledge, is the ability to
access a digitiser from within the program".
The reviewer concludes by saying, "The result
is an extremely comprehensive and
professional art package".

John Kilby, Head of Computer Science, Bishop
Wulstan High School, Rugby, writes:
"Quest has been an excellent piece of
equipment. The problem that seems to occur
everyday is that at lunchtime the pupils rush to
the computer room to make sure that they are
first in the queue for the 'Quest' mouse".

. Lt. Cln. C.G. Holton, G2 HQ 1 (BR) Corps, BFPO
39, writes:
"As ever your service is superb and the Quest
Mouse proves every bit as good as the adverts
claim".

Beeblet User Group, New Zealand Oct '87:
"One of its nicer features is that the top menu
is done in Mode 0, the drawing itself is in Mode
I. Thus on screen together are two different
Modes. A neat way around an old problem".

"PAN is used when a larger than one screen
size image is required. The mind boggles at an
A3 size drawing".

"I like it partly because of the mouse itself
which is smooth and easy to handle but mainly
I suppose because of the features I longed for
and previously never got. Its easy to use with
almost everything at your fingertips from the
mouse. The software is simple where needed
and complex where complexity is required".

west

Watford's Quest package is an extremely
powerful and flexible drawing package, with
very wide and unusual features. However, since
its launch various suggestions for even more
advanced & powerful facilities were received
from the Quest users. ConQuest allows you
these more advanced facilities, like, distortion
of a cutout to any shape and a full font
designer. If you also have a GXR ROM in your
machine or you are using a BBC Master then
ConQuest will take advantage of this to give
ellipses at any angle, sectors and arcs, etc.
Quest combined with ConQuest and Acornsoft
GXR ROM make up THE MOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available for the BBC range.
Quest Paint is able to take advantage of almost
any additions to your machine, such as Shadow
or Sideways RAM. ConQuest takes this principal
even further, by utilising the otherwise normally
incompatible Sideways RAM facility by holding
pictures in them.
Some of the features are:
9 Pick filenames off the screen for loading and
saving.
9 Rotate a cutout to any angle and Distort it to
any four sided shape.
9 Has Built in Font editor.
9 Default brushes and patterns on startup.
9 16 x 16 font available on start up.
9 Ability to reset patterns, fonts and brushes to
default at any time.
9 ROM based enhanced Epson and compatible
printer dump.
9 ROM based enhanced extended picture
routine.
9 Ability to create and abort extended pictures.
9 Improved disk access speed for extended
pictures.
9 User definable sideways RAM driver for
incompatible sideways RAM systems.
9 Ellipses at any angle on Master 128 (or B
with GXR ROM).

QUESTMOUSE & QUEST PAINT £59

QUEST MOUSE, QUEST PAINT, AMX
PAGEMAKER & PAGEFONT £85

QUESTMOUSE ONLY £29

QUEST PAINT SOFTWARE £32

QUEST FONT DISC £12

ConQuest 32K ROMPackage £29

QUEST MAT £3

Part-exchange your old Mouse for a New
QUESTMOUSEforonly £23

N.B.

1. Quest Paint supplied complete with Software
in a 32K ROM, Comprehensive User Guide and
a Utility Disc.
2. Quest Font Disc has 22 text FONTS for use
within Quest Mouse.

MARK II LIGHT PEN
Our Mark IILight Pen is the very latest in light
pen technology. It is totally insensitive to local
lighting conditions and works with many
different monitors. The pen only responds to
the High Frequency light produced by your
monitor/TV. An LED indicates when valid video
data is being produced. A conveniently located
switch is also fitted.

Price Only £19
(Price includes software on Disc)

RB2 Marconi Tracker Ball
RB2 (AMX/Quest compatible) £59
RB2 including Quest Paint £85

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack for BBC Micro £31
Software pack for the Master £39
Software Pack for Compact £40
Admin Xtra Disc Utility £13
Walt Disney Disc Utility £13
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £13



DIAGNOSTICS DISC

The BBC Micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult. At
Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult it
can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer,
or even just uncertain about your Beeb's health,
but not wanting to waste time and money
taking it to be looked at.
The solution to these problems is here now, in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:
RAMs, ROMs, ULAs, Sound, Keyboard, Disc,
RS423, ADC, User Port, Printer Port, Cassette,
Joysticks, Speech, Disc Drives, 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.
This utility is an invaluable aid for all those who
take the reliability of their system seriously. A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and
remedies for any faults that you may find along
the way. The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

THE AMX MOUSE

ONLY: £59 Inc. Super Art package
(carr £1.50)

(Please specify for BBC, Master or Compact)

FREE our popular Colour Art software pack
worth £15 with every AMX Mouse package
purchased from us.

AMX MAT £3
AMX MOUSE ONLY £29
AMX DESKPackage £19
AMX UTILITY Package £11
AMX SUPERART Package £39
AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop
publising software. Works with
Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse £32

We are giving away absolutely FREE, our
PAGE-FONT disc with every purchase of
STOP PRESS from us.

PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for
use with AMX Pagemaker £9.50

AMX DESIGN (ROM) £59
AMX3DZICON Disc - £19
AMX Database Disc £19
AMX XAM Educational £15
AMX MAX A gem of desktop
(ROM) £15

TED
THE ULTIMATE TELETEXT SYSTEM

TED is one of a new generation of powerful 32K
ROMs for the BBC B. B+ and Master computers
and is compatible with disc, tape and network
systems. It is in everyday use in schools,
colleges and universities. Programmers, Prestel
I.P.'s, Micronetters and exhibitors have also
found it indispensable.

TED includes the most comprehensive
teletext (Mode 7) screen editor ever written for
the BBC micro, combining flexibility with ease
of use. Its sophisticated facilities include line,
column and block copying within AND between
frames; text, in a variety of styles and sizes,
entered directly from the keyboard; graphics
and line drawing modes; search and replace;
margins; printer dump routines and a library of
in-built icons and typefaces. TED will edit ANY
mode 7 screen and can even convert high-res
graphics screens to mode 7! Included within the
ROM is a fully Epson compatable mode 7
graphics dump routine giving a grey scale
printout of exactly what appears on the screen.

Using "SHOW (a versatile carousel),
collections of mode 7 screens may be 'routed'
or displayed sequencially, making it ideal for
creating and running 'Viewdata' information
systems. Over 1200 frames may bestored on a
twin 80 track drive. A unique feture of TED is
"SCROLL", which lets you create pages of up to
600 lines which may be viewed 'Wordwise
style', automatically or manually. SHOWs and
SCROLLS may be freely mixed and even used
from within a BASICprogram.

The package comprises a 32K ROM, a 117
page manual, a function-key strip and a
demonstration disc containing examples of real
time animation and a sample 55-frame
database. A stand-alone machine code routine
is provided allowing SHOWs and SCROLLS to
be displayed on machines not fitted with TED.

Price: £35

ROM-SPELL

Probably the most advanced and fastest
spelling checker available for the BBC Micro.
Compatible with View, Wordwise and Wordwise
Plus ROMSPELL is simple to use with easy
editing of incorrect words. Full facilities for
editing the user dictionary to allow
customisation to your personal needs.
Dictionary includes over 30,000 words and is
supplied with a Comprehensive manual.

NOT compatible with 1770 DFS.
(Please state 40 or 80 track disc)

Price still only: £25

ROM MANAGER

Take control of your Sideways ROMs with ROM
Manager. This powerful utility ROM gives you
power over your sideways ROMs. Disable
whole ROMs, send commands directly to
named ROMs and many other powerful
facilities.

"Provides comprehensive management of all
your installed ROMs". (BEEBUG November '84.)

ONLY £20

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO,
MASTER & PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the weight and
heat of your monitor. The BBC micro plinths
have slots for maximum ventilation. The single
plinth is suitable for a BBC and monitor, whilst
the double height version provides enough
room for our stacked or side-by-side dual disc
drives or TORCH Disc pack, to be placed in the
centre section. If you use our stacked drives,
the remaining space can be used for further
peripherals e.g. Speech Synthesizer, EPROM
programmer or simply stationery. The
computer slides neatly in to the lower section
allowing easy access to remove the lid. The
printer plinth is equally sturdy but without the
cooling slots. It allows for access to the paper
from the front as well as from the rear, (a
facility not often thought of in similar products)
if the paper is located beneath the plinth. This
is a very convenient way to work especially if
your work area is not deep enough to take the
printer and paper separately.

SINGLE BBC PLINTH

DOUBLE BBC PLINTH

PRINTER PLINTH

SINGLE MASTER PLINTH

DOUBLE MASTER PLINTH

£11 (carr. £1.50)

£19 (carr. £3.00)

£10 (carr. £1.50)

£14 (carr £1.50)

£24 (carr £3.00)

COPY HOLDERS

How often have you been about to type hand
written notes into your computer when you find
that there's nowhere to rest the paper or that
your notes are resting at the wrong angle to
read the type? Whether the notes be your latest
program or the draft of a new trilogy, the new
Manuscript Holders from Watford are superb
for holding your paper at the ideal height and
angle to allow you read and type in ease and
comfort.

Available in 2 versions, desk resting and shelf
clamping versions, these two units hold your
paper firmly by means of a plastic retaining
ruler and a clip grip. Both units are full A4 size.

Amazing value at only
Desk Top £10 (carr. £2)

Angle poise £14 (carr. £3)



ARIES

CORNER

The Aries B-32
Shadow RAM Card

Like the BBC B+ , the B32 provides 20k of shadow
screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM. Unlike the
B+, the B32 has simple software commands
which allow the user to reconfigure the RAM as
16k of shadow RAM and 16k of sideways RAM, or
all 32k as sideways RAM.

With the B32, the programmer gets up to 28k of
RAMavailable for Basic, Logo, Comal, Forth, Lisp
and BCPL programs in any screen mode. The
business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and many
other applications. For advanced applications,
the scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of
data storage using the Acorn approved *FX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored on disc.
The B32's sideways RAM can also be used to
extend any operating system buffer (such as the
printer buffer) 'or to load tape programs into a
disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor
socket on your BBC micro - no flying leads to
connect and no soldering. Provision of the on
board ROM socket means that the Aries-B32
control ROM does not use up one of your existing
ROM sockets.

Price: £80 (carr. £2)

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

This board is extremely well made, simple to
install, reliable when fully loaded and compatible
with the Aries-B20 and the Aries-B32

The B12 provides a total of twelve sideways
ROM sockets (the four in the original machine are
replaced by the twelve on the board), all fully
accessible by the MOS sideways ROM system. In
addition, there are two sockets for sideways
RAM, giving up to 16k of RAM using 6264 static
RAM chips.

The B12 system consists of two parts: a large
detachable "mother board" which carries the
extension ROM sockets and a small "base board"
on a short ribbon cable, which plugs into the
existing sideways ROM sockets. This two-board
design eliminates the reliability problems
previously associated with some other ribbon-
cable based systems.

Ifyou do not have a B32 or B20, a small adaptoi
module (the Aries-B12C) is available at a nomina
cost.

Price: Aries B-12
Aries B-12C

£40

£5

ARIES B-488

IEEE-488 INTERFACE UNIT

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
'GPIB' or 'HP-IB') is the standard method of
interconnecting programmable laboratory instru
ments and control equipment. Using the B488, up
to 15 devices may be connected in a single
high-speed data network.

£238 (Carr £3)

SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) elimi
nates the possibility of damage to your ROM pins
when inserting & extracting.

O The low profile of the socket allows unrestric-1
ted access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly termi
nated to ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a
purpose designed see-through storage container
with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to
12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of
running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling
or pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for all
professionals and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B+ and Master compatible.

ONLY £15 (carr £2)

Low Profile
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing, Cable assembly. 5
labels and a library storage rack.
• Complete System £11
• Spare Cartridges £2.50
• Spare Rack £1.50

16K Sideways
RAM Modules

Complete with such features as read and write
protection, these new modules from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.
Key points to note about this new addition to the
Watford range of products are:

9 Write protection (useful in a variety of circum
stances).

• Read protection (allows recovery from ROM
crashes).

• Compact construction.
• May be fitted in systems even with a ROM

board.
• Multiple units may be fitted, even with a ROM

board.
• No overheating or overloading problems.
• Free utilities disc supplied.
• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
9 Ideal for professional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £24 (carr £2)

Optional extras
READ and WRITE protect Switches £2 each

Battery for Battery Backup £3

All prices In this advert are
exclusive of VAT.

SOLDERLESS
SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

In the May 1986 Micro User's independent
review, the writer concludes, "The board has
been well laid out. Its position is much better than
others - not over the HOT RAM chips and further
away from the disc controller area". "I give the
solderless ROM board the thumbs up and wish it
success".

This brand new board from Watford Electronics
is designed specifically for those wishing to add a
ROM board to their own BBC without the need to
perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible
number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16.

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery baokup to the
Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford ROM
boards, actually) is the fitting of the battery itself.
(No other expensive components are required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to
install quality product from BBC leaders
Watford Electronics are as follows:

9 Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Very low power consumption.
• Minimal space required.
• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd

Processor, etc.
• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows

recovery from ROM crashes.
• Battery backup option for RAM chips.
• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive

instructions.

Price: Only £32
Battery backup fitted £36

(carriage £2)

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless
ROM Board. Includes the options to load and
save ROM Images and the facility to use Side
ways RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

USER PORT
SPLITTER UNIT

Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port. This
extremely useful little device allows two units to
be connected to the User Port simultaniously.
and select between them simply by toggling a
switch. This device is particularly useful for those
people using Quest Mouse and the Watford
Video Digitiser or any similar combination.

Excellent Value at £19



ROM/RAM
CARD

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly ver
satile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in "2nd generation" sideways ROM
technology forthe BBC micro, designed to satisfy
the serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems
with the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers
etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with all BBCmicros (not BBC+ or
Master).

• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.
• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES
crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to &FF3F).
• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.
• Accepts any ROM.
• FREE utilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.
• Large printer buffer.
• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as
a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for ROM-
SPELL, etc.) to provide an environment that looks
like a disc but loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro s own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all
ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits
(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, for later.

Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:
• ROM/RAM cardwith32kdynamicRAM £39
9 ROM/RAM card with 64kdynamic RAM £52
9 ROM/RAM card with a massive 128kdynamic
RAM : •. .....£80

(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

9 16k plug-in StaticRAM kit £g
• 16k Dynamic RAM for Upgrade £7.50
0 Battery backup £j
• Read andWrite protect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM board
Alloptionsinstalled £gg
P.S.

Is your existing ROM Board overflowing with
ROMs? Do you need more Sideways RAM? Is
your Boardunreliable? Then upgrade to Watford
ROM/RAM Board and pay £10 less

AeWfidem

The MODEM from Watford
At last a professional MODEM for the BBC Micro.
Unlikeother 'Modempackages' this is a complete
package there are no extra software costs to get
'up and running'. Of course Le MODEM is multi-
standard, i.e. 300/300, 1200/75 & 75/1200 UK and
BELL (USA) are all supported.

The features that make Le MODEM such good
value are:

9 A complete communications terminal that
transforms your BBC Micro into a very powerful
World-wide data transfer system.
9 Auto Dials, Auto answers, and is completely
controlled by your micro. There are no external
controls!

9 Allows you to access PRESTEL, B.T. GOLD,
THE SOURCE, MICROLINK, MICRONET
MICROWEB, THE TIMES NETWORK, MICRO LIVE
(BBC TV database), CITY BB and more.
9 Designed to be SIMPLE but SOPHISTICATED.
To LOGON to a data base all you have to know is
its TELEPHONE NUMBER, Le MODEM does the
rest.

9 Supplied with a comprehensive telecomms
package in a I6K sideways ROM which includes a
FULL PRESTEL terminal allowing TELE
SOFTWARE to be downloaded.
9 A comprehensive 80 column terminal. This
includes XMODEM errorchecked transferproto
col, to allow error free data transfer anywhere in
the world!
9 FULLY controlled by simple "COMMANDS
allowing you to control it from your own BASIC
programs. To get you started we supply a FREE
disc of bundled software!
9 Connects to the 1MHz bus. A 'AUDIO ON-OFF
command allows you to actually hear the tele
phone line through your BBC micro loudspeaker.
9 Completely self contained with internal mains
power supply. (Even a free mains plug is fitted!)
A 'TEST facilitygives ONSCREEN indication that
Le MODEM is working correctly.
9 Packaged in such as way that you need noth
ing else except a BBCMicro to communicate with
computers all over the world.
9 FREERegistration to MicroLink.

SPECIAL OFFER

Price: £84
(carr £3)

**OM*ri&__.

(Price includes, Le Modem, Software ROM,
Cables & Comprehensive Manual)

(Write in for further details)

Nightingale Modem

SPECIAL PRICE to our Customers

£82 m
(Price includes: Nightingale Modem, Commstar

ROM pack & Comprehensive manual)

Nightingale Modem without software Only £75
COMMSTARROM package only £29

(P&P on modem f3.00)

APOLLO
The NEW Modem from Watford

Following numerous requests from you, our
discerning customers for an APPROVED, Low
Cost & High Performance modem with Auto Dial
& Auto Answer facilities as standard) we bring
you the versatile APOLLO Modem. Just compare
the features and look at the price (which inci
dentally includes the cost of the Software,
manual and BBC connecting cable). We are sure
you will agree that Watford Electronics in their
traditional way are giving you a super 'value for
money' deal.

Just look at these features:
• V21 for Bulletin boards, Microlink, Telecom
Gold, etc.

• V23 for Prestel, Home Banking, and other
Viewdata services.

• Reverse V23allows User run Viewdata service.
• 1200-1200 half duplex for communications.

• XMODEM, HEX and ASCII file transmission.

• Auto Dial of given 'phone number.

• Auto Answer for User's Bulletin Board.

• 80 column terminal with split screen facility.
• Prestel text screen dump.

9 Fully BABT approved.

• FREE Registration to MicroLink.

• £6.50 off annual Membership to Micronet,
Prestel and Telecom Gold.

The Apollo is attractively finished in matt black. It
opens the doors to world communication to both,
the Hobbyist and the Professionals alike. With
baud rates varying from 300/300 Originate and
Answer, 1200/75 and 75/1200 full duplex and
1200/1200 half duplex, virtually all the popular
tele-services can be accessed. A comprehensive
Comms ROM oversees the use of the APOLLO,
providing simple commands for all the software
controlled facilities. APOLLO is an ideal modem
for both the first time buyer and the seasoned
user. Join the Telecommunications Revolution -
Buy a Watford APOLLOI

Only: £84 (Carr £3)
Price includes, the Modem, Comm Software

Cables & Operating Manual).
(Write in for full specification)

Minerva Systems Software
System Delta with Card Index
System Programmers Ref. Guide
System Gamma
System Gamma Prog, Ref, Guide
System Mailshot
System Reporter
System Intrer/View Link
System Sales Ledger
System Purchase Ledger
System Nominal Ledger
System Stock Management
Order Processing/Invoicing

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

£55

£19
£43

£19
£17

£17

£17
£39

£39

£48
£39

£39

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful
phonemes system. This system stores the
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and
allows you to combine them quickly and easily to
form virtually any word imaginable.

Supplied with an advanced ROM, you are
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get you
started. These can easily be added to by
following the notes given in the comprehensive
manual.

SPECIAL PRICE £32 (carr £2)

Continued'



COMPUTER CONCEPT'S
ROMS

ACCELERATOR £48
CARETAKER Basic Utility £25
DISC DOCTOR £28
Graphics ROM £23
TERMI £25
COMMUNICATOR £49
SPEECH ROM £24
Printmaster £24

Wordwise £24

Wordwise plus

£40

We are giving away absolutely
FREE, the superb Word-Aid ROM
worth £24, with every WORDWISE
PLUS package bought from us.

Word-aid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from
Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise
Plus programming language, WordAid provides
a whole host of extra features, all accessed via
a special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the
author of WORDWISE PLUS.

9 Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.
• Chapter marker.
9 Epson printer codes function key option.
9 Search and display in preview mode.
9 Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
9 Multiple file options for print and preview.
9 Address finder.
• Label printer.
• Mail-merger.
9 Number/delete/renumber.
9 Clear text-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your
Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS DISC: £51

SPELL MASTER £45

Inter SHEET only £37

CHART
ONLY: £26

Inter-WORD

Only: £39

INTERBASE £55

All Prices Exclusive of VAT

VIEW

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £35

VIEW 3.0 ROM £48

VIEW PROFESSIONAL £79

HI-VIEW £36
(for use with 6502 2nd Processor)

VIEW Printer Driver Generator £9
(Please specify Disc or Cassette)

VIEWSHEET (Acornsoft) £37

VIEWSTORE £37

VIEWSPELL with 80 track disc £29

VIEWPLOT Disc £22
(Please specify for Master 128 or
Compact)

VIEW-INDEX £12

OVERVIEW Packs 1 & 2 for the
Master £75

Watford's own Sophisticated
VIEW PRINTER DRIVERS

Epson FX80& Kaga KP (Disc) £8
Juki & Brother HR15 (Disc) £8
Silver Reed Printers (Disc) £8

Micros in Business (Disc)
An introduction to Business software
for the BBC Micro from Acorn £43

ADVANCE COMPUTER
PRODUCTS' ROMs

Adv Disc Toolkit £29

Adv 1770 DFS for Mast/Compact £29
Adv 1770 DFS for BBC/BBC + £29
Adv Disc Investigator £24
Adv Control Panel £29
Adv Rom Manager £13

MINI OFFICE II
Disc Version £14.50
ROM Version £48.00

REPLICA 3
This new improved REPLICA 3 from Clares is a
very powerful disc based TAPE to DISC Utility.
It now transfers even more programs than ever
before. Replica 3 will not work with all
programs but then neither will anything else.
30.000 Replicas have been sold to date. It has to
be good.

£13 (40 or 80 track)

Acorn's Speech Synthesiser
package, complete
Special Offer £18

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but until
now has seriously lacked in terms of printer
support. With the launch of our Printer Driver
ROM, which includes an extremely powerful
and easy to use Printer Driver Generator, View
users can find themselves in the realms of
advanced word processing only at a small
outlay.

The VPD extends View's printer command
with a series of mnemonic commands. All
standard highlight sequences are also
supported. A large range of printers are
supported by drivers contained within the ROM
(the drivers can be downloaded and
customised). Printers supported include:
Epson's MX. RX, FX. FX. LX, JX80 range. HI80,
KP810/910, PW1080, JP101, HR15. M1009. GLP,
JUKI 6100. etc.

Other printers are readily supported by
defining a Printer Driver using the built in
Printer Driver Generator. The features
mentioned-below are available to both the built
in Printer Drivers and user defined drivers
(assuming the printer supports the features).

NLQ control, Underline, Bold, Proportional
Spacing, Microspacing, Italic, Superscript,
Subscript, Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,
Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI 6), Set
characters per inch numerically (e.g. CPI 5),
Select printer font, Select printer ribbon colour.
Translation sequences. Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric expressions for
certain operations, Full printer setup. Send
control codes. Print prompt on screen,'
Redefinable Pad character. Pause for key press.
Prompt to change daisywheel, and Execute *
command when printing.

Other features include a very powerful on
screen preview, with bold, italic, underline,
super/subscript, enlarged highlights, and a
special printer driver to allow memory based
text to be previewed by View 1.4. Of course.
View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all supported, as is
Shadow RAM and 6502 Second Processors. The
BBC B series and Master series of micros are
supported. A comprehensive manual is
supplied. All in all, a very professional product
for the discerning user who wants power at
their finger tips. (Write in for a detailed leaflet).

Price: Only £33

Harness the full potential of your Epson RX ot
FX printer. The NLQ ROM makes Epson printers
produce Near Letter Quality output with
optional proportional spacing, enlarged and
underlined. Accessed by simple " commands
from Basic. Wordwise and View (with driver)
or almost any other language.

(Send an SAE for sample printout)
Only: £25

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER for NLQ ROM £7



DUMPOUT3

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This
has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro. It
will put on paper anything you see on the
screen, including full Mode 7 graphics.
Also provided are window setting utilities and
OSWORD calls to plot and read Mode 7
graphics pixels.
Facilities:

9 Vertical and horizontal scaling in all graphics
modes and mode 7

0 Rotation of image by 90, 180 or 270 degrees
9 Left hand margin setting
9 Screen dump window setting
0 Colours appear as grey scale
0 Two tone fast dump
0 Colour mask
0 Mode 7 contrast expansion
0 Mode 7 contiguous dump
0 Key triggered and User Port triggered dumps

The Micro User Feb. 1985.
'Without reservation I wholeheartedly
recommend the Dump Out 3 ROM as the
ultimate screen dump facility for the BBC Micro
. . . it must represent excellent value for money
and surely cannot be beaten".

For use with the following printers:
GLP, GP80/100/250, CANNON, STAR, KAGA/
TAXAN, NEC, SHINWA CP80, GEMINI. EPSON
MX/RX/FX, M1009, NEC PC8023, DMP100/200/
400, Panasonic KX1080, Mannesman Tally and
compatibles.

Only: £25

(Write in for further details on all above ROMS)

THE EUREKA CARD
(The Unique RAM Expansion System)

The Eureka Card is Watford's latest and most
sophisticated RAM expansion system. Using
advanced PAL based technology this card is a
breakthrough in RAM systems for the BBC
micro. The Eureka Card provides the user with
around 58K of free memory in Basic, VIEW and
WORDWISE PLUS. You also get Shadow RAM
from within the active language. No other RAM
expansion system can match that!

Load up to 58K long Basic programs. Texts in
VIEW and WORDWISE PLUS up to 58K as well.
This with absolutely NO loss of speed in
accessing your text or program. Eureka consists
of a card containing 64K of program memory,
two parallel banks of sideways RAM and some
extremely complex switching circuitry. This is
all controlled by Eureka's highly sofisticated
software supplied in ROM. Designed to a very
high specification, this board is fully buffered to
give reliable operation under virtually any
circumstances.

The Eureka board plugs into the 6502 socket
and has NO messy flying leads. It is compatible
with many other products from Watford, such
as our Solderless ROM Board and our
ROM/RAM Board. All in all, the Eureka Card is
an amazing board. Jump into the age of serious
data processing with a Eureka Card! Please
write in for further details 'on advantages the
Eureka can offer you'.

Introductory price: Only £89 (carr £3)
(P.S. Eureka is only suitable for a standard
model B; it normally replaces any Shadow RAM
cards present. Some speed degredation does
occur with filing system access. Eureka cannot
be used at the same time as a second
processor).

BEEBMON

The most powerful machine code monitor for
the BBC Micro £24.

THE NLQ DESIGNER
(The First & still the Best)

Supplied with over 25 Different fonts

A massively useful utility for users of the
Taxan/Kaga KP810/910 or the Canon PW1080.
This program allows you to define NLQ
character sets to download into the printer's
memory. Full on screen editing of the font.
Requires 6264 RAM chip to be fitted in the
printer.
Supplied with disc containing over 25 example
fonts. (Please specify 40 or 80 track when
ordering.) Fonts are: Italic, Courier. Courier
Italic, Script, Copper Plate. Shadow, Bold.
Double Print and Gothic etc. (P.S. This ROM is
not suitable for Epson printers.)
• NLQ Designer ROM. FONT Disc and

Manual £25

ADDER

Adder is the ultimate EPROM programmer for
the BBC Micro. It will program many different
EPROMs up to the very latest 27256 32K
devices.

The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is
mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are
no switches or controls as Adder is entirely
software controlled.
The Adder software provides sophisticated
facilities for programming EPROMs from a RAM
image produced by loading disc files. The
software is menu driven and designed for ease
of use.
Features:
0 Two ultra fast programming algorithms or
standard slow algorithm.
• Supports standard 21V programming and
newer 12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).
• The RAM image to be programmed can be
built up in many ways. Sections of image can
be loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.
• Automatic processing to handle a list of files
to program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow
programming of 32K 27256 devices from a 32K
file without extra effort.
• Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a
blank check facility.
• Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow
Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.
• Programs the following EPROMs:
From 2K to 32K: 2516, 27'l6, 2532. 2732. 2764.
2764A. 27128. 27128A. 27256(Both 12.5V and
21V).

£75 (£3 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to
survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of
EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give the
maximum possible working life by not erasing
too fast. We use these erasers for all our own
erasing work.
• ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to
16chips. £28(carr£2)
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to 18
chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off
theUVIampwhenopened. £30(carr£2)
• SpareUVtubes. £9

32K
SHADOW RAM-

Printer Buffer

Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest
state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. Don't throw away
your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or BBC Master.
Just plug the ribbon cable into the 6502
processor socket, and fit the compact board
inside the computer. Immediately you will gain
not 16K or even 20K, but a massive 32K of extra
RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,
whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a
slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and f100 +
saved on a printer buffer,

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type
in letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000
bytes free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text
in memory. This product is recommended as an
ideal complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion
RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all
the standard BBC RAM free for programs.
Benefit from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of
program space.

• Use the FULL 32K or the bottom 12K of the
expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for
PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels,
RS423 etc. Print large text files while running
long graphics programs, and have all your
buffer options available as well
CFX15.21,138.145.ADVAL etc). Please note only
a 12K printer buffer can be used with Wordwise
or Wordwise-Plus, due to the way they are
written.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on
again. Unlike all other ROM managers, this
feature does not use 'unofficial' memory. Two
bytes of normally user-inaccessible memory on
the RAM card are used to ensure ROMs are
disabled WHERE OTHER ROMS FAIL.

Only £59 (Carr£2)
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

INCREDIBLE

WORDPROCESSING
DEAL

Watford's 32K SHADOW RAM CARD and
Computer Concept's INTERWORD
Wordprocessor package.

£89•at Only (carr £2)

Continued



BOOKS (No VAT on Books)
15HrWordprocessing BBC/View £4.95
15 Hr Wordprocessing BBCAA/W &
WW+ £4.95
30HourBASIC(BBCMicro) £9.25
40 Best machineCode Routines £7.95
50ProgramsinBBCBASIC £6.95
6502 Assembly Language Program £19.95
6502Application ' £11.95
6502 Assembly Lang. Subroutines £19.95
6502 Development Package £7.50
6502 Reference Guide £10.95
68000Assembly Lang Prog. £19.95
68000 MachineCode Programming £13.00
68000 MicroprocessorHandbook £14.95
68000 Programming the £22.95
68000UserGuide £8.95
6809,Programmingthe £16.95
6809 MachineCode Programming £7.95
8086/8088 Assembly Language Prog. £11.95
8086/8088 Programmingthe £16.95
Advanced Disc UserGuide £16.95
Advanced Prog. GuidetoBBC £9.95
AdvSidewaysRAM UserGuide £10.95

Advanced UserGuideforBBC £10.95
Advanced Graphics with BBC £9.95
Assembly Language Programming on

BBCMicro ' £11.50
Adventure into BBC BASIC £6.95
AmigaHardwareRefManual £23.70
AppliedAssemblyLang.forBBC £9.95
ARM Assem, Lang, Programming £12.95
Art of Microcomputer Graphics £15.95
Assembly Language Programming

FORtheBBCMicro £9.50
Assembly Lang, within BBC £11.95
BasicROM UserGuide £11.95
BBCBCompendium £5.95
BBCBASICforBeginners £7.95
BBC Forth £7.50
BBC Hardware Projects £8.95
BBCMicro&Small Business £5.75
BBCMicro&thesmall Business £5.75
BBCMicroAdvanceProgramming £8.95
BBC Micro Basic Sound& Graphics £7.95
BBCMicroProgrammingTips £8.95
BBCMicroROMBook £10.95
BBCMaster128forHighFlyer £10.95
BBCMicroDiscCompanion £8.95
BBC Software Projects £6.95
BCPLUserGuide £14
BCPLTheLanguage&itsCompiler £7.95
CforBeginners £10.95
CforProgrammers £9.95
Complete FORTH £6.95
Computer Graphics & CAD
fundamentals £9.95
CP-M-86User'sGuide £19.95
CP-M Bible £16.50
CP-MHandbookwithMPM £9.95
CP-MPIusHandbook £13.95

CP-MSoulof £16.50
CP-M The software BUS £8.95
CProgrammingLang. £23.95
DiscDriveProjectsforMicros £5.45

DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)
Operating Manual for BBC £6.95

DBASE Programming Language £14.95
dBaselllPlus £12.95
dBaselllTips&Tricks £14.25
DiscProgrammingTechniques £9.95
Exploring FORTH £6.95
FileHandlingonBBCMicro £7.50.
FORTH-Advanced £9.95
FORTH onthe BBC Micro £7.50
Functional Forthforthe BBC Micro £5.95
GuidetoBBCROMs £9.95
GraphicsforChildren £6.95

, Hackers Handbook-New £6.95
Inside Information (Computers,

Interfacing&Control o/t BBC Micro £9.95
Communications&People) £8.95
Interfacing&RoboticsonBBC £15.95
IntroductiontoCOMAL £9.50
IntroductiontoLOGO £6.95
Introducing'C £9.95
Introducing LOGO £5.95
Introductionto FORTH £8.95
IntroductiontoPASCAL £17.95
ISO-PASCAL Reference Manual £9.95
LISP2nd Edition £15.95
LISP.ABeginnersGuideto £10.95
LISPontheBBCMicro £7.95

LISP the Language of
Artificial Intelligence £9.95

Logo on the BBC Micro £7.50
Logo Programming £10.95

Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS
REVEALED £5.95

Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering CP-M £17.95

Mastering Interpreters &
Compilers £14.95

Mastering Music £6.95

MasterOperating System £12.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £7.95
MasterOperating System £12.95

Master Reference Manual Part 1 £14.00
Master Reference Manual Part 2 £14.00

Mathematical Prog, in BBC Basic £7.95
MicroProlog £10.00

MicrotextfortheBBC £10.00
MSDOSQuickReferanceGuide £3.95

Practical Disc File Techniques £5.95

Programming the6502 £16.95
Programming theZ80 £19.95
Software Business £5.50

Structured Basic £7.95

The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER
CommandsREVEALED £5.95

The Software Business £5.50

Toolbox 2 £10.95

Towers Int. Transistors Selectors £12.95

Turtle Graphics on BBC Micro £7.50

Understanding Interword -
ABeginnersGuide £6.50

Using DOS+ Amstrad PC £9.95

View3.0UserGuide £10

ViewGuide £4.50

Mastering View, Viewsheet &
Viewstore £12.95

VIEWDabhandGuide £12.95
VIEW incl. ViewSpell&Viewlndex £12.95

Viewsheet UserGuide £10

Viewstore UserGuide £10

WithintheBBCMicro £13.95

Writing Interactive Interpreters
&Compilers £8.45

Wordprocessing BBC
BeginnersGuide £7.95

Wordstar & CP/Mmadeeasy £9.95

Wordwise + A User Guide £9.95

Z80 Applications £15.95

Z80 Assembly Lang. Prog. £19.95

Z80 Reference Guide £9.95

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software,

• Maths with a Story 1 (Cassette). 4 primary
level maths programs £9.95

• Maths with a Story 2 (Cassette) 4 further
maths programs £9.95 j

• Picture Craft (Disc) 6 - 14 age group. Pack
consists of flexible geometrical design &
colouring programs £19.95

• WAVES: Science Topics (Disc) CSC O Level
Physicsprogram. £14.951

• RELATIONSHIP: Science (Disc) O Level
Biologyprogram. £14.95;

• BONDING: Science (Disc) 0 Level Chemistry
program. £14.95

• ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM (8 Discs) O
Levelprogram. £14.95

• ELECTRONICS IN ACTION (Disc) O Level
program £14.95

• NEWTON & THE SPACE SHUTTLE (Disc) O
Levelprogram. £20

• ECOLOGY(Disc).OLevel program. £20
• POLYMERS(Disc)OLevelprogram. £20
• Clasification & Periodic Table O Level. The

suite is supplied with its own database of
chemical elements which can be classified
accordingtoyourownrule. £20

• FOOD & POPULATION (Disc) O Level
program. £20

• MICROTECHNOLOGY (Cassette) O Level
program. £6.95

• A VOUS LA FRANCE (2 Cassettes) A French
language home study aid.

• DEUTSCH DIREKT! (Disc & Audio
Cassette)

• Modem Master(Disc)

• ADVANCEDTELETEXTSYSTEM
• PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE

• USING YOUR COMPUTER (Cassette) 8-12
age £24

£17

£20

£11.25

£9

£20

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC
Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and
is connected via the video output socket.
Images produced can be compressed, stored to
disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,
directly used to generate graphics, analysed for
scientific and educational use or converted to
other formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a
picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches
the graphics capability in each mode, with up to
8 levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects
into the User Port and automatically scans a
complete picture in 1.6 seconds.
Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched
to automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary.
Full controlling software is supplied on a
normal sideways ROM and this is easily
accessed via additional * commands. The
package is designed to allow easy input of
complex screens and give full access of the
data to the user. Once on the screen, the image
can be used as a normal graphics screen,
allowing any of the usual graphics commands
in BASIC or other ROM's to work on it.

A special print dump routine is included with
the driver programs. This is specially designed
to produce a fast, correctly proportioned
picture, with reduced "contouring", resulting in
an accurate reproduction of the original image.
Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASIC or other languages are all provided in
the extensive manual supplied.

£109 (Carr. £3)
(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software in ROM
& a Comprehensive Manual)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

Magazine Maker
(As seen on TV)

A combination of the AMX Pagemaker and
Watford's Beeb Video Digitiser.

Using any vfdeo that provides a composite
signal and the digitiser, images from a camera
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen
on the BBC Micro.

They can then be used within AMX
Pagemaker to illustrate magazines or
newsletters - in fact anything that needs to be
created on A4 size paper.

With Pagemaker's many features, a variety of
pictures can be composed - the only limit being
the imagination.

Pictures can be doctored using Pagemaker's
graphics option to produce any number of
effects.

Text can be formatted around the digitised
photo on screen using the facilities available,
which include 16 typefaces, character and
pattern definer, text formatting and the ability
to load in wordwise and viewfiles plus much
more.

Once created the picture can be printed out.
The Magazine Maker is suitable for any use

that requires illustrated documents.

Complete Package £129.00 (carr. £3)



SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources which put
high voltage transient spikes on to the mains.
This can lead to data corruption in memory and
on disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £7.50

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for
use. Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads
from your peripherals.

£7.95 (carr £1.50)

SPIKES CLEANER UNIT
A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for
your complete computer system

£12.50 (carr. £1.50)

SPARES for BBC Micro
Keyboard
UHF Modulator
Speaker Grill
Power Supply

£43
£4

£1
£52

Keystrip
Case
Speaker
Keyswitch

£2
£20

£2

£1.50

Replacement FLEXIBLE 17 way
Keyboard Connector £3

8 WAY DIP SWITCHES

With these DIP switches soldered to their
keyboard, any BBC B or B+ owner can take full
advantage of the fast disc drives that we supply
by configuring his BBC for fast disc drive
operation.

Excellent value for money at £1.00

Watford DATA DUCK
Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual
Drive with this simple external unit (suitable for
disc drives with PSU).

£14

Watford Power DUCK £9

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to 5 pin DIN Plug + Uack Plug £2.00
to 3 pin DINPlug + 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 7 pin DIN Plug £2.50
to 3 Jack Plugs £2.00
6 pin DINto 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £2.50

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard
Disc Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable

Single £4 Twin £6

Miscellaneous Connectors

RGB(6PINDIN)
RS«3\5pinDomino)
Cassette(7pinDIN)
ECONET(5pinDIN)
Paddles (15 pin'D')
BBCPower Plug6way
Disc Drive Plug 4 way
6 way Power Connector

Plugs Sockets
30p 45p
40p 50p
25p 65p
20p 30p
80p 200p
00 p -

75p -

—

95p

Watford
Dealers List

UNITED KINGDOM
Alpha Microtec Ltd. 321 Stratford Road. Shirley,
Solihull. West Midlands. Tel: 021-745 8998.

Badger Micros (Devon), Badger's Hill,
Southerton, Ottery-St. Mary, Devon EX11 1SE.
Tel: 0395 68516.

Beebug Retail. Dolphin Place. Holywell Hill,
St. Albans.

Cambridge Computer Store, 4 Emmanuel St.,
Cambridge CB1 1NE. Tel: 0223 358264.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.

Park Lane. Broxbourne. Herts.

C.J.E. Micros, 78 Brighton Road, Worthing,
West Sussex. Tel: 0903 213361.

HCCS, 575-583 Durham Road. Low Fell,
Gateshead, Nr. Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Tel. 091 4870760.

Mancomp Ltd, Printworks Lane. Levenshulme.
Manchester. Tel: 061-224 181

Microman Computers, Pasture Lane Farm,
Pasture Lane, Rainford, St. Helens, Merseyside
WA11 8PU. Tel: 074488 3667.

The Computer Depot. 205 Buchanan Street.
Glasgow G1 2JZ. Tel: 041-332 3944.

Verospeed Ltd, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants.

OVERSEAS DEALERS
"Absolute Electronics, Rewal House. 208-210 La
Trobe Street. Melbourne, 3000, Victoria,
Australia. Tel: (03) 663 2411.

Alpha Computer Co. Shop 314 Chi Fu
Commercial Centre, Chi Fu Fa Yuen, Hong
Kong, Tel: 5-506592.

Computer Distribution Company, Parklaan, 47,
8-9300 Aalst, Belgium.

E.B.N., Elisenstrasse 13. 1000 Berlin 41.
Tel: (030) 7952057

Lendac Data Systems, Unit 31, IDA Enterprise
Centre, Pearce Street, Dublin 12. Tel: 710796.

Scientex P.V.B.A., Zilversmidstraat 2, B-2000
Antwerpen, Belgium, Tel: 03 233 59 06

Techno-matic Data.Holbergsgade 19. 1057
Kobenhavn K, Denmark

•Velobyte, Scheaedyksadyk 5a-6a, 3011 EB
Rotterdam, Holland, Tel: (010) 413 8197/414
5171.

Viking Tecno, Vestergade 12.1, 9620
Aalestrup. Denmark, Tel: 08 642522

'Acorn/Watford Referral Centres.

Viglen Console Unit
Enhance the appearance and convenience of
your BBC Micro & Master with the Viglen
console unit.

BBC £45; Master £55 (carr. £4)

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta 3B Single Joystick
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks
Delta 3CJoystick for Compact
Delta 14B Single Joystick
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module
Transfer Software Disc-Tape

£12

£17

£10
£12

£12

£7

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL
This extremely useful tool allows you trouble
free chip removal from your computer by
distributing the removal force over the whole
body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.

£2

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

This attache carrying case is attractively
finished in mottled antique brown leatherette.
An ideal and safe way of carrying your BBC
Micro around. Supplied with two Keys.

Price: £12 (£2 carr.

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

28pin DIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDER type £1.50
IDC CRIMP type £1.95

CHIP SHOP ASSORTED
ROMS

8271 £36.00 , ACORN ADFS £25
DS3691 £3.50 ACORN BASIC 2 £19
DS88LS120 £5.25 Acorn BCPL £42
LM324 £0.45 Acorn COMAL £38
SN76489 £5.50 ACORN DNFS £17

SAA5050 £8.75 Acorn FORTH £32
UPD7002 £4.40 Acorn Graphics £25
2764-250nS £3.00 Arorn^nft C. £74

27128-250nS £3.50 Acorn LISP £19

27256 £4.20 Acorn LOGO £49

27512 £9.50 Acorn OS B + £25

27C101G(1 Meg) £20.00 AcornOS 1.2 £14

4013 60p Basic Editor £24

4020 £0.90 Beebfont £25

4464-12 £4.45 Beebmon £22
4464-15 £3.75 BROM Plus £32

4816 RAM £1.75 Buffer & Backup £20
41256 £2.45 Communicator £49

6264LP-8K Graphics Extension Rom
RAM £2.50 GXR-B £21

6502A CPU £4.75 GXR-B + £22

65C02 3M £9.75 Help II £27

65C12 £9.00 ISO Pascal £51
6512A £10.00 ISO-Pascal Stand
6522 £3.40 Alone Generator £30
6522A £5.00 ICON Master £28
65256ALS-15 £8.00 Logotron LOGO £45
6845SP £6.00 Master Termulato £34
68B50 £2.95 Micro Prolog £62
68B54 £7.50 Microtext Disc £48
7438 40p Microtext Rom £199
74LS00 25p Mini Office ROM £47
74LS04 25p MUROM £21
74LS10 25p ROMAS £29
74LS123 80p ROMIT £29
74LS163 70p Serial ULA £13
74LS244 80p TERMULATOR £28
74LS245 £1.00 Toolkit Plu» f31
74ALS245 £2.75 Video ULA £14
74LS373 £1.00 ULTRACALC £26
74LS393 £1.00
75453 70p

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request. ALL OFFERS subject
to availibilrty.
Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome.
Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted.

Shop Hours: 9.00amto 6.00pm.Mondayto Saturday.Thursdays9amto 8pm. (FreeCustomers Car Park)

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT to cost incl. Carriage.

CARRIAGE: Unless stated otherwise, minimum £1 on all orders. £2 on Larger items.
On bulkier items. £7 Securicor charge applies (UK mainland only). Overseas orders, carriage is

|j charged at cost.
Specifications of all products are given in good faith but is subject to change without
notice. Some itams vary in their availability. Please ring for latest delivery situation.

Watford Electronics
JESSA HOUSE, 250, Lower High Street, WATFORD, ENGLAND
Telephone: (0923) 37774; Telex: 8956095; FAX: 01 950 8989,
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THE ARCHIMEDES
MAGAZINE AND
SUPPORT-GROUP

ABrand New Support
Group Has Been
Launched
For The Acorn
Archimedes Computer

RISC
USER

RISC
USER

RISC
USER

RISC
USER

iswritten by anexperienced teamofArchimedes enthusiasts with
roots in education, home computing, and over 5years experience with
the BBC Model Band Master computers with BEEBUG magazine. So
popular is BEEBUG thatmembership exceeds 20,000 worldwide.

provides lively and informed coverage ofwhat's happening in theworld
oftheArchimedes. Reviews, hints, programs and articles are
specifically written for theArchimedes, showing how to exploit the
many features ofthis sophisticated computer. RISC USER has material
ofdirect use to education, business, industry and home computing.

includes a well balanced selection of the latest news from Acorn and
othermajor suppliers, pre-release reviews ofthelatest software and
peripherals, aswell as editorial features, ideas, hints and tips, readers
letters and much more. RISC USER is published 10 times ayearand is
onlyavailable on subscription.

subscription also gives you free access toourtechnical support team
whomay becontacted by phone or letter.This team ofexpertswill
endeavour to resolve any software or hardware problems thatyou
may have, and will also provideunbiased advice. RISC USER isalsoan
Acorn appointed Archimedes Support &Service Centre should you
need repairsetc.

This is what you have missed by notsubscribing yet:
Saving and Loading Screens Configuring Archimedes
Archimedes Disc Menu Using Libraries
Multi-tone PrinterDump Hints and Tips
Using SOUNDand VOICE Series One Operating System
Musical Compositions Visual Effects
Using Aliases Using the Mouse
Reviews of:

Artisan •Zarch •Toolkit •Twin •Acornsoft ANSI C •Image Writer•PC Emulator • and more.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER FOR
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

Iyear UK, BFPO &Channel Islands
Europe &Eire
Middle East
America &Africa
Elsewhere

I would like to subscribe to RISC USER

andencloseachequefor: £

£1150
£18.00
£22.50
£25.00

£27.00

Official orders welcome

Please debit my Access/Visa/Connect account with

£

Card number

Expiry_

Name-

Address.

Signature-

Post to: RISC USER, Dolphin Place,
HalywellHill, St.Albans, HertsALI IEX.
Orphone 0727 40303.
Officialorders welcome.
Phone072740303for more information.

AU2



PROGRAMMING

STYLE
COUNSEL

Clear, legible listings are the hallmark of a good
programmer - and it can help get your work published

Why is style important? If
you make programs com
prehensible others can
make use of them, alter and
maintain them, and learn

from them. This is even more important in
two areas - commercial programs which
may have to be maintained by different
people over a period of years, and in
magazine listings, where typing in and
debugging must be made simple.

An important aspect of good style is to
make the listing as easy to read and as
consistent as possible so that it is easy to
find mistakes.

BBC Basic is well suited to sensible

programming style. Apart from structur
ing, the ability to use long, meaningful
names for variables, procedures and func
tions helps; you can give parts of the
program names that reflect the their func
tion. You can name quantities according to
what they mean. But this doesn't go far
enough; there aresomeother rules that can
help make the listing legible and the struc
ture more obvious.

The requirements for a printed listing
may be different from those of a program
you write yourself. The Acorn User style
tries to make a listing simpler to type in
without making many mistakes.

A point that should be stressed with
printed listings is the use of meaningful
variable names. It is simple to get a single
character wrong; typing 'i' instead of '1' for
instance. But it is easier to spot your
mistake if it is inside a readable word; like
'ioop' instead of 'loop'.

Of course, that makes the programs
longer. This is rarely a problem with
magazine listings, as they arc already li
mited in length by other factors. It also
makes the programs slower. Again, the
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first priority for a magazine listing is that it
works. Speed is usually secondary.

Programs for Acorn User should always
be written to conform with the style of the
programs in theyellow pages. Most aspects
of this are simple to see. For instance all
programs start with a few REM lines
giving details of their function, their au
thor, and a brief guide to what machines
they should run on.

Other aspects of the standard style are
less easily noticed, such as the number of
spaces. Spaces are vital to make a program
readable. The Acorn User style is to put a
space after all keywords, unless there is
some other non-alphabetic character there
already. So the rule is 'MODE 7', not
'MODE7'. But of course, lack of memory
can prevent you putting in as many spaces
as are desirable.

In a magazine, the line length of the
printed listing is important. Programs on
the yellow pages are printed using a width
of 40 characters, or 24 characters when
there are three colums of listing on the
page. You can set this on your own micro
by typing:

MODE 3

LISTO 1

WIDTH 40

This should make any listing you have
typed in look exactly the same as the
printed version. To help find typing errors,
it can be useful to do this and compare the
length of the lines.

Some program lines get split into two, as
they are more than 40 characters long.
Care is taken to ensure that vital spaces
don't appear at the beginning or end of a
long program line that breaks over two
lines of the magazine. For example:

10 PROCoscC'SAVE DATA

3000 +100")

is more difficult to type in correctly than:
10 PROCoscC'SAVE DATA

FIL 3000 +100")

because the program requires a space char
acter immediately before the '3000' to
work, yet this space is not obvious in the
first version of the line.

Integer variables should be used where
ver possible. This advice is often given
because integer calculations are quicker,
and because integer variables use up less
memory than real numbers: they are stored
in four rather than five bytes. But the %
sign at the end of the integer variable name
immediately uses up that extra byte, and
because you always use a variable name
more than once, you end up using more,
not less, memory with integer variables!
But integers are better for other reasons;
you don't get rounding errors:

10 count=0

20 REPEAT

30 count=count+0.1

40 UNTIL count=6.1

50 VDU 7

It looks as though this program goes
around the REPEAT loop 61 times. But if
you type it in and run it, the computer will
never beep - it's an infinite loop. This is
because computers cannot store some frac
tions exactly; they work to a limited preci-
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Acomputer like ARCHIMEDES needs software thatcanmatch
itsoutstanding capabilities. Ournew products do just that and
one of the firstareas that you will want to explore is the gra
phicscapability. ARTISAN, from the authorsof ARTROOM, is
the ultimate in graphics packages, just take a look at the
screen shot reproduced here, as they say 'a picture is worth
a thousand words'. Wecan't describe all the features here but
some major functions are:

'"^:'•'-'•yjv*!rrr-'",::-::si .•:.::":.:•

• Full screen
• Fast multi level

scrolling zoom
• Image distortion

Plus all the usual features and some very unusual ones too.

• WIMP environment

• Magic brush
• ECF designer

I-LJ

Alpha-Base
Alpha-Base is the successor to the huge
ly successful Beta-Base, the top selling
database for the BBC micro. Beta-Base
files can even be transferred to Alpha-
Base.

Alpha-Base incorporates all the sugges
tions and requests that we have received
over the last five years. All of the stan
dard Beta-Base facilities are there but
in a much improved form. In addition
there are many new features that will
make your life easier. Some of the
features are:

• Free format screens
• Multiple pages per record
• 400 fields & 27,600 characters

per record
• 2.14 billion records per file
• Multiple display & entry forms
• Fast search & sort options
• Plain English entry of search criteria
• Five data types including formula

& date
• Winchester compatible

At Clares we try to give you usable
programs. This results in some arbitrary
limits on the size of files in Alpha-Base.
The limits of 400 fields and 27,600
characters per record are unlikely to
restrict you but they enable us to save
memory and provide additional fea
tures. The only other limitations are due
to the hardware. Alpha-Base can handle
2.14 billion records but the ADFS can't!

£49.95

£39.95

>S
-COMPETITION-

Can you do better than the picture shown here? If so you
could win yourselfa unique prize. If yours is judged to be
the best picture then your masterpiece will be transferred
to canvas by our artist |on Warmisham (BA Hons Fine Art).
The competition is open ended but the best picture each
month will be featured in ACORN USER and a monthly
prize will be awarded. Full details are contained in the ARTI
SAN pack.

IMAGE WRITER

IMAGE WRITER is a sophisticated
WIMP based wordprocessor with the
ability to include graphics as well
as to use various font combinations.
Because Image Writer is document
based you do not have to create page
layouts for every page. You prepare
your whole document in one go. Just
type it, add the graphics and print
it—simple. The graphics can be cre
ated with the built in graphics editor.
Image Writer is designed as a first
level DTP product and it uses the nor
mal printer fonts to print both text
and graphics in one pass. We will of
course be producing a full feature
DTP when ARCHIMEDES supports
the fancy font printing. Image Writer
will be available when you read this
so please contact us for more infor
mation.

£29.95

ARCHIMEDES
TOOLKIT MODULE
ATM is the first toolkit available for this
powerful new micro.Manyof the features
that made RAMROD a top seller have
been incorporated into ATM and a whole
host of new features have been added in
cluding:

• 10 Memory and disc editors
• 8 Memory and disc searches

(inc. wildcards)
• A scrolling disassembler
• A one line assembler (accessed from

the disassembler)
• Shift and compare functions
• Catall and Exall for discs
• Winchester compatible

If you want to explore your ARC then
order the ARCHIMEDES TOOLKIT MOD
ULE today. It has enabled us to disassem
ble modules, discover many undocument
ed SWI calls and has been an invaluable
aid in debugging software. You can even
search for mnemonics.

£39.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT and P+P
OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £4

Archimedes is a trademark of Acorn Computers Ltd.

DONT FORGET, YOU CAN ORDER WITH ACCESS CARD TOO!

98 Middlewich Rd Northwich

Cheshire CW9 7DA Tel: 0606 48511



sion. So each time you calculate something
using real numbers - or decimals - you run
the risk of a rounding error. And in this
case, the errors mount up so that the
'count' variable never equals exactly 6.1. So
the UNTIL condition is never true.

Using integer variables has a second
benefit. There is less likelihood of prob
lems with statements like:

start=l i end=5

FOR loop=startTOend

This will cause a 'No such variable' error,
because the computer thinks 'startTOend'
is a variable name.

It is easier to read a listing if it has one
statement per line. This is a general rule,
but there are exceptions. Because BBC
Basic can't use multi-line IF statements,
you may have to put several statements on
the same line after IF. But where the line

gets too long, remember you can always
use a procedure instead:

IF true'/. THEN PROClong

The statements you would have joined
together on the long line can all go in a
single procedure. This makes the line more
readable, and allows you to use an ELSE
statement too.

One construction to avoid is IF with a

secondary IF:

IF true'/. THEN PROCone

ELSE IF instead* THEN P

ROCtwo

This is very confusing, and can be express
ed in another way more clearly:

IF true*/. PROCone

IF (NOT trueX) AND in

stead-/. THEN PROCtwo

This also illustrates the Acorn User rule

about the use of THEN. It is rarely
necessary, and often can be omitted. But
where the condition is complicated, then it
is clearer to use THEN, as it marks the end
of the condition unambiguously.

Programmers often can misuse the
INSTR keyword; this does not return a
TRUE or FALSE result. So:

IF INSTR("Yy", ans*>
THEN...

is wrong. In fact this works, but only
because the numerical value of FALSE is

zero. It's better to use:

IF INSTR("Yy", ansS)
<>0 THEN...

Another quirk of BBC Basic is the use of
the PRINT keyword. Items after PRINT
form the print list, and parts of the list may
be separated from each other using punc
tuation marks: apostrophes, commas or
semi-colons. But in some cases, a separator
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LIBRARY ROUTINES

You can keep all your library routines in
separate files - just normal Basic prog
rams, but with line numbers starting at
10000. One file might look like this:

lOOOO DEF FNequb (num7.)
10010 ?P7.=num7.

10020 P7.-P7.+1

10030 =pass7.

This can be merged with an existing
program in the following way. First, with
the big program in memory, type:

PRINT ^TOP-^

This displays a hexadecimal number,
which you don't need to understand.
Now load in the library file using:

♦LOAD <file> <hex>

using the name of the library file and the
hexadecimal number. Finally type OLD
and RENUMBER. Basic 5 on the

Archimedes has an APPEND command

to do just this.
isn't necessary - you don't need commas
between successive strings for example. In
other languages, all items in the list require
separators, so it's best to include them in
BBC Basic too.

It can be very difficult to modify a
listing for different hardware, and printers
are often the biggest source of trouble.
One idea which can aid the conversion is

to use constants. These can be set at the

start of the program, like this:

60 REM print control
70 reset»»CHR* 27+"©

BO crlf*=CHR» 13+CHR

* 10

90 form*=CHR* 12

100 pitch*=CHR* 27+"A
"+CHR* 8

110 graphics*=CHR* 27
+ "L"

120 dot7.=960

You can then print these strings at the
necessary points in the program, for exam
ple to cause a carriage return and line feed.
Sending a string to the printer can be done
with the procedure PROCel print:

DEF PROClprint(str*>
♦FX 3,10
PRINT str»»
♦FX 3,0
ENDPROC

The advantage of setting up constants is
that if you have a different printer using
different control codes, then it is simpler to
change these contants once than several
lines scattered around the listing.

Constants like this have to be set up at
the start of the program so that they can be

PROGRAMMING

used by any part of the following code.
That is, they have to be global variables, in
existence throughout the run of the prog
ram. The other sort of variable is a local
variable - one that only exists within a
procedure, and disappears when the proce
dure ends. These are set up like this:

DEF PROCinvert

LOCAL xX, y%, zX

Withinprocedures and functions declare all
the variables used as local unless they really
need to be global - that is unless they have
to carry information back to the rest of the
program. Making variables local simplifies
matters when you modify a program, as
you know that with local variables, any
changes you make are limited to a single
procedure. Even if there is another x%
somewhere else, it won't be affected by
your procedure.

The structure of a program is important
as well as the details of the listing. This
structure should be reflected as much as
possible in the listing. Procedures and
functions are used to break down a prog
ram. Well structured programs are de
signed by breaking down the problem into
a series of small steps, each of which can be
tackled independently. These might need
to be broken down again into sub-
problems, each of which can be reduced to
a procedure or function call. The main
program should link these procedures
together to solve the overall problem.

Reading a listing with, say, 20 proce
dures is difficult, as at each stage you have
to find the procedure in the listing. Putting
the procedure definitions in some logical
order is the only way to make this simpler
to understand. For example, if a function is
only used once, say within another proce
dure, then the smaller function should
appear in the listing immediately after its
'parent'. Where routines are used at several
points within a program, then the body of
the routine should immediately follow the
point where it is first used.

Another option would be to put all
function and procedure definitions is
alphabetical order, but the first method
shows the hierarchical nature of the prog
ram better. In many other languages, for
example Pascal, any functions used exclu
sively within a larger function must have
their definition actually inside the defini
tion of the parent.

Some often-used functions could useful

ly be stored in a 'library' and tacked on at
the end of the listing. Such routines can be
appended to an existing program as de
scribed in the box.
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for the BBC model B, B+ Master and Master Compact ulth disc driue

DIAGRAM li - also available for Archimedes
SUMMflRV of DIAGRAM II FEATURES

Works on any model BBC computer with either DFS or ADFS.'ADFS only :f
Shadow memory available).

Will automatically take advantage of shadow memory ''any mVe) to
provide more User Definable Characters, 880 with Shadow, 381 without
Shadow. , ,.
Rapid horizontal and vertical line drawing routine u»>th automatic
joins for circuit diagrams, .

Full rubber band line drawing and circle drawing modes.
Takes advantage of the Acorn GXR rom to provide drawing of arcs,
sectors, chords, parallelograms, el 1ipses, and flood filling. No
this rom is already fitted to Master and Compact machines.

Pi^el cursor drawing and deleting rode allows very fine detail to be
added.
Defined areas of screen may be moved, copied, deleted or saved to
disc.
On-screen indication of cursor position shows either the cursor
position on the overall diagram or the distance from a preset point.
Keyboard keys may be predefined to print User Defined Characters,
enabling new character sets to be stored as user defined characters
and then printed straight to the screen using the keyboard keys.
Wordprocessor files may be loaded to the screen and automatically
formatted into any shape screen area.
Index names may be set up to point to given areas of a large diagram,
to enable rapid access to a given point on a diagram.
Fully compatible with Marconi tracker1-..-.11 and most makes of mouse.
All Diagram 'Util ities' are included, enabling screen ident numbers
and borders to be added, and any area of diagram to be moved or
copied, The whole diagram may be displayed in reduced scale (either
4*4 or 8*8 format) on a single screen, and the size of the overall
diagram may be increased or decreased.

Completely scaleable print routines allow any area of the diagram to
be printed either horizontally or through 90 deg. in scales that may
be varied in IV. steps allowing up to 18 mode 0 screens to be printed
on an A4 sheet (still with readable text).
Complete with 40 page easy to understand handbook.

Diagram II represents a major breakthrough in the techniques used for
drawing software on the BBC micro. It works on a completely different principle
to other drawing software by storing the drawing information straight to disc
as coded 8*8 pixel blocks.

This technique has three major advantages. First, the size of the diagram is
only limited by the amount of space on disc. Second, there is no limit to the
amount of information which can be stored on a given diagram as the information
is stored on disc and not in computer memory. Third, the disc storage technique
allows the smooth scrolling of the screen over the whole surface of the
diagram.

For people not familiar w:th Diagram, the basic operation of the program is
to first display any part of the diagram, either by quoting an index name or
=creen number, At this point you are free to scroll the diagram around the
screen using either cursor keys, trackerball or mouse. You may stop scrolling
at any point and enter the edit mode which allows you to modify or add new
information to the diagram. When you have finished making alterations, the new
information is stored to disc and you are free to scroll elsewhere on the
diagram stopping to edit at any time.

The edit features are now very comprehensive. Text may be typed straight
from the keyboard, and if other fonts are stored as user defined characters
then these fonts may be printed using the normal keyboard keys.

The print routines are now completely 'scaleable' with both the horizontal
and vertical scales being totally variable in VA steps between a size that will
give 18 mode 0 screens on an A4 sheet and a size that would print just.one pixel
on a sheet! The routines are adaptable to most types of dot matrix printer and

full advantage may be made of wide carriage printers, The printouts may be
rotated through 90 deg. if required.

The new editing features make DIAGRAM II suitable for all types of serious
drawing application including scale drawings, flow charts, architectural,
familu trees, and many other subjects as well as circuit and schematic diagrams.
As an'example of what Diagram II can do, this complete advertisement (with the
exception of the PCB drawing) has been produced with the package.
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REAR ELEVATION

PCB - autorouting now available
Pineapole's now famous printed circuit board draughting aid produces complex

double sided PCB's very rapidly using any model BBC micro and any FX compatible
dot-matrix printer, -~»T;

The program is supplied on Eprom and up to 500 component and 500 AoCII
component descriptions may be stored for each PCB. There is no limit to the
number of tracks that may be stored for a given PCB although the maximum board
size is restricted to 3" * 5.6".

Using a mode 1 screen, tracks on the top side of the board are shown in red,
while those on the underside are blue. Each side of the board may be shown
individually or superimposed. A component placement screen allows component
outlines to be drawn for silk screen purposes and component numbers and
outlines entered on this screen may be displayed during track routing to aid
identification of roundels.

The print routines allow separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a
very accurate expanded definition 1:1 or 2:1 scale enabling direct contact
printing to be used on resist covered copper clad board. The print routines
are very fast taking typically 5 minutes for alii print of a 7" * 5" board.

This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here, so
please write or 'phone for more information and sample printouts,

PRICE £85.00 +uat

te

Diagram II consists of a set of disc files and a
16k Eprom. The disc supplied is formatted in 40T
on side 0 and 80T on side 2. Please state if this
is unsuitable for your system, or if you require
a 3.5* Master Compact disc.

DIAGRAM II - £ 55.00 + uat
P t P free (except overseas)

H.B. Upgrades are available to existing Diagram
owners. Please contact Pineapple if you have
not received' an upgrade letter,

PCB PLOTTER DRIVER
A new addition to the PCB software is the

PCB plotter driver program. This enables
files produced by PCB to be used in
conjunction with most types of plotter to
produce plotted output rather than the normal
dot-matrix printer output.

In this way plots may be produced directly
onto film or even directly onto copper board
with an etch resistant pen if a suitable
plotter is available. The program is suitable
for use with most makes of plotter including
Hewlett Packard, Hitachi and Plotmate M. The
program can also be configured to work with
other plotters by entering suitable plotter
instructions. . ,

All the features of the printer driver are
included, such as the automatic thinning down
of tracks between roundels. Mirror image
plots are also available.

PRICE £35.00 +uat

MITEYSPICE
MARCONI TRACKERBALL

This high quality device comes in three versions. Version one is for the
standard BBC micro and comes with the Icon Artmaster drawing package from
Micro-Draw, and Trackerball Utilities which allow the trackerball to be
used with other software,

Version two is for the Master 128 computer and this comes with the
Pointer Rom. This is a Rom which allows the Master to be configured for use
with the Trackerball and has commands to enable the Trackerball to
intercept the cursor key or joystick routines of other software. Commands
are also available to reverse the axes of the trackerball and set the
sensitivity. The three buttons may also be set up to produce any ASCII code.

Version three is simply the bare Trackerball which comes without software
but is suitable for use with specially written software such as Diagram or
Diagram II.

Trackerball adapters are also available which plug onto the end of the
cable and convert the connections of the trackerball to be the same as a
mouse. This enables the trackerball to drive all types of 'mouse' software.

For Model 'B' and B* (with Icon Rrtnaster) £ 60.00 t vat
For Master 128 (with Pointer Ron) £ 60.00 ♦ vat
Bare Trackerball (no software) £ 49.00 * vat
Pointer Ron - available separately £ 12.50 ♦ vat
Trackerball to nouse adapters £ 8.00 < vat
Postage & packing on Trackerballs £ 1.75

Miteyspice is a very powerful AC &EC circuit analysis package with graphics
suitable for use with any model BBC micro including those with 2nd processors

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program,
non-linear effects, small signal, noise measurements and sweeps may be
performed, Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerances to oe
investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor
modelling is incorporated using a 20 parameter Ebers Moll description. <ne
program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 49 page manuai.

All orders sent by return

39 BrownleaGardens,SeuenKlngs,I

PRICE £119.00 +uat

ADFS Utilities Rom - ADU
ADU is an invaluable utility for all ADFS users. It adds over 20 new

♦commands to the ADFS filing system as well as providing an extensive nenu
facility with over 35 sub commands covering areas such as repeated gisc
comprction, saving and loading Rom images, 3uto booting of files and many more

Copying of DFS discs onto HDFS discs can be made in one pass with automatic
creation of the required directories on the ADFS disc. All functions are fully
compatible with Winchester drives including *BACKUP which allows backing UP of
Winchesters onto multiple floppies. „.-,„», ^vrv, -,-u.vi-c «nc--nc^Additional »commands include:- *ADU,<®*KUPl*£ATCLL. fCHANGE, **^S,
•DIRALL, *DIRC0PY, *DIRDESTROY, ♦DIRRENft^,»DISCEDIT »DRI E,, •FILEFIND.
•FORMAT *KILLADU »L0CK, *MENU. »FUf?GE, «PWRBRK. *LN-OCK, *UERIF\, «VF0RMAT.

PRICE £29.00 +uat

ford, Essex IG3 9NL Tel 01-599 1476
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COMPETITION
WIN A PANASONIC PRINTER

Use yourskills with words in these
two simple quizes and win a printer!

Tony Quinn

Firstprize, Panasonic's KX-P1081

acornuseracornuseracronuser

acornuseracornuseracornuser

acornuseracornuseracornuser

acornuseracornuseracornuser

acornusera.cornuse.racornuser

ac.ornus e r a.co rnusfirac o r nufier

It's a wordy competition this month
with a Panasonic printer on offer as
the first prize. The puzzles are de
signed so they can be tackled whether
you've got a computer or not.

However, anyone with some programming
skill should be able to knock up routines to
give them a hand, and a wordprocessor and
spelling checker could come in handy
when you're struggling!

There are two parts to the competition.
The first is to see how many words of four
letters and more you can make from Acorn
User - we've given you a start in the
diagram above!

No repetition is allowed, nor any proper
names (ie, anything with capitals in it). To
settleany arguments, we'll use a Chambers
20th Century Concise Dictionary as found
in our office. And, as usual, the editor's
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decision on the winner is final.

The second part is to turn the word
'acorn' into 'shine' in five steps, changing
one letter at a time. All the words made in

the process must make sense.
As a reward for the best demonstration

of vocabulary power, we've got one of the
latest Panasonic printers as first prize. The
KX-PlOSl packs plenty of printer power
into a neat package while offering an
attractive typeface for letters and a quoted
120 characters a second for fast draft print
ing. It plugs straight into any of the BBC
range, boasts simple control and even
offers an easy way around the age-old
problem of how to get a '£' sign.

Bruce Smith was impressed when he
reviewed it for Acorn User. Turn to page
145 to read his comments in full.

And for the three runners-up we've got

acorn

shine

an Acorn User disc binder, capable of
holding a year's-worth of our monthly
listings discs.

To enter, send us your list of words
printed out in alphabetical order. On the
back of the envelope, state how many
words you've found and give your solution
to the 'acorn' to 'shine' puzzle. Remember
to include your own name and address —
you'd be surprised how many entries we
get without them!

Completed entries should be sent to:
February Competition, Acorn User, Red
wood Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick Place
London Nl 6DJ. Judging will take place
on Friday February 12, 1988.

ACORN USER '
COMPETITION

i FEBRUARY
J
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COMPUTECK
We are Acorn Approved Dealers

• NEW SOFTWARE & HARDWARE AT DISCOUNT PRICES
• "TRADE IN" DEALS ON NEW SOFTWARE & HARDWARE inc ARCHIMEDES
• USED SOFTWARE & HARDWARE ALL AT EXCELLENT PRICES
• WE ALSO BUY IN YOUR USED SOFTWARE & SOME HARDWARE
• MINERVA-BEEBUG-CLARES-AMS-ACORNSOFT-PACE-PMS-WE HAVE THEM ALL

Software &hardware for "trade in" or "buying in" must be in original boxes complete with all the
appropritate literature.
Please send large SAE for Price Lists (over 850 items). Ifyou want to "trade in"or sell let us know
what you have and want and for which computer. You willhear from us by return. This willbe the
best 13p on a stamp you willever spend!!
MinervaSystom Delta&Card Index "Discount Price E58.45
InstantMiniOfficeonEproms 'Discount Price £53.94
Trade in Mini Office 11 lor Instand Mini Office £49.95
ComputerConceptslnterword "Discount Price £35.00
Trade in Wordwise Plus for Interword £40.25
Second hand Price Computer Concepts Disc Doctor £10.99

Just a few of the many bargains we have to offer you
PriceincludeVAT ACCESSandVISAaccepted

Tel. 045 74 65953

Computed; (Dept AU): I.O.O.F. House : 69 High Street West: Glossop : Derbyshire : SK138AZ
WARNING!Anyono sending "plralod" software on any media will bo reported to tho sotwaro houso or author for legal

action by them!

REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

Watch the SPIDER!
^ Powerful new BASIC commands for

invoking PROCs from the User
_ Port, Serial Port orthe Keyboard.

»••: 8 independent countdown timers.
rWi Easy toinstall with nosoldering.

'('< Comprehensive manual supplied.

NewSPIDER 2 features
;';5 Spec/a/ keywords for controlling

the Serial Port
ty Professional implementation of

Foreground/Background
processing.

fa Reaction timing and pulse trains
accurate to 0.1 milliseconds!

from £65 including VAT

SPIDER2isaRAWR0M
combination which
uses none of the
BBC's memory, so
BASIC programs
are unaffected.
The BBC B+
is fully
supported and we
supply a complete range of
digital, analogue and serial
interfaces for use with SPIDER
using the 1MHz bus.
Ask now for details.

Paul Fray Ltd
Wllowcroft, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD
Telephone: (6223) 66529

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
BBC B, B+

AND MASTER

MOUSE
DRIVER

DATE

TIME

MULTIPLE
WINDOW
MANAGER

EASY 'f
INSTALLATION

CONFIGURABLE FOR PRINTER BUFFER

COMPATIBLE WITH
SECOND PROCESSOR DFS & ADFS

A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For the BBC Computer

"Micro-Trader"
INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed for business use by a business man. "Micro-Trader" offers full Sales and
Purchase Ledger facilities including SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING
with a capacity of up to 1.000 accounts and 5.000 transactions per month.

Nominal Ledger features quick and easy entry of everyday transactions. Up to 6 Bank
Accounts, fullV.A.T. facilities. Journal Posting. Full Reporting for individual accounts.
Audit Trail. Trial Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"

Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4,000 Stock Items with user
defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Notes and

Cash Sales routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

£75.OO -+- V.A.T.

"EXTENDED PAYROLL"
Micro-Aid Full Feature Extended Payroll. For use
stand alone or integrated with "Micro-Trader".

£49.95 -+- V.A.T.

RDCOMPDTEI

"MICRO-MAILER"

A Mailmerge program, fully
integrated with "Micro-Trader".

With a user Database.

£30.00 + V.A.T.

irchimedes
PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

TtlEADOU) COKlPUtERS
11. LONDON STREET. WHITCHURCH, HAMPSHIRE, RG?8 7LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892008

A PPOINTMENTS MA NA GER

A UTO RUN BASIC PROGRAMMES
AT POWER-UP

The Garth, Hampsfell Road, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria, LA1I 6BG Telephone: 044 84 4604
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Could you produce this aduertisement on your Micro?
There is uery little that is not
possible when you haue a graphics
system as fast and as powerfill as

tylCRQBRUSH
Microbrush isa professional graphics package
for either the BBCB or the Master. Whichever
machineyou have,Nicrobrush transforms it into
a powerful graphics computer.If you own a
Master thenMicrobrush offers you extended
resolution in mode 0 and mode 1.

Mode 0 -1216*416

Model -608*416

This whole 64 page was
composed as one mode Q
highresolutionimage
using the out-board scroll
system, and has a resolution
of 1216 * 900 pixels.

Microbrush for the BBCBis

comprised oftwo 16K roms.
The Master version contains a
third rom. The first two roms can
be used in either machine.

Thewhole system ismenu driven and
controlled bytheMarconi RB2 trackerball
forspeed and precision, butmayalso beused
witheitherthe RMX or the Whigmore mouse.
Please note that the tracker ball is not included.

The Colour System
This isjust1of33 major graphic systems
contained within Microbrush andoffers you
42colours in mode 1and 42grey tones in
mode 0. New colour palettes can becreated
with which you can draw lines, sketch, fill,
paint in foreground, background, opaque,
transparent and combined colour. Rdd this to
a colour rubber which will selectivelyerase
anyactual colour and you have a very
powerful painting systemwith more than
1,000,000 possible colours.

Above the painting system in mode O.

The Ikon Generator
The ikon generator isthe main workhorse of
theMicrobrush systemas it isused forboth
generating and positioning any ikon up to6*3
character blocks. This system isalso used
Extentions totheMicrobrush system include-The out-board scroll system-Mo, an extended Master rom offering you Mcolours in mode 1and
4 colours inmode O-£85, atypeface editor plus fifteen extratypefaces -£25, the Master rom when purchased separately -£65.
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bythe typesetter and forcreating colour
palettes, rubbers, paint-brushes and type
faces. Up to 46ikons can bestoredin
memory. The scope oftheikon facility is
immense as itallows you to transform the
Microbrush system into apurpose built
design tool that suitsyour needs.

The Type Setter
With the Microbrush system youwill receive
50 proportionally spaced typefaces. The
smallest allows you up to170 characters to
the line andif this isnot enough then you
candesign yourown typefaces.

The typesetter displays thecurrent
font as a scrollable menu allowing youto
quickly produce professional typography.

The Screen Editor and the
Special Effects Generator
The screeneditor isa powerful drag system
that allows you tostoreup toa quarter of
the screeninmemory. Once stored,images
canliterally bedragged across the screen,
repeated, copied, saved todisc or fed tothe
special effects generator.
The SpecialEffects Generator
This isa veryversatile system which will
automatically outline, inline, shadow, 3D,
half-tone,'etc. anyimage held within the
screen editor's memory.

:roms+disc utilities,BBCB and Master
Microbrush B-£200 3,16K roms+disc utilities, Masteronly.
When ordering please remember to state which system you require, whether you need
40or80 track discs and a telephone no. ifyou have one. Orders and information requests
should be sent to-flB Designs, 81 SuttonCommon Road, Sutton,Surrey. Phone 01644 6643

The Injector rom
The Injector rom isthesecond rom in the
Microbrush system.This rom contains the
drawing functions suchas lines, rectangles,
circles, ellipses, arcs,rotate,squash, stretch,
zoom, halve and quarter screens, plus a
whole host of other functions.

This isa very brief description ofjust7of
the33 graphics systemscontained within
Microbrush. fill of thesystems areboth fast
and easytoaccess. Microbrush also includes
a 7*7 character pixel editor and an Epson FX80
screen dump.

The Master rom
The Master romtakes youinto a completely
different world of graphics with almost 4
times the resolution inmodes1and0,plus 2
on-board graphics screens, 10 rom based
typefaces and a10 point perspective system.
This is linked toa 3"generator which issoon
to be released ona 4*" rom for complex
perspective taskssuch as thecamera seen
above, Alsoavailable for the Master rom is an
out-board scroll system which allows you to
build images with a resolution greater than
1216*2000, plus there are high res. screen
dumps for both Epson and Integrex printers.

Lastly flick through thepages of this
magazine and seehow many oftheother
graphic systems arecapable ofproducing
their own advertising.
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TVS BIG FIGHT
Family feuds stem from important problems- like who watches what

TV programme. Use Joe's timetable program to ease the pain.

Regular readers will remember the
hassle caused last month by my
appropriating the remote control
handset from the Telford Tow
ers television and using it to

communicate with a BBC micro. As in

most families, competition for programme
choice is intense, and the result was a series
of paths worn in the carpet by certain
members trapesing up and down from
armchair to TV to change channel! For the
sake of the carpet and family peace I
returned the remote control to the hands of
my daughter, but the switching continued

Joe Telford

and disputes over the device followed.
Now most families have such problems

and usually adopt one of four solutions.
First, they might buy a second/third TV

- a reasonably good approach. For a mere
£50 you can watch your favourites in black
and white on a shaky indoor aerial, in a
cold outhouse, while daughter dear uses
the colour set in the lounge.

A second option is to buy a video
recorder - no good for the Acorn user
saving up to buy a new Nimbus.

Third, play 'pass the handset'. Everyone
takes turns clicking on a channel, then

throws the handset to the next person.
You're out if you click on an advert!

The fourth choice is to timetable your
use of TV. For BBC owners this is the best

option, and if it appeals, then read on . . .
The first thing to realise is that the BBC

micro won't timetable your viewing for
you, just like a Prime mainframe won't
timetable a comprehensive school. The role
of the micro is to speed up the timetable
production by highlighting problems
which can be resolved by people.

Figure 1 shows two simple individual
timetables with three options. One belongs
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to Sue. She can choose to place BBCl or
BBC2 in any timetable slot or she can leave
any slot free. The second is Bob's. He can
choose to do one of the same three things
in any of his slots. In fact, both Sue and
Bob have completed their individual TV
timetables, which are from nine to 11 am
on a particular day. Notice how the TV
timetable is broken down into four

quarter-hour slots for each hour. This is
because the most manageable chunk of
time is a quarter of an hour. If we went to
shorter slots, say five or ten minutes, filling
in timetables would be so laborious that

people wouldn't do it.
Once the individual timetables arc done,

we look for clashes. This is easy with two
short timetables and three choices per
table. The ways in which timetables can

Sue's Timetable

.00 .15 .30 .45

9am! BBCl | BBCl | |

10am! ! BBC2 | j BBC2

llam| BBCl | BBC2 | BBCl |

Bob's Timetable

.00 .15 .30 .45

9amj J BBCl ! !
+ + + +

10am! BBC2 J BBCl ! ! BBCl
^ + + +

llam| ', BBCl ! BBC2 !
+ + + +

Figure 1. Individual timetables

interact in any one slot are shown in figure
2. If we do a clash analysis on Bob and
Sue, we see there are four clashes, as in
figure 3. Some simple maths indicates that
if the timetables were designed randomly
the chance of a clash in any oneslot would
be two in nine, or about 22 per cent. This
is quite a high figure, and yet if we look at
a realistic TV timetable with four channels

available to two people the projected figure
rises to a 48 per cent chance of a clash per
slot. Figure 4 explains how this is calcu
lated. Just multiply the options open to
each person (five each) together, then di
vide this number into the number of 'C's
in the diagram. Things become more com
plex the more people there are, but the
programs given here will happily cope with
up to five (for example two adults and
three children), and still produce a clear
clash table in around a minute.

What the computer can't do is choose
between the options in a clash situation.
Although I've seen attempts at this, for
example in school timetabling, the com-
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

1. No entry & No entry = No entry

2. No entry & BBCl = BBCl

3. No entry & BCC2 = BBC2

4. BBCl & No entry = BBCl

5. BBC2 & No entry = BBC2

6. BBCl & BBCl = BBCl

7. BBC2 & BBC2 = BBC2

8. BBCl & BBC2 = •?

9. BBC2 & BBCl = ?

(no clash)

(no clash)
(no clash)

(no clash)

(no clash)
(agreement)
(agreement)
(clash)

(clash)

Figure 2. With one slot and two channels, these are the possible interactions

.00

+

9amJ

10am!
+

llam!
+

.15 .30 .45

i i i

i i i

CLASH ! J CLASH !

CLASH ! CLASH ! !

Figure 3. A simple clash analysis shows that Boband Sue have fourslots to discuss

Person A>

Person Bv

No entry

BBCl

BBC2

ITV(3)

CHN4

No entry BBCl

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

c

c

c

BBC2 ITV(3) CHN4

ok

C

C

C

Ok

ok ok

c c

ok c

c ok

c c

Figure4. Even clearing a simple timetable requires servious number crunching

puter is best left out of decision making.
Identifying clashes can minimise many

problems. The task of designing a compo
site timetable is too great for many chil
dren, and the more forceful personalities
get their own way. Often the balance of
programs is not satisfactory, because some
children will quote non-clashing slots as
just cause for having their own way.

As you're probably all aware, maintain
ing reasoned argument is difficult when
emotions are involved, and TV is very
emotional for children. Therefore we

should reduce the level of argument.
Finally, in a discussion between several

children the thread of the argument isoften
lost. By producing a clash table the discus
sion can be focused more exactly.

OK. So we decide to use our micro to

produce TV timetables. What do we do?
Well, first we have to generate individual
timetables for everyone who wants to
watch TV on a particular day.

Next we try for a composite timetable,
with a program that points out clashes. If

we are unlucky, clashes will appear. We
can use a further program to show who is
clashing. From this we go back to re-edit
the individual timetables, and through dis
cussion, arrive at a balance of slots. A
re-run of the composite timetabler and we
have a TV timetable for that day.

We need three main programs, and a
menu program to handle them. The reason
for three programs is so that the whole
system will work on almost all of the BBC
micro range, though anyone without discs
will have no chance, because up to five files
are open at any one time. The programs in
yellow pages are referred to internally as in
figure 5. When you enter each program
save it by its internal name, and then create
a IBOOT file:

*BUILD IBOOT

0001 CH."!MENU"

0002

ESCAPE

*OPT 4,3

The system will then start when you use
the Shift-Break key combination. It's prob
ably best to devote a blank disc to this
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The New Desktop Publishing System from AVP

PERFECT

Pixel Perfect combines some of the most useful
routines of Art, Graphics, Desktop Publishing,
Computer Aided Design and Word Processing
into a single interactive suite of programs. It has
everything you expect from the best desktop
publishing systems plus unique features of its
own. Quality of output and ease of use are what
users of desktop publishing programs most value.
Pixel Perfect is unique in allowing a full A4 sized
true 120 character width document to be
produced. Such width is essential for the serious
desktop publisher. Suitable text files, digitised
pictures and graphics from other sources can be
included using the import utilities. All typefaces
designed for the program are of exceptional
quality being produced using Pixel Perfect's
unequalled font generator. This unique generator
comprises a 48 x 48 grid (16 x 16 is typical).
Further fonts can be obtained along with a library
of art and graphics to produce documents like
those below. If you need to produce technical
documents the Mathspack, a combination of
mathematical, scientific and Greek symbols will

AVP TIMES
v:::;;:.'.':;,'w;r'<..i..»i..i„

iSljt^SjiJrjS^si.

PAGE
VIEWING

:;;:::;,,:;i,::,;..':::::,i;;,.;'i;

,.;;^;ii;:!;!::;'l:n:;i:i;:ij:i;: Cutand Paste i;;'HI-:r^li'r:^;-Li!l!Ox;HIr:i'
I:;:;:^^:;-L;;'!^?:\:r:;rK*lI;^ -Lfrrii^ir'JiMlTill'itH^nhH^"- '̂̂ ^- '̂•i'*;:'"'̂ -^!--**:!!:

The Master Disc

^aZH Tne Pagenaker Disc

The Font Disc

prove invaluable. We believe that Pixel Perfect is
the best desktop publisher available for the BBC
B, B Plus, Master 128 and Electron with BBC DFS,
and our confidence is such that we guarantee a
refund if you are not entirely happy.

AVP has been publishing since 1969. It is the
largest publisher and distributor of educational
software in the UK - 96 page catalogue available
on request.

Pixel Perfect £33.95

Artpack £14.50
Mathspack £14.50
Details of further Fontpacks and compatible
database available on request.

To order, or for more information, contact AVP,
School Hill Centre, Chepstow, Gwent, NP6 5PH.
Telephone: (02912)5439.

fWM^jiMMmM^
: i iHinMii

: HDESKTOPH! flJEEJly&iJIJiJAT/-WJ i-'.^^T,

;,mlSHlf pixel HerfecbKJ £»
^•1 The Conplete Desktop (<•! '~ii;^;*;|! [;;'->;;
^Publishing J Systen JM KTJMuJRj, if!.!
W W- - _ S taaKiaTsji'i:
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package, because it creates a file for each
individual timetable, and each timetable is
for one day of viewing. This means that a
DFS disc will give eight days viewing for a
family of three: 3 people * 8 days + 5
system files = 29 files. For five viewers it
would allow five days.

Note that the 'disc mil' and 'cat full'

errors are not trapped. This is left to
readers as an extension exercise. Look for

DEFPROCerr in each program and add a
couple of lines:

IF ERR=198 P."DISC FULL":ENDPRQC

IF ERR=190 P."CAT FULL":ENDPROC

Try to make your error messages blend in
with the style of the programs.

If any program won't run as it stands,
try changing mode 1 to mode 4 early in
each program to gain extra memory.

On Shift-Break, IMENU (listing 1) is
CHAINed in. Once the program is acti
vated the front page shows the title and a
bar menu with three choices. Use the

cursor arrow keys to move up or down to
the option you want and then hit Return.
This has the effect of CHAINing that
program. An obscure bug in my Master's
operating system prevents the program
from functioning without the 'Press Return
to begin' message. This is annoying, but
using Shift-Break without the 'INPUT " "
dummyS' statement results in a 'channel'
error message on my system. If you can,
try ditching that line and the preceding
one. The program runs better then!

The IEDITOR program, listing 2 on the
yellow pages is the largest and may need
mode 4 in some machines. It displays a
similar menu to the first program, so that
house style is maintained, but there are
eight options.

The first option is to name the viewer
whose timetable you are going to create.
Press Return on the top line of the menu,
and you are invited to enter a two-letter
code, designed for initials, for the person
whose timetable you are editing. Once this
is done and Return is pressed, the menu
returns to normal, but withthe new person
code in all the appropriate positions. Now
decide on the date of the timetable, move
the cursor down to the date entry line and
press Return. You'll be prompted for a
four-digit date. Enter this in the order
DDMM (day then month), remembering
to include leading zeros, eg, 0104 for the
first of April. The date isn't checked, so
silly numbers can be entered. Again, after
entry the whole menu is updated. Notice
that the filing section (for loading and
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Program function Yellow pages On disc

The master menu program
Individual timetable editor
Composite timetable producer
Clash table producer

Listing 1
Listing 2
Listing 3
Listing 4

IMENU

I EDITOR

!TABLE

!CLASH

Figure 5. Save each program underthe name name as it appears internally

TV Timetable for Date 31:10

jHr|.00 .15 .30 1-45 !

!061 i i

|07| i i
i i

j081 1:Roobarb l:Chucklevision [lrChucklevision ]

J09|l:The Muppet Babie l:The Muppet Babie 3:No 73 ]3:No 73 !

J10|3:NO 73 3:No 73 3:No 73 J3:No 73 !

'lljl:Going Live 1:Going Live l:Going Live !l:Going Live |

jl2|l:Going Live 1:Grandstand l:Grandstand j1:Grandstand |

113!1:Grandstand 1:Grandstand 1:Grandstand !l:Grandstand j

!14 J1:Grandstand *****ciasn***** *****ciaSh***** !1:Grandstand |

!15|1:Grandstand 1:Grandstand 1:Grandstand 1l:Grandstand |

[16j1:Grandstand l:Grandstand 1:Grandstand |1:Grandstand !

;17; *****ciash***** 1:Cartoon time *****clash***** |3:3.2.1 J

|18|3:3.2.1 *»***clash***** l:My Family and ot| i

|19| 3:Blind Date 3:Blind Date !3:Blind date !

|20j *****clasb***** *****dash***** *****ciash***** j *****ciasli***** [

J21J *****clash***** *****ciash***** *****ciaSh***** j *****ClaSh***** |

',22|l:Paul Daniels 3:News 3:News J3:Crazy Like a Fox[

J23|3:Crazy Like a Fox 3:Paternity 3:Paternity !3:Paternity |

j00!3:Paternity 3:Paternity 3:Paternity J3:Paternity |

|01[4:Vordict (film) 4:Verdict (film) 4:Verdict (film) !4:Verdict (film) !

|02J4:Verdict (film) 4:Verdict (film) 4:Verdict (film) | ti

!03| i i
i i

!04; i i
i i

|05! i •
i i

Figure6. A typical print out-just click back to the menu to re-organise

saving timetables) uses the person code
plus the date as a filename.

When you want to see what's on a disc,
select the catalogue disc option. The screen
will show all theavailable files, and prompt
you to press Return to go back to the
menu. To load a file, simply set the person
code and the date so that the filename

appears opposite the 'load' and 'save'menu
items, and highlight the 'load' line with the
menu bar. Press Return and the selected

file will load. The loading is indicated by a
shrinking line of stars, as the file loads. If
the filename is incorrect, a 'Can't find . . . '
message appears. Saving works in the same
way. Select the filename to save as before,
and then select the 'save' line. If you
haven't done any editing then you'll be
told, but you can save a file that you've
just loaded, either under a different name
or under the same name. If you choose to

use the same name, then the program
checks before it overwrites the original.

There is one useful option called 'clear
memory' which allows you to clear the
current timetable. Simply select this and
the current timetable is erased from mem

ory, though not from disc. Note too that
the memory status is indicated with an 'in
use'or 'clear' message. Memory isset to 'in
use' after a successful load or after an

editing session.
If you select 'edit timetable' the screen

changes and a blank timetable for a whole
day appears. This is split into two - a
timetable blank at the top (most of the
page) and a buffer area for text. The buffer
is initially empty, and the keys indicated
on the bottom screen line are all active,
along with the cursor keys.

You will notice that the timetable runs

to TV-time, ie, from 6am to 6am the
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MASTER THE COMPACT

WITH THE

COMPACT COMPANION
YOU COULD SAVE AS MUCH AS £200 ON THE

PURCHASE OF AN EQUIVALENT MASTER 128 COLOUR SYSTEM!

THE COMPREHENSIVE INTERFACE

TO UPGRADE THE MASTER COMPACT

If you need more from your ACORN COM
PACT COMPUTER or you are a decision
maker considering the purchase of the
ACORN MASTER 128 for your organisa
tion, then look at the ECONOMIC advan
tages of using the ACORN COMPACT
COMPUTER with the COMPACT COM
PANION.

The COMPANION INTERFACE provides a COMPACT COMPUTER
with most of the extra facilities normally found on the MASTER 128

* User Port

* Analogue (Joystick) Port
* MH2 Bus

* ACORN 1770 DFS in ROM

* All connections Standard MASTER 128

* Full user control of the Interface Software

The interface bolts directly onto the end of the keyboard and simply adds
one inch to the keyboard length. Fitting takes two minutes.

PRICE £39.95 inc. VAT

Educational discounts available

Dealer enquiries welcome.

MERTEC COMPUTER PRODUCTS,
35/36 SINGLETON STREET,

SWANSEA SA1 3QN.
Tel: (0792) 467980.



following morning, and is split into day
and night viewing, in hours vertically, and
quarter hours horizontally. The cursor is
indicated by a large white rectangle which
moves when the cursor keys are pressed.
The cursor right key moves through the
timetable in 15-minute slots, re-appearing
at the beginning when it reaches the edge
of the screen. The cursor-left key moves
backwards slot by slot, again wrapping at
the end. The cursor down key moves in
hour jumps from 6am through the day,
while the cursor up key moves in hour
jumps backwards. Both keys wrap at the
end of the day. The Shift key used with
cursor left and right switches between day
and night sections of the timetable.

There are other keys which can be used
once the block cursor is in place on a
selected slot. The Copy or Tab keys copy
the contents of the buffer into that slot,
and display the channel number to indicate
that the slot has been amended. The Shift

key with the Copy or Tab keys copies the
contents of a slot into the buffer. The

Delete key deletes the contents of a slot,
not the buffer. Escape takes you back to
the menu page, leaving the timetable ready
to be saved.

The Return key acts as 'enter,' and its
function is to let us manually enter data
into the buffer. This data includes channel,
program name, as well as start and stop
times. The only essential item is the chan
nel number, though it is no great problem
to enter the other items.

The majority of editing tasks can be
quickly carried out with these keys. For
example, to enter a one-and-a-half hour
film into the program:
• Press Return and enter the details

• Move the cursor to the start of the block

• Use cursor right plus Tab or Copy to
enter the details in each slot.

To move a slot:

• Use cursor keys to move to the slot
• Shift-Copy it
• Delete it

• Move to the new slot and Copy it
To delete the buffer move to an empty

slot and Shift-Copy
Remember that the buffer and block

cursor positions are retained between files,
so cross file editing is (just) possible. To
leave the editor simply select 'Return to
main menu'.

The composite timetable program
From the main menu program select 'Pro
duce daily timetable' and .'TABLE (listing
3)will load and run. Its front page is similar
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JOES JOTTINGS

TV Clash table for Date: 31:10
+—+ + + + +

Hr .00 .15 .30 .45

+ + + — --+— —+ —H

|06|
+__+ +— —+— +—

!07|
+—•( + +-- + —*

!08|
+ + + _- . + — + — H

!09|
+__+ +— —+— ._+_.

iioi
+__+ + + +

In!
+__+ + + + -<

|12J
+—+ +— ._+__. +

|13J
+ __ + + + — + H

JT1KT3 JT1KT3

+—+

|15J
+ + + + + H

|16|
+ + + + + H

+ + -\

17 JT1KT3 RT3KT1

+—+ + + + H

RT3KT1U
+ 1-

|19
+ + + + + H

__+ + + +

20|RT1KT3
-+

RT1KT3 JT4RT1 ', JT4RT1
—+ + + +

Figure 7. With the ICLASH program, at least you know what to argue about

Eliminate telly fights with Joe's program

to the others and the date, catalogue and
return options have already been discussed.
The other three options include 'specify
viewers', and 'produce timetable'. Specify
viewers prompts for a number between two
and five, and then asks for the person codes
for those viewers. These plus the date will
give the filenames of the timetables which
mustbeopened.

The 'produce timetables' option has two
sub-options: print to screen and print to
printer. A typical print out is shown in
figure 6. Once this is selected the rest is
automatic. After a check that the filenames

exist, the timetable isprinted on theselected
device. Any clashes are marked simply
c*****clash*****\ Once the timetable has
been inspected, the menu can be recalled
with the Return key.

In the unlikely case of the computer
leaving files open, or locking into mode 0,
the 'reseteverything' optioncan beselected,
and theprogram re-run from thebeginning.

Individual selections are shown on screen

The ICLASH program
ICLASH behaves exactly the same way as
'.TABLE except that it only prints the
clashes and indicates what is clashing, so
that reference back to the individual time

tables can be made. The majority of the
timetable is blank, as can be seen from
figure 7, so discussion will be focused only
on the clashes.

Advanced users with Masters or shadow

RAM might like to combine ICLASH and
ITABLE to simplify matters. Having used
the programs for a little while, I can
honestly say that holiday viewing at the
Towers has much improved, but I wish I
could get central heating in the outhouse.
It's very cold there, with the portable black
and white TV. . .In fact the only things I
don't miss are the fights over what to watch
and the ever widening bald patches in the
living room Axminstcr.
Turn to the yellowpage i?idex on page 113
fordetails ofJoe's listings.
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ComputerRepairs (MK)
2 Austins Place, High Street,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 5HN.
Telephone: 217624

REPAIRS
Archimedes

BBC Model B

Electron

P.O.R.

£34.50

£26.50

<CR> REPEAT PRESCRIPTIONS

DOCTORS

At last, a software package for your surgery -To help youwith
those time consuming 'Repeat Prescriptions'. -Some features of
the system include:

* 3500 Patients using Repat Drugs.
(Using one set of discs.)

* Uses DHSS approved prescription form.
* Easy to use.

* Drug search and swap facility.
* Fast search.

For further details write or telephone for leaflet.
Price: £197.95 inclusive post packing etc.

We specialise in 2nd user equipment
Telephone for price.

All prices include post, packing etc. in (G.B.)

SEE US AT THE B.E.T.T. SHOW, STAND 113
IBARBICAN, LONDON. JANUARY 20th - 23rd.

ENTER THE EXCITING WORLDS OF

Dinosaur Discovery, Box of Treasures

Granny's Garden, DragonWorld,

Flowers of Crystal, The Big Calculator

Zoopak, Tele-Book, Spacex

4MATION EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
LINDEN LEA. ROCK PARK. BARNSTAPLE. DEVON EX32 9AQ

TELEPHONE: 0271 45566

TTNS MAILBOX 01:YNK045

"SEND LARGE 20p SAE FOR BROCHURE'

At last a machine code development
system that really does outperform ADEt**V v>*

.»•"

SYSTEM

Software
DEPT. A.

Fifth Floor Sheaf House

Sheaf Street

Sheffield S1 2BP

Tel. (0742) 768632

Access and Barclaycard welcome

Further information available

Features
- Runs on BBC B, B+, Master, Compact,
ADFS, DFS, ANFS, NFS

- Full use of all available RAM

- Intelligentmemory management
unit(MMU)

- User switches on all main features
- Automatic search for macros on disc
- Assemble absolute or relocatable code

- Source program tokenised or full text
- REPEAT..UNTIL. WHILE..WEND
etc. high level language constructs

- Macros nestable to any depth
- Excellenterror diagnostics
- Linker

- Editorand symbolic disassembler
provided

A comparison of three 65C12 assemblers
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Feature

Number of pseudo-ops

Use ot all available RAM

Macros

Relocatable output

Linker with libraries

High level constructs

Number ol error reports

65C00 extended opcodes

Switch ot 65 C 12 opcodes

ROM size

Disassembler

Label restrictions

ADE +

64

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

39+warnings

All

Yes

32K

Yes

No

BBC Basic MACROM

4

No

No

No

No

Yes

3+BASIC errs

65C 12 only

No

16K

No

Yes

36

No

Yes

No

No

No

20

65C 12 only

No

16K

Yes

Yes

Versions and prices
Recommendedlor MasterCompact..
ADE+MMUand 65C00 series assembleron disc
(3.5*ADFS). 32Ksideways RAMrequired.
£42.00 + vat

Recommended hr BBC B, B* _
ADE+MMUand 65CO0series assembleron 2
16K EPROMS with DFS 5.25" utilities disc.

£46.00 + vat

Recommended for Master 128, turbo..
ADE+ MMU and 65CO0 series assembler on
EPROM cartridgewith5.25"DFS utility disc.
£49.00 + vat

Upgrade
ADE to ADE+ (upgrade to either disc,
EPROM or cartridge, you must send in ADE
ROMchip)

£27.00 + vat

Upgrade
ASM to ADE+ (upgrade to either disc,
EPROM or cartridge, you must send inASM
ROM chip)

£35.00 + vat

Please add ft .25P&P perunit.

The Ultimate Assembly
Language Development Tool
ADE+ is a 65C00 series assembler system
supporting all the mnemonics ot the 65C12
used in the latest BBCmicrocomputers plus the
additional 'Rockwell' instructions. ADE+is last,
faster in fact than the in-built BASIC assembler
and all rival products that we have tested. The
assembler produces absolute code that can be
•RUN or linker modules thatcan be mergedwith
the outputfromother programs usingthe ADE»
linker. ADE+ supports a powerful linker which
drastically cuts assembly time; a feature
normally only found on minis and
mainframes. The linkerwill even link the output
from compilers with your assembly language
programs. Fulllibrarysupport for both the linker
and the assembler is provided - fast searching
for unknown instructions in a random access
macro library. ADE+ is a modular system with
many modules to add later; i.e. a mouse based
editor S a Z80 cross assembler! A print
spooling system uses sideways RAMas a print
bullerto eliminatewaiting time;your listing runs
oil as a background job! Use the print spoo or
from BASIC or your own programs. ADE+ uses
ALL available memory. With a second
processor attached the IO processor spare
memory is used as a buller to reduce the
amount of disc access. Allavailable memory s
handled by ADE+'s intelligent memory
management module. Use your own favour-to
editor or the one provided. Assemble from disc
or memory. Full utilities including librarians.
converter for BBC BASIC etc ADE* must be
the bargain ol 1988!
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CLOCK-WATCHING
KEEP CLEAR OF THE

BUNSEN BURNER FLAME

Help Poor Old Cyril to Find the Magic Elixir

Imagine the scene:
You are Cyril, a likeable old gentleman — the
proprietor of a small but busy chemist's shop. One
evening, after a hard day's work, you accidently take
a swig of a potent liquid: a strong reducing agent.

Within minutes you have shrunk down to the size of a
bottle of aspirins. Frightened and alone, at firstyou
panic... then you remember the magic elixir which is
stored at the back of the shop on the top shelf.

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £9.95
BBCMicro 5V4"Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron SV*" Disc £11.95
BBCMaster Compact 3Vt" Disc ..£14.95 Acorn Electron 3Vj" Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B,B+ and Master Series computers).
Thescreen pictures show the BBC Micro version of the game
The graphics of other versions may vary.

i*
M~? SUPERIOR
%\soFTUinn€ ACORNSSFT

Dept.EL2,Regent House,SkinnerLane,Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453

The elixir just might restore you to your normal size-
it's your only hope. But can you possibly reach it; you'll
have to work out a suitable route by climbing up
and down and across the shelves.

A fascinating, humourous game packed with
strategical puzzles and problems. Keep clear of the
lipstick missiles, leap over the exploding flash-bulbs,
dodge the dripping acid, and watch out for the
curious "circulasaurus" creature!

PRIZE COMPETITION

Ifyou complete Elixir(by restoring Cyril The Chemist to his normal size),
you can enter our competition. Prizes include an Impressive trophy,
10 chemistry sets, and signed certificates for runners-up

Closing Date: 30th June, 1988.

Please make
all cheques
payable to
"Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Postage and packing Isfree
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced Immediately.
(Thisdoes not affect your statutory rights)



FILE TRANSFER

If you've got a BBC model B, B+ or
Master 128 micro and you upgrade to
a Compact or an Archimedes you'll
probably not find it easy to transfer
programs and data files from one

machine to the other.

It's really easy if you've fitted a 3.5-inch
disc drive and the ADFS to your original
BBC micro. The Archimedes and Compact
are fitted with 3.5-inch disc drives and each

comes with the Advance Disc Filing Sys
tem as standard.

It is possible to fit a 5.25-inch drive to
either machine, but the Archimedes needs
extra buffer circuitry to do so. If you do fit
an external 5.25-inch drive to an Arc, then
you will still only be able to use the ADFS,
as the Archimedes lacks the circuitry
needed for the ordinary Disc Filing System
used by most BBC micros. Master Com
pact owners have an advantage here, as
fitting an external 5.25-inch disc drive as
drive 1issimple, cheap, and docs notaffect
the warranty. There is also a sideways
RAM version of the 1770 DFS software on

the Compact's Welcome disc.
For the Compact, more software houses

are now providing software on 3.5-inch
disc, but it still isn't possible to get every
thing you want. As yet, software for the
Archimedes is thin on the ground, and like
any radically new micro, it will be some
time before an adequate software base is
available. As an interim measure, Arc own
ers will want to capitalise on their existing
BBC micro software. Old programs can
make use of the increased speed of the
ARM processor, and it is vital to be able to
use existing database files, wordprocessor
text files and spreadsheets. Existing Basic
programs that are well-written should run
directly on the Archimedes' Basic 5. In
addition the program called 65Arthur emu
lates the 6502 processor of original BBC
micros. So you will be able to use 6502
machine code programs and your old
ROMs (or at least disc images of ROMs)
providing they are Tube-compatible. The
only problem is how to get the software
transferred to the Archimedes.

There are three main types of file that
you may wish to transfer:
• Legally written BBC Basic programs
that will run using the Basic on your new
machine with little or no change. On an
Archimedes, Basic 5 means you get much
faster speeds, and even the Compact's
Basic 4 is slightly improved over earlier
versions of the language.
• Images of ROMs such as Pascal, View,
ViewStore and ViewSheet. They will run
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BBC TO ARC
DATA LINK

Bought a new machine and your old5.25-inch discs won't fit?
Your file transfer problems are solved

David Watkins

on the 6502 emulator, or on the Compact
using sideways RAM. It is true, however,
that not all ROMs will run on the newer

machines - in particular 'service' ROMs
that contain utility star commands or deal
with hardware.

• Data files produced by these language
ROMs, such as wordprocessor files or
database files.

It's reasonably easy to transfer all three
types of file via a cable linked between the
serial ports of the two machines. You can
use the same method between any BBC
micros fitted with serial ports with incom
patible storage media. It involves directing

output on the sending machine to the serial
port instead of the screen, and taking input
on the receiving machine from the serial
port instead of the keyboard or disc.

Figure 1 shows the connections needed
to transfer programs and data between any
model B or Master series micro. Figure 2
shows the connections needed between an

Archimedes and another BBC micro. The

diagrams show the plugs as they appear
from the back as you solder them up.

The cable is fairly easy to make up -
with five-core cable, a five-pin domino
DIN plug for a BBC micro and a nine-pin
'D' connector for an Archimedes. Of
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course, a standard Compact will also have
to have the serial upgrade chips fitted. This
is an easy job, and was covered by David
Atherton in Acorn User January 1987.

Once the cable is ready, transfer of an
ordinary BBC Basic program is easiest of
all. It involves listing the program to the
serial port instead of to the screen on the
sending machine, and inputting from the
serial port instead of the keyboard on the
receiving machine.

Function keys can be used to allow a
series of commands to be entered with a

single keystroke as a quick way to confi
gure the sending and receiving machines .
If you're confident with IBOOT or exec
files, then you will no doubt use a file to
load these function key definitions auto
matically. First, make sure both machines
are showing the '>' Basic prompt, and
define a function key on the sending
machine with:

♦KEY O "♦FX 7,7IM#FX
8,7IM*FX 3,7!MLISTIMPRIN
T"»FX 2,0"IM*FX 3,0IM"

Then program a function key on the re
ceiving machine like this:

♦KEY 1 "♦FX 7,71M^FX
B,7IMNEW»M^FX 2, UM"

Now load the Basic program into the
sending machine, press fl on the receiving
machine and fO on the sending machine.
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The program is transferred into the receiv
ing machine's memory. You can then list it
and save it on the receiving machine's disc
in the normal way.

The situation is not quite so easy for
ROM images or data files, as they are not
listable, and they have important extra
information like load and execution

addresses attached to the files that need

transferring too. Listing 1 on the yellow
pages will allow you to transfer a file from
the disc on one machine to the disc on the

other. So it solves all the problems of
incompatible disc types between the B,
B+, Master 128, Compact and the
Archimedes micros.

Type the program into one of your
machines, save it, and transfer it with the
function key method to the other. Don't
forget to save it on the other machine too,
or you will have to transfer it again later.

The program assumes the default data
configuration of the Archimedes and Mas
ter. This is stored in the CMOS RAM and

some machines are set up differently. To
check your micro, type ::'STATUS DATA
and press the Return key. This displays the
existing data configuration of the machine.
If it doesn't show a value of four, then you
will need to change it: just type "CON
FIGURE DATA 4 and press Return. Then
press CTRL-Break. On a model B or B+,
the serial data format isn't stored in CMOS

FILE TRANSFER

RAM, so if you juist press CTRL-Break it
Will be set to the proper default value.

To transfer any sort of file, connect both
machines together with a suitable cable,
then run the program in both machines.
Now decide which keyboard you wish to
work from - either will do - and type 'S' if
it is to be the sender, or 'R' if it is the
receiver machine. The keyboard that you
choose to use will be active, while the
other remains passive and needn't be
touched. The program prompts you to
type in the name of the source file to be
transferred, and also the destination name.
If you want to keep the same name, then
just press Return in reply to the 'Destina
tion filename' prompt. The file will then be
transferred from the disc drive on your
sending machine, and saved on the disc
drive on your receiving machine.

The original version of listing 1 was
written before any Archimedes micros
were delivered to customers, and it was
tested between a model B and a Master 128

micro. The file information was read into a

data block, which was then transferred,
and the file itself was sent across the serial

link one byte at a time. This was slow and
steady, but it worked perfectly.

The first Archimedes were delivered in

August. Early machines came with a pre
release operating system, Arthur 0.2, and
with serial port hardware that did not
work properly. The handshake protocol,
involving the RTS and CTS (ready to send
and clear to send) lines is used to control
the flow of data between the two machines

was faulty. On Arcs, faults in the hardware
and software corrupted incoming data.
This meant, of course, that the original
program would not work, and will cause
problems for forthcoming Arc software
such as terminal emulator packages. The
hardware faults are overcome by wiring
serial cables in a different way to thedesign
originally envisaged by Acorn, and figure 2
incorporates this change. But the software
problems are solved only by using later
versions of Arthur. The original transfer
program was rewritten so it avoided using
the faulty handshaking protocols. It trans
fers files in small blocks and, as it uses
fewer disc accesses than the previous ver
sion, it has the bonus of being faster. It
should work on all pre-release and release
versions of Arthur. Originally, informative
progress messages were printed on both
screens as files were transferred, indicating
the state of transfer. But as these invoked

the handshaking protocol and caused un
predictable datacorruption, they have been
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COLOURJET 132
HIGH PERFORMANCE COLOUR INK JET PRINTER

(compatible with IBM pc, BBC micro, Nimbus etc.)
• PRINTS ALL 64 SCREEN COLOURS FROM CGA AND EGA*
• EMULATES OTHER PRINTERS (A1210, PJ1080A and QUADJET)
• OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY PRINTING
• 80+132 COLUMN OPERATION, A4 WIDTH
• UPTO 1280 DOTS/LINE ADDRESSABLE

• FULL VIDEOTEX CAPABILITY

• OPTIONAL BUFFERED RS232 (INTERNAL)
• HIGHLY VERSATILE

ULTRA

LOW

NOISE

EDUCA TIONAL DISCOUNTS A VAILABLE

LIST PRICE

£569+VAT

optional Integrex software.

INTEGREX LTD church gresley, burton on trent,
STAFFS DE11 9PT

Tel (0283) 215432
Telex 341727 INTEGX



eliminated. Archimedes owners with prop
erly working serial interface software, us
ing Arthur 1.0 or later, may be able to
replace these progress messages.

The program in listing 1 runs in mode 4.
It uses dark blue on a cyan background for
clarity. Many people dislike the
Archimedes' version of mode 7, and chang
ing the background colour in mode 6 gives
black lines so mode 4 gives the best com
promise between display and program
memory. PROCtitlesets the screen colours
and prints an underlined title.

PROCinitialise sets up two blocks of
memory. One is for the file at block that
holds the loads and execution address, plus
the filename. The Osfile routine is used to

dig out this information. The Osfile para
meter block only needs to be 18 bytes
long, and the remaining 110 bytes of the
memory block arc used to hold the file
name - this will accommodate ADFS path
names up to at least eight directories deep
if need be. The first two bytes of the Osfile
block are loaded with the location of the

filename (using !block%=block%+20).
The memory block is a buffer 8k long for
data. There isalso a string array to hold the
names of the possible machine types. All
buffers are cleared with :;'FX 15,0. The data
transfer rates are set to 19200 baud for

both transmit and receive with ::'FX 7,8 and
::'FX 8,8, and the input stream is organised
with ::"FX 2,2. There are a number of
reasons why you may wish to reduce the
data transfer rate, even though this will
slow the program down a bit. If you have
0.2 Arthur, and wish to transfer files from
an Archimedes to another BBC micro,
then you'll probably need to change the
values in PROCinitialise to ::'FX 7,4 and
*FX 8,4. The User Guide for the model B
states that 19200 baud is not guaranteed.
It's known that some extra ROMs affect

the model B's performance at this speed
too, so model B users may also need to
fine-tune their systems to get the best
speeds. Try *FX 7,7and *FX8,7.The *FX
7 and ::'FX 8 commands must be the same

in both the sending and receiving
machines, so clearly they have to be tuned
for the slowest machine in your system.

The machine types are read into the
type$() array, so that both the sending
machine and the receiving machine can be
identified. The version number of the

machine's operating system by the function
FNtype which uses Osbyte with A=0; the
value returned in X would be, say, 2 for a
normal model B + . X% is not zero before

this call: anything except zero would do,
ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

1 Receive data

2 Transmit data

3 Ground

4 Ready to send

5 Clear to send

Figure 1. Wiring a lead for BBC B/Mastertransfer

Archimedesserial port
5 4 3 2 1

FILE TRANSFER

X
1 RX

2 TX

3 GND

4 RTS

5 CTS

BBC RS423 port

4 1

*

©—

•—
X

—•

—•

1 Data carrier detect

2 Recieve data

3 Transmit data

4 Data terminal ready

5 Ground

6 Data set ready

7 Read to send

8 Clear to send

9 Ring indicator

RX 1

TX 2

GND 3

RTS 4

CTS 5

Figure 2. Wiring diagram for BBC/Archimedes transfer

but it is convenient to point X% and Y%
to the Osfile block before FNtype. Lastly,
the data buffer pointer, which keeps track
of the current position in thedata buffer, is
set to zero.

PROCcontact is used to establish con

tact between the two machines. Remember

that both machines are running the same
program, so some parallel thought is
needed to follow the logic from here on.
On the first machine, this procedure sends
its operating system number to the other
machine and waits until the serial input
buffer contains a byte. ADVAL (-2)00 is
used to find when theserial system receives
a byte. The second machine will flush all
its buffers with ::"FX 15,0 before it sends its
own operating system (OS) version num
ber, so it loses the byte just sent to it.
When a valid OS version number is re

ceived by the first machine, it must re-send
its OS version number because the second
machine has just ignored it a second time.
The second machine also sends its OS
version number twice, but this is later
discarded by PROCchoose.

PROCcontact uses PROCsend(char%)
and FNget to send a byte to, or collect a
byte from, the serial port. PROCsend
(char%) enables output only to the serial
port and temporarily disables both the
screen driver and the printer driver, with
"'FX 3,7. This stops the screen driver from
intercepting VDU-type control codes, and
prevents the printer driver from sending
data to the printer after a VDU 1. The byte
is written to the serial port and then the
usual output options are restored. FNget is
called when the serial input buffer contains
a byte. It selects and enables the serial port
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k / Computers and Upgrades
The new Archimedes computer system
available now. Prices start at £699.00.
Phone now for more information.

Trade in your old BBCModel B against a new

Master 128, Master Compac t or Archimedes.

Master 128 £369.00 (a)

Master Compact from £349.00 (a)

Master Turbo Upgrade £99.00 10

Master512 Upgrade £189.00 Id

Master 128EpromCartridge £11 00 Id

Master 128 Dust Cover £4 50 (el

Compact RS 232 Interface £26 00 Id

Compact TVModulater £26 00 lei

1770 Disc Interface £41 00 Idl

ADFS ROM 18+ or B with 17701 £25 00 (el

B+64 64K Upgrade £30.00 Id)

' Archimedes 305 £699.00 (a)

Archimedes 305 mono £749.00 (a)

Archimedes 305 col £899.00 (a)

Archimedes 310 £775.00 (a)

Archimedes 310 mono £825.00 (a)

Archimedes 310 col £975.000 (a)

Archimedes 310m £835.00 (a)

Archimedes 310m mono £885.00 (a)

Archimedes 310m col £1035.00 (a)

if Printers (Dot Matrix)

Cpson LX800 80col/150cps + 22cps NLQ £229.00 (a
Citizen 120D80col. 20cps + 25cps NLQ £150.00 (a

Citizen MSP10E 80cl60cps + 40 cps NLQ £225.00 (a

Citizen MSP50 8(l/250cps + SOcpsNLQ £379.00 (a
Star NL10 80a>il20cps + 30cps NLQ £199.00 (a

Printers (Daisy Wheel)

Juki 6000 80col 12cps

Juki 6100 1lOcol 20cps

Citizen Premier35 132col 35cps

Printers (Laser)

£182 00131

£280 00 la)

£554 00 lal

New Citizen Laser Overture 110
10 pages/min 250 Sheet cassette
dual interface. £1650.00 (a)

All printersinclude Free BBC cable
or plus £5.00for IBM lead.

AMX Mouse and Software

AMX Mouse + Super Art

AMX Pagemaker
£60.00 (d)
£37 00 (d)

SPECIAL OFFERS

Printers - Dot Matrix

MP 165 80co>165cos + 38cps NLQ
MP200 80col.200cps + 40cps NLQ
MP201 !36col 200cps + 40cps NLQ

£16600la)

£24900131

£274 00 la)

Printers - Daisy Wheel
MP 26 - 26cps Diablo 630 compatible
MP 40 - 40 cps Diablo630 compatible
2 YearWarranty on MP Punters

£234.00 (al

£31900lai

Gaken16cps £189.00

L / Disc Drives

DirectDrives all with full 3 yr. Warranty
0241 40;80TDS400K
0243 Dual 40'80T BOOK (Horizontal)

0246 40 80T DS 400K Inc PSU
0248 Dual 40'80T 800K IHonzontall Inc PSU

0249 As0248mMaster BndgeMomtor Plinth
0250 As 0248 with 1 x 3 5" & I x 5 25"

UFD Drives (2 yr. Warranty)
MD 802 C Dual 40'80T DS 800K (Vertical)
MD 802 E Dual 40'80T DS 800K Inc PSU
MD 802DM Asabove *n Master Bi'dgeMonitor Plinth

Winchester Drives

20 mb mci PSU and ADFS
40 mb mcl PSU and ADFS

100

£99.00 la)

£194 00(3)

£114 00 (a)

£214 00(31
£229.00 ia)

£239 00(3)

£214 00(31

£244 00 (a)

£284 00 (31

£549 00 (3)

£869 00 lal

COMPUTING
BUSINESS SYSTEMS • HARDWARE

SOFTWARE • VIDEO SYSTEMS

MEDIA SUPPLIES

OFFICIAL DOMESDAY DEALER

Acorn*
TtXTOOMt'tll r\|HTirtll r.

ACORN APPROVED DEALER

Phone 0602 787923

Disc Drives

Misc

Viglen SS40T 100K £79 00lal
Discs5.25" (Boxed in 10's Lifetime guarantee)
3M 744 SS'DD 48TPI £1100(d)
3M 745 DSDD48TPI £1300(d)
3M 747 DSDD96TPI £1700(dl
Add £1 for plastic librarycase
B&S Label 96TPI in see through LIB. Case DS/DD f 1300 (d)
Disc Cleaning Kit (state 5'A" or3'/2~) 2900(d)
3.5"

3M 35SS SS-DD IBox of 10) £21 00 Idl
3M 35DSDS'DD (Box ol 10) £2900 Idl
B&S LabelDS'DD £1900 Idl

Lockable Anti-Static 5.25" StorageCases
70 Disc Capacity £9.00 (d)
100 DiscCapacity £10.00 (d)

All Monitors include BBC Lead
Phillips Range of high resolution Mono Monitors
withAudio Input Green Amber or Paper White.
BM 7502 (Green!

BM 7522 lAmoerl

BM7442 (PaperWhuei

£69 00 lal

£74 00 (a)

£77 00 lal

Phillips new tv monitor 15" flat screen
RGB/comp video + 20 CHTV £222.00 (a)

Phillips ColourMonitorRGB, CompositeVideo,
Audio in Linear RGB Green Screen Switchable

BBC/IBM Compatible CM8833 £230.00 (a)
Microvitec

1431 (Metal or Plastic Casepleasespecify! Sid Res
1451 (Metal orPlastic Casepleasespecify) Med Res
144! iMetal oi Plasi c Case please speolyi High Res
1431 AP Meial Case RGB and CVAudio Sid Res
1451 APMetal Caseonly RGB andCV AudoMed Res
T.ILT and SWIVEL Stands lor Piastc Case Only

Plinths

BBC BSingle
BBC Masier Single
BBC Masier wilh Shell

£17900lal

£224 00 (al

£375.00 la)

£209 00 iai

£25900131

£19 00 idl

£11 00 id

£12 00(cl

£22 0010)

UK Customers: please add 15% VAT to all prices
(including carriage).
Governmenl and educational establishments oflicial orders
welcomed When ordering please enclose a cheque or postal
order lor Iheappropriate amount.UK Carriage Rates (a) E850

courier insured delivery lb) f3 DO (c) C2 50 (d) fl 50 (el
ft 00 AM prices are correct at time ol going ro press All
oilers are sublet to availability,allprices are subiecr to change
without pnor notihcationand are availableon request Current
price list is available on request

Goods normally despatched on receipt ol order

B & S COMPUTING (NOTT'M) LTD
THE LENTON BUSINESS CENTRE

LENTON BOULEVARD
NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BY

PHONE: 0602 787923

ROM Boards

ATPL Sideways (stateBor B+l
Viglen ROM Sysiem (B Series)
Viglen ROM System (Masier 1281
Viglen ROM Sysiem Compact
ViglenSpare Cartridges

£34.00 (d)
£11 25(d)

E12 00(dl

£12 00 Idl

£2.00 (e)

PrinterRibbons and Accessories

Epson 8302LX 86 Tractor Unit
Epson LX 86 iCompat)
Epson MX 80RX 80FX 80FX 85(Compatl
Juk. 5510 Cii^en MSP 20 ICompat)

Citizen I20D1SP10
Taxan 810'CanoniCompall
Juki 6100 Mullisinke

Tally MT85 Fabric
Tally MT86 Carbon
Printer lead 15m BB+M128ELK + 1

Prnter lead l 5m Compaci
Printerlead 2m IBM or Compatible
80col Punier Stand

UniversalPrinter STand
Printer Switch Box 2Way "T" Swiich

All Modems inc BBC Lead

Mrade WS2000

Miracle WS4000 HayesCompat
PaceNghi-ngale + Commstar n
Nghtmgaie Auto D<al Auto Answer Board + SW
Pace Commstar II ROM

NB BABT APPROVAL ON MODEMSONLY

50ft Telephone Extn Cable on Windup Reel

ISO Pascal

BCPL

Comal

Hi View

View 3.0

View Store

View Plot
Overview

Disc

£19 00(cl

£2 89 lei

£2 60(e)

£2 50 (el

£3 75 le)

£3 74 (el •

£2 30 le)

£5 00lel

£7 00iel

£600lel

£800iei

£1000 Idl

£11 00 Id

£15 00(d)

£3900(cl

£95 00 Id

£l44 00la)

£94 00 Id

£52 00 Idl

E2800tei

£9.50 (di

£42.00 (dl

£39 00 Id

£32 00 idl

£37 00 idl

£39.00 (d)
£37 00 W

£21 00 le)

£84 00 Idl

£8 00 lei

Acorn Soft

Micro Prolog £5000 Id)
Logo £44 00 Idl
ForthDisc £14.00(e)

Lisp £3300 le:
Vew 2 1 £3700 Id)
Vewsheet £37 00 Idl

View Spell I80T only) £2900 Idl
View Index £10 00 (el
ViewPi.nterDrver Gen Tape £700 le)

Computer Concepts
£39 00 Idl

Inierchan £26 00 idl

The Newly ReleasedSpellmaster
Wordwise f30 00 (dl

Mirrorsoft

Fleet Street Ed-tor

Clares

Fontwise+ £16 00 (el

mier Snee: £39 00 idl

iweibase £55.00(d)

£47.00 (d)

Wordwise + £37 00 Id)

£31 00 idl Fonts and Graphxs £n 75 lei

VINE MICRO REPLAY iState MC and D

NB It is essential to state

when ordering

Rep!ca Ni fii 00 (el

sclnterfacel £3000 lei

machine and 40/80T

software

Books (No VAT on books)

Master Ref Manuals Pil EldOOId) Pt2 £1400 Id)
Advanced Master ref Manual(Bray&Dickens) £19.95 (d)
Lisp £7 00 (el Forth £7 00(e) ISO Pascal £7 00lei
BCPL £1400 Id) Vew Guide £600 lei IntoView £600iei
View 3 £900(e) VewSheet £900(el View Store £9GO lei
Mastering view family £12.95(e)

Fanfold Paper and Labels

2000 x1Pan 60gm 11x95" Sid Perl £i100 Id
2000 x1Pan 60gm 11x95"MooPerf £12 50Id
1000 x1Pan 85gm 11 x95"Mcro Perf f900Id
1000x 1 Part90gm -Perfect" A4 Micro Perf £12.00(b)
100089mmx36mmLabels £400 (dl
1000 89mm x49mm Labels f6 00(dl
1000102mm x36mmLabels £500 (dl
Please State Sngleor Twin Row when ordering labels

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988



instead of the keyboard device with *FX
2,1, takes the byte from there and then
re-selects the keyboard as input device. It
leaves the RS423 enabled with ::-FX 2,2.

When contact has been established, both
machines wait for you to choose which
keyboard you wish to use, and whether it
is to send or receive the file. PROCchoose
performs a loop until either the keyboard
buffer or the RS423 buffer contains the
ASCII code for either R or S. The buffers

are monitored using ADVAL (-1) and
ADVAL (-2) respectively. The role of each
keyboard is then printed on both screens.
You may wish to add an option here to
examine the catalogue of the disc on either
machine, or change directories or file attri
butes at this stage.

There are four possible options, with
each keyboard being cither active or pas
sive, and theactive keyboard either sending
or receiving. PROCtransfer takes the state
of the keyboard and the role of the
machine and selects the necessary actions
for the transfer.

If the keyboard is active, then PROC-
filename is used to collect the source and

destination filenames. If you want the file
saved with the same name, remember that
you can just press the Return key instead
of repeating the filename as 'Destination
filename'. The error trapping in the prog
ram is minimal, and you should take care
that filenames are typed correctly or add a
routine to check that the source file exists.

The sending machine will exit via PROC-
error if the file isnot found. If this happens
you will need to press the Escape key on
the receiving machine and start the process
all over again.

The active sending machine transfers the
file with PROCsendfile. This procedure
places the source filename for the Osfile
block with S(block%+20)=sfn$, and per
forms the Osfile call with A=5 to find out

the file's parameters - load address, execu
tion address and length. The block is then
modified to contain the destination file

name, if that is different, and the whole 128
byte block is transmitted with
PROCsend(char%). The passive receiving
machine receives the 128-byte block, so it
knows the expected length of the file it is
about to receive.

PROCsendfile opens the file and reads it
into the8k buffer one byte at a time. If the
file is less than 8k, then it is transmitted by
PROCsendend which uses the pointer as
an end marker. If the file is larger than 8k,
then part is read in and loading pauses
while the buffer is transmitted by PROC-
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Figure 3. Sending programs to an Arc

sendbuffer. The buffer is then refilled, and
the next 8k block transmitted, and the
process is repeated until the end of the file
is reached.

A passive receiving machine uses
PROCgetfile to collect the file in the same
format that PROCsendfile transmits it.

First, it uses FNget to collect the 128-byte
parameter and filename block, from which
it reads the filename and file length using
$(block%+20),'and !(block5+10). It opens
or creates the file and then transfers data

from the serial port to the buffer. When
the buffer fills up, it is saved to disc, and
this also happens at the end of the file -
when the total expected number of bytes
have been received. Once the file is all

saved, it is closed. Now the parameter
block is adjusted slightly, and an Osfile call
with A= 1 is used to save the load and

execution addresses.

As a by-product, this also saves the file's
attributes. It is worth pointing out that the
meaning of these is filing system dependent

SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY

The guidelines on Arc software compati
bility seem straightforward: legal BBC
Basic programs will run, as will Tube-
compatible 6502 machine-code programs
using the emulator.

Most keywords have the same mean
ings as before. But there are complica
tions to the term 'legal'. Any Basic prog
ram can use the indirection operators ?, !
and S to access memory directly. Any
access to an absolute memory location
usually won't work on the Arc - the only
legal way to use indirection is within a
block of memory set aside with DIM. It
shouldn't be used to peek or change
locations within the Basic work space or
operating system. Other direct memory
access creates problems too. You can't
load a screen image using ::'LOAD PIC
FFFF3000, for example.

FILE TRANSFER

- a file transferred from DFS on a model B
to ADFS as an Archimedes or Compact
ends up with only its L attribute set. This
means that it must be changed, with the
"ACCESS command, before it can be used
normally on the ADFS machine. The com
mand -ACCESS <filename> WR will

allow the file to be used for both reading
and writing.

The extended attributes used by the
Archimedes' ADFS, such as the file type
and date stamp, will also be wrong. For
example, you will not be able to run a
Basic program with a star command until
you have loaded and re-saved it on the
Arc. For files longer than 8k, PROCscnd-
buffer has to wait until the receiving
machine has saved the buffer before load

ing and sending the next buffer full, in
order to avoid handshaking problem in
early Arthur releases. It waits until the
receiving machine sends back the value 42.
If your Archimedes is fitted with Arthur
1.0 or later, or if you're using the program
exclusively on ordinary BBC micros and
the Master series, than you may wish to
leave this out of PROCsendbuffer and

PROCgetbuffer. You can double the trans
fer rate by deleting lines 1390 to 1430, and
line 1790. But if you find your files are
corrupted, then you will have to replace
the deleted lines and transfer the files again.

In the other case where the sending
machine is passive, the active receiving
machine sends both the source and destina

tion filenames to the passive sender using
PROCsendname. This simply 'prints' the
names to the serial port. PROCgetname on
the passive sender collects these filenames
from the serial port with INPUT state
ments. The passive sender then uses
PROCsendfile and the active receiver uses

PROCgetfile to perform the transfer,
which progresses in the same fashion as
described earlier.

There are many improvements which
could be made to this program, in addition
to those already suggested. Writing and
reading the file to and from the disc could
be speeded up by using Osfile instead of
BGET# and BPUT#, or the active
machine could be made to display eitheror
both disc catalogues. The program could
be modified for mutliple file transfer. 11 the
receiving machine is an Archimedes, then
the program could detect most common
file types and modify the attributes proper
ly. If you do add- any of these improve
ments, then let us at Acorn User know.

Details of the file transfer listing can be
found onpage 113.
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ARCHIMEDES
ROM/RAM PODULE

This podule accepts a variety of ROM or RAM chips and
includes ROM and RAM filing system software.

Special controller circuitry
automatically detects the type and
size of chip plugged into each
socket—eliminating 32 links

Edge connector plugs into podule
back-plane of 300 or 400 series
Archimedes

The board accepts software such as the Archimedes versions of Inter-Word, Inter-
Chart and Inter-Sheet and will accept the forthcoming document processor and
drawing programs. It is compatible and fully obeys all Acorn podule standards. It
requires the back-plane to be installed—available from us and Acorn stockists.

£49.00 + VAT (£56.35) standard
£59.00 +VAT (£67.85) with battery
and controller chip

<e
Computer Concepts Ltd

Gaddesden Place
Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX.
Telephone 0442 63933

ACCESS & BARCLfiYCARD ACCEPTED



PRINTERS

MAKING AN
IMPRESSION

With the humble nine-pin dot-matrix printer now looking decidedly old fashioned,
what are the options for a first-class printout?

Our choice in printers used to be
limited to nine-pin dot-matrix
machines or daisy-wheel prin
ters. Dot-matrix printers can
print most things, including

graphics, but you can always recognise the
dotty print. Daisy-wheels produce print
indistinguishable from the best typewriter,
but are hopeless at anything other than
standard size text.

Recently, however, the choice has been
widened by new developments in printer
technology. The latest 24-pin dot-matrix
printers now offer better quality output,
sufficiently good to make daisy-wheel
printers redundant. Although they are ab
out twice the cost of the older nine-pin
models, that's no more experience than the
nine-pins were when they first appeared
seven or eight years ago.

The product of the moment, however, is
the laser printer. Working in a totally
different manner to other printers, these
offer the best quality output of all, almost
on a par with traditional typesetting. But
laser printers are considerably more com
plex than other types of printer, and they
are very difficult to program. Laser prin
ters are also known as page printers, be
cause they can only work in complete
pages, whereas the other types can print
short chunks or very long continuous
items - address labels for example.

So, is it time for you to upgrade? And if
so, is a 24-pin printer adequate for your
needs, or will you need a laser printer?

The 24-pin dot-matrix printer, works in
exactly the same way as the nine-pin var
iety, although the finer matrix is accompa
nied by many other modern features. Ten
years of dot-matrix technology has ironed
out the physical annoyances of early mod-
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els. All the 24-pin machines from makers
such as Star, Epson and NEC are fast, and
have reasonable paper loading, feeding and
ejecting mechanisms. 24-pin models cope
well with both friction and tractor-fed

paper. Compatibility with the control
codes of the earlier Epson printers is good
- they all work to at least FX80 level.
Because of the higher resolution, the prin
ters can offer several different typefaces,
and many machines offer plug-in font
cartridges to extend the range.

The principal reason you'd buy a 24-pin
printer is if you are currently using two
printers. Many people use a nine-pin dot
matrix machine for graphics and general
use, but stick to a daisy-wheel or type
writer for important letters which have to
look good. The 24-pin output in standard
letter-quality mode, or from plug-in addi
tional fonts, is sufficiently good to substi
tute for a daisy-wheel in almost all cases.
The exception is where you deliberately
want to give the impression of not being
computerised. Some people find a recog
nisable 'typewriter' output somehow more
'personal' than computer output.

Another reason might be that you want
extra quality but your specific software

package won't work with any laser prin
ters. The 24-pin printers usually use exact
ly the same control codes as their nine-pin
equivalents, but laser printers often have
FX80 emulation modes, too. But the best
reason for buying a 24-pin machine is if
you feel that you don't quite need a laser
printer - perhaps you are doing nothing
more than printing out-letters. Even with a
sheet feeder added, a 24-pin printer usually
costs considerably less than a laser printer.

Some laser printer models are being
marketed very aggressively at the moment,
and the prices are now reaching a level
where they are within reach of the business
user of a BBC micro, and possibly the
more adventurous home user as well.
Obviously a laser printer represents a con
siderable investment, so what are you
going to get in return?

Thegrowth of laser printer sales, and the
consequent reduction of prices, is due to
the advent of desktop publishing - making
up pages on screen, perhaps in multiple
columns, with graphics inserted, and then
printing out the results in high-quality
form. BBC micro desktop publishing pack
ages such as AMX Stop Press and Mirror-
soft's Fleet Street Editor, as well as word-
processors such as View, use printer driv
ers - separate pieces of program which deal
with output to different kinds of printer.
Each type of printer demands a different
type of driver. Drivers for laser printers are
juststarting to appear, and during 1988 it is
likely that laser printer drivers will be
written for every serious word processing
and desktop publishing package. If you're
considering buying a laser printer, it's a
good idea to check with the suppliers of
your favourite packages that laser drivers
exist, or are being written. For word-
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TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD

ARCHIMEDES
305 BASE AKB10 780.00

305 & mono monitor 838.00
305 & colour monitor 995.00
310 BASE AKB15 865.00

310 & mono monitor 925.00
310 & colour monitor 1095.00
A310M AKB30 938.00
A310M mono 995.00
A310M colour 1165.00
Archimedes/Master Econet 49,99
0.5 MB RAM 102.35
Floppy disk 143.75
20 Mbyte hard disk & podu e 573.85
(300 only)
Podule Backplane 40.25
Archimedes Rref. Manual £19.95
Assm. Lang Prog Manual £12.00

Archmedes software now available in
stock - please call.

MASTER 128
Complete With Internal
Software £399.00
Master Turbo Upgrade £113.95
Master Econet Module £46.00
Master ET £349.00
Master 512 Upgrade £217.35
Universal second processor £86.25
Eprom Cartridge £14.95

Reference Manual Part I £14.95
Reference Manual Part 2 £14.95
Acorn Teletext Receiver £108.00

FILESTORE

Filestore provides shared access to
file and printer services on Econet.
The filestore consists of two units -
a dual 3.5 inch floppy disc unit 1.2
Mbytes of storage (Filestore E01)
which can be expanded with a high
performance 20 Mbyte Winchester
disk drive unit(Filestore E20).
FILESTORE E01 £952.00

FILESTORE E20 £829.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
100m Cable
Station Lead Set
Econet Starter Kit
Econet Bridge
Level I Fileserver 40 Track
Level 2 Filesaver 80 Track
Print Server Eprom

£89.00

£29.00

£99.00
£199.00

£99.00

£235.00
£49.00

Twillstar continues to offer the
MASTER COMPACT for your Home
Education and Business needs I
Complete with bundled software
and an integral 3.5" Disk Drive in the
following Systems:-
ENTRY SYSTEM £360.00
•128K* "Single 640K Drive* *
bundled software*

TV SYSTEM £375.00
•128K* 'Single 640K Drive* *UHF
Modulator* 'Bundled Software*

MONO SYSTEM £412.00
•128K' 'Single 640K Drive* *
Bundled Software* •12" High Res
Monochrome Monitor*

COLOUR SYSTEM £565.00
*128K* 'Single 640K Drive' *
Bundled Software* *14" Medium
Res Colour Monitor*

2nd DRIVE KIT £113.00
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WORDPROCESSING
SPECIAL PACKAGE

PACKAGE 1
Based on Master 128. The Twillstar
All in One Word Processing Package
contains a Master 128, View 3.0,
Viewsheet, High Res Green Monitor,
800K Dual Drives with PSU, Gakken
Daisy Wheel Printer together with a
box of Discs, Paper, and all the
Cables. £885.00

SPEECIAL COMPACT
PACKAGE

The Compact Professioanl
OVERVIEW - A complete business
software package. Word processor,
spreadsheet, database, graphs/chart
program, spelling checker, index
generator.

ROTHER HR20 - The worlds best
selling high quality daisy wheel
printer. Dual interface buffer 8k (16k
optional), 2 colour printing option
red & black, 22cps, auto underlining,
clear buffer.
COMPACT - A high quality personal
computer. Full size professional
keyboard with numeric pad, 3 Vi
standard floppy disk drive, RS232 or
parallel interface options,
networking option available.

£745.00

MONOCHROME MONITORS

Phillips BM 7502
12" hi res. P31 Green Phospher
Screen. CVBS input. Audio input.
'Band width 20 MHz. 2000 CHRS
Dispay. Adjustable viewing angle.

£79.00

Phillips BM 7522
Amber Screen
Phillips BM 7542
Dedicated WD phosphor Screen
monitor £95.00
Philips BM 7513
12" Green IBM compatible £120.00
TAXAN
New Taxan Monochrome Screens
Taxan KX117
12" Green Screen P31
Taxan KX118
12" Green Screen P39
Taxan KX119
12" PUL Amber Screen

£95.00

£89.00

£99.00

£99.00

COLOUR MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Std Res £201.25
Microvitec 1451 Med Res
Microvitec 1441 Hi Res
Microvitec 2030 Cs 20
Std Res
Microvitec 1431 AP
Std Res
Microvitec 1451 Ap
Med Res

£255.00

£391.00

£425.50

£224.25

£293.25

PHILLIPS
New from Phillips
Phillips CM8833
14" CVBS and RGB medium
resolution colour monitor. IBM PC
compatible. Fast blankup to enable
superimposing. Stereo Audio. Ear
phone socket. 600 dots x 285 lines
vertical £269.00

Phillips CM8852
14" RGB professional med res
colour. 700 dots x 285 £289.00
Phillips CM8873
14" RGB high resolution colour
monitor Res 850 x 480 £550.00
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Taxan Super Vision 620
High Resolution colour monitor
with several unique features, at
an affordable price.
SUPERVISION 620
12" RGB High resolution colour
monitor. Fully compatable with IBM,
Apple, BBC and most other Personal
Computers. 635 x 312 line resolution.
Positive or negative sync input.
Text colour switchable to green,
amber, white or blue or inverse
white. Super high contrast tube.
Optional tilt-swivel base (with
clock/calendar available). Special
introductory offer. £299.00

NEW SUPERVISION 625
12" high resolution colour monitor.
661 dots x 312 lines £369.00

MONITOR TO TV

CONVERTER
AV 7300 Colour tuner module
Push burton control. 12 preset
channels. Built in aerial. Compact
design. Composite video only

£69.00

MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVES
Source Disk Drives 100% BBC
compatible slimline disc drives. All
drives are supplied complete with
formatting diskette, comprehensive
users manual and all necessary
cables. All drives are 40/80 Track
switchable at the front and have two
years warranty.

51/4" Drives without

P.S.U.
MD 400A Single 400K
Double Sided £113.00
MD 802C Dual 400K
Double Sided £219.00

BVi" Drives with P.S.U.
MD 400B Single 400K
Double Sided £135.00
MD 802E Dual 400K
Double Sided £235.00

SPECIAL
MD 802D Dual 400K Drives
horizontally mounted in a monitor
stand to fit both the BBC B and the
Master series. £265.00
Mitsubishi Bave drives uncased with
40/80 switch £89.00

SOURCE DISK DRIVES
Source SD35 Vh" disk drive, single
drive £85.00

Source SD352 3W dual drive
£149.00

Supplied cased complete with
cables, powered from computer.
Extended two year warranty.
Source SD35S Vh" single drive with
P.S.U. £135.00

Source 352S 3VS" dual drive with
P.S.U. £199.00

Source SD3545S Combo dual 5V»"
and 3W drives with P.S.U. £249.00

WINCHESTER DISK DRIVES
Source HD20 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive including Acorn
DFS ROM complete with P.S.U.

£499.00

Source HDP201 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive and a 400k double
sided floppy drive built in a plynth
to accomodate monitor on the top
and the computer underneath.
Includes ADFS ROM and P.S.U.

£799.00

Source TS10 10 Mbyte tape
streamer backup unit with utilities

£650.00

Othe size hard disks are available,
please call for our latest prises.
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Take a holiday
while your PC is
being repaired.

Or take out one of our
repair contracts and be

working before you
can even get to the

airport.
Twillstar Computers
Maintenance Division
Authorised Service Centre
for Amstrad and most IBM

Compatibles.
24 hour on site and in house
maintenance contracts with
loan equipment provided.
In house repair service on

Disk Drives, Printers,
Modems, Systems and

monitors.
For furhter details call our

Maintenace Hotline on
01-574 5271

Taxan KIF 4308 buffer compatible
with any Centronics interface
printer £149.00
Further 64k upgrade available.
Printer/Computer sharers.
2 - 1 £39.00
6 - 1 £79.00

Serial and Parallel T Switches
Parallel T switch £67.85
Serial T switch £67.82

FLOPPY DISKS
Raven SV*" pack of 10 in a clear
library box £15.00
Raven 5!4" rainbow colour pack of
10 in library box £17.00
Raven 3V4" single sided pack of 10
in library box £18.00
Raven Vh" double sided pack of 10
in library box £25.00

LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
Trackmaster SV*" 70 x 5'/4"
lockable
Trackmaster 5'/r 100 x BV&"
lockable
Trackmaster 3V4" 40 x 3V4"
lockable
Trackmaster 3%" 100 x 314"
lockable

£7.95

£9.95

£6.95

£9.95

SWIVEL BASE

OFFER
Special summer price Tilt and swivel
base for 12" or 14" monitor or TV.
"Looks very elegant" atanubeatable
price. £9.95

I
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PRINTER STAND
Fits nearly any width of printer.
Allows paper storage and gives ideal
viewing position. Can also be used
for computers and monitors. Steel
construction prevents bending or
buckling £18.00
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YOUR ONE STOP
MEGA-COMPUSTORE

FOR HOME,EDUCATION
& BUSINESS NEEDS! WJ

save £29.00 ||
FREE PRINTER STAND

FREE BBC CABLE

200 SHEETS OF PAPAER

When you buy a
Panasonic KX-P1081 The
faster and enhanced KX-P1081.
120 cps in draft mode. 24 cps
in NLQ mode. Fully Epson RX80
and IBM Matrix and Graphics
Printers compatible. Standard
friction and tractor feed.
Operator accesible print mode
switch. Standard 8 bit parallel
interface. RS232 interface
is optional £179.00

EPSON PRINTERS
LX-800 £228.85
Draft print to 180cps. NLQ text to 25cps.
Two correspondence fonts. Pull-feed trac
tor supplied as standard. IBM character
set. Integral 3K buffer. Graphics capability.
Push-button controls. Standard Cen
tronics interface.

FX-B00 £368.00
FX-1000 £497.95
Correspondence quality to 40cps. Draft
speed to 240cps. Wide range of types-
tyles. High resolution graphics. Powerful
8K buffer. IBMcharacter set. Easy-reach
control panel. Choice of wide or narrow
carriage. Tractor feed now standard.
EX-800 £458.85
EX-1000 £626.75
Fast 300cps draft print. Correspondence
quality to 50cps built in. High resolution
graphics. Powerful 8K buffer. IBMcharac
ter set. Advanced front control panel.
Choice of wide or narrow carriage. Stan
dard push-feed tractor. Short tear-off fea
ture. Two-stage automatic paper loading.
Reverse paper feed.
LQ-800 £494.50
LQ-1000 £667.00
Superb letter quality print at 60cps. One
letter font built in. High resolution
graphics. Powerful 7K buffer. Draft speed
180cps. Easy-use control panel. Choice of
wide or narrow carriage. Serial and paral
lel interfaces built in.

LQ-2500 £994.75
Superb letter qualityat 90cps. Draftspeed
to 270cps. Five fonts built in. High resolu
tion graphics. Powerful 8K buffer. IBM
character set. New select Type panel re
placing DIP switch. Push-feed tractor built
in. New LCDmessage screen. Serial and
parallel interface built in.
SQ-2500 £1294.90
Virtually silent print. Superb letter quality
at 180cps. Draft speed of 540cps at 12cpi.
Five fonts built in. High resolution
graphics. Powerful 8K buffer. IBM charac
ter set. New select Type panel replacing
DIP switch. New LCD message screen.
Serial and parallel interface built in.
.50dBa

CREDIT FACILITIES

Full credit facilities now
available nationwide
* LOW DEPOSITS

* FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE
* UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY

Call for further details

Typical APR 36.3%
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CANON PW1080A
80 column printer with 160 cps draft
and 40 cps NLQ with built in friction
and tractor feed. Fully compatible
with Epson FX80. Standard parallel
interface. £249.00

CANON 55A
Wide version. Fully IBM
compatible. £399.00

STAR NL-10 £209.00
Parallel l/F £29.00
IBM £29.00
Commodore £29.00
Serial l/F £69.00
Sheet Feeder £55.00
Ribbon £5.50

STAR NB24-10 £579.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Font Cartridge £40.00
Sheet Feeder £140.00
Ribbon £7.00

STAR NX15 £389.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Sheet Feeder £140.00
Ribbon £8.00

STAR ND10 £349.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Sheet Feeder £55.00
Ribbon £5.50

STAR ND15 £469.00

Serial l/F . £85.00
Sheet Feeder £140.00
Ribbon £8.00
Font Cartridge £40.00

STAR NR15 £559.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Sheet Feeder £140.00
Ribbon £8.00

Font Cartridge £40.00

STAR NR10 £429.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Sheet Feeder £55.00
Ribbon £5.50

STAR NB15 £799.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Sheet Feeder £140.00
Ribbon £8.00
Font cartridge £40.00

STAR NB24-15 £759.00
Serial l/F £85.00
Sheet Feeder £195.00
2nd Bin £125.00

Font Cartridge £40.00
Ribbon £8.00

MP200
200 cps in draft. 40 cps in NLQ mode.
7K buffer as standard (128 down
loadable characters in NLQ optional
8K memory. IC font cards. £274.85

MICRO P MP165
80 Columns. 165 cps in draft mode.
35 cps in NLQ mode. Ultra high
resolution graphics. Friction and
traction feed. 2 Year warranty. Epson
or IBM compatible control codes.

£199.00

MP201
Same as MP200 with 136 columns

UVtTfo i £318.55

,•• '

MP135

Just released
135 cps, 80 column printer. Frictio/
tractor feed. NLQ. Epson & IBM
Compatible £145.00

MP480

New
Fast reliable 480 cps dot matrix
printer. 74 cps, NLQ, 80 column, fully
Epson & IBM compatible, Std
parallel £349.00
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TAXAN KXP815
Taxan KXP 815 New enhanced KP
810 with 160 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £299.00

TAXAN KXP915
Taxan KXP 915 New enhanced KP
915 with 180 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £420.00

CITIZEN 120D £169.00
120/25cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel

CITIZEN 120D £i89.oo
120/25cps 80 column RS232 Serial

NEW

CITIZEN LSP 100P call
120/25cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel

NEW

CITIZEN LSP lOOS call
120/25cps 80 column RS232 Serial

CITIZEN MSP10E £269.oo
160/40cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel

CITIZEN MSPIOE £289.oo
160/40cps 80 column RS232 Serial

CITIZEN MSP15E £379.00
160/40cps 136 column Centronics
IBM Parallel

CITIZEN MSP15E £399.00
160/40cps 136 column RS232 Serial

CITIZEN HQP45 £645.oo
200/66cps 136 column dual interface

PREMIER 35 £499.00
Daisy Wheel 35cps 136 column Cen
tronics IBM Parallel

PREMIER 35 £569.00
Daisy Wheol 35cps 136 column
RS232 Serial

CITIZEN LASER £1499.00
Overture 110

TECO VP1814 £199.00
Overture 110

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEC P2200 £322.00
PINWRITER. High speed draft 168
cps. Standard draft 140 cps. Letter
Quality 56 cps. You have to see it to
believe it.

NEC P660
216/72cps 80 column
Centronic/IBM Parallel

NEC P665 £559.00
216/72cps 80 column RS232 Serial

NEC CP660 £579.00
Colour 216/72cps 80 column
Centronics/IBM Parallel

NEC CP665 £659.00
Colour 216/72cps 80 column RS232
Serial

NEC P760
216/72cps 136 column
Centronics/IBM Parallel

NEC P765 £659.00
216/72cps 136 column RS232 Serial

NEC CP760 £699.00
Colour 216/72cps 136 column
Centronics/IBM Parallel

NEC CP765 £759.00
Colour 216V72cps 136 column RS232
Serial

P6/CP6 Pin Tractor £58.oo
P6/CP6 Bi-directional
Tractor £120.00
P6/CP6 Cut Sheet Guide

£10.00

P6/CP6 Cur Sheet Feeder
£104.00

P7/CP7 Pin Tractor £86.00
?7/CP7 Bi-directional

ractor £i38.oo

P7/CP7 Cut Sheet Guide
£16.00

P7/CP7 Cur Sheet Feeder
£266.1

£499.00

£599.00
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PANASONIC KX-P3131
A Fully Formed Serial Impact
Daisywheel printer with print speed
of 17cps. Diablo compatible print
wheels. Print pitches available are:
10, 12, 15and proportional spacing.
Standard friction feed and optional
tractor. Paper width 13.5 inches.
Standard Centronics optional RS-
232C. Built with 6K text buffer
expandable to 32K buffer. £289.00

BROTHER HR 20
The new Brother Daisywheel HR20
8K standard buffer upgradable to
16k. Comes standard with serial and
parallel port £389.00

JUKI Daisywheel
Juki 6100 £329.00

NEW MP26 Daisywheel
MP26 A feature rich very quiet
printer. Universal compatibility with
almostallpersonalcomputersat an
unbeatable price. Speed: 26cps. 132
columns Diablo 630 compatible

£249.00
Optional Tractorfeed £95.00
Optional Sheet feeder £145.00

MP40
A very fast, quiet printer with
features compatible with virtually all
computers at a fantastic price. 40
cps, 132 column, diablo 630
interfacew, parallel interface, built in
standard RS232 optional £355.00

GAKKEN GPR-2000
Print speed of 18 characters i
second. Fully Qume compatible.
Takes Qume exchangable
Daisywheel and ribbons. Selectable
10,12 & 15 pitch. Supports
{proportional spacing. Standard
riction feed. Tractor/cut sheet feeder

and serial interface optional.
£169.00

You can purchase any of the
items listed. All you have to do
is write your requirements on
a sheet of paper, and we will
despatch your goods within 24
hours, subject to availability.
Please add the following
amounts for Postage and
Packing.
Items below £10.00 add £1.50
Items below £50.00 add £2.50
Items below £100.00 add £3.50
Items over £100.00 add £8.00

(UK Mainland only)
All prices include VAT at 15%

'No Hidden Extras'
Prices correct at time of going
to press but subject to change
without notice.
Please make cheques payable to:
TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.

Access/Visa Card Holders:
Welcome. Call now on:-

-571 5938 or 574 5271
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PRINTERS

Laserprinter

The big issue with
printers is
resolution, sometimes
expressed in
qualitative terms
such as single,
double and quad
density, and
sometimes in dots per
inch (dpi). 9-pin
matrix printers give
60, 120 and a maximum
in quad density, if
you have it of 240
dpi. 24-pin printers
can go up to 360 dpi,
and virtually all
office laser printers
work at 300 dpi. By
comparison, photo-
typesetting machines
such as those used to

produce Acorn User
work at between 1000

and 3000 dots per
inch, which can
usually be regarded
as perfection.
Daisywheels don't
work in dots, but the
best possible
daisywheel quality,
using a carbon
ribbon, looks very
similar under a

microscope to laser
printer output.

The reason

printer out
superior tc
24-pin dot
a nominally

High resolution output
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Daisy-wheel printer

The big issue with
printers is
resolution, sometimes
expressed in
qualitative terms
such as single,
double and quad
density, and
sometimes in dots per
inch (dpi). 9-pin
matrix printers give
60, 120 and a maximum
in quad density, if
you have it of 240
dpi. 24-pin printers
can go up to 360 dpi,
and virtually all
office laser printers
work at 300 dpi. By
comparison, photo-
typesetting machines
such as those used to

produce Acorn User
work at "between 1000
and 3000 dots per
inch, which can
usually be regarded
as perfection.
Daisywheels don't
work in dots, but the
best possible
daisywheel quality,
using a carbon
ribbon, looks very
similar under a

microscope to laser
printer output.

The reason

printer out
superior tc
24-pin dot
a nominally

Very good quality, but inflexible

24-pin dot-matrix printer

The big issue with

printers is
resolution, sometimes

expressed in
qualitative terms
such as single,
double and quad
density, and
sometimes in dots per
inch (dpi). 9-pin
matrix printers give
60, 120 and a maximum
in quad density, if
you have it of 240
dpi. 24-pin printers
can go up to 360 dpi,
and virtually all
office laser printers
work at 300 dpi. By
comparison, photo-
typesetting machines
such as those used to

produce Acorn User -
work at between 1000

and 3000 dots per
inch, which can
usually be regarded
as perfection.
Daisywheels don't
work in dots, but the
best possible
daisywheel quality,
using a carbon
ribbon, looks very
similar under a

microscope to laser
printer output.

The reason

printer out
superior tc
24-pin dot
a nominally

Good quality, and falling prices
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Nine-pin dot-matrixprinter

The big issue with
printers is

resolution, sometimes

expressed in

qualitative terms
such as single,
double and quad
density, and
sometimes in dots per
inch (dpi) . 9-pin
matrix printers give
60, 120 and a maximum

in quad density, if
you have it of 240

dpi. 24-pin printers
can go up to 360 dpi,
and virtually all
office laser printers
work at 300 dpi. By
comparison, photo-
typesetting machines
such as those used to

produce Acorn User

work at between 1000

and 3000 dots per
inch, which can
usually be regarded
as perfection.

Daisywheels don't
work in dots, but the
best possible
daisywheel quality,
using a carbon
ribbon, looks very
similar under a

microscope to laser
printer output.

The reason

printer out
superior tc
24—pin dot.

a nominally

,t

Cheap butpoor quality

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

processing, where the only requirements
are bold text and underlining, it's very
unlikely that you'd have any trouble find
ing a suitable driver.

Laser printers nearly always offer
'emulation modes'. This means they can
accept the control codes intended for other
types of printer. For example, many laser
printers have a mode to partly emulate the
Epson FX80, and most can emulate the
Hewlett Packard Laserjet, probably the
most popular laser printer. Some will also
emulate daisy-wheel printers, usually the
upmarket Diablo 630, but it is rare to see
emulations of low-cost daisy-wheels such
as those from Brother and Juki. An impor
tant point for BBC micro users is that that
many laser printers do not emulate the
graphics mode of the FX80. This isvital, as
many BBC software packages assume the
Epson FX80 is the 'standard' printer. It is
possible to use a laser printer to do some
thing between plain wordprocessing and
desktop publishing. For example, if you
are producing an academic journal, special
ist newsletter or sectional report, you can
use a wordprocessor to create the text in
the normal way, and then insert control
codes in the heading and tables to select
different fonts and typesizes.

Resolution
The big issue with printers is resolution,
sometimes expressed in qualitative terms
such as single, double and quad density,
and sometimes in dots per inch (dpi).
Nine-pin matrix printers give 60, 120 or a
maximum of 240 dpi in quad density, if
you have it. Twenty-four-pin printers can
go up to 360 dpi, and virtually all office
laser printers work at 300 dpi. By compari
son, photo-typesetting machines such as
those used to produce Acorn User work at
between 1000 and 3000 dots per inch,
which can usually be regarded as perfection
- certainly the quality of the paper becom
es the limiting factor. Daisy-wheels don't
work in dots, as they strike whole letters
onto the page in one go. But the best
possible daisy-wheel quality, using a car
bon ribbon, looks very similar under a
microscope to laser printer output.

The reason that laser printer output
looks superior to even a 24-pin dot-matrix
printer is quite simple - despite the higher
resolution of the matrix printer, the dots
themselves are finer on the laser printer. A
matrix print head working at maximum
resolution is let down by the ribbon, which
will run dots into each other at anything
closer than 120 dpi. The 24-pin dot-matrix

PRINTERS

printers needles are finer than nine-pin
models, but the ribbons aren't much better.

Resolution is particularly important
when a document has to be printed at the
final size, or even enlarged. If you are
reducing a document photographically or
using a reducing photocopier, then the
quality increases and the differences be
tween the various types of printer are less
noticeable. Also, if you intend to photo
copy your final work, you'll find that
differences disappear as the photocopier
blurs dots and smooths sharp edges.

Page description languages
All computer printers work at severa
levels. For example, every type except a
daisy-wheel allows you to print individua
dots, and every type has a facility where if
you send it a character code, it will re
spond with its own.pattern for what the
character ought to look like. So an Epson
printer will show the same font on paper,
whether it is connected to a BBC micro or
IBM or any other type of computer. Most
printers will print effects like bold after a
single control code - there are still a few
daisy-wheels which need you to send the
character, then a backspace, then the char
acter again to embolden, but they are few
and far between. Plotters such as Linear
Graphics' Plotmate and even the Tandy
CGP115 or MCP40 will draw graphics
from line commands, rather than requiring
all the individual dots which make up the
line to be specified.

Page description languages are a glorified
form ofthis type ofthing. They will accept
commands for font selections, highlighting,
font size and orientation, and all the usual
graphics commands too. Normal screen
dumps can be incorporated as well, follow
ing the relevant 'bit image graphics' code
with a stream of binary data. An important
point is that as laser printers build up the
image in memory, rather than on paper,
earlier bits of the design can be overwritten
by later bits - so if you send the command
for a black box, and then overshadow it
with a larger white box, the final page will
show no trace of the first box.

A page description language is usually in
readable English, rather than the short
control code sequences you might find on
matrix printers.

Why are page description languages so
important? The reason is that, like compu
ter languages, they are available for more
than one machine. The dominant industry
language is PostScript, developed by the
American firm Adobe Systems. PostScript
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SUBSCRIPTION

Free monthly
programs

We are giving away our monthly listings discs - worth £5.95
and cassettes - worth £3.95, when you subscribe to Acorn
User magazine. All you have to do to guarantee 12 issues of
Acorn User and their safe delivery to you, is to fill in the
coupon below and choose your favourite Acorn User monthly
listings cassette or disc. You could choose from any of the
following: August '87 featuring Calendar, Gus (March '87),
Desalet (May '87), Super Plotter (November '86) or even
Dodo (August '86).

Any one of our monthly listings will be yours absolutely
free, when you subscribe now.

YES! I wish to subscribe to Acorn User magazine starting
with'the issue.

Please send my FREE monthly • 40/80-track 5.25-inch disc
or • cassette for the issue.
(Please allow 28 days for delivery)

name

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

D I enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable
to Redwood Publishing Ltd.
•D Please debit my Access/Barclaycard/American Express

ACCOUNT NO: EXPIRY DATE

SIGNED DATE

Please send this coupon together with your remittance in an envelope toGail
Fairhall, Subscriptions Manager, Redwood Publishing Limited, I.ambourn
Woodlands, Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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NEW YEAR - NEW PRICES
DISKS DISKS DISKS

514" DS DD*

Top quality
Certified 100% error free

Lifetime, no quibble
guarantee
Packed in quantities of 10
Complete with labels and
write protect tabs
Blend of German and

Japanese technology
Post and packing included
in price
*AII 5Va" DS DD disks have hub reinforcing rings
for total reliability

WHY PAY MORE?
Cash, Cheque or P.O.with order only. Delivery
normally within 14 days. Please complete the

order form below and send to:

Lighthouse Products Ltd
31 Guildford Grove

London SE10 8JY

Telephone: 01-692 2118
Fax:01-318 1439
Telex: 8951182

(Regret we are unable to
accept telephone orders).

574" DSDD Floppy Disks

4.30

Name

Address

2-5

3.90

6-9

3.70

Post Code

Daytime Phone No

Access No

10 +

3.30

QTY Amount

TOTAL

+ VAT@15%

Payment ^
Enclosed

'Cheque

P.O.

Cash * Delete as applicable

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988



is available on around a dozen models of
laser printers, and at least as many 'real'
typesetting machines (known as imageset
ters). This means that a document can be
prepared on a computer which will pro
duce PostScript output, and then any Post
Script compatible printing device will cor
rectly produce output from it.

This is vitally important if you need to
see your finished output as it will look, but
can't afford an expensive imagesetter. A
relatively cheap PostScript laser printer will
produce a print-out which looks almost
exactly like the final typeset product - in
fact to the untrained eye it's almost indis
tinguishable.

PostScript laser printers tend to cost
about £2000 more than the cost of the
equivalent devices without a PDL. There
are three reasons. A minor factor is the

more powerful computer that needs to be
built into the machine required to run the
PDL. A larger portion of the extra cost is
accounted for by the fonts included with
PostScript printers. These tend to be ori
ginal digitised typefaces on which royalties
must be paid to the owners of the typeface
designs. The final part of the cost is the
royalty paid to Adobe for the use of their
PostScript language, reportedly $200,000 to
start with plus $100 per machine.

There are other PDLs around. Docu

ment Description Language (DDL) is one
developed for Hewlett Packard laser prin
ters, and Imagen and Interpress are others,
available on a few machines. But this year,
IBM adopted PostScript for their systems,
which more or less defines the standard.

Furthermore, a number of companies have
recently announced PostScript 'clones' that
are cheaper to licence than the real thing -
so this should bring the cost of PostScript-
compatible devices down in time.

The extended control codes on some
printers such as the Epson GQ3500 can
contain text descriptions, for example circle
drawing and floodfilling. But these are not
PDLs for two reasons - they aren't a single
language to control all text and graphics
output, and most of all they are printer
specific, which PDLs are not.

The physical aspects of a laser printer are
very different trom other types of printer,
and it is this that causes a lot of people to
choose one. The big attraction in the office
environment is often not print quality.
Laser printers are virtually silent. The
loudest sound is usually the cooling fan
inside the machine.

All laser printers can only work with cut
sheet paper and they are often limited to

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

Letters formed by
columns of clots

Each letter formed

by a single impression

Pins in printhead
fire at ribbon

PRINTERS

Hammer hits

letter-shaped spoke
of daisy-wheel

Top: The pinsof the dot matrix make the image. Bottom: Adaisy-wheel creates the imageinone go

Dot-matrix and daisy-wheel printers are
known collectively as impact printers -
they create their characters by hitting the
paper through an inked ribbon, in exactly
the same way as a typewriter. Laser
printers and ink-jet printers are non
impact printers, as nothing mechanical
hits the paper. For this reason, they are
quieter than impact printers, and are
sometimes more suitable for an office

environment.

Dot-matrix designs have a column of
pins in the print-head. Some of these fire
to create a column of dots on the paper-
different combinations of pins for diffe
rent letters. As the print-head moves
across the paper, further columns of dots
align to form letters. Usually, there are
about 11 columns of dots for each com
plete letter. The microprocessor in the
printer controls the pins, and the printer
has a ROM containing the data for which
pins should fire for each letter. The
diagram above shows the pins just after
they have fired to print the central col
umn in an 'i' character.

Daisy-wheel printers are different in
that they create each charater in a single

strike. The print-head carries a wheel
with lots of spokes. Each spoke carries a
shaped piece at the end, like the arms of a
typewriter. A hammer hits the spoke
against the ribbon, impressing the shape
of the character onto the paper. For each
letter, the printer turns the wheel so that
the correct spoke lies under the hammer.

Both types of impact printer print one
line of text at a time. The whole print-
head moves across the paper, then feeds
the paper upwards by a line before re
turning to print the next line of text.

Dot-matrix printers are more flexible
than daisy-wheel machines, because the
pattern of dots produced by the pins is
controlled by software. Change the data
in the ROM, and the typeface will change
- most machines have more than one

ROM installed, so selecting another
allows two or more typefaces. On a
daisy-wheel, the wheel has to be changed
physically before a new typeface can be
selected. Also, dot-matrix printers often
contain RAM, like sideways RAM in a
micro. Fill the RAM with new data and

you can use a completely new typeface
that you can design yourself.
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A4 sheets. The standard feed is from a
paper tray, like that in a photocopier, and
they typically hold between 50 and 200
sheets of normal A4 typing paper. Another
point is that they are fast - laser printers
aren't measured in characters per second,
but in pages per minute. Standard speeds
are six or eight pages per minute, which
works out at several hundred characters
per second. As with dot-matrix printers,
quoted speeds are often rather optimistic,
and in particular the printer slows down
enormously if it has a lot of graphics to
print out. Of course the other reason
people prefer a laser printer is due to the
increased resolution and crispness of the
output - see the example printouts in the
box on page 106.

An important point for laser printer
users is the running cost. With average use,
a dot-matrix printer needs a new ribbon
about every thousand pages, and this
usually costs about £5. Laser printers use
toner cartridges, similar to photocopier
cartridges. Some printers use small units,
which last for about 1500 copies and cost
about £30. The larger Canon cartridge,
used by about half a dozen types of printer
last for 4000 pages, but cost nearly £100
each. It is possible to get the cartridges
refilled, but it isn't easy. Refilling costs
about half the cost of buying a new car
tridge, but the running costs work out at
still about three times that of a dot-matrix

or daisy-wheel printer.
The laser mechanism, drum and so on

don't have infinite lives either, and they
usually require major servicing at about
100,000 pages. I don't think you should
worry about that. A busy office is unlikely
to print more than 300 pages a week on
average which amounts to about seven
years of normal use. The point here is that
a laser printer can't be used as an alterna
tive to the office photocopier - it gets far
too expensive.

If you fancy a new programming chal
lenge, then you too are a good candidate
for a laser printer. The control codes and
printing commands are confusing to some
one used to 30 or 40 codes on a matrix

printer - for more on this see the review of
the Epson GQ3500 on page 155. Whether
using extended control codes or a full
blown page description language, the
amount of control you can exercise over
the printed output is phenomenal. As the
laser printer is a computer in its own right,
it is possible to write small programs in
PostScript for it. That way, you can direct
ly control ail its complex function.
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a. Drum coated with even

static charge

b. Laser writes on drum and

dischargesallexceptletter

'c. Drum turned through toner
powder.Toner sticks to
remaining charged areas

d. Toner transferred from

drum to paper and 'fixed'
by the rollers

Witha laser printer, a laserbeam creates the imageona charged drum

LASER PRINTERS

The laser printer works very much like a
photocopier, and not at all like other
printers. It stores an image of the whole
page to be printed in its internal memory.
The resolution of the printer is 300 dots
per inch, or 90,000 dots per square inch.
An A4 page less a small border measures
11 inches by eight inches, so to hold the
entire page the memory needs to hold
enough dots for 88 square inches, which
works out at nearly a megabyte. Most
laser printers have just enough internal
memory to hold a page of graphics.

To cope with the processing involved
in writing the image into the memory and
controlling the laser beam, a full micro
computer system is built into the printer.
Additional ROM and RAM is needed to

store the patterns of the fonts to be used,
and the program code and data required
to make the whole thing happen. The
ROMscontaining fonts need to holdvery
high-resolution detail, and as anyone who
has ever written high-resolution graphics
programs will know, this requires a lot of
data, and 512k or one megabyte of ROM
is not uncommon. When the image is set
up in memory each '1' in the memory
represents a black dot, each '0' means the
area should be left white.

For printers without page description
languages, a graphics image is down
loaded as bytes from the computer rather
like a screen dump; text characters are
sent as ASCII bytes, and translated inter

nally using the font data. When the
memory is set up, the internal processor
runs a program which starts a rotating
light-sensitive drum. This is evenly
charged with 'static' all over. The laser
beam is pointed at the drum, scanned
across it by revolving mirror, and switch
ed on and off very rapidly, based on the
bit pattern in memory. Where it hits the
drum, the negative charge is lost. This is a
precision operation, which is why a laser
must be used.

The drum then turns to roll through
the toner powder fitted in the cartridge.
The toner is a fine electrically charged
powder - it sticks to the drum where
there is no charge left, but is repelled by
the parts of the drum surface where a
charge still exists. This makes a powder
image which shows where the laser didn't
hit the drum.

As the paper enters the laser printer, it
is given an all-over positive charge. The
paper then passes on to the drum, which
hasbeen prepared with toner. As it passes
under the drum, the negatively charged
toner particles are attracted from the
drum to the paper, and fall on to it. The
paper then travels on to heated rollers at
about 200 degrees Centigrade, and the
toner is bonded to the paper.

At the other end, the paper rolls out
onto a tray, and is immediately ready for
use. It is best not to rub it for a few

seconds to allow it to cool.
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y IMPACT POSTERS SUPERDEAL 4

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE GAMES V*
At LESS than V, PRICE!

(') Crazee Rider
(2)Uept°n V»l~ P) Palace ofMagic"

With EVERY 2 ofthe above 7 posters you buy,
you may choose ANY 1ofthe following Superior Software

games at less than 54 therecommended price!
These immensely popular and colourful posters are 2 feet long by

nearly 1!4 feet wide, and areyours for only £1.95 each.

BBC or Electron BBC or Electron Master Compact or Electron

JlA" DISCSCASSETTES 5%" DISCS

Only £1.95 («6t95.) each: Only £2.95 (tt&5) each: Only £3.95 («9^5.) each:
TheLife ofRepton The Life of Repton The Life of Repton (mc only)
Repton Around the World ReptonAroundThe World (BBConiy) Repton Around The World (MConiy)

Only £6.95 (244^5) each:Only £3.95 (£9*95) each:
Bonecruncher Only £5.95 (*4i^5) each: Bonecruncher

Spellbinder Bonecruncher Spellbinder
Play ItAgain Sam Spellbinder Play It Again Sam
Elixir PlayIt Again Sam Elixir

Palace ofMagic Elixir Palaceof Magic
Codename:Droid Palaceof Magic Codename:Droid

Crazee Rider Codename:Droid Crazee Rider

Grand Prix Cons. Set (BBConiy) Crazee Rider Grand Prix Cons. Set

Repton 3 Grand Prix Cons. Set
• (BBConiy)

Repton 3
(MConiy)

Superior Coll. 1 or 2 (BBConiy) Repton3 Superior Coll. 1 or 2

Acornsoft Hits 1 or 2 Superior Coll. 1 or 2 Acornsoft Hits 1 or 2

Superior Coll. 3 (Dec. only) Acornsoft Hits 1 or 2 Superior Coll. 3 (Deconly)

Only £6.25 (*4&r95) each:
Elite

Revs& Revs 4 Tracks (BBConiy)

Only £6.95 («4r95) each:
Elite (BBC only)
Revs & Revs 4 Tracks (BBConiy)

Only £9.95 («*%35.) each:
Elite (MC only)
Revs & Revs 4 Tracks(MConiy)
ZAKCH (Archimedes only)

HOW TO ORDER

Simply till in the coupon and send with a
cheque or postal order to Impact Posters.

• GUARANTEED despatchwithin 48 hours

• FREE postage and packing (by 1stclass post)
(UK only. Overseas please add £2.50)

• Posters sent instrong postal tubes

jgoafe**

Impact Posters
Neepsend House

~ 1 Percy Street
Sheffield

S3 8AU
Tel:(0742) 769950

To: ImpactPosters, Neepsend House,
j 1Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU.
i Please send methe following posters:—

(Tickor put quantity in relevantboxes)

! Elite • (All only £1.95 each)

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

V
1 Repton • Palace ofMagic •

Zarch fj Ravenskull •
I Codename:Droid • Crazee Rider •

You may choose 1 game with EVERY 2 posters
I you buy:

Game Format(Cassetteetc) Computer

\
i\

PostCode

Costof Posters £

CostofGame(s) £ |

1

L
(Cheques/POs payable to ImpactPosters



1ESS

'Stop Press' puts you right at the heart of the Desktop Publishing

Revolution. Utilising dynamic WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You

Get) facilities, 'Stop Press' makes it simple to create professional

newsletters, leaflets, flyers, forms or in fact anything where text and

graphics are required.

'Stop Press' is the ideal publishing software solution for home

enthusiasts, schools, societies and small businesses.

READ ALL ABOUT IT

Documents may be prepared using any of the superb selection of type

faces (12 or more) supplied or alternatively a typeface of your own

design.

Text can be entered from within 'Stop Press' or imported from your

preferred word processor withfully automatic on-screen text formatting

as the file loads.

Centering, ragged right, and literal justification are all available. There

also is fullpixel resolution control over character size and spacing.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

As well as the ability to import digitised images there are outstanding

facilities for drawing, spraying and painting using either the patterns

supplied or your own pattern designs, enabling you to produce graphs,

charts, diagrams and pictures.

These can then be pasted, cropped or re-sized to fit any layout, and for

those finishing touches a fantastic zoom isavailable.

HOT OFF THE PRESSES

At anytimeyour pages can be previewed before being output to a wide

range of Epson or compatible dot matrix printers.

AMX MOUSE

'Stop Press' can be used witha joystickor keyboard but the AMX MK III

Mousegives you thecontroland flexibility whichyouwouldexpect from

the most accurate pointing device available. Produced in Switzerland

the AMX Mouse has a unique patented design which includes high

resolution movement (D.P.I.) and superior ball technology to ensure

that contact between the

Mouse and surface is

constant at all times.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Complimenting 'Stop Press', Extra! Extra! is a superb collection of

ready made clip art and new typefaces covering a wide variety of

subjects and styles.

'STOP PRESS' IS AVAILABLE FOR
SOFTWARE

ONLY

WITH AMX

MK. Ill MOUSE

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

ACORN BBC/B +/MASTER £49.99 £79.99 £24.99

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512 £49.99 £89.99
-

AMSTRAD CPC 6128 £49.99 £79.99 £24.99

COMMODORE 64/128 £39.99 £69.99
-

These superb products are available from allgood computer dealers or

direct by cheque, Access or Visa. All prices include VAT, postage and

packing. Becomeyour own publishingbaron with'Stop Press'and start

the presses rolling.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LIMITED
. ••*••.. Imagination at your fingertips
\^ FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS TELEPHONE: (0925) 413501.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LIMITED 166-170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON WA4 6QA
TELEPHONE: (0925) 413501 TELEX: 628672 AMS G FAX: 0925 58039

TUBELINK ON MICRONET 800 -TUBELINK C SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE AND ALL AMS SOFTWARE



YELLOW PAGES
INDEX/COM P A T I B I L I T Y

Entering listings
Tomake the task of entering listings easier,
Acorn User has adopted several standards
in the yellow pages. Programs are listed
with line numbers in increments of 10, so
type AUTO <Return> for automatic line
numbering before youstart. Before you list
what you've entered, type LISTO 1
<Return> to provide spaces after the line
numbers. Programs in the yellow pages are
often listed to a width of 40 characters, so
type MODE 6 <Return> before you start.
Comparing the line-endings of your listing
with the yellow pages will help you spot
extra or missing characters.

To make sure that the program you want
to enter will work on your particular
machine, check the index below. All the
listings work with Basic 1, 2 and 4 (unless
stated otherwise) and with operating sys
tems OS1.2 or above. If a program is
accompanied by an article, please read the
article first. If special care is needed when
entering, we provide an easy-to-complete
'How To Enter' box.

Once you've typed in your program,
save it to tape or disc then test it by
running it. If you have a major problem
with a listing, ask someone to check it. If
you still have difficulties, you can also send
off for a list of Checksums which help you
find the errors. Send a large sae (26p
stamp) to /if/Checksums, PO Box 641,
London NW9 8TF.

ACORN FORUM

115

From the postbag; choosing Arc colours,
sideways scrolling and an ADFS CE' remover

TV'S BIG FIGHT

117

Listings to take the pain out of choosing your
evening viewing

BBC TO ARC DATA LINK

125

A listing to link your BBC B or Master to your
new Archimedes or Compact

DISCS ANDTAPES BACK ISSUES

l:My Family and ot

3:Blind Date

*****clash*****

*****cl;i;;ti*****

3:News

w'm:

All the listings on these pages can be found
on this month's listings disc or cassette. See
page 133 for details of how to order.

For help with entering and debugging
listings see the following back issues: April
'86, June '85, Aug '84, Sept '83.

Program Page BBCB B+/128 Master

128
Master

Compact
Electron Arc 6502SP/

Turbo
ADFS Econet Shadow

RAM
Monthly

T/D

Hints & Tips 114

Listing 1 • • • • • • • • • • •

Listing2 • • • • • • • • • • •

Listings 3

Acorn Forum 116

Listing I

Listing2

Listings 3

Joe's Jottings 119

Listings1-5

BBC to Arc Data Link 125

Listing 1

Notes: ' Requires shadow RAM, 2 Requires 6502 emulator
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YELLOW PAGES
HINTS & TIPS

See Hints& Tips, page 39

Listing 1. View !Boot file creator

10 REM Hint* fc Tip* i
20 REM By Martin Phillip*
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E
40 REM (c) Acorn U»«r February 198B
50 i

60 nam**-""
70 DIM cli 30

80 MODE 6

90 VDU 19,1,2|0|
100 PRINT TAB(7fl)"Viaw Startup Diac C

raator"
110 PRINT "*Thi« program will craata a

startup diac"
120 PRINT "for VIEW*
130 IF nama*-"" THEN PROCload ELSE PRI

NT '
140 PRINT *TAB(5)M0. black" TAB(25)"4.

blua"

150 PRINT TAB(5>"1. rad" TAB(25)"5.
magenta"

160 PRINT TAB(5)"2. graan" TAB(25)M6.
cyan"

170 PRINT TAB(5)"3. yellow"TAB(25)"7.
white"

ISO PRINT '"Select background colour "

I
190 REPEAT

200 bcol»BET-48
210 UNTIL bcol>-l AND bcol<8
220 PRINTibcol
230 PRINT '"Select text colour "j
240 REPEAT

250 tcol-8ET-4B
260 UNTIL tcol>-l AND tcol<8 AND tcol<

>bcol

270 PRINT|tcol
280 PRINT '"Put a blank formatted diac
in the diac"

290 PRINT "drive"
300 PRINT "Preae the apace bar when re

ady"
310 REPEAT UNTIL GET-32
320 VDU 28,0,24,39,17,12
330 *0PT 4,3
340 «SPOOL !B00T

350 PRINT "M0DE3"
360 PRINT "M0DE131"
370 PRINT "»W0RD"

380 PRINT "PRINTER "name*

390 VDU 19,0,bcol|0|
400 VDU 19,l,tcol|0|
410 REM Put other inatructiona hare

420 aSPOOL

430 PRDCoacli("SAVE "+name*+" 3000 +FF

400")

440 VDU 12,26
450 PRINT TAB(0,21)"Create another? (Y

/N)"|
460 REPEAT

470 g*-CHR*(GET AND 95)
480 UNTIL g*«"Y" OR g*«"N"
490 IF g*-"Y" THEN GOTO 80
500 END

510 i

520 DEF PROCload
530 INPUT '"Enter name of printer driv

er "name*

540 PROCoacli("LOAD "+name*+" 3000")
550 ENDPROC

560 I

570 DEF PROCoacli(*cli)
5B0 XX«cli MOD 256

Continued •
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-4 Hints &Tipslisting1 continued

590 YX=cli DIV 256

600 CALL &FFF7

610 ENDPROC

Listing 2. Simpledisc menu program

10 REM Hints 8c Tips 2
20 REM By Martin Phillips
30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C/E/A
40 REM (c) Acorn Uaer February 1988
50 i

60 MODE 7

70 PROCinit

80 READ title*
90 PR0Cdouble(LEFT*(title*,36))
100 VDU 28,0,23,39,3
110 PROCread
120 PROCselect

130 RUN

140 i

150 DEF PROCinit
160 XX-64
170 DIM file*(XX),type*(XX),dBBC*(XX)
180 DIM cli 30
190 «FX 4,1
200 ON ERRORiIF ERR-254 OR ERR-214 THE

N PRINT"File not found."iI-INKEY(300)»RU
NiELSE REPORTiPRINT" at line "|ERLiEND

210 »KEY10 CHAIN"MENU"IM

220 ENDPROC

230 I

240 DEF PROCdouble(A*)
250 R*-CHR*(129)

260 G*»CHR*(130)

270 Y*-CHR*(131)

280 C*=CHR*(134)

290 T*-CHR*(141)+6*+A*

300 xX«(3B-LEN(A*))/2

310 PRINT TAB(xX,0)T*
320 PRINT TAB(xX,l)T*
330 ENDPROC

340 l

350 DEF PROCread

360 NX—1

370 REPEAT

380 NX-NX+1
390 READ file*(NX),type*(NX),deac*(NX)
400 type*(NX)-LEFT*(type*(NX),1)
410 dBBC*(NX)-LEFT*(dBBC*(NX),35)
420 UNTIL typa*(NX)-"a"
430 NX-NX-1

440 ENDPROC

450 I

460 DEF PROCsalBCt

470 PX-0

480 PmaxX-(NX DIV 15)
490 noX-15
500 IF PX-PmaxX THEN noX-NX MOD 15

510 CLS

520 FOR TX-0 TO noX
530 PRINT R*fCHR*(65+TX)|Y*|" "|daac*(

TX+PXal5)
540 IF noX<8 THEN PRINT
550 NEXT TX
560 IF PX>0 THEN PRINT R*|"C"|B*|U Pre

vious selection"
570 IF PX<PmaxX THEN PRINT R*i"3"|G*|"

Next bbIaction"
580 PRINT'C*»"Entar 1attari "i

Continued •
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"1 Hints &Tipslisting2 continued -4 Hits&Tips listing 3 continued

590 *FX 21,0 200 UNTIL MX<4

600 REPEAT 210 ENDPROC

610 A-GET 220 i

620 UNTIL (A>64 AND A<(66+noX)) OR A-l 230 DEF PROCsquare(XX,YX,SX)
36 OR A-137 240 IF SX<MX THEN ENDPROC

630 *FX 4 250 SX=SX/2

640 IF A-136 AND PX>0 THEN PX-PX-liGOT 260 PROCsquare(XX+SX,YX+SX,SX)

0 560 270 PROCsquare(XX+SX,YX-SX,SX)

650 IF A-137 AND PX<PmaxX THEN PX-PX+1 280 PROCsquare(XX-SX,YX+SX,SX)

iGOTO 560 290 PROCsquare(XX-SX,YX-SX,SX)

660 A-A-65+15*PX 300 VDU 29,XX;YX|

670 VDU 26 310 MOVE -SX,-SX

680 IF typB*(A)-"C" THEN CHAIN fila*(A 320 DRAW SX,-SX

) 330 DRAW SX,SX

690 IF typB*(A)-"R" THEN PROCoacli("RU 340 DRAW -SX,SX

N "+file*(A)) 350 DRAW -SX,-SX

700 IF typa*(A)-"L" THEN PROCoscli("LO 360 ENDPROC

AD "+file*(A))

710 PRINT "C*"Which ROM ID (4-7)? "p
720 REPEAT

730 g*-GET*
740 UNTIL g*>"3" AND g*<"8" See Acorn Forum, page 49
750 PRINT g*
760 IF typB*(A)-"S" THEN PROCoBcli("BR

LOAD M+filB*(A)+M 8000 M+g») Listing1. Archimedes colourselector

770 ENDPROC 10 REM Arc Colour Selector
7B0 i 20 REM By Michael Porter
790 DEF PROCoacli(*cli) 30 REM for Arc only
800 XX-cli MOD 256 40 REM (c) Acorn User Feb 88
810 YX-cli DIV 256 50 :
820 CALL &FFF7 60 MODE 15iOFF
830 ENDPROC 70 xbase=0iybase=44S
840 l 80 PROCcolour_table(xbase,ybase)
850 REM Put titla harei 90 PROCsetup_mouse(xbase,ybasa)
860 DATA Hints & Tips Manu Program 100 PROCscan(xbase,ybase,0,184,1279,20
870 i 0)
880 REM Data for aach filename in form 110 END
890 REM filename,execution,dBBcription 120 x
900 REM exacutioni L..aLOAD 130 DEF PROCcolour table(x,y)
910 REM C..CHAIN 140 LOCAL col_code
920 REM R..«RUN 150 FOR col_code«=0 TO 255
930 REM S..aSRLOAD 160 PROCrect(x,y,col_code)
940 DATA R0M1,S,R0M softwara 170 NEXT
950 DATA MCPROG,R,Machine code program 180 ENDPROC
960 DATA PROG,C,Program description 190 r
970 i 200 DEF PROCrect(xbase,ybase,col_code)

2000 REM This line must be last 210 GCOL (col_code>>2)ANDXllllll TINT
2010 DATA *,*,* (col_code ANDX11)<<6

220 RECTANGLE FILL xbase+(col_code MOD
32)*40,ybase+(col_code ANDXIOOOOO)»5+(co
l_code DIV&40)*40,40

Listing 3. Recursive graphics 230 GCOL 0 TINT 0

240 RECTANGLE xbase+(col_code M0D32)a4

10 REM Hints & Tips 3 0,ybase+(col_code ANDXIOOOOO)»5+(col_cod

20 REM By Martin Phillips B DIV8<40)*40,40

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C/E/A 250 ENDPROC

40 REM (c) Acorn Usar Fabruary 1988 260 i

50 i
270 DEF PROCsetup_mouse(x,y)

60 MODE 1
280 *P0INTER

70 VDU 5 290 MOUSE ON

80 REPEAT
300 MOUSE RECTANGLE x+2,y+4,1276,312

90 PROCrun 310 ENDPROC

100 UNTIL 0 320 I

110 END 330 DEF PROCscan(xbase,ybase,x,y,w,h)

120 i 340 LOCAL mx,my,button

130 DEF PROCrun 350 COLOUR XI10

140 MX=256 360 PRINT TAB(0,0);"To get displayed c

150 REPEAT olour in MODEs 10, 13 or 15 use...";

\60 VDU 19,RND(3),RND(7)|0| 370 COLOUR XI110

170 BCOL 3,RND(3) 380 PRINT TAB(5,2);"Foreground text...

180 PR0Caquare(640,512,512) COLOUR XXX TINT XXX"

190 MX-MX/2 390 PRINT TAB(5,3)|"Background text...

Continued • Continued •
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-4 Acom Forum listing 1 continued

400 PRINT TAB(5,4)|"Foraground graphic
s GCOL XXX TINT XXX"

410 PRINT TAB(5,5)j"Background graphic
s BCOL XXX TINT XXX"

420 REPEAT

430 MOUSE mx,my,button
440 col=POINT(mx,my)itint-TINT(mx,my)
450 IF col>0 OR (mx<(xbase+160)ANDmy<(

ybase+40)) THEN
460 GCOL col TINT tint

470 PROCinfo(col,tint)
480 RECTAN8LE FILL x,y,w,h
490 ENDIF

500 UNTIL FALSE

510 ENDPROC

520 i

530 DEF PROCinfo(col,tint)
540 LOCAL y
550 FOR y-2 TO 5
560 PRINT TAB(54,y)itint|SPC(2)
570 NEXT

580 colf*=STR*(col)

590 colb*-STR*(128+col)

600 colf*+-STRING*(3-LEN(colf*)," ")
610 colb*+»STRING*(3-LEN(colb*)," ")
620 PRINT TAB(45,2)icolf*iTAB(45,4)ico

If*

630 PRINT TAB(45,3)|colb*jTAB(45,5)jco
lb*

640 ENDPROC

< Acom Forum listing2 continued

70 INPUT "Enter start SBctor or dirsc

tory name i " N*
80 SX-EVAL("8c"+N*)

90 PROCgetput (dir,ws,SX,0)
100 FOR FX-0 TO 46
110 dir?(FX*26+9)=dir?(FX»26+9) AND &7

F

120 NEXT

130 PROCgatput(dir,WB,SX,l)
140 »DIR Q

150 «ACCESS # WR

160 END

170 i

180 DEF PROCgetput(buffer,temp,sector,
rw)

190 ?temp-0
200 temp!1-buffer
210 IF rw temp?5=10 ELSE temp?5=8
220 temp?6=sector DIV 65536
230 temp?7=sector DIV 256
240 temp?8=sector
250 temp?9»5
260 temp?10=0
270 temp! 11-8(500
280 XX-tamp MOD &100
290 YX-tamp DIV MOO
300 AX-&72

310 CALL ScFFFl

320 IF ?temp PRINT "Diac error &"*,'?tBm
pi STOP

330 IF rw ENDPROC

340 FOR FX-1 TO 4

350 IF buffar?FX <> ASC MID*("Hugo",FX
,1) THEN 390
360 IF buffar?(FX+1274) <> ASC MID*("H

ugo",FX,1) THEN 390
370 NEXT

380 ENDPROC

390 PRINT 'Not a diractory"
400 END

Listing2. ADFS 'E'attribute deleter

10 REM Undo ADFS E attribute

20 REM By David Spencer
30 REM For B/B+/E/M/C with ADFS

40 REM (c) Acorn User Feb 1988

50 I

60 DIM dir &4FF, ws &10

Continued •

Listing 3. Mode 7 sidewaysscroll

116

10 REM Sideways Scrol
1 Program

20 REM by Stuart Ogle
sby

30 REM for B/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn Usar

Fab 88

50 i

60 a-&70

70 b-&71

80 linalo-&72

90 linehi-S<73

100 num-8c74

110 FOR paaa-0 TO 3 ST
EP 3

120 PX-&900

130 COPT pass
140 LDX nun

150 .loopl
160 LDA «Sc7C

170 STA linehi
180 LDA #0

190 STA linelo

200 . nex tline

210 LDA ttO

220 STA linelo

230 . ne> tline

240 LDY #&27

250 LDA (linelo) ,Y
260 STA b

270 LDY #0

280 .loop
290 LDA (linelo) ,Y
300 STA a

310 LDA b

320 STA (linelo) ,Y
330 LDA a

340 STA b

350 INY

360 CPY *Sc28

370 BNE loop
380 CLC

390 LDA linelo

400 ADC #8*28

410 STA linelo

420 LDA linehi

430 ADC #0

440 STA linehi

450 CMP #&7F

460 BNE nextline

470 LDA linelo

480 CMP «&E8

490 BNE nextline

500 DEX

510 BNE loopl
520 RTS

530 1

540 NEXT

550 I

560 MODE 7

570 FOR IX-0 TO 21

580 PRINT IX,IX,IX
590 NEXT

600 ?Sc74-40

610 CALL &900
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

BBBBBBBBBB
See Joe's Jottings, page88

Listing 1. Timetable menu •4 Joe's Jottings listing 1 continued
660 VDU 19,0,4j0j

10 REM TV Timetables menu Prog 670 VDU 26,12
20 REM by Joe Telford 680 GCOL 0,3
30 REM for B/E with Shadow RAM/B+/M/C 690 VDU 26,12
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1988 700 PR0Cr(16,16,1248,160,0)
50 : 710 PR0Cr(16,844,1248,160,0)
60 modG-1 720 VDU 19,1,6|0|
70 MODE mode 730 COLOUR 1
80 PROCsetup 740 PROCdouble(1,2,"The (Acorn User) T
90 PROCfpage elevision Timetables")

100 PROCdoub1e(5,23," PRESS RETURN 750 PROCr(144,208,992,96,0)
TO BEGIN ") 760 PROCdouble(5,28,"Another one of Jo

110 INPUT "" dummy* e's Jottings.")
120 ON ERROR PROCerr 770 PRINT TAB(5,23)"Use Cursor * and v
130 MODE mode to move bar"
140 PROCfpage 780 PRINT TAB(5,24)" Press RETURN t
150 REPEAT o select"
160 CLOSE#0 790 ENDPROC
170 cX=FNmenu 800 i
180 PROCdecode(cX) 810 DEF PROCcrsr(s)
190 UNTIL cX=4 820 VDU 23, 1,s;0;0;0j0j
200 *FX 4,0 830 ENDPROC
210 CLS 840 i
220 *BASIC 850 DEF PROCdouble(x,y,t*)
230 END 860 PRINT TAB(x,y)|
240 I 870 FOR loopX- 1 TO LENt*
250 DEF PROCsetup 880 PROCdh(MID*(t*,loopX,1))
260 LOCAL loopX 890 NEXT
270 VDU 19,0,4;0; 900 ENDPROC
280 *FX 4,1 910 i
290 DIM menu*(4),dX 10 920 DEF PR0Cdh(a*)
300 ENDPROC 930 ?dX=ASCa*
310 I 940 XX=dX MOD 256
320 DEF PROCdecode(cX) 950 YX=dX DIV 256
330 IF cX-1 THEN CHAIN "iEditor" 960 AX-10
340 IF cX=2 THEN CHAIN "!Table" 970 CALL 8<FFF1
350 IF cX=3 THEN CHAIN "'Clash" 980 VDU 23,128,dX?l,dX?l,dX?2,dX?2,dX?
360 ENDPROC 3,dX?3,dX?4,dX?4,128,10,8,23,128,dX?5,dX
370 : ?5,dX?6,dX?6,dX?7,dX?7,dX?8,dX?8,128,11
380 DEF FNmenu 990 ENDPROC
390 PRDCcrsr(O) 1000 i
400 GCOL 0,1 1010 DEF PROCerr
410 »FX 4,1 1020 VDU 3
420 menu*(l)=" Edit individual Viewer' 1030 CL0SE#0

s choice " 1040 IF ERR-17 THEN ENDPROC
430 menu*(2)=" Produce daily Timet 1050 REPORT

able 1060 PRINT " ";ERR;" at line ";ERL
440 menu*(3)=" Examine Clashes 1070 END

1080 I
450 menu*(4)=" Return to BASIC 1090 DEF PROCr(x,y,l,w,f>

1100 MOVE x,y
460 LOCAL menuptr,loopX,min,mx 1110 IF f-0 DRAW x+l,y ELSE MOVE x+1
470 min=l 1120 IF f=0 DRAW x+l,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x
480 mx=4 ,y+w-4
490 menuptr=l 1130 IF f=l MOVE x,y+w:M0VE x+l,y+w
500 REPEAT 1140 IF f-0 DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x
510 FOR loopX-min TO mx +i»y
520 IF loopX-menuptr COLOUR OlCOLOUR 1 1150 MOVE x,y+wiIF f-0 DRAW x,y ELSE MO

35 ELSE COLOUR 71 COLOUR 128 VE x,y
1160 ENDPROC530 PRINTTAB(4,6+loopX»2)jmenu*(loopX)

540 NEXT

550 COLOUR 7

560 COLOUR 128

570 key-GET Listing 2. Individualviewer editor
580 IF key-139 menuptr=menuptr-liIF me

nuptr-min-1 menuptr-mx 10 REM TV Individual viewers editing
590 IF key=138 mBnuptr=menuptr+liIF me program

nuptr=mx+l menuptr-min 20 REM by Joe Telford
600 UNTIL key-13 30 REM for B/E with Shadow RAM/B+/M/C
610 »FX 4,0 40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1988
620 PROCcrsr(l) 50 i

630 -menuptr 60 mode—1

640 I 70 MODE mode

650 DEF PROCfpage 80 PROCsetup
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90 PROCnew

100 ON ERROR PROCerr

110 PROCfpage
120 REPEAT

130 CLOSE#0

140 cX-FNmenu

150 PROCdecode(cX)

160 UNTIL cX=8

170 *FX 4,0
180 CHAIN "!MENU"

190 END

200 I

210 buffer*(0)-FNgpi(1,0,"1234")
220 DEF PROCsetup

230 LOCAL loopX
240 VDU 19,0,4iO;
250 FX-0

260 aFX 4,1
270 ptr-0
280 min=0

290 max-95

300 fields-3

310 DIM slot*(max,fields),menu*(B),dX
10,mem*(l),buffer*(3)

320 mam*(1)="in use"

330 mem*(0)="ampty."
340 data*-"0101"
350 namB*="JT"

360 f*-name*+datB*

370 PROCvalid

380 ENDPROC

390 I

400 DEF PROCdecodB(cX)

410 IF cX-1 THEN name*=FNview(cX)lENDP

ROC

420 IF cX-2 THEN date*=FNdate(cX)lENDP

ROC

430 IF cX-3 THEN PROCcatiENDPROC
440 IF cX-4 THEN PROCload(cX)iENDPROC
450 IF cX-5 THEN PROCsave(cX)iENDPROC
460 IF cX-6 THEN PROCaditiENDPROC
470 IF cX-7 THEN PROCnewIENDPROC

480 ENDPROC

490 I

500 DEF PROCedit

510 CLS

520 PROCsatscr

530 PROChilita(ptr)
540 PROCdisbuff

550 REPEAT

560 PROCmova

570 IF BX—1 AND (AX-9 OR AX-135) THEN
PROCloadbuff(ptr)iUNTIL 0
580 IF AX-9 OR AX-135 THEN PROCcopybuf

(ptr)iUNTIL 0
590 IF AX-127 PROCdalsiot(ptr)iUNTIL 0
600 IF AX-13 PROCantBr

610 UNTIL 0

620 s

630 DEF PROCmova

640 »FX 4,1
650 REPEAT

660 AX-GET

670 BX-INKEY-1
6B0 IF BX—1 AND AX-136 PROCshiftlef11

UNTIL 0

690 IF BX—1 AND AX-137 PROCshiftright
iUNTIL 0

700 IF AX-139 PROCup iUNTIL O
710 IF AX-138 PROCdown iUNTIL 0
720 IF AX-136 PROCleft iUNTIL 0
730 IF AX-137 PROCright iUNTIL 0

118

740 UNTIL AX-13 OR AX-9 OR AX-135 OR A
X-127

750 »FX 4

760 ENDPROC

770 i

780 DEF PROCshiftleft

790 PROChilite(ptr)
800 ptr=ptr-48
810 IF ptr<0 THEN ptr=ptr+96
820 PROChilitB(ptr)
830 ENDPROC

840 i

850 DEF PROCshiftright
860 PROChilite(ptr)
870 ptr=ptr+48
880 IF ptr>max THEN ptr-ptr-96
890 PROChilite(ptr)
900 ENDPROC

910 s

920 DEF PROCright
930 PROChilite(ptr)
940 ptr=ptr+l
950 IF ptr=max+l THEN ptr-0
960 PROChilite(ptr)
970 ENDPROC

980 s

990 DEF PROCleft

1000 PROChilite(ptr)
1010 ptr=ptr-l
1020 IF ptr—1 THEN ptr-max
1030 PROChilite(ptr)
1040 ENDPROC

1050 I

1060 DEF PROCdown

1070 PROChilite(ptr)
1080 ptr=ptr+4
1090 IF ptr>max THEN ptr-ptr-max-1
1100 PROChilite(ptr)
1110 ENDPROC

1120 I

1130 DEF PROCup
1140 PROChilite(ptr)
1150 ptr=ptr-4
1160 IF ptr<0 THEN ptr=max+ptr+l
1170 PROChilite(ptr)
1180 ENDPROC

1190 :

1200 8

1210 DEF PROChilite(ptr)
1220 GCOL 4,0
1230 ypos=ptr DIV 4
1240 xpos-ptr MOD 4
1250 IF yposMl PROCr (760+12B*xpos, 888-

(ypos-12)*64,112,48,1)
1260 IF ypos<12 PROCr(120+128»xpos,888-

ypos*64,112,48,1)
1270 BCOL 0,1
1280 ENDPROC

1290 s
1300 DEF PROCsetscr

1310 LOCAL loopX
1320 VDU 26,12
1330 PRINT TAB(1,1) "Hr Daytime"
1340 PRINT TAB(21,l)"Hr Nighttime"
1350 FOR loopX- 0 TO 11
1360 PROCr(16,1008-64*(loopX+1),1248,64

,0)
1370 PRINT TAB(l,3+loopX*2);loopX+6;
1380 FOR field- O TO 3
1390 PRINT TAB(4+field*4,3+loopX»2)islo

t*(1oopX*4+f ield,0)
1400 NEXT
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1410 PRINT TAB(21,3+loopX*2)jloapX+6j
1420 FOR field- 0 TO 3

1430 PRINT TAB(24+field*4,3+loopX*2)isl
ot*((12+1oopX)*4+f ield,0)i
1440 NEXT

1450 NEXT

1460 PROCr(16,176,1248,832,0)
1470 PROCr(16,176,96,832,0)
1480 PROCr(656,176,96,832,0)
1490 FOR loopX-0 TO 3
1500 PROCr(112+128*loopX,176,128,768,0)
1510 PRDCr(752+128*1oopX,176,128,768,0)
1520 NEXT

1530 ENDPROC

1540 i

1550 DEF PROCpslot(ptr)
1560 ypos-ptr DIV 4
1570 xpos-ptr MOD 4
1580 IF yposMl THEN PRINTTAB(24+xpos*4

,3+(ypos-12)*2)islot*(ptr,0)
1590 IF ypos<12 THEN PRINTTAB(4+xpos*4,

3+ypos*2)islot*(ptr,0)
1600 ENDPROC

1610 t

1620 DEF PROCdalslot(ptr)
1630 FOR fiald-0 TO fields

1640 slot*(ptr,field)-" "
1650 NEXT

1660 PROChilite(ptr)
1670 PROCpslot(ptr)
1680 PROChilite(ptr)
1690 FX-1

1700 ENDPROC

1710 I

1720 DEF PROCcopybuf(ptr)
1730 FOR fiBld-0 TO fields

1740 siot*(ptr,fiald)»buffar*(field)
1750 NEXT

1760 PROChilitB(ptr)
1770 PROCpslot(ptr)
1780 PROChilite(ptr)
1790 FX-1

1800 ENDPROC

1810 l

1820 DEF PROCloadbuff(ptr)
1830 FOR field-0 TO fields

1840 buffBr*(fiald)-slot*(ptr,fiald)
1850 NEXT

1860 PROCdisbuff

1870 ENDPROC

1880 i

1890 DEF PROCantar

1900 VDU 28,0,31,39,27,12
1910 REPEAT

1920 PRINT TAB(0,0)|"channal (1-4)i "j
1930 REPEAT

1940 UNTIL LENbuffar»(0)-l

1950 PRINT TAB(18,0)|'<Progi "i
1960 buffar*(l)-FNgpi(16,0,all*)
1970 PRINT TAB(0,2)|"Start timai "i
1980 huf -f B^af?*—PWnrH #•* r> Mrtl •JtA^i7DO "

1990 PRINT TAB(18,2)j"Stop timai "|
2000 buffar*(3)-FNgpi(5,0,"0123456789."

)

2010 REPEAT

2020 PRINT TAB(0,4);" These details cor
rect? "|
2030 yn*-FNgpi(1,0,"YN")
2040 UNTIL LENyn*»l
2050 UNTIL yn*-"Y"
2060 VDU 12,26

2070 PROCdisbuff

2080 ENDPROC

2090 I

2100 DEF PROCdisbuff

2110 VDU 28,0,31,39,27,12
2120 PRINT TAB(0,0)i"Chnls "jbuffer*(0)

i" Progi "ibuffer*(D
2130 PRINT "Fromi "buffer*(2)" - "buffa

r*(3)

2140 PRINT "Datai "data*" Vieweri "na

me*

2150 PRINT "' ENTER / COPY / SHFTCOPY /

DELETE / ESC"|
2160 VDU 26

2170 ENDPROC

2180 COLOUR 128

2190 I

2200 DEF PROCnew

2210 LOCAL loopX
2220 FOR loopX-0 TO max
2230 FOR field- O TO fields

2240 slot*(loopX,field)-"
2250 NEXT,
2260 FX-0

2270 ENDPROC

2280 i

2290 DEF FNview(cX)

2300 LOCAL name*

2310 REPEAT

2320 PRINT TAB(31,4+cX*2)i
2330 name*-FNgpi(2,0,cap*)
2340 UNTIL LENnama*-2

2350 f*-nama*+data*

2360 -name*

2370 :

2380 DEF FNdate(cX)

2390 LOCAL date*

2400 REPEAT

2410 PRINT TAB(29,4+cX*2);
2420 date*-FNgpi(4,0,"0123456789")
2430 UNTIL LENdate*=4

2440 f*=name*+date*

2450 -date*

2460 :

2470 DEF PROCload(cX)

2480 chX-OPENINf*

2490 IF chX-0 THEN PROCmess(cX,"Can't f
ind "+f*+"- Hit RETURN")iENDPROC

2500 PRINT TAB(6,4+cX*2)i" Loading "if*
•" ************ "

2510 stars=12

2520 FOR slot-0 TO 95

2530 IF (slot DIV 8) * 8 = slot PRINTTA

B(6,4+cX*2);" Loading "if*i" "iSTRING*(s
tars,"*")|STRING*(12-stars," ")Iistars-s
tars-1

2540 FOR field- 0 TO fields

2550 INPUT* chX,slot*(slot,field)
2560 NEXT,
2570 PRINT TAB(6,4+cX*2)i" Loading "if*

;" "
2580 CL0SE# chX

2590 FX-1

2600 ENDPROC

2610 8

2620 DEF PROCsave(cX)

2630 IF FX-0 THEN PROCmess(cX,"No Timet
able! - Hit RETURN")iENDPROC

2640 chX-OPENINf*

2650 CLOSE* chX

2660 IF chXOO THEN PROCmess (cX, f*+" ex
ists! continue(Y/N)?")iIF A*<>"Y" ENDPRO

C
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2670 chX-OPENOUTf*

2680 PRINT TAB(6,4+cX*2);" Saving ";f*J
" ************ "

2690 stars=12

2700 FOR slot-0 TO 95

2710 IF (slot DIV 8) * 8 = slot PRINTTA
B(6,4+cX*2);" Saving ";-f *i " ";STRING* (st
ars,"*")|STRING*(12-stars," ")|istars=st
ars-1

2720 FOR field- 0 TO fields

2730 PRINT* chX,slot*(slot,field)
2740 NEXT,
2750 PRINT TAB(6,4+cX*2);" Saving ";f*;

2760 CLOSE* chX

2770 FX-1

2780 ENDPROC

2790 :

2800 DEF PROCmess(cX,t«)
2810 COLOUR 0

2820 COLOUR 135

2830 PRINT TAB(6,4+cX*2)jt*
2840 COLOUR 128

2850 COLOUR 7

2860 REPEAT

2870 A*=CHR*(GET AND 223)

2880 UNTIL A*>CHR*(12)

2890 ENDPROC

2900 8

2910 DEF PROCcat

2920 PROCcrsr(O)

2930 VDU 26,12
2940 *CAT

2950 PRINT TAB(0,0)|STRING*(120," ")
2960 PROCdouble(4,1,"Press RETURN to go
back to menu!")

2970 REPEAT UNTIL GET = 13

2980 PROCcrsr(l)

2990 VDU 12,26
3000 PROCfpage
3010 ENDPROC

3020 s

3030 DEF FNmenu

3040 PROCcrsr(O)

3050 GCOL 0,1
3060 *FX 4,1
3070 menu*(l)=" Specify Viewer
("+name*+") "

3080 menu*(2)=" Set Date ("

+date*+") "

3090 menu*(3)=" Catalogue Disc

3100 menu*(4)=" Load Timetable ("+f

*+") "

3110 menu*(5)=" Save Timetable ("+f

*+") "

3120 menu*(6)-" Edit Timetable
ii

3130 menu*(7)=" Clear memory ("+m
am*(FX)+") "

3 40 menu*(8)=" Return to MAIN MENU

3150 LOCAL menuptr,loopX,min,mx
3160 min=l

3170 mx=8

3180 menuptr=l
3190 REPEAT

3200 FOR loopX-min TO mx
3210 IF loopX-menuptr COLOUROiCOLOUR135
ELSE C0L0UR71 COLOUR 128

3220 PRINT TAB(6,4+loopX*2)imenu*(loopX
)iNEXT

3230 COLOUR 7

120

3240 key-GET
3250 IF kay-139 menuptr-menuptr—lilF me

nuptr=min-l menuptr-mx
3260 IF key-138 menuptr-manuptr+liIF ma

nuptr-mx+1 manuptr-min
3270 UNTIL key-13
3280 »FX 4,0
3290 PROCcrsr(l)

3300 -menuptr
3310 l

3320 DEF PROCfpage
3330 VDU 19,0,4f0l
3340 VDU 26,12
3350 GCOL 0,3
3360 VDU 26,12
3370 PROCr(16,16,1248,160,0)
3380 PROCr(16,844,1248,160,0)
3390 VDU 19,l,6i0|
3400 COLOUR 1

3410 PR0Cdouble(6,2,"Talevision Timetab
le Editor ")

3420 PROCr(144,208,992,96,0)
3430 PROCdouble(5,28,"Another one of Jo
e's Jottings.")
3440 PRINT TAB(5,23)"Usa Cursor A and v
to mova bar"

3450 PRINT TAB(5,24)" Press RETURN t
o select"

3460 ENDPROC

3470 8

3480 DEF PROCcrsr(s)

3490 VDU 23,l,se0i0a0j0|
3500 ENDPROC

3510 s

3520 DEF PROCdouble(x,y,t*)
3530 PRINT TAB(x,y);
3540 FOR loopX- 1 TO LENt*
3550 PROCdh(MID*(t*,loopX,D)

3560 NEXT

3570 ENDPROC

3580 8

3590 DEF PR0Cdh(a*)

3600 ?dX»ASCa*

3610 XX-dX MOD 256

3620 YX-dX DIV 256

3630 AX-10

3640 CALL ScFFFl

3650 VDU 23,128,dX?l,dX?l,dX?2,dX?2,dX?
3,dX?3,dX?4,dX?4,128,10,8,23,128,dX?5,dX
?5,dX?6,dX?6,dX?7,dX?7,dX?B,dX?8,128,11
3660 ENDPROC

3670 8

3680 DEF PROCerr

3690 CLOSE#0

3700 IF ERR-17 THEN ENDPROC

3710 REPORT

3720 PRINT " ";ERRs" at line "jERL
3730 END

3740 8

3750 DEF FNgpi(len,effect,valid*)
3760 PROCcrsr(l)

3770 LOCAL a*,b
3780 a*-""

3790 PRINT STRING*(len,".")iSTRING*(len
,CHR*(8));:*FX21,0
3800 b=GET

3810 IF b-13 THEN PROCcrsr(0)i-a*

3820 IF b=127 AND a*-"" THEN 3800
3830 IF b=127 a*-LEFT*(a*,LEN(a*)-l)8 PR
INT CHR*b8"."|CHR*(B)8sBOTO 3800
3840 IF effect-0 THEN 3870

3850 IF effect=l b=b AND 223 ELSE b=b 0

R 32
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3860 IF effect=3 AND(RIGHT*(a*,1)=" " 0 410 vno-0

R a*-"") b=b AND 223 420 PROCvalid

3870 IF LEN(a*)-len OR INSTR(valid*,CHR 430 ENDPROC

*b)=0 VDU 7iGOTO 3800 440 8

3880 PRINT CHR*b;ia*=a*+CHR*b:GOTO 3800 450 DEF PROCdBcoda(cX)

3890 i 460 IF cX-1 THEN PROCviawBra

3900 DEF PROCvalid 470 IF cX-2 THEN dats*«FNdata(cX)

3910 cap*="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ" 480 IF cX-3 THEN RUN

3920 low*-" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 490 IF cX«4 THEN PROCcat

3930 nos*=".0123456789" 500 IF cX-5 THEN PR0Ctt(3)

3940 pun*="-!#*X8«' ()=?/*! +;.,<>"+CHR*34 510 IF cX-6 THEN PR0Ctt(2)

3950 all*-cap*+low*+nos*+pun* 520 ENDPROC

530 l3960 ENDPROC

3970 8 540 DEF PROCtt(stream)

3980 DEF PROCr(x,y,l,w,f) 550 LOCAL loopX

3990 MOVE x,y 560 PROCdauble(30,1,"Please wait - Ope

4000 IF f-0 DRAW x+l,y ELSE MOVE x+1, ning Files")

y 570 PRINT'''

4010 IF f-0 DRAW x+l,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x 580 ok=TRUE

,y+w-4 590 CLOSE*0

4020 IF f=l MOVE x,y+W8M0VE x+l,y+w
4030 IF f-0 DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x

600 FOR loopX- 0 TO vno-1
610 chX(1oopX)-OPENIN(f*(1oopX))

+1,y+4
4040 MOVE x,y+w8 IF f-0 DRAW x,y ELSE MO

620 IF chX(loopX)-0 THEN PROCdouble(30
,VPOS,"File "+f*(loopX)+" not found")8PR

VE x,y INT'sok-FALSE

4050 ENDPROC 630 NEXT

640 IF NOTok THEN PROCretiENDPROC

650 CLS

660 VDU stream

Listing 3. Daily timetable creator 670 PRINT "TV Timetable for Datei "jLE
FT*(date*,2)|"1"|MID*(date*,3,2)

10 REM TV Daily Timetabler 680 PROCline

20 REM by Joe Talford 690 PRINT "IHri.OO 1.15

30 REM for B/E with Shadow RAM/B+/M/C 1.30 !.45

40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1988 1"!

50 : 700 IF stream-2 THEN PRINT

60 mode=l 710 PROClina

70 MODE mode 720 FOR slot-min TO max STEP4

80 PROCsetup
90 ON ERROR PROCerr

730 hr-((slot DIV 4)+6)MOD 24

740 IF hr<10 THEN hr*="0"+STR*(hr) ELS

100 MODE mode E hr*=STR*(hr)

110 PROCfpage 750 PRINT "l";hr*;"l"i

120 REPEAT 760 FOR quarter- 0 TO 3

130 CLOSE*0 770 a*-""

140 cX=FNmenu 780 FOR loopX- 0 TO vno-1

150 IF cX=5 OR cX=6 THEN MODE 0 790 INPUT* chX(loopX),b*(loopX),c*(loo

160 PROCdecode(cX) pX),d*,e*

170 IF cX=5 OR cX=6 THEN MODE model PRO 800 IF INSTR(a*,b*(loopX))=0 AND LEFT*

Cfpage (b*(loopX>,l)<>" "THEN a*=a*+b*(loopX)+"

180 UNTIL cX=7 i "

190 *FX 4,0 810 NEXT

200 CHAIN "!MENU" 820 IF LENa*>2 THEN a*=" *****clash*»*

210 END
**"

220 8 830 IF a*<>"" THEN PROCprogname

230 DEF PROCsetup 840 IF a*-"" THEN a*=STRING*(18," ")

240 LOCAL loopX 850 PRINT a*;STRING*(18-LENa*," ")j"l"

250 VDU 19,0,4;Oj ;

260 FX-0 860 NEXT

270 *FX 4,1 870 IF stream=2 THEN PRINT ,

280 ptr-0 880 IF stream=2 THEN PROCline

290 min-0 890 NEXT

300 max-95 900 VDU 3

310 fields-3 910 FOR loopX-0 TO vno-1

320 DIM name*(4),f*(4),menu*(7),dX 10, 920 CLOSE* chX(loopX)

viaw*(l),chX(5) 930 NEXT

330 DIM b*(4),c*(4) 940 IF stream=3 THEN PROCline

340 view*(0)-"unset" 950 PRINT '"Press RETURN to go back to

350 view*(l)=" sat " the Timetable menu.";

360 FOR loopX-0 TO 4 960 REPEAT UNTIL GET-13

370 nama*(loopX)="JT" 970 ENDPROC

380 f*(loopX)»"JT0101" 980 :

390 NEXT 990 DEF PROCprogname

400 data*-"0101" 1000 LOCAL loopX
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1010 FOR loopX-0 TO vno-1
1020 IF b*(loopX)=LEFT*(a*,l) THEN a*-a

♦+LEFT*<c*(1oopX),16)8 1oopX-vno-1
1030 NEXT

1040 ENDPROC

1050 8

1060 DEF PROCline

1070 PRINT "+—+ +

+ +

+"»

1080 IF atraam-2 THEN PRINT

1090 ENDPROC

1100 8

1110 DEF PROCrat

1120 PROCdouble(30,20,"PRESS RETURN TO
CONTINUE")

1130 REPEAT UNTIL GET-13

1140 ENDPROC

1150 8

1160 DEF PROCviewers

1170 VDU 28,0,21,39,6,12
1180 LOCAL loopX,name*
1190 PROCdouble(16,0,"Viewers")
1200 REPEAT

1210 PRINT TAB(10,3);"How many Viewers?
"I
1220 vno-VAL(FNgpi(1,0,"2345"))
1230 UNTIL vno>0

1240 FOR loopX- 0 TO vno-1
1250 REPEAT

1260 PRINT TAB(13,5+loopX*2);"Viewer ";
loopX+1;": ";
1270 name*(loopX)-FNgpi(2,0,cap*)
1280 UNTIL name*(1oopX)>"" AND LEN(name

*(loopX))-2
1290 NEXT

1300 PROCsatfiles

1310 FX-1

1320 VDU 12,26
1330 ENDPROC

1340 8

1350 DEF PROCsetfiles

1360 FOR loopX-0 TO 4
1370 f*(1oopX)-name*(1oopX)+date*
1380 NEXT

1390 ENDPROC

1400 a

1410 DEF FNdate(cX)

1420 LOCAL date*

1430 REPEAT

1440 PRINT TAB(29,5+cX*2)p
1450 date*=FNgpi(4,0,"0123456789")
1460 UNTIL date*>"" AND LENdate*=4

1470 PROCsetfiles

1480 -date*

1490 8

1500 DEF PROCcat

1510 PROCcrsr(O)

1520 VDU 26,12
1530 *CAT

1540 PRINT TAB(0,0);STRING*(120," ")
1550 PR0Cdouble(4,1,"Press RETURN to go
back to menu!")

1560 REPEAT UNTIL GET-13

1570 PROCcrsr(l)

1580 VDU 12,26
1590 PROCfpage

1600 ENDPROC

1610 i

1620 DEF FNmenu

1630 PROCcrsr(O)

1640 GCOL 0,1
1650 *FX 4,1

1660 menu*(l)=

view*(FX)+") "

1670 menu*(2)=

+date*+") "

1680 menu*(3)=

1690

1700

1710

menu*(4)=

menu*(5)=

menu*(6)=

1 Specify Viewers ("+

' Set Date ("

* Reset Everything

1 Catalogue Disc

" Timetable on screen

' Timetable on Printer

1720 menu*(7)=" Return to MAIN MENU

1730 LOCAL menuptr,loopX,min,mx
1740 min—l:mx—7

1750 menuptr=l
1760 REPEAT

1770 FOR loopX-min TO mx
1780 IF loopX-menuptr COLOUR OiCOLOUR 1

35 ELSE COLOUR 71 COLOUR 128

1790 PRINT TAB(6,5+loopX*2);menu*(loopX
)

1800 NEXT

1810 COLOUR 7

1820 COLOUR 128

1830 key-GET
1840 IF key-139 menuptr-menuptr—lilF me

nuptr-min—1 menuptr—mx
1850 IF key-138 menuptr-menuptr+liIF me

nuptr=mx+l menuptr-min
1860 UNTIL key=13
1870 *FX 4,0
1880 PROCcrsr(l)

1890 -menuptr
1900 8

1910 DEF PROCfpage
1920 VDU 19,0,4;0;
1930 VDU 26,12
1940 GCOL 0,3
1950 VDU 26,12
1960 PROCr(16,16,1248,160,0)
1970 PROCr(16,844,1248,160,0)
1980 VDU 19,1,6;0|
1990 COLOUR 1

2000 PROCdouble(3,2,"Daily Television T
imetable Program")
2010 PROCr(144,208,992,96,0)
2020 PROCdouble(5,28,"Another one of Jo
e's Jottings.")
2030 PRINT TAB(5,23)"Use Cursor ~ and v
to move bar"

2040 PRINT TAB(5,24)" Press RETURN t
o select"

2050 ENDPROC

2060 8

2070 DEF PROCcrsr(s)

2080 VDU 23,1,S8 0|0|0|0|
2090 ENDPROC

2100 8

2110 DEF PROCdouble(x,y,t*)
2120 PRINT TAB(x,y);
2130 FOR loopX- 1 TO LENt*
2140 PROCdh(MID*(t*,loopX, D)
2150 NEXT

2160 ENDPROC

2170 8

2180 DEF PR0Cdh(a*>

2190 ?dX=ASC a*

2200 XX-dX MOD 256

2210 YX-dX DIV 256

2220 AX-10

2230 CALL 8.FFF1

Continued •
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•4 Joe's Jottings listing 3 continued

2240 VDU 23,128,dX?l,dX?l,dX?2,dX?2,dX?
3,dX?3,dX?4,dX?4,128,10,8,23,128,dX?5,dX
?5,dX?6,dX?6,dX?7,dX?7,dX?B,dX?8,128,11
2250 ENDPROC

2260 8

2270 DEF PROCerr

2280 VDU 3

2290 CLOSE*0

2300 IF ERR-17 THEN ENDPROC

2310 REPORT

2320 PRINT " ";ERR;" at line "|ERL
2330 END

2340 8

2350 DEF FNgpi(len,effect,valid*)
2360 PRQCcrsr(l)

2370 LOCAL a*,b
2380 a*-""

2390 PRINT STRING*(len,".");STRING*(len
,CHR*(8));s*FX21,0
2400 b=GET

2410 IF b=13 THEN PROCcrsr(0)8-a*

2420 IF b=127 AND a*-"" THEN 2400

2430 IF b=127 a*=LEFT*(a*,LEN(a*)-l)8PR
INT CHR*b;".";CHR*(8);8GOTO 2400
2440 IF effect-0 THEN 2470

2450 IF effect=l b=b AND 223 ELSE b=b O

R 32

2460 IF effect=3 AND(RIGHT*(a*,1)=" " 0
R a*-"") b=b AND 223

2470 IF LEN(a*)-len OR INSTR(valid*,CHR
*b)=0 VDU 7iGOTO 2400

2480 PRINT CHR*bjia*-a*+CHR*bsGOTO 2400
2490 8

2500 DEF PROCvalid

2510 cap*-" ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
2520 low*-" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"
2530 noil-".0123456789"

2540 pun*-"-!**X&'()-?/*8+;.,<>"+CHR*34
2550 all*-cap*+low*+nos*+pun*
2560 ENDPROC

2570 s

2580 DEF PROCr(x,y,l,w,f)
2590 MOVE x,y
2600 IF f-0 DRAWx+l,y ELSE MOVE x+1
2610 IF f-0 DRAWx+l,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x,
y+w-4
2620 IF f=l MOVE x,y+wsMOVE x+1,y+w
2630 IF f-0 DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x+

1,Y
2640 MOVE x,y+W3lF f-0 DRAW x,y ELSE MO

VE x,y
2650 ENDPROC

Listing 4. Clash table creator

10 REM TV Clash Table producer
20 REM by Job Talford
30 REM for B/E with Shadow RAM/B+/M/C
40 REM (c) Acorn UBar Fabruary 1988
50 8

60 mode-1

70 MODE mode

80 PROCsetup
90 ON ERROR PROCarr

100 MODE mode

110 PROCfpage
120 REPEAT

130 CLOSE*0

140 cX-FNmenu

150 IF cX=5 OR cX-6 THEN MODE 0
160 PROCdecode(cX)

Continued •
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170 IF cX-5 OR cX=6 THEN MODE modes PRO
Cf page

180 UNTIL cX=7

190 *FX 4,0
200 CHAIN "!MENU"

210 END

220 I

230 DEF PROCsBtup
240 LOCAL loopX
250 VDU 19,0,4|0s
260 FX-0

270 *FX 4,1
280 ptr-0
290 min-0

300 max-95

310 fields-3

320 DIM namB*(4),f*(4),manu*(7),dX 10,
view*(l),chX(5)

330 view*(0)-"unset"

340 view*(l)=" set "

350 FOR loopX- 0 TO 4
360 nama*(loopX)-"JT"
370 f*(loopX)-"JT0101"
380 NEXT

390 date*-"0101"

400 vno-0

410 PROCvalid

420 ENDPROC

430 8

440 DEF PROCdecode(cX)

450 IF cX=l THEN PROCviewers

460 IF cX-2 THEN date*-FNdate(cX)

470 IF cX»3 THEN RUN

480 IF cX=4 THEN PROCcat

490 IF cX-5 THEN PR0Cclash(3)

500 IF cX=6 THEN PR0Cclash(2)

510 ENDPROC

520 I

530 DEF PROCclash(stream)

540 LOCAL loopX
550 PROCdouble(30,1,"Please wait - Ope

ning Files")
560 PRINT '*'

570 ok-TRUE

580 CLOSEttO

590 FOR loopX-0 TO vno-1
600 chX(loopX)=OPENIN(f*(loopX))
610 IF chX(loopX)=0 THEN PR0Cdouble(30

,VPOS,"File "+f*(loopX)+" not found")sPR
INT'sok-FALSE

620 NEXT

630 IF NOTok THEN PROCretsENDPROC

640 CLS

650 VDU stream

660 PRINT "TV Clash Table for Dates ";
LEFT*(date*,2);"s";MID*(date*,3,2)

670 PROCline

680 PRINT "IHrl.OO 1.15

I.30 !.45

690 PROCline

700 FOR slot-min TO max STEP4

710 hr=((slot DIV 4)+6)MOD 24

720 IF hr<10 THEN hr*="0"+STR*(hr) ELS

E hr*-STR*(hr>

730 PRINT "i";hr*;"i";
740 FOR quarter-0 TO 3
750 a*-""

760 FOR loopX-0 TO vno-1
770 INPUT* chX(loopX),b*
780 FOR field=l TO 3

790 INPUT* chX(loopX),dummy*
800 NEXT

Continued •
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810 IF INSTR(a*,b*)=0 AND LEFT* (b*, IX
>" "THEN a*=a*+name*(loopX)+b*

820 NEXT

830 IF LENa*=3 THEN a*-STRING*(15," ")
840 PRINT a*;STRING*(15-LENa*," ");"!"

I

850 NEXT

860 PRINT

870 IF stream=2 THEN PROCline

880 NEXT

890 VDU 3

900 FOR loopX-0 TO vno-1
910 CLOSE* chX(loopX)
920 NEXT

930 IF stream=3 THEN PROCline
940 PRINT '"Press RETURN to go back to

the clash menu."
950 REPEAT UNTIL GET-13

960 ENDPROC

970 s

980 DEF PROCline

990 PRINT "+—+ +

124

1000 ENDPROC

1010 8

1020 DEF PROCret

1030 PROCdouble(30,20,"PRESS RETURN TO
CONTINUE")

1040 REPEAT UNTIL GET-13

1050 ENDPROC

1060 8

1070 DEF PROCviawers

1080 VDU 28,0,21,39,6,12
1090 LOCAL loop'/.,name*
1100 PROCdouble(16,0,"Viewers")
1110 REPEAT

1120 PRINT TAB (10, 3) $"How many Viewers'?

"I
1130 vno-VAL(FNgpi(1,0,"2345"))
1140 UNTIL vno>0

1150 FOR loopX- 0 TO vno-1
1160 REPEAT

1170 PRINT TAB(13,5+1oopX*2);"Vi ewer ";
loopX+1;": "l
1180 nams*(loopX)-FNgpi(2,0,cap*)
1190 UNTIL namB*(loopX)>"" AND LEN(nama

*(loopX))-2
1200 NEXT

1210 PROCsetfiles

1220 FX-1

1230 VDU 12,26
1240 ENDPROC

1250 8

1260 DEF PROCsetfiles

1270 FOR loopX-0 TO 4
1280 f*(1oopX)-name*(1oopX)+date*
1290 NEXT

1300 ENDPROC

1310 8

1320 DEF FNdata(cX)

1330 LOCAL date*

1340 REPEAT

1350 PRINT TAB(29,5+cX*2)s
1360 date*=FNgpi(4,0,"0123456789")
1370 UNTIL data*>"" AND LENdate*-4
1380 PROCsetfiles

1390 -data*

1400 8

1410 DEF PROCcat

1420 PROCcrsr(O)

1430 VDU 26,12
1440 *CAT

1450 PRINT TAB(0,0)|STRING*(120," ")
1460 PR0CdoublB(4,l,"PraBS RETURN to go
back to menu!")
1470 REPEAT UNTIL GET-13
1480 PROCcrsr(l)

1490 VDU 12,26
1500 PROCfpage
1510 ENDPROC

1520 8

1530 DEF FNmenu

1540 PROCcrsr(O)

1550 GCOL 0,1
1560 *FX 4,1
1570 manu*(l)«" Specify Viewara

view*(FX)+") "

1580 menu*(2)-" Set Data

+data*+") "

Reset Everything1590 menu*(3)

menu*(4)

menu*(5)

menu*(6)

CataloguB Disc

Clash to screen

Clash to printer

("+

("

1600

1610

1620

1630 menu*(7)-" Return to MAIN MENU

1640 LOCAL menuptr,loopX,min,mx
1650 min-lsmx-7

1660 menuptr-1
1670 REPEAT

1680 FOR loopX-min TO mx
1690 IF loopX-menuptr COLOUR OsCOLOUR 1

35 ELSE COLOUR 7 sCOLOUR 128

1700 PRINT TAB(6,5+loopX*2)|menu*(loopX

)

1710 NEXT

1720 COLOUR 7

1730 COLOUR 128

1740 kay-GET
1750 IF key-139 menuptr-menuptr—Is IF mm

nuptr=min-l manuptr-mx
1760 IF key-138 menuptr=menuptr+l8IF me

nuptr=mx+l menuptr-min
1770 UNTIL key-13
1780 *FX 4,0
1790 PROCcrsr(l)

1800 -menuptr

1810 8

1820 DEF PROCfpage
1830 VDU 19,0,4;0;
1840 VDU 26, 12
1850 GCOL 0,3sVDU 26,12
1860 PROCr(16,16,1248,160,0)
1870 PROCr(16,844,1248,160,0)
1880 VDU 19,1,6;0;
1890 COLOUR 1

1900 PR0Cdouble(3,2,"Television Timetab
le Clash Program")
1910 PROCr(144,208,992,96,0)
1920 PROCdouble(5,28,"Another one of Jo

e's Jottings.")
1930 PRINT TAB(5,23)"Use Cursor * and v
to move bar"

1940 PRINT TAB(5,24)" Press RETURN t
o select"

1950 ENDPROC

1960 8

1970 DEF PROCcrsr(s)

19B0 VDU 23,l,s;0;0;0;0;
1990 ENDPROC

2000 s

2010 DEF PROCdouble(x,y,t*)

2020 print TAB(x,y), Continued•
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2030 FOR loopX-1 TO LENt*
2040 PROCdh(MID*(t*,loopX,D)
2050 NEXT

2060 ENDPROC

2070 8

20B0 DEF PROCdh(a*)
2090 ?dX=ASC a*

2100 XX-dX MOD 256

2110 YX-dX DIV 256

2120 AX-10

2130 CALL&FFF1

2140 VDU 23,128,dX?l,dX?l,dX?2,dX?2,dX?
3,dX?3,dX?4,dX?4,128,10,8,23,12B,dX?5,dX
?5,dX?6,dX?6,dX?7,dX?7,dX?8,dX?8,128,11
2150 ENDPROC

2160 8

2170 DEF PROCerr

2180 CLOSE*0

2190 IF ERR-17 THEN ENDPROC

2200 REPORT

2210 PRINT " ";ERR;" at line ";ERL
2220 END

2230 8

2240 DEF FNgpi(len,effect,valid*)
2250 PROCcrsr(l)

2260 LOCAL a*,b
2270 a*-""

2280 PRINT STRING*(len,".")|STRING*(len
,CHR*(B));s*FX21,0
2290 b-GET

2300 IF b=13 THEN PROCcrsr(0)s-a*
2310 IF b=127 AND a*-"" THEN 2290

See BBC to Arc DataLink, page 96

Listing 1. BBC to Archimedes file transfer

10 REM Serial transfer

20 REM by David Watkins
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E/A

40 REM (C) Acorn User February 1988
50 s

60 MODE 4

70 ON ERROR PROCerror

80 PROCtitle

90 PROCinitialise

100 PROCcontact

110 PROCchoose

120 PROCtransfer

130 *FX 2,0
140 *FX 3,0
150 PRINT "Done."

160 END

170 8

180 DEF PROCtitle

190 VDU 19,0,6;0;
200 VDU 19,1,4;0;
210 PRINT TAB(4,2);"Program Transfer v

ia RS423."

220 PRINT STRIN8*(40,"_")
230 ENDPROC

240 i

250 DEF PROCinitialise

260 DIM blockX 127,bufferX &2000,type*
(6)

270 !blockX=blockX+20

280 *FX 15,0
290 *FX 7,8
300 *FX 8,8
310 *FX 2,2
320 FOR varsionX-0 TO 6

330 READ typa*(vBrsionX)

2320 IF b-127 a*=LEFT*(a*,LEN(a*)-l)sPR
INT CHR*b;".";CHR*(8);sG0T0 2290
2330 IF effect-0 THEN 2360

2340 IF effect=l b=b AND 223 ELSE b»b 0
R 32

2350 IF effect=3 AND(RIGHT*(a*,1)=" " 0
R a*-"") b=b AND 223

2360 IF LEN(a*)-len OR INSTR(valid*,CHR
*b)=0 VDU 7sGOTO 2290

2370 PRINT CHR*b;
2380 a*=a*+CHR*b

2390 GOTO 2290

2400 8

2410 DEF PROCvalid

2420 cap*-" ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
2430 low*-" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"
2440 nos*=".0123456789"

2450 pun*="-!#*X&'()=?/*8+;.,<>"+CHR*34
2460 al1*=cap*+low*+nos*+pun*
2470 ENDPROC

2480 8

2490 DEF PROCr(x,y,l,w,f)
2500 MOVE x,y
2510 IF f-0 DRAW x+l,y ELSE MOVE x+1
2520 IF f-0 DRAW x+1,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x
,y+w-4

2530 IF f=l MOVE x,y+wsMOVE x+1,y+w
2540 IF f-0 DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x
+l,y
2550 MOVE x,y+wiIF f-0 DRAW x,y ELSE MO

VE x,y
2560 ENDPROC

340

350

360

370

3B0

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

t ..."

520

530

540

550

560

"Itypi
570

580

590

600

610

620

630

640

650

660

NEXT

DATA Early Model B/Electron
DATA Model B, Model B+, Master 128
DATA Master ET, Master Compact
DATA Archimedes

XX=blockX

YX-XX DIV MOO

i_amX-FNtype
pointerX-0
ENDPROC

DEF FNtype
AX-0

-(USR(&FFF4) AND &FFOO) DIV &100

DEF PROCcontact

PROCsand(i_amX)
PRINT TAB(0,7);"Waiting for contac

REPEAT

REPEAT UNTIL ADVAL(-2)00

it_isX=FNget
UNTIL it_isX>-l AND it_isX<7
PRINT TAB(0,9)|"Contact made with
*(it_isX)
PROCsend(i_amX)
ENDPROC

DEF PROCsand(charX)

*FX 3,7
VDU charX

*FX 3,0
ENDPROC

DEF FNget
Continued •
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670 *FX 2,1
680 gX-GET
690 *FX 2,2
700 -gX
710 8

720 DEF PROCchoose

730 PRINT TAB(0,ll);"DecidB which of t
he two keyboards you"

740 PRINT TAB(6,12);"wish to work from
(eithar will do)."

750 PRINT TAB(0,14)|"PrBBB aithars"
760 PRINT TAB(14,15)|"S if it is tha S

ENDER or"

770 PRINT TAB(14,16);"R if it is thB R
ECEIVER."

780 PRINT TAB(0,IB)I"Waiting ..."
790 REPEAT

800 REPEAT

810 activaX-ADVAL(-l)

820 passivaX-ADVAL(-2)
830 UNTIL activaX OR passiveX
840 IF activeX THEN rolBX-BETsPROCaand

(rolaX) ELSE rolBX-FNget
850 UNTIL roleX=83 OR roleX=82

860 IF activeX THEN stata*«"activa" EL
SE state*-"passive"
870 PRINT TAB(0,18);"This keyboard ia

";state*;"."
880 ENDPROC

890 s

900 DEF PROCtransfer

910 IF activeX AND roleX-83 THEN PROCf

i1anames PROCsendf i1e

920 IF activeX AND roleX-82 THEN PROCf

i1enameiPROCsendnamesPROCgatf i1a
930 IF passivaX AND ralaX-83 THEN PROC

getfila
940 IF passivaX AND roleX=B2 THEN PROC

getnames PROCsendf i1e
950 ENDPROC

960 s

970 DEF PROCfilename

980 INPUT TAB(0,20);"Source filename "
,sfn*
990 INPUT TAB(0,22);"Destination filen

ame ",dfn*
1000 IF dfn*-"" THEN dfn*-sfn*

1010 ENDPROC

1020 8

1030 DEF PROCsendname

1040 *FX 3,7
1050 PRINT sfn*

1060 PRINT dfn*

1070 *FX 3,0
1080 ENDPROC

1090 s

1100 DEF PROCgetname
1110 *FX 2,1
1120 INPUT TAB(0,20)"Source filenama =

"sfn*

1130 INPUT TAB(0,22)"Destination filena
me = "dfn*

1140 *FX 2,2
1150 ENDPROC

1160 s

1170 DEF PROCsendfile

1180 *(blockX+20)=sfn*

1190 PROCosfile(5)

1200 *(blockX+20)=dfn*

1210 FOR byteX-0 TO 127
1220 PROCsend(blockX?byteX)

1230 NEXT

126

1240 fX-OPENIN sfn*

1250 FOR byteX=l TO EXT* fX
1260 pointerX=pointerX+l
1270 bufferX?pointerX-BGET# fX
1280 IF pointerX MOD 8.2000=0 THEN PROCs

endbuffer

1290 NEXT

1300 PROCsendend

1310 CLOSE* fX

1320 ENDPROC

1330 8

1340 DEF PROCsendbuffer

1350 FOR positionX»l TO 8.2000
1360 PROCsend(bufferX?positionX)
1370 NEXT

1380 pointerX-pointerX MOD 8.2000
1390 REPEAT

1400 REPEAT

1410 UNTIL ADVAL (-2)00

1420 replyX-FNget
1430 UNTIL replyX=42
1440 ENDPROC

1450 s

1460 DEF PROCsendend

1470 FOR positionX=l TO pointerX
1480 PROCsend(bufferX?positionX)
1490 NEXT

1500 ENDPROC

1510 8

1520 DEF PROCosfile(AX)

1530 CALL 8.FFDD

1540 ENDPROC

1550 8

1560 DEF PROCgetfile

1570 FOR byteX-0 TO 127
1580 blockX?bytaX-FNget
1590 NEXT

1600 fX=OPENDUT *(blockX+20)

1610 lengthX-!(blockX+10)
1620 FOR byteX=l TO lengthX
1630 pointerX=pointerX+l
1640 bufferX?pointerX=FNget
1650 IF pointarX MOD 8.2000-0 THEN PROCg

atbuffar

1660 NEXT

1670 PROCgatand
1680 CLOSE* fX

1690 ?blockX-(blockX+20) MOD 8clOO

1700 ?(blockX+l) = (blockX+20) DIV 8.100

1710 PROCosfila(l)

1720 ENDPROC

1730 s

1740 DEF PROCgatbuffBr
1750 FOR positionX-1 TO 8.2000
1760 BPUT* fX,bufferX?positionX
1770 NEXT

1780 pointerX-pointerX MOD 8.2000
1790 PR0Cssnd(42)

1800 ENDPROC

1810 8

1820 DEF PROCgatand
1830 FOR poaitionX-1 TO pointarX
1840 BPUT* fX,buffarX?positionX

1850 NEXT

1860 ENDPROC

1870 8

1880 DEF PROCarror

1890 CLOSE* 0

1900 *FX 2,0
1910 *FX 3,0
1920 REPORT

1930 PRINT " at lina ";ERL
1940 END
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Price List — Education

Whittle Systems
For APPROVED

YOUR NIMBUS PC ^UNUUU d.str.butor
Expansion

HARDWARE

CSR200 5.25" DSDD External floppy drive for Nimbus £124.00
CRM20 20 Megabyte external Winchester for Nimbus PC £575.00
CRM30 30 Megabyte external Winchester for Nimbus PC £599.00
CRM40H 40 Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £899.00
CRM60H 60 Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £1095.00
DTI MODEM CABLE to Nimbus AUX port £9.95
8 BIT PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE £19.95

SOFTWARE

NIMBUS VIEWDATA Complete local Viewdata package £95.00
/includesNID-EDITOR. WD DISPLAY. NVDTUTOR. Modemcable)

TRAPDOOR The ultimate debugging aid £49.95
talsoavailableforlllMPC. APRICOTPC. XI. XENJ

ZEM . Z80 CP/M Emulator £49.95
CP/M 80 Programmer's Guide by Morreii &whittle... £8.95

Network prices of software

lip In Hstations @3 x standalone price
Up to 16stations @ 4 x standalone price
Up lo 24 stations ®Sx standalone price
Up to.12 stations @6x standalone price Allpricesexclude P& Pand^al.

for the

A UTILITY ROM
40 commands on a 16k rom-acommand for everyone
from error extension to character designer •• PRICE > >

~ ¥ f s ¥ §

L£~D

n.i !^T£UmI 1LmiflI1l
J Jr i^LtlMjlXatJALLu

THE 4 CHANNEL SOUND CARTRIDGE l-td
at last- bbc sound command capabilities ...plugsinto theplusl - limited offer»>>SpEECH!worth cg.99_FREE

PRICE>> C

BM ?ftL0H aa inclusive ol

5% OFF SLOGGER PRODUCTS!
post,etc

5Teal Close, Fareham,Hampshire, POIB BHG (0329I2219

IWMEfl

Vc»«0r

,/SBassg1-
V (fSV mirror image, artesi •miou|,.
=MQ/ makesligM^°fa«miendi

0tBBC Master,

only)- .nnlv awide range oi OWDjgJJ^ lotters,

(plotmate, tirapiH

9, Herschel Crescent, TdbwTu»«
Littlemore, Oxford OX4 3TS

TechSottCNCDEStoN ^^^^3^
TechSott DESIGN^" ^ea)^
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micro/Master series. and a

^^nrcan^tran
run- 3D jW523icturned OOfJJJJJ* designed

ConnerADertc __ _ -_ „,,nefo»ov*g: ,„MF(

y plotters«, j< w

Name and Address.
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NOW AVAILABLE-
A DISK BASED
VERSION OF THE
HIGHLY ACCLAIMED
GENIE "POP-UP" SOFTWARE.
requires no special hardware—Just 1 ROM + 1 Disk

A simple key press (CTRL-Shift-G) halts the current task-
requests you insert the GENIE Disk and GENIE Junior responds,
"Your Wish is My Command". When finished-a single key stroke
drops you back to exactly where you left off.
GENIE Junior "Pops-up" from within Basic, Wordwise, the Inter
Series, the View Family, Ultracalc and virtually all serious
software.

GENIE Junior has exactly the same, highly praised, desktop
utilities as its battery backed big brother-notepad, address book,
diary, calendar and calculator—but Junior stores all its data on
disk, not battery backed RAM.

GENIE Junior is available for all BBC
Micros - B, B+ , Master 128,
Compact.
Disk formats supported—3.5",
5.25", DFS, ADFS (Ramdisk/
Winchester/Network versions will
be available—Contact Sales Office
before ordering).

Compatible with sideways RAM,
Shadow RAM, 65C02/512/Z80
second processors.

<*•-# ii£Ml&.
CRLCULRTOR

14s4+*OX'

. ;i si Hi
1.« ',

6577.76 7 ? i •

(T](cF](cMiCT)3©(l!

©©©©©©HI
i—* i nnrriR

H IsH H BiH bSKi I

WHAT THE

PRESS SAYS

c^-#. C^IZWUIZ

ABOUT GENIE IBBBHHflBHBH
ot/-^_c-,kn\mz"MICRO USER" Oct 87. , . stunningly simple to use. . .neat, well

packaged, well written. . .
"ACORN USER" Aug 87... Genie is a superb package...
I couldn't be without it. . .

"Pop. Comp. Wkly" June 87. . . rapidly becomes anintegralpartof
your system. . . well designed. . .
"A&B Computing" June 87.. .extreme friendliness of
design. . . eminently practicalpiece of software. . .
"Your Computer" July 87 . . .a productwhichcan stand alongside
its 16 bit role model. . .one piece of software I have always
wanted. . .

"BEEBUG" Aug 87. . . extremelyversatile. . . a most usefulpiece
of firmware. . .
Clearly the reviewers wanted Genie—now you can afford to have
one!
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MASTER CARTRIDGE GENIE
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tfe^ For all you MASTER users who are short of ROM sockets- here is a
version of GENIE which simply plugs into oneofthe cartridge slots. All
the features of the original, battery backed GENIE in a cartridge with a
high quality gold edge connector.

ADDITIONAL SIDEWAYS RAM, Since each cartridge slot iseffectively 2ROMS sockels. and GENIE only occupies one of them, PMS can fit
an optional 16K of sideways RAM inside Ihe GENIE cartridge. This can be used In exactly the same way asthe MASTER'S internal sideways
RAM. The additional sideways RAM costs E15. and must bespecified when ordering GENIE. BBHBHHBIBHH

NEW - MASTER COMPACT REAL TIME CLOCK PLUS ALARM, TIMER £34.90 inc Vat.
OTHER PMS PRODUCTS

Write or phone for information sheets.
Price (£)
Inc VAT

NEW GENIE MASTER CARTRIDGE 79.35
(extra 16K sideways RAM) ; 15.00

GENIE INA BOX (battery backed) 79.35
NEW GENIE JUNIOR (disk based) 25.00
NEW GENIE WATCH (RTC for the BBC) 29.90
NEW GENIE UTILITIES DISK 9-95

B2P-65C02 BBC 2nd Processor NEW PRICE 89.95
HIBASIC (disc or ROM) 5.00
HiWORDWISE PLUS (for B2P only) 6.00
E2P-65C02 Electron 2nd processor 79.00
Electron WORDWISE PLUS (requires E2P) 34.95

MULTI-FONT NTQ (2 ROM set) 34.00
NEW NTQ FONT LIBRARY DISKS (12 fonts each) 15.00

THE NTQ HANDBOOK-by Dave Futcher T.B.A.

Carriage: under £50-add £1. over £50 —add £2.
Overseas: deduct VAT and add £4 carriage.

Contact Sales Office for details of Educational Bulk Discounts
and Site Licences.
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ORDER FORM

Please supply:

Quantity Item

Post and Packing

I enclose cheque/postal order for

OR Debit my ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAY by

CARD No._ ,
NAME (Print please)

ADDRESS

Price

Expiry Date

POST CODE

MY COMPUTER SYSTEM (Please circle as appropriate)
BBCB/BBC B+/MASTER 128/MASTER COMPACT/ELECTRON
5.25"/3.5" DFS/ADFS-ACORN/WATFORD/SOLIDISK/other _
Other relevant hardware __

Permanent Memory Systems
"38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE" '
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796

(24 hour)
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JEEERS
PROGRAM LIST

Beeb To Arc -
simple with this

month's disc

LIST N G S

Monthly disc and cassette
subscriptions

Guarantee delivery of your monthly program listings by
subscribing to our discs or cassettes, for the best quality
utilities, graphics and entertainment.

New cassette subscribers receive a free Games Compen
dium cassette, and new monthly disc subscribers qualify
for one of our grey cloth disc binders, to hold a year's
discs. Or if you prefer, try us out for six months and save
yourself money. See page 133 for details.

Whichever you choose you won't regret the investment.
All offers are open to UK subscribers only.

N G S

David Watkins' program and simple hardware project helps
all who are up-grading from BBC to Archimedes to transfer
software from the Beeb to the Arc trouble free, and you'll
save money. This program is available on Arc format disc.

Joe's Jottings for February will prevent any further rows
over who will be watching what on television. His TV
timetable program will ensure you know what's on where and
what you will need to video. This program is an excellent
example of basic timetabling with the same principles being
easily .applied to school or personal time management.

Forum this month has a handy listing for Arc users baffled
by the range of colours on their new machine - a program
which tells you the correct codes to obtain any given screen
colour.

Martin Phillips introduces you to the world of the IBOOT
file, as well as sorting out your disc files with his simple disc
menu routine. There is also a recursive graphics program
enabling you to produce intricate graphics screens. If you
have ever had problems with cassette loading errors such as
'Block Header?' or 'Data?' then we explain all.

February's listings are available in 5.25 - inch 40/80-track
disc for the BBC and Master 128 and on cassette for the
Electron and BBC micro users. They are also available for the
first time on 3.5-inch disc for the Compact and Archimedes -
see page 17.

N D E R S

Vastly reduced prices
for disc binders

Our grey cloth disc binder is supplied with its own
protective slip case and is filled with six transparent
inserts which will hold a year's supply of 5.25-inch
monthly discs, and it is currently available at the special
price of just £6.95.

An Acorn User magazine binder is the best way to keep
your precious copies in pristine condition. Our smart red
binder features a wide spine with the capacity to hold a
whole year's issues. For only £4.95 your magazines can
last a lifetime.

Acorn User order form on page 133 - 24-hour telephone service (0672) 40825
ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988
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OFFERS
P 0 R T F 0 L

A Portfolio
of micro

masterpieces

D C S

I flcorn User
By David Laurence <C> ficor

Memo to all Network Users. . .

The .''. pad is just one of many useful
utilities on the flcorn User

Sideways Ram Utility Disc

Disc for all sideways
RAM users

The Sideways RAM Utilities disc includes: Ram-
Pad- your computer's answer to the pad and pen.

On-Screen Fonts - a variety of print styles available in all
graphics modes. *HLP ROM - add your own help text to
call up when you're stuck. Standard ROM header for use
when writing your own ROMs. '• RLOOK to examine the
contents of your ROMs and sideways RAM images.

There are many more utilities on this 40-track 5.25-inch
disc with a transfer program for 80-track users, and it's
competitively priced at £9.95.

0 DISC

[Jonathan Inglis, freelance illustrator and Acorn's artist-
Iin-residence for the launch of the Master series, has

assembled a portfolio of his best work exclusively for Acorn
User readers.

The disc, which costs £9.95, contains screens that national,
and regional publications have commissioned Jonathan to do.
Included are representations of Seurat's 'Bathers', which was
used by Time Out for a cover, and two Acorn User front
covers; Willow from November 1986 and Magician from
January 1986, as well as several which were commissioned by
The Times newspaper group.

Jonathan Inglis is interested in the conversion of work by
the great master's to computer graphics, and three of his
favourites are on the disc for you to enjoy: Seurat's 'River
side', Vermeer's 'Lady at the Virginal' and a copy of a
lithograph by Matisse.

Pixel Editor and Super Painter have been incorporated to
letyou create your own masterpieces. Pixel Editor allows you
draw in and alter the minute detail while Super Painter
enables you to draw lines, texture your screen and shade by
mixing the eight standard colours.

The Portfolio disc comes in 80-track 5.25-inch format, and
makes the ideal Christmas gift for the graphics fan. Enclosed
with the disc is a comprehensive instruction sheet telling you
more about the pictures and how the artist created them.

GRAPHICS

Graphics utilities for
your screens

The 40-track 5.25-inch Graphics Utilities disc,
keenly priced at £7.95, features 16 routines to

manipulate blocks of graphics: rotation and reflection, a
screen compressor/expander, a colour flood-fill routine
and three mode conversion commands.

With the Basic procedure library are multi-height,
proportional and justified text and 'drop shadow' boxes. A
teletext screen editor gives point plotting, line drawing,
rubber banding and flood fill, along with all mode 7
control codes. All can be used in your own programs.

Acorn User order form on page 133 - 24-hour telephone service (0672) 40825

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988
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CHART SOFTWARE
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Improve your
presentation

with ViewChart

- R O M

Your favourite Acorn User
routines

Get UserROM for your favourite Acorn User
routines. Plug in the ROM chip and 19 routines

are instantly accessible via star commands, including colfill
with 27 colourful fills; dotfill providing 23 new black and
white shades; bad program recovery; variable lister; func
tion key lister; a graphics compiler; a circle drawing
routine and asound compiler. There are many demonstra
tion programs and a 22 page manual. All for £19.95.

Full details are available from Seran, Redwood Pub
lishing Ltd., 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

Do you use your micro to prepare figures? Perhaps in
ViewSheet or ViewStore} Do you make printed re

ports? This business graphics program from Acorn User
contributor Peter Sandford is aimed at anyone who uses
figures, and wishes to improve the quality of their work.

ViewChart takes your numeric data from a ViewSheet or
ViewStore file, or manual input, and plots various chart
formats to screen. In one plot you can produce between one
and five piecharts, stacked bar charts up to 25 bars, grouped
bar charts up to 24 bars and line graphs with up to five lines
each of 40 plotted points.

In practice, most business presentation data such as sales
figures, departmental breakdowns, cost analyses and so on
can be presented in a form even the boss will understand!

You can even add extra text and graphics to the completed
chart prior to saving or printing. A screen dump program is
provided, for Epson and compatible printers, which is
specifically designed to fit the width of an A4 page. Instruc
tions are provided on interfacing to other printers. ViewChart
works in screen mode 0, using full shading effects, so what
you see on screen is what you get on paper, and includes
some tips on final presentation of graphics in documents.

ViewChart is supplied on 40-track 5.25-inch disc and
works on the BBC models B and B4- and Master 128.

And the price of this professional software? Just £12.95.

O

UserDump for perfect screen
dumps at £19.95

The UserDump will allow you to dump any screen
image in any display mode by entering a single

command - either as a line of your program or by typing in
direct from the keyboard. A perfect dump can also be
obtained while a machine code program is running.

UserDump can dump a graphics window, a distortion-free
dump of mode 0 screens using plotter graphics, translate
teletext screen into mode 1, and shift any area of memory.

UserDump will work with any Epson-compatible printer.
Write for further details to Seran (address opposite).

d^lWII.».il.lil;M.att»^

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988
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OFFERS
A • L

A new dimension
in letter

designing

EDUCATION!

• i VV :i-''i
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Easy learning with
Education disc

The Acorn User Education disc makes learning
easy and enjoyable. The disc is packed with useful

programs, including the Eco-fax database for Econets.
Graphics are a strong feature, and included on the disc

are Turtle Logo, Easyplot and Bulletin, and you can then
show off your creations with Vufoil and Noticeboard or
make music with Tunemaker. Also included are an all-
mode dumping routine for Epson compatibles and a
teletext dumping routine for mode 7 dumping to Epson
FX80 compatibles. All this for only £7.95.

G R A H Y

This is your chance to produce your own letterheads
and posters to a professional standard, with the

minimum of fuss and effort. Acorn User's Calligraphy disc
has been compiled due to popular demand and contains all
the programs needed to produce letter designs that will
impress your friends and colleagues.

The Desalet program is a simple font creator which
produces customised letters, to your personal design. It will
save you from using repetitive data statements and error
prone calculations. You can save your font set on disc and
then call it up as needed. All previously saved sets can be
modified or added to, and each set covers up to 94 characters.

Modical, a modification of the original Calligraphy pro
gram (September 1986 Acorn User) is also included on the
disc. Modical allows the use of disc-based font sets created
with Desalet. Modical also incorporates a modified file
creation program, which permits files to be printed out
immediately or saved for later printing.

An enhanced font ROM in the form of a sideways RAM
image, is also on the disc. This allows you to design your own
fonts for use on-screen. Any output to the printer will be in
the new font - thus giving true WYSIWYG capabilities.
There is a selection of new fonts to help you get started.

This superb disc comes in 5.25-inch, 40/80-track format
and is great value at only £9.95.

NETWORK

'laiastwrrera
Main Index
Detailed 'Index.. .

Testcard
Phone Numbers

Header Library.......
flcorn User Utilities.
Introducing NetFax. . .
More about NetFax....
Net Helpline
Programming Helpline.
View Helpline
Calendar 1986^87

Network utilities for
better communication

The Network Utilities 80-track disc is the logical
addition to your network, combining invaluable

routines with a sophisticated yet easy-to-use noticeboard.
Included is Netfax, our own hybrid information system

providing access to thousands of pages of information.
Other special features are: a file locator and directory size
finder; network manager utilities including a bridge com
patible screen viewer and a 'notify all' facility.

Plus there are 150 Netfax pages covering instructions,
help and indexes, all on a 5.25-inch disc for £19.95.

24- hour telephone service (0672) 40825

ACORN USER EEBRUARY 1988



ACORNUSER ORDER FORM
ACORN USER OFFER S

DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my disc subscription from the
UK subcribcrs please sec page 34.

01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £

• £69.00

• £76.00

D £76.00
• £84.00

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my subscription to Acorn User magazine from the

. issue (UK subscribers

see page 108 before completing).

01 UK

02 EUROPE
03 MIDDLE EAST
04 THE AMERICAS & AFRICA
05 REST OF THE WORLD

12 Issues
• £17.50

• £25.00

D £30.00

• £35.00

• £40.00

27 Issues

• £35.00

• £50.00

• £60.00

• £70.00

• £80.00

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MONTHLY CASSETTES
1987

D JAN 0433-2
• FEB 0434-0

• MAR 0435-9

D APR 0436-7

• MAY 0437-5

• JUN 0438-3

• JUL 0439-1
• AUG 0440-5

• SEP 0441-3

• OCT 0442-1

D NOV 0443-X
• DEC 0444-8

Monthly cassettes are suitablefor BBCmicro and Electron

TOTAL VALUE £

BINDERS

TOTAL VALUE £

1988

• JAN 0445-6
• FEB 0446-4

UK= £3.95
Europe= £4.95

Overseas= £5.95

CASSETTE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my cassette subscription from the

01 UK

02 EUROPE(Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

• £45.00

• £52.00

• £52.00

D £62.00

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MONTHLY DISCS
1987

• JAN
D FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN

0216-X

0217-8

0218-6

0219-4

0220-8

0221-6

TOTAL VALUE £

• JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT
• NOV

D DEC

0222-4

0223-2

0224-0

0225-9

0226-7

0227-5

1988

• JAN 0228-3
D FEB 0229-1

UK=£5.95
Europe=£6.95
Overseas=£7.95

ACORN USER MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES
1986

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

• SEP

a oct

• NOV

• DEC

0032-9

0033-7

0034-5

0035-3

0036-1

0037-X

0038-8

0039-6

0040-X

0041-8

0042-6

0043-4

TOTAL VALUE £

1987

• JAN
• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
P AUG
D SEP

D OCT

a nov

• DEC

0044-2

0046-9

0047-7

0048-5

0049-3

0050-7

0051-5

0052-3

0053-1

0054-X

0055-8

1988

DJAN 0056-6
• FEB 0057-4

UK=£1.95

Europe=£2.95
Overseas=£3.95

MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7
DISC BINDER 1302-1

UK EUROPE OVERSEAS
• £4.95 • £7.95 • £14.95
• £6.95 • £9.95 • £16.95

24-hour telephone service (0672) 40825
ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988
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ACORN USER ORDER FORM
I : . ———— ' ~ ~~

ACORN US E R OFFERS

ACORN USER ROMS

• USERDUMP 1001-4

• USERROM 1002-2

D AXRROM 1003-0

TOTAL VALUE £_

ACORN USER SPECIAL DISCS

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0830-3 •

EDUCATION DISC

40-track 0815-X •

VIEWCHART DISC/
40-track 0920-2 •

TOTAL VALUE £_

UK = £19.95

Europe= £20.95
Overseas =£21.95

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £9.95

UK = £12.95

Europe = £13.95
Overseas = £14.95

• I enclose a cheque/postal order for a total of£_

• Please debit my • Visa (Barclaycard) DAccess (Mastercard)

Credit card number|_l_ _J I—I—1—I—I

SIGNED

MR/MRS/MISS/MS INITIALS

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

ACORN USER SPECIAL CASSETTES
D ACORN USER GRAPHICS 0601-7 UK All three= £5.95
• BEST OE ACORN USER 0602-5 UK Individually = £2.95
D FINEST FAVOURITES 0604-1 Europe = £4.95

TOTALVALUEE.

SIDEWAYS RAM
UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0825-7 D

CALLIGRAPHY
40/80-track 0950-4 •

PORTFOLIO DISC
80-track 0970-9 •

NETWORK UTILITIES

DISC

80-track 0809-5 •

Overseas = £5 95

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95
Overseas = £11.95

UK = £19.95

Europe = £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd

Expiry date

DATE

SURNAME

TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, Acorn User Mail Order, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury Berkshire RG16 7TW

For Office UseOnly 0 0 •

0 0 1 X 1 N Y D

B41

B41

24-hour telephone service (0672 40825

134
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EPROMS & D RAMS
27128-250N/S21V (While stocks last) £3.55ea
27128-250N/S TV 12V £3.20ea
27128 (One time programmable) £2.8Qea
27256 £4.30 ea
2764-250 N/S 21V (While stocks last) £2.60ea
6264-150N/S £2.29ea
4164-150N/S £0.99ea
41256-150N/S £2.20ea
41257-15 N/S (While stocks last) £2.20ea
2732 £2.20ea
2717 £2.50ea

5.25" DS/DD 96tpi £0.55
Minimum quantity sold in 10 (supplied individually sleeved, all

labels and tags with a white cardboard box for storage)
3.5'JVC Btaucied Disc DS/DD 135tpi £1.55-
3* DS/DD Disc £3.00;
20Mb Winchester Hard Disc Drive complete with WX2 Western
Digital Controller Board (connection cable etc.. etc..) ..£299.00
TTL 8c CMOS chips (excl. DFSROM) to be used with 8271 Disc
Drive Controller..'. each set £2.95
WD1772 £13.50ea

All prices include P&P

Send your order by post with cheque or postal order.

Or phone through your order by quoting your Access, number

HOT LINE

24 Hrs Service 01 -550 6514 24 Hrs Service
' Pleasephone forspecial price on bulk purchase

If any products purchased from this advert fails to give complete
satisfaction. Please return to us unused within 30 days for a full

refund or free replacement. This guarantee is offered in
addition to your statutory rights.

No VAT is charged (Not VAT Registered)

I
J & J MICROCHIPS LIMITED

PO Box 18, Essex IG8 ORB
Co. Reg. No: 1965704

REALTIME SOLIDS MODELLER

PROFESSIONAL 3D CAD SYSTEMS

Reviews of Iheoriginal REALTIME GRAPHICS SYSTEM:
"there isn't anything yet available for the Beeb capable ofproducing such

impressive andpowerful graphics"-A&B Computing (June '87).
"there isno othersoftware to rival it"-Beebug (April '87).

"there is nobetter package" -Acorn User (Dec '87).

TheREALTIME SOUDS MODELLER provides a sophiutlcated designtool lorcreating 3D
Solid or Wireframe obfecta ol any complexity. Unlikeother packages, this system can
perform lull colourhldden-euri'ace removal lor any solid objectat highspeed. Colour
hardcopy ol the designs can then be produced on a range of popular pen-plotters or
printers for professional results. The package consists of a 32k Graphic* Rom, aix diaca
anda 150page manual. Thedesign system takes all the hard work out ofdesigning solid
3Dobjects by providir>g curve* andaurfaco generatora that can create complex ootid- of
revolution oraxtruaion from simpleoutlines;recuraive macro*to allow a building block"
design approach; dynamic 3D Viewing in any graphics screen mode for full colour solid
displays; 3D Multi-Plotter Driver iupponing HP-GL,Plotmat*. Penman IL Hewlett Packard,
Hitachi 672, Epson HI-80. Watanabe. Sweet-P. Graphtec, Roland. Calcomp, Houston
DMP, Sekonickand papar alia* from AOtoM; Library fadUHam; and a Data Convenor
tor interfacingto other CAD systems and applications. This system also includes a unique
32k Solid* REALTIME GRAPHICS LANGUAGE (Solids RGL) Rom providing 52 atar
command* which allow flicker-free 3D Animation, Scientific S Mathematical plot* or
customised 3D package* to be produced from your own programs. Its unique feature is
the production of realistic aolld Image* withhidden-aurlacea removed at highspeed.
Alsoincludesa unique 35,000 pixele/oec line generator (considerablyfaster than Acorn's
9000/sec) for high speed Image generation. The Solids RGL is compatible with all the
BBC graphics screen, plotting and colourmodes including Shadowacreenand is upfo 5
time* laater than the original RGL. The 32k RGL rom behaves as a 16k Rom to the
computer hence sideways Rambanks are notaffected. Forsurface and linegenerationin
excessof 1,000,000 pixeioJaec, the SolidsRGL canalso driveHardware Graphic* board*
like the Prisma 2/3. Cadsott Workstation. Pluto and CMS colour cards.

Minimum requirement*: BBCB/tingle drive. Also compatblewith IheBBC B+. Master
series, all versions of DFS & DDFS. 6502 2nd Processor/Turbo, AMX Mouse
REALTIME SOUDS MODELLER: £89.05(inclusive); Original REALTIME GRAPHICS
SYSTEM: (DFS or ADFS versions available) £40.95 (Inclusive); SOLIDS UPGRADE
(return original RGL rom winorder): £39.95(inclusive). Contact yourlocal dealeror send
cheque/P.O. to: SILICON VISION LTD. Dept. AU. 47 DUDLEY GARDENS. HARROW.
MIDDX. HA2 ODQ for Immediate delivery. Educational &Dealer enquiries for bulk
discounts are welcome. Official orders accepted. Tel: 01-422 2274.

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

[Slectroneqttip]
LEADS SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING

Archimedes 310 now in stock

Computers &
Accessories:

Master128 435.91
Turbo Co-processor 119.46
512 Co-processor 217.41
UniversalCo-processor 79.95
MasterCompact (UHF) 343.85
Master Compact (Mono) 425.95
Compact Companion 39.95
Master ROM Cartridges 14.95
Compact TV Adaptor 29.95

Monitors:

Colour:

Philips 8833 Med Res BBC/IBM
compatible 287.50
Microvitec 1451 Med Res BBC RGB
TTL 249.95

Mono: Zenith ZVM1230 (Green) and
ZVM1220(Amber) 79.95

Disc Drives:

(Two year warranty)
MD400A(NoPSU) 132.96
MD400B (WithPSU) 149.95
MD802C(NoPSU) 259.90
MD802E (With PSU) 289.95
MD802D/M (inPlynth) 309.95
MDC0MB0 (5.25&3.5) 259.00
MD20M 20Mbyte Wini 659.96

Printers:

Dot Matrix:

Citizen 120D(80col) 179.00
StarNL10(80col) 209.95
StarNX15(132col) 389.00
EpsonFX800 (80col) 399.00
Epson FX1000 (132col) 549.00
StarNB24-10(24pin) 599.00
EpsonLQ800(24pin) 599.00
Daisywheel:
Juki6100 (18cps) 343.56
GakkenGPR2000(18cps) 199.95

BBC & Master Spares:
BBC Power Supply 56.35
BBC Keyboard 49.95
BBC0.S.12 12.58
BBCBasicll 19.95
BBC Cases (complete) 17.95
MasterPowerSupply 59.95
Master Keyboard 54.95
Master Batteries 4.95

Acorn 8271 Disc/I/F 69.00
Acorn 1770 Disc l/F 49.95

Electronequip:
New for Master & Compact View
Printer Driver generator and menu

„ 12.95/13.95

Dust Covers:

We stock dust covers for most
popular items. Here's a selection:
Master128 4.49
StarNUO 5.41
Citizen 120D 5.50
Microvitec 6.46

ROM Software:

A selection from our large range:
Acornsoft
View 44.95
Viewsheet 44.95
Viewstore 44.95
Overview 89.95

AMX

Mouse Super Art 79.95
Pagemaker 45.94
Max(Desktop) 18.95

Computer Concepts
Inter-word 49.00
Inter-chart 32.00
Inter-sheet 49.00
Wordwise Plus 49.00
Inter-base 60.00

Discs:

Box 96Tpi D.S.inplastic Library Case(5.25") 10.20
Box 3096TpiD.S. inPlastic StorageBox (5.25") 34.50
Box10135TpiD.S.(3.5") 24.95
Box10 96TpiD.S. Unlabeleddiscs 6.90
Coloured Disc 5'/t"96Tpi(each) 1.99
LargeSelection of DiscStorage Boxes £6.90 to 19.90

A.T.P.L. Sidewise ROM
Board. The most popular and
originalSpecial Offer.... 39.33
2AK Ram Chips 9.20

Merlin

Datascribe 59.95
Titan 89.00

LARGE SELECTION OF JOYSTOCKS

Prices subject to variation without prior notification. Trade,
Government and Education orders Welcome. Barclaycard &

Access, orders accepted. Ail prices include 15% V.A.T.
P&P

Please add 92 pence per item. Securicor £6.90 per parcel.
Please send for our extensive Mail Order catalogue.

59 West Street Fareham Hants P016 OAT
Tel: 0329-230670/1 VISA
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Vine Micros Ltd - New Prices for the New Year

For Tape to Disk Transfer the REPLAY system can't be beaten.. Guaranteed!
Ever wanted your tape programmes to load in seconds rather than minutes?
Fed up with having to go all the way back to the beginning of a game because you made one silly

mistake with your last life? Would you like a screen dump of your high-scores?
Would you like a tape to disk transfer system that not only loads programs from disk in a few seconds,

but also lets you save them at virtually any point you like, so that you can go back to the point just before
your last life was used up? If you do, then read on....

Plug REPLAY into your computer, connect a few wires (no soldering, very easy to fit connections - as
our customers say), and you'll have installed a 'Magical piece of equipment' (quote from A&B review).

It won't take you long to find out why REPLAY has established itself as THE BEST in tape to disk
transfer... there's quite simply no competition. If you buy REPLAY and find that it won't transfer more
programs than your present tape to disk program then we'll refund your money in full! And if you don't
currently have such a program, then don't waste your money on anything else!

BBC B and B+ versions of REPLAY now cost £29.90 all inclusive. Please state your DFS type exactly.
Self contained REPLAY for Master computers now costs £35 all inclusive.
REPLAY to fit on our ROMboard '3' for the Master now costs £27 all inclusive.

Master REPLAY plus ROMboard '3' for Master 128 for only £39 all inclusive.
Master to B conversion kit (allows most BBC B tapes to run on the Master) £14.95 State Master REPLAY type, fitted

ROMboard '3' for the Master 128, now £17.50 inc.
The first ROMboard ever to be produced for the

Master computer, and by far the most popular. Its ease
of installation and use makes it ideal for anyone who
finds they need more ROM sockets in their Master.
Takes 3 ROMs including the Inter-series of ROMs by
Computer Concepts, and overlays the built-in software.

ROMboard '4' for the Master 128, £26.50 inc.
This ROMboard allows up to 4 extra ROMs

to be fitted inside the computer, replacing
either the cartridges or the sideways RAM.
The board also includes a read/write proctect
switch. Ideal for those users who dislike
cartridges but require extra ROM space.

Vine Micros Ltd - New Prices for the New Year

Marshborough, Sandwich, Kent. CT13 OPG. Telephone 0304-812276/368968 ACCESS/VISA accepted
Vine Micros can now supply computers, printers, monitors, business systems, software, training

The Account Book
Thisis the accountbook with a difference. If youhave been thinking ofcomputerising yourbusiness buthave been disillusioned with the complex
screensofcodesmostaccounting programs offer thenyou are in for a pleasant surprise. TheAccount Book emulates thetypeofaccount book most
people areusedto, with rows, columns, headings andsubtotals. If you want a payment togoin a column (all definable by you) marked MOTOR for
instance, then when you print out your endof yearaccounts thats just where it goes. You do not getone long list ofentries full of codes that are
impossible toremember without acheck list. You can see the balance sheet atany time which shows your bank balance, cash balance, profit/loss,
unpaid invoices/billsand entry breakdown amongst other things.
TheAccount Book allows you toanalyseall your entriesbydate/customer/supplier/heading/unpaid orpart-paid invoices/bills etc.andwill print your
VAT returns (monthly orquarterly) andyour input/output VAT lists month by month..The profit/loss graph will showyou an uptotheminute account
of your businesses performance and profitability. The number of key presses hasbeen optimised for rapid entry of dataand by using thelabeling
facility asingle key press will enter all the details of astanding order etc. There areextensive help messages onscreen aswell as in themanual and
a free telephone help-line for thefirst month. There isalso nolimit to thenumber of transactions you may enter(over 5000 perdisc).
TheAccount Book has beendesigned specifically for small businessesandself-employed people, with a turnover upto10million pounds, who use
a single bank account for their business. It has been tried and tested by a number of companies in the retail/services sector and approved by their
accountants, andwe hope will provide many people with aneasyand trouble free entry tocomputerisation. TheAccount Book runs onall models of
BBC computer from the BBC B to the Master and requires twin 80 track drives to operate. We are at present working on more modules to
complement The Account Book including invoicing/statements/stock control etc. There isonly onething left tomention...the price: Just £24.95
inclusive.

Please sendme copy/s ofTheAccount Book at£24.95 each. IencloseCheque/P.O. for £ made outto APRICOTE STUDIOS.

Orders/Enquiries to:

APRICOTE STUDIOS

219 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTON

CAMBRIDGE

CB41NL

Allorders usuallyprocessed within 24 hours.
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THE GAMES PAGE
David Lawrence takes to riding motorbikes and

airplanes, dabbles in geology and tries a Reptoncheat

What do you get if you cross Marble
Madness with Mat Newman ? Easy - Pouri-
bus\ This is the working name of one of
three programs that Superior Software is
currently preparing for early 1988 release.
Mat is best know for the chart-topping
Fortress, the Beeb's only Zaxxon clone.
Odd really, considering that was four or
five years ago. Superior's Richard Han
son has told me Mat has sent them 'version

0.1' and although the game is too hard at
the moment, Superior is very interested in
it. He also says that it has the same appeal
as Thrust: superficially simple, but actually
quite complicated to play.

After the quick Christmas releases of
Spellbinder, Elixir and Bonecruncher, Su
perior is planning to slowdown in the first
part of this year. In addition, all its new
releases will be available on a variety of
popular home micros; initially it's aiming
at the Spectrum, Amstrad, Commodore
and Atari machines.

It's all change at Audiogenic. Peter Scott
is writing Atari ST software and Gary
Partis has apparently left the games scene
for good. Product manager Darryl Still has
left to form 16-bit software company
Godax, but knowing him, it's probably
two eight-bit companies! Godax will also
be managing a budget label company called
Top Ten and its first game is called The
Warehouse. I have also received from Dar
ryl a compilation of three almost identical
Peter Scott games. What isn't clear is
whether these will be released by Top Ten
or Audiogenic. The latest game definitely
from Audiogenic is Despatch Rider, which
was reviewed in Acorn User last month.

Talking of budget software, watch out
for the 'Ricochet' label; it has been re-
releasing older and often good software at
£1.99. The latest I've seen is a re-issue of
Ultimate's Jetpac.

If you like flight simulations then you
may beslightly interested in the latest from

ACORN USI-R 1-HBRUARY I9SS

The Repton 3 map editor

Mirrorsoft. Spitfire 40 is not only meant to
simulate a Spitfire, but is also meant to be a
full aerial combat simulator. Personally, I'd
stick to Aviator.

One company that pops up now and
again is Hewson Consultants, from whom
I have recently received two games. The
first is the steam engine simulation Evening
Star, based very strongly on the previous
release Southern Belle. In fact, I'm pretty
sure all they've done is change the track
data - this time you go between Bourne
mouth and Bath rather than Victoria and

Brighton. I couldn't really get into the
game, but steam enthusiasts may like it.

The other release is the one Psycastria,
Firetrack and W.A.R. were all based on -
Uridium. Psycastria is the one most like
Uridium, so if you've seen that you'll
know what to expect. There are eight
screens, 'metals' ranging from zinc to tung
sten to fly over. You must cause as much
damage as you can as well as avoid the
attacking alien ships. The playing area is
refreshingly large, the scrolling reasonable,
and the game is pretty good overall. It's
better than both Psycastria and W.A.R.,
but doesn't come up to the standard of
Firetrack, my number two game last year.

What with the recent release of The Life
of Repton, I was most glad to receive the
following program from the mysterious

person ZZKJ. I was just getting used to
Repton in a stetson, when suddenly he's
got a walking stick and he's going blind!
The program simply puts all the original
graphics back - you will need the original
Repton 3 disc, the Life of Reptou or
Around the World disc, and a blank disc.
Type in the program'and save it. ::"COPY
the screen files onto the blank disc, then
run the program. Insert the original game
disc and press Space, then insert the new
screens disc and enter the names of the

10 REM Original Repto
n 3 Graphics

20 REM By ZZKJ
30 REM For B/B+/M/C

40 REM (C) Acorn User

Feb 19B8

50" :

60 MODE 7

70 ON ERROR GOTO BO

BO PRINT "Insert orig
inal disc and press SPAC
E":IF GET

90 *LOAD PRELUDE 2000

100 ON ERROR IF ERR=17

END

110 REPEAT

120 INPUT "File to con

vert "a*

130 X"/.=OPENIN(a$)

140 FOR A'/.=0 TO &E1F

141 A"/.?&2000=BGET# X7.

150 NEXT

151 CLOSE* X%

160 *&900="SAVE "+LEFT

*<A*,6)+"1 5800+2620 0 3
1E0"

170 X7.=0:Y7.=9:CALL &FF
F7

180 UNTIL FALSE

Try this listing to understand Repton!

screen files you wish to convert, for exam
ple 'OAP'. The disc will whirr and the
converted screens will be saved under the
same name with a T on the end (eg,
OAP1). You can then load the new screens
into the game as usual. It doesn't make
them any easier, but you can at least work
out what is going on! I think it will help
many a frustrated lizard fan.
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FREE MYSTERY GIFT WITH EVERY0RDER1U_^^^«^

^••' ^ £££ SAVING ELECTRON PACKS

SCOOP PURCHASE

ELECTRON
COMPUTERS IN

STOCK NOW
3 months warranty

£59.95
Includes power supply, aerial

lead, user free game and 90 day
warranty

ELECTRON JOYSTICK

Electron Joystick Interface &Software £14.95

Quickshot II Turbo Joystick £13.95

BUYBOTHFORONLY£25.00!

ACORNSOFTOVERVIEW

Asophisticated combination of Viewspell &
Viewstore on RomCartridge and

Viewplot, View indexand Printer Driver
Generator on Disc

BBC Disc & Rom R.R.P.£98r90-

OFFER PRICE £78.45

ACORNSOFT VIEW
PROFESSIONAL

Combines the functions of a wordprocessor
spreadsheet and database in one program.

BBC B, & all Master Series Micros
R.R.P.-ESWre*-

OFFER PRICE ONLY E79.45

PRIMARY EDUCATION
ASK SOFTWARE - 7-11 yrs

THEBEST FOURLANGUAGE PROGRAMS(SET)
THE BEST FOUR MATHS PROGRAMS (SET)

BBCDISC £17.95 perset
BBCCOMPACT C18.35perset
BBC/Elecass £17.95 perset

SPECIAL OFFER — ACORNSOFT

BBC Cassette and Disc

EDUCATION COMPENDIUM
Workshop (3+ years)
ABC (7+ years)
SPOOKY MANOR (7+years) ... Q-
TALKBACK (10+years) SET LI 1.yb

ISO PASCAL(Electron) £59.95 £29.95
LOGO (Electron) £59.95 £29.95

ARCHIMEDES !
ZARCH •£4*95 £17.96

MINOTAUR £44^5" £13.46

ANSIC -£443^5 £102.47

ISO PASCAL £UZ&5 £102.47

FORTRAN 77 £UZ&5 £102.47

COMAL -£49t85 £44.95

DELTABASE £2»S5 £26.96

TWIN -£23t35 £30.00

'BBC COMPATIBLE

VISAra
SAE for comprehensive price lists
Please state for which machine
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PACKAGE 1
PLUS 1 E49.95
VIEW £14.95
VIEWSHEET £14.95

£79r8T

OFFERPRICE £65.95

PACKAGE 2
ELECTRON COMPUTER £59.95
PLUS 1 £49.95
VIEW ROM £14.95

OFFER PRICE £99.95

IDEAL GIFT FORXMAS

BRAND NEW

SPECTRUM PLUS'S 48k
only £69.95
•Comes wilh power supply.

User Guides, introductory cass.,
T.V. Aerial and 90 day warranty.

ELECTRON AND BBC

HOME INTEREST
Snapper £&£9-
Boxer £&S%-
*Watch your

Weight S&S9-
Theatre Quiz£6r99-

rDesk DiaryX&r09-
*Business Games

J£r99-
*Graphsand
Charts £&A*

Complete Cocktail Maker _£&£5-
SELECT ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £7.95

(or £1.65 each)

VOLTMACE TWIN JOYSTICKS

for use with Plus 1 or BBC
NormallyJLL9r95-

Now Only £14.95 — Limited Stocks

EDUCATION SPECIALS
Linkword Spanish

Linkword Italian

Talkback
Workshop

-£4*95"

Maths'O'Levell

Maths'O'Levell

Biology
English

ANY TWO FOR £3.95

£1235-

JUA65-

RECENT RELEASES

AT SPECIAL PRICES

Superior Collection 1 or 2 BBConiy
Superior Collection 3 Electron only

Codename Droid Crazee Rider
Strykers Run Palace of Magic
Play ItAgain Sam Elixir

Spellbinder Bonecruncher

BBC/Electron Cass X9r95- £7.59
BBC Disc £04^5- £9.59

BBCCompact/Electron 3.5' £44t95-£11.99

Cholo —Disc only £14.35

IMOGEN BBC Cass £7.95
BBC 40 or 80t £8.95
Master Compact £10.95

REMEMBER! - NEW TITLES ARE BEING
RELEASED EVERY WEEK

'PHONE FOR BARGAIN PRICES!!

MICROPOWERAND OTHER GAMES

ClassicAdventures
Giroscope
Banditsat 3 O'clock
Escape from Moon Base Alpha
Ghouls
Stock Car
KillerGorilla

I&95- RubbleTrouble
-£&95- Swoop
X&95- Croaker
£W5- Bumble Bee
£7t95- Positron
$&¥r Felix &the FruitMonsters
SJJgr Cybertron Mission

-£^95- Moonraider
•££95- Felix &the Evil Weevils
-£W5- Frenzy
£Wr Microcosm
&&? FatmanSam
-£^5- Star Drifter
-£7t95-

£&£5-

-£345-*
-££95-*
-£3t95-*

*BBCONLYBBC & ELECTRON ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £7.95

MICROPOWER MAGIC COMPILATIONS I&II
IN THE CHARTS NOW10ORIGINAL HITSONEACH

FANTASTIC VALUE

BBCB/B+/MASTER CASSETTE -£^95" £5.95
BBCB/B+/MASTER 80T DISC -£2t95" £5.95
BBCB/B+/MASTER40T DISC X7-r95- £5.95
BBCCOMPACT DISC £9-95- £7.75
ELECTRON CASSETTE £^95- £5.75

SCOOP PURCHASE

POWERPACK
7 Great Games by

Audiogenic
BBC Cassette
-£9r95-£4.95

MASTER COMPACT

• VIEW 3 ££9rm £45.00

• VIEWSHEET X&9t60- £45.00

• VIEWSPELL -£39r95- £31.96

• VIEWSTORE £59tSu- £45.00

• VIEW INDEX £44^5- £11.99
• ALLARCHIMEDES COMPATIBLE

Name _

Address

Tel. AF

Iclaim my mystery gift

SOFTWARE BARGAINS
(a divisin of the micropower group)

Dept AF 8/8A Regent St., Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE
Tel: (0532) 687735

Out of Hours Answer Phone

PLEASE ADD 95p P&P
and make cheques

payable to Software Bargains
Goods despatched within 48 Hours

Subject to availability
ACORN USER FEBRUARY I<



COLD
TURKEY

Elixir; Superior Software; BBC, Elec
tron, Master, Compact; £9.95 (tape),
£11.95 (5.25-inch disc), £14.95 (3.5-inch)
The scenario for Superior Software's latest
BBC/Electron game, Elixir, might be mis
taken for part of the current campaign
against the dangers of drug abuse. Chemist
Cyril, experimenting playfully in his pre
mises one night, mistakenly overdoses on a
powerful reducing agent. Now only inches
tall, his only hope is to reach his emer
gency supply of magic elixir.

As if getting to the elixir were not
enough, you in your role as Cyril need to
maintain a sharp awareness of the effects of
the pills you pop all over the game. Some
colours slow you down. Others speed you
up. Green pills cause you to fall over
whereas the yellow ones lead to a sudden
death. It's probably better to stick to the
reds. These are socially acceptable vitamin
rations, which reward you with 50 points
for each one you ... er. . pick up! You
have to get all 40 of them.

Other elements in the game include
phials ot powerful acid - best avoided -
and mysterious magic beans. Sadly, even
these colourful accessories cannot disguise
the (act that Elixir is another variation on

the weary platforms-and-ladders theme,
and a pretty second-rate one at that. The
screen display is a window scrolling
around a large virtual playing area con
sisting of shelves and tables.

As you work your way up the levels you
find handy items of equipment which pro
tect you against such unlikely assailants as
lipstick missiles, flying flash-bulbs and a
monster called the 'Circularsaurus'. Some

of the things you find help you along your
ACORN USIiR FEBRUARY 1988
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way, much as in text adventures. A thread,
for example, can bedangled over a hook to
provide a new way up or down between
shelves. The logical puzzles are well
thought out and can give patient players
something to get their teeth into.

Sadly, though, the presentation of the
game lets it down. The graphics are large
and clear, but they flicker annoyingly.
Movement is jerky, and the best thing
about the insistently grating sound is that it
can be switched off.

The platform-and-ladder game is an old
and creaky format which deserves to be
given a rest.

Irving Jacquette

A DAY IN
THE LIFE

The Life Of Repton; Superior Software;
BBC, Master, Compact, Electron; £6.95
(cassette), £7.95 (5.25-inch disc), £9.95
(3.5-inch disc).
Repton, the character who has appeared in
more sequels than Sylvester Stallone, is
back for the fifth time!

In The Life Of Repton, you have to
guide baby Repton from short trousers,
through his rebellious teens and into the
Post Office for his pension.

Game-play is identical to the original
Repton 3 and Around the World in Forty
Screens, with different graphics and new
levels to complete. Each set of eightscreens
makes up a stage in Repton's life, of which
there are five. These are Repton as a baby,
at school, as a teenager, at work, and lastly,
Repton as an OAP!

The new characters are well thought out
and, more importantly, amusing. As well
as provoked dogs, there are aggressive
mods, vindicitive bosses, and annoyed

wives. When Repton is at school, instead
of fungus, there is homework. At work, it
is replaced by filing trays!

The new screens are trickier than ever.
As you would expect, the ultimate level is
particularly sneaky. Upon starting you find
yourself surrounded by false teeth - the
equivalent of spirits in Repton 3. As with
all Repton screens it is possible, just! I shall
not tell you the password but it isn't too
difficult to work out.

If you liked Repton 3 then you will love
The Life Of Repton. It's a great game, but
Superior beware - you can't squeeze much
more life out of poor old Repton.

Richard Bellis

MAKING AN
IMPACT

Impact; Audiogenic; BBC B, B+, Master,
Electron; £9.95 (cassette), £12.95 (disc,
not for Electron)
Impact is based on an Atari game of the
same name, which is based on Arkanoid,
which is based on Breakout]

The game-play is very similar to Arkan
oid; you must destroy the bricks in stan
dard Breakout fashion, kill the aliens (or
avoid them) and collect the falling tokens.

There are four types of brick; standard,
multi-hit, indestructable and invisible. The
latter can be made visible by use of an icon.
The aliens wobble down the screen getting
in the way and deflecting your ball.

Instead of collecting a laser gun, you
must collect enough of the U-shaped
tokens to 'buy' the laser. There arc nine
icons you can attain in total, ranging from
'slow down', through 'wide bat' to 'power
ball'. When a screen is completed, you are
told its access code, this then enables you
to start again at that screen.

The sprites move speedily and are fairly
smooth, if rather on the small size, and I
thought that someof the ball bounces were
rather jerky.

Impact's best feature is its size - with 80
screens, a screen editor, an intelligent demo
mode and numerous cheat options.

Impact is a good game. I prefer the 'feel'
of Arkanoid but like the extra features
provided by Impact. In the end you pays
your money and takes your choice. Me? I
like 'em both! David Lawrence
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ARTISAN ATWORK
The dictionary defines 'artisan' as 'a skilledworkman'. A fitting name

for the first Arc art program, finds Dave Futcher

Any BBC micro owner interested in
graphics will have seen a whole host of
software come and go over the last five
years. Although Artisan has appeared very
early in the life of the Archimedes, it is a
sophisticated graphics package which, in
the right hands, can help produce some
outstanding drawings. Its programmers
have a very good pedigree. They are Jon
Warmisham and Frank Dart who program
med both Fleet Street Editor and Art Room
for Clares.

Too many computer art packages fail to
give the artist enough space to work.
Artisan doesn't fall into that trap. The
whole screen area is available for drawing.
As the package uses mode 12 you have an
area of 640 x 256 pixels.

Usually there is no pull-down menu or
tool box taking valuable screen space, as
with AMX Super Art. Neither is there
anything that resembles the two large pop
up menus of Quest Paint. Instead Artisan
uses the wonderful window management
facilities that the Archimedes offers and
gives the user a whole series of real pop-up
menus for different functions.

Artisan is a true 'load and go' program.
Despite the amazing power of the
Archimedes, there is no lengthy installation
or nasty configuration process.

The Artisan boot file reads the machine's
configuration set in CMOS RAM and
saves it to disc. It then switches off the

modules that it does not require to recover
work space and sets the values of the
CMOS RAM to those needed by the
program. At the end of your Artisan ses
sion all the previous settings are restored
by another program file.

Artisan is mouse controlled. It's used for

everything except for the text input option
and entering filenames. The convention of
Select, Menu, and Adjust for the left,
centre and right buttons has been followed
with the package. Select is used in two
ways: first, to select a function by clicking
on an icon; and second, for carrying out an
operation such as drawing or plotting a
point. When the Menu button is pressed
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Portrait of the artist as a young programmer

the current menu is always brought up on
the screen, and Adjust is used to undo the
last function.

Once Artisan is loaded you will see a
white screen with a beige border. Display
ed in grey and blue is Artisan's main menu
window. If it's not there you merely click
the mouse menu button.

Although Artisan has a lot of different
icons they are not too difficult to remem
ber. Some very good associations, like the
rainbow for the magic brush, and some
rather strange ones, like the yellow cat for
sprites, ensure you quickly remember what
does what.

In Artisan there are a lot of menus to

work with, it's very easy to move around.
You won't get lost in a maze of menus
because on each sub-menu the top right-
hand icon tells you where you are. Getting
back home to the main menu is easy too, as
the top left-hand icon is always a back
arrow which returns you there.

If you don't like where the menus pop
up, they can be changed by clicking the
Artisan title bar and dragging them to

where you want them to appear in future.
Artisan features a very useful on-screen

help display. Once the exclamation mark
icon has been clicked on from the main

menu a help window opens at the bottom
of the screen. The help window is updated
as you move around the different icons and
shows the effect of the mouse buttons. As

it only takes up a small amount of the
screen it is an ideal way to aquaint yourself
with the program when you first start. It
disappears when drawing operations begin.

The main drawing part of Artisan is
whatClares calls the rubberbanding menu.
It's called this because all the drawing
facilities rely on the now traditional rubber
banding technique that makes computer
drawing so easy.

Rubber banding is based on the idea that
you fix the first point and select the second
by moving the mouse around. As you
move the mouse, the software continually
shows the line or outline shape that would
be drawn if you selected that point.

This menu gives you access to most of
the effects that make the bare bones of any
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graphics package. There are facilities for
drawing circles, rectangles, triangles,
ellipses and parallelograms. Of course it
covers the drawing of lines, linked lines
and segments. I found that I used the
continuous line feature a lot for putting the
simple details in pictures after the first
on-screen preliminary sketch.

The top right-hand icon, which tells you
what menu you're using, also controls
whether the shapes are drawn in outline or
filled in. Its a simple toggle command. The

Artisan features pop-up menus

palette icon allows the setting of the colour
or pattern to be used.

Artisan has a full setof painting facilities.
Some old friends have been considerably
improved, while others are in new guises.
In addition, there arc a couple of excitingly
different facilities that break new ground.
For example, there is a unique control
system for enlarging and decreasing the
brush size. I found it excellent for putting
in line detail where previously I would
have had to use a pixel editor.

Artisan also provides four brush shapes -
circle, square, triangle and oval.

Nearly every computer painting package
has a spray can and/oran air brush. Artisan
has neither - a terrible omission you would
think. However, once you access the user
pen and the pen designer icons, the omis
sions are more than compensated for. The
pen designer allows you to create special
effects for drawing and painting.

Probably the most powerful feature of
Artisan is its zoom editor. If you click this
icon a window opens up that shows a
portion of the screen doubled in size. The
window always shows the portion of the
screen that you were last editing before
selecting the zoom. If you press the Adjust
button, the zoom factor increases to four
and then eight times normal.

Pressing the Select button plots a pixel at
the pointer position. A press of the mouse
Menu button brings up a palette from
which you can change the current colour.

Pixel editing is an effective means of
putting in detail. With Artisan's zoom
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editor things are taken so much further
that the finest details can be added.

The feature that is a real first for Artisan

is its 'magic brush'. Its effects have to be
seen to be believed. It really does seem to
revolutionise colour shading, as any of the
16 colours can be redefined two or three

times as another colour and when the

'magic brush' brushes a coloured area the
original colour changes to the redefined
one. I am still exploring what it can do!

The move and copy menu gives access to
whole host of features for manipulating
areas of the screen. You can reflect, copy,
shrink, expand and rotate.

It's possible to flip an image top to
bottom or left to right with ease. The block
copy facility lets you copyan area the same
size as the original, while scale and copy
allows you to enlarge and to reduce a part
of the screen that you have boxed. The
rotate facility works pretty much in the
same way as the copy feature, but as the
box is placed on the drawing screen you
can rotate it by moving the mouse in a
circular motion. Exclude is a very useful
option that lets you set a mask by making
any one colour transparent when copying,
scaling or rotating.

Using the toolbox option, you can alter
the sensitivity of the mouse, change the
palette and use a full screen and partial
printer dump. Artisan has a grey scale
printer dump built in. Strangely you can
not access the two Integrex colour dumps
from here. Instead you have to leave the
program, enter Basic, chain in the dump
and then place your disc with screen files
in the drive ready for loading. The Integrex
printer dumps provided with Artisan drive
the colour jet printer in the undocumented
36-colour mode.

You can add text in any of the 10
supplied fonts. The system can cope with
26, and these will be sold as an add-on
package. Anyone familar with Fontwise
Plus from Clares will recognise the origins
of the Artisan. The 10 supplied fonts are a
good selection.

One unusual feature, which is a special
effect rather than a utility, is the distort
function. This will place a box around a
specified screen area which can then be
twisted in the horizontal plane.

Well-hidden (and rightly so) is the op
tion which lets you clear the screen to the
current colour or pattern. Thankfully the
mouse's Adjust button will undo the clear
and restore the previous screen.

Artisan provides a separate menu for
controlling all the access to the disc. It's a
colourful affair too, with icons to disting

uish the different types of Artisan files
present on the disc. Loading screens is
simplicity itself - click on one of the file
names. Loading and saving seems to have
received a lot of thought from the prog
rammers. It's friendly and foolproof but
slow as the standard Archimedes operating
system routines have been used.

Clares could have easily provided some
thing five time taster but it may have been
at the cost of compatibility and ease of
movement of the screen from package to
package. Sticking to standard routines cer
tainly makes the loading of digitised pic
tures created with the Watford Electronics

Archimedes Digitiser very easy. When an
Archimedes desktop publishing package
arrives it will make the loading of Artisan
picture files considerably simpler too.

As you would expect Artisan operates at
a lightning fast speed. Shapes and lines are
created on screen instantly; fills really
flood on; flipping shapes and block moving

Choosing colours from the palette

is very quick indeed. Amazingly though,
some 93 percent of Artisan's program code
is written in Basic (57k Basic and 4k
machine code).

Unfortunately I feel that the manual
rather lets the package down. The 38 pages
do covers all the essentials. But it would
really have benefited from the guided tour
approach. I feel that the manual fails to
expand on the real possibilities that the
package offers, although to be fair Artisan
can be run with reasonable success without

consulting the printed word!
It would be easy to say that Artisan is

one of the best freehand drawing package,
I have ever used. You certainly can't com
pare it in any way with the eight-bit BBC
art software. It's streets ahead. Clares has
produced a great first in art programs for
the Archimedes, but the exploitation of the
power and potential of the Arc's hardware
has hardly begun.
Artisan is compatible with the Archimedes
only. It costs £39.95 from Clares Micro
Supplies, 98.Middlewich Road, Northwich,
Cheshire CW9 7DA.
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Acorn user winter sale
Many ofour discs and cassettes are available at slashedprices in our great wintersale.
Here's your chance to complete your collection of'Acorn User products. Allpre-1987 discs and cassettes are reduced
to £3.95 and £2.95. Ifyou would like a complete contents list write to Seran, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
Also we are including the Gallery or Gallery Collection discs for a mere £3.95 each. And our Printer Help Disc is
only £4.95. Acorn User's Graphics, Finest Favourites and Best ofAcorn User cassettes can be bought for£2.95 each
or as a pack ofthree for £5.95.
Hurry andsend your order to us today as this offer is only available to UK readers whilst stocks last.

ACORN USER SPECIAL DISCS
GALLERY DISC

40 track 0820-6 • 3.5in 0803-6 •

GALLERY COLLECTION DISC
40 track 0840-0 • 3.5in 0842-7 •

PRINTER HELP DISC

80 track 0821-4 •

ACORN USER
MONTHLYDISCS

1985

• OCT 0201-1

• NOV 0202-X

UK=£3.95

1986

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• MAY

• JUN

0204-6

0205-4

0206-2

0208-9

0209-7

UK = £3.95

UK = £4.95

• JUL 0210-0

• I enclose a cheque/postal orderfor a total of £_

• Please debit my • Visa (Barclaycard) • Access (Mastercard)

Credit card number r^r

SIGNED

MR/MRS/MISS/MS INITIALS

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

ACORN USER SPECIAL
CASSETTES
D ACORN USER GRAPHICS 0601-7

D BEST OF ACORN USER 0602-5

• FINEST FAVOURITES 0604-1

UK all tin
£5.95

Individually
£2.95

ACORN USER
MONTHLY CASSETTES

1984 1985 1986

• MAY 0401-4 • JAN 0409-X • FEB 0422-7

• JUN 0402-2 • FEB 0410-3 • MAR 0423-5

• JUL 0403-0 • MAR 0411-1 • APR 0424-3

• AUG 0404-9 • APR 0412-X • MAY 0425-1

• SEP 0405-7 • MAY 0413-8 • JUN 0426-X

• OCT 0406-5 • JUN 0414-6 • JUL 0427-8

• NOV 0407-3 • JUL 0415-4 • AUG 0428-6

• DEC 0408-1 • SEP 0417-0 • OCT 0430-8

• OCT 0418-9 • DEC 0432-4

• NOV 0419-7

• DEC 0410-0

UK = £2.95

.made payable to Redwood Publishing Limited

Expiry date

DATE

SURNAME

TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, Acorn User Mail Order, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury Berkshire RG16 7TW

ForOffice Use Only o o n • c

N Y D(TOO 3 6. [p]T 9 P

B41

B41

24-hour telephone service (0672 40825
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REVIEWS

FAX AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
The Fax FileOrganiser is a nifty package which can

customise pages for yourFilofax, as Dave Futcher discovers

The Filofax is one of the most compact and
adaptable ways of storing personal and
business information. The loose-leaf design
of the Filofax makes conventional diaries,
planners and address books redundant.

The new tools, or in some people's eyes
toys, are a status symbol of the Eighties
but not only yuppies have the Filofax to
help organise their lives. Ordinary people
like me and you use them too!

Filofaxes have the great advantage of
being portable, but suffer from the dis
advantage of being difficult to maintain.
Those pencilled-in additions to the diary
made over lunch, or the new addresses and
phone numbers that are hastily and often
illegibly scribbled, spoil the organisation.
A mature Filofax system needs regular
maintenance to keep things in a present
able, alphabetical order. This can be quite a
daunting procedure.

It is a shame when the style of a fine
Italian leather binder is somewhat spoilt by
the scribbled notes and altered entries.

Wouldn't it be marvellous if your diary,
address lists and personal memoranda
could have a professional typeset appear
ance? Well now they can.

You can use your BBC micro and a
package called the Fax File Organiser to
keep your Filofax in pristine condition.
This software from Mewsoft combines the

organising potential of a micro with the
portability of a pocket book. Because the
information you need to storeis constantly
changing, Fax File Organiser sets out to
make hard copy updates of personal in
formation an easy task.

The Fax File Organiser consists of a suite
of three programs, all driven from an
icon-controlled menu.

There is a calendar printer that enables
you to print out your own personalised
diary for a specified month of a complete
year. This uses a data file that you have
created on disc.

The printed diarycan eitherbe one week
or one month per page. You can get the
BBC micro to print out diary pages with
specific events such as meetings marked, or
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Keep yourfacts neat, by designing your ownFilofax pages like these

include important events and dates such as
birthdays or anniversaries.

The second part of Fax File is the
address book printer, which allows you to
create and sort a file of names, addresses
and telephone numbers. Unfortunately,
due to the BBC micro's limited memory
the address book can only have eight pages
with six entries to a page. But that's not a
problem as you can split your address
book up into a number of alphabetical
sections. Either the entire address book or

just a couple of pages can be printed as
replacement inserts for your ring binder.

The final part, and probably the most
remarkable aspect of the Fax File Organ
iser, is its forms designer. This allows you
to design specific pages of forms for par
ticular purposes, such as timetables, ba
lance sheets, petty cash accounts, memos,
tick off charts, price or parts lists, expense
forms, work records or the directions to
your office. You workout a design with an
excellent on-screen designer, enter the data
and keep a copy in your binder.

You don't have to hand teed bits of real

Filofax paper into your printer or cut up
normal sized paper to fit. Mewsoft supplies
suitably sized continous feed paper, with
the holes in the right place. Unfortunately

the paperdoes not come at all cheaply: one
hundred sheets will cost you £5 and 500
sheets are £20. Both prices include postage
and packing.

Fax File has been designed to work with
Epson-compatible printers, however, if
your printer does not support double-
density graphics or reverse line feeds, don't
worry - the package includes a 'patch' to
get Fax File working.

Mewsoft is soon to release an add on for

Fax File. The extension disc will cost £9.95

and includes a label printer that uses in
formation from the address book and a

simple database that will bring computer
control to Filofax lists.

Fax File is one of those interesting pro
ducts that has found its own little niche. It

is a simple but effective product that is
very easy to use.

While you could do a great deal of what
Fax File does with some general purpose
software like a wordprocessor and data
base, you would have to define all the
stuctures and print layouts. I suggest you
don't bother, and buy Fax File instead.
The Fax File Organiser costs £12.95, and
the extension disc costs £9.95. Both are
available from Mewsoft at 11 Cressy Road,
London NW3 2NB.
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Telephone: (091) 487 0760 *
Archimedes Computer Systems

Archimedes 305 £699.00

Archimedes 305 Mono System £749.00

Archimedes 305 Colour System £899.00

Archimedes 310 £775.00

Archimedes 310 Mono System £825.00

Archimedes 310 Colour System £975.00

Archimedes 410 £1399.00

Archimedes 410 Mono System £1499.00

Archimedes 410 Colour System £1599.00
Archimedes 440 £2299.00

Archimedes 440 Mono System £2349.00

Archimedes 440 Colour System £2499.00

Archimedes Podules /Upgrades

0.5Mb RAM (Archimedes 305 only) £89.00
Floppy Disc £125.00

20Mb Hard Disc+Podule (300 Series) £499.00

Podule Backplane £39.00

Archimedes/Master Econet Module £40.00

Master Series

Master 128 £365.00

Master Turbo Module £95.00

Master Eprom Cartridge £11.00

Master Compact Series

Master Compact Entry System £349.00

Master Compact TV System £363.00
Master Compact Mono System £399.00

Master Compact Colour System £549.00

RS 232 Kit £26.00

Additional Floppy Disc Drive £99.00

Pal TV Adaptor £26.00

Scientific Series

4Mb Workstation £3250.00

32016 1Mb Second Processor £1050.00

Panos 1.4 Upgrade Kit £29.00
X25 Gateway £2150.00

Gateway Access Pack £130.00

BBC AIV System

BBC AlV andDomesday System Prices on request

HCCS ASSOCIATES LIMITED
575-583 Durham Road

Engine Lane
Low Fell

Gateshead
Tyne and Wear NE9 5JJ

HCCS - PRODUCTS

Video Digitiser £99.00

Includes ROM and Disc Software.
Facilities include, image grab, outlining,
smoothing, window manipulation, distance and
area measurement charting of relative eight
grey scale quantities.
Accepts standard video signals. Menu driven.

Voice Recognition System £299.00

Utilising state of the art NEC chip set.
Teaching mode 128 word capacity. Down
load from disc any number of 128 sets. Can
be used instead of keyboard after teaching.
Almost 100% recognition rate. The up and
coming input method.

EPROM adapter for 12.5V EPROMS 2764/128/
256 fits virtually all current blowers enables
the use of cheaper Eproms £15 00

CDT/TVEI componentry price list on application.

All prices are exclusive of V.A.T. All items are subject to availability. All prices are subject to change
without notice. Price and stock status available on request. Official orders welcome. Carriage free. r

WACOM
APPROVED

ECONET

CENTRE
SERVICE
CENTRE

#••••>••.• MICRO
EDUCATION SCIENTIFIC DOMESDAY GENERAL CUMJUU SERVICE WITEC SERVICE ==~ ' '

CENTRE DEALER DEALER DEALER APPROVED DEALER CENTRE APPROVED DEALER CENTRE ^ Gf^FHG SERVICE
CENTRE

ALPS
Adventure Language
Programming Systeml

Summit

Software

Unshackle your imagination
with the power of ALPS.

Because ALPS is aROM itleaves you much more memory free for your games.
You can have more evocative descriptions, awider range ofresponses, better
puzzles andsocreate more interestingadventures.

Features:

• Compatible with B, B+ and Master 128
• 16Keprom • user manual • Utilitydisk or tape.

• Can create stand-alone games
• Sell your games and profit from your investment

• At least 27K free for data (using rom)
• Multiple commands • synonyms • abbreviations

• Auto exit reporting • text editor
• Text compression • over 80 commands

• Easy data entry/editing
• Puzzles • mazes • locked doors • traps
Secret passages • vehicles • and more . . .

•Includes a larger secret agent style adventure.

• Order now or send SAE for further details •
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Toorder ALPS, simply senddetailsofyour
requirements with your name, address and
cheque, postal order or Access/Visa card
number to:

Summit Software (I)ept. AU)
PO Box 25, Portadown
CRAIGAVON

BT635UT

Or telephone 0762 42510

Prices (inc. P+P):

• Cassette £27.95 • Disk £28.95

(Disk users, specify 40 or HO tracks)

Watch outforfurtherproducts inthe Summit Software
range.

— TradeEnquiries Welcome •
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REVIEWS
BOOKS

ON THE TRAIL OF THE HACKER
Hugo Cornwall hit the headlines with hiscontroversial guide to hacking. Steve Mansfield finds

that in his latest book he has changed sides

Every time a computer is installed in an
office, a new opportunity for crime opens
up. Micros are replacing sawn-off shotguns
and modems are taking the place of get
away cars when it comes to ripping off the
big companies.

At least, that's the impression you get
from nervous whispers in the industry and
reports in the press. And there is little
doubt that computer-based crime is on the
increase, with estimates of the damage
varying from a million pounds a month to
a million a day.

What's wrong with this popular image of
the silicon blagger is the way the thief
actually goes about the crime, and exactly
what is being stolen.

This is the subject Hugo Cornwall tack
les in his latest book. It's a far cry from the
naive excitement of this pseudonymous
writer's earlier work, The Flacker's Hand
book. That was the computer trade equiva
lent of a potboiler, rushed out in time to
derive the maximum benelit from the pub
lic's fascination with the newly-discovered
concept of crime-by-modem.

In the more heavyweight Datatheft,
Cornwall takes a serious, sober and gener
ally less gee-whizz look at the security
problems posed by micros. He has, after
all, his reputation and his career to consid
er now.

The shift from notoriety to reputation is
an interesting one. Once Special Branch
had got over its desire to interview Corn
wall, and interest in fiascos like the Great
Prince Philip Mailbox Hack had sub-
sidided, companies started to look to their
own security.

Most were too ignorant of the risks and
possibilities to assess the situation by
themselves, and so needed an expert. Who
better than, you guessed it, Hugo Corn
wall himself.

Working under the real name of Peter
Sommers, Cornwall has made a reasonable
living out of telling people how their
security can be broken or avoided. What
he learned in the process was rather in
teresting - that most crimes involving com
puters have nothing to do with the exotic
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DataTheftis Hugo Cornwall's guide to keeping
your company's data secure

areas of computing. Very few security
breaches involve the black art of divining
passwords by modem. Few require the
tapping of data lines or the bribing of
computer staff. Quite a lot just involve
making a simple back-up of a floppy disc
that has been left carelessly lying around
the office.

The nature of the theft is also different

to the popular conception. It's true that the
more glamorous crimes do take place,
involving hacking into systems, the use of
complex electronic equipment, movements
of large amounts of money arranged by
tapping keys with the right secret codes,
and so on.

Most of the crime, however, is consider
ably less exciting. Fiddling figures on the
company's accounts computer is one com
mon example. Getting hold of a rival's
sales figures is even more widespread. Af
ter all, in the business world, up to date
information is olten as good as cash.

The fact that an increasing number of
crimes are committed through the use of a
computer is not an indication that micros
are intrinsically useful tools for the thief. It

has to beseen against the massive spread of
the ubiquitous micro.

There are, however, dangerous aspects to
this blanket acceptance of micros. Corn
wall points out how the sophistication and
power of the micro, compared with main
frames and minicomputers of even just a
few years ago, has taken computing tasks
away from specialists and put them on the
desks of managers and secretaries. These
are people who may be trained in using the
software but who might not be fully aware
of the vulnerability of the information they
are manipulating.

Walking into an office and backing up
some of the discs lying around, or copying
files from a hard disc drive, is easier and
often more effective than trying to gain
access through a modem port. Yet com
panies which have spent large amounts of
time and money on installing sophisticated
anti-hacking devices on to their telephone
lines don't even bother to lock away flop
pies at night.

Cornwall goes through the major risks
and how to avoid them. The book is

packed with information, and so is a useful
reference work. Anyone responsible for
looking after the integrity of computer
systems will also find it a must - they
might even be able to dispense with Corn
wall's services as a consultant!

The author identifies not just the most
likely forms of theft, but also the people
most likely to carry it out - which perhaps
surprisingly turn out to be disgruntled
middle management.

However, unless you have a vested in
terest in the subject matter, I think you're
going to find Datatheft a very dull read.
There's little to titillate, unlike The Hack
er's Handbook, and Cornwall's writing
style is very dull and business-like.

If you have reason to worry about being
the victim of computer crime, buy this
book. Otherwise, spend the money on
getting Wargames out of the video library,
and enjoy the fantasy.
Datatheft by Flugo Cornwall is published
by Heinemann Professional Publishing ata
price of £14.95.
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UNBEATABLE DEALS

SMB COMPUTER ELECTRONICS (UK)

PRICE LIST

All Computers listed below are Inclusive of VAT but carriage Is £6 Inc. via Securicor within 24 hours In UK on
each Item.

Items are only available via Mail Order and are covered by our Unique 1 year full guarantee at no extra cost.
You can, however, obtain our extended guarantee, backed by an Enormous Insurance Group, on our behalf, at a
nominal 1 payment fee for a maximum or 5 years guarantee. Please phone or writo lo us for further details,
conditions and an application form.
BBC COMPUTERS

BBC Master 128K

BBC with Turbo Board
£379

£486

(Inc. 1 Unformatted M/byte Disc
Drive with every Turbo purchased this month

and complete with cables to connect Im
mediately)
512K Processor Board £217.35
Universal 2nd Processor £ 86.25

BBC MASTER COMPACT RANGE

We have a large selection for
you to choose from, as follows

ENTRY SYSTEM

BDC 128K. 640K Disc Drive and

Soltware £360.00

TV SYSTEM

DDC 128K. 640K Drive. UHF
Modulator and Software £375.00

MONO SYSTEM

BBC 128k, 640k drive software,
12" Hi res, mono monitor E410.00

COLOUR SYSTEM
BBC 128K. 640K Drive. Softwafe

14' medres. colour monitor £565.00

2nd Drive Kit £113.00

COMPACT ACCESSORIES

2nd 3.5' Drive £103.00
Compact RS232 Interface £ 29.00
PAL TV Adaptor £ 29.00
Compact 5.25" Disc Lead £ 12.00
Compact Printer Lead £ 10.00

ARCHIMEDES at special prices
300 Series

305

Basic

Mono (Green)
Colour

310

Basic

Mono (Green)
Colour

NEW 310M SERIES

Mono (Green)
Colour

400 SERIES
410

Basic

Mono (Green)
Colour

440

Basic

Mono (Green)
Colour

£790.00

£850.00
£1110.00

£865.00

£925.00
£1100.00

£935.00

£1015.00
£1175.00

£1595.00

£1650.00
£1823.00

£2615.00
£2680.00
£2850.00

Archimedes Information and Booklets available
on requost

Archimedes games are available now!
For all machines. Please ask for list.
FULL RANGE OF PACE EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE AVAILABLE, PLEASE PHONE
FOR DETAILS, AUTHORISED DEALER AND STOCKIST. TRADE AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME
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PRINTERS

AMSTRAD

DMP 2000 EP.O.A

DMP3000 EP.O.A

DMP 4000 EP.O.A

NEW LQ3500 EP.O.A

EPSON

FX80 EP.O.A

LX80 EP.O.A

EX800 £399.00

EX1000 £545.00

FX80 £315.00

FX1000 £439.00

LQ800 £429.00

LQ1000 £585.00

LQ2500 £790.00

LX800 £199.00

SQ2500 £899.00
EPSON Paper Ron Holder
EX80C/1000 Colour Option
EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon
FX80/86 Tractor Feed Unit
FX/LQ/LX800 Single Sheet Feeder
FX/LQI000 Single Shoot Feeder
HI-80 Refills-Set of 4 Pens

LX80O Tractor Feed Unit

LX800 Cut Sheet Feedor

LX1000 Tractor Feed Unit

PANASONIC

Dot Matrix IBM/EPSON Compatible
KX-PW81 Special Price
Daisy Wheel
KX-P3131 Special Price
" ALSO AVAILABLE

Single Sheet Feeder
Tractor Feed

Spare Ribbon

ACORN-OLiVETTI PRINTERS

JP101 Ink Jet Printer

(Only available while stocks last)

BROTHER DAISYWHEELS

Special Prices
HR15 "RS232' Daisywheel £270.00
HR20 Daisywheel £329.00

JUKI DAISY','.'} IEELS

Juki 6100 Daisywheel £250.00
Juki 6200 Daisywheel £390.00
Juki 6300 Daisywheel £630.00
Juki 6400 Daisywheel £890.00

Note: An Printers Inc. FREE lead. Take £2 olf

a Box of Listing paper OR Labels, If bought
with Printer at same time.

PLOTTERS

HITACHJ

£17.00

£55.00

£18.00

£35.00

£135.00

£149.00

£7.00

£39.00

£75.00

£55.00

£t35.0O

£240.00

£190.00

£85.00

£3.00

£49.00

Hitachi 672 Colour Plottor £475.00

(£20 off our usual price)

RIBBONS

AMSTRAD-

8512/8256
Coloured

Longlife
Coloured

BROTHER-

M1009/GLP
Coloured

HR15/25/35
Coloured
CANON-

PW1156/1080
EPSON-

FX/MXS/FT/RX/80/85
Coloured

LX00

Coloured

EPSON-

MX/FX/RX1000/105
Coloured

LO/LP 1500
LQ2500

Coloured

SHINWA-

CP80

Coloured

STAR -
Gemini 10/15
Coloured

NL10

Coloured

Radix 15

Coloured

PLAIN LISTING PAPER (Perforated)
1000 9 1/2" * 11 1/2' FANFOLD £5.00
2.000 9 1/2* * 11 1/2' FANFOLD £10.00
1,000 15" * 1F FANFOLD £9.00
1000 Sheets Fui A4 FANFOLD £1100

2.000 Sheets Ful A4 FANFOLD £19.00
Teleprinter Roll (Econo Paper) £2.50

(No carr. on less than 5 rolls)

(All Fanfold has micro perforated
feed strips and leaves a smooth clean
edge when detached from Printer)

CARRIAGE ON 1.000 Sheets £150

2.000 Sheets £2.50

PRINTER LABELS

£3.71

£4.82

£4.76

£6.27

E3.10

£3.95

£3.00

£3.80

£2.85

£2.70

£2.50

£2.50

£3.50

£3.10

£4.20

£2.90

E4.80
£3.80

£3.70

£4.90

£120

£175

£4.55

£5.70

£2.50

£4.25

(Mounted on continuous fanfold sheet)

1000 90 ' 36mm (Single Row) £4.50
1,000 90 * 36mm (Twin Row) £4.70
1.000 90 * 49mm (Twin Row) £7.00
1000 102 * 36mm (Twin Row) £6.00

Carriage on 1,000 sheets £100
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UNBEATABLE DEALS

H SMB COMPUTER ELECTRONICS (UK)
PRICE LIST

I 'Lowest Prices ever!!

DISCS 5 1/4" and 3 1/2"
(Supplied In plastic boxes of 10)
Fully 100% error-free guaranteed

48tpi5W
10 £6.50

£8.50

£12.75

£15.80

£18.50

£35.00

£70.00

£170.00
500+ Discs please
call forprices
Disc Boxes available on request.
100 Disc Box

50 Disc Box
Plastic Boxes for 10 Discs £1.05 only
Add on £5 for each 10 discs bought
from us after each 50 discs required
e.g. 50 discs O £33

60 discs O £33 + £5 - £38

MONITORS - MONO

96tpi5'/4"
£8.75

£11.00

£14.25

£18.00
£20.00

£37.50

£72.00

£185.00

SS/DD 3W DS/DD3W

20

30

40
50

100

200

500

£8.50
£16.00

£23.75

£31.00

£40.00

£87.00

£113.00

£280.00

£10.45

£19.75

£28.50

£38.60
£47.50

£93.00

£175.00

£427.50

10.00

•8.00

PHILIPS

PHILIPS BM7502 12" Hl-res,
CVBS Input, Audio Input,
20 MHx Band Width 2000 CHRS
Display, Adjustable Viewing
Angle, Green Display

Philips BM7522 Amber Screen
Philips BM7542 Dedicated WD
Phosph3r Scroar. Monitor
Philips BM7513 12" IBM compatible

£79.00

£95.00

£95.00

£120.00

All these monitors have a special £7.50 off the
listod price above - LIMITED PERIOD ONLY
TAXAN

Now Taxan KX117 12" Screen P31 £89.00
Taxan KX118 12" Screen P39 £99.00
Taxan KX119 12" PUL Amber Screen £99.00

All these monitors have a special £5 off tho listed
price above - LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

COLOUR MONITORS
MICROVITEC

Microvitec 1431 STD Res £20125
Microvitec 1457 Med. Res £255.00

Microvitec 1441 Hi-Res £391.00

Microvitec 2030 CS20 Std. Res £425.00

Microvitec 1431AP £224.25

Microvitec 1451AP Med.Res £293.25

An those monitors have a special £15 off the listed
price above - LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

PHILIPS

NEW,Philips CM8853
14" CVBX and RGB Med.Ros. colour monitor.

IBM PC compatible. Fast Blankup to
enable Superimposing. Storeo Audio Sound.
Ear phone socket. 600 x 285 linos
vertical £259.00

(£"K) off usual price)

PhilipsCM8852 14"RGB Professional Mod.Ros.
Colour. 700 dots x 285 lines £279.00

(£10 off usual price)
Philips CM8873 14"RGB High Res. Colour
Monitor. Re3 850 x 480

(£10 off usual price)
Tnxon Super Vision 820
High Res. Monitor with several unique features, at
a price you can afford.

£540.00

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

SUPERVISION 620

12" RGB High Res. monitor, IBM, BBC, Apple
and most PC's. 635 x 3t2 lines. Positive or
negative 6yncInput. Text colour 6witchable to
green, amber, white or blue or Inverse white.
Super high contrast tube. Optional swivel
base with Clock/Calendar available.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
£289.00

(£10 off)

NEW SUPERVISION 625
12"High Resolution Colour Monitor
681 Dots x 3t2 Ines £359.00

(£10 off usual price)

MONITOR TO TV CONVERTER

Well Built AV7300 colour tuner module.
Push button control 12 preset channels.
Built In aerial Compact design
Composite Video only
£65.00

(£10 off usual price)

AS prices Inc. of VAT.
Carriage on Monitors £6 Inc via Securicor -
24 hour service

All Drives are covered by our special 2 year
guarantee. All 40/80 Drives have switch at
the front of drives.

Disc Boxes available on request.
100 Disc Box -10.00
50 Disc Box -8.00
Plastic Boxes for 10 Discs £1.05 only

DISC DRIVES

5.25" & 3.5" Drives
40 track 6lngle psu EP.O.A

40 track single EP.O.A

80 track single psu £135.00

80 track 6lngle £113.00

40/80 track dual vertical psu £219.00

40/80 track dual vertical £235.00

40/80 track dual plinth £265.00

3.5" single drive £ 85.00

3.5" Dual Drive £149.00

3.5" Single Drive psu £135.00

3.5" Dual Drive psu £199.00

5.25" & 3.5" COMBO
. 40/80 track/3.5" psu £189.00 inc

WINCHESTER DRIVES

Large range of Winchester Drives available.
Ploaso onquiro for details.
ACCESSORIES

Twin Eprom Cartridges £10.00

TELETEXT/PRESTEL RECEIVERS
Morley Teletext Adaptor £95.00
Acorn Tolotoxt Adaptor EP.O.A
Acorn Prestel Adaptor EP.O.A

EPROM PROGRAMMERS

Eprom Programmer with software £30.00

ROMS/EPROMS
2764
27128

27256

6264 (8K)

£2.10

£3.00

£4.80

£2.80

COMPUTER CONCEPTS

Inter-Word £39.00

Inter-Sheet £37.00
Inter-Base £55.00

Inter-Chart £26.00
Spell Master £47.00
Graphics ROM £23.00
Wordwise Plus £40.00
Wordwise £24.00

Disc Doctor £28.00
Caretaker £25.00
Term! £25.00
Speech ROM £24.00
Printmaster £24.00
Accelerator £48.00
Megascreen £95.00
,ACORN
View 2.1 £35 00

View 3.0 £48.00
View Professional £79.00

rt-Vlew £36.00

View PD Generator £ 9.00
Viewsheet £37.00
VJewStore £37.00
ViewSpel & 80 track £29.00
ViewPtot £22.00
(Master/Compact specify)
Viewlndex £1200
OverView £75 00
(Packs 1 & 2 Master)

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Adv. Disc Toolkit £29.00
Adv. 1770 for M/C £29.00
Adv. 1770 BBC/B+ £29.00
Adv. Disc Investigator £24.00
Adv. Control Panel £29.00
Adv. Rom Manager £13.00

SEND ORDERS TO:
Purchasing Department (Mail Order)
SMB Computer Electronics (UJC)
Dept (AU)
16 Pangbourne Drive
Stanmore, Middx.
HA7 4QT

Tel: 01 958 4476

(24 hour answering service)

Co. Reg. No. Pending
VAT Reg. No. Pending
New Showroom and office opening soon

at

7 Sedley Place
Bond St.

London W1

All prices Inc. of VAT * P&P on this page.
We also have a ROM/EPROM PROGRAM
MING SERVICE
O £5 Inc. ROM/EPROM. Just send
disc/tape with machine specification
BBC/MASTER/ELECTRON
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MICROMAN
Computers

PASTURE LANE FARM,
PASTURE LANE, RAINFORD,

ST. HELENS, MERSEYSIDE, WAll 8PU

PHONE 074488 3667

SHOWROOM
SHOWROOM OPENING

9-6 MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9-1 SATURDAY

MAIL ORDER

PHONE 074488 5242
We accept both Access and Visa credil
cards. Simply telephone your order,
giving card number, expiry date, name
and address, or send your order with
cheque or postal order 10 the address
opposite.

DELIVERY CHARGES
INCLUDING VAT

Computers/Printers/Drives:
Next day £8.00, Trackback £4.00

^^^ Small Items: £1.00 Mum,
22U 1*7^

$ ACORN DEALER :ECONET :SERVICE CENTRE fjf|

fA rchimedes
• ARCHIMEDES

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Archimedes 310 Base 775.00 891.25

Archimedes 310 Monochrome 825.00 948.75

Archimedes 310 Colour 975.00 1121.25

Archimedes 310M Base 835.00 960.25

Archimedes 310M Monochrome S85.00 1017.75

Archimedes 310M Colour 1035.00 1190.25

Archimedes 440 Base 2299.00 2643.85
Archimedes 440 Monochrome 2349.00 2701.35
Archimedes 440 Colour 2499.00 2873.85

FREE WITH EVERY ARCHIMEDES COMPUTER

ZARCH
Box 10 3'/2" Discs

in plastic case
The powerful database from Minerva
PLUS FREE CARRIAGE

• ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE:
Ansi C 99.00 113.85
ISO-1'ascal 99.00 113.85
MSDOS Emulation 99.00 113.85
Logistix 99.00 113.85
Minerva Deltabase 26.04 29.95
Minerva Svstem Delta Plus 60.83 69.95
Clares Artisan 34.74 39.95
Clares Image Writer 26.04 29.95
Clares Toolkit Module 34.74 . 39.95

• BBC MASTER SERIES:

Master 128 379.00 435.85

Master Turbo Module IDS.70 125.00

MASTER 512 UPGRADE

SPECIAL OFFER
£199.00

Price includes VAT.

This ofTer includes: FREE MICROMAN 512 DISC

UTILITIES SOFTWARE WORTH £12.95.

• BBC MASTER COMPACT SERIES:

Masier Compact 349.00 401.35

Master Compact + TV Modulator 363.00 417.45

Master Compact + (ireen Monitor 399.00 458.85

Master Compact + Colour Monitor 549.00 631.35

RS232 Kit 26.00 29.90

Additional Floppv Disc Drive 99.00 113.85

Pal TV Adaptor 26.00 29.90

• ECONET NETWORKS:

Achemedes/Master Econei Module 43.47 49.99

Filestore K01 828.00 952.20

Filestore E20 721.00 829.15

AHKTER MITSUBISHI DRIVE
Ex Inc

VAT VAT
Single 5.25" 400K 40/80T 99.96 114.95

Single 5.25" 400K 40/80T + PSU 113.00 129.95

Dual 5.25" 800K 40/80T 191.26 219.95

Dual 5.25" 800K 40/80T + PSU 217.35 249.95
Single 3.5" 400K 86.91 99.95

Single 3.5" 400K + PSU 104.30 119.95

• BBC MONITORS:

Microviiec 1431 Sid/Meial 199.13 229.00
Microvitec 1451 Med Metal 240.00 276.00

Philips CM8833 Med/RGB/CV 250.00 287.50
Philips (ireen 7502 73.91 85.(K)

Philips Amber 7522 77.39 89.00

Philips White 7542 77.39 89.00

• BBC DISC INTERFACES/
UPGRADES:

Acorn 1770 Disc Interface 43.44 49.95
Acorn ADFS RDM 26.08 29.9<<

GOVERNMENT, Nl
B=^^=
^^= —= —

Ex VAT I nc VAT

60.00 69.00

75.00 86.25

35.00 40.25

32.00 36.80

3.00 3.45

40.00 46.00

5.00 5.75

38.00 43.70

29.00 33.35

39.00 44.85

52.00 59.80

80.00 92.00

15.00 17.25

59.00 67.85

80. (X) 92.00

Watford X27I Disc Interface

• BBC B COPROCESSOR
ADAPTERS:

Acorn Co-Pro Adapter
Watford Co-Pro Adapter

• BBC B ROM BOARDS:
Watford Solderless ROM Board

Watford Battery Backup
Aries B12 Sideways ROM Board
Aries BI2c Adapter
ATPI. Sidewise ROM Board

• BBC B SIDEWAYS ROM/RAM

EXPANSION:

Watford I6K Sideways RAM Module
Watford ROM'RAM Card + 32K

Watford ROM/RAM Card 64K

Watford ROM/RAM Card + I28K

Watford Sideways ZIF Socket

• BBC B SHADOW BOARDS:
Watford 32K Shadow RAM Board

Aries B32 RAM Extension Board

• BBC EPROM PROGRAMMERS ERASERS

Control Telemetry EPROM Prog 95.00 109.25
Multiprom Programmer 39.09 44.95

L'viprom &• Multiprom programmers require either SWR
or ROM software listed below.

Uviprom ROM Software 4.35 5.00
Uviprom SWR Disc Software 1.74 2.00
Watford KPROM Eraser GT 30.00 34.50
Uvipac EPROM Eraser + Timer 22.57 25.95

• EPROMS/RAM CHIPS:

Eproms 2764 8K POA POA
Eproms 27128 I6K POA POA
Eproms 27256(12.5V1 POA POA
Eproms 27512 POA POA
RAM 62641.P-15 8K POA POA

• BBC MODEMS:

Pace Linnet + Commstar II 139(H) 159.85

Pace Nightingale + Commstar II X6.09 99.00
Watford Apollo Modem 81.00 96.60

• BBC SPECIAL KEYBOARDS:

Concept Kcvboard A4 109.50 125.93
Concept Keyboaro" A3 139.50 160.43

• BBC DIGIT ISERS:

Graphpad II iBBC) , 65.65 75.50
• BBC VIDEO DIGITISERS:

Watford BEEB Video Diginser 109.00 125.35

Watford Magazine Maker 129.00 148.35

BBC MOUSEfTRACKERBALL

Watford Quest Mouse 35.00 40.25

Watford Quest Mouse + Paint 59.00 67.85

AMX Mouse + Super Art Mark II 69.52 79.95

AMX Mouse Mat 5.00 5.75

AMX Pagemaker 43.44 49.95

AMX E\lrj Kxira (Pagemakeri 21.70 24.95

AMX Super Art ROM BBC B 43.44 49.95

AMX Super Art: Masier 43.44 49.95

AMX MAX 17.35 19.95

Fleel Street Editor 34. ;4 39.9>

Reel Street Editor Fonts/Graphics 13.00 14.95

Fleet'Street Editor Admin Xtra 13.(HI 14.95

Fleet Stieei Editor Disnev 13.00 14.95
'Trackerball RB2 + ICON Soft 59.00 67.85

Trackerball - Pointer Mastei 59.00 67. X5

• BBC/MASTER CONSOLE

Viglen Console
Viglen Masier Console
Pineapple II

• BBC CAD SYSTEMS:

Bitstik 2 IMaster Compatible

43.44 49.95
52.13 59.95

55.00 63.25

694.7K 799.00

Bitstik 2 Upgrade
Pineapple Diagram
Pineapple Diagram Utilities
Pineapple PCB Designer
AMX DESIGN

' PRINTERS:

Ex VAT Inc VAT'
400.00 460.00

25.00 28,

10.00 11.50
85.00 97 75

60.83 69.95

STAR NL10
Inc Centronics Interface + 2m BBC Lead

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£173.04 £199.00

Star NX 15 Wide Carriage 339.00 389.85

PANASONIC KXP1081
Printer + Free BBC Lead

£179.00
Price includes VAT.

Epson LX800
Juki 6100 Daisywheel
Panasonic Serial Interface

Star NLI0 Sheet Feeder

I.X800 Sheet Feeder

Print Sharer 2 Way Switch
• PLOTTERS:

Roland DXY880A A3 Plotter
Roland DXY980A A3 riotter

We are a Roland Main Dealer and stock the complel
rangeof plotter, pens and paper.
• BBC WORDPROCESSING

SOFTWARE:
View Professional
Interword ROM
Wordswise Plus ROM
View 3.0 ROM
Spellmaster
Viewspell

225.22 259.00

299.00 343.85

41.00 47.15
55.00 63.25

TBA

39.00 44.85

694.78 799.00

999.00 1148.85

86.91

42.61

42.61

45.22

51.31
34.74

99.95
49.00

49.00
52.00

59.00

39.95
• BBC DATABASE & SPREADSHEETS
Mega 3 ROM - New
Master Overview

Interbase ROM

Viewstore ROM

Intersheet ROM

Interchart ROM

Viewsheet ROM

• BBC LANGUAGES:
Master C

BCPL ROM

BPCL Stand Alone Generator
ISO Pascal ROM

ISO Pascal Stand Alone Gen
Comal ROM

Acorn LOGO ROM
Logoion LOGO ROM
Micro-Prolog ROM
Microtext

• BBC UTILITIES:

Master Termulaior
Svstem ADE + BBC Version
Sysiem ADE + Master Version
Advanced Disc Investigator
Advanced Disc Toolkit
Vine Replay ROM's
Vine Master Replay

We stock a large range of unlitv

85.00
86.00

60.00

45.22

43.44

29.52

45.22

78.00

52.00

43.39

52.13

30.00

43.35

60.00

60 00

69.52

52.00

34.74

46.IK)

49.00

•25.00

30.00

30.44

36.4X

97.75
9X90

69.00

52.00

49.95

33.95

52.(X)

89.70

59. X0

49.90

59.95
34.50

49.85
69 oo
69.00

79.95

59.80

39.95

52.90
56.35

28 75
34.50

35.00

41.95
tinware bv ACORN.

CLARES, COMPUTER CONCEPTS. WATFORD etc.

PC COMPUTERS &
SOFTWARE:

We siock the OPL'S PCII & AMSTRAD PCI512 range ol
PC Computers along with a large selection of add-ons and

books Full Price l.isi available

AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED



REVIEWS
HARDWARE

ON THE LINE
Three Panasonic printers-two dot-matrix and

one daisy-wheel - are taken to task by Bruce Smith

Over the past couple of years many of the
traditional Japanese electronic firms -
mainly famous for their hi-fis - have burst
onto the printer scene in a concerted effort
to grasp some of the market from Epson
domination. Panasonic is one of the most

recent and has introduced a good range of
general-purpose printers. Under scrutiny
here are three of the most popular - two
dot-matrix and one daisy-wheel.

Panasonic KX-P1081
The first thing that strikes you about the
KX-P1081 is its size. It occupies just under
16 inches by 11 inches andat 4.5inches high
will remain unobtrusive and take up little
desk space. It's still slightly bigger thanmy
trusty Citizen C120D, but feels more
robust and meatier.

The tractor-feed mechanism is complete
ly contained within those dimensions - a
neat piece of engineering - so there is
nothing to stick up and get in the way.
Feeding the paper is very easy indeed, it
feeds in flat from the rear and exits in the

same direction.

Located in the top of the panel are three
recesses containing the main switches -
tractor/friction feed selector, on-line/form
feed and line feed buttons, and lastly a
mode selector button which allows near

letter quality (NLQ) and condensed print
to be selected as standard. The power
on-off switch is located on the right-hand
side of the printer.

The printer ribbon is unique for a dot-
matrix printer, though somewhat similar to
those iound on daisy-wheel printers. It is a
cartridge system which snaps into place
over the print-head. This makes it very
easy (and clean) to change ribbons.
However, it is not particularly standard
and replacements, at £4.50, are more ex
pensive than usual. Access to the printer
ribbon is very good and simply requires
the removal of a snap-off cover.

The printer itself is of nine-pin dot-
matrix type which is, as far as I can see, fully
Epson and IBM compatible. Five basic
printing pitches are available - standard Pica

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

The printers on test; (I to r) KX-P3131, KX-P1081, KX-P1083

(10 characters per inch), Elite (12 charac
ters), compressed (17), semi-compressed
(15) and proportional spacing.

The standard printing speed of the KX-
P1 OS 1 is quoted at 120 characters per
second though in practice it did seem to be
somewhat slower. The printer is not parti
cularly quiet butnevertheless thenoise level
is acceptable, and it has a rather miserly Ik
printbuffer.

As mentioned, the full set of standard
Epson and IBM control codes are sup
ported plus some extras which are worth a
littlefurtherinvestigation.

The italic character set can be made to

print international characters in standard
print mode, when ASCII codes 128 to 159
and 255 are sent to the printer. Also
character 136 is a pound sign. This should
help to make the age-old printer question:
'How do I printpounds and hashes?' easier
to deal with.

A print selection mode is available. Most
printers allow you to combine various
effects, for example double width, empha
sised Elite, but to do this would normally
require three sets of control codes to besent
to the printer - one set for each. By using
the selection mode, the whole lot can be
produced using a single three number code
- the last number defining the effects to be
switched on. There are 64 different com

binations which can be used. The double
width emphasised Elite selection would
require 27, 33 and 63 sent to the printer
which from Basic would be:

VDU 2,1,27,1,33,1,63,3
This is particularly useful with word-
processors such as View, where the printer
driverisrather restrictive. A single highlight
code can be made to do all three functions,
thereby avoiding the need for multi-
highlight codes.

The NLQ offered by the KX-P1081 is
well-formed and may be printed in Pica,
Elite or italics. A selection of word-

processing commands are also available and
these allow text to be printed left- or
right-aligned, centred or justified.

Standard, double and quad density
graphics are available plus 640-dot, 576-dot
and 720-dot density modes. The 576-dot
density modeis particularly interesting as it
provides a 1:1 printing ratio, which should
enable the printer to be used to print
proportional screen dumps, for example.
All the old favourite Acorn User printer
dump routines including UserDump work
ed with no problems. Downloadable char
acters are also catered for.

The manual is well-presented and reason
ably easy to follow, though the description
of some of the printer effects tend to be
rather short and terse.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
WEAREYOUR
OFFICIAL ACORN
DEALER FOR

BIRMINGHAM
ANDTHE WEST MIDLANDS
- Visit our showroom and see the full range of BBC

systems, including the ARCHIMEDES 310 in
action.

- As an official ECONET centre we undertake
contracts in the education and health sectors.

- We hold in stock Watford Electronics, ACP, AMX,
Pace, Computer Concepts and other related
products.

- Our fully-equipped workshop is dedicated to BBC
machines. All repairs done on the premises -
estimates free.

- WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT -
ALPHA MICROTEC LIMITED.

SECOND FLOOR
321 .STRATFORD ROAD,

SHIRLEY, WEST MIDLANDS, B903BL
TEL. 021 745 8998.

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS.

ALPHA

MICROTEC
LIMITED

PAGEMAKER GRAPHICS

z

150

USE OUR READY MADE GRAPHICS
AS ABASIS FOR YOUR ARTWORK
STOPPRESS/PAGEMAKER USERS

PAGEMAKER GRAPHICS LIBRARY
150 Cutouts (Pack 1) £14.95
Utilities Disc £9.95
30 New Fonts £7.95
Cutout Previewer £9.95
Font Previewer £9.95
FSE toAMX Converter £9^95

FLEET STREET EDITOR USERS

FLEET STREET GRAPHICS LIBRARY
200k (Disci) £14.95

QUEST PAINT USERS
QUEST PAINT GRAPHICS LIBRARY £14.95

GRAPHICS FOR THE BASIC BBC MICRO
VIDEPAK-150 Screen picture show £14.95

All prices include VAT and P&P
Europe add £3outside Europe £5

StateDFS format (40/80)
Educational orders welcome

£ £ £ SAVE MONEY £ £ £

SPECIAL OFFER

ARCHIMEDES WITH FREE SOFTWARE
SEND S.A.E. FOR CATALOGUE and PRICES

Dept 1, MICRO STUDIO, 83CLAY STREET
S0HAM, CAMBS. CB75HL. (0353) 721736

BBC MASTER

Master 128

Master Econet Terminal

Master Turbo upgrade
Master 512 upgrade
Master Econet Module

BBC MASTER
OVz" DRIVE)

Master Compact Entry System
Master Compact Mono System
Master Compact Colour System
RS232 Upgrade Kit
3'/2 to 5'/2 Ext Drive Lead
Compact Printer Lead

DISC DRIVES

5lA" Akhter 2 Year Warranty
MD400A D/S 40/80 no PSU

MD400B D/S 40/80 with PSU

MD802C Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU

MD802DM Dual D/S 40/80

with PSU in Plinth

3'/2" Akhter 2 Year Warranty
MD400F Single 400K no PSU
MD400G Single 400K with PSU
5W NEC 1 Year Warranty
DN400A D/S 40/80 no PSU

DN400B D/S 40/80 no PSU

DN802C Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU

DN802E Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU

MONITORS

1431 Microvitec Std Res Colour
1451 Microvitec Med Res Colour
7502 Phillips High Res Green
7522 Phillips High Res Amber
Zenith High Res Green Screen

359.00

309.00
99.00

199.00

37.60

[PACT

299.00

349.00

499.00

27.50

12.50

10.00

109.00

121.00

209.00

254.00

98.00

108.00

99.00

116.00

192.00

209.00

164.00

199.00

67.00

74.00

69.00

PRINTERS (incl. Master Compact Lead)

Matrix

Citizen 120D 120cps 25NLQ 8OC0I
Star NLQ lOOcps 25NLQ 8OC0I
Epson LX800 inc Tractor Unit
Citizen MSP 160cps 40NLQ 136Col
Star NX 120cps 30NLQ 136Col
Epson FX1000 inc Tractor 136CoI
Daisywheel
Panasonic Kx P3131 17cps
Brother HR20 22cps
Laser

Citizen CI 10 Overture
HP Laserjet RS232

159.00

209.00

229.00

329.00

329.00

455.00

299.00

439.00

1799.00

2664.00

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

BEFORE YOU PLACE YOUR
NEXT ORDER, TALK TO US!

Rotherham
Computer

Centre
135 Wellgate Rotherham S60 2NN

Tel: 0709 369912
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KX-P1083
Sleek is an adequate word to describe the
design of the KX-P1083. Like the KX-
P1081 this is a nine-pin dot-matrix printer.
It is a bit larger than the KX-P1081 and
certainly weighs more.

There are no slider switches; instead
touch buttons occupy one side of the top
front facia of the printer. Through these
NLQ, Pica, Elite, compressed and prop
ortional print modes can be selected. An
interesting feature is a small dial switch
which can be turned to set the form length
ofpaper from three-inches to 12-inches.

In operation the KX-P1083 is fast - 240
characters persecond indraft mode. It has a
more acceptable 6k print buffer, which can
be expanded to 38k - ideal for printing long
documents. The buffer can be divided in a

variety ofways so that sections of it can be
used for downloadable characters and to

hold textforprinting.
In terms of special effects, the KX-P1083

has all that the KX-P1081 has to offer, plus
a few more. Interestingly, super and sub
script can be printed in NLQ! There are 80
selectable effect combinations in print selec
tion mode.

KX-P3131
The KX-P3131 isa 110-column daisy-wheel
printer. Naturally, it is larger and heavier
than the KX-P1081, but at 19-inches wide
by 13-inches deep, it is still desk-sized.

A Courier 10 daisy-wheel is supplied
with the printer and this is compatible with
the Diablo 630 series daisy-wheel, which is
a sort of unofficial standard in the daisy-
wheel world. The printer can use most
daisy-wheels as long as they are Diablo
630-compatible. Changing daisy-wheels is
very easy - access is through a tilting top
panel. The printer ribbon is in cartridge
form and this snaps into place over the
print-head.

Slightly unusual for a daisy-wheel printer
is the bi-directional printing capability -
like a dot-matrix printer, it can print from
left to right and then right to left. This
allows for slightly faster printing. At 17 cps
the KX-P3131 is not particularly fast, but
theprintquality is veryacceptable.

Paper is fed in from thetop and can beup
to 13.5-inches wide down to four-inches
wide. Horizontal tabbing can be in incre-
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REVIEWS

HARDWARE

KX-P1081: 'competes verystrongly'

KX-P1083: 'fast and robust'

KX-P3131: 'a very good buy'

merits as fine as l/120th-inch. The printer
should therefore handle the widest range of
forms, invoices and so on.

Despite being a daisy-wheel, there are
still a number of useful control codes

implemented. Most of these concern the
setting of margins and moving the paper to
and fro. Special effects available include,
bold, shadow, outline, underlining, double
underlining, strike out and centring.

Surprisingly enough, the printer has a
graphics mode which is rather limited, but
effective graphs can be built up. Non
standard print-wheels can be used with
characters accessed through their spoke
position on the wheel.

All three printers come with Centronics
parallel interfaces fitted as standard. If you
have the correct printer lead (not always
included in the price), you can simply plug
in, turn on and begin printing. A serial
interface is also available for those who
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require it. Overheat, paper out and cover
open detectors are also fitted as standard.

All three printers have much to offer, in
particular the KX-P1081, which at under
£200 competes very strongly with the
Citizen C120D asthe bestbudget printer. It
is certainly much more robust. However, it
is still slightly more expensive and does not
have the two-year warranty of theC120D.

The KX-P1083 is fast (especially in the
normally slow NLQ mode), and robust but
slightly disappointing in overall facilities.
Nevertheless, the print quality is excellent
and the wide range of control codes, parti
cularly in printselection mode, make it easy
to usewithinanyapplication.

The KX-P3131 is a sturdy daisy-wheel
printer and its ability to accept a wide range
of print-wheels makes it a very good buy.
Typical retail prices inc VAT: KX-P1081,
£178; KX-P1083, £305; KX-P3131, £282;
Sheet feeder, £224; Tractor-feed, £104.
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DYNAMITE WITH A LASER BEAM
Laser printers represent a quantum leap in print quality. David Atherton investigates

one of the more affordable models

Laser printers offer better output quality
and speed than the more common dot-
matrix variety, and the new Epson
GQ3500 is typical of the new breed of
laser machines coming on the market. De
pending on where you buy, it is one of the
cheapest laser printers around, and being
from Epson is sure to be widely supported.
The machine uses a Ricoh lasermechanism,
the 'engine', and offers the usual 300 dots
per inch resolution.

The GQ3500 is, like most laser printers,
contained in a box about the size of a small

photocopier with a paper feed tray on one
side and a collection tray on the other.
Unlike some models, the feed tray doesn't
need removing to load paper, and the
whole machine, while taking up a little
more space than a matrix printer, is no
bigger than an average computer system. A
high capacity paper tray is available as an
optional extra.

The box is plastic, just like a matrix
printer, and doesn't feel very robust.
However, during the course of this review
it survived being bounced around the back
of a van for a 400-mile trip to London and
back, so appearances are deceptive.

The machine is connected to your BBC
micro using the same cable as any other
parallel printer. As on earlier printers,
Epson offers a serial option, which again
takes a standard serial printer cable. Before
the printer can used, the toner cartridge
needs to be fitted. This is carefully packed
to avoid spillage, and clear instructions
show you how to put it in the printer.

After printing one of the two test pages,
by holding control buttons while powering
up, you are ready to go. Unlike other
printers, lasers have a warm-up time,
which in this case is about 15 seconds.

By default, the machine starts in a type
face called Courier 10, which is actually the
font used by most daisy-wheel printers. In
this font the character pitch is mono
spaced, ie, not proportional, and all the
normal effects such as bold, underline and
italics are easily obtained using the normal
range of Epson control codes. Many peo
ple may go no further, just using the
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Guaranteed to blowyour mind: Epson's GQ3500

printer in this mode as though it were a
fast, quiet, auto-load daisywheel.

Text printing is done in exactly the same
way as normal printers except that pages
are not printed until complete. They are
merely held in memory until the page is
full, or a form feed (ASCII 12) character is
received, and then paper passes through
and the whole page is printed in one go. If
the last page of a document doesn't fill the
sheet, it will be necessary to send a form
feed character. There is a button to do this

on the side of the printer if your software
won't do it. View does this automatically,
and Wordwise and InterWord will do it as

long as you have a footer (even a blank
one) or finish the document with an eject
page command.

There are, of course, many new features
on the GQ3500 which don't apply to
dot-matrix printers, and these too arc con
trolled by Escape codes. There are two
other fonts built into the printer: EDP, a
small mono spaced type, particularly good
for tables and listings; and Modern, a neat
proportional font. IBM graphics symbols
similar to those above character 128 on a

Master make up a fourth font.
Additional fonts such as Epson's ver

sions of Times and Helvetica arc available

as plug-in cards (see the box). All these are
selected by new Escape sequences, and
although each font is supplied in a particu
lar size, they can be printed at other sizes.
The printer supplies the enlargement or
reduction, again controlled by Escape sequ
ences. So as long as you can define your
own Escape sequences, which all popular
wordprocessors allow, you can use any
font in any size.

It is also possible to download fonts-
designed elsewhere into the printer. The
printer can simultaneously hold about
eight fonts of 224 characters each. These
are defined using a fairly complicated yet
comprehensive system, which cries out for
a piece of definition software. It has no
practical limit on font size, and copes with
proportional fonts by allowing a different
width for each character definition. The
definitions are bit mapped, rather than
vectored, which means that a different font
needs to be defined for each pointsize. It's
quite likely that in due course you'W be
able to buy new fonts for the printer on
disc for downloading.

In normal text printing on the GQ3500,
it is perfectly straightforward to change
disc-based fonts and apply attributes such
as emboldening at any point in the text.
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However, it is not possible to generate any
different text sizes.

Instead you are restricted to the sizes
available. This problem is overcome if you
have many sizes of a font, which is the case
with the extension font cartridges.

A point to make about fonts is that
because rotation is not catered for in

herently by the GQ3500 operating system,
a separate set of fonts is required for
'portrait' (paper is taller than it is wide)
and 'landscape' (wider than tall) use.

In common with most laser machines,
the GQ3500 is also an exceptionally high
resolution graphics printer and 300 dots
per inch allows fairly lifelike pictures.
However, Epson has made a quite amazing
omission. The standard setting for the
machine does not support the normal
FX80 Escape "K" and Escape "L" sequ
ences. This means that you can't just do a
dump from PrintMaster and similar prog
rams. Not to worry though, Datathorn
Systems (see page 151) has produced a
BBC dump for the GQ3500. For those
who wish to write their own graphics
software, the bit images are easy to control.
In fact they are very similar to the FX
system, but the control codes are different.

The GQ3500 will emulate the Epson LQ
range, and in this mode it will do double-
density graphics, using the Escape "L"
sequence. This is useful, but not ideal.

As well as Escape codes, graphics can
also be obtained by using four other com
mands: ALLOCATE (allocates graphics
area), CIRCLE (draws a circle or arc),
LINE and PAINT.

Epson has introduced a unique control
system with theGQ3500. Called Selectype,
it enables the user to select parameters such
as paper size or line spacing with just the
buttons on the case. Over 160 different

options can be chosen manually - useful if
your software refuses to co-operate.

The GQ3500 works with standard A4
paper, although it will take A5 and B5 and
the imperial sizes too. Photocopy paper is
perfectly good, and costs about £5 per 500
sheets. The toner cartridge must be re
placed every 1500 copies, and these cost
about £30 each.

Interestingly, the top of the toner car
tridge is removable and it looks as though
it may be possible to refill it, but I'm sure
that's not recommended practice. This adds
up to a raw running cost of about 3p per
sheet, although that doesn't take into
account the cost of replacing other parts,
or the cost of the printer itself.

Several manuals accompany the GQ3500
ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

FONT CARTRIDGES
To extend the range of fonts printable by
your GQ3500, separate font cartridges
are available from Epson. These like a
credit card in size and shape, containing a
ROM covered in plastic, with a small
neat gold plated edge connector. The
cartridge plugs into theslots at theside of
the printer, which must then be rebooted.

Extra fonts come in cartridges

Fontcartridges simply plugin

The printer then recognises the additional
fonts, which can be selected with Selec
type or by control codes.

Each font card can contain up to 16
fonts. This doesn't necessarily mean a
number of typefaces, as each typesize of a
typeface is a separate font. Also the
landscape version of each typeface and
size involves a separate font. Bold and
italic faces are also separate fonts. The
card contains identification characters for

the font. For example 5 PRESTIGE ION
0B, which means Prestige, font number 5,
at 10 characters per inch. The GB means
italic (oblique) and the N means a por
trait font (L is landscape).

A slight drawback to the font card
system is like that with sideways ROMs.
Only two font cards can be present at
once as there are only two slots. This
limits the number of typefaces in a docu
ment although it has to be said that one
of the ugliest aspects of desktop pub
lishing is the proliferation of fonts within
the same document.

and, as I reported in my LQ800 review
recently, Epson has really got its act
together on manual production. 'Setting
Up and Getting Started', 'Solving Prob
lems' and 'Maintenance' contain exactly
what you'd expect, and are written to the
level of a non-technical office user. 'Basic-
Everyday Use' is mainly a manual on using
the Sclcctype feature, whereas the
'GQ3500 Reference Guide' covers all the
control codes, DIP switch options and so
on. I also received a separate manual cover
ing the Hewlett Packard LaserJet Plus
emulation card. This is fairly thin and
assumes you are using an IBM PC.

The manuals are well written, and illus
trated where necessary. They are more or
less in the right order, and good indexes
help you to find any topic quickly. A nice
touch is that the Reference Guide contains

a master index covering all topics in all the
manuals. I must however repeat what I said
in the LQ800 review - there's really one
manual too many, and 'Basic Everyday
use' ought to merge into 'Reference Guide'
or one of the simpler ones.

The standard manuals explain all the
Escape codes, and how to select fonts and
so on. A full programming manual is
available as an extra. This 285-page book
documents the Escape codes in more detail
and also explains how to use the graphics
primitives. Also in this manual are all the
details on font design and downloading.

Is the GQ3500 worth buying? To
answer that I'll have to assume that you
have decided that you do need a laser page
printer - perhaps for quality, perhaps for
speed and quietness. The price is fine; you
aren't going to find anything much cheaper
than this at the moment - although like
any emergent technology prices are bound
to fall sometime. All the machines around

offer 300 dots per inch, and the quality of
the GQ3500 is as good as any other.

The built-in typefaces aren't exactly
comprehensive, but they rarely are on
low-cost lasers. However, they're good
enough for office use, and desktop pub
lishers can always get the additional font
cartridges. Particularly good points are the
programming manual and the fact that
firms like Datathorn are committed to the

BBC market. This is important because, as
a BBC user, you'll find that the world of
PC laser printer support just can't help
you. The only minus points are the paper
tray, (overcome if you buy the flat loader)
and the lack ol FX8Q graphics.
Epson, 388 High Road, Wembley, Mid
dlesex HA9 6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892.
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SPECIAL
LAUNCH OFFER OFF

THE OAK MENTOR COMPUTER SYSTEM
is based on the famous Acorn Master computer.

The new Oak Mentor range offers the user a
professional computer with more facilities

2800 128K processor, professional keyboard, complete £399.00
2801 128Kprocessor, 80 track d/s disc drive,

professional keyboard £475.00
2802 128K processor, dual 80 track d/s disc drives,

professionalkeyboard £575.00
2820 128Kprocessor, 80 track d/s disc drive,

20 Mb hard disc, professional keyboard £895.00
M2801 128K processor, 80 trackd/s disc drive, professional

keyboard, hi-res mono monitor £549.00
M2802 128K processor, dual 80 track d/s disc drives,

professional keyboard, hi-res mono monitor £649.00
M2820 128K processor, 80 track d/sdiscdrive, 20Mb hard disc,

professional keyboard, hi-res mono monitor £969.00

MC2801 128K processor, 80 trackd/s disc drive, professional
keyboard, hi-res colour monitor £749.00

MC2802 128Kprocessor, dual 80 track d/s disc drives,
professional keyboard, hi-res colour monitor £849.00

MC2820 128K processor, 80 trackd/s disc drive, 20 Mb hard disc,
professional keyboard, hi-res colour monitor. £1169.00

All systems include View (word processor) Viewsheet
(spreadsheet) and are covered by our 12 Month Guarantee

Hi-resmono monitor2000 characters/green screen.
Hi-res colour monitor .37mm dot pilch

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••A-*

PURCHASE WITH CONFIDENCE
OAK GUARANTEES THE HIGHEST QUALITY ACORN

COMPATIBLES... .OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!
Call Oak for quotes on configuration of your choice.

• •••••**•••••••*••••**••••••

Delivery single systems£14.00We are pleased to quote for multiple
deliveries. Telephone for guantity discounts. Prices exclude V.A.T.

United Kingdom customers please add 15%.
Oak Computers, Cross Park House, Low Green,

^jff Rawdon, Leeds LS196HA. Telephone: (0532) 502615.
-—I Government and Education AuthorityOrders Accepted.
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NEW OAK MENTOR COMPUTER SYSTEM

Master 128 compatible, single 80T disc drive,
Hi-ResMonoMonitor £499.00p&p£14.00
Master 128 compatible, dual 80T disc drive.
Hi-ResMonoMonitor £599.00p&p£14.00
Master 128 compatible, single 80T disc drive,
Hi-Res Colour Monitor(.37 dot pitch) £699.00 p&p £14.00
Master 128 compatible, dual 80T disc drive.
Hi-ResColour Monitor(.37dot pitch) £899.00p&p£14.00

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBnnnimnnmmmHmmB
Oak PMC range starts from £730.00

Oak offer a comprehensive consultancy service based around Acorn products.
From straight forward advice to developing complete systems, please telephone
for details.

DISC DRIVE ACCESSORIES

SingleDiscDriveCase £6.00p&p£2.00
Dual Disc Drive Case £12.00 p&p £2.75
Single Power Cable £2.95 p&p£1.00
Dual Power Cable £3.65 p&p £1.00
Single Data Cable £3.95p&p£1.00
Dual Data Cable £5.95 p&p £1.00
Mew Uncased 80T 1/2 Height Double Sided.
Disc Drive, Famous Japanese Manufacturer,
12 Months Guarantee £67.00 p&p £5.00
24WattPowerSupplyforDiscDrive £35.00 p&p £2.00
Famous Japanese Manufacturer,
12 Months Guarantee £245.00 p&p £10.00
Xebec Hard Disc Controller £135.00 p&p £2.50
OakhardDisclnterfaceCard&Software(formatetc) £55.00 p&p £2.50
35 Watt Switch Mode PSU for Hard Disc £45.00 p&p £2.50

Note: If hard disc, controller and interface are purchased together delivery £10.00

HARDWARE ODDMENTS

Panasonic KXP 1081 NLQ Printer £154.00 p&p £6.00
PrinterCableMetres long £6.75 p&p £1.00
PrinterCable 1.5Metres £8.75 p&p £1.00
PhillipsMonoMonitorBM7502(Green) £66.00 p&p £6.00
Cased40/80T Switchable Disc Drive £88.00 p&p £6.00
Cased Dual40/80T Switchable DSDD Disc Drives £165.00 p&p£8.00

The latest 1/2height, low power consumption Japanese disc drives MONEY
BACK IF YOUR ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. Disc Drives come
complete in Colour Matched MetalCases with Fitting Instructions. Formatting
Disc. Manual & 12 Months Guarantee

NEW MODERN SOFTWARE

Oaks NEW Rom Based Communications Software is easy to use. Menu Driven,
ideal for Prestel. BTGold, Micolink, Micronet etc. Terminal Mode which includes
XMODEM error checking protocols and many more. Only a fraction of the cost of
softwareofferingsimilarfacilities £10.95 p&p£1.75

CONNECTOR AND CABLES

BBC Disc Drive Power Connectors
Pin Housing (Connector to BBC Aux Power Outlet) £0
Male Pins for above (Set of 4) £0
Socket Housing (Connector for Disc Drives) £0.
Female Pins for above (Set of 4) £fj.
4 Way Power Ribbon Cable Per Metre length £0.
20WaylDCConnector £1,
26 Way IDCConnector £1,
34WaylDCConnector £1,
50WaylDCConnector £2.
20 Way IDCCard Edge Connector £1.
34 Way Card Edge Connector £2.
15 Way IDC"D" Plug £3.
25 Way IDC"D" Plug £3.
37 Way IDC"D" Plug £4.
15 Way IDC "D" Socket £3.
25 Way IDC "D" Socket £3.
37 Way IDC "D" Socket £4.
36 Way IDCCentronics/parallel Printer Plug £2.

BBC/ACORN SPARES

BBC B + PCB £235.00 p&p £2.50

.36 p&p £0.50

.45 p&p £0.50

.50 p&p £0.50

.35 p&p £0.50

.55 p&p £0.50
35 p&p £0.50
65 p&p £0.50
65 p&p £0.50
85 p&p £0.50
70 p&p £0.50
.00 p&p £0.50
.85 p&p £0.50
95 p&p £0.50
55 p&p £0.50
85 p&p £0.50
95 p&p £0.50
55 p&p £0.50
95 p&p £0.50

BBC Power Supply.
BBCB&B+ Keyboard. . .
BBCB&B+ PlasticCases
BBC B&B + Keyboard Connector Cablef 17 way).
Master 128 PCB
Master 128 PSU
Master 128 Keyboard

Prices Exclude V AT United Kinqdon cuslomers please add 15J
lo total cost + p&p Telephone for quantity discounts

£56.00 p&p £2.50
£54.00 p&p £2.50
£10.00 p&p £2.50

£1.00 p&p £0.50
198.00 p&p £2.50
£45.00 p&p £2.50
£51.00 p&p £2.50

K^
Oak Computers, Cross Park House. Low Green. Rawdon. Leeds LS19 6HA. Tel: (0532) 502615

Government and Education Authority Official Orders Accepted
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Graphics output is astounding

FORM GENERATOR
The first software produced specifically
for the Epson GQ3500 is surprisingly not
an IBM PC package, but a forms design
program for the BBC micro. Datathorn
Systems, a company run by Vince Hage-
dorn, has produced FORMS1, a form
design package which utilises the line-
drawing and form storage capability of
the GQ3500.

The package contains an 80-column
texteditor to design the form, and trans
lation and downloading routines to store
the form in the printer's memory. You
arc in fact limited to about 77 columns

because of the print border.
These are then held in the printer's

memory. Any text can then be printed as
normal from a wordprocessor, but by
embedding the sequence Escape "}",l,n
where n is the number of the defined

form (maximum eight for the 630k
machine), a predefined form will appear
superimposed upon theoutput. Wordwise
Plus and InterWord allow embedded

Escape sequences, but View would need a
special printer driver.

The software is not particularly soph
isticated - you are limited, for example,
to the Courier typeface - but it does
utilise a powerful feature of the printer.
Datathorn supplies the GQ3500 and the
software is free. The program costs £11
on it own. Datathorn sells the printer at a
discount price of £1723 including VAT
and delivery. At the time of review,
Datathorn is offering an HP Laserjet Plus
card and printer cable free.
Contact Datathorn Systems, George
House, 50 Spring Grove, Loughton, Essex
IG10 4QD. Tel: 01-508 4904.
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WOODBBIDGE HIGH SCHOOL Modern Languages Dept Pupil Profile

Name: Tutor Group: Entry Year:

Result of Swedish Test:

Tricolore Test, Unit:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

2A 1,

2

3.

4,

5.

C'est
extra Remarks

Attainment tests listen read speak write score% Remarks

1A

IB

2A

Redbridge Certificates; Blue Pink Gold Remarks

Date awarded:

Signed:

On behalf of Woodbridge High School
(Department of Modern Languages)

Datathom'sform generatoruses the linedrawing facilities of the printerto the full

EMULATION MODES
The GQ3500 can operate in several mod
es. When powered up it is in 'native
mode', which means that it accepts the
standard codes documented in the manu

al. These are a superset (all and then
some) of the FX80 codes, less but FX80
graphics and some meaningless com
mands such as skip over perforation. By
setting DIP switches, the printer will
emulate an Epson LQ2500 - the top-of-
the-range 24-pin matrix printer.

Emulations of two other printers, the
Hewlett Packard LaserJet Plus, the best-

selling laser printer in the world, and the
Xerox Diablo daisy-wheel, are provided
by optional plug-in cards. These arc pro
vided for the IBM world, where much
software already drives these two prin
ters. Master 512 and Arc PC emulator

users take note!

For BBC users, the full documentation
of native mode programming, compared
to the unfamiliar and difficult syntax of
the Hewlett Packard control codes, will
mean that many people will stick with the
basic 'native mode' machine.
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Reliable
that

leave yo
There's no disputing the fact that

Panasonic make a range of extremely
reliable printers.

We've proved it by testing them in
temperatures that would make other
printers grind to a halt. It's the high
standard of design, manufacturing and
quality control which goes into every
Panasonic product that makes our
printers so reliable.

But reliability isn't at the expense
of performance.

The KX-P1081 Dot Matrix model,
for example, zips through your
documents at 120 characters per

second, or you can switch it to print
excellent near letter quality results.

Alternatively, if you want to go all
out for quality, the Panasonic
KX-P3131 Daisy wheel prints at a
busy 17 characters per second.

The results were impressive

MATRIX PRINTERS: KX-P1081 (120CPS. 80 COL.). KX-P1082 (160 CPS. 80 COL.). KX-P1083 (240 CPS. 80 COL.). KX-P1592 (180 CPS. 132 COL.). KX-P1595 (240 CPS. 132 COL.:



printers
wont

broke.
enough to scoop a coveted "Best
Buy" award from "What To Buy For
Business Magazine."

Naturally all our printers are
compatible with almost every
computer and software package
available. And there can be no

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS: KX-P3131 (17 CPS, 120 COL.). KX-P3151 (22 CPS. 132 COL.)

argument about the price, which
leaves just one thing to be resolved.
Which Panasonic do you choose7

Clip the coupon below or call
Julie Everard for more information

about the full range of Panasonic
printers.

To: Panasonic Industrial UK Limited. 280-290 Bath Road, Slough,

Berkshire SL1 6JG. Telephone: Julie Everard on 0753 73181.

Please send me details on the full range of Panasonic printers.

Name .—_

Position.

Company

Address_

Post Code-

Tel. No

Panasonic.
Office Automation/^jy£u

AU2/88 \^7 \\



DTP MANUAL

Design for Desktop
Publishing

The personal computer is used increasingly to produce
documents intended for wide readership. Desktop publishing
gives you a new ability to produce professional looking pages,
but amateur, slapdash presentations will not do. Documents
must persuade, instruct or sell, and a professional designer is
seldom at hand to guide the micro user.

This book is the first to tackle the design problems which
are created by the dramatic new technical developments in the
production of the printed page.

Design for Desktop Publishing is a clear guide to the basic
principles of page layout, written with the requirements of
the micro user mind.

Fully illustrated with diagrams and examples, Design for
Desktop Publishing is the only book of its kind to offer
throughly practical advice to the user.

The author, John Miles, is a professional designer who has
used the techniques of desktop publishing he describes to
produce the book itself.

Please send me copies ofDesign for Desktop Publishing
at £9.95 (plus £1.00 p&p for the UK, £1.75 overseas)
I enclose my cheque/postal order for £ made payable
to Gordon Fraser Gallery Ltd.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Send this coupon with your remittance to Desktop Offer, Acorn User
Merchandising, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London
Nl 6DJ.
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USER GUIDE

New Advanced User

Guide-only £19.95

The New Advanced User Guide is the authoritative guide to
the Acorn and BBC range of computers, including the Master
128, Master Compact, BBC B, B+ and the Electron. This
book replaces the original Advanced User Guide and has been
thoroughly updated and revised. It provides users with a
reference guide covering all aspects of the system hardware
and software.

The New Advanced User Guide is carefully cross refer
enced, contains an extensive index, a useful glossary and is
packed with examples and ideas for extracting the most from
your computer. At only £19.95 all inclusive, no serious
programmer of the Acorn BBC series can consider not being
the owner of this invaluable reference manual.

Please send me copies of theNewAdvanced User Guide
@£ 19.95 (Overseas orders add £2.00 postage and packing).
I enclose my cheque/postal order for £
made payable to Adder Technology.
Please charge my Access/Barclaycard

-1

ACCOUNT NO:

MM 1 II

ADDRESS

SIGNED

EX PI K Y DATE

DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to Adder Offer, Acom User Mcrchan-
dising, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 2C-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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EDUCATION

Net setting
software
Sherston Software has an

nounced an Econet version of

Typesetter. This has been de
signed to run with level 2 and 3
file servers, and costs £60.

Upgraded versions of Type
setter's user discs are now avail

able. If your disc has a title
'TPset-V0.5' then you already
have the new version. To find

the title, type *CAT and look
at the top left hand corner of
the catalogue. Extra features in
the new version include dis
abling the Break key in the
typesetter section, parallel and
serial printer options, printing
without a page border and a
protected blank page.

If you don't have the latest
version, then return your ori
ginal user disc or a blank for
matted 40- or 80-track disc

(please state which) and Sher
ston will update it free.

Mightier
Pendown
Extra utilities have been in

cluded in Logotron's Pendown
wordprocessor, which you can
buy on disc for only £9.

Eight new fonts on the disc
include larger, lower-case 'in
fant' letters, and two sets of
graphics characters. There are
also sample adventure games
generated using the Pendown
Adventure Writer. These in

clude Money, a pocket money
shopping adventure.

Pendown now operates on a
variety of machines, and an
MS-DOS version is in prepara
tion to be released soon.
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Special needs work
in closure threat
Efforts are being made to save
the four special education
microelectronics resource cen

tres (SEMERCs) due to close
next March when their funding
runs out. The centres, presently
funded by the Microelectronics
Education Support Unit
(MESU), provide help in
microelectronics for children

with special educational needs.
Manchester SEMERC - the

others are in Newcastle, Bristol
and London - is hoping to
relocate to Oldham, which
already supports the northern
ACE centre, said manager Mar
tin Littler. 'Oldham will be our

host and underwrite many
costs, but we are hoping that
most of the LEAs we already
serve will support us.

'The more that do this the

cheaper it will be. MESU may
still be able to provide some
money, perhaps a quarter.'

MESU's special needs work
has been well received and

there is concern that this will

end with the SEMERCs. New

ly appointed special needs co
ordinator Peter Fowler said

'We hope regional consortia
will replace the SEMERCs, and
draw on MESU help to provide
a more effective service.'

When consulted, LEAs were
keen to see special needs sup
port continued. Centres like
SEMERCs were thought to be
the best way to do this.

MESU has recently pub
lished two packs of materials

Windows: the latest special needs software from MESU

developed jointly by the
SEMERCs and members of the

Primary Projects.
Prompt/Writer contains two

wordprocessors for use with
the Concept Keyboard. They
are new versions of previously
published software, redesigned
to simplify communication
with the computer for pupils
with special needs.

Each wordprocessor copes
with different needs in the

classroom. Prompt guides the
child a good deal more, helping
the child to transmit ideas from

brain to paper. Writer is a
second level wordprocessor
with more facilities.

Printed output from both
packages may be in any one of
four different sizes of text.

There is also a utility disc pro

vided, to create overlays for the
Concept Keyboard.

Window, is a 'framework'
program. It enables you to re
veal slowly on screen different
parts of a picture or text by
means of a window which may
be moved around the screen.
The child sees only part of the
whole screen. Working with
other children a child can de
velop inferential skills and
build up an overall idea of the
picture on screen.

Single copies of the software
are available from regional
SEMERCs. LEAs wanting
multiple copies should contact
MESU. Prompt/Writer costs £3
per copy for up to four copies,
and £2.50 for larger quantities.
Window costs £4.50 for up to
five copies and then £4.
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TEACHING OR LEARNING CDT ?
Want a C.A.D. package specifically designed for educational use?

emrv MOOR!

For BBCB, B+ and Master, withdisc drive and colour monitor. Package includes a 40 or 80 T Disc, a
Teachers' Guide, Pupils' design sheet and a function key strip. 3-D CADis easy to use and suitable
forsecondary school pupils infoundation or examination
groups.

3-D CAD was written by a teacher, trialled in schools and designed for the typical situation of one
computer shared between 15 or so pupils. The Teachers' Guide includes suggested design and
follow-up activities.

Designs are initially sketched on the specially prepared design sheets, away from the computer.
When saved designs are automatically included in the Main Menu fordisplay or alteration. Adisc can
store 24 designs at any one time.

Design any object based on straight lines, from simple 3-D letters to buildings or other artifacts.
Display wireframe views in orthographic (1st or 3rd angle), isometric, oblique, planometric or true
perspective projections. Manipulate the perspective view directly using the function keys.

Create a solid of rotation from a simple section, a
prism from an end view or a mirror image when
designing a symmetrical object.

Two fully proportional screen dumps (small/fast and
large/slower) are included for Espon compatible dot
matrix printers.

PAEAN systems
Hoilesley House, Hollesley, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 3RH. Tel (0394) 411250

[~ORDERFORM
i Pleasesend-copies of3-D CAD
I @£19.95 each inc. State 40/80TO
I Pleasesenda copy ofyour software
l catalogue (tick if required)

| NAME
i ADDRESS

Please return the form with cheque
to PAEAN Systems

Succeed with LCL Self-Tuition Courses

CommunlTel
PROFESSIONAL VIEWDATA SYSTEM

NAME

TITLE

I 60

|J2|=£]=£ J Highest ever marks in
recentreview.

Hons. graduate/teacher authors.
World leader (24 countries)

IMilyWJ for beginners (from
ages^no adult), exam candidates

or teachers with any BBC Micro (B, B+, Master, Compact,
Electron or ARCHIMEDES new)
IJJJjjjjJl immediate dispatch

£5 off total for 2 courses, £10 offfor3, £17 offfor four, £24 offfor five

SOFTWARE. Each course includes 24 programs on up to
105 topics held on 2-4 discs/tapes and usually with 2 books
and a voice tape and costs only £24.

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE All animated, colour graphics(4 discs) 4-11yrs
MICRO FRENCH (8-GCSE) With real speech &graphicsadventuresgame
MICRO MATHS (11-GCSE) Best seller, highly acclaimed
MICRO ENGLISH (8-GCSE) Eng. Language or EFL with real speech
MEGA MATHS A-Level course with all Calculus by graphics

HOME COLLEGE NEWS Open learningcourses ofvideo,softwareand books.
Pass GCSE. HCND and (when available) degree.
Choice of MATHS, ENGLISH, or FRENCH. Only
£49.99 each

SEND COUPON OR PHONE ORDERS OR REQUESTS FOR FREE
COLOUR POSTER TO:
LCL (Dept A) Melody House, 13 Deanfield Road, Henley, Oxon RG9 1UG

OR RING 579345 (10am-10pm)

ADDRESS

COMPUTER- -40/80/Disc/Tape/3'/2disc

CommunlTel is an exciting professional viewdata system
(or the BBC B, Master & Compact Micros (DFS, ADFS or Network).

IT'S USES IN EDUCATION INCLUDE

Learning Information Technology Cross-Curricular Development
Structuring Creative Learning Administration/Publicity

Tho system includes a comprehensive suite of programs which enables tho creation of a database with
message facilities. This can then be made available to callers using a telephono lino and any viewdata
torminal. The package includes comprehensive tutorial and reference manuals and a sample database

Available in TWO LEVELS FOR USE WITH THE DTI (DaCom or Tandata) SCHOOLS MODEM

LEVEL1 FRAME EDITOR

SEARCH

CAROUSEL DISPLAY

FRAME PRINTER

V VIEWDATA I TERMINAL

LEVEL 2 FRAME EDITOR

SEARCH

CAROUSEL DISPLAY

FRAME PRINTER

VIEWDATA • TERMINAL

DIAL IN HOST SYSTEM

TELESOFTWARE FORMATTER

UPGRADE FROM LEVEL 1 • TO LEVEL 2 E45 UPGRADE FROM LEVEL 2 TO ADFS LEVEL 2 E45

LEVEL 2 with Autoanswer/Autodial MODEM from £375 (all prices exclude p&p & VAT)
The ADFS version includes response frames and gives up to 500 pages with

a single 80 track D.S.disk or thousands ol pages using a Winchester disc drive.

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

FOR ADEMONSTRATION ofLEVEL dial: Viewdata No 01-968 7402 orTelephone 01-960 7998
For more information cut out the coupon and send to:

COMMUNITEL, 189 FRESTON ROAD, LONDON W10 6TH

Please send me dotalls of CommunlTel products. I am particularly interested in (please indicato)
NAME .

POSITION

ESTABLISHMENT .

ADDRESS

AU2
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EDUCATION

NEWS

Programmers ignore advice on Arc
Acorn's new guidelines for
Archimedes programmers will
make the machine difficult to
use, claim leading software
houses. They fear potential for
using extra power to simplify
computing will be wasted.

Guidelines for software de
velopers state software should
not alter the configuration of
the machine - it should be left
to the user 'to set up the
appropriate environment for
the application'.

This can be very compli
cated: the Artisan art package

Contacts
Bristol SEMERC, Bristol
Polytechnic, Redland Hill,
Bristol. Tel: (0272) 733141.
Deltronics, Heol-y-parc, Cef-
neithin, Llanelli SA14 7DL.
Tel: (0269) 843728.
Econet User Group, Balkeerie
Cottage, Eassie by Forfar,
Angus DD8 1SR.
Logotron, Gwydir Street,
Cambridge. Tel: (0223) 323656.
Manchester SEMERC, Man
chester Polytechnic, Hather-
sage Road, Manchester M13
OJA. Tel: 061-225 9054.
MESU, Science Park, Universi
ty of Warwick, Coventry CV4
7AL. Tel: (0203) 416994.
Mirrorsoft, 66-73 Shoe Lane,
London EC4. Tel: 01-377 4644.

Newcastle IT Unit, Pendower
Hall, West Road, Newcastle
Upon Tyne NE15 6PP. Tel:
091-274 3820.

Newcastle SEMERC, Newcas
tle Polytechnic, Coach Lane
Campus, Newcastle Upon
Tyne. Tel: 091-266 5057.
Redbridge SEMERC, Dane
Centre, Melbourne Road,
Ilford, Essex. Tel: 01-478 6363.
Sherston Software, 8 Court
Street, Sherston, Wilts. Tel:
(0666) 840433.
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needs two pages of instructions
for preparing the Arc. Com
menting on this, Resource's
director, Peter Avis, said:
'Computer configuration in
structions are unlikely to en
dear the machine or the soft
ware to teachers or children.'

To avoid these complexities,
companies including Resource
and Clares have ignored
Acorn's advice - their software

automatically sets up the
machine. With Artisan, the ori
ginal configuration is restored
on leaving the package.

Education show
at Barbican
January's British Education and
Training Technology '88 show
at the Barbican in London will
feature a series of seminars
organised by the MESU.

The four half-day sessions
will cover the role of informa

tion technology in humanities,
music and electronics teaching,
and the benefits of micros to
children with special needs.
The speakers will include Phil
Ellis, whose Touching Sound
project at Warwick University
aims to integrate cheap sound
sampling into the music curri
culum to broaden pupils' ex
perience.

The BETT show is the new
name of the former Hi-Tech
show, changed to recognise the
role of technology in training.
It runs from January 20 to 23
with the seminars on the 21st
and 22nd.

Admission to the show is
free to educationalists, but tick
ets for the seminars are £14 per
session. Both are available from
Sue Harrison at EMAP Inter
national Exhibitions Ltd, 12
Bedford Row, London WCIR
4DU. Tel: 01-404 4844.

Resource saysAcorn's advice is too complex for schoolchildren

School report writing
makes progress
Newcastle Information Tech
nology Unit have developed
Progress, a simple to use but
powerful profiling unit. It is
suitable for use by teachers at a
variety of levels in education.

The software allows teachers

to write reports describing stu
dent's achievements by select
ing appropriate comments from
a menu of statements. These

statements may be edited at any

time. The authors recommend

that the software is used as an

integral classroom resource, so
thatprofiling takes place during
interviews with students.

The package interfaces with a
number of wordproccssors and
with Acornsoft's ViewStore
database. Lull user support is
available Irom the IT Centre
and a site licence is available at
a cost of £30.00.

Education news in brief
• Fleet Street Editor, the
Mirrorsoft newspaper package
is now available for the Master
Compact at £44.95.
• Deltronics has launched a
printer port switch unit allow
ing any three Acorn micros to
share one printer. The switch is
electronic, not mechanical, so is
less likely to fail. It draws its
power from the user port of
one of the micros, and comes
complete with cables and in
structions for £67.85.
• The National Econet Users
Group continues to expand.

Originally set up as a forum for
people with an interest in or
problems with Econet, the
group now publishes a news
letter containing information
accumulated from the mem
bership's experience.

UK's subscription to the
group is £8.60 including news
letter. European members must
add a further £2.00 and those
outside Europe, an extra £3.50
to cover the additional costs.

Membership is strictly li
mited to those people with a
professional interest in Econet.
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SPECIAL OFFERS SPECIAL OFFERS SPECIAL OFFERS SPECIAL OFFERS
DISKS 5-1"

25 x 5-25" DS-DD DISCS
PLUS

100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISC BOX
FOR

ONLY £16.50

OR
50 x 5-25" DS-DD DISCS

PLUS
100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISC BOX

FOR

ONLY £26.00

20 x 3-5" DS-DD DISCS
PLUS

40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX
FOR

ONLY £28.00

OR
40 x 3-5" DS-DD DISCS

PLUS
40 CA°ACITY LOCKABLE BOX

FOR

ONLY £48.00

REMEMBER THE PRICE YOU SEE IS ALL
YOU PAY. (U.K. ONLY)

THEY INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

Cheque or Postal Order to:

IVfl Manor Court Supplies Ltd
C

S

Dept PCW1. Glen Celyn House, Penybont,
Uandrindod Wells, Powys LD1 5SY.
Telephone: 0597 87784 or 0597 87792

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

TOOLKIT - The 54 command toolkit.
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MODEL B £45
+ BASIC edit, search, merge, join, part-save, overlay, relocate, upidownload, verify, renumber.

move line segments, relocate.
+ a rom'ram manager with load, save, on, off, send, clear, swap.
+ a complete filing system for use wilh sideways ram.

BASIC and OS commands work normally. New commands provided.
+ dual catalogues, disc search, recovery, free space, menu wit auto-run (BASIC or MC).

individual sector edit/load/save.
+ general utilities include memory/ronVram editor/disassembler, softkey lisMoad/save/48

definitions, FX'vector list, etc.

RAMKIT = The sideways ram filing system.MASTER/MODEL B £35
+ utilise sideways ram for storing programs, data files, etc.
+ 15 channels. 31 files per ram, with programmable AUTO-! BOOT.
+ 27 extracommands includeCOPY,LOCK, TITLE, etc,plus ram/romutilities, a 40'80 column

memory/rom/ram editor/disassembler.
Master RAMKIT is co-processor compatible and has CMOS utilities.
ModelB RAMKIT includes a full function rom manager.

CATKIT - The DFS disc indexer. MASTER/MODEL B £20
+ capable of storing up to 700+ catalogues (24000+ files)on one side of an 80 track disc. All

data on files read automatically.
+ full sort'searcrvlist/prinUabels MODE/OS access utilities, plus built-in AND user-definable

coding facilities.

PRINTKIT = The VIEWprint pack (5.25" disc only) MASTER £20
+ quality printing using up to 84 fonts, 3 widths, plus underline.
+ discpackcontains16 fonts, font editor, printer, preview, and screen drivers, plusextension

driver for double height, etc.
+ uses single/double/quad bit image modes found on most printers.

BASKIT - The BASIC companion. MASTER/MODEL B £20
+ BASIC edit,search, merge,join, part-save, relocate, up/download verify, renumber, move

line segments, various overlay options.
+ a FN/PROC library editor. UseFN/PROCs eitheras overlays oras program building-blocks.

Supplied with a starter disc containing over 50k of FN/PROCs. including BASIC linker,
utilities, etc.

+ fully co-processor compatible.

ROMKIT = The rom manager. MASTER/MODEL B £15
+ on, off. load, save, list, CRC, send, swap, service call inlo, direct "INSERTVUNPLUG,

memory'ram/rom editor/disassembler.
+ 12new'CONFIGURES include CMOS edit/load/save, a VIEW printer driver, softkey andsoft

character load/save, etc.

CHARKIT = The on-screen character designer. MASTER £10
+ 15 stylish fonts (characters 32-126) built-in.
+ facilities todesign/edit'load/savo/use newfonts, pluscomplete orpartial redefinition, double

height, double width, etc.
+ VIEW printer driver to print using the built-in or user fonts.

Availableas 16k EPROMs or rom images (on a dual format DFS disc), supplied
with detailed manual. Cheques with order, or write tor detailed tax sheet:

JML Software, UNIT 5, St Catherine's Mill,
LEEDS, LS13 2TD.

75 x 5-25" DS-DD DISCS
PLUS

100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISC BOX
FOR

ONLY £34.00

OR
100x5-25" DS-DD DISCS

PLUS
100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISC BOX

FOR

ONLY £41.00

QTY SS/48 DS/48 DS/96
25 £9.00 f 10.00 f 11.00
50 £16.00 £18.00 £20.00
100- £30.00 £33.00 £36.00
200 £58.00 £61.00 £68.00

All includes envelope, labels and
fitted hub rings
100%guarantee

DISKS 3

50 x 3-5" DSDD DISCS
PLUS

90 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX
FOR

ONLY £60.00

OR

80 x 3-5" DS-DD DISCS
PLUS

90 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

FOR

ONLY £89.00

QTY
10

20
30
50

100

SS/HD
£10.00
£19.00
£28.00
£46.00
£90.110

DS/DD
£13.00
£25.00
£37.00
£52.00

£100.00

HEAD CLEANERS

Special offerprice if bought
with discs + box offer

5}" +Fluid £2.50
3|" +Fluid £3.50

Both for use with singleor
double drives

Price includes labels

100%guarantee

UK MADE LIBRARY CASE

5j"or3i"
(10 capacity)

ONLY 95p
'•* bought with discs)

PRINTER CABLE

ST/IBM/AMSTRAD 1512/CL0NE
25 wayDto 36 way cent

ONLY £7.75

TRADE ENQUIRIES ALSO WELCOME jeoij

VERSATILE CAD/CAM
For the BBC Micro

A sophisticated, menu driven, user friendly CAD/CAM package with
many facilities for very accurate drawing construction and data
extraction for Numeric Control (NC) post processing. As used in

Education and Industry.
CAD System (EDUCAO) - C80 (ex. vat)
* geometric/schematic drawings * construction/modification
*zoom, scale and units control * text/symbol font editor
*text/symbols, any size and angle ' intersects and tangents
* mirror and duplicate * rubber banding
*generalised x-y plotter output *graphics screen dump
*area properties *revision/material info, editor
CAM System (EDUCNC) - £35 (ex. vat)
* part geometry from EDUCAD " part profile definition
' tool path animation *generalised NC post processor

Econet Network versions available.
Bothpackages have explicit input prompts and error messages. This together withover 80

pagesolonlineHELP data makesthesesystems easy touse andeasy to learn- an idealwayot
introducing thisnewtechnology.

TO ORDER simplyspecify disk format requirements or to obtain furtherdetails contact:
EDUS0FT,

LodgeHill, Sevens Road, CannockWood, Rugeley,
Staffs WS154RX
© 0543676939

[V COMPUTERSERVICING M
(established since 1979)

WE REPAIR - ON THE PREMISES - QUICK TURNROUND

tr AMSTRAD PC AND OPUS PC
it BBC & ELECTRON (APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE)
* COMMODORE & SPECTRUM
* DISC DRIVES, PRINTERS, MONITORS
4r HARDWARE HIRE - MINIMUM 10 DAYS

MAIL ORDERS by phoneAccess andVisa Accepted
A Range of Hardware, Software, Joysticks, Leads, Interfaces

Chips etc, and Computer Paper always in stock
CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE

29 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH,
SURREY CR4 7 J J. Tel 01-683 2646

THIS NOTICE WORTH £5

AGAINST ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE OVER £50

l_ u
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DISCOUNT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

0494 711436
National

XIDEX PRECISION BRAND
PACKED IN BOXES OF 10

5.25" S.S.D.D. 48TPI
S.S.D.D. 48TPI
S.S.D.D. 96TPI
D.S. 1.6M

FLOPPY DISCS
NUMBER OF BOXES

High Wycombe

RIBBONS • HIGH QUALITY SUPPLIES FROM D.C.S.
THIS IS ONLY A SMALL EXTRACT FROM OUR RANGE OF RIBBONS, PLEASE
PHONE US WITH YOUR RIBBON REQUIREMENT

QTY
2-9 10+
£3.36 £3.00
£2.30 £2.10
£3.25 £2.90
£4,75 £3.80
£3.25 £2.50
£2.75 £2.30
£4.60 £4.10
£3.65 £3.15
£2.75 £2.50
£3.50 £3.15
£2.50 £1.90

RS 232 1 I
RS 232 1

RS 232 "X'
PAR

PAR. 1

PAR. "X'

1-3
£7.40
£8.40

£11.40
£22.20

4-9

£6.85
£7.77

£10.55
£21.00

£14.88
£17.85

10+
£6.47
£7.35
£9.98

£18.00

£12.75
£15.50

(CABLES
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLES
BBC2MTR £7.50
IBM/AMSTRAD PC £10.00
D/SWITCH-PRINTER £10.00

LOCKABLE DISC BOX1
TAKES 100x5.25 DISC £10.00

PRINTER PAPER
PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERF EDGES

SIZE GSM QTY 1 BOX 2 BOXES
11x9.5" 60 2000 £11.45 £10.75
11x9.5" 70 2000 £12.65 £11.85
A4 70 2000 £15.50 £14.50

AMSTRAO

BROTHER

CITIZEN

DIABLO

EPSON

OKI

QUME

SHINWA
M/TALLY

DMP1
DMP2000/3000
DMP4000
PCW 8512/8256
HR15/25/35 FAB
HR15/25/35 M/S
120D
MPS15 /25
HYTYPE 2 FAB
1250 FAB
LX80/86
FX80,85,800,
MX80. LX800
MX100
EX800
80/82
84

SPRINT 7/9 M/S
SPRINT 7/9 FAB
CP80
MT80

£3.05
£3.65
£4.00
£1.20
£3.00
£2.60
£3.10
£3.35
£3.35

£2.50
£3.30
£3.30
£1.10
£2.70
£2.35
£2.80
£2.55
£2.55

REXEL MOBILE PRINTER STANDS

TILT 'N' SWIVEL MONITOR STAND
HOLDS 12" MONITOR £9.50

RUGGEDLY CONSTRUCTED BLACK STEEL FRAME WITH HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
BASKET FOR OUTPUT PAPER & BASE SHELF FOR INPUT PAPER.
DELIVERED IN EASY SELF ASSEMBLY WITH INSTRUCTIONS & CASTERS
59105
59106

80 COLUMN PRINTER STAND
132 COLUMN PRINTER STAND

£41.50
£52.50

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VATIDELIVERY CHARGES]
ORDERS FOR: "
1 BOX OF PAPER OR PRINTER STANDS PLEASE ADD £4.00 -i-VAT
2+ BOXES OF PAPER PLEASE ADD £2.50 +VAT PER BOX
ALL OTHER SUPPLIES:
ORDER UNDER £25.00 ex VAT ADD £1.75 + VAT
ORDER OVER £25.00 ex VAT ADD £2.50 + VAT

[NEXT DAY SERVICE] please add £10.00 +vat per order

ORDERS
PLEASE ALLOW 5-7 DAYS TO RECEIVE YOUR ORDER

PLEASE POST YOUR ORDER AND CHEQUE TO:

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS SUPPLIES LTD. 24, CHILTERN TRADING ESTATE,
EARL HOWE ROAD, HOLMER GREEN, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP15
6QT.

m ^^^L. ^^9 M*^^

WEATHER SATELLITE STATION FOR THE BBC
MICRO COMPUTER

model B, B+ , Master 128, (Not Compact)
All you need for ahigh specification weather satellite receiving station based on the BBC microcomputer to receive, decode, display print and /"cS^
save signals from the North American NOAA series of satellites as well as the Soviet meteor and COSMOS series. The system is upgradeable to ^i!&
receive geostationary satellites in the METEOSAT, GOES and GMS series with the addition of adowncoverter and suitable antenna The coniDlete /fCwS^

* Software on Disc and ROM * PCB and parts kit for interface ^&$* CV^ ^
* Testtape of satellite signals * MSR20 MkVHFsatellite receiverkit \S$P»"
* Receiver Hardware Kit * MSA20 Antenna kit

package comprises:

MSS20WXSAT COMPUTER INTERFACE AND SOFTWARE: MSR20 RECEIVER
The interface comprises of a filter, demodulator and
2400 Hz satellite APT or WEFAX signal.
Internal and external crystal controlled synch. Manual
black level controls.

* ROM software is 100% machine code
* Accompanyingutilitiesdisc
* x1 x2x4&x8'Zoom'

* Infrared and Visible lightscales
* Userdefinedcolour palettes
* Anypass decoded in correct sense
* Instant picture inversion
* Fastscroll facility
* NOAA/METEOSAT compatible
* Full conversiongradientdisplay
* Text, lines &windows
* Onscreentuningfacility
* Pictures, pallettes save to disc
* Printerdump supplied (Epson)
* Userprintroutine possible
* Most features in 'real-time'
* Routines accessible via"* commands
* Canbeused independantly ofWXSAT station

A-D coverter for the

framing and white and

PRICE LIST
CompletePackage £139.95
Software & Interlace
kit £59.95
PCB + software £33.95
TeslTape £4.95
MSR20 VHF receiver
kit £56.95
MSR20H receiver Hardware
kit £14.30
MSM20s'meterkit £8.95
Antenna £24.95
MSK20Preamp £10.95

(All prices include VAT and P&P)

* Availableshortly. Please enquire *
* Hi-res tramestore
* 'S' bandconverter, antenna, preamp

forMETEOSAT reception.
* Fascimile transceivepackageforBBC

Ahighperformance, dualconversion, VHF receiver designed to
provide coverage ofthe 136-138MHz satellite band. Featuring:
* Very low noise
* Automatic, adjustable noise mute
* Automatic recorder switching
* Electronic crystal switching
* Scanner facility (optional)
* Signal strengthandsignaldeviation metering (optional)
* Suitable I.F. for 1.7GHz band

MSK20137MHz PREAMPi
Lownoise for highdefinition pictures: Suitablefor masthead
operation. Kit includesnecessary hardware.

IMSA20 AERIAL KITl
Circularly polarised, Xdipole antenna with reflectors, ideally
suitedto reception ofpolarorbiting satellites - canbesupplied
wilh integral prcamp.

SERVICE BACK-UP!
Although theequipment is quitecomplexit is presented insuch
a wayas to besimpletoconstruct.Wewill align,equipment
andmakegoodnon-working unitsfornominal charge.

WXSA TPRODUCESSUPERB RESULTS-DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, SEND THE DEMONSTRATION DISC
n(STATE40/80 TRACK) ONLY£3 (FULLYREFUNDABLE)\

E3KfflfflP ORDERS: Cheque, Cash, P.O. Access Card accepted.
Orders despatched by return post. Educational Dept
orders welcome.

108 QUEEN'S RD. FARNBOROUGH. HANTS GU14 6JR

ACORN USER FEBRUARY I988

0252 515666 Telex: 859489
>££•
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EDUCATION

HOW THE WEST WAS WON
Historical simulation packages area real boon in the

classroom when well thought out and presented

'Dear Beatrix, I have reached California
and I .wish you were here to see how
beautiful it is. The weather is getting war
mer but I hope it doesn't get too hot. It
took us ages getting to California and 1
expect you'll be coming here as well. Ma
and Pa are getting the houses built, but 1
am sure it will take a long time.
Love from Jesse'

So writes Farah, a 12-year-old from a
west London middle school. During eight
weeks in 1987, Farah's class of 25 mixed-
ability children embarked on a hazardous
crossing of the North American continent.
They were simulating the passage of real
emigrant pioneers through a resource pack
age called Wagons West, from Tressell
Publications. This work was part of the
humanities curriculum on migration. In the
October 1987 issue of Acorn User we

discussed in detail how adventure software,
in the hands of a skilled teacher committed

to resource-based learning, can lead chil
dren into worlds beyond their direct ex
perience. The same can be said for simula
tion software such as Wagons West.

Wagons West is based on groups of
children adopting a mid-19th century
pioneer family and helping them traverse
the North American continent to arrive

safely in California.

The preparations
The class had access to only one computer
for only one morning a week, so the work
had to be carefully organised to maximise
the use of the limited time available.

Resources were gathered; the pack sug
gests a bibliography of 11 children's and 14
teacher's titles. In addition, filmstrips, slides
and posters were obtained. Extra copies of
books were taken from the library and
photocopies of a number of the maps and
work sheets from the pack were made.
Wagons West itself provides a number of
support materials which give relevant his
torical, geographical, and sociological in
formation, along with contemporary writ
ten accounts and illustrations.

As an introduction, the children emb
arked on some general map work about
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Photographs of settlersaccompany the pack

North America from class atlases. This gave
them some familiarity with the lie of the
land and the major geographical obstacles
they were to meet in their progress west:
the Rockies, the Platte River and so on. The
teacher was very concerned that the chil
dren, having been fed on a diet of popular
Hollywood westerns, might embark on the
study with thewrong attitudes and expecta
tions. She showed them a series of slides

depicting the real 'wild west', and this led to
a more informed discussion about the

hardships of the pioneers and the hazards
they faced. An interesting side issue about
the role of the indigenous American Indians
also arose.

The children chose their own work
groups of three or four, based on
friendships. This was done deliberately, as
the program expects the children to take on
the role of one particular family. It was
hoped that this arrangement would help
children experience some measure of group
empathy. However, Tressell suggests that
each group should have at least one very
competent reader and this was achieved by
subtly guiding the grouping.

The simulation began with the children
choosing which group they would represent

- a group comprises two families from a
common location, for example 'Marion
Group' comprises the Chapman and the
Salter families from Marion, Indiana. Before
the journey begins an extensive fitting out
section must be completed. To assist this
vital part of the simulation, the pack pro
vides group cards, fitting out record sheets,
information sheets, a poster and a computer
program. This range of materials proved
vital in the once-a-week computer session,
engaging all the children while groups
worked in rotation at the single computer.
It took two whole morning sessions to
complete this part of the simulation. The
children were very amused by the bartering
which had to be done over the sale of

bullocks, and each group ended up paying a
diffferent price. The program guides the
children intomaking sensible choices about
supplies to purchase, and inadequate prepa
rations are avoided.

The journey
For this part of the simulation the pack
provides trail maps, journey record sheets,
nine information sheets and a poster. The
quality of these supporting materials is
excellent. Information sheets provide back
ground material but require a high reading
age. This is why each group should have an
above average reader. They proved suitable
for 12 yearolds.

During the simulated journey, the chil
dren met many of the people and problems
that the real pioneers encountered. At each
stage the children were given a number of
choices and 'how successful they were de
pended on the decisions that they took.
There was an impressive amount of discus
sion that ensued and some maturity of
thought went behind each decision with the
12-year-old group. The process ofgathering
information and recording events wasmade
as interesting as possible - thechildren kept
diaries, made sketches of people they met,
made taped interviews with Indians and
'mountain men', and generally recorded
theirwork ina variety of different ways.

The historical authenticity of Tressell's
packages brings children close to theexperi-
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Large and colourful wall charts and maps are a feature ofWagons West. The superimposed screen shots show scenes from the journey

ences of the emigrants, as is evident from
the diary entry below for stage two of the
journey by the Marion Group.
• 12th June 1852 So now we start out-
journey. The trail follows the PlatteRiver.
• 14th June 1852 One of the children in
our group fell into the Platte River and got
sucked in by the mud and drowned.
• 16th June 1852 We saw a small group of
Indians approaching our wagon train. We
had a choice of what to do: fire guns to
scare them away, offer them cattle or horses
in return for a safe journey, or invite them
for a meal. We decided to trade for a safe
passage. The Indians kept their promise,
and let us travel safely through.
• 20th June 1852 One of our group's
wagons overturned in the South Platte and
was wrecked. Several wagons in the train
had wheels or tyresbrokenoff.

25th June 1852 Wecameacross a woman
all alone. She said her husband had died of
cholera two days earlier. We had to leave
her behind because we didn't have room.
But we gave her food. We were lucky
because we learnt later that she died of
cholera too.

• 27th June 1852 Not far from Fort
Laramie now.
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• 29th June 1852 We reached Sioux Indian
country so we had to take care and watch
over theanimals atnight. We lost twooxen.
• 2ndJuly 1852 Several wagons in the train
had broken wheels or tyres off. We had to
stop for aday to make repairs.
• 4th July 1852 At last! We have reached
Fort Laramie. Thank God for that.

As each group reached California, indi
vidual children also had to write letters
home to relatives describing their feelings
on arrival, as Fatah wrote to Beatrix at the
beginning of thearticle.

This class of 12-year-olds concluded their
work by presenting their experiences to the
assembled school, where they relived the
trials and tribulations oftheir migration.

For children to become totally absorbed
in a simulation, as this group obviously
were, requires the teacher to develop posi
tive attitudes and encourage sound decision
making through discussion and a degree of
preliminary work. It's evident that a great
deal of empathy is generated by this pack
age, as children become aware that the only
means of survival involves compromises
with the other families in the train.

Each teacher will use this pack in their
own manner: often this is constrained by

the organisation of the class, curriculum,
computer(s) and school. In this case there
are a number of activities which could not

be done; had a second computer been
available, wordprocessing, information re
trieval and desktop publishing would have
also been available to the children. One
group were keen to make a newspaper with
reports from various pioneers. Aknowledg-
able visitor might have been found to talk to
the children. And had the school been near
Bath, a visit to the city's American Museum
could have been made as part of the
preparations and background study.

The motivation and work generated by
Wagons West is quite remarkable. The
preparation section of the simulation pro
vides the historical background necessary
for the children to become aware of the
needs and problems of pioneers. What
makes Wagons West such a valuable
teaching aid is the fact that it is original, it
encourages lots of group work away from
thecomputer, and it helps to provide a focal
pointfora wide range ofactivities.
Wagon's West is available from Tressel
Publications, Lower Ground Floor, 70
Guard Parade, Brighton BN2 2BA. £29.75
on 5.25-inch disc or £31.95 on 3.5-inch.
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Repton fanshavebegged, cajoled and pleaded with usto release anothersetofscreensfor ourRepton 3game.
How could we refuse?Our lovable hero returnsagain to star in40 new screens that vividlydepict Repton's life-story.

The Five Ages ofRepton:— At first wesee Repton as a baby:a mewling infant surroundedbyteddy-bears, humpty-
dumptys, and aggressive clockwork toy-soldiers. Then Repton is a whining school-boy, creeping like snail unwillingly to

school, withhis pens, hiscalculator, and a bundle of homework. And then Repton
during his teenage years becomes a spikey-haired punkarmed with a ghetto-blaster

and a collection of records. Then Repton goes to work: we see a harried office-
manager amidst computers,photocopiers, and endless cups ofcoffee. Last scene of

all, that ends thisstrange eventful history, isRepton as an old-age pensioner searching
forhisfalse-teeth, his spectacles, his"pintofstout", and hiswell-polished war-medals.

Each copyofThe Life OfRepton includes |
•the Repton 3main program <Mhe Repton 3editor and »the40 new gamescreens)

[BBC Micro Cassette £6.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £6.95
IbBC Micro 5W Disc £7.95 Acorn Electron S%" Disc £7.95
|BBC Master Compact 3Va" Disc £9.95

(Compatible with the BBCB,B+ and Master Series computers).
The screen pictures show Ihe BBC Micro version ol Ihe game.

PRIZE COMPETITION
Ifyou complete all 40 screens ofThe Life of Repton, you can enter our
competition. Prizesinclude £200in cash, with Repton mugs, badges, pens
and certificates for runners-up.

Closing Date: 30th June 1988.

f:
SUPCMOR
sonuinnc ACORNSftFT

noni id* Ponfsnt Hm isp Skinner mne Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone: 0532459453

Please make

all cheques
payable lo
"Superior

Soflware Lid".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mall orders are despatched

within 24 hours by first-class post.
• Postage and packing is Irea
• Faulty cassettes and discs will

be replaced Immediately.
(this does nol atlecl you' statutory rights).



EDUCATION

THE NETWORK PAGE
Hook up you new Archimedes tothenet and solve all your file transfer problems.

Plus a real life tale of networking.

Acorn continues to reiterate its commit
ment to Econet. To this end, all
Archimedes machines are fitted with the
Network Filing System (NFS) software
built in. All you need to-do is fit a standard
Master series Econet card to the sockets on

the Arc circuit board, and plug in to the
net. This procedure is exactly the same as
that on the Master series, except you don't
fit the NFS ROM.

Early Archimedes have some problems
with their software and if you are still
using one of the early Arthur operating
systems (0.2 or 0.3) then you should be
able to upgrade to Arthur release 1. This
procedure will be free of charge if you
filled in your registration card and sent it
off. The new ROMs should be sent auto
matically to registered owners and there
will be a wordprocessing program included
too.

People still using Arthur 0.2 may have
found that the ADFS doesn't work proper
ly when you have an Econet card installed.
To use this, you have to plug the
Archimedes into the network, with an
active clock signal present, though you
don't actually need to log on. The bug is
cured in Arthur 0.3 onwards.

A second problem occurs with the use of
the symbol '&'. The directory referred to
as '&' is the 'user's root directory' on the
Econct - the one you go to when you type
*I AM. On ADFS, '&' means the same as
'S' - the root directory. Thus :;'DIR
&.FRED should select the sub-directory
FRED within the user's root directory.
This works under ANFS on a Master 128
or Compact, where the command is sorted
out inside the ANFS ROM. However, the
Archimedes passes the command on to the
file server. Acorn Level 3 file servers do
not support this command, and this is the
reason for the Archimedes' desktop not
working properly on such fileservers.

There are two solutions. You can tem
porarily install the desktop programs with
in a directory named '&', which will allow
pathnames such as &.FRED to work. The
second solution is to obtain upgraded soft
ware from Acorn already fitted to Files-
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tores. But one word of caution - ifyou are
upgrading a Level 3 file server, then you
must remove any directories called '&'
before doing the upgrade, otherwise you
will not be able to access them afterwards.

SJ Research file servers already support
the '&' reference to the user's root direc
tory, and will work correctly with pro
grams like the desktop which employ this
mechanism. However, there arc other
problems apparent with SJ fileservers. At
present the Archimedes NFS does not
allow '%' as a valid character in filenames.
'%' is used by SJ for their password file
'%PASSWORDS' using the Editpass util
ity. It is also used for the name of the print
queue directory '%PRINTQ', and when
accessing back-up tapes directly using the
pseudo-directory '%TAPE'. Acorn arc
aware of the problem, but it is not clear
what is going to be done about it.

The new Arc machines will work on a
Level 2 file server, albeit at a rudimentary
level. But some operations, especially those
involving opening and closing files, crash.
This file server was written ata fairly early
stage in the evolution of Econet when
machines like the Archimedes were little
more than a dream. It makes little sense to
use such a file server with an Archimedes,
when the RAM available on a 310 model is
bigger than the file server storage capacity!

A feature first introduced with the Mas
ter series machines on Econet was the
opportunity of selecting a 'Master series

specific' library called 'Library1' when you
logged on to the network. The reason for
this is that you can then automatically
select versions of the utilities VIEW,
NOTIFY and so on, which have been
modified to take advantage of the Master's
utility work space at &DD00. A similar
mechanism is available on the Archimedes.
If you type 'CONFIGURE LIB 1 and
then press CTRL-Break, the alternative
library 'ArthurLib' will be selected, if pre
sent, rather than the default 'Library'
directory. 'CONFIGURE LIB 0 removes
this feature. In addition, when you log on
with a boot option set, the Archimedes
looks for a file called MARMBOOT',
rather than 'IBOOT'. This makes it easier
for a mixture of Archimedes and non-
Archirnedcs machines to log on to the same
user area, with different boot actions being
taken according to the machine type.

Programs can be loaded from the net
work and run under the 6502 emulator. It
is a little disappointing that the emulator
doesn't fully support the Osgbpb call
which limits the of use Ecoriet utilities.
However, a useful selection of software
including Quest and Supastore does work.

Early versions of the Netprint relocat
able module do not work very well, in
common with the other hard copy mod
ules. However, an upgraded version will be
supplied with the full release version of
Arthur. Extra Archimedes network utilities
are available to set the station number, also
for 'SETFREE, *RDFREE and 'USERS,
although they are not supplied.

At the primitive software level, the
Arthur NFS supports the transmit arid
receive functions, but not the peek, poke
and remote subroutine jump calls. Acorn
are currently discussing whether any addi
tional functions are necessary, but they
have not been implemented in the 1.2
release versions of Arthur.

Despite the teething problems, the Arc is
viable on Econet. Acorn has demonstrated
some spectacular link-ups, but as with any
new machine, the problem is getting the
knowledge to the people who can use it.
Only Acorn can do that.
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SOFTWARE

Business

***

Suitable for standard, Master Series and Archimedes Computers
Inc VAT

CASHBOOK I; utile Entry bookkeeping inmemory lorclubs C13 75
CASHBOOK Double Enlry random accessdiscbookkeeping lorschools £22.95
ACCOUNT Double Enlry random access bookkeeping with credit
control statements '»c:qcrs anaanalysislorbusinesses £34.45
ACCOUNT PLUS ,i, above with datasort,aulostatement generator, invoice, order, quotations

£57 44
£230.00

£86.25
£34.45• **

• ••

*••

Genealogy

**NEW**
Statistics

etc matt s'io: "

MICRO-TRADER Iliecomplete BBC accounts sysiem. (Demo discC25)
MICRO-STOCK4000 itemssuitablelor use wilhMicro-Trader
RANDOMMAILING mailmerge, 5 sorts. 1.2. or3 across labels
EXTENDED PAYROLL "impressive package - Micro User"
1, 2, 4 weekly & monthly, contracted in & out. 3 overtime,
personnel lite. 2payslip formats, plu. plus
SPECIALTHREE STAR OFFER-ALL THREE STAR PROGRAMS
FAMILY TREE340/750 people l()0;2.')l) marriages. Ancestral, dependants
lr,n:in:!,', f'l.,:llh.i |ii ntw.l,sortedlist liivii.v nFeb'87i:v.i«'
FAMILYTREE3500/6000people1500/2000 marriages Archimedes
STATPACKIhestataspackage lorstudents,30 results

DFS/ADFS WeconverlyourDFSdiscs loADFS Master orArchimedes D/Llormal

ROMS INTER-BASE The latest ROM Irorn Computer Concepts
INTER-CHART data display "Quite clever - well, very clever"
INTER-SHEET spreadsheet"Notbad!- it's Ihebest'
INTER-WORD TheWYSIWYG superwordprocessor Iuse &teach"
SPELL-MASTERTl'i'lastesl.largestspellingcheckeranywhere
WORDWISE PLUS Programming facilities lhalothershaven'tgot"
SYSTEM DELTA "Hiecleverer thanclever program languagedatabase"
SYSTEMDELTA extended programming language manual

EPROMMERS UUIPAC Eprom Programmer 32kProgrammer
UVIPAC Eprom Eraser
Toolkit Eprom Blower SoilwareonROM

COMPUTERS

**NEW**

BBCIBMBBC
PRINTERS

DISCS

AMSTRADPC1512 Dual D:scDrive Monocomplete with£300sollware
AMSTRAD PC1512 Dual DiscdriveColourcomplete with" sollware
amstrad PPC640 lablopIBM PC compatible portable
AMSTRAD CPC664Green Screenmonitor andWordprocessor ROM
ADLERALPHATRONIC C/PMcomputer withF1DiscDrive
Descriptionol howlo send dala betweenthe twomachines
CITIZENLSP-10 120cpsNLO38cps Manylealures Save£l1100
DYNEER DW2015"Daisywheel serial printer. High quality machine
RIBBONS.FX, fIX. LX-80,120D.GLP. Amslrad,Shinwafrom
PRINTER CABLE Suitable forBBC/Electron loparallel printers
DISCDRIVE800kOpusorsimilartwindoublesidedcased
DISCS5 25"10Double sided'densily 40/80hackscoloursboxed
DISCS3 5" 10branded double sidedhighest quality, boxed

LISTING PAPERBox2000fanloldperforated 11" x 9 5"60gsm(Nonecheaper?)
Box 2000fanlold micro-perlorated A4 80gsm(None belter?)

LABELS ForMailing 20002 across3.5"x 1 4375
ForMailing 10003 across2.75x1 4375
ForDisclabelling 501) 1across5" x 15/16"

Ask for detailed brochure lor more software and other items.
Prices include VAT. Add 57p for pp. Printers add £9.95

£57,44
£89.95

family
£19.95
£24.95
£13.75

£450

£49.95
£29.99
£44.99
£47.00
£49.95
£44.99
£6295
£19.95
£20.95
£20,95

£7.95

£55500
£735,00
T449.00
£199,00
£175.00

£4.95
£19900
£225.00

£3.50
£7.50

£225.00
£10 95
£1795
£13.95
£23.45
£11.95

£6.50
£2.95

rrTicro-fiid
(AU), 25 Fore Street, Praze,
Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX
or telephone 0209-8311274 with
ACCESS or PRESTEL '25882020 •

FAMILY HISTORY SYSTEM
(5 part genealogical suite of programs)

(As far as we know the only genealogical progi
M so/^ by genealogistsfor the BBC written and

lor genealogical enthusiasts)

Disc basedforanyMODE 7 BBC Micro. Theprograms are designedto recorddetailsof
people and marriages which relate themand theirchildren. You can browse throughthe
family and print out an indented listingform ofdescendants or ancestors. Youcan also
print out a familiar family tree with linking lines using any printer, and an ordered
International Genealogical Index (IGI) listing through a second database program
includedon the disc. Standard Model B computers allow for between 3500 and 6000
peopleand 1250and 2250 marriages! Included is a teachingfileof the Royal Family from
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.

List of options in data entry programs: Ancestors, Browse, Descendants, Indent, Load
(load or append), Marriages, People, Quit, Restructure, Save, Trace line, Unrelated,
Width. 'OS.
List of options in print tree program: Calculate. Load, Marriages, Order, People, Quit.
Width, 'OS.
List of options in convert tree program: Load, Marriages, People, GEDCOM export,
tjs:
List of options in GEDCOM program: Checksum GEDCOM file to IBM PC, Quit, "OS.
List of options in filing program: Amend, Delete, Format. Input, Load, Order (sort),
Print, Quit, Restructure, Save, VDU input. "EXEC input, 'OS.

Existing users nothaving these optionscanupdate for£5.00 by returning their original
disc. Existing data unaffected. New items added in the past year include facilities to
transfer thedatato an IBM program such as thefamousMormons Personal Ancestral
File. An additional feature shows the lineage between two marriages. Separate People
and Marriage listings from Easytree. Easier restructuring of ifle. Added printer code
facility.

£19.95 5.25" disc - £20.95 3.5" Compact - £24.95 Archimedes
Contact Micro-Aid direct or any good BBC software dealer.

GET READY TO ORDER YOUR PAYROLL

AND ACCOUNTS PROGRAMS FOR

THE NEW TAX YEAR BY SENDING FOR

INFORMATION ON THE ONLY BBC PAYROLL

AND BE IN TIME.

fiF
Source-Level Debug

The revolutionary new idea in software development

Debug V 3 (C) 1987 UijlM Sofl.ore
21 test Ldo #10
22 sin coun
23 •
24 Loop lay counl ;P"nt reverse jlring
25 Ida slring.y
26 jsr oinrch
27 dec counl
28 one loop :end ol prinl loop

A- X- Y- StfcP NV BWC AOORS DATA
00 20 23 ro OOIOOOOI 5678 10

COUNT - O STRING" -This is Ihe Slrino,

OCBUO S Tell
DCBUO O Count Slnnq
DCBUO S

Order Now or

ring or write for details
Tel 096289352 after 6.0pm

Available NOW on your BBC
for use with the MIJAS

65(C)02 Development System

The new debug Rom
allows you to step or run

through your program
following your

ORIGINAL SOURCE CODE
on the screen.

How does it help me?

Source-level Debug enables you to
monitor the running of your program
looking at the original source code and
examining variables by name. A
complete module can often be tested
and corrected without knowing a single
hex address.

This means far fewer listings and your
code is finished sooner. Ideal both for
the beginner and for the experienced
programmer.

The Debug rom requires the use of
the 65(C)02 development system issue 3
or above.

Mijas Software Helping to bring the new
software world to your micro.

^\

^

Cut outandreturn the order form below for fast delivery.

To Mijas Software

PO Box 2

Sutton Scotney

Winchester

Hants S021 3LU

( A.U.4.87)

From :- Please supply:- Item Number Item

Linker and Assembler - disk £22

Optional Linker Assembler Rom £7.50

New Debug Rom £2C

Telcomp II mini card-index £10BBC Model
Disk type ,^ n( •

Sideways Ram7
Also at Mijas.Winchester Rd.,Micheldever,Winchester,Hants S021 3DG

£
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CASE STUDY

When I switched from chemistry to be
come head ofcomputer services three years
ago, I was faced with a mixture of BBCs
and Pets, and with the promise of TVEI, it
was clear decisions needed taking. I sold
the Pets, and bought extra Beebs as fast as
possible. With the help of keen colleagues,
some of these found their way outside the
computer room and 20 were networked in
the business studies area. After a year the
net was extended to include English, maths
and geography rooms, as well as the lib
rary. A Level 3 hard disc file server was
introduced, and six months ago, we
reached a kilometre of cable with the
inclusion of technology, home economics,
science, staff room and careers office - 36
computers in 20 rooms.

As use of computers spread across the
curriculum, the 'computer studies' courses
were phased out and information technolo
gy took over the school. Instead pupils
took a skills-based course leading to the
RSA Computer Literacy and Information
Technology (stage 1) certificate. This
course is now completed by the end of the
third year, and information technology is
no longer offered as a descrete option
course at 14-16. The hope is that the skills
gained will be used widely throughout the
curriculum as a matter of course.

Reasons for networking
In order to achieve the school's policy of
integrating information technology into the
curriculum, it was important to spread
equipment into keyareas of the school. But
in doing this, there is always the danger of
computers gathering dust in cupboards. It is
not enough merely to give the computers to
teachers - they areoften reluctant to waste
time struggling with disc faults and poor
manuals. We agreed that a network should
be able to provide a system whereby soft
ware can be readily loaded from the file
server, through a helpful and comprehen
sive menu. Appropriate help frames should
be accessible to teachers and pupils with the
minimum of trial and error.

The ::i AM command is the only thing a
user has to remember- everyone is 'booted'
into a menu program requiring only single
key presses. Wordprocessing takes the
lion's share of the file server's attention, as
is often the case. But avariety ofcomputer-
aided learning software, especially simula
tions are also widely used. This isn't always
inthelessons you'd expect.
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The Redwood Publishing Econet links 50 sta
tions. Above, the Bridge and connection sock
ets that allowthe network to be split into two
sections for maintenance.

A fourth-year project to create a school
viewdata system, using Communitel soft
ware, has resulted in a large project in
formation section. Edited pages from Pre
stel, Times Network and teletext abound
among the 300 or so present. But it is also
being used by teachers to give help with
projects and homework, and by pupils
reporting the results of projects for the
benefit of others. Outside users can call the

Communitel host system on (0403) 56468
after school hours or at weekends and

holidays - the network runs 24 hours a day
all year round. Teletext is available through
out the network, using the telesoftware
utility from Ceefax.

Problems
The installation of the original Acorn Level
2file server-based system was prolonged by
several of our own mistakes. In future I'll
leave network upgrades of model B micros,
to the protessionals. Insisting on 'proper'
cabling, however, was one piece ofadvice I
did follow, to our undoubted benefit when
it was later extended. Another good idea
was to incorporate a junction box, which
allows the network to be split into anumber
ofphysically separate parts when necessary
- for example to isolate faults. 'Line jam

med' errors are the most frquent, and are
usually caused bya fault ina socket box or a
broken computer. The IC 93, a 75159 line
driver isacommon problem.

One other problem was a file server error
36 - a corrupted password file - which
meant a complete reformat of the 30Mb
Winchester. It showed up the need for more
frequent archiving. Why do we always have
to learn the hard way? We now back up to
about 20 DFS floppy discs every few weeks,
which takes about an hour and a half.
Having a tape streamer would certainly
encourage us todoso more frequently.

Acorn has been slow to assist when
things have gone wrong, which seems poor
after having to spend so much money to
obtain their Level 3 file server software. A
complaint about a bug in the 'Level 2 to
Level 3' conversion utility took six months
to fix.

The Winchester is currently awaiting
repair. A fault, probably in its drive con
troller, means hiring a replacement for as
long as it takes for Acorn to mend it, plus
extra work of restoring an archive copy of
the old files. A Winchester seems safe
enough until it fails - ignore backing up at
your peril.

Has it all been worth it?
It's hard to judge the extent to which the
acceptance and widespread use of compu
ters by school colleagues can be attributed
to the network. Many argue that even more-
progress could have been achieved had the
money been invested in work stations
instead of the Winchester and 'wire'. Man
aging the network, even with a part-time
technician, takes an immense part of my
time. On the other hand, with nearly 200
units of hardware to look after, you must
expect to spend time keeping them work
ing. And how much time would be needed
to ensure that everyone had access to
up-to-date copies ofseveral boxes offloppy
discs?

Deciding to run a network is a big
commitment,, and a major responsibility.
Strong contingency plans and a cast-iron
tolerance of machinery are needed by the
person who has to pick up the pieces when
the network fails. For the users, however, I
am convinced that the more the system
develops, the more we will provide an
entrance to the strange world of informa
tion technology which would otherwise
remain locked and barred from the inside.

Simon Thomas isbead of computer services
at Tanbridge House School.
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With Solidisk
Add-Ons!

DOUBLE-SIDED
51/4 DISC DRIVE

This is a superb 80 track, double-
sided, dual density, lever type and
very fast disc drive. Unformatted
capacity: one Megabyte. 40/80 track
manual switch optional as most
Acorn and Solidisk DFS have soft

ware switch. Supplied with data and
power lead (please specify your
computer). Price £119.00 inc VAT.
40/80 track manual switch if re

quired: £2.00 inc VAT. Separate
PSU if required: £25.00 inc VAT.

TWIN
DOUBLE-SIDED 5%

DISC DRIVES

Complete with bridge unit, suitable
for both BBC and Master 128K, Price
£238.00 inc VAT.

COI MClf Everything from Computers
*uliui*k Acorn SEE*.,'
TCCnnOlOjy With alittle More! Repairs**

Orders and enquiries can now be placed by FAX (0702) 431 221
THE PC-500:
The PC-500 is just what you need to take advantage of the biggest software investment on earth: PCsoftware, PC public domain and PC
shareware.

The PC-500 is the Acorn 80186 internal co-processor for the MASTER adapted by Solidisk with a n appropriate lead for use on the BEEB
(and the Master).
It has a mouse, 512K of RAM.10MHz —16 bit CPU(around 3 times the speed of the normal PC),4 software discs containing the Digital
GEM operating system, a wordprocessor, a painting program, CPM emulator and other utilities.
Price: £239 inclusive. Your BEEB must have a WD-1770 and ADFS.

Data sheet available on request.

THE PC-PLUS:
ThePC-PLUS isan expanded PC-500, withone Megabyte ofRAM insteadof512K. Theextramemory allowslargeapplications suchas
Desk Top Publishing (eg Fleet Street Editor) to be usedon the BEEB orthe MASTER.
The PC-PLUS issupplied with thesameaccessories as the PC-500 including the mouse and4discs. Price £339 inc.
Upgrade from anexisting Acorn 80186 costs £119.00but you will berequired tosign a service agreement. Please ring for details.
Data sheet available on request.

MASTER MEGA CARD:
TheMEGA CARD (256K) plugsintoa cartridgesloton the MASTER and adds instantly256Kof RAM. Thecardcanbe usedas RAMDISK,
printer buffer or sideways RAM.Price £100.00 inc.
Data sheet available on request.

WD-1770DFS:
The new Acorn Disc Filing Systems DFSand ADFS require both the WD-1770chip. Solidisk offers two basic
WD-1770 models which are totally compatible with the Acorn DFS/ADFS ROMs. We alsooffer our own DFS
2.2 and ADFS 2.1 ROMs which have a superset of utilities and commands. Data sheets on these ROMs are
available on request.
1) WD-1770 DUALDENSITY DISC INTERFACE for previously tape based BEEB.This is the standard Acorn
disc upgrade since 1985. Prices are:
WD-7 770 DDFS without DFS ROM £35.00 inc.
WD- 1 770 DDFS with DFS 2.2 ROM £45.00 inc.

WD-1770 DDFS with ADFS 2.1 ROM set £55.00 inc.
Data sheet available on request.
2) WD-1770+8271 (DFDC) DISC INTERFACE:for BEEBalready equipped with the 8271. This system allows
you to keep the existing 8271 disc interface while adding the new WD-1770 chip. It has a simple switch to
a Howchanging between the 8271 and the WD-1770. Tooperate the hardware, you will need either the latest
ROMsfrom Acorn (8271 DNFS1.2,1770DNFSand 1770ADFS)or SoidiskROMs. Ifyouarestuckwitholdor
inappropriate DFS software, buy the inexpensive DFS 2.2 ROM. Prices are:
DFDC without DFS ROM £45.00 inc.
DFDC with DFS 2.2 ROM £50.00 inc.
DFDC with ADFS 2.1 ROM set £55.00 inc.
DFDC with 2.2 and2.1 set (3 ROMs) £63.00 inc.
Data sheet available on request.

ii?/.TO*in=i!«sMm.m:ffli.-fliffli
The new style TWOMEG 128K add-on board for the BBC is the closest emulation of the Master 128K ever
achieved. It combines Sideways RAM. Shadow RAM and four extra Eprom sockets (4 on the BBC motherboard)
in a single product. It is unobtrusive and easy to fit, just drop in and gol
It's the ideal upgrade for all Beebs, with more ROM sockets and even bigger memory than the Master!
Compatible with Computer Concepts InterWord, Sheet and Spellmaster, Acorn View 3.1, ViewSheet,
ViewStore and Basic, it is supplied with a quantity of useful software on five discs, eg database, spelling checker,
macro basic, Ramdisk for STL DFS and ADFS etc.
A clever switch write-protects only the 8 banks of Sideways RAM, without affecting the Shadow RAM.Price: ex
VA T. £52.17, inc VAT £60.00

•MlliBW«J*HH
256K RAM (shadow and/or Sideways) 4 extra H/C ROM sockets on board (4 on BBC motherboard), 4MHz
switchable CMOS 65C02 cpu, 32K Manager ROM. Price £110.00 inc VAT.

h i ' 11 11111———
256K RAM (shadow and/or Sideways) 4 extra H/C ROMsocketson board(4on BBC
motherboard). 2MHz CMOS 65C02 cpu. 32K Manager ROM.
Special Offer on InterWord and Wordwise Plus when purchased with any TWOMEG
or FOURMEG board:

Wordwise Plus: £30.00 inc VAT
InterWord: £50.00 inc VAT

E2gJEBBEB3
gives your Beeb time, date and configure facilities similar to the Master. Price
£29.00 inc VAT.

SWR32: 32K Sideways RAM, base unit and disc. Price £20.00 inc VAT. SWR 64:
64K Sideways RAM,2 H/C ROMsockets on board, base unit and disc. P/v'ce£30.00
inc VAT.

The UVIPROM is the cheapest Eprom programmer on the market, yet the easiest to
use. UVIPROM for programming 2764 and 27128 (21V): £20 UVIPROM-32 for
programming 27256 (12.5V): £20 inc VAT. MULTIPROM, the deluxe version,
programs most types of Eproms and fitted with TEXTOOL ZIPsocket, Price£44.50
inc VAT. The UVIPAC(Eprom Eraser) can erase any 3 Eproms in approximately 15
minutes. Price £20.00 inc VAT.

TWO MEG 128

>Ot»W

1770 + 8271

{,60

EBBpa^l
Ifvou are thinkinq of exchanT^f!£ithinT<ingof"e1^^
the buy-back valueofyourBEEB and the balanceonyournewsystem.Sopleasegiveus a tryl

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEYNE AVENUE, SOUTHEN



ARCHIMEDES

Computers
A305 PLUS, 1 Megabyte of RAM:
£731 + VAT

v A305 upgraded to 1 MB, same as 310
v with Acorn colour monitor: £913.50 + VAT
v with Philips colour monitor: £930 + VAT

A440: FREE NLQ PRINTER,
£2,299 +VAT
v 4 MB OF RAM,20MB Winnie,built-infloppy
drive,
v build-in packplane,
v free EPSON FX80 compatible NLQ printer
(Panasonic KX-P1081).
v with Acorn colour monitor: £2,481 + VAT
v with Philips CM8833 monitor: £2,498 +VAT
v super discount available on Multisync
monitors, please call

BEST DEALS

Please note:
Many packages such asAcorn Arc-Writer orLogistix leave little room ontheprogram disc sothatasecond drive isvery
useful.Unlessyou plan to get the 20MBWinchester, our external drives (eg FD35A) are goodand lowcost.
Ifyouare goingto use the MS-DOS Emulator,we recommend our FD525A, 40/80 trackswitchable because most PC
software isstillsupplied on5'a" format. For100%mediacompatibility, youwillneeda40-lrackdoublesided5'//'drive
such as our PC525 (see below)
The way thenewArc software isgoing, everyone will sooner orlater sendloupgrade thememory to4Megabytes (and
evenbeyond), Ifyoucan't affordan A440 now,youcan trade-upfromyour305 Plus.Wewillnormally allowyou85%-
95% of our invoice value.

normal

£499.00
£39.00
£39.00
£79.00
£29.00

ACORN ADD-ONS:
20MBHardDisc(AKD52)
2-slol Podule Backplane (AKA01)
ROM Podule (AKA05)
l/0Podule(AKA10)
MIDI add/on to I/O Podule (AKA15)
Please oddVA Ttothe aboveprices.

SOLIDISK ADD-ONS:
3.5" second drive (FD35A. external) £100 00
5'/," second drive (FD525A. external) £110 00
ARC-SAVER (released soon): £49.00
(4-slot podule backplane with Thermi-fan)
Dual user port podule short: £13.00
Dual user port podule long. £16 00
Eprom Programmer to be used wilh our Dual
for27C128: £18.00
Multi-Prommer for all types: £39,13
Eprom Eraser: £17 39
Teletext and TV adapter: £87 00
Image-Master (video digitiser): £52.17
Advanced Image-Master. £156.50
Please add VATlo the above prices.

^iS^^p^sa
registered customers

6% DISCOUNT

COMPACT 128K:

Without monitor

ex VAT inc VAT ex VAT
Compact 128K: 347.80 399.97 391.30
Compact 128K, CDFS ROM and a second disc drive.
A. BorC: 434.00 499.10 478 00
A = twin 3.5" drives. B = 5.25" drives. C = one 3.5" and one 5.25".
Twin drives are usually required for disc copying, the Solidisk CDFS complements tho Acorn ADFS with a
superset of DFScommands and utilitiessuch as single and double density, copying DFSdiscstoADFSdiscs
etc.

Acorn monochrome
inc VAT
449.99

Acorn colour
ex VAT

521.00

608.70

inc VAT

599.15

549.70

UZEESEM•SSm «Jk

Master 128K:
Master 128K with Twin
disc drives:

Without monitor
ex VAT inc VAT

391.00 449.65

Philips monochrome
ex VAT inc VAT
455.00 525.25

Philips colour
ex VAT inc VAT
574.00 660.00

556.50 639.97 63500 730.25 730.43 83999
The MASTER 128K comes bundled wilh Wordprocessor (View), spreadsheet (ViewSheet). Terminal
software, DFS and ADFS.The monochrome monitor is 12", can be with green (BM7022) or amber (BM
7522) phosphor, the colour monitor is 14" CM8833 with all imaginable inputs! (The Acorncolour monitor is
a badged version of the latter.)
PLEASE NOTE: generous TRADE-IN allowances are available for upgrading your present system Please
call for immediate quotation.

TELETEXT AND TV ADAPTER
Thisunit includes a programmable TV tuner, a teletextadapteranda mainspowersupply unit. Ithasone input
fortheaerial andtwooutputsockets. Onesocketisforconnection tothe computerandtheotherforcomposite
videoand sound, for connection to a suitable monitor such as the PhilipsCM8833. Itis supplied with software
on discforanyofthe following computers: BBC model B, Master, Compact,Arc,STand Amstrad PC. Unlikethe
ATS ROM (Morley version) withwhich it isfully compatible, itcan download softwareforanyothercomputer
than the BBC. Itcan be used as a conventional TV tuner, except that channel selection isdone bysoftware and
the details saved to disc(so that youcan watch footballat work!). Price:£99 inc.VAT (please specifycomputer
and disc format).

IMAGE-MASTER:
Thiscost-effective videodigitiser converts directlycompositeTV signal (camera,VTR, teletext adapter etc)to
computer display. Image-Master resolution: 640 x 256 by 16 colours or shades but the computer display
resolution is limited by your computer. Available for Arc, BBC, Master, Compact, ST and Amstrad PC. Price:
from £60 inc. VAT (Pleasespecifyyourcomputer, Arcmodel requiresouruserport podule). Thereareone input
(composite video in) and two outputs (video out and to computer), 3 knobs (brightness, contrast and aspect
ratio).The unit should be used with a suitable monitor such as the Philips CM8833.

ADVANCED IMAGE-MASTER:
Thisdigitiser can notonly convertvideo signal intocomputerdata, itcan beusedas a super colour display for
the computer and replaces a GENLOCK device for picture over picture. Itis capable of4096 colours, 640x256
pixels andoutput for recording ontovideo tapeorRGB(analog) monitor. Therearetwoinputs(computer display
in and camera) and 3 outputs (VTR out,AnalogRGB out and computerdata). Available initially (JAN 1988) for
Arc and ST. Price£180 inc.VAT. Data sheets are available on request.

**************************************

DTP SYSTEM INC. LASER PRINTER: £2499 + VAT!
**************************************

ORDERING BY POST:
•is can beordered by post, sending the coupon below andenclosing cheques, POs, drafts orcredit card numbers orby phone. Pand Pischarged as

Less than 1 KG (eg software, cartridges and books): £2.00
Up to 3 KGs (eg single disc drives): £3.00
Up to10KGs (eg computer, monitors, printers, twin disc drives): you canspecify either parcel post £6.00orcourrier/Dataposf £12 00
Above 10 KGs(egcomplete system), please either allow generously or give us a ring for quotation.

DN-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6JQ TEL: SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 (16 lines)

ORDERING COUPON

Name:

Address:

I would like to order:

and enclose a cheque for £

or debit my Access/Visa account:

Official orders welcome.

ORDER BY PHONE:
RING (0702) 354674
BY FAX: (0702) 431221

ACCESS/VISA WELCOME

We reserve the righttochange
prices and specifications

Open hours:
9.00 AM to 5.30 PM
Monday to Friday
Technical enquiries:
(0702)431122



ADVERTISEMENT

Class Utility Software &Printers
Professionals.

CJE Micro's
Unbeatable in print.

CJE Micro's are an official ACORN
approved dealer.
A wide range of accessories and soft
ware for ACORN, Amstrad and Atari
computers are on display in the CJE
Micro's retail showrooms.

Multi-Font
NLQ
("Very good package...
Saved me over £100")
V. BUNCE, OXFORD. DEC 86.

Upgrade your printer to
NLQ with a choice of
many fonts. Up to 49
predefined fonts are avail-'
able on 4 discs, or you can
design your own. Multi
font is easy to use and
compatible with nearly all
software. For prices see
below or ring for further
details on 0903-213361.

Some of the fonts available
are shown here:

This is STANDARD

This is COURIER

This is ITALIC

©bis i» eocfcsro:
This is CDfflFT5

This is BOLD

TH1£5 1& SHflDdii)

This IS BUTLIME

This 3s BHDWArE

TtilS IS THEATRE

CJE Welcome EXPORT and
TRADE ORDERS - inquire
for delivery costs.
Phone/Credit Card and Official
Orders are accepted. Please ring
for all the latest information and
prices on 0903-213361.
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FONTAID
("Good value... Useful buy")
BEEBUG MAY 87.

Fontaid is a must for any Canon or Kaga Taxan
owner. 60 predefined fonts are available or you
can design your own. A Star NL10/NX15
version is also now available, so inquire for
further details.

"Impressed... Delightful
Simplicity ...Easy to use"
(MICRO USER JUNE 87)

INFORM from CJE Micro's.
This unique sideways RAM information system is
quick, versatile and simple.

NOW - Solidisk 256K version is also available.

Master Writeprotect/ROM
select switch.
"I cannot praise it enough... Worth
buying!!" micronet soon 6575
This switch system selects RAM protected, RAM
unprotected or ROM. Each bank is separately
switchable. This is the MOST POWERFUL switch
unit available at only £15.00 inc VAT. (p&p £1.00
extra).

CJE Micro's (DEPTAU2) 78 Brighton Road, Worthing,
W. Sussex BN11 2EN. Tel: 0903-213361.

SOFTWARE PRICE LIST
All prices include VAT, but please
add £1.00 for postage/packing and
state 40, 80 track or 3W ADFS
when ordering.
MFNLQ £30.00
Font Discs B,C& D leach £15.00

Fontaid £30.00
Fontaid with 6264 RAM , £36.00
Font Discs A, B, C, D,
EA&Lang each'£15.00

Inform £20.00

PRINTERS
Delivery on all printers is free.
Ring for a sample printout,
specification and the latest
prices.
The following Near Letter
Quality printers all come with
Centronics interface, friction
and tractor feed.

Panasonic KXP1081 £180.00
Canon PW1080A £260.00
StarNLlO £230.00
StarNX15 £410.00
Star NB24/10 (216cps) £599.00

Juki Daisywheel £330.00
Free delivery on printers

CJE Printer packs
The CJE packs include; Cable,
delivery, paper, plug, utility soft
ware and booklet. Please ask for
further details.
The Printer packs cost £15.00 with
printer: e.g. NL10 + pack = £260
+ £15 = £275 inc. VAT.
BBC Cable if purchased separately
is £8.00. Software on its own:
£11.00 + £1 P&P.

ACORN USF.R FKBRUARY 1988



BBC B Penpal wanted into adventure
games. Contact Aran Johnson, 4
Whackhouse Lane, Yeadon, Leeds LSI9
7LY.

Penpals wanted BBC with disc drive,
swap tips etc. Contact K Sail 164
Anglesey Road, Burton-on-Trcnt, Staffs.
DEN 3NP.

Wanted: BBC penpals, tape or disc. All
letters answered. Write: Paul Tang, 21
MainStreet, Branston, Burton-on-Trcnt,
Staffs. DEI4 3EX.
BBC B 1.20, Viglen 40/80-T disc drive,
four meg 32k, expansion, Inter lime,
graphics ROMs. Many games. £450. Tel
(0892) 29672.
Toolkit ROM by Beebugsoft - original
with manual, £5 to include postage. Tel:
(0905) 429967 after 7pm.
BBC B, dual Mitsubishi 80-track drives,
steel CPU and keyboard cases (plus
original), Hi-Res green monitor,
ADFS/DFS, View 3.0, Books. £400. Tel.
(0730) 61901.
Master 128k, dual DSDD disc drives,
OlivettiJPI01 printer,mouse,max,ADT
£7004- original software. Sell £700. Tel.
(0572) 55520 after 6pm.
Original mint condition, all manuals.
Romit £12, Movie Maker £14, Fontwise
Plus £10. Tel. Nottingham (0602)
602180.

HRC external ROM box (Model B) for
24 ROMs. 64k battery backed RAM. £55
inc.J. Follett, 26 Arbor Lane, Winnersh,
Berks RGll 5JD.
Viglen BBC B console with dual DS
40/80 drives, power supply keyboard
case, manual, utility disc. Cost £278
asking £175. Tcl.(0288) 3100.
Exmon II machine code monitor for
BBC B £15. Tel: (0642) 486470.
Cumana CSX200 disc drive 40/80 track
switchable £50. BBC Master AMX
Mouse £35. Tel:Dave onSheffield (0742)
620989.

AriesB52 boardvirtuallynew, £50.40-T
single side disc drive (Viglen) £30. Tel:
Basingstoke (0256) 468997 after 6
pm.

Quickshot II Joystick and First Byte
interlace with conversion software.
£20.00 ono.V.G.C. Boxed. Will swap for
Electron goods. Tel: (0905) 423255.
BBC bits, SS 80-T drive, £40. Raven-20
shadow RAM board £20. ISO-Pascal,
£30. Swaps considered. Tel: 01-673 4492
(evenings).
BBC micro 1.20 OS excellent condition
£175. Tel: Mansfield (0623) 643899.
Printer: Mannesmann Tally 80.
Excellent condition; with extra software
il required (eg screen dumps) £100. Tel.
Taunton (0823) 443270.
Wanted: Disc drive with PSU and Epson
printer or similar. Must be as new. Tel:
(0888) 63668. After 6pm.
BBC B, wanted DDFS, twin 80-track
drives, 32k RAM card, £300. Epson
FX80, £140. X-Yplotter (IEEE) + BBC
interface, £140. Tel: 0763 60496
(evenings).
Electron Plus I, View + ViewSheet
cartridge ROMs and mini office, data
recorder and selection of games. £125
o.n.o. Tel: (0734) 732820.
BBC B Watford DFS, AMX Mouse
MkU, 40/80 400k drive + discs 4-
software 4- ROMs,£295 ono. 400kdrive,
£50 ono. Tel: 061-456 9293.
View (2.1) original packaging, plus
manuals, modified for use with shadow
RAM, £20. Contact Dr Wears, Tel:
061-205 2393.

Penpals wanted, swap hints tips.

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

FREE ADS

Electrohome monitor medium
resolution, £110. Doctor Who and the
Mines of Terror £5. Super Art. £30.Tel:
01-969 5659.

Selling complete BBC system or may
split. Beeb, drives, teletext, printer,
monitor etc. For complete details, Tel:
(0942) 824532.

Wanted teletext adapter with ATS ROM
Warwick. Tel: (0926) 402891.
32k Watford shadow RAM six months
guarantee. Was £70, will sell for £50. Tel:
George 01-847 4375. Office hours.
BBC B 1.20S, Watford DFS 80-track
DS/DD disc drive, tape recorder,
joystick, software, books, £320. Tel:
Dave 01-764 6276 (evenings).
Wanted BBC B any model, any
condition. Tel (0279)' 731340. After
6pm.
Prism acoustic modem, excellent
condition, includes software & leads.
£40.00 ono. Tel: Daniel (0284) 87583.
Wanted Challenger disc drive and
manuals. Tel: (0635) 34891. After
7.30pm.
BBC B issue 7, Acorn DFS 4-DS 40/80-T
drive. APTL ROM board, shadow
RAM, monitor in console unit £500. Tel:
John (0865) 274397.
Music 5000 synthesiser and Music 4000
fouroctave keyboard for BBC computer
£130. Tel: (0582) 581468. After
5.30pm.
BBC micro wanted. Also other BBC
equipment. Tel: (0353) 721736
evenings.
Wanted 6809 development system for
Beeb (prefer CMS system with
flex/DOS, software and manuals). Tel:
021-503 0212.

Microline 82A dot-matrix printer
parallel and serial interface, friction and
tractor feed, 120 cps bi-directional.
Includes cable manual. £140. Tel: (09363)
3300.

Electron, Plus 3, ROMbox, plus word
processor, T2P3, database disc, 15 discs,
games, books £200 o.n.o. Tel: (0753)
821955. After 5.00pm.
BBC B 1.20S DFS £250. ROMs
Wordwise, Doctor, Exmon, Solidisk 256k
manager £ various. Tel: Langport
250130.

BBC B OS 1.2 Acorn DFS Aries B32
shadow/sideways RAM View 3.0 £280
ono. Tel: Little Chalfont (02404) 4617
(Bucks).
Electron, Plus 1, Plus 3, data recorder,
T2P3(2), 27 discs, Slogger joystick, tapes

(35), EPROM holder, leads, power SU,
excellent condition, £600 o.n.o. Tel:
091-286 5850. After 6pm.
BBC screen 40/80 switchable drive
DDLS ROMs wp software, leads, side
ways RAM/ROM board 32k. £375
negotiable. Tel: eve. 01-458 1596.
Master 128,400k DSDD, Philips colour
monitor AMXMouse,two joysticks,32k
s/ways RAM cart, two ROM car, & £500
discs, ROMs, manuals. For more
details/offers, £850. Tel: 06I-4S5
3914.

BBC B OS 1.2 with InterWord £200,
Opus challenger 40/80-T 4-256k RAM
disc £100. Books, discs, software, as new
£300. Tel: (0308) 24481.
Opus DDOS complete, £25. Tel: 0621
893048.

Swap disc interface Acorn for a Oric /
Atmos disc interface and DOS. Tel
051-449 2044. Michael (8271).
BBC Master £350. Two disc drives £150.
Teletext £85. Master to B £30. For £800.
Tel: (0534) 20319. After 6pm.
Master 512 inc manuals plus dual
40/80-Trk D/sidcd drives, plus
Microvitec colour monitor, plus Epson
FX80 printer £1200 ono. Tel: 01-859
2649.

Wanted: Teletext adapter (Acorn) must
have advanced (ATS) ROM.£40 approx.
Write: J. Sturgeon, County College,
Lancaster University, Lancaster LAI
4YD.

Cumana QF'S 2,0 double density DFS
£35. View 2.1 boxedas new £25.Superior
Software Speech! £5. Tel: (0827)
830660.

Electron, Pltis-1, graphics ROM, View,
ViewSheet, Lisp, second processor kit,
advanced user guide, games, mils, mags.
£130 (ono). Tel: 051-546 1543.
BBC disc, tape, monitor, £25. Software,
extras. Cost £35, only £16. Buyer
collects, (West Yorkshire). Tel: Cameron
on (0924) 258624.
Econet hardware, two terminators,
systemclock, three power supplies, three
DIN / DIN leads. New, £25. Electron
ViewSheet ROM cartridge unused, £9.
Tel: (0703) 263618.
Alpbacom 81 thermal printer, BBC
interface, 4 rolls paper, as new £35. BBC
40-Tdiscdrive,complete£20.Tel: (0353)
740674, anvtime.

EMR BBC MIDI interface unit with
Composer and Performer, software £70.
Solidisk DDFS with DFS 2.2 ROM, £30.
32k sideways RAM, £15. Tel: (0562)

60242.

BBC B issue 7 Acorn DFS and ADFS,
two drives, light pen, speech synth, 50
discs, joystick, bargain £320. Tel: (0226)
203221.

Co-Processor, Cambridge 16032, plus
software, as new, £800 or offers. Tel:
Portsmouth 751873.

Printer: Mannesman Tally Spirit-80,
boxed with manual etc, Excellent
condition. £110. Tel: Taunton (0823)
443270.

BBC B with Cumana D/S D/D dual 800k
drives R/board, j/sticks. Forth, Pascal,
W/Wise + s/ware, leads and manuals.
£350. Tel: Don, 01-850 5604
Evenings.
BBC B including Speech, DFS, sideways
RAM £175. Z80 second processor £175.
6502 second processor, Cumana double
drive £175. More. Tel: (04024) 74633.
BBC B Acorn DFS 40/80-track disc drive
32k, Solidisk sideways RAM, Enigma
disc ROM, 20 software discs, £350.Tel
(0252) 617962.
Voyager 7 modem with Commsoft
ROM, including leads. As new. £70.Tel:
alton (0420) 63554.
Kaga Taxan Supervision III colour
monitor, 664x 312 resolution, £225 ono.
Tel: 01-366 5881. Evenings.
BBC B soltware, 75 discs full of excellent
software. Disc format is:- 80T DS SD
£100 o.n.o. Tel: Violent on (05086)
3517.

Forth on the BBC, Grandis Harrison £5.
Starting Forth Leo Brodie £10. Tel:
021-353 4673. Evenings.
BBC Master turbo plus reference
manuals, parts one and two, £400. Sanyo
green screen hi-res monitor £50. Tel:
040-22 20305.

BBC B, Opus DDOS, 40/80-drive 4-
PSU, AMX Mouse, much AMS software,
joystick, Hitachi TV/monitor, disc etc.
Worth £2000, as new. Offers. Tel: 01-228
6339.

Wanted for Electron: Plus 3 or
equivalent. Also printer (send sample).
Kramer, 173 Sharoe Green Lane,
Fulwood, Preston PR2 4HE.
BBC B 1.20S, 1770 DFS, ADFS, 16k
SWR, ROM board, datacorder, 3B twin
joysticks, software and books. All
manuals and leads included. £310. Tel:
Kingswinford (0384) 274693.
BBC B Torch Z80, two 400k drives,
Kaga 12-inch monitor, Epson FX80,
perfect software, Basic £500. Tel: (09276)
6365 (evenings).

FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE
Fill in the form below to amaximum of20 words (one in each box) and send ittoAcorn UserFrcc Ads, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ. Please use capital letters, write clearly, and remember your name,
address and telephone number. Without this full information, supplied on aseparate sheet of paper, we
regret we cannot carry your Free Ad. We cannot accept entries selling orswapping software. This'is a
service to readers- no companies please. Oneentry per form only. Free Ads are carried in the magazine as
space permits, and any Free Ads not used within a month of receipt will be disposed of.
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ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED (AU)
23,Hampstead House,Town Centre,Basingstoke,RG21_lLGi.

NE5AM£WERPRl£^
DISKETTES
Vh SS/DD

DS/DD
S>A SS/DD

DS/DD
DS/QD

• COL DS/QD
♦ ♦UNIVERSAL

QUANTITY
135TPI
135TP1
48TPI
48TP1
96TPI
96TPI
96TPI

20

18.95

20.95
8.95
9.95
10.95
14.95
14.95

30
27.95
30.95

12.75
13.95
14.95
21.95
21.95

40

36.95
40.95
16.00
16.95
17.95
28.95
28.95

50
45.95
50.95

18.75
19.95
21.95
35.95
35.95

100

89.95
99.95
36.95
37.95
39.95
63.95
63.95

^ , ,• on veHow'Whitceither in boxesSRS available7^GS ^ d & and 2hoies
of ten or mixed, two or «.« , yes and have z now.

**Universa
All 5 and envelopes and^^guarantee.

P^CES
, Stationery '̂"'

True ^4100 GSM -
creaw,b^e;6rY5»0 across)

l>aaCr°nSi- 5»(2 across)LabelS ACV XLabels 4.& *

PRINTER STANDS
Nylon coated wire
80 column £12.95
132 column , £14.95
TILT 'N' TURN MONITOR STANDS

12" Monitor

14" Monitor

all edges) 250

5.25

7.95

2000
04.95

27.95

£12.95

£14.95

i *he\s 2./^ ^ c'"i,)n Pu/ln„., °^A/

Qteen 220D U

tef*«nn TV,,

-S-'iiSE^Tstate
,(-'n ordenng

Credit Card Hotline (0256) 463507 Faxline (0256) 841018
ACORN USF.R FEBRUARY 1988



Computaccount (UK) Ltd
11 High Street, Harborne
Birmingham B17 9NT
Tel 021 427 9898

We are major suppliers to the
educational and health sectors

Pleasetelephone for our free extensive catalogue and price list. Hundreds of products listed at excellent prices.
THE NEW RISC COMPUTER FROM ACORN. A
VERY FAST 32 BIT MACHINE, SPECIFICALLY
AIMED AT THE EDUCATION MARKET
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST EXISTING BBC
SOFTWARE

Archimedes 305
512* RAM. 513k ROM. 1Mbyte 3 5" drive
Archimedes 310
As 305. but 1024k RAM
Archimedes 410
As 310. but with hard disc controller.
tloating point option, coprocessor bus
Archimedes 440
As 410. but 4048k RAM. 20Mbyte hard disc

ACORN

NEW MASTER COMPACT series.
Standard system is 128K, single 3.5 inch
drive, bundled soltware.

Compact entry system £349.00
Compact TV system . . £359.00
Compact with mono monitor. £389.00
Compact with colour monitor £529.00

RS 232 interface for compact £26.00
Extra 3 5m drive lor compact £99.00
PAL TV adaptor lor compact. £26.00

Master 128 £379.00
Master ET £305.00
Master econet module £43.47
Turbo upgrade £108.00

Master 5I2K upgrade £199.00
10 Mbyte Hard disc with lilese ver

£1086.95
30 Mbyte Hard disc with (ileserver

£1608.95
Eprom cartridges £11.95
Acorn DNFS kit £82.60
1770 upgrade kit £43.42
ADFS ROM £26.04
ATPL Sideways RAM ROM board£39.00
CONCEPT Keyboard .. £124.95
View manual £10.00
Viewsheet manual £10.00

DISC DRIVES

Opus 5802 400k DS 40'80 track £109.00
Opus 5802DB dual 400k DS 40'80 track

£205.00
Opus 5802D dual 400k DS 40/80 with
PSU £233.91
Opus Challenger 25Gk £179.00
Opus Challenger 512k £199.00
Opus DDOS kit £52.12
Pace PSD IP 100k 40T with PSU£125.00
Pace PSD3P 400k 40'80T with PSU

£144.00
Pace PDD3P dual 400k 4080T with PSU

£260.00

Akhter MD802E dual 400k DS 40/80T
mounted in monitor stand £285.00
Cumana CSX 100 100k SS 40T £99.00
Cumana CS100 100k SS 40T with PSU

£129.00
Cumana CS400S 400k DS 40'80T with
PSU £152.00
Cumana CD800S dual 400k SS 40T with
PSU £295.00
Cuman CS354 SS 3.5" with PSUE121.70
Cuman CD358 DS 3 5" with PSUE210.00
Cumana CCD2000S 3.5" ♦ 5.25" with
PSU £282.17

Base ♦Mono
model monitor
£799 £849

£875

£1399

£925

£1449

♦Colour

monitor

£999

£1075

£1599

MONITORS

Mono

Sanyo DM4112 £79.95
Sanyo DM9112 £126.00
Phillips green Hi-res 7502 £76.00
Philips amber Hi-res 7522 £82.61
Zenith green Hi-res 1230 £85.00
Zenith amber Hi-res 1220 £85.00
Colour

Microvitec std-res 1431 £191.00
Microvitec med-res 1451 £229.00
Microvitec hi-ros 1441 £399.00
Philips 8533 RGB Med-res • composite
video . £251.00
Monitor cables (slate types required)

, . £aso
Master Monitor bridge single height

£18.90
double height £25.00

AMSTRAD

• New 1640 now in stock *
Amstrad 1040
Enhanced colour display
Single 360k (loppy drive £799.00
Twin 300k lloppy drives £899.00
Single 3G0k lloppy drive • 20Mbyte hard
disc drive £1199.00

Amstrad 1512
Mono, twin lloppy drives £499.00
Colour twin floppies £699.00
Mono, single lloppy * 20Mb hard disc

£899.00
Colour single lloppy • 20Mb hard disc

£1069.00

PCW 8256 £299.00
PCW 8512 £399.00
PCW 9512 with daisywheel £499.00
Amstrad 3.5" discs box of 10 £30.00
SOFTWARE:
Call for full list of IBM/Compatible and
Amstrad software

PRINTER

ACCESSORIES
Epson FX 80/85 Tractor Unit £32.00
Epson FX 80/85 Sheet Feeder ..£125.00
Epson FX 100/105 Sheet Feeder£139.00
Brother HR sheet feeder £209.00

Epson MX'RX/FX 80 Ribbons £3.75
Epson MX/RX'FX 100 Ribbons £4.50
Canon PW1080/1156 Ribbons £5.00
Taxan Kaga KP810 Ribbons £5.00
Citizen printer ribbons £3.99
All Epson Spares available . £POA

Massive range of other compatible
ribbons available

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

Epson LX800 150cps 80 col NLQ£229.t
• NFW •

I Epson FX800 £324.75
Epson FX1000 £453.75

j Epson EX800 (optional colour). £457.88
i Epson EX1000 (optional colour) £614.63
! Epson LX80/86 tractor unit... £20.00

Epson LQ 800 180 cps 24 pin matrix NLO
£479.00

I Epson LQ 1000 180 cps 24 pin 132 col
NLU £659.00

Olivetti DM100 80col NLO 120cps
£225.00

Olivetti DM280 80col NLO IGOcps
£349.00

Canon PW1080A NLO BOcol IGOcps
£258.00

Biother 1109 Par • Ser lOOcps * NLO
£209.00

Brother 1409 Par - Ser £349.00
Brother 1509 Par • Ser 180cps • NLO

£449.00
Brother 2024Par./Ser NLQ24pin lOOcps

£750.00
STAR Full range stocked Call for prices
Star NL 10 serial NLO 80 col I20cps

£279.00
Star NL 10 parallel NLO 80 col 120cps

£239.00
Star NX15 NLO 132 col 120 cps £330.65
Star SD10 NLO 80 col IGOcps £330.65
Star SD15 NLO 132 col 160 cps £415.65
Star NB 2415NLQ 24 pin 216cps£645.15
Star NB15 NLQ 24 pin 300 cps £806.65
Citizen 120D parallel 120 cps NLO 80col

£199 OO

Citizen LSP10 120cps Eps/IBM comp
NLO £225.00i

' Panasonic KX-P 1081 HH>ti<vJi>J'l

! Panasonic KX-P 1090 ....£233.00
| Panasonic KX-P 1092 ....£315.00
: Panasonic KX-P 1592 ....£405.00

Micro-P MP1G5 NLQ ,. £208.70
Micro-P MP200 "NEW £299.00
Parallel printer cable BBC... . £9.00
Parallel printer cable IBM. etc from

£15.00
DAISY WHEELS

Sanyo PR3000 £199.00
Sanyo PR5200 £299.00
Brother HR10 £239.00
Brother HR15 £349.00
Brother HR25 £650.00
Brother HR35 £825.00
Juki G100 £279.75
Juki 6200 £454.00
Juki 6300 £694.00
Juki 2200 typewriter/printer.. £238.00
Star Powertype 165col 18cps ....£219.00

LASER
B^«H«iii«K»i«Mii»nBmmumi uraEfmj

Centronics overture £1995.00
Kyocera 1010 . £2495.00
Kyocera 2010 £4595.00

OPUS AND IBM

COMPATIBLES

Opus PC System 1 (Mono) £499.00
25Gk RAM. single floppy
Opus PC System 2 (Mono) ... £599.00
1Mbyte RAM. serial port, single floppy
Opus PC System 3 (mono) £699.00
as system 2. but dual lloppy
Opus PC System 4 (mono) £995.00
as system 2, but 20Mb hard disc

OPUS PC5 (AT) NOW AVAILABLE

BBC ROM

SOFTWARE
InterWord „ £48.00
Intersheet „ _ £48.00
Interchart £28.50
Interbase £59.00
Acorn
View 2 1 £45.00
View 3 0 £63.00
ViewPlol (Disc) £25.75
ViewSpell £33.50
Viewsheet £45.00
Viewstore £45.00
GXR (please state whether for B or BO

£23.00
ISO Pascal £52.00
LISP £39.00
BCPL £46.00
Logo £52.00
ADFS £26.04
Computer Concepts
Wordwise Plus £40.00
Printmaster £25.00
Accelerator £48.00
Speech ROM £27.50
Communicator £51.30
Spellmaster £46.00
Beebugsoft;
Toolkit Plus £33.00
Wordease £25.00
ICON master £29.00
ROMIT £29.00
Help II ROM £27.00
Sleuth ROM £27.00
Exmon II £28.00
Spellcheck III £32.00
MUROM £24.00
Pace:
Commstar £29.57

AMX
Please state whether for BBC or Master
AMX mouse with Super Art ROM£78.00
Pagemaker £43.43
Paintpot £13.00

Database
3D Zicon
Utilities

£21.70
£21.70
£13.00

NETWORKING

Link machines (up to 255) together to
form a network communicating with
each other and sharing resources such
as printers/hard disc files etc Contact us
lor details of AST resource sharing
network hardware with Torus Tapestry
soltware.

SPECIAL
SOFTWARE

Torch Turbo Library
functions and procedures for Turbo
Pascal to access the power ol

Torch/BBC facilities
Newnet

Powerful friendly Torchnet management
software with password protection etc.

dBase special
dBase helper program now available for
those who want to access the powerful
facilities in dBase, without having to

learn how to program in dBase

HOW TO ORDER

L

Payment by cheque to:
COMPUTACCOUNT (UK) LTD
Carriage: Items less than
£50:£2.50. £50-100:£4.50
Carriage and insurance on
items more than £100:£9.50

Please add VAT at 15% to Total,
including Carriage.

Send toComputaccount (UK) Ltd., 11 High Street, Harborne, Birmingham B179NT
ortelephone021 2363455or021 427 9898

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988

NAME

ADDRESS

Quantity Item Price

f £

£ £

£ £

TOTAL £
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How to trace a
short circuit

The Prince and IT
There must be some nervous modern architecture.

With the Joe's Jottings pro
grams getting longer every
month, it can be hard to tell if
they are going to work first
time after typing them in. The
PCB design program from De
cember '87 works perfectly
well. But one reader phoned to
tell us of his difficulties.

He got the program working
up to the point of printing out
his finished design. The prob
lem came when he was unable

to dump the design to his

daisy-wheel printer: he didn't
have a daisy-wheel screen
dump program. So he resorted
to tracing the design onto a
piece of paper stuck over the
monitor screen. Finally, the
PCB was exposed and etched.

'Why won't my components
fit?' he asked over the phone.
'What size is your monitor?'
we replied. 'Is it 12-inch or
14-inch? Or is it a 26-inch TV?'

There was silence at the

other end of the line.

people in Calderdale, West
Yorkshire, chosen as the site
for a new technology centre.

Work has begun on building
'a giant £8-million educational
workshop exhibition'. Acorn is
helping by supplying the com
puter equipment, including
four Archimedes.

So why should anyone be
nervous? According to an in
formed source the project was
launched by Prince Charles,
and is being partly funded by
the Prince of Wales' Inner City
Trust. How would you like to
work on a new building know
ing the Prince's feelings about

Hacks' turn for the worse

Do not adjust your PCB

A press of hacks leapt up the
Telecom Tower in London re
cently to take a spin in the
revolving restaurant - except
that it wasn'tgoing round.

Telecom spokespeople ex
plained that the power points
and phone lines were all in the
stationary core of the tower,

but the computer systems being
demonstrated were out by the
windows. If the tower had been

turning, all the plugs would
have been pulled.

'They could at least have had
it wobbling - turning a bit to
the left and then back again,'
grumbled a thick hack.

Now you see it, now you don't
At a recent London show, ace reporter
Orson Fact was searching for new pro
ducts to review. Aisle upon aisle of earnest
searching provided a meagre haul: a new
View printer driver (yawn), and a way of
running two copies of View at once - one
for either hand. There was little that hadn't

been around for months. But then one

stand bore unexpected fruit - a demonstra
tion of a new digitiser. Hailed by its
designers as low-cost, high-quality and
'almost ready for sale', the equipment
raised some interest.

Digitisers are all the rage at the moment.
These handy devices take video input from
a camera, video-recorder or even 'off-air',

176

At the opening ceremonies,
Charles was invited to watch
school children 'using Archi
medes machines to acquire
graphical development'. It
wasn't made clear whether the
kids were actually designing the
building, although mention was
made of a 'moving graphics
program about a man splashing
around in water'. Was this the
architect? More to the point,
was he waving or drowning?

Sack the post
Acorn recently dispensed with
the services of 49 staff. One
major benefit was that these
people were asked to clear out
their desks - and some interest

ing papers have surfaced. In
particular, someone must have
found a batch of old orders.

The BBC has since been in

voiced for £499, for a Master
128 it bought back in February
1986. It is not clear whether

Acorn sacked its post boy
among the 49.

and convert the picture into a normal BBC
screen image. Load that into another art
package, and voila, you've created an in
stant masterpiece.

'Would there be a possibility of one for
review?' asked the fresh-faced Orson.

'Yes, of course', said the representative
on the stand. 'No problem. Just let us
know when you want it, and we'll build a
prototype for you.'

Were there stocks sitting in a warehouse
'almost ready for sale'? Or was the one at
the show the only one?

Perhaps it was all just a bad dream, after
all, although Orson maintains the illusion
seemed quite solid. Is this a digital illusion?

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1988



WE ENTHRALLED YOU WITH ENTHAR SEVEN.
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NOW GET READY TO BE DAZZLED BY
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AN ADVENTURE WITH GRAPHICS

As the pilot ofan intergalactic space craft, you have searched the galaxy for
the kidnapper ofyour crew member Shauna. Your mission has led you to an
enormous space station, devoted to scientific study and experimentation,
where you have finally docked in berth 5820. Your space craft is battered
and on the verge of collapse. Only the 'hull integrity system' is preventing
loss of atmosphere and that, too, will fail in a few seconds time!

Enter the exciting world of the Robico adventure of the year!
THE HUNT Search for Shauna - It won't disappoint you.

1,.„ ... i,< iii. •••I Ivalf .. .
i n« old •••••!. • S Sun4
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BBC B, B + CASSETTE VERSION: £9.95
SW DISK VERSION WITH SPECIAL DISK GRAPHICS: £12.95

/\DVEIj'TUROUS PEOPLE LOVE ROB/CO

ROBICO, 3 Fairland Close, Llantrisant, Mid Glamorgan. CF7 8QH Tel (0443) 227354



A PRIZE FOR EVERYONE WHO
COMPLETES THE GAME

Buy Bonecruncher and see if
you can complete all the
game screens!

All successful players will
receive a superb portable L
radio with headphones
(illustrated on the right), a
colourful Bono's Bathing Co.
badge, and a signed
certificate.

Closing Date: 30th April, 1988
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Bono'spartner Foizy
i\i\ restrains a monster
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Bono The Dragon and his Flourishing Business
You are Bono, a friendly dragon residing in a picturesque sea-castle.
As a shrewd business-dragon, keen on "nice little earners", you make
your living by selling soap to the giant monsters who bathe in the sea
surrounding the castle.

With the aid of your business partner, named Fozzy,you produce the
soap by collecting skeletons amongst the castle caverns and then
boiling the bones in a cauldron.

However, the castle caverns are fraught with danger: there are
monsters who will kill you, spiders who will eat you alive, and glooks
who will block your path. Itwill pay you dividends to also avoid the
perilous trapdoors and hidden volcanoes.

A soap-opera not to be missed!
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C0MM0D0RE 64/128 • COMMODORE AMIGA

BBC MICRO • ACORN ELECTRON

Cassettes: £9.95 (C64, BBC Electron)
5V." Discs: £11.95 (C64. BBC Electron)
3Vj"Discs: £14.95 (Amiga, BBC Masier Compact)
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Dept. BC11, Regent House, Skinner Lane,
Leeds LS71AX.

Telephone: (0532) 459453 .
0°u • v °o

24-HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FORORDERS

W- *£»

OUR GUARANTEE

• All mail orders are despatched within
24 hours by first-class post.

• Postage and packing is free.
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced Immediately.
(This does nol allect your slaluloiy rights).
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